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Mohamed Abstract
Abstract
This action research study is concerned with examining and improving a foodservice chain’s approach 
to service quality. To evaluate current quality management systems, semi structured interviews were 
conducted with managers in a large UK-based foodservice chain. Findings showed that managers 
recognised some shortcomings of current systems, sometimes adopting individual approaches to 
overcome these.
Alternative approaches to quality management used in other industry sectors were reviewed. The 
concept of Continuous Improvement (Cl) was identified, along with the techniques and tools used to 
achieve this, specifically, Statistical Process Control (SPC). To investigate the applicability of SPC, a 
pilot study was undertaken in a university coffee shop. The pilot study proved the possibility of 
implementing SPC in food service operations. Certain critical success factors have been 
acknowledged, e.g. management commitment, having a working role, maintaining close relationship 
with participants.
SPC was then implemented into the chain involved in the exploratory study. Espousing action 
research approach, the researcher was trained as a team member. Data collection was carried out by 
the researcher and SPC control charts were created. However, when staff took responsibility they 
failed.
Qualitative data (interviews, research diary, and documentary evidence) yielded three key themes: 
statistical process control, human resources, and service operations. SPC is a demanding technique 
that needs time and effort in data collection: observation and sampling, to which current human 
resources practices were not conducive. Finally, the service context added to the challenge of 
implementation, where customers’ demands lowered the priority given to data collection by the staff.
SPC may offer potential to overcome disadvantages associated with existing quality measurement 
tools in the chain. For example, being of higher frequency and stressing staff accountability and 
involvement. However, an operation wishing to implement SPC will need to ensure conducive human 
resources practices.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 Background of the study
Service quality became a focus of attention in marketing in the 1980s as a result of recognition of the 
gains that can be harvested by delivering quality service—increased profits, market share, and cost 
savings (Zeithaml et al., 1988). Quality, however, proved to be difficult to define. There are five 
broad approaches to defining quality: transcendent, product based, process based, customer based, and 
value based. However, the prevailing definition in the service domain is customer driven, 
“consistently meeting or exceeding customer’s expectations” (Ghobadian et ah, 1994, p.49).
Service does not lend itself readily to measurement because it is ‘abstract,’ ‘transient,’ and 
‘psychological’ (Gupta et ah, 2005). The prominent characteristics of service’s intangibility, 
heterogeneity, and inseparability add to the difficulty of service quality measurement (Harvey, 1998; 
Zeithaml et ah, 1988), which led Parasuraman et ah (1988, p.13) to regard service quality as an 
“elusive construct” that may be difficult to measure.
Service quality measures fall into two categories: hard and soft. Hard are “those which are 
quantifiable or objective,” and soft are “those which are qualitative, judgemental, subjective and 
based on perceptual data” (Silvestro et ah, 1990, p.55). Information about service quality can be 
derived from internal and/or external data sources. Internal data are collected within the business by 
the staff through management inspection and service sampling, while external data are sought using 
the feedback of customers through mystery shopper programmes or customer surveys. Silvestro et ah 
(1990) recommend measuring service quality using a combination of data sources.
Foodservice operations depend on three main tools to measure service quality, namely, mystery 
shoppers, quality audits, and customer satisfaction surveys (Martin, 1991). Each tool has its 
limitations and it may not be of help to such operations. Bond (1999, p. 1321) regards that a 
performance measurement system should accomplish three goals: “provide an early warning detection 
system indicating what has happened; diagnose reasons for the current situation; and indicate what 
remedial action should be undertaken.”
Applying the same criteria to quality measurement tools adopted by foodservice operations would 
indicate that they may not provide valid and reliable measurements. For instance, a mystery shopper 
programme has been criticised because of its limited sample size, as small sample sizes would not
1
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produce a reliable evaluation (Calvert, 2005). Moreover, customer satisfaction surveys are a collection 
of perceptions and do not provide factual data (Finn, 2001; Wilson, 2001). In addition, these 
evaluations are not conducted by the operatives, thus employees do not practice any self-control over 
their work.
Parasuraman et al. (1985) developed a model showing five perceptual gaps. The third gap is ‘service 
quality specifications-service delivery,’ relating to non-conformity with established specifications, 
with the major reason for this being the variability of employees’ performance. This study proposes 
the implementation of Statistical Process Control (SPC) as a means of ensuring compliance to 
standards in foodservice operations. This technique would help employees to measure their own 
performance, and help management in improving their operations by discovering ‘causes of deviation’ 
(Jabnoun, 2002).
SPC is a quality technique based on statistics. It was developed by Shewart, Dodge, and Roming in 
the Bell Telephone Laboratories in the 1930s (Krumwiede & Sheu, 1996). The British Standard 
Institute (BSI) describes SPC as “The in-process application of statistical data analysis to identify out 
of tolerance conditions for a specific production process and to notify the operator of the current or 
impending problem” (BSI, 1994 cited in Herbert et. al., 2003, p.64). The technique aims to eradicate 
the special causes of variation. It is used to observe, control, canvas, and improve process 
performance (Antony, 2000). Benton (1991) mentions some of the advantages associated with the 
implementation of SPC: conformance to design, increased quality, decreased quality checks, 
minimised returns from customers, minimised scrap and rework, quality evidence, and ability to cope 
with the market demands. Moreover, Antony (2000) claims that managerial decisions based on SPC 
findings are realistic and grounded, as they are supported by facts and not surmises.
Temponi (2005) observes that instituting self-assessment techniques is crucial to achieve continuous 
improvement—that is, to assess the main processes and results against performance targets. 
Measurement is fundamental in bringing about continuous improvement. As Deming (1986, p.89) 
stresses, “Any step in the Shewhart cycle may need guidance of statistical methodology for economy, 
speed, and protection from faulty conclusions from failure to test and measure the effects of 
interactions.”
1.2 Purpose of the Study
This study aims to critically evaluate the implementation of Statistical Process Control (SPC) in 
foodservice chains as a tool to measure and improve quality and to essentially achieve Continuous 
Improvement (Cl). This study aims to contribute to the existing knowledge regarding Cl through the
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implementation of SPC in general, and specifically within foodservice chains. It also aims to evaluate 
the outcomes of such adoption.
1.3 Objectives of the study
The objectives of the study are identified as:
1. To critically evaluate the quality measurement approaches used by foodservice chains.
2. To identify the advantages and disadvantages of each of these approaches.
3. To evaluate the potential of Statistical Process Control (SPC) as a quality technique in foodservice 
operations.
4. To apply this quality technique in foodservice.
5. To identify the benefits of adopting SPC.
6. To identify the factors that may facilitate or hinder the implementation of SPC.
1.4 Research questions
The research questions can be outlined as follows:
1. What are the quality measurement tools used by foodservice chains? Are they reliable and valid?
2. Is Statistical Process Control (SPC) applicable to foodservice chains?
3. How is SPC to be introduced into foodservice chains?
4. What are the benefits gained from such an adoption?
5. If there are problems with such an adoption, what are they?
1.5 Scope and domain of the study
The study is concerned with the application of Statistical Process Control (SPC) as a tool to measure 
quality and to achieve Continuous Improvement (Cl) in foodservice settings, particularly in coffee 
shops.
1.6 Structure of the study
Chapter one introduces the purpose and objectives of the study, as outlined above.
Chapter Two defines quality and explores service and its distinguished characteristics. It discusses 
how the salient service attributes add to the difficulty of service quality measurement. Approaches to 
service quality improvement are reviewed and evaluated. The major schools of service quality are 
reviewed. The Nordic School, Gronroos’s suggested model, the North American School, and the gap 
model developed by Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry are reviewed. Customer satisfaction is also 
reviewed, and the relation between service quality and customer satisfaction is explored. The chapter 
discusses three commonly used tools to measure quality: mystery shoppers, customer satisfaction 
surveys, and quality audits.
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Chapter Three reports an exploratory study based on semi-structured interviews with three levels of 
management in a large UK-based restaurant chain. Interviews explore how management measures 
quality and managers’ perceptions of their quality measurement tools.
Chapter Four critically assesses quality and approaches to quality management, and describes 
benefits associated with quality. How quality management is perceived within manufacturing as 
compared to service is discussed. It reviews quality measurement in manufacturing by focusing on 
quality tools and techniques, particularly on Statistical Process Control (SPC). It discusses advantages 
associated with its implementation, and possible/previously established obstacles facing its adoption 
in the service sector.
Chapter Five describes and justifies the research methodology. The objectives of the study and the 
epistemology that underpins this research are stated. Then, the adopted theoretical perspective is 
outlined and the methodology is explained and justified. As the proposed methodology for this 
research, action research (AR), including its use in hospitality settings, is defined and critically 
evaluated. In another section the research design is explained.
Chapter Six reports on the pilot study that implemented SPC in an in-house operation at a university 
campus. This pilot study was undertaken in two phases. In the first phase, the researcher collected 
operational data and created the necessary control charts. The collected data were analysed, and 
process capability was calculated for the measured processes. The second phase was undertaken in 
participation with the service team in the operation.
Chapter Seven explains the methods used into the fieldwork, nature of generated data and analysis. 
The study context is described.
Chapter Eight tells the stoiy of the main fieldwork stage. It provides the results and discussion of the 
main study. The results are centred around three main themes: statistical process control, human 
resources issues, and service characteristics. SPC is discussed, showing how it can be used to measure 
and improve quality. A great part of this chapter focuses on human resources (HR) practices, as they 
emerged as a significant issue. The third theme focuses on service characteristics and how these affect 
SPC implementation. A visit to a production plant that uses SPC is then highlighted. The last section 
reflects on the methodology (action research).
Chapter Nine offers the conclusion of the research, discussed in light of the research purpose and 
questions. The study’s theoretical and practical contribution is then highlighted. Finally, it discusses 
the limitations of the study and possible routes for further research.
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Chapter 2
The Theory of Service Quality and its Measurement
2.1 Introduction
This chapter begins by reviewing the different definitions of quality. It moves to service and how it 
differs from products and the implications of that difference. Service quality is then defined, and 
methods used to measure it are critically evaluated. Specific approaches to improve quality of service 
are discussed. The two main schools of thought and their service quality models are discussed (the 
Nordic School and the North American School). Customer satisfaction is also reviewed in relation to 
service quality. The commonly used service quality measurement tools (mystery shoppers, customer 
satisfaction surveys, and quality audits) are explained and evaluated in order to identify their strengths 
and weaknesses.
2.2 Quality definitions
The word ‘quality’ comes from the Latin word qualis, meaning “such as the thing really is” (Dale, 
2003). Although quality is a widely used term, it is not easy to define. However, there are some 
classical definitions of quality. Definitions of quality fall into five main categories, namely: 
transcendent, product based, user based, manufacturing based, and value based. These definitions 
stem from various branches of knowledge, including philosophy, economics, marketing, and 
operations management (Garvin, 1998).
Juran—the guru of quality—defines quality as “fitness for use” (Juran, 2000, p.7.4). This definition 
considers the power of the consumers’ needs, and the challenge is to identify these needs so that they 
can be embedded into the product (Smith, 1993). A thorough understanding of the product’s features, 
quality characteristics, and parameters (e.g., availability, reliability, and maintainability) is essential to 
validate defining quality in this way. However, the consumer is the judge as to what extent the 
product/service suits his use (Dale, 2003).
For Crosby (1979, p. 15), quality means “conformance to requirements.” Those requirements must be 
clearly established, for not conforming to the requirements means that quality is absent. Nevertheless, 
being free from defects does not guarantee quality (Anand, 1997). Crosby coined the phrase “quality 
is free,” as he saw that non-quality items were adding costs, which could only be avoided by “doing 
things right first time” (Crosby, 1979,p.). This echoes the Zero Defect Programme nurtured in the 
Martin Company (Garvin, 1988).
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Taguchi and Clausing (1990) suggest that quality begins in the design stage, and as such the Zero 
Defect Programme does not help to deliver quality. Instead of chasing defects, the design must not 
allow defects to occur in the first place, shifting most of the burden to the design team. This 
programme is seen by Anand (1997) as a means to reaching quality. However, Anand (1997, p. 196) 
disputes the view of quality as “conformance to standard,” accusing it of being “the biggest enemy of 
quality” and holding it “largely responsible for poor quality products being produced at high cost.” 
Juran (2000) also criticises it, as it ignores the customers’ interests. Smith (1993, p.237) believes that 
it does not differentiate between “a concept’s meaning with its operationalization or method of 
measurement.”
Feigenbaum defines quality as “the total composite product and service characteristics of marketing, 
engineering, manufacture, and maintenance through which the product and service in use will meet 
the expectations of the customer” (Feigenbaum cited in Kolarik, 1995, p.5). Feigenbaum’s first 
definition of quality had the products as its object, but later, service found its way into his definition, 
reflecting the realisation of the growth and importance of the service sector (Reeves & Bednar, 1994). 
Feigenbaum’s call for Total Quality Control (TQC) brought on a more integrated look at quality, 
reflecting a sense of responsibility sharing among the inter-functional teams.
However, according to Garvin (1987), Feigenbaum did not think of quality as a strategy. By thinking 
of quality as a strategy, Garvin dismantles product quality into eight dimensions or categories, namely: 
performance, features, reliability, conformance, durability, serviceability, aesthetics, and perceived 
quality. In his view, aesthetics and perceived quality are the most subjective dimensions, and 
conformance and reliability are the most traditional notions. Table 2.1 summarises the eight 
dimensions and their definitions. Due to the difficulty of a business excelling in regards to all the 
dimensions, the door is open to trade-offs. Indeed, Garvin indicates that a firm must consider which 
dimensions are the most important to its targeted customers.
It can be concluded that there is no universal definition that can be applied to all businesses and cases. 
The different definitions have evolved over time, with each one representing a certain focus that 
reflects the prevailing thinking of its time. For that reason, new dimensions (or even definitions) may 
be added as the need arises. However, every business should define quality according to its 
environment and situation, and as Garvin stresses, it is better to consider many definitions of quality 
than to rely on just one.
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Table 2.1 Garvin’s eight product quality dimensions
Dimension Definition
Performance The primary operating characteristics o f a product
Features The secondary characteristics o f a product that supplement its basic functioning
Reliability The product’s probability o f failure-free performance over a specified period o f time
Conformance The degree to which a product’s physical and performance characteristic meet design
specifications
Durability A measure o f useful product life (i.e., the amount o f use a customer gets from product
before it deteriorates or must be replaced)
Serviceability The ease, speed, courtesy, and competence o f repair
Aesthetics How the product looks, feels, sounds, tastes, or smells; a matter o f personal preference
Perceived Quality based on image, brand name, or advertising, rather than product attributes
(subjectively assessed)
Source: Sebastianelli and Tamimi (2002, p.445)
2.3 Service quality
The plethora of literature on service quality mirrors the increasing interest in it (Johns, 1999). Such an 
interest is justified, as service quality is a major determinant of service organisations’ prosperity 
(Kandampully, 2000). However, Johns (1999, p.333) states that “to define the indefinable” is the main 
enigma associated with service quality.
2.3.1 Service
It seems that marketers were the first people to become interested with the meaning of service and the 
salient characteristics that distinguish it from goods. Rathmell (1966, p.33) defines a good as “an 
object, an article, a device or a material” and a service as “a deed, a performance, or an effort.” 
However, a service encounter may be made of a mix of both. Berry et al. (1985, p.44) and Zeithaml et 
al. (1988, p.35) also define services as “performances, not objects,” whereas Harvey (1998, p.583) 
sees service as the “result that customers want.”
2.3.2 Service characteristics
There are three features that distinguish services from products, according to Parasuraman et al. 
(1985): intangibility (they can not be quantified); heterogeneity (services vary from one provider to 
another, from one client to another, and from one time to another); and production and consumption 
(which cannot be separated). Harvey (1998) also states that intangibility is a prominent feature of
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service, but he also stresses customer contact. Another scholar, Gronroos (1978), identifies his own 
three service characteristics which are vital to service marketing planning: intangibility, 
production/consumption interaction, and lack of ownership and transaction of ownership.
2.3.3 Quality of service
Service quality started to become a focus of attention in marketing in the 1980s, owing to a 
recognition of the gains that can be harvested from delivering quality service (specifically, profits, 
market share, and cost savings) (Zeithaml et al., 1988). Moreover, businesses can use it as a means to 
differentiate them from others (Ghobadian et al., 1994). The prevailing definition in the service 
domain is customer led, “consistently meeting or exceeding customer’s expectations” (Ghobadian et 
al, 1994, p.49).
Ghobadian et al. (1994) suggest two approaches to service management: passive (or reactive) and 
strategic (or proactive). In the first approach, the service provider tries to minimise customer 
annoyance by meeting his basic needs and offering the minimum level of service, and customer 
satisfaction is not necessarily achieved. In the second approach, satisfying the customer is the means 
to success, and quality is the strategy to achieve differentiation and competitiveness. The two 
approaches reflect two ways of regarding quality, for the first holds that quality is a luxury, while the 
second holds that it is required component and a compulsory way to work.
2.3.4 Obstacles facing quality in service
Harvey (1998) acknowledges that the salient characteristics of service have consequences for the 
quality of service. For example, establishing standards and specifications of service is difficult due to 
intangibility. Furthermore, simultaneity makes it hard to find errors and rectify them before delivering 
the service to the clients. Harvey also attributes the difficulty of objective measurement of the quality 
of service to its intangibility. Heterogeneity, as suggested by Zeithaml et al. (1988), adds to this 
struggle as the performance of the service providers varies from one person to another, and even 
differs among clients. Perceived quality is dependent on the individual encounter between the clients 
and the servers. Hence, the human factor is a major determinant in delivering the desired quality of 
service.
After examining previous work on quality of services, Parasuraman et al. (1985) concluded that 
service quality is not easy to assess compared to the objective judgment of product quality; that 
service quality perception is the outcome of comparing customer expectation with actual service 
performance; and that quality assessments are not only based on the results, but also on the way that 
the results are produced. Zeithaml et al. (1988) observe that quality happens during the encounter 
between the client and the person who comes in contact with him. In turn, that means that the contact
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person plays an important role in securing the quality of the service. Hence, “the quality of service is 
managed in real time; live, ‘on stage”’ (Harvey, 1998, p.596). The service encounter has been defined 
by Surprenant and Solomon (1987, p.86) as “the dyadic interaction between a customer and a service 
provider.” Shostack (1985, p. 243) defines the service encounter as “a period of time during which a 
consumer directly interacts with a service.” Bitner et al. (1990) observe that Shostack’s definition is 
more elaborate and includes all the attributes offered by the service provider for its client, while 
Surprenant and Solomon’s definition is restricted to the human interaction between the client and the 
contact persons.
2.3.5 Service-specific approaches to performance improvement
Harvey (1998) suggests that, in order to ensure the provision of a quality service, a chain of events 
must happen, from the discovery of a need to the satisfaction of the client. If something goes wrong 
during that chain, the outcome is poor quality. This would happen in the case of:
9 °  Not understanding the needs of the customer;
Being unable to translate the needs of the customer into a service design that 
can properly address them;
Being unable to translate the design into adequate service specifications or 
standards that can be implemented;
Being unable to deliver the services in conformity with specifications; and 
Creating expectations that can not be met (Harvey, 1998, p.591)
The first three points are associated with design quality (how a service incorporates the customers’ 
requirements). The other two items are attributed to conformance quality (adherence to specifications) 
(Harvey, 1998).
2.3.5.1 Design quality
Harvey (1988) suggests ways to improve the factors related to design quality, as shown in figure 2.1. 
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) investigates the needs of the customers and tailors the service to 
their needs (Jeong & Oh, 1998). Moving the line of visibility and the line of accessibility lets the 
customers see what is happening, and also gives them the chance to interact with the servers (Harvey, 
1998). Blueprinting helps those involved to understand the details of how the service is delivered 
(Chuang, 2007) by detailing the who, what, where, and when of the service delivery system (Harvey,
1998). Failsafing is used to identify possible areas where there is potential for the system to fail. This 
can be performed by blueprinting the process, and the problems identified as crucial should be 
rectified first (Harvey, 1998).
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Figure 2.1 Improving design quality
* Not understanding the needs of the customer 
* Being unable to translate the needs of the customer into a service design that can properly address them 
* Being unable to translate the design into adequate service specifications or standards that can be impi
Design quality factors
* Quality Function Deployment 
* Moving the line of visibility and the line of accessibility 
* Blueprinting 
* Failsafing
Improvement approaches
Source: based on Harvey (1998)
2.3.5.2 Conformance quality
Harvey (1998) also proposes certain factors to improve conformance quality, as shown in figure 2.2. 
Guaranteeing is when a service provider fails to deliver the quality service. Compensations can be 
offered to the unsatisfied customers, which may help to keep them as customers (Harvey, 1998), and 
can convince them of service reliability (Marmorstein et al., 2001). As the failure rates are translated 
into money, attention is drawn to deterioration in quality (Harvey, 1998). A mystery shopper is a 
consultant who evaluates his experience as a customer in a certain service encounter and produces a 
report of his assessment of that experience (Baggs & Kleiner, 1996; Fin & Kayande, 1999). 
Recovering refers to service failures and how to recover from them, as they should be detected and 
corrected (Harvey, 1998), as well as learned from (Johnston & Michel, 2008). Setting standards and 
measuring refers to “a guide to which servers constantly refer to determine whether they are providing 
the right level of service” (Harvey, 1998, p.595). Statistical Process Control (SPC) is a quality 
technique based on statistics (Krumwiede & Sheu, 1996). This technique did not realise success in 
the service business as it did in the manufacturing sector (Roes & Dorr, 1997). However, the back 
office area is lending itself more readily to the SPC application (Harvey, 1998). Customer 
involvement refers to customers in certain situations being given the opportunity to serve themselves 
(Harvey, 1998).
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Figure 2.2 Improving conformance quality
*  Being unable to deliver the services in conformity with specifications 
* Creating expectations that can not be met
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Conformance quality factors
* Guaranteeing
* Mystery shopper
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* Setting standards
* Statistical Process Control 
* Customer Involvement
Improvement approaches
Source: based on Harvey (1998)
It can be inferred that the points suggested by Harvey are consistent with the gap model developed by 
Parasuraman. Thus, the solutions offered by Harvey would be applicable to Parasuraman’s gap model. 
The gap model will be discussed in more detail in section 2.5.2.1. Harvey (1998, p.591) suggests that 
one of the shortfalls of providing service is “being unable to deliver the services in conformity with 
specifications.” Implementing SPC may help in improving the conformance quality elements, as SPC 
helps in “achieving high levels of consistent performance” (Jones & Dent, 1994, p. 18). Benton (1991) 
also cites conformance to design as an advantage associated with the implementation of SPC, which is 
the purpose of this study.
2.4 Quality measurement in service
Service does not lend itself readily to measurement because it is abstract, transient, and psychological 
(Gupta et al., 2005). According to Parasuraman et al. (1988, p.5) service quality is “an elusive 
construct that may be difficult to measure.” Berry et al. (1988) recognise the measurement of service 
quality as closing the quality loop. Performance should be continuously compared to the standards, 
and this will develop a strong service-minded culture. There is consensus in the service literature that 
the propagation of customer’s satisfaction is the concern of service quality (Silvestro et al., 1990). 
Regardless of the hurdles and difficulties experienced in measuring quality, these efforts and trials 
reflect an interest in improving the service quality.
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Service quality measures may fall into two categories: hard and soft. Hard measures are “those which 
are quantifiable or objective,” and soft are “those which are qualitative, judgemental, subjective and 
based on perceptual data” (Silvestro et al., 1990, p.55). The collection of information about service 
quality can be derived from internal and/or external data sources. Internal data are collected within the 
business by staff, while external data are sought through the feedback of customers. It is 
recommended that service quality be measured using the two data sources (Silvestro et al., 1990). 
Silvestro et al. (1990, p.56) suggest that “A measurement system which facilitates a comprehensive 
evaluation of service delivery must include both hard and soft measures, drawn from both internal and 
external sources of both tangible and intangible aspects of service.” Examples of such measures can 
be found in the study conducted by Silvestro et al. (1990) where researchers id entified several 
measures used by the service organisations under study (see table 2.2). However, these measures are 
mostly employed by management. Generally, the operatives do not play a role in the measurement, 
and in fact they are themselves measured.
Table 2.2 Internal and external measures of service quality
Internal Measures External Measures
Internal operational data 
Automated systems data 
Management inspection 
Service sampling
Customer questionnaire 
Customer survey 
Mystery shopper 
After-service telephone call
Source: Silvestro et al. (1990, p.63)
A good measurement system, according to Berry et al. (1988), is meaningful, timely, simple, accurate, 
and fair. Bond (1999, p. 1321) holds that a performance measurement system should “provide an early 
warning detection system indicating what has happened; diagnose reasons for the current situation; 
and indicate what remedial action should be undertaken.” Applying the same criteria to the measures 
provided by Silvestro et al. (1990) suggests that some systems (such as mystery shoppers, customer 
questionnaire, and surveys) cannot provide timely feedback because they take time to be analysed and 
to be fed back into the operation. They are reactive measures rather than proactive measures. Mystery 
shoppers may be perceived as not totally fair owing to the small sample size, whereby absolute 
judgements cannot be based on one or two visits to an operation (Calvert, 2005). Management cannot 
rely on such information to make decisions (Finn, 2001). Customer satisfaction and mystery shoppers 
will be discussed in more detail in sections 2.6 and 2.7, respectively.
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Zeithaml et al. (1988) suggest that the performance of the contact staff should be measured by two 
systems: the output control system, which is concerned with the quantity of units produced in a certain 
time, and the behavioural control system, which is dependant on observing the behaviour and conduct 
of the staff. The first approach is more concerned with productivity and would require objective tools 
(Zeithaml et al., 1988). On the other hand, the second one is more subjective. This can be linked to the 
division of measures of Silvestro et al. (1990). Productivity would be assessed using internal measures, 
such as internal operational data. To better assess staff behaviour, a mystery shopper might be useful 
(although this system has its shortfalls).
2.5 Service quality models
Service quality models have been developed by two main schools: Gronroos is a prominent scholar of 
the Nordic School, and Parasuraman et al. lead the North American School (Ekinci, 2002).
2.5.1 The Nordic School
Gronroos (1984) notes that there was no explicit service quality model. To develop such a model, it is 
necessary to comprehend how quality is evaluated and perceived by consumers. The consumer 
behaviour literature can help in understanding consumer perception of service quality. Perceptions 
are affected by the expectations developed by the consumer prior to consumption. As a result, the 
perceived service quality is the outcome of a comparison between expectations and perceptions. 
Expectations are formed by traditions, ideology, advertising, word of mouth, and previous experience 
(Gronroos, 1984).
2.5.1.1 Technical quality and functional quality
Gronroos (1984) identifies technical quality as what the consumer obtains as a result of purchasing a 
service, and this is evaluated objectively by the consumer. The functional quality relates to how the 
service was delivered. Figure 2.3 shows the model proposed by Gronroos. Technical and functional 
quality are combined to form the corporate image, which is the “result of how the consumers perceive 
the firm” (Gronroos, 1984, p.39). However, Gronroos’s technical and functional quality draw on the 
‘instrumental’ and ‘expressive’ performance of Swan and Comb, as Gronroos himself identifies 
(Gronroos, 1984). Gronroos conducted a study of Swedish executives to test if functional quality is 
more important than technical quality in regards to perceptions of service. His hypothesis was 
affirmed—functional quality proved more crucial to delivering quality service than technical quality 
(Gronroos, 1984).
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Figure 2.3 The Nordic service quality model
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Gronroos identifies six determinates of service quality: professionalism and skills, attitudes and 
behaviour, accessibility and flexibility, reliability and trustworthiness, recovery, and reputation and 
credibility. Professionalism and skills can be associated with technical quality, while reputation and 
credibility are linked to image, and the rest are related to the functional quality dimension (Ekinci, 
2002). Although Gronroos’s model added to the understanding of the service quality, Ekinci (2002) 
criticised Gronroos’s model, as it did not explain the expectation types involved in service quality. 
Moreover, the model was tested on a sample which was size and segment biased (the sample was a 
small sample of Swedish executives). Thus, generalisation cannot be assumed. This school of thought 
did not validate its proposed model empirically. Thus, “It has not received much attention from the 
practitioners” (Ekinci et al., 1998, p.63). However, it can be seen that Gronroos’s concept of 
comparing the expectations against the perceptions reflects how “the perceived quality of a given 
service will be the outcome of an evaluation process, where the consumer compares his expectations 
with the service he perceives he has perceived” (Gronroos, 1984, p.37), and has planted the seed of 
the Parasuraman’s gap model. The dimensions identified by Gronroos can be related to those later
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identified by Parasuraman. Ekinci et al. (1998) have called for conducting more research to test the 
Nordic School model of service quality.
2.5.2 The North American School
Parasuraman et al. (1985) examined the studies of service quality and extracted three main ideas. First, 
that service quality evaluation on the part of the consumer is more difficult than the evaluation of 
quality of goods. Indeed, evaluating the quality of goods depends on ‘tangible cues,’ such as colour, 
and label, and in the case of service, fewer tangible factors can be employed. This makes it difficult 
for the consumer to evaluate service quality and also hard for the provider to realise how customers 
perceive service and its quality. Second, that perceived service quality is the outcome of a comparison 
between consumer expectations and the actual service performance. There is a general concurrence 
that service quality encompasses a comparison of expectations and performance. And third, that 
quality evaluation is formed from an evaluation of the results of the service and of the process of the 
service delivery. Service quality is not only dependent on evaluating the outcomes of the service; 
rather, the way it was performed also adds to the quality evaluation.
Parasuraman et al.’s work echoes Gronroos’s thinking, as acknowledged by Parasuraman et al. (1985). 
The evaluation of expectations versus perceptions of what the customer gets and how he or she 
obtains it resembles the technical quality and functional quality recognised by Gronroos.
2.5.2.1 The gap model
Parasuraman et al. (1985) conducted 12 focus group interviews with consumers, as well as in-depth 
interviews with executives in four service firms. Their aim was to create an abstract model of service 
quality. The focus group discourse focused on consumer experience and perceptions of service quality, 
cases and causes of satisfaction and dissatisfaction, the substance of service quality, and service 
quality evaluation elements. The interviews conducted with the executives revealed a number of gaps 
between the management’s perceptions of service quality and the service delivery process. These gaps 
represent hindrances in delivering quality service (Parasuraman et al., 1985). The gaps identified in 
the model proposed by Parasuraman et al. (1985) are shown in figure 2.4 and discussed below.
Gap 1: Consumer expectation -  management perception:
The management does not have a clear understating of what the consumer expects in a service, and 
consequently they may focus on features that are more important to the management than to 
consumers.
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Figure 2.4 The Gap model
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Gap 2: Management perception -  service quality specification:
The management is aware of the consumer expectations but fails to transform this knowledge into 
specifications. This may be due to resource restraints, market conditions, or the extent to which the 
management is committed to quality.
Gap 3: Service quality specifications -  service delivery:
This gap is formed when the service quality specifications are already established but conforming to 
them is not maintained. The major reason for this gap is the variability of employees’ performance.
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Gap 4: Service delivery -  external communications:
External communications can shape the level of consumers’ expectations. The service delivery may 
not match the expectations formed, especially if communication heightened the expectations, and this 
creates a gap. External communication can also influence consumer perceptions, informing the 
consumers of the efforts exerted by management to deliver service quality.
Gap 5: Expected service -  perceived service:
The comparison between expected and perceived service determines perceived consumer quality. This 
means that quality, as perceived by customers, is a “function of the magnitude and direction of the gap 
between expected service and perceived service” (Parasuraman et al., 1985, p.46), where:
Gap 5 — F  (Gap 1, Gap2, Gap3, Gap4)
To help service operations overcome such gaps, Harvey (1998) suggests two approaches, depending 
on the type of gap (if it relates to design quality factors or conformance quality factors). This can be 
seen as implementing a proactive approach to ensure better service to the customers. The third gap, 
shown in figure 2.4, is closely related to this research objective—to analyse the potential of SPC as a 
quality technique in foodservice operations, in order to close the specification delivery gap. This gap 
is formed when the service quality specifications are already established, but conforming to them is 
not maintained and the major reason for this is the variability of employees’ performance.
This study is proposing implementing SPC as a means to ensure conformity to standards in 
foodservice operations. This technique would help employees to measure their own performance, and 
help management in improving their operations by discovering causes of deviation. As Jabnoun (2002, 
p. 183) states, “Managers are encouraged to look for patterns of deviations that can be studied 
statistically.” Helping to bridge that gap would eventually help in minimising the overall gap, as in the 
formula, mentioned above.
2.5.2.3 Variables associated with the gaps
Zeithaml et al. (1988) tried to develop an understanding of the variables associated with these gaps, as 
this could help to close such gaps. Figure 2.5 shows the variables suggested by Zeithaml et al. (1988).
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Figure 2.5 Extended model of service quality
Gap 1
Gap 2
Gap 5 
(Sendee Quality)
Gap 4
Role Conflict
Perceived Control
Teamwork
Task Standardization
Marketing Research Orientation
Role Ambiguity
Levels o f Management
Propensity to Overproimse
Horizontal Communication
Technology-Job Fit
Supervisory Control Systems
Goal Setting
Perception o f Feasibility
Upward Communication
Employee-Job Fit
Management Commitment to Service 
Quality
/
/
Tangibles
Reliability
Responsiveness
/  Assurance
/ Empathy
Source: Zeithaml et al. (1988, p.46)
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Gap 1 consumer expectations - management perception:
- Conducting marketing research. A lack of market research results in not understanding the consumer 
expectations.
- Upward communication. Customer contact personnel are closer to consumers and they can refer the 
consumer voice to the management. This also refers to communication between management and 
staff.
- Levels of management refer to the number of management tiers between superior managers and 
customer contact employees.
Gap 2: Management perception - service quality specification
- Management’s level of commitment to service will set the pace for the whole organisation. This can 
be done through adopting an internal quality programme and allocating the required resources.
- Goal setting enhances the performance of the organisation as a whole, including establishing 
standards to convey to the personnel what they must work towards, which subsequently requires 
defining how to measure the standards.
- Task standardisation can help in improving performance through the use of hard technology (devices 
and equipment) and/or soft technology (improvement in work methods).
- Perception of feasibility. Even if management is aware of the consumers’ expectations, they may 
acknowledge that it is not feasible to meet them due to organisational capacities and the 
implemented systems.
Gap 3: Service quality specification - service delivery
- Teamwork refers to the collaboration between staff, staff involvement, and commitment.
- Employee-job fit relates to matching an employee’s skills and experience to duties and 
responsibilities. Proper selection assists with that.
- Technology-job fit denotes using technology and equipment that can help with delivering service.
- Perceived control relates to employees’ perception of control. This can be increased or decreased 
by an organisation’s policy or structure. Predictability of demand also affects perceived control.
- Supervisory control systems denote the two measures used to evaluate contact personnel 
performance. The output of employees over a certain period of time can be observed by the output 
control system. However, as the behaviour element is important in service, these output measures 
alone are not adequate, which justifies the need for the behavioural control system. This will depend 
on observing the employees’ behaviour and can be performed by surveying the customers or by 
shopper research. To improve the third gap, Zeithaml et al. (1988) suggest using mystery shoppers 
as a behavioural control system. However, the use of mystery shoppers has its own shortcomings 
(which will be discussed later).
- Role conflict relates to a discrepancy between personnel expectation and job responsibilities.
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- Role ambiguity refers to personnel’s lack of knowledge regarding job demands. Providing proper 
training and information would reduce this issue.
Gap 4: Service delivery - external communications
- Horizontal communication is created and exchanged within the organisation. This should be 
maintained between the contact personnel and the advertising department in order to see whether or 
not the advertised messages are feasible. This is also crucial between sales people and the service 
providers, in order to assure what can be delivered.
- This gap is also created by service organisations’ inclination to overpromise for the purpose of 
generating more business and beating the competition.
2.5.3 SERVQUAL
Parasuraman et al. (1988) developed SERVQUAL as a scale to measure the quality of service, where 
perceived service quality is the outcome of a comparison between a customer’s expectations of the 
service and the perceived service. It is worth noting that not all of the dimensions are equal in their 
importance. Parasuraman (1988) found that reliability was most important and empathy least 
important. The relative importance of the dimensions depends on the nature of the service (Ghobadian 
et al., 1994).
2.5.3.1 Critique of SERVQUAL
Parasuraman et al. (1988, pp.30-31) do not claim that SERVQUAL is applicable to all kinds of 
operations: “The instrument has been designed to be applicable across a broad spectrum of services. 
As such, it provides a basic skeleton through its expectations/perceptions format, encompassing 
statements for each of the five service-quality dimensions.” They understand it may need alterations, 
and note that “The skeleton, when necessary, can be adapted and supplemented to fit the 
characteristics or specific research needs of a particular organization” (Parasuraman et al., 1988, p.30- 
31).
SERVQUAL has been criticised by Cronin and Taylor (1992) on the grounds that perceptions alone 
can be used to predict service quality. T he dimensions of SERVQUAL are not believed to be 
applicable to all service encounters, and they may need to be altered (Carman, 1990). Moreover, it is 
not easy (and sometimes even difficult) to measure the gap between expectations and performance 
(Andaleeb & Conway, 2006). Davies et al. (1999) argue that SERVQUAL has been promoted because 
of its alleged universal applicability, but even this, according to Davies et al., can be rejected, as many 
studies have modified the model to adapt it to their contexts. Another critique questions the time 
interval between experiencing the service and responding to SERVQUAL-based studies using mail
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questionnaires, as this lapse may influence the responses (Paulin & Perrien cited in Davies et al,
1999). This is not a problem unique to SERVQUAL, but to all retrospective instruments.
2.6 Customer satisfaction
Competition is a major catalyst behind the interest in customer satisfaction (Fecikova, 2004). Growing 
globalisation and relationship marketing are also contributing to such pursuits (Veloutsou et al., 2005). 
Ensuring customer satisfaction is a means to stand out from competitors and to achieve long-term 
profitability. However, not having a highly competitive market does not dictate that customer 
satisfaction is not a major concern for any business (Jones & Sasser, 1995). Companies are obliged to 
satisfy their customers, and customer satisfaction can be seen as “the glue that holds various corporate 
functions together and directs resource allocation” (Peterson & Wilson, 1992, p.61).
Customer satisfaction has been extensively studied, with 15,000 published papers in the trade and 
academic press since 1960. However, it remains an elusive concept (Ekinci, 2004). Oliver (1997, p. 13) 
defines satisfaction as “the consumer’s fulfilment response. It is a judgement that a product or service 
feature, or the product or service itself, provided (or is providing) a pleasurable level of consumption- 
related fulfillment, including levels of under-or overfulfillment.” He notes that “satisfaction is a post 
usage phenomenon, purely experiential and results from comparative process” (Oliver, 1997, p. 13).
Oh and Parks (1997), in their review of customer satisfaction, identified nine salient customer 
satisfaction theories. These are (1) expectancy disconfirmation, (2) assimilation or cognitive 
dissonance, (3) contrast, (4) assimilation-contrast, (5) equity, (6) attribution, (7) comparison-level, (8) 
generalised negativity; and (9) value-precept. Oh and Parks (1997) mention that all these theories 
(except expectancy-disconfirmation) have a limited definition of customer satisfaction, so their 
examination has also been limited in scope and context. Thus, most of these theories “have often been 
applied within the expectancy-disconfirmation framework” (Oh & Parks, 1997, p.38). Therefore, 
Oliver’s expectancy-disconfirmation is the most widely used customer satisfaction theory (Pizam & 
Ellis, 1999).
2.6.1 Customer satisfaction model
Oliver (1981) has developed a model based on expectancy disconfirmation in which a comparison 
between performance and expectations is made in various stages. Figure 2.6 represents the way 
customer satisfaction is constructed.
Expectation formation: Expectations are ‘probabilities’ of positive or negative consequences 
happening if a consumer is involved in some behaviour. There are different types of expectation 
levels: ideal, desired, and minimally tolerable. The ‘modal’ expectation level is the one of concern to
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this model. Expectations have two elements—a likelihood of the happening, and an assessment of the 
happening (Oliver, 1981). Expectations play two roles, which are anticipation and acting as a 
reference for comparison (Szymanski & Henard, 2001).
Disconfirmation of expectations: This is a “mental comparison of an actual state of nature with its 
anticipated probability” (Oliver, 1981, p.35). Negative disconfirmation occurs when the perceived 
performance is worse than expected, and positive disconfirmation means that the performance is 
better than expected. Confirmation means the performance is just as expected (Oliver, 1981).
Figure 2.6 Model of retail satisfaction management
Stage 1: Stage 2: Stage 3:
Store/Purchase Product Consumption Redress Activities
/  Attitude
Attitude Attitude
SatisfactionSatisfaction
/ Expectation Satisfaction
y/
Expectation
Disconfirmation
Expectation
Disconfirmation
Opposition
Disconfirmation
O pposition
Opposition
Source: Oliver (1981, p.32)
2.6.2 Service quality and customer satisfaction
There is much confusion around service quality and customer satisfaction, and also surrounding the 
antecedents and consequences of customer satisfaction (Ekinci, 2004). Rust and Oliver (1994) see that 
quality and satisfaction have different meanings. Olorunniwo et al. (2006) note that, while some 
researchers consider satisfaction to be an antecedent to perceived quality, there is another group that 
argues that service quality is an antecedent to satisfaction, while still others see that “there is a non­
recursive relationship” (Olorunniwo et al., 2006, p. 63).
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Oliver (1997) cites some conceptual differences between quality and satisfaction. Table 2.3 lists the 
conceptual differences between these two constructs. On the experience dimension, quality 
perceptions do not require consumption, while satisfaction is based on experiencing the service. 
Attributes and standards refer to the elements inherent in quality judgments that are quite particular, 
whether they are cues or properties. Satisfaction judgments, however, can be brought about from any 
factor—quality related or not. Expectations and standards refers to expectations for quality that are 
founded on ideals or perceptions of excellence, while satisfaction judgments are built on many non­
quality factors including needs, equity, and fairness. Cognition or affect refers to the fact that, while 
quality judgements are principally cognitive, satisfaction is made up of cognition and affect. 
Conceptual antecedents hold that “Quality has fewer conceptual antecedents, although personal and 
impersonal communications play major role. Satisfaction is affected by a number of cognitive and 
affective processes including equity, attribution and emotion.” Short- or long-term temporal focus 
refers to the fact that quality endures longer durations. Quality is linked to a certain products or 
services in a global sense, while satisfaction is experience specific (Oliver, 1997).
Table 2.3 Conceptual differences between quality and satisfaction
Expectation/standard^ 
Conceptual antecedents
Temporal focus (short- 
versus lone-term
None required; can be 
externally or vicariously 
mediated
Comparison Dimension
Experience dependency
Attributes/dimensions Specific to characteristics 
defining quality for product or 
service (e.g., four C’s o f a 
diamond^
Ideals, excellence
Primarily cognitive
External cues (e.g.; price, 
reputation, various 
communication sources)
Primarily long-term (overall or 
summat
Satisfaction
imimmmmimimm
Required
Potentially all attributes or 
dimensions o f product or service 
(e.g., setting o f a diamond)
Predictions, norms, needs; etc.
Conceptual determinants (e.g., 
equity, regret, affect, dissonance,
Primarily short-term (transaction 
or encounter- specific)
Source: Oliver (1997, p.177)
Although such differences are present, Ekinci (2004, p. 197) notes that “in the quality literature the 
concept of service quality is substituted by customer satisfaction while proposing exactly the same 
type of relationship.” This may be, in part, because both the constructs adopt the disconfirmation 
approach (difference between expectations and perceptions). However, theses differences are captured
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more in research and academic terms, and no research has been done to investigate whether or not 
customers do indeed differentiate between quality and satisfaction.
Both customer satisfaction and service quality are based on the comparison between pre-consumption 
expectations and post-consumption perceptions (Oh & Parks, 1997). Oh (1999) examined the 
expectancy-disconfirmation principle of SERVQUAL and customer satisfactions. Expectancy- 
disconfirmation in SERVQUAL aims to describe the perceived service quality, whereas regarding 
customer satisfaction, it tries to explain and theorise a consumption process. Oh and Parks (1997, p. 
44) state that the unique difference between the two constructs is that customer satisfaction is seen as 
“as a result of customers’ subjective comparison between expectation and performance, while Service 
quality is viewed as the researchers’ objective comparison between the two components.” However, 
measuring expectations subjectively in the expectancy-disconfirmation model proves to be more valid 
than using the objective measurement of SERVQUAL (Oh, 1999).
Ekinci (2004) investigated the relationship between customer satisfaction and service quality, 
attitudes, self concept congruence, desires congruence, and behavioural intentions. His findings prove 
that service quality evaluation results in customer satisfaction. A reverse relationship was not 
sustained, and the overall attitude was affected by customer satisfaction rather than by service quality.
2.7 Customer satisfaction surveys
Management is responsible for delivering services or producing goods that result in customer 
satisfaction, and that responsibility extends to measuring satisfaction (Lin & Jones, 1997). Measuring 
customer satisfaction can be done through direct methods (such as customer satisfaction surveys) or 
indirect methods (like customer re-purchase profiles) (Adebanjo, 2001). Other market research 
techniques that can be used include: customer satisfaction survey methodologies (Fecikova, 2004); 
mail surveys, telephone surveys, call backs, and survey through personal contact (Babbar, 1992); 
focus groups (Fecikova, 2004; Babbar, 1992); standardised packages for monitoring customer 
satisfaction (Fecikova, 2004); evaluation and suggestion slips (Babbar, 1992); delphi or nominal 
group methods (Babbar, 1992); and by using various computer softwares (Fecikova, 2004).
The automobile industry was the first to implement the customer survey (Lin & Jones, 1997). Surveys 
are the most frequently used tool to measure customer satisfaction, providing the business with the 
customer’s perceptions of her/his experience with the business while at the same time making the 
customer realises that the business is concerned about her/him and exerts efforts to achieve her/his 
satisfaction (Peterson & Wilson, 1992). Surveys can also be used to assess staff performance, 
establish training schemes, benchmark competitors, and to be included in advertising (Peterson & 
Wilson, 1992). Surveys are widely used because they are direct, easy to administer and analyse, and
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have clear objectives. However, there are indirect measures that supplement the surveys, including 
sales, profits, and complaints (Peterson & Wilson, 1992).
Using different ways to collect customer satisfaction information, such as personal telephone or mail 
contact, may influence the level of reported satisfaction, with personal and telephone surveys raising 
the satisfaction level by 10 to 12 percent, as compared to self-administered surveys (Peterson & 
Wilson, 1992). Response to mail surveys is dependent on the memory of the respondent, and even if 
the time lapse between the service encounter and the survey is short, it diminishes the mail survey’s 
accuracy and reliability. Other problems associated with mail surveys are non-response rates, for mail 
surveys generally yield the lowest response rates (Lin & Jones, 1997). To overcome this, a paid reply 
envelope may induce respondents to participate in the survey. Cost and multiple mailings are other 
problems associated with this type of survey, and this may explain why mail surveys are not popular 
with service organisations (Babbar, 1992). There are limitations and problems with every technique, 
but selecting the technique is not the sole problem. Of more importance is that they are “being used 
infrequently and often at arbitrary points in time by management” (Babbar, 1992, p.40).
2.7.1 Scales
Danaher and Haddrell (1996) mention that there are more than forty different scales to measure 
customer satisfaction for products or service. Scales used in customer satisfaction surveys are 
classified into two main categories: single scales and multi-item scales. Other scales used in consumer 
research include rank order, constant sum, graphical, Likert, semantic differential, paired comparison, 
and staple scales (Danaher & Haddrell, 1996). The scales can be sorted in three classes: performance 
scales (poor, fair, good, and excellent); disconfirmation scales (worse than expected to better than 
expected); and satisfaction scales (very dissatisfied to very satisfied). The disconfirmation scale is, 
however, preferred to measure customer satisfaction (Danaher & Haddrell, 1996).
Lin and Jones (1997) state that there are four methodological issues related to customer surveys, as 
listed below:
Sampling structure: the sample needs to be representative of the customer population, so the way the 
sample is selected is very crucial.
Enhancing quality of survey data and tool: timeliness, completeness, usability, and accuracy are the 
crucial characteristics of data quality. Response error and procedure error are two kinds of errors 
associated with measurement while using customer satisfaction surveys.
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Non response: low response rates diminish the validity and generalisability of surveys. As a solution 
to raise response rates, incentives can be offered to respondents. If that does not help, ‘post-survey 
adjustments’ can be used (Lin & Jones, 1997).
Reporting and interpretation: customers can be segmented into certain clusters, and that should be 
considered when designing surveys. Multi-item scales help to cover broad concepts and increase 
reliability, but should be analysed carefully. The time lapse between the customer experience and the 
survey makes it hard to rectify failures identified by the customers. Applying the wrong statistical 
analysis yields false results that are misleading to management, causing it to make wrong decisions 
(Lin & Jones, 1997).
Peterson and Wilson (1992, p.62) note that “Virtually all self-reports of customer satisfaction possess 
a distribution in which a majority of the responses indicate that customers are satisfied and the 
distribution itself is negatively skewed.” They identified this as a ‘striking characteristic,’ and 
suggested that occurrence may be due to one of the following four factors: that this truly is the 
perception of the customers; that satisfaction has a different distribution than the normal distribution; 
that the antecedents of the satisfaction influence its distribution; or that the customer satisfaction 
distribution is influenced by the ‘artifacts of the research methodologies.’ They examined several 
factors that may cause such distribution, including response rate bias, data collection mode bias, 
question form, question context, measurement timing, response styles, and mood. They concluded that 
“unless viable unobtrusive measuring devices become available, it is probably not possible to measure 
‘true satisfaction,”’ and “‘true satisfaction’ is probably so intertwined with both intrapersonal 
characteristics and methodological considerations that it may never be possible to disentangle them” 
(Peterson & Wilson, 1992, p.69). However, they state that this may merit more research to better 
understand the customer satisfaction measurement. Lin and Jones (1997) also express concerns over 
the usage of the customer satisfaction surveys, such as disposition to express a high degree of 
satisfaction, deficiency of satisfaction scales, the growing employment of surveys, and the fact that 
customers are reporting being over surveyed.
2.7.2 Data generated through surveys
The information generated through customer satisfaction surveys is a crucial indicator of the 
performance of the organisation (Lin & Jones, 1997). The information serves two purposes: to 
compare the performance of business units with other units over various periods of time and locations 
(Lin & Jones, 1997) and to assist in improving the quality delivered to customers (Jones & Sasser, 
1995; Lin & Jones, 1997). Although it is very important, data generated by customer satisfaction 
surveys cannot be used alone, as it does not provide the comprehensiveness and profundity of 
customer information required to establish the business strategy (Jones & Sasser, 1995).
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Other approaches aiming to get closer to the customers include: customer satisfaction indices, whose 
quantified results help to make comparisons between business units and over different time periods; 
feedback (customer comment cards, complaints, etc.); market research, which can help to understand 
what made the customers purchase a service, and how they discovered it; front line personnel who 
interact with the customers and can serve as a channel between management and customers; and 
strategic activities to promote customer involvement (Jones & Sasser, 1995).
2.8 The mystery shopper
Mystery shoppers are “individuals trained to experience and measure any customer service process, 
by acting as potential customers and in some way reporting back on their experience in a detailed and 
objective way” (MRS, 2005). A mystery shopper programme is covert participant observation 
(Wilson, 2001).
2.8.1 Observation
Observation as a research methodology was nurtured in the anthropology and sociology fields. 
Realising the potential it offered, market researchers adopted it (like many other tools that started in 
the social sciences and then were employed in the marketing environment) (Boote & Mathews, 1999). 
Questionnaires and interviews are the most frequently used data collection tools. One of the reasons 
vindicating their wide use is the ease with which the results are analysed (Slack & Rowley, 2001). 
There are some reasons behind the lack of acceptance of observation as a research method. These 
include the difficulty to quantify the findings, the time consumed, and the problem of generalisation 
(Boote & Mathews, 1999). However, although observation is overlooked mainly because of its 
subjectivity, it can prove to be a reliable data collection tool that provides a greater understanding of 
the studied case. In addition, subjectivity does exist in well-established methods like questionnaires 
and interviews (Slack & Rowley, 2001). Observation is seen as an elastic research tool that can add to 
the data collected by other techniques, as it gives direct access to social interaction. Moreover it can 
reveal an exact understanding of behaviours of the subjects, especially when they do not wish to 
disclose information or are unable to describe their behaviours (Boote & Mathews, 1999).
The early studies of observation focused on the ‘mechanistic side’ more than the qualitative aspects of 
the studied cases (Boote & Mathews, 1999). Normally, observation is concerned with the collection of 
data in regards to tangibles (the available facilities) and intangibles (the interaction between the 
customers and the service staff, and between customers and other counterparts) (Slack & Rowley, 
2001).
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2.8.1.1 Observation categories
Observation can be classified according to certain criteria, which can include:
Participant: When the observer takes part in the activity being observed. He may play the role of the 
customer or be a staff member. Being a participant would help the observer to experience the same 
interaction the customer would have. The use of a technique called ‘structured walk through’ helps to 
evaluate the various possible experiences that a customer may have. This technique acknowledges 
that customers are different and have varied demands, and instead of assessing just one aspect, a 
whole range of observed interactions can represent a wider scope of potential encounters (Slack & 
Rowley, 2001).
Indirect observation: Some observations depend on devices, due to the machine speed and 
consistency in producing observations, while other observations rely on humans who are more 
capable than machines at interpreting what they observe (Boote & Mathews, 1999).
Overt: When the people (whether staff or customers) are aware that they are being observed (Slack & 
Rowley, 2001).
Covert: Subjects are not informed that they are being observed in order to ensure that those under 
observation are acting freely and are not altering their normal way of conduct (Hudson et al., 2001; 
Slack & Rowley, 2001).
Structured observations: Structuring an observation requires the use of findings belonging to 
previous unstructured observations and a review of relevant literature. This observation approach 
requires less copious data collection, and thus simplifies the data analysis (Slack & Rowley, 2001).
Natural versus contrived observations: This class is concerned with the place where the observation 
is conducted, whether it is in the natural setting (which is preferred by researchers as it reflects the 
real situation) or in a specially tailored environment (Boote & Mathews, 1999).
2.8.2 The mystery shopper programme
Baggs and Kleiner (1996) argue that customer satisfaction could determine the success rate of any 
company. The rising focus on customer satisfaction is the reason to use the mystery shopping 
programme. This programme aims to evaluate the performance of the retail and service units within 
the firms (Finn & Kayande, 1999) to ensure consistent process and procedures (Wilson, 2001). It was 
started in the 1940s, but became a sophisticated technique by the 1980s (Calvert, 2005). It may be 
called ‘secret,’ ‘phantom,’ or ‘anonymous’ consumer shopper (Finn & Kayande, 1999).
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The financial sector was the first client of the mystery shopping service, followed by fast food chains 
and hotels (Erstad, 1998). The volume of the mystery shopping business in the UK was estimated to 
be £20 to £30 million in 1996, with many sectors benefiting from it—financial services, governmental 
departments, leisure and travel, and transport (Wilson, 1998b). According to Brown and Hyer (2007), 
Fred Harvey (circa 1876) may be the pioneer restaurateur to mystery shop his restaurants as part of his 
performance measurement. Table 2.4 shows the various businesses that use the mystery shopper 
programme. Mystery shopping has been used as an investigation tool on many grounds besides 
customer satisfaction index and the analysis of the correspondence. In fact, London Underground used 
it, and after training, mystery passengers used the underground to evaluate train service, stations, and 
personnel, and results were compared to the London Underground Limited service standard (Miller, 
1995). However, although mystery shopper programmes are used on a wide scale, there is little 
literature providing detail and stages (Fin & Kayande, 1999; Wilson, 1998a).
Table 2.4 Business sectors using the mystery shopper programme
Financial Services
Leisure/Travel
Transport/Utilities
Motoring
Retail
Banks, building societies, life companies, general/motor insurance, estate 
agents
Travel agents, tourist offices, hotels, restaurants, car hire, public houses 
Airports, underground, rail, airlines, electricity, gas, water 
Motoring organisations, car manufactures, petrol stations 
Grocery, department stores, electrical, fashion, post office
Government departments Benefits agencies, vehicle licensing, passport office, Inland Revenue
Source: Wilson (1998, p.415)
The disguised shopper evaluates the physical facilities and the environment (tangibles), and also— 
most importantly—the shopping interaction (intangibles).Then he or she completes the evaluation 
form, allowing for the identification of the shortfalls and strengths in the performance of the shopped 
outlet (Baggs & Kleiner, 1996; Finn & Kayande, 1999). The steps needed to conduct the mystery 
shopper programme are demonstrated in figure 2.7
To create an evaluation form, it is recommended to use the contributions of the front line employees, 
which can be extracted through focus groups or by interviewing them. This helps to involve the staff 
in the programme, and increases their sense of responsibility. Questions should be simple and open 
ended, focusing on the description of the process. The evaluation form can be produced in the form of
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a checklist, a service rating (which places value on overall standard of service), or a performance 
index (which gives points for certain actions) (Erstad, 1998).
Figure 2.7 Steps: mystery shopping programme
Step 1
/  The Objectives
K now  what you want to get out o f  the shopping programme. The objectives should 
be related to having satisfied customers as well as satisfied employees. Mystery 
shopping is meant to reinforce positive behaviour and m odify improper behaviour—
Step 2
/  The Evaluation Form
U se employees to define and set the measurable standards to be met. Find out what 
customers value and incorporate these into the evaluation form.
Step 3
/  The Mystery Shopper
Select, inform, and train the mystery shopper in line with the com pany’s objectives.
Step 4 
The Evaluation
Produce an unbiased, mainly objective evaluation (but include a limited amount 
o f  subjective information) o f  the shopped unit.
Step 5
The Analysis
Identify gaps in the service deliver}' and determine origin.
Step 6
The Action Needed
D evelop a reward and incentive scheme related to employee performance in 
mystery shopping programmes. Provide coaching to further develop em ployees’ 
technical and behavioural skills. Work on the service deliver}’ system if  gaps exist 
because o f  poor design. Repeat the shopping experience.
/
Source: Erstad (1998, p.35)
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In a service encounter, the interaction itself would count as being more important than the obtained 
service. To control the way the service is delivered to the customer requires the establishment of 
standards. Mystery shopping, thus, is used to evaluate performance against the standards (Wilson, 
1998a). The number of visits required per business unit is determined according to the objective of the 
evaluation and what is to be measured. Finn (2001) cites that forty visits per unit are needed to 
benchmark service quality, and 10 visits may be needed for benchmarking a store environment. 
Consequently, that affects the costs associated with the scheme. Finn (2001) suggests the use of a 
generalisibility coefficient (G-Coefficient) to help with the calculation of the required number of the 
mysterious visits and to increase their reliability.
2.8.3 Internal versus external shoppers
Mystery shopper programmes may be conducted internally, or by using a specialised agent (Beck & 
Miao, 2003). The use of internal shoppers may offer some advantages in terms of money savings and 
the high degree of the internal shoppers’ knowledge of the company’s goals and products and a fast 
feedback. This, however, has its shortfalls, namely the possibility of unmasking the identity of the 
mystery shopper. Other drawbacks are the subjectivity and the resistance of employees towards such 
practice, as they generally do not like to be assessed by other inter-organisation colleagues (Erstad, 
1998).
The use of a third party is a trend among hospitality operations. However, not having the complete 
authority over the timing and the way the visits are conducted is a shortfall. The visit timing is subject 
to the availability of the shoppers, and conducting the visits according to the business standard cannot 
be easily verified (Beck & Miao, 2003). Reliance on externals also has other shortcoming: the efforts 
and resources needed to gear up the external shoppers to perform the visits, and the fact that the 
programme may be impacted by the shoppers’ turnover (Erstad, 1998).
Thus, there would be trade-offs that hospitality operations may have to accept in deciding to use a 
specialised service of mystery shoppers or in initiating their own programme.
2.8.4 The feedback
The results of the visit can be produced in the form of reports, with each report having a special focus 
matching the interests of its audience (Wilson, 1998a). There are many groups that benefit from the 
generated reports, for each is interested in a certain way and would act upon the findings differently, 
including employees, managers, top management, customers, and suppliers. All stakeholders can be 
informed of the improvements adopted as a response to the findings (Erstad, 1998). The outcomes of 
the mystery shopping visits are mainly used to “act as a diagnostic tool, encourage, develop and 
motivate, and assess competitiveness” (Wilson, 1998a, p.417).
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A diagnostic tool
Mystery shopping can be used to highlight the main components of the service and the weak areas 
that need to be remedied. This is revealed from the perspective of customers—not as a result of a 
managerial assessment (Wilson, 1998a).
Encourage, develop, and motivate
The results of mystery shopping are used to appraise the service staff and to acknowledge those with 
high accomplishment (whether they are individuals or teams) and to reward them. This requires a 
systematic communication between the management and the staff, as they must be informed of what 
attributes would be assessed and consequently rewarded (Erstad, 1998; Wilson, 1998a). This sends a 
message to the service staff that the programme is not about mistake hunting, and rewards await the 
superiors (Baggs & Kleiner, 1996). In some instances, feedback from the visit can be declared upon 
completion, before the shopper even leaves the unit. Immediate rewards can be given to the deserving 
staff member, serving to reiterate the seriousness of the programme (Erstad, 1998).
From the motivation perspective, Wilson (1998a) claims that mystery shopping proves little in the 
long run. Although the service performance level rises with the initiation of the programme, it 
gradually plateaus. To overcome this, some organisations would start a new programme, while others 
would halt it altogether.
Assess competitiveness
Mystery shopping is used to benchmark the competitors and can be used to benchmark other firms in 
other lines of business. This may inspire some new standards, or help to develop better standards 
(Finn & Kayande, 1999). Employees can perform mystery visits to competitors. This approach 
provides an evaluation of the competitors and alerts the employers to the strengths and weaknesses of 
the competition, while developing a sense of criticism within them (Erstad, 1998).
Wilson (1998a) found that five out of six firms examined did not link the mystery shopping 
programme results with other service measures (customer satisfaction, retention levels, and volume of 
sales). Only one of the organisations investigated appointed a service measurement department that 
reviews all the service performance measures. Figure 2.8 shows that for every aim there is a suitable 
tool as employed by that organisation (Wilson, 1998a).
There is a strong need to use all the data collected through the various means, which is supported by 
the research conducted by Roberts and Campbell (2007). They found that one out of three shoppers 
was not satisfied with the service quality in his imitated banking experience, and according to the
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researchers this was an interesting result, as eminent levels of customer satisfaction are generally 
reported on bank customer surveys.
Figure 2.8 Employing and integrating different service quality measures
Aim Tool
Adherence to the standards Mystery shopping
Customer surveys/measure of complaintsCustomer evaluation of the operation
Retention rates/measures of cross sellinj 
. activityRelationship building
Selling effectiveness
Source: Based on Wilson (1998a).
2.8.5 Ethical concerns
Covert observations, as applied in the mystery shopper programme, may provoke the worries of some 
individuals, and ethical concerns are debated in these cases (Hudson et al., 2001; Slack & Rowley, 
2001). Wilson (2001) described the use of mystery shoppers as ‘using deception’. He mentions that 
observing people without notifying them is considered a privacy violation, so the service staff should 
be informed of the mystery programme. According to Shing and Spence (2002), mystery shopping is 
a means of competitor intelligence gathering. Although it is practiced on the outskirts of the public 
domain (as information is readily available for whoever seeks it), it still features some ethical 
violations, including dishonesty, misrepresentation, and unapproved observation. Shing and Spence 
(2002) conducted research on using the mystery shopper in the mobile phone industry in the UK, and 
found that the mystery shopper violates all the basic competitor intelligence gathering rules to some 
degree.
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Wilson (1998a) warns that when shopping at competitors outlets, some ethical matters must be 
considered: a purchase is to be done (not just an inquiry), and inquiries should be simple and not 
meticulous ones. Other ethical concerns may include assigning shoppers to evaluate interactions they 
do not approve of (for example, shopping at a casino or bar) (Calvert, 2005). The World Association 
of Opinion and Marketing Research (ESOMAR) provides guidelines and instructions on the usage of 
mystery shopper programmes and introducing them in business (Wilson, 2001).
2.8.6 Advantages
The use of customer satisfaction surveys and SERYQUAL in businesses classified as ‘hit-and-run’ 
(such as fast food operations and petrol stations) is not practical. A mystery shopper is more suitable 
as a measurement tool in such operations (Finn, 2001). Roberts and Campbell (2007, p.59) claim that 
mystery shoppers “have been shown to produce accurate and stable results even with a small number 
of observations.” They argue that this approach (compared to other means of customer surveys) is 
heedful and its deliberate observation is a distinctive feature. Wilson (2001) sees that only a mystery 
shopper is able to evaluate the service performance against the service standards, especially 
concerning factors related to staff behaviour. Although Finn (2001) admits it is expensive to conduct a 
mystery shopper programme, he claims it as a cost effective tool to obtain a reliable assessment.
2.8.7 Disadvantages and concerns
Mystery shopper programmes have been criticised because of their sample size, as an infrequent 
sample would not produce a reliable evaluation (Calvert, 2005). Douglas and Douglas (2006) also 
note that the mystery shopper programme is not representative, as it provides a ‘snapshot’ of a service 
encounter. Roes and Dorr (1997) see it as being unable to provide fast feedback.
Reliability is very crucial in a mystery shopping programme, as the outcomes of such a programme 
would provide management with insights regarding what requires their attention. It is also used to 
reward the superior performers. Calvert’s concerns that the sample size may produce unreliable 
outcomes is not shared by Roberts and Campbell (2007, p.59), who claim that mystery shopper 
programmes “have been shown to produce accurate and stable results even with a small number of 
observations.” To increase its reliability, the shoppers must be selected carefully and be provided with 
the proper amount and quality of training (Wilson, 1998a). To ensure that the shoppers are able to 
judge the service objectively and rate it according to the established criteria, video tapes and 
photographs are used in the training given to the shoppers (Wilson, 1998a).
To develop the shoppers’ data gathering skills, they must be trained as to the situations they will 
experience. They can conduct rehearsals and should be evaluated. The data gathering training 
concentrates on the attributes to be observed and the keeping and recording of data, which cannot be
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done while carrying out the mission. Depending on the recollection abilities of the shoppers, it is risky 
(Calvert, 2005). The given training may include memory training and testing, and technology may 
help with this, as the use of aides-memoir may be allowed to help in recording data (Wilson, 1998a). 
The service situation involves two parts: the service provider and the customer. The quality of that 
experience depends on both sides. The personal attributes of the mystery shopper may have an 
influence over the service interaction, although this should not represent a problem, as the rule is to 
treat all customers the same regardless of their characteristics (Wilson, 1998a).
As shown in figure 2.8, adherence to standards in some organisations can be measured by having a 
mystery shopping programme. However, due to its infrequency and the aforementioned shortcomings, 
this study is arguing that the mystery shopper programme is not a valid and reliable quality 
measurement tool. This study suggests that using Statistical Process Control provides a better way to 
ensure adherence to standards in foodservice chains.
2.8.8 Future
The need to deliver service quality will fuel the usage of the mystery shopper programme, giving it a 
strong reason to exist. However, its growth may be slowed as businesses tend to use new technologies 
as tools to observe and record operations, and more companies are relying on customer panels made 
up of real customers to provide feedback on their performance (Wilson, 1998b, 2001).
2.8.9 Customer satisfaction surveys and mystery shoppers
Customer satisfaction surveys have been compared to the mystery shopper programme. It seems that 
because the mystery shopper and the customer satisfaction surveys have the customer perspective as 
its input, many comparisons can be made between them, if one ignores that each is serving a different 
purpose.
There is scant literature on mystery shopper programmes (Fin & Kayande, 1999; Wilson, 1998a). By 
comparison, the use of customer surveys as a tool to evaluate customer satisfaction and service quality 
occupies a key position in many discussions (Finn & Kayande, 1999). Customer satisfaction surveys 
do not offer many details to use in analysing performance (Wilson, 1998a). While customer surveys 
may not be suitable to collect meticulous assessments of the objective attributes of a service, mystery 
shopping can provide a more detailed evaluation of service quality (Finn & Kayande, 1999).
A major difference between mystery shopping and customer satisfaction surveys is that while 
customer satisfaction surveys focus on the overall experience, mystery shopping concentrates on how 
the service is performed. The process is of concern here, not just the results (Wilson, 1998a). 
Customer satisfaction reports fail to pinpoint extensively the shortfalls that a service organisation
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might have (Wilson, 1998a). Finn and Kayande (1999) found that mystery shopping is more cost 
effective than customer surveys, considering the enhanced quality of the information it provides in 
regards to service quality. Still, it is estimated to cost ten times as much as customer surveys.
Wilson (2001) conducted interviews with four service organisations who stated that they cannot 
depend solely on customer satisfaction surveys to discover and rectify failures in the service delivery 
process, as customer satisfaction surveys do not yield adequate elaborated information. The 
interviewed service managers stressed that customer satisfaction levels remain relatively constant and, 
therefore, they are not effective (Wilson, 2001). Finn (2001) cites that customer satisfaction surveys 
are not practically applied in retail services such as fast food operations and petrol stations, which are 
categorised as ‘hit and run’ operations where chances to survey customers are small. When using 
common instruments, rating data collected through customer surveys are of less quality than data 
gathered by mystery shoppers (Finn, 2001). While mystery shopper programme is appreciated as it is 
carried out deliberately, with the aim to observe, evaluate, and report. Customer satisfaction surveys 
depend on the ability of the customer to memorise an experience that has happened in the past, and 
they are required to recall it (Finn, 2001). Moreover, customer satisfaction surveys are a collection of 
perceptions; post-consumption opinions do not provide factual data about details of a service 
encounter (Finn, 2001; Wilson, 2001).
Roes and Dorr (1997), studying service quality in service organisations, state that measurement is not 
an easy task for the service organisations, and that the widely used customer satisfaction surveys and 
mystery shopper programmes are not sufficient in providing ‘proper and prompt’ feedback. 
Furthermore, the information produced through these tools is more beneficial to management than to 
the staff.
Examining the literature regarding the mystery shopper programme has highlighted some points, such 
as:
Despite high spending on such activity on the part of different businesses—in the UK, £20 to £30 
million was spent in 1996 (Wilson, 1998b)—there is a lack of literature about how the mystery 
shopper companies conduct their business, how they train the shoppers and select them, and how 
they evaluate their performance. Until that is revealed, discussing these issues will be a single­
sided argument, and theory will continue to be separated from practice, although they can enrich 
each other.
*&° There are guidelines suggested by The World Association of Opinion and Marketing Research 
(ESOMAR) that require businesses that use the mystery shopper programme to inform their staff 
of such practice. It is not clear what would happen if the staff refused such a practice due to its 
violating their privacy. However, this raises questions around personal privacy and professional
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identity, for observing the staff is intended to evaluate their professional performance, so there is 
a need to define privacy in terms of work interests.
Technology may play a major role in reaching real customers and seeking their opinions of the 
service (post service), but still that would be considering perceptions of a previous encounter. The 
mystery shopper programme is about the process while in the outlet, and not just about the results. 
However, giving every customer a form to fill out that has the same items as the mystery shopper 
form would be impractical.
2.9 Quality audits
An organisation quality audit is defined as “an examination of an organization’s arrangements to 
control and ensure the quality of its products or services” (Ovretveit, 1993, p.75). Quality audits are 
conducted to help organisations compete in markets and to serve as evidence that they are pursuing 
quality (0vretveit, 1993). Evaluating the effectiveness of quality assurance endeavours and ensuring 
compliance with quality standards (such as IS09000) have given quality audits their salient purpose 
(Karapetrovic & Willbom, 2000).
Quality audits are conducted across a wide range of activities. They play a major role in quality 
assurance in education. For instance, a quality audit programme in South Africa aims to help 
universities set internal quality assurance systems through self-evaluation, as well as to improve the 
external quality audits and assist in the accreditation procedure (Kistan, 1999).
Brown and Bell (2005) report on the different types of audits in the health care sector, including 
medical, clinical, professional, and consumer audits. Although they have different terms, they all 
work towards one aim: observing and measuring quality. The role of assessment is clear in such audits. 
For example, the clinical audit “seeks to improve patient care and outcomes through systematic 
review of care against explicit criteria and the implementation of change” (National Institute for 
Clinical Excellence, cited in Brown and Bell, 2005, p.93).
Establishing standards is essential for conducting an audit (Brown & Bell, 2005). The audit criteria 
involve procedures, guidelines, and standards that are used as a benchmark (Karapetrovic & Willbom,
2000), which reflect the crucial elements for delivering quality service (0vretveit, 1993), and to which 
the audit evidence (data and material collected) are compared objectively and independently with the 
outcomes being reported (Karapetrovic & Willbom, 2000). Objectivity means conducting the audit in 
a consistent manner, collecting the relevant evidence, implementing adequate methods, and being free 
from bias. Independence refers to the status of the auditors, as they should not be directly involved in 
the process or in the firm being audited (Karapetrovic & Willbom, 2000).
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The non-affiliation state (independence) is not part of the ‘self-audit of performance’ where the 
‘process owner’ performs the self-evaluation (Karapetrovic & Willbom, 2002). This approach is 
suggested in order to overcome the problems associated with audits where the auditor might inflict his 
assessment and the auditee may not conform to his suggestions. Such practice would empower the 
auditee and “encourage initiative and a sense of co-responsibility in the achievement of total quality” 
(Karapetrovic & Willbom, 2002, p.26).
According to Fuentes (1999), audits are known as ‘performance protocols.’ They try to numerically 
measure the performance of the professional during a specific process. She regards this as 
implementing the ‘Acceptable Levels of Quality’ and “the ultimate aim of audits is not to exceed the 
minimum requirements, that is to say, at no time is it intended is improve the quality of the processes” 
(Fuentes, 1999, p.231). This is contradictory to the statement of Karapetrovic and Willbom (2000, 
p.679), which holds that “many authors argue that one of the primary purposes of audits is continuous 
improvement.” Continuous improvement is the target of the audit, and in order to realise this, human, 
material, financial, infrastructural, information, and technical resources are employed (Karapetrovic & 
Willbom, 2000).
However, in order to achieve continuous improvement, audits should implement the necessary actions 
to rectify the shortcomings associated with the performance. This study aims at achieving continuous 
improvement in foodservice chains through introducing Statistical Process Control.
2.10 Service quality measurement and customer satisfaction in hospitality (empirical work)
2.10.1 The Nordic School
The service quality model developed by the Nordic European School is rarely empirically tested. 
Ekinci et al. (1998) examined the two-dimensional model developed by this school in a resort hotel. 
They acknowledged the sample size to be small (115 questionnaires) but argued that this was not a 
shortfall, as it is “adequate for the confirmatory nature of the research” (Ekinci et al., 1998, p.66). The 
respondents were solely British and researchers recognised the need to include other nationalities. 
However, they found that the two-dimensional Nordic model was more suitable for their study than 
the five factor model of the North American School, which comprised of redundant elements. They 
suggest that the Nordic model merits more investigation. However, supported by little literature, the 
Nordic model is not gaining the same interest as the North American one, despite the criticism 
towards the gap model.
2.10.2 The North American School
In hospitality, SERVQUAL has been used to measure service quality in two main settings: restaurants 
and hotels. Restaurant service quality research has focused on the application of SERVQUAL,
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measuring the gap between consumers’ expectations and perceptions of the delivered service (Heung 
et al., 2000). Table 2.5 provides a summary of studies adopting SERVQUAL/adapted SERVQUAL
Table 2.5 Summary of studies adopting SERVQUAL/adapted SERVQUAL
1* A uthor & Y ear P u rp ose I Sam ple, Setting & 1 
| A dm inistration
M ain  resu lts |
Lee & Hing, 
1995
llilSiiS
Stevens et al., 
1995
T o evaluate the 1 
utility and 
pertinence o f  
SERVQ UAL to 
the restaurant 
business.
T o measure the 
perceptions o f  
the restaurants 
customers.
I 50 participants- Two  
restaurants: French and 
Chinese- Australia.
- Pre and post.
- 7 point Likert scale.
Dinserve includes 29 
elements, distributed on 5 
dimensions.
Empathy and reliability were the least scored 
dimensions in the French restaurant while 
‘tangibles’ was the only highly scored dimension 
for the Chinese restaurant.
- Both operations did not deliver the service 
_________quality expected by the patrons.________
Customers placed the highest ranks for 
i reliability, tangibles, assurance, responsiveness, 
and empathy.
; Armstrong, et al. 
1997
: T o investigate the 
effect o f  culture 
on the customer’s 
expectations.
325 tourists from 28 
countries o f  3 cultural 
groups-Three hotels- 
H ong Kong. 
-Updated SERVQUAL. 
- One phase.
: - Culture has an impact on forming customers’ 1 
expectations. I* 
i -Performance can better predict service quality 
in cross-cultural studies.
Heung et al., 
2000
T o survey 
customers for 
their perception 
o f  service quality.
4  restaurants: Chinese,
: casual dining, full service, 
: and quick service- H ong  
K ong airport.
: - Dinserve scale o f  29 
: items, and added 4 items 
to be measured on a 10 
point Likert scale.
- Full service restaurant received the highest 
perception scores, followed by the Chinese 
restaurant.
- Service quality is highly perceived by the 
travellers in H ong K ong airport.
Juwaheer, 2004 T o explore 
perceptions o f  
service quality.
s 410 International guests- 
H otel — Mauritius.
- One phase,
5 point Likert scale.
- Identified 9 factors.
- Reliability m ost important.
Akbaba, 2006 T o examine 
service quality 
expectations.
Business hotel - Turkey 
- Adapted SERVQUAL o f  
25 items.
-O n e  phase
- ‘Tangibles’ is the m ost critical factor.
- Evaluation o f  the service quality is influenced  
by the purpose o f  the stay.
Lee and Hing (1995) measured and compared the service quality perception of two restaurants’ 
customers to evaluate the utility and pertinence of SERVQUAL to the restaurant business. Empathy 
and reliability were the lowest scored dimensions in the French restaurant, while tangibles were the 
only highly scored dimension in the Chinese restaurant. However, both operations did not deliver the 
service quality expected by the patrons. The researchers suggest that, according to the relative 
importance of the different quality dimensions given by the patrons, both restaurants would best 
allocate their resources to their least scored areas. Although the researchers advocate SERVQUAL as 
a tool to measure service quality, being a “relatively simple and inexpensive means of doing this”
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(Lee & Hing, 1995, p.301), they ignored all criticism against SERVQUAL. Thus, SERVQUAL 
continues to survive despite critiques (Akbaba, 2006; Kueh & Voon, 2007).
Stevens et al. (1995) developed a service quality measurement tool Dinserve, which is a modified 
version of SERVQUAL, to fit the restaurant business. Dinserve includes 29 elements, distributed on 5 
dimensions: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. Dinserve is designed to 
measure the perceptions of restaurant customers. Stevens et al. found that surveyed customers placed 
the highest ranks for reliability, tangibles, assurance, responsiveness, and empathy. However, 
Dinserve is not as widely used as SERVQUAL, and this study was conducted in the United States. 
There have been no international studies to test Dinserve.
Armstrong et al. (1997) examined the effect of culture on customers’ expectations in three hotels in 
Hong Kong, finding that the culture impacted the expectations of their customers. However, their 
finding did not support the prediction of service quality by difference of the performance perception 
and the expectation in the cross-cultural contexts. This indicates that in cross-cultural contexts, the 
measurement of expectations is not required, as performance is a better predictor for the overall 
assessment of service quality. There were, however, some issues that raised questions about the 
relationship between culture and nationality. Their sample consisted of respondents from 28 countries 
representing 3 cultural groups (following Hofestde’s classification, they were of European, Asian, and 
English heritage). SERVQUAL was distributed to guests upon arrival and collected later. This was 
done in a one-phase approach, while it is preferred that it is done in a two-phased approach. Past 
experience with hotel service, which has its effect on the forming of expectations, was not determined. 
They state that they determined the culture of the surveyed clients by asking respondents their country 
of origin. However, this ignores the fact that some guests may hold Chinese passports, for example, 
but have been raised in UK, and consequently their culture is mainly European. Country of origin 
alone is not sufficient to categorise respondents into culture clusters, and that raises a more general 
question: to which extent is nationality a surrogate of culture? The researchers distributed 600 
SERVQUAL instruments, and the response was 54 percent (325). However, they do not reveal if the 
three identified culture groups were well represented within the 325 respondents, or if the sample is 
culturally biased.
Heung et al. (2000) studied service quality using SERVQUAL methodology in four restaurants in the 
Hong Kong airport: a Chinese restaurant, casual dining, full service, and quick service. They used a 
Dinserve scale of 29 items, and added four items to it. They surveyed the customers for their desired 
levels, adequate levels, and their perception of the service quality. Overall, the desired service level 
expected from the full service restaurants was the highest among the restaurant types. This is due to 
the relatively expensive items they offer and the range of services available to the customers. The full
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service restaurant scored the highest scores for the adequate service level among the restaurants. The 
full service restaurant received the highest perception scores, followed by the Chinese restaurant. 
They concluded that service quality is highly perceived by the travellers in the Hong Kong airport.
Although the researchers stated that “respondents were fairly representative of travellers to Hong 
Kong,” they did not question the effect of culture on shaping the expectations of the restaurants users, 
given the diversity of residences. Investigating whether the culture has an effect on the shaping of 
expectations in this case, a study by Armstrong et al. (1997) confirmed such an influence.
Juwaheer (2004) applied SERVQUAL to international hotel guests in Mauritius, identifying nine 
factors: reliability, assurance, extra room benefits, staff communication skills and additional benefits, 
room attractiveness and decor, empathy, staff outlook and accuracy, food and service, hotel 
surrounding, and environmental factors. In order of importance, the reliability dimension occupied the 
top position, followed by staff outlook and accuracy, room attractiveness, hotel surroundings, and 
environmental norms. Customer satisfaction was attributed to the dimension of room attractiveness 
and decor, staff outlook and accuracy, reliability, hotel surroundings, environmental factors, and food 
and service. The factors of room attractiveness and decor, reliability, hotel surrounding, and food and 
service had the most significant influence over the guests’ willingness to recommend the hotel to 
others.
Juwaheer concluded that by identifying the areas that highly account for guest perceptions of the 
service quality, management can simply focus on ‘key factors.’ As for the other factors, maintaining a 
‘good enough’ level of quality is sufficient. In this study, the administration of SERVQUAL was done 
in a one-phase approach, while it is preferred that it be administered it in a two-phased approach (pre- 
and post-) (Carman, 1990). Juwaheer recognises that cross-cultural differences may account for the 
differences in the guests’ expectations, and this was accounted for in the research. Juwaheer 
recommends this point for future research.
The research demographic indicates that 67.7 percent of the respondents’ purpose of travel was all 
leisure, followed by mostly leisure (17.4%), all business (4.7%), mostly business (4.4%) and half 
business half leisure (5.7%). That would consequently mean that the purpose of the stay may have its 
influence over the determinants of the service quality. However, identifying tangibles as the critical 
factor for the guests’ perception of service quality matches the results of Akbaba’s (2006) study on 
business travellers in a hotel in Turkey, who had five dimensions in his SERVQUAL study.
Akbaba (2006) used an adapted/modified version of SERVQUAL, using 25 items measured on a five- 
point scale in a business hotel in Turkey. He found that tangibles were the most critical service quality
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dimension for the hotel guests. According to him, this reveals that the evaluation of service quality is 
influenced by the purpose of the stay. He ascertained five dimensions used by hotel guests to evaluate 
the quality of the service. Ranked according to their importance, they are tangibles, understanding and 
caring, adequacy in service supply, assurance, and convenience. Some of these factors are different 
than the original ones in the SERVQUAL. Moreover, a new dimension—convenience—is 
distinguished. He discovered that, for business travellers, convenience received the highest 
expectation scores, while understanding and caring came last.
Although Akbaba recognises the effect that the purpose of the stay has on the evaluation of service 
quality, he does not comment on the highest expectation, the convenience factor, followed by 
assurance, provided by the business travellers. Being a business traveller warrants other dimensions to 
receive the highest expectations, such as tangibles and adequacy of service supply, or even assurance 
preceding convenience. Understanding and caring came the last in the expectations score, which may 
be due to taking that factor as an inevitable one, or because guests do not expect high contact with the 
staff. Akbaba acknowledges that the assessment of the expectations and perceptions was done at the 
same time, and not pre- and post- (it is suggested to conduct SERVQUAL in two-phased approach). 
Furthermore, Akbaba identifies that SERVQUAL should be modified to match different service and 
cultural settings.
Reviewing various studies of measuring service quality using SERVQUAL reveals that the studies 
conducted using SERVQUAL have mainly examined its validity and reliability as a measure. 
Dimensions of SERVQUAL, and the different dimensions found in different services, has also been 
studied in order to find out which dimensions prevail in the evaluation process. Examples of this 
include Juwaheer (2006), Lau et al. (2005), Mei et al. (1999), Lee and Hing (1995) and Saleh and 
Ryan (1991). Many studies have questioned the universality of the gap model, and have applied it in 
different countries and destinations, and in various cultural settings (i.e., Kueh and Voon [2007] 
studied full service restaurants in Malaysia; Alexandris et al. [2002] examined service quality of 
Greek hotels; and Tsang and Qu [2000] investigated service quality in Chinese hotels).
While many studies have investigated the use of SERVQUAL in restaurants, hotels, and resorts, the 
hit and run category of small restaurants was not the focus of such studies. This may be attributed to 
the nature of such businesses, where a short service encounter negates the use of such an extensive 
tool. This is also explained by Kueh and Voon (2007, p.663) while examining Malaysian full service 
restaurants rather than fast food chains and cafeteria style outlets, as the researchers suggest that “The 
type of service and facilities in such an establishment fit better with the SERVQUAL instrument.” It 
is also of interest to observe that none of these studies report any quality programme adopted by the 
examined operations which this measurement would be part of, and where the results would be fed
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into. Most of these studies were not of practical use to the investigated organisations. Thus, it is still 
not clear how hospitality operations practically measure and improve their service quality.
However, this study is not interested in such measurements of quality perceptions against quality 
expectations. This study tries to find how the implementations of Statistical Process Control (SPC) 
can help operations to measure and improve quality. It can be seen as a tool that helps to bridge the 
third gap in the gap model suggested by Parasuraman et al. (1985). Gap three is concerned with 
failing to adhere to quality standards by an operation. Previous studies have focused on measuring 
quality—not practically improving it, and thus are of a reactive nature more than a proactive one.
2.10.3 Customer Satisfaction (empirical work)
Table 2.6 provides a summary of customer satisfaction studies.
Oh (2000) tried to establish which of the three constructs (quality, value, or satisfaction) was more 
predictive of customers’ purchase intention. The survey was carried out with 107 respondents, and 
conducted over two stages (pre- and post- consumption). The restaurant in the study was a fine dining 
one, chosen because the researcher believed that high price may motivate respondents’ participation 
in the study. Respondents completed the expectations part prior to their visit, handed in the first part 
when they visited the restaurant, and were given a $12 discount on their bill upon receipt of the 
second part.
The researcher hypothesised several combinations of variables: expected product and service quality 
(EQ), expected value (EV), expected satisfaction (ES), past experience with restaurant (PE), brand 
name (BN), post-purchase intention to patronise and recommend the restaurant (PI), perceived 
product and service quality (PQ), perceived value (PV), and perceived satisfaction (PS). Oh found that 
expectations were linked to a combination of past experience, brand name, expected quality, expected 
value, and expected satisfaction. These had a higher impact on customer’s repeated patronage than 
combinations of expected quality, expected value, and expected satisfaction, and the combination of 
expected value and expected satisfaction. Examining the post-consumption results revealed that the 
combination of perceived quality, perceived value, and perceived satisfaction along the pre-purchase 
variables had a high correlation with re-purchase intention and the likelihood of recommending the 
restaurant to others. However, value, followed by satisfaction and quality in the two stages, had the 
highest correlation with the customers’ intention to frequent the restaurant again and to recommend it 
to others. Thus value, as evaluated by customers, should be emphasised by restaurateurs more than 
quality and satisfaction (Oh, 2000).
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Table 2.6 Summary of customer satisfaction studies
Author & 
Year
Purpose
Oh, 2000 : | |  T o establish w hich o f
the three constructs; 
quality, value,
The com bined effects 
o f  physical 
environment and 
employee behaviour 
on customer 
perception o f  
restaurant service
Sample, Setting & 
Administration
Main results
Kandampully 
& Suhartanto, 
2000
T o examine the 
relationship between  
customers’ loyalty and 
its two ‘prerequisites’; 
customer satisfaction 
and image
T o determine 
satisfaction levels.
C hoi& C hu , 
2001
Andaleeb 
Conway, 2006
T o identify 
determinants o f  
customer satisfaction
107 respondents- Fine 
dining restaurants.
- Pre and post 
consumption.
Hotel chains - N ew  
Zealand.
International travellers - 
H ong Kong.
- 1 1 9  respondents- Full 
service restaurants- 
USA.
- Expectations were linked to a combination of; 
past experience, brand name, expected quality, 
expected value and expected satisfaction.
- The combination o f  perceived quality, perceived 
value, perceived satisfaction along the pre­
purchase variables, had a high correlation with re­
purchase intention and the likelihood o f  
recomm ending the restaurant to others.
- value as evaluated by customers should be 
emphasized by restaurateurs more than quality 
and satisfaction
- Confirmed the relation between customer loyalty 
and image, and customer satisfaction with the 
basic hotel services; rooms, food, reception.
-  Housekeeping was considered by guests as a 
crucial determinant o f  their satisfaction with the 
hotels and consequently had a stronger correlation 
with their repurchase decision.X
- Staff service quality headed determinants o f  
guests’ overall satisfaction and security came last.
Customer satisfaction is attributed to; service 
quality (responsiveness), price and food  quality 
(reliability), with responsiveness highly correlated 
with customer satisfaction.
- Physical design (tangibles) did not have m uch  
influence on customer satisfaction.
- Humanic clues (service behaviour) have more 
imp than
mechanic clues (physical environment elements).
Kandampully and Suhartanto (2000) examined the relationship between customer loyalty and its two 
‘prerequisites’ (customer satisfaction and image) in hotel chains in New Zealand. The results 
confirmed the relation between customer loyalty and image, and customer satisfaction and basic hotel 
services (rooms, food, and reception). Housekeeping was considered by guests as a crucial 
determinant in their satisfaction with the hotels, and consequently had a stronger correlation with their 
re-purchase decision. Based on this finding, they suggest that management should put more emphasis 
on the housekeeping department, which normally receives less attention than the high guest contact 
departments (such as front desk and food and beverage). Such emphasis is justified, as it proves to be 
more important than those other sections.
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Choi and Chu (2001) surveyed international travellers in Hong Kong about their hotel stays to 
determine their satisfaction levels across 33 items. The results revealed that determinants of the 
guests’ overall satisfaction were staff service quality, room qualities, value, general amenities, IDD 
facilities, business services, and security, with staff service quality leading the factors and security at 
the tail of the list. The guests’ likelihood of returning to the hotel was found to be heavily dependent 
on the factors of staff service quality, room qualities, value, business service, general amenities, and 
facilities. According to the findings, staff service quality, room quality, and value are the three main 
determinants of guests’ overall satisfaction—and also of their likelihood to return.
The business service was not a major determinant of customer satisfaction, although the sample 
contained 42.3 percent of respondents who indicated their stay’s purpose as business/meeting. The 
availability of International Direct Dial, which is a single item factor in this study, appears to be a 
determinant of the overall guest satisfaction. However, this is a factor which was not identified as a 
factor in other studies. The researchers argue that even if some determinants do not have a high 
impact on guest satisfaction, the poorly delivered standards of these factors may have a negative 
affect on overall guest satisfaction—and, consequently, their likelihood of return. They recognise that 
the study did not consider the possible influence of the different types and categories of the hotels 
where the guests stayed on their level satisfaction.
Andaleeb and Conway (2006) attempted to identify the determinants of customer satisfaction in full 
service restaurants in the United States. They found that customer satisfaction with full service 
restaurants is attributed to service quality (responsiveness) and price and food quality (reliability), 
with responsiveness highly correlated with customer satisfaction. However, the physical design 
(tangibles) did not have much of an influence on customer satisfaction. The researchers comment on 
food quality ranking third among the determinants of customer satisfaction, suggesting that 
restaurants have already achieved high standards in that area, and thus this is not a crucial element in 
frequenting restaurants. However, the researchers believe that the effect of food quality on customer 
satisfaction merited more research, as this may vary with types of restaurants. The authors also 
acknowledge that this surveyed sample, 119 respondents, was small and thus these findings cannot be 
generalised.
The combined effects of the physical environment and employee behaviour on customer perception of 
restaurant service quality was researched by Wall and Berry (2007). The study’s respondents were 
asked to assess photographs of a casual dining restaurant. The photos showed positive and negative 
mechanical clues (physical environment elements). Respondents then were shown videos with 
favourable and unfavourable service behaviour (humanic clues). They were required to evaluate the 
service they had seen—and thus, the service quality of the restaurant. The researchers were examining
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four scenarios: (1) positive mechanic clues and positive humanic clues; (2) positive mechanic clues 
and negative humanic clues; (3) negative mechanic clues and positive humanic clues; and (4) negative 
mechanic clues and negative humanic clues.
Respondents’ feedback was found to be the greatest for the combination of positive mechanic clues 
and positive humanic clues, with negative mechanic and positive humanic clues coming in second 
place. Evaluation of service quality was most negative in the case of positive mechanic and negative 
humanic clues. However, the researchers report that the perception of service quality was ‘slightly 
higher’ when both mechanic and humanic clues were negative. Thus, to deliver a high standard of 
service quality, restaurants should maintain both the mechanic and humanic clues, as this is the ‘ideal’ 
situation. However, the humanic clues have more impact on the service quality perceptions. The 
researchers acknowledge that this study is limited, as one type of restaurant is examined, and the 
sample is questioned also because probability sampling was not used.
It is interesting that the researchers did not comment on their finding that the perception of the service 
quality was “slightly higher when both mechanic and humanic clues were negative” (Wall & Berry, 
2007, p.66), as compared to the combination of positive mechanic and negative humanic clues, which 
came up with the minimum rating. The opposite would be anticipated. Although the researchers cite 
that the use of photos and videos had been applied in the environmental behaviour studies, the 
question remains: if the respondents were allowed to visit the site and evaluate it, would the study 
give different outcomes?
Examining the literature on customer satisfaction, it can be inferred that the main themes are around 
identifying customer satisfaction determinants. The antecedents and consequences of this construct. 
Service quality and purchase intentions and cross-cultural customer satisfaction are also prominent 
research areas. However, customer satisfaction, as used by hospitality operations, is another reactive 
quality measure. This is relevant to this research, as this research is attempting to examine how 
quality is measured and the implemented tools for that purpose in hospitality operations.
It is observed that all these measures (e.g., SERVQUAL, customer satisfaction surveys) were of a 
reactive nature (post-consumption measures) rather than a proactive nature. In addition, hospitality 
operations personnel do not have a role in the measurement process, as they are themselves measured 
subjects.
2.10.4 Mystery shopper programme
The growth of the franchise business is one of the major reasons for the increasing dependence on the 
mystery shopper as a tool to ensure franchisee compliance with the franchisor standards (Beck &
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Miao, 2003). However, there is a lack of literature about the practice, despite its being widely used in 
the lodging sector in the United States (Beck & Miao, 2003). Beck and Miao investigated how the 
programme is conducted in United States as well as the hotel senior managements’ perceptions of the 
effectiveness of the scheme in assessing service quality. They found that chain hotels use the mystery 
shopper programme more than other properties, and the majority plan to continue using the scheme. 
Shopping the competitors and being shopped by competitors is widely practiced and accepted, but this 
is done by the managers. The outcomes of the study show that managers’ perceptions of the 
effectiveness of the programme put the ‘soft’ attributes at the top (e.g., courtesy), followed by ‘asset 
control’ (e.g., cash handling procedures), and ‘hard’ attributes came third (e.g., quality of food and 
beverage). However, brand affiliated properties’ respondents indicated more appreciation of the 
programme to assess the assets attributes.
Senior managers welcomed the programme more than their staff. They found that using the 
specialised service of companies would create a gap between spotting the problems and rectifying 
them. They suggested that managers used this programme as a ‘diagnostic tool’ to assess the clients’ 
service encounter with contact personnel, rather than as a ‘motivational tool.’ The researchers define 
an appropriate mystery shopper scheme, according to the responses, as a programme that has 
equilibrium between ‘customer service and asset control,’ with more stress on the customer service.
There are some issues raised by Beck and Miao’s study. This study is based on the perceptions of the 
managers and financial controllers, while the other managers who may be involved in the scheme are 
not considered in the study. This is recognised by the researchers. Still, there has been no study 
conducted on the mystery shopper companies serving hospitality operations regarding how they train 
their staff and develop their programmes.
Having the feedback in narrative and story telling format, as favoured by the study respondents, 
would be more time consuming to analyse, and how that would be conducted in hospitality hotels is 
not known. However, this may be a more suitable method of assessing the customer service encounter 
(Beck & Miao, 2003).
The foodservice operations run by the U.S. Air Force depend on observations made by management 
beside the comment cards to evaluate the quality of their service. According to Beck et al. (2003, p.42) 
such evaluations “have limited application due to measurement biases.” Military bases cannot benefit 
from mystery shopper companies, as these bases are restricted areas, and they also cannot commence 
a full in-house programme due to the resources required. Beck et al.’s study aimed to develop and 
assess the mystery shopper scheme at one of the U.S. Air Force bases, with emphasis on three areas: 
recruitment, training, and recognition. The shoppers were selected from the base community, and
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recruitment materials were circulated on the base to motivate the population to join the programme. 
The training was conducted using a guide to mystery shopping, which covered all aspects related to 
this approach. Training sessions were also organised to familiarise the participants of the programme 
and to ready them for their expected shops. A recognition scheme was also designed, where 
outstanding performance was acknowledged and rewarded.
The service personnel was aware of the programmes and the adopted evaluation criteria. Forty three 
visits were conducted, and the shoppers provided their feedback not only on the visits, but also on 
their perception of the mystery shopper programme. The majority of the shoppers (35 out of 36) had a 
positive perception of the training’s effectiveness. However, some issues were raised concerning 
communication (liaison) between the shopper and the service division, and about identifying 
personnel names. Although the recruiting efforts were successful, the demographic characteristics of 
the shoppers were discovered to have several groups underrepresented (as most of the shoppers were 
women and government civilians), and that did not represent the ‘primary customer’ of the base. 
Concerns about the demographics and background are identified in the literature. Hurst (1993, p.450) 
observes that shopper’s profile should be matched to their tasks, as “It is no use, for instance, having a 
group of middle-aged professional men assessing a service that is marketed toward young C2 grouped 
women.”
Beck et al. report that the programme was successful, although they identified difficulties associated 
with the recognition part of the programme. These difficulties were mainly due to identifying the 
employees to be rewarded, and this consequently delayed the following steps. Nevertheless, this 
approach to conducting the mystery shopper programme helped to pinpoint some issues that should be 
considered.
Harvey (1998, p.594) reports on a variant of the mystery shopper programme, where “Actual 
customers are trained to make detailed notes of their shopping encounters, such as a ‘daily log,’ and 
turn them in at regular intervals.” The study of Beck et al. is an example of such a practice within the 
hospitality industry. However, this study is as a single occurrence, and this approach remains a second 
alternative that was adopted due to the special business circumstances of the Air Force base.
2.10.5 Quality audits
Martin (1991) mentions that a service audit is more than just ‘management by walking around’ (or 
MBWA). It is an organised observation that seeks to identify shortfalls within an operation and to 
stress its strengths. Quality auditing has not been researched as much as customer satisfaction surveys 
or mystery shopper programmes in the hospitality industry. This claim is supported by scant literature
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found on that topic. Fitzsimmons and Maurer (1991, p.95) mention that There are, however, no 
reported environmental audits that specifically address the restaurant-service process.”
Kimes (2001) mentions that Holiday Inn Worldwide conducts inspections to measure its quality of 
service. The audited hotels are not informed of the audit time, and receive a detailed account of their 
result. The audit investigates four main areas: rules of operation, commercial facilities, guest rooms, 
and service, and these include more factors. The chain-appointed inspectors are trained in conducting 
these audits, and this ensures a consistent evaluation. Kimes investigated the relation between product 
quality and the financial performance of Holiday Inn Worldwide during the period of February 1990 
to January 1993. She found that hotels that had bad scores in their quality assurance reports had lower 
revenue per available room (REVPAR) than hotels having higher audit scores. It was observed that 
scoring badly in areas of exterior, guest rooms, and guest bath had a significant correlation with 
having a lower REVPAR. Although such results are important and connect product quality to 
financial performance, Kimes does not consider any other variables that may influence the financial 
performance of the investigated chain during that period.
Fitzsimmons and Maurer (1991) examined customer tipping behaviour in 67 restaurants in Texas in 
order to assess customer satisfaction. Restaurants participating in the study were sent an audit form 
that included 42 questions. This evaluation was made by the restaurants’ owners or managers, taking 
the perspective of the customer as he or she experiences the service encounter. Thus, it is described as 
a ‘walk-through audit’ (WTA). This audit revealed that customer tipping behaviour is affected by 
several variables, including person-to-person service, service delays, ambience, check presentation, 
and promotion and suggestive selling.
The researchers mention that many service variables can be quantified, although not every aspect 
perceived by customers as being important would receive the same attention from management. 
According to Fitzsimmons and Maurer (1991, p.96), “The audit concentrates only on those variables 
that can be altered in the short term as a way of providing an effective management tool.” However, 
this opinion emphasises the speed with which management can affect change, and to a degree it 
ignores the importance of service aspects valued by customers. It can be argued that this suggestion of 
the researchers is not in line with their regard of the audit as a being a “management tool for the 
systematic evaluation of a customer’s view of the service provided in a restaurant” (Fitzsimmons & 
Maurer, 1991, p.95). This regard adopts the customers’ perspective, but it lets them down as it fails to 
reflect their interests in regards to service.
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2.11 Conclusion
Service quality is hard to measure due to its unique characteristics. The three main tools used to 
measure service quality in foodservice chains are customer satisfaction surveys, mystery shopper 
programmes, and quality audits. A performance measurement system should help to predict if a 
problem might occur, in order to determine what went wrong and to facilitate taking corrective action. 
Applying the same criteria to quality measurement tools adopted by foodservice operations would 
indicate that they may not provide a valid and reliable measurement.
The mystery shopper programme’s main shortcoming is its infrequency, which makes it hard to make 
sound judgements based on it. It also creates unfair criteria to evaluate employees’ performance 
against. Quality auditing is conducted by management and adopts the customer’s view, although it 
may not mirror their interests. It is not heavily researched, and that raises questions about its use and 
conduct in the hospitality industry in general—and in foodservice chains in particular. Customer 
satisfaction surveys depend on seeking post-consumption customer feedback, and there are concerns 
over its methodology. None of these evaluations are conducted by the operatives, and thus employees 
do not practice any self-control over their work. This would reveal that these measures are not 
providing valid and reliable data to enable management to make correct decisions. Thus, there is a 
need to implement another measurement tool that is able to provide valid and reliable measurement 
that allows management and operatives to accurately diagnose the problems associated with quality 
and to implement remedial actions in a timely fashion.
Given the issues raised above, the next chapter discusses an exploratory study that was designed to 
investigate whether or not industry practitioners were aware of these issues.
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Chapter 3 
Exploratory Study
3.1 Introduction
In the last chapter, the theory of service quality and measurement was analysed. This chapter is 
concerned with the practice of service quality management. It reports on an exploratory study that 
involved semi-structured interviews conducted in a large UK-based foodservice chain. Managers from 
three levels within the chain were interviewed. The objectives were:
1. To identify how they measure service quality within the chain.
2. How they use the quality measurement tools.
3. To discover their perceptions of the advantages and disadvantages of these tools.
3.2 Methodology
This exploratory study aimed to develop an understanding of the current practices of one specific 
foodservice chain, referred to as ‘Kronos.’ A number of similar chains were approached, with 
operations based around the provision of a range of hot beverage products (specifically coffee), 
sandwiches, and other snack food products. Such chains were known to have adopted a range of 
complimentary approaches to quality management. Kronos was selected due to the commitment of its 
Chief Executive in assisting with the study. Such commitment was essential, not only to conduct the 
initial exploratory study in this business, but also to follow this up with an action research programme 
designed to introduce Continuous Improvement (Cl) into the operation, as is planned. The 
investigated chain has over 600 stores in the UK, and around 200 stores in international destinations, 
including India, the Middle East, and the Far East.
For the exploratory study, a qualitative approach was adopted. Interviews are appreciated for the 
‘richness of responses’ they provide (Arksey & Knight, 1999). Face-to-face, semi-structured 
interviews were conducted with the Brand Standards Manager (BSM), two Retail Development 
Managers (RDM) (area managers), and two Unit Managers (UM), with general questions used as a 
framework, (Arksey & Knight, 1999) reflecting the relatively flat hierarchy of this particular chain. 
Before conducting the interviews, a visit to one of the stores was made, in order to become familiar 
with the operation and its product, atmosphere, and surroundings. An interview guide (see appendix 
1-A) was developed around the present quality programme of the chain, and the approaches used 
within that were examined, including how it was conducted, perceptions towards it, and advantages 
and disadvantage of each approach. The general questions served as the groundwork to build on, and 
as the flow of the conversations (rapport) progressed, the given responses opened the door to other 
questions. The Brand Standards Manager (BSM) was interviewed outside the organisation.
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Subsequent to this interview, the BSM provided a number of documents relating to the quality 
management approach of the chain, including a mystery shopper report, an audit form, and a brand 
standards manual. The other four interviews were all conducted in two of the chain’s stores, in 
London and Reading, thus involving the operation in two different areas. In addition, one of the stores 
was a ‘stand alone’ (London), while the other was a ‘concession’ store in a shopping centre (Reading).
The duration of each interview was about sixty minutes, and interviews were conducted between July 
and December 2006. All interviews were recorded using a digital tape recorder after gaining approval 
of the interviewees. The interviews were downloaded as audio files, transcribed, and analysed. The 
transcript, verbatim, contains the words of the interviewer and the interviewees. The interview guide 
helped to classify the data into categories. However, more categories and themes emerged from the 
collected data, and these were cross-referenced with the company documentation provided by the 
BSM. The analysis focused on understanding both the quality approaches conducted within the chain 
and the perceptions of the managers (on the different managerial levels) towards them.
3.3 Findings and discussion
The chain measures its service quality using three tools: a mystery shopper programme, quality audits, 
and customer satisfaction surveys.
3.3.1 The mystery shopper
The first Retail Development Manager (RDM1) identifies the job of the mystery shoppers as to 
“check all the various stages o f a guest’s visit...so the whole journey from the guest entering to 
ordering and leaving again gets measured.” The mystery shopper programme in the chain is 
conducted quarterly by a third party.
3.3.1.1 Perceptions
Items measured by the mystery shopper programme regarding food and beverage processing may
overlap with another quality measure—the audit. However, the audit questions tend to be more
detailed. The Brand Standards Manager (BSM) perceived the programme as a way of focusing teams
and as an indispensable tool for the store managers. The first Unit Manager (UM1) realises the
potential of the mystery shopper as “one o f the few ways which we have o f measuring customer
satisfaction. ” The second Unit Manager (UM2) describes her team members’ feeling toward the
mystery shoppers as being mixed:
I t ’s mixed because ... for example, we received a report. Everything 
was perfect, the only thing he actually catches up on it was like the 
situation: it was like 4 o ’clock and it was Saturday so it’s like in the 
middle o f hell, for example, and he wrote that the team was working as 
hard as possible but they were not happy... silly things like this... and
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they really feel disappointed because they know they are doing their 
best ... They feel scared o f it ...they are kind o f like, waiting for the 
report [withjshaky hands and things...
UM2 would be happy if the mystery shopper programme was discontinued: “I  don’t think they will, 
but I  would be happy...” However, team perceptions may be influenced by the incentive scheme as, 
RDM1 reflected:
I  think because the incentive is less than what they used to have, some 
o f the people will not view as much pressure than used to have in the 
past. It varies per store; some stores are very receptive to it, very 
interested to see what the results o f the stores are, and the scores are...
It is worth noting that, while the chain provides incentives for the managers as percentages of their 
salary, the situation for the team members is different. However, on an informal basis, the teams are 
rewarded. The second Retail Development Manager (RDM2) recognised that “informally ...we need 
to recognise good performance. ” This may take the form of “a bottle o f champagne, a box o f 
chocolate... it is different for different people.” Erstad (1998, p.37) stresses the importance of 
incentives in supporting outstanding performance, noting that “rewarded behaviour gets repeated.” 
This is also stressed by the theory of reinforcement, where “all behaviour is a function of its 
consequences” (Martin, 1991, p. 105).
The data suggest that the BSM thinks that the perceptions of the other managers (e.g., area and unit 
managers) are positive towards the mystery shopping programme, while they do not share the same 
opinion. This is similar to the results of Beck and Miao (2003), as they found that senior managers are 
more favourable to the programme than their staff. This may suggest that management have failed to 
convey the objectives of the scheme, but at the same time, it echoes one of the problems associated 
with the mystery shopper approach: that there is only one chance to pass or to fail.
3.3.1.2 Validity
The mystery shopper programme collects considerable information, thereby contributing to the 
validity of the report: “The only way you have validity with mystery shop is to make sure you provide 
a lot o f detail behind the answers, so we just do not provide a Yes/No ” (RDM1). Validity is also built 
by recording the personnel name, recording date, and time of the visit, and by providing the purchase 
receipt. There is room for mistakes, and that information would be used in evaluating the mystery 
shopper agency’s performance: “I  would measure my third party in terms o f errors... [and as mistakes 
probably happen, a sort of triangulation is needed]... which is why we use it in conjunction with a top 
line usage and attitude study” (BSM).
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If the report does not bear that sense of validity, the action of the BSM would be to “ask them to swap
auditors so not all o f them audit the same batch all the time ”. The mystery shopper report answers
questions assessing the personnel’s behaviour, in addition to questions about tasks done behind the
counter (such as processing coffee). This may raise questions as to what degree the mystery shopper is
able to evaluate such tasks:
The mystery shopper can see how we produce the coffee... as you see, 
the coffee machine is on the counter. As a guest leaning on the till you 
can see how the girls and the boys make the product, so they can 
assess to a certain extent...I think they can, probably can pick up to 50 
percent o f the process, which is a lot for a guest, because in some 
business you don’t see a thing (RDM1).
In some stores, the layout can help shoppers to observe what is behind the counter, but the layout in 
some stores is not open and the shoppers may have to note ‘Not Applicable,’ or may have to guess. 
This guessing would lead to mistakes, which would make the results unreliable, increasing the doubts 
about the approach. The mystery shopper report is usually sent a week after the visit. But this is not 
always the case, and delays may be experienced: “For the moment, it is about two weeks delay, 
earlier last month, almost four weeks delay. I  was worried we have not had any visits ” (UM1).
3.3.1.3 Using results of the mystery shopper programme
The data derived from the mystery shopper are also used to draw an overall picture of the stores to
identify problem areas in the business:
I  ask from a central basis for some trend analysis, and I  analyse things 
like: what is our performance between seven o ’clock in the morning 
and twelve o ’clock? What is our performance versus two to five? Do 
we have any issue with our lunch time business? So not only do I  look 
at top line results and I  will look at area performance... I  also look at, 
do we have any trends or issues that are happening across the business?
(BSM).
3.3.1.4 Advantages
The major advantage associated with the mystery shopper programme is providing a better indication 
of the staffs behaviour. RDM2 stresses the behaviour element of the mystery report, as he notes that: 
“I f  you look at the areas within mystery guest visit that relate back to behaviour, that gives a better 
indication o f what is happening in the store... That snap shot gives a much clearer picture o f the 
behaviours...that element is hugely important to me. ”
Such interest in the behaviour of the team members is justified. The RDM who performs another
quality measurement, the audit, is known to the team members, so their behaviour may change in his
presence. Wilson (2001) claims that only the mystery shopper is able to evaluate the service 
performance directly against the service standards—and especially the factors related to staff
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behaviour. Beck and Miao’s (2003) study’s findings also support this, as their study shows that 
managers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the programme put the ‘soft’ attributes at the top (e.g., 
courtesy). Another advantage of the mystery shopper programme is that it is conducted randomly.
3.3.1.5 Disadvantages
The disadvantages associated with the mystery shopper programme are many. Frequency is a major 
one. UM2 regards the mystery shopper programme as being unfair: “because you are serving, like, 
let’s say 100 customers a day, and then comes this one and then something is going to get messed up 
and that’s it, so I  don’t think it’s fair. You have to be very lucky to get it right... ” Because it is done 
quarterly, “obviously you can be very lucky or very unlucky” (UM2). RDM2 suggests that the 
programme:
is like taking a photograph o f your garden one afternoon o f one day in 
the year and saying ‘that is how my garden always looks ’. But it does 
not always look like that: sometimes there are leaves, sometimes the
grass is longer, sometimes it is raining, sometimes it is sunny. So
mystery customer analysis gives you mostly a picture in time.
The BSM also regards the scheme as unfair, as it gives a picture of the store one moment in time. In 
response to this concern, an interesting initiative was adopted, as revealed by the RDM1: “We do our 
own mystery shops...so store managers and area managers help each other doing mystery shop 
reports. But that is not an official measuring. ” They also try to be objective: “We do the same, we use 
the same style as the reports, a slimmed down version and we just go around the business and do the 
same” (RDM1). Such initiatives may be seen as a self-improving approach, but RDM1 denies this 
and sees it as “filling the gap. ” But even such practice contradicts the idea of the mystery shopper.
The anonymity of the guest is not upheld, as the RDM could be identified by the team members of
other stores. This possibility is acknowledged by the RDM, but this would not stop attempts to have 
more measures in use.
Accuracy is another issue with the scheme:
Out o f 27 stores, four times per annum at least I  will have at least five 
to ten challenges every quarter, so might be twenty to thirty challenges 
per annum on accuracy... more and more companies are seeing 
mystery guest as inaccurate or not as valuable as data forms o f 
customer satisfaction feedback... it is beneficial but not very valuable... 
whatever we spend must be hundreds o f pounds per store, but I  do not 
think that represents good value (RDM2).
Identifying mistakes in the mystery shopper report means that it “loses credibility as a measurement 
tool due to that level o f inaccuracy” (RDM2). Reliability is identified by Wilson (1998b) as a crucial 
feature in mystery shopping programmes, as the outcomes would provide management with insights
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of what requires their attention. Selection of the shoppers and the amount and quality of training given 
to them has an effect on its overall reliability.
The background of the shoppers themselves may also add to the debate on the mystery shopper 
scheme:
The comments made by mystery guest can often lead us to believe that 
the mystery guest would not normally have visited that site. Some o f 
the information they give, comments, make me firmly believe that some 
o f the mystery customers are not necessarily our normal customers 
(RDM2).
That element of variation between the mystery shopper background and the environment that he or 
she is asked to evaluate may result in negative perceptions towards the shopped business, and that in 
turn may lead to: “again, inaccuracy in data and then that loses credibility o f the report” (RDM2).
Concerns about the demographics and backgrounds are identified in the literature. Hurst (1993, p.450) 
observes that shoppers’ profiles should be matched to their tasks, as “It is no use, for instance, having 
a group of middle-aged professional men assessing a service that is marketed toward young C2 
grouped women.” Morrison et al. (1997, p.355) cite that “Individual differences between assessors are 
bound to be reflected in the assessment.” Wilson (1998a) recognises that the personal attributes of the 
mystery shopper may have an influence over the service interaction evaluation. However, this should 
not represent a problem, as the rule is to treat all customers the same, regardless of their backgrounds. 
Although Wilson’s opinion is justified, the issue arises when these personal attributes affect the 
judgement of service, where such judgements are used to identify problems and act on them.
3.3.1.6 Future
The future for the mystery shopper programme, according to the RDM2, is not promising: “I  think in 
future mystery shopper will be gone. We will find a better way to get customer satisfaction feedback. I  
think mystery shopper will disappear. ” This is similar to the findings of Wilson (1998b), who argues 
that advances in methods of approaching customers and getting their feedback will limit the 
expansion of the mystery shopper business.
Summary
Figure 3.1 summarises the advantages and disadvantages associated with the mystery shopper 
programme. The main advantages are its being a good indicator of personnel behaviour and its 
anonymity. Being of low frequency makes it unfair, moreover its reliability is compromised due to 
possible variations in shoppers’ backgrounds (whether they represent typical customers). Accuracy 
and frequency may also have influence on reliability.
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Figure 3.1 Advantages and disadvantages of the mystery shopper programme
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3.3.2 Quality audit
The audit is the chain’s approach to self-assessment. The BSM explains the concept of the audit as 
being: “a set o f coffee excellence, cleanliness, environment, food and drink, team members and 
service, and some bits and pieces o f PR [Public Relations] and marketing. This is what I  call our in- 
house operation check about core standards. ”
3.3.2.1 The components of the audit
The elements that constitute the audit check were derived from customer research done by the 
marketing team Some areas in the audit report are more weighted than others, as those represent ‘core 
standards.’ As the brand standards are reflecting the customers’ demands, management must update 
the standards to match those requirements to ensure relevance. To ensure the stores are working up to 
the standard, the chain has a team of auditors who audit the stores. Audits are also conducted by 
Retail Development Managers and Unit Managers. Audits are done quarterly by different positions 
using the same criteria. To understand the standards, training is provided: “All our training materials 
are aligned to the 65 standards...so anything anybody is trained in, at the heart o f that, those 65 
standards sit” (BSM). The chain also provides training in conducting audits and a special guide. The 
BSM explains that: “we have what they call the bible; we have a little booklet with Kronos check, 
which explains in detail how to conduct it. We need to align the way we look at each question to 
prevent subjectivity. ”
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3.3.2.2 Conducting the audit
RDM2 describes his approach to the audit:
Before I  start I  will take the customer experience... join the queue and 
have a look at the place, coffee, sit down, experience the coffee and 
that will give me the starting point for first couple o f sections... Even if  
that review comes later, even i f  I  come in as a customer, have coffee 
and sit and chat about something else, I  can still use my experience 
about the audit, so without having to sit and tick boxes in front o f me.
RDM2 also depends heavily on his experience in evaluating the quality of the coffee, and he can even 
judge that from the sound of the coffee machine. However, not all managers would possess such 
experience: “Some o f my colleagues coming from outside without the coffee experience will have to 
rely on Kronos check, will have to rely on mystery guest more ” (RDM2). Depending on experience 
(as mentioned by RDM2) is a double edged sword. It may be a favourable attribute, but on the other 
hand, it may encourage deviation from the planned conduct of the audit.
There are some replications in areas covered by the audit and the mystery shopper report. However, 
the audit is more concerned with operational details, while it’s the shopper’s subjectivity that is 
sought. The results of the audit are explained and justified to clarify the obtained score. Auditors write 
down their comments and explain the reason for low scores. If a serious issue is found, an action plan 
is suggested to rectify the problem. Communicating about the audit with the area manager is of 
importance: “At the end o f each Kronos check...there is an action plan so the auditor will always 
check to make sure we did an action plan and to see these actions are being carried out. They will 
also look for major discrepancies ” (UM1).
The auditor will ensure that the brand standards are applied in all performed tasks. He or she also 
serves as an outside eye that can notice things the Unit Manager and the team members would not 
notice, as they are in the store every day. At the head office level, the results are used somewhat 
differently: “We generate reports, we benchmark, we create performance league tables, and we 
create lots o f reports [which helps to] say how we [are] performing... what we need to improve 
[about the] customer experience ” (BSM).
3.3.2.3 Perceptions
According to the BSM, the difficult issue with the audit is: “making sure you get consistency o f 
measurement. ” This is meant to be overcome using the manual, referred to as the ‘bible.’ This view 
demonstrates that the audit is constructed around the principle of consistency, and in this case, quality 
would be seen as conformance to brand standards. Such adherence to standards is crucial to the chain 
as it expands and needs to control its service quality. Another identified concern over the audit is the 
stress experienced during the audits:
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“Obviously, it is a bit stressful to every one...it can give you a picture o f how the store is doing... It is 
just a bit o f stress ” (UM2). Some staff members may get so worried while the audit is taking place 
that “they can’t even say where the fire exit is ” (UM2). However, UM2 perceives the audit to be 
effective. All the interviewed managers have a positive perception towards the audit, despite raising 
some concerns.
Summary
Figure 3.2 depicts the associated advantages and disadvantages of the audit. The main advantage of 
the quality audit is that it focuses on the operational aspects (or ‘behind the scenes’ factors). However, 
the stress associated with it is a disadvantage. Moreover, by nature it is overt, and it cannot be done 
anonymously. Frequency is also another disadvantage.
Figure 3.2 Advantages and disadvantages of the quality audit
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3.3.3 Customers’ satisfaction
Customers’ satisfaction is pursued in two ways: through Nexus and customer satisfaction surveys.
3.3.3.1 Nexus
The difference between Nexus (an invented name) and customer surveys is explained by RDM1:
Nexus is purely an in-store tool... [whereas] the customer 
questionnaire is conducted by an external company who will interview 
people, Nexus is separate. [It] is purely a store tool. [It is]... an official, 
formal customer feedback line so that everyone, in every store should 
see that poster” (pointing to the poster hung on the wall) “that says 
‘we welcome your comments, please contact either by email, by writing, 
or telephone Nexus, ’ so i f  the customer has a problem or bad 
experience they can call.
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Not only problems and complaints are received, but recognition and suggestions are collected also.
The Nexus phone number is not a toll-free number: “1 think it’s a normal phone ” (RDM1). Using free
calls is widely practiced to encourage customers to provide feedback, and maybe the chain would
increase the customer feedback by providing this. Although a poster about Nexus is in every store,
that does not mean that customers are aware of it:
I  had an issue last week where the customer was generally happy with 
service. He was only concerned why Kronos is not using chip and pin, 
and you know, I  did explain to him the situation this and that, but he 
said ‘well you know, happy with that but can I  have your head office 
number’ and stuff ..he obviously didn ’t know where it is (UM2).
3.3.3.2 Surveys
The other method of obtaining customer feedback is through surveying people. If they visited a coffee 
store recently, and if they visited the chain stores: “The top line usage and attitude... that happens 
three times a year. We are also using this year a company called ‘yougov’” (BSM). Using a 
specialised company ensures wide geographical coverage of the customers and greater customer 
representation. The nature of this survey holds that: “usage and attitude tends to be much shorter...it 
tends to be just around. Have you been in Kronos, what did you think o f the drinks, what did you think 
of your coffee, environment... ? Did you have a good experience? ” (BSM).
An advantage associated with this approach regards seeking feedback about the competitors, as
customers are also asked about their experiences in the competitors’ chains. Customer satisfaction
surveys tend to measure the outcomes of the service encounter (Wilson, 2001). However, such tools
depend on the ability of the customer to recall an experience that happened in the past (Finn, 2001).
Another report is also used to examine the customers’ perception of the chain:
The other report we use a lot will be ‘ALLEGRA ’...a big one we use in 
the coffee industry. It is published once a year... it is a very in-depth 
analysis o f the three main players, basically ‘BBB ’, ‘CCC, ’ and 
‘Kronos, ’ and it goes into everything: quality o f drinks, pricing, and 
x,y,z (BSM).
3.3.3.3 Data usage
Although monthly reports of complaints and compliments are disseminated, the BSM is concerned
about using the data derived from Nexus, as:
some people write directly into the brand; they do not have the Nexus 
number... so mainly you got two sets o f things going on and we do not 
tie them together, which we should, and we do not track and trend 
analyse enough centrally either... but I  do not say, ‘Right Mr. XXX, you 
have 15 complaints in your area this month. What is going on? ’ We do 
not do that, and I  think that is a huge opportunity.
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As identified by the Brand Standards Manager, the chain needs to exploit the data they collect. 
Adamson (1994) warns that too much customer satisfaction data generated through various 
approaches may lead to ‘confusion and inaction,’ and getting over this situation requires careful 
coordination of these data.
Data generated from the customer surveys are circulated in regional meetings on a monthly or 
bimonthly basis. Katcher (2003) mentions that customers, as well as employees, should be informed 
of the survey outcomes and the consequences of these results. However, in Kronos, customers were 
not notified of this. If an issue is identified by the RDM, it is taken to the UM: “I f  a complaint 
happened, he is going to come around, he is going to talk to me, he is going to give me a call or he is 
going to talk to me... because such things obviously go directly to him, and I  have no idea about it 
until he lets me know” (UM2). However, it should be noted that not all customers who experience 
unsatisfactory service complain, and the number of complaints could just be the tip of the iceberg. 
Customer satisfaction can be assessed depending on other indicators. RDM2 depends on the sales 
figures to evaluate customer satisfaction: “I  do that through weekly sales growth. Is the business is 
going up or down?... Em monitoring customer satisfaction through sales growth. ”
3.3.3.4 Perceptions
The RDM1 regards the customer satisfaction surveys as being: “completely done by an external 
company... It is just giving us the feedback on how we stand in the market place compared with other 
competition, which is great to know and great to understand what customers think o f us and how they 
perceive us ” (RDM 1).
However, it seems that RDM2 and the Unit Managers are not fully aware of the report, especially 
Allegra:
Customer satisfaction surveys, we have Allegra... that is another 
industry-wide report. This information always comes back to us from 
the marketing department, normally presented in regional meetings 
to area managers so it is always just the head lines on those things...
How they gather them, all I  know is that they do interviews, I  think 
with customers, in certain cities around the UK. What do they ask 
them? I  do not know (RDM2).
UM1 ’s response was similar:
I  have heard about something which is called 'Allegra’ report...I’m 
not entirely sure about how it works... who the body is exactly, and 
what they do? I  am not entirely sure... With regard to Kronos, they do 
market research. I  do not know what form that takes... we sometimes 
get some feedback about market research, customer preferences ...that 
would be dealt with by the marketing and quality team in the head 
office.
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These responses from the Retail Development Manager and the Unit Manager show that they are, to a 
degree, isolated from this tool. This may be due to the fact that the handling of this tool is not in their 
area of responsibility. However, a feeling of ‘ownership’ is lacking. The chain could play a role in 
giving a sense of responsibility for this by initiating a more systematic circulation of the reports, 
providing and showing managers how the data are collected and analysed. This involvement would 
create a sense of ownership and responsibility at the different levels and they would develop an 
understanding of the whole cycle—including how their performance affects customer satisfaction. 
However, there is doubt over whether such surveys help in achieving continuous improvement, as 
Roes and Dorr (1997, p. 163) contend that “the classical techniques (e.g. large customer surveys, 
benchmarking) will usually have feedback loops with long lead times. Hence, they should be used in 
the context of renovation and reinvention, rather than to support continuous incremental 
improvement.”
Summary
Nexus is an in-house tool, and that means easy access. However, a possible disadvantage of it is a lack 
of customer awareness in the presence of such a tool. The main advantage of the customer satisfaction 
survey is that it focuses on customers. Moreover, it gives the chain a chance to discover customers’ 
opinions of the chain’s competitors. However, it is retrospective, in that it depends on customers’ 
memory. There are issues over its circulation and usage, as staff do not seem to be fully aware of it. 
Moreover, such surveys tend to have a long feedback loop. Figure 3.3 shows these advantages and 
disadvantages.
Figure 3.3 Advantages and disadvantages of the customer satisfaction tools
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3.3.4 Balanced scorecard
These quality measures are brought together by the chain’s use of the balanced scorecard to evaluate
management performance. The scorecard is not in itself a measurement tool, but a means by which a
range of different measures can be compared and, if necessary, weighted to reflect their perceived
relative importance. The BSM reports that, on the Balance scorecard:
The three measures we are talking about today all sit on ... a central 
scorecard, which is a balanced scorecard process and system.
Everything gets arranged centrally, so on a monthly basis we get all 
these reports sent to us from the various departments in the business 
advising us where we are in the process and how we are performing as 
an area... That is broken down per store. That’s all the various 
departments feeding in the scorecard, and the scorecard gets sent to 
the RDM and he or she can see how the area is performing and how 
the individual stores are performing.
RDM1 identifies the scorecard as providing a general look at the business and a basis for taking 
actions:
We use the scorecard as a tool to analyse the performance. I t ’s very 
factual, so you can see exactly what the sales are: What’s your profit, 
what’s your mystery shop score, what’s your health and safety score?
Based on those facts, we sit down and have a discussion about why 
things are good, why things are bad, and where we need to improve 
ourselves.
The three tools: mystery shopper, audit and surveys, seem to work independently. However, the 
scorecard is the place where the data come together. This is very important, as each tool has its own 
objectives, advantages, and disadvantages. Depending on one tool alone could be misleading and 
would neglect other important areas. Adopting the balanced scorecard shifts the traditional focus from 
financial measures to encompass other perspectives, such as the customer. Kaplan and Norton (1996, 
p.75) suggest that the balanced scorecard helps an organisation to link “long-term strategy with its 
short-term actions.”
3.4 Conclusion
The investigated chain depends on mystery shopping, quality audits, and customer satisfaction 
feedback to measure its quality. The mystery shopper programme is appreciated as a better indication 
of personnel behaviour. However, it appears to be the least liked and least respected approach by 
managers. Its infrequency means that it is highly unreliable; decisions based on its outcomes may not 
be sound. Realising this, Retail Development Managers and Unit Managers acted to overcome this by 
mystery shopping other stores. Moreover, potential differences of interpretation by shoppers also raise 
questions about its validity. This raises some issues as to whether or not the mystery shopper 
programme could be replaced by an alternative tool that is more valid and reliable. The audit seems to
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have almost no real problems. However, the brand standards should be reviewed and modified to 
reflect the customers’ requirements.
Customer satisfaction surveys help the chain to identify customer requirements so the standards can 
be tailored to mirror these. Nevertheless, data extracted from those surveys are not extensively 
analysed and disseminated, and it needs to be highlighted throughout the chain. These three tools 
contribute to the balanced scorecard, assisting the chain to evaluate its performance and implement its 
strategy.
The results show that these measures are not providing valid and reliable data that enable management 
to make sound decisions, and there is a need to implement another measurement tool that can provide 
valid and reliable measurements that will aid management and operatives to accurately detect the 
problems associated with quality and to implement improvement. Moreover, all these measures are 
conducted by other parties, being mangers, mystery shoppers, or surveyed customers. The employees 
play a passive role in controlling and measuring quality—and in fact, it is they who are measured.
This chapter confirms that practitioners share many of the concerns identified in the literature. It has 
also shown that industry has adopted many of the approaches to quality management suggested by 
Harvey (1998) (see figure 2.2)-except for Statistical Process Control (SPC). The next chapter goes on 
to explore further how quality may be managed, and investigates the role of SPC in this.
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Quality Management and Statistical Process Control
4.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on quality management. Quality has previously been defined (see section 2.2). 
This chapter begins by highlighting the benefits associated with quality and the classification of 
quality costs. Furthermore, it traces the quality journey and how it developed over time, leading to 
Total Quality Management (TQM). Another section focuses on how quality management is perceived 
in the manufacturing industry as compared to the service industry. It discusses approaches to quality 
measurement in both manufacturing and service. It reviews quality measurement in manufacturing, 
emphasising the following factors: quality tools and techniques, concentrating on Statistical Process 
Control (SPC) and the tools forming it; advantages associated with its implementation; obstacles 
facing its adoption; and SPC’s applicability to service. Quality tools and techniques adopted in 
hospitality are reviewed, with an emphasis on SPC.
4.2 Quality definitions
See section 2.2.
4.3 Quality benefits
Quality is an important competitive advantage, especially as improvements in telecommunications 
and information technology have removed traditional geographical barriers, allowing companies to 
exploit global markets, thus intensifying the competition among them (Khan, 2003). Khan gives 
examples of the benefits realised through the adoption of Total Quality Management (TQM) by 
including increased global sales, market share, revenue growth, profits, improved inventory turnover 
ratios, increased return on assets, decreased employee turnover, and reduced costs. Terziovski and 
Dean (1998) reported a study conducted by the Profit Impact of Marketing Strategies Associates on 
3000 companies. The study evidenced a positive correlation between quality and profit, as the 
company return on investment increased by one percent for every two percent increase in the quality 
rating of the company by its customers.
4.4 Quality costs
It is argued that quality costing is an important element in the adoption of Total Quality Management 
(Mandal & Shah, 2002). Despite this, there is no general consensus on the definition of quality costs 
and its related items. However, Feigenbaum’s classification of prevention, appraisal, and internal and 
external failure is the prevalent classification system (Giakatis & Rooney, 2000; Plunkett & Dale, 
1987). Under this classification, costs can be divided into two main groups: conformance costs
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(prevention and appraisal) and nonconformance costs (internal and external failure costs) (Simga- 
Mugan & Erel, 2000). Other costs categories have been cited also: “direct versus indirect, controllable 
and uncontrollable, and discretionary and consequential costs” (Plunkett & Dale, 1987, p.44). Simga- 
Mugan and Erel (2000) provide a taxonomy of quality costs (see figure 4.1), which is based on the 
distinction between tangible and intangible quality costs. They suggest the inclusion of quality 
certification costs in the prevention class.
Figure 4.1 Taxonomy of quality costs.
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Source: Adapted from Simga-Mugan and Erel (2000, p.229)
Simga-Mugan and Erel (2000) checked the quality costs distribution of a Turkish aeronautical firm, 
where they found that 51 percent of the quality costs were spent on detection, while 26 percent and 23 
percent were incurred for prevention and correction, respectively. However, they argue that such 
distribution is justified in this type of manufacturing, and examining the distribution of quality costs 
suggests that this differs from one industry to another (Simga-Mugan & Erel, 2000). This assumption 
of varying distribution schemes is supported in Giakatis and Rooney’s study (2000) of an automotive 
company, where the percentages of the different cost categories to the total costs were internal failure 
costs (68%), prevention costs (15%), appraisal costs (12%), and internal failure (5%).
Mandal and Shah (2002) claim that literature about quality costing is more concerned with definitions 
and classification, and very little information is found regarding methods for quality cost 
measurement. Plunkett and Dale (1987) note that quality costs measurement is a long process that
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would take an extended span of time to achieve. Quality-related costs serve as a means to assess 
performance (Mandal & Shah, 2002; Plunkett & Dale, 1987) and as a tool to help management to 
project and manage quality costs (Plunkett & Dale, 1987). It is used in benchmarking, both internally 
and externally (Mandal & Shah, 2002). In most cases, quality costs are expressed as “percentage of 
sales turnover, total material costs, total manufacturing costs and labour costs” (Mandal & Shah, 2002, 
p. 176). However, rarely are other indices referred to, such as “internal failure cost to average 
production costs, warranty costs to sales turnover, supplier’s appraisal cost to purchased material cost, 
manufacturing appraisal costs to production cost and external failure costs to sales turnover” (Mandal 
& Shah, 2002, p. 176).
Mandal and Shah (2002) conducted a study on Australian manufacturing firms to investigate their use 
of quality cost information and reports. They found that allocating a quality training budget is very 
important in controlling rework and scrap, and minimising customer complaints is mostly achieved 
through customer complaint reports. The researchers conclude that quality education and training has 
the greatest influence over rework and scrap and customer complaints management. Offering quality 
training for employees is considered by Ahire et al. (1996) to be an ‘investment,’ as this helps workers 
to comprehend concerns of quality. However, these results come from 130 manufacturing firms, and 
the researchers do not provide a profile (e.g., their size or field of activity) of these firms. A further 
research step would be to investigate the relationship of the use of quality data and reports, as well as 
firms’ field of manufacturing and size.
It is suggested that there are no absolutes in quality cost models, as quality costs are “dynamic and 
firm specific” (Superville & Gupta, 2001, p.421). Superville and Gupta (2001) claim that prevention 
costs achieve the highest return, as one dollar of failure costs could be saved by just spending eights 
cents on prevention. Although this claim may provoke spending more on prevention activities rather 
than on the other categories, this not always the case. This can be attributed to benefits achieved 
through prevention that require a longer span of time to be realised, contrary to shorter periods (as 
with detection practices, for example). Another reason is that prevention activities “require vision, 
innovation and a break from the status quo” (Superville & Gupta, 2001, p.422).
Radovilsky et al. (1996) note that, among the factors that ensure the success of TQM adoption, having 
a systematic evaluation and reporting of quality costs is necessary. Radovilsky et al. (1996) found that 
reduction in cost of quality would depend on the length of TQM adoption, number of applied TQM 
factors, and the number of implemented quality techniques. More of these factors lead to more 
reduction in costs of quality.
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4.5 Quality management
Quality management is defined as the “philosophy or approach to management comprising mutually 
supported principles, where each of them is supported by a set of practices and techniques” (Ivanovic 
& Majstrovic, 2006, p.415). Nair (2006) mentions that quality management is highly researched in 
operations management. Moreover, it is gaining a growing interest in various sectors of business, both 
public and private alike.
4.5.1 The quality management eras
Quality management went through four distinctive eras: inspection, quality control, quality assurance, 
and Total Quality Management (Dale, 2003). Bounds et al. (1994) illustrate these eras, as shown in 
table 4.1.
4.5.1.1 Inspection
Inspection is defined as “conformity evaluation by observation and judgement accompanied as 
appropriate by measurement, testing or gauging” (BS EN ISO 9000 cited in Dale, 2003). One of the 
first reported trials to pursue inspection dates back to the time of the ancient Egyptians. Paintings on 
the walls of tombs depict Egyptian inspectors practicing inspection duties in stone constructions, 
using simple objects like boning rods and threads to ensure the flatness of the stones (Juran & 
Godfrey, 2000).
4.5.1.2 Quality control
“Part of quality management is focused on fulfilling quality requirements” (BS EN ISO 9000 cited in 
Dale, 2003). This stage witnessed the emergence and use of Statistical Quality Control, as seen in 
table 4.1.
4.5.1.3 Quality assurance
“Part of quality management is focused on providing confidence that quality requirements will be 
fulfilled” (BS EN ISO 9000 cited in Dale, 2003). Talha (2004, p. 17) observes that quality assurance is 
a “system of activities designed to ensure production that meets pre-established requirement.”
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Table 4.1 The four major quality eras
Stage o f  quality movement
Identifying 
characteristics 
Date of inception
Inspection
(1800s)
Statistical Quality 
Control
(1930s)
Quality Assurance
(1950s)
Strategic Quality 
Management
(1980s)
Primary concern Detection Control Coordination Strategic impact
View of quality A problem to 
be solved
A problem to be 
solved
A problem to be 
solved, but one that 
is attacked 
proactively
A competitive 
opportunity
Emphasis Product
uniformity
Product uniformity 
with reduced 
inspection
The entire 
production chain, 
from design to 
market, and the 
contribution o f all 
functional groups, 
especially designers, 
in preventing quality 
failures
The market and 
consumer needs
Methods Gauging and 
measurement
Statistical tools and 
techniques
Programs and 
systems
Strategic planning, goal 
setting, and mobilising 
the organisation
Role of professionals Inspection, 
sorting, 
counting, and 
grading
Troubleshooting 
and the application 
o f statistical 
methods
Quality 
measurement, 
quality planning, 
and program design
Goal setting, education 
and training, 
consultative work with 
other departments, and 
program design
Who has 
responsibility for 
quality
The
inspection
department
The manufacturing 
and engineering 
department
All departments, 
although top 
management is only 
peripherally 
involved in 
designing, planning, 
and executing 
quality policies
Everyone in the 
organisation, with top 
management exercising 
strong leadership
Orientation “Inspects in” 
quality
“Control in” quality “Builds in” quality “Manages in” quality
Source: Bounds et al. (1994, p.47)
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4.5.1.4 Total Quality Management
Total Quality Management (TQM) emerged as a consequence of the threat posed by the Japanese 
industry and the invasion of its products to the markets of the United States in the 1980s (Prajogo, 
2005; Terziovski, 2006).
There is a wide agreement that Total Quality Management is a management philosophy (Chang, 2005; 
Jung & Wang, 2006; Siddiqui & Rahman, 2007; Wilkinson et al., 1997). Kaynak (2003, p.406) 
defines TQM as a “holistic management philosophy that strives for continuous improvement in all 
functions of an organization, and it can be achieved only if the total quality concept is utilized from 
the acquisition of resources to customer service after the sale.”
Based on that definition, the objective of TQM would be to achieve continuous organisational 
improvement. However, it should be noted that customer satisfaction is pivotal to these efforts, as 
suggested in another definition of Total Quality Management, which is “the broad set of management 
and control processes designed to focus an entire organization and all of its employees on providing 
products or services that do the best possible job of satisfying the customer” (Talha 2004, p. 15). An 
indication of such concern over customer satisfaction is the usage of customer satisfaction surveys, 
and the feedback of such surveys into the organisation to better improve its performance (Ahire & 
O’Shaughnessy, 1998).
Dean and Bowen (1994) state that the three pillars of TQM are customer focus, continuous 
improvement, and teamwork. Table 4.2 shows the principles, practices, and techniques of Total 
Quality Management as suggested by Dean and Bowen (1994). The most quoted constituents of TQM 
are continuous improvements, customer satisfaction, empowerment, and top management 
responsibility (Dean & Bowen, 1994; Jabnoun, 2002). Nevertheless, it encompasses other elements, 
including supplier relationships and benchmarking (Jabnoun, 2002).
The model provided by Dean and Bowen is criticised by Silvestro (1998, p.306) as it does not 
embrace “the significant contributions of the Japanese exponents of TQM in the areas of waste 
elimination, error prevention, and the raft of supporting tools and techniques.” However, Silvestro’s 
opinion ignores the fact that the tools and techniques are included in the model already, under 
continuous improvement, and waste elimination and error prevention are expected to be realised by 
implementing such techniques and working to continuously improve.
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Table 4.2 Principles, practices, and techniques of Total Quality Management
Customer Focus Continuous Improvement
... }
Principles
Paramount importance o f 
providing products and 
services that fulfill 
customer needs; requires 
organisation-wide focus on 
customers
Consistent customer 
satisfaction can be attained 
only through relentless 
improvement o f processes 
that create products and 
services
Customer focus and | 
continuous improvement | 
are best achieved by j 
collaboration throughout | 
an organisation, as well as j 
with customers and j 
suppliers j
"  j :  i
Practices
Direct customer contact, 
collecting information 
about customers needs, 
Using information to 
design and deliver products 
and services
Process analysis, 
Re-engineering, 
Problem solving, 
Plan/do/check/act
Search for arrangements | 
that benefit all units j 
involved in a process, 
Formation o f various types 
o f teams,
Group skills training
Techniques
Customer surveys and 
focus groups, 
Quality function 
deployment (translates 
customer information into 
product specifications)
Flowcharts,
Pareto analysis,
Statistical process control,
Fishbone diagrams
Organisational 
development methods 
(e.g., the nominal group 
technique),
T eam-building methods 
(e.g., role clarification and 
group feedback)
Source: Dean and Bowen (1994, p.395)
According to Kaynak (2003), managerial commitment is highly important for the success of TQM, as 
it has great effects—both directly and indirectly—on the other dimensions. This is also supported by 
Ahire et al. (1996, p.43), who describe that factor as a “driver for progressive QM”. This is explained 
by the fact that a quality committed management would build up a climate that encourages the 
espousal of quality efforts (Ahire & O’Shaughnessy, 1998). However, Kaynak (2003) stresses that 
realising the full potential of TQM cannot be reached by adopting some practices and overlooking 
others. Such approaches may lead to a failed TQM programme (Ahire et al., 1996). For this study, the 
element of continuous improvement is of importance, as the techniques involved in it embrace 
Statistical Process Control, which is the focus of this research. Implementing Statistical Process 
Control is mentioned as a construct of TQM (Ahire et al., 1996). Another TQM practice is training, 
which includes providing employees with training in fundamental statistical techniques (Kaynak, 
2003).
To sustain process management, quality data and reporting are essential, as evidenced by Kaynak 
(2003), and these data also are basic to effect quality improvements (Ahire & O’Shaughnessy, 1998).
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All this can be linked, as implementing SPC should be preceded by training employees to utilise the 
technique, which would lead to collecting data. These data, in turn, should be communicated and then 
disseminated.
In Nair’s (2006) meta-analysis research, process management (which includes SPC usage) was found 
to have a positive correlation with aggregate performance, financial, and customer service measures 
of performance. However, process management was not proven to be related to operational 
performance and product quality. Although this result may seem surpris ing, Nair (2006, p.971) 
supports his results, mentioning “the infrastructure practices like management leadership, customer 
focus, supplier relationship, and people management interact with the core practices like process 
management, product design and management, and quality data analysis to create the inimitable 
capability.” Due to these moderating effects, some firms may lead outstanding quality management 
programmes while others fail to do so. Nair’s argument could be supported by Ahire et al. (1996, 
p.47), who observe that “SPC and benchmarking require effective usage by motivated and quality 
trained employees, and thus are themselves not very highly correlated to product quality.”
Hellsten and Klefsjo (2000) see TQM as being composed of three main components: values, tools, 
and techniques, with each one being made up of several parts all working together to satisfy the 
customer. Such emphasis on customer satisfaction stems from believing that the long-term success of 
any organisation can only result from satisfying the needs of its customers (Dean & Bowen, 1994). 
Figure 4.2 is an illustration of TQM components according to Hellsten and Klefsjo. Values in this 
model correspond to the ‘soft’ aspect of TQM, while tools and techniques represent the ‘hard’ 
component (Fotopoulos & Psomas, 2009).
Dean and Bowen, Kaynak, Jabnoun, and Hellsten and Klefsjo discuss what constitutes Total Quality 
Management. However, TQM appears to be evolving. Additions made to the elements and pillars of 
TQM show that it is itself going through continuous improvements—one of its own basic pillars. 
However, customers continue to be at the core of it, while Statistical Process Control is at the core of 
the tools element that forms TQM.
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Figure 4.2 Total Quality Management components
A im : In crease  external and  in ternal cu stom er satisfaction  w ith  a red u ced  am ou n t o f  resources
Values
T op Management Commitment 
Im prove Continuously 
Focus on  Customers 
Let every body be Committed  
Focuses on Process 
Base D ecisions on Facts
Tools
Control Charts 
Ishikawa Diagram  
IS 0 9 0 0 0  
Tree Diagram  
Process Maps 
Relation Diagram  
Factorial D esign  
Criteria for M B N Q A
Techniques
Quality Function D eploym ent 
D esign o f  Experiment 
Benchmarking 
Self- assessment 
Quality Circles 
Process Management 
Em ployees D evelopm ent 
Supplier Partnership 
Policy D eploym ent
Total Quality Management
N ote: Total Quality Management (TQM) [is] seen as a continuously evolve[ing] management system consisting o f  
values, tools, and techniques, the aim o f  which is to increase external and internal customer satisfaction with a 
reduced amount o f  resources. It is important to note that the techniques and tools in the figure are just examples, 
and not a complete list. In the same way, the values may also vary a little between different organisations and over 
time (From Hellsten & Klefsjo, 1998)
Source: Hellsten and Klefsjo (2000, p.241)
4.6 Continuous Improvement
The first contemporary Continuous Improvement (Cl) programme dates to 1894 at National Cash 
Register (Bhuiyan & Baghel, 2005; Jha et al., 1996) in Dayton, Ohio, USA (Jha et al., 1996). The 
United States then exported Cl to support Japanese industry (Jha et al., 1996). Over time, the Japanese 
have excelled in this field, calling it Kaizen (Bhuiyan & Baghel, 2005). Juran’s classification of 
quality costs as avoidable and unavoidable laid the foundation for Cl (Murray & Chapman, 2003). 
Deming is credited with the creation of the Continuous Improvement cycle: ‘plan> do, check, act’ 
(Bond, 1999; Murray & Chapman, 2003). Deming (1986, p.23), in discussing the development the 
American industry, advised “Improve constantly and forever the system of production and service, to 
improve quality and productivity, and thus constantly decrease costs.”
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4.6.1 Definition
Jha et al. (1996, p.22) regard Continuous Improvement as a “collection of activities that constitute a 
process intended to achieve improvement.” Fryer et al. (2007, p.498) added an organisational element 
to their definition, noting that it occurs “where all members of the organisation work together on an 
ongoing basis improving processes and reducing errors to improve overall performance for the 
customer.” They argue that this definition was appropriate for the public sector as well as 
manufacturing. Under this definition, ‘all members’ should be involved in Continuous Improvement, 
which contradicts the traditional management approaches that keep divisions between ‘thinkers’ and 
‘doers’ (Bessant et al., 2001). Thus, workforce participation and serving customers better are the main 
catalysts of such efforts. An ‘ongoing’ basis is also a salient characteristic of Continuous 
Improvement.
Cl can be brought about gradually or radically (Bhuiyan & Baghel, 2005). Bond (1999) differentiated 
between two types of improvement: ‘Kaizen’ and ‘process re-engineering.’ Kaizen, “Imai’s notion of 
incremental improvement” (Murray & Chapman, 2003, p.276), is progressive change—usually on a 
small scale—and it does not incur huge expense. Such an approach stems from the process owners. 
On the other hand, process re-engineering requires allocating resources, which involves major 
changes and is initiated by executive management. However, both styles are process centred (Bond, 
1999). It can be inferred that innovation and developing novel ideas start with minor improvements. 
As Bessant et al. (2001, p.75) comment in their research over a case company, “having embedded Cl 
behavioural routines in the culture to deal with improvements—doing what we already do better—the 
company is now developing high involvement routines for innovation- doing completely new things.” 
However, Cole (2002) argues that Continuous Improvement was nurtured in a slow-paced 
manufacturing environment, and calls for continuous innovation that is more responsive to fast 
moving and changing industries. Similarly, Beckett et al. (2000) note that in small- and medium-sized 
operations with quickly changing products and methods, Continuous Improvement alone would not 
maintain competitiveness. For Beckett et al. (2000), knowledge management would help such 
organisations face intensive competition. Knowledge can be appreciated as being vital to remaining 
competitive, and Bessant et al. (2001) contend that knowledge developed by firms—and not the 
physical resources they have—is the key to differentiation; the former cannot be imitated.
The unique service attributes may add to the difficulty of controlling quality and effecting 
improvement in the service sector (Ghobadian et al., 1994). Silvestro (1998, p.315) noted that “the 
continual improvement of service process has been an important theme in the service management 
literature; however, the literature has done little to further develop the concept in application to 
service.”
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4.6.2 Importance of Continuous Improvement
External pressures in terms of intensive competition in business is making Continuous Improvement 
much sought after by organisations and different operations (Fryer et al., 2007). Jha et al. (1996, p.20) 
state that Continuous Improvement provides operations with a “strategic weapon for achieving unique 
and sustainable competitive advantage.”
Fryer et al. (2007) consider that ‘doing more with less’ is a growing concern for many operations. 
Customer expectations and demands are also increasing, and businesses are trying to meet them. And 
for that reason, higher customer satisfaction was the major reason for adopting Cl in 51 companies 
surveyed in the Netherlands (Middel et al., 2007). Fryer et al. (2007) listed the benefits gained from 
implementing Continuous Improvement as being “low capital investment, ideas and suggestions come 
from those who are actually doing the job, there is no monopoly on good ideas, increased employees 
commitment, improved performance/quality, reduction of waste, reduced costs, and improved 
customer satisfaction” (Fryer et al., 2007, p.502). However, they noted that, while in private sector 
operations the pursuit of Continuous Improvement is internally compelled, certain bodies in the public 
sector may impose an external demand (e.g., government, in the case of the public sector).
4.6.3 Continuous Improvement and quality
Bhuiyan and Baghel (2005, p.761) state that while some researchers regard Cl as a branch of Total 
Quality Management, others see it as a “completely new approach of enhancing creativity and 
achieving competitive excellence in today’s market.” However, Jha et al. (1996) and Murray and 
Chapman (2003) state that Cl is a fundamental constituent of TQM, a notion that is also supported by 
Dean and Bowen (1994) and Wilkinson et al. (1997). Continuous Improvement lies at the core of 
Dean and Bowen’s Total Quality Management model, as shown in table 4.2.
Jha et al. (1996) observed that in the literature, Continuous Improvement is associated with Total 
Quality Control (TQC), or Total Quality Management (TQM). Shortell et al. (1995) call Continuous 
Improvement ‘Continuous Quality Improvement’ (CQI) and made it equivalent to Total Quality 
Management (TQM). Thus, Continuous Improvement is part of Total Quality Management and, at the 
same time—as Kaynak (2003) observes—the objective of TQM is to achieve ‘continuous 
organisational improvement.’
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4.6.4 The cycle of Continuous Improvement (PDCA)
Although the ‘plan, do, check, act cycle’ (acknowledged as PDCA) is attributed to Deming, Deming 
himself recognised it as the Shewhart cycle (Deming, 1986). Figure 4.3 represents this approach to 
Continuous Improvement, and as Deming (1986) comments, it assists in bringing about improvement 
during any phase of the production process and is useful in identifying assignable causes affecting 
process control. The cycle is formed of four steps:
(1) P (plan)- gathering of data to identify and define the issue(s)/problems(s) that 
need improvements and identify ways to achieve them;
(2) D (do) - implementing the plan by using a trial run, a test group, etc.;
(3) C (check) - analysing the results to see if there is good agreement between the 
original goals and what actually was achieved; make adjustments if necessary;
(4) A (act) - depending on the results from the check step, acting on the plan on a 
full scale or conducting further work by beginning with the P (plan). (Temponi 
2005, p. 19)
Temponi (2005) observes that instituting self-assessment techniques is crucial to Continuous 
Improvement. This assesses the main processes and results against performance targets. Deming 
(1986) stresses that statistical techniques can direct each step of the Continuous Improvement cycle. 
Implementing statistical methodology would yield sound operational decisions and guard against 
unnecessary interventions. This clearly highlights the importance of implementing statistical 
techniques as an integral part of Continuous Improvement. Relevant to this issue is the involvement of 
the process owners, as Continuous Improvement is “best carried out by those directly involved in the 
Cl process.” This involvement would implant the Continuous Improvement culture into the operation 
(Bessant & Francis, 1999, p.l 114).
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Figure 4.3 Shewhart cycle
4 - A c t
Study  th e  resu lts  
W h a t d id  w e  learn? 
W h a t can  w e  p red ic t?
1- P lan
W hat could be the m ost im portan t accom plishm ents o f  
this team?
W hat changes m ight be  desirable?
W hat data are available? A re new  observations needed? I f  
yes, plan a change o r test. D ecide how  to use the 
observations.
2- Do
Garry out the changes or test decided 
upon, preferably on a small scale
3- Check
Observe the effects o f  the changes o r test
Step 5. Repeat Step 1, with knowledge accumulated.
Step 6. Repeat Step 2, and onward.
Source: Based on Deming (1986)
4.6.5 Continuous Improvement methodologies
Cl methodologies seek to cut waste, reorganise production, and enhance quality. They include lean 
manufacturing, six sigma, the balanced scorecard, and the hybrid methodology (Bhuiyan & Baghel, 
2005).
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Lean thinking strives for expelling muda (waste in Japanese) in every manufacturing stage. Lean 
manufacturing is based on enhancing the stream of resources and information, production according 
to customers’ demand, and dedication to Continuous Improvement (Bhuiyan & Baghel, 2005).
Statistically, six sigma is a “term that refers to 3.4 defects per million opportunities (DPMO), where 
sigma is a term used to represent the variation about the average of any process” (Antony & Coronado, 
2001, p. 119). The methodology of six sigma goes into a series of logical steps, known as DMAIC: 
Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve, and Control (Senapati, 2004). To bring about these different 
stages, six sigma depends on various quality tools and techniques, such as control charts, Pareto 
analysis, and root cause analysis (Antony, 2006).
Balanced scorecard recognises that non-financial measures are as important in measuring business 
performance as the financial indicators. Thus, balanced scorecard focuses on the customer, internal 
business processes, and learning and growth to co mplement the traditional financial perspective 
(Kaplan & Norton, 1996). The feedback provided by balance scorecard assists in effecting continuous 
improvement (Bhuiyan & Baghel, 2005). Moreover, it connects performance to strategy (Kaplan & 
Norton, 1996).
A hybrid methodology combines various Continuous Improvement approaches to complement the 
shortcomings that may be associated with any of them, and to maximise their power. Lean six sigma 
is an eminent example of a hybrid methodology that merges lean manufacturing with six sigma, 
realising advantages associated with both: eradication of waste and removing variation (Bhuiyan & 
Baghel, 2005).
According to Jabnoun (2002, p. 184) Continuous Improvement tools comprise statistical methods and 
benchmarking. However, he notes that a ‘supporting and conducive’ culture is crucial to sustaining 
the approach. Corso et al. (2007) found that statistical process control (in addition to problem 
identification tools) and process mapping tools were the most important and most frequently used 
tools for Continuous Improvement in sixty Italian manufacturing plants. However, six sigma was 
seldom employed. Table 4.2 shows the principles, practices, and techniques of Total Quality as 
proposed by Dean and Bowen (1994). In this model, the technique of Statistical Process Control is 
fundamental for Continuous Improvement.
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4.6.6 Elements of Continuous Improvement
Jha et al. (1996, p.23) list four main basics of Continuous Improvement:
1. “Understand and document the process.” This includes differentiation between value-added 
processes and non-value added processes, and an examination of costs, quality of supplies, machines, 
and work force.
2. “Simplify and improve.” This is done through merging or eradicating processes, enhancing the 
efficacy of workers, machines, and materials, and modifying operational procedures.
3. “Standardise and integrate.” Reassemble processes and stabilise operations.
4. “Monitor performance.” Evaluate, observe, and establish new standards.
Under the fourth factor, Jha et al. (1996) note two points: first, to evaluate and observe, and second, to 
establish new standards. These points are of special relevance to this study, as the study proposes 
implementing Statistical Process Control as a means to measure and monitor quality.
4.6.7 Critical success factors (CSFs)
Boynton and Zumd (cited in Fryer et al., 2007, p.503) define critical success factors (CSFs) as “those 
few things that must go well to ensure success.” Fryer et al. (2007, p.503) note the breadth of such a 
definition, making it suitable for many types of businesses in different sectors. They identified 
thirteen major CSFs: (1) management commitment; (2) customer management; (3) supplier 
management; (4) quality data, measurement, and reporting; (5) teamwork; (6) communication; (7) 
process management; (8) ongoing evaluation, monitoring, and assessment; (9) training and learning; 
(10) employee empowerment; (11) having aims and objectives that are communicated to the 
workforce and used to prioritise individual’s actions—a corporate quality culture; (12) product design; 
and (13) organisational structure.
Jung and Wang (2006) found that employees’ relationships, followed by leadership, were the major 
factors that influenced Continuous Improvement of International Project Management (CIIPM). They 
concluded that these ‘soft’ factors were more substantial than the ‘hard’ ones in terms of CIIPM. 
Management commitment is seen as the basis of Continuous Improvement. This is very important, as 
management would allocate the needed resources and build an information system (Savolainen & 
Haikonen, 2007).
Savolainen and Haikonen (2007) mention that recently, many studies have focused on the link 
between Continuous Improvement and organisational learning. This link can be justified as “learning 
is seen as a continuous process” which goes through cycles of creating information, evaluating it, and
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then taking action (Savolainen & Haikonen, 2007, p.8). Moreover, improvement leads to learning, and 
learning results in improvement (Savolainen & Haikonen, 2007).
Measurement and benchmarking is described as a “sensing component” fundamental to any 
Continuous Improvement programme (Atkinson, 1994, p.8). Utilising control charts and cause and 
effect diagrams is part of Continuous Improvement procedures (Jha et al., 1996). Wu and Chen (2006) 
observe the employment of the seven quality control tools within the various improvement models, 
and Readman and Bessant (2007) consider problem identifying and problem solving tools as the 
‘cornerstone’ in effecting improvement. This is represented in the CSFs fourth item: quality data 
measurement and reporting. It can also be included under process management (factor seven).
Murray and Chapman (2003) note that a Continuous Improvement culture needs a long time to 
develop. However, according to Bessant et al. (2001, p.70), “although the development of Cl involves 
a behavioural learning process which takes place over time, there is no correlation between length of 
time and degree of success. Rather the key variable seems to be the amount of management effort put 
in to build and maintain the Cl behaviour patterns.” The critical success factors of Cl include several 
points that help to instil a Continuous Improvement culture into businesses (e.g., teamwork, 
communication, training, and learning). Nevertheless, the magnitude and direction of these factors are 
influenced by management, and this, again, stresses the role that managerial commitment plays in 
sustaining Continuous Improvement.
4.7 Quality in manufacturing and service
Silvestro (1998) reviewed the literature on TQM in the manufacturing and service contexts. She notes 
that the literature discussing TQM had manufacturing and production at its heart, while indications of 
service started to appear in such studies only later. However, it is arguable that TQM is amenable to 
application in service. Silvestro compares the TQM literature in manufacturing and service, and the 
dimensions of the comparison were customer orientation, leadership, Continuous Improvement, 
elimination of waste, and quality measurement. The outcomes of this comparison are shown in table 
4.3.
Of particular interest to this study is the section concerned with Statistical Process Control (SPC). 
Silvestro (1998, p.316) mentions that “A paradox of the manufacturing TQM literature is that SPC is 
heavily promoted as a means of quality control, yet, according to Crosby, its adoption can lead to 
complacency with quality, whereby production staff accept certain levels of poor quality instead of 
continually narrowing the zone of tolerance between confidence limits. Thus, the application of SPC 
has perpetuated the notion (and abuse) of AQLs [Acceptable Quality levels] despite the fact that SPC 
is central to the teachings of the TQM gurus.”
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Table 4.3: Comparison of the manufacturing and service quality literature
T h e m anufactu ring  p ersp ective T h e  service persp ective
C ustom er orientation
Literature focuses on the dysfunctionality o f  defining 
quality in terms o f  adherence to specification
Literature focuses on ensuring conform ance to product 
specifications which match customer requirements 
Production staff geographically and psychologically 
distanced from the external customer; marketing 
function expected to interface and develop an 
understanding o f  customer needs
Literature deals with chain o f  external, internal 
customers and suppliers
Literature highlights dysfunctionality o f  the absence o f  
service specifications; so services may not be hampered 
by the manufacturing focus on conformance 
Focus on management o f  custom er/supplier 
interactions, ‘m om ents o f  truth*
Back office staff and service professionals with 
specialist, technical com petencies, are susceptible to the 
danger o f  developing internally focused definition o f  
service
Focus on external customer; less attention to internal 
customers and suppliers
T h e  m anufacturing  p ersp ective T h e  service p ersp ective
L eadership
Literature is prescriptive and evangelical; insensitive to 
contingencies o f  context and leadership style
N o  significant differences
E m p ow erm en t
Literature focuses on empowerment o f  shop floor 
workers
Empowerment is prescribed universally
It has been claimed that in manufacturing quality 
departm ents/functions have lead to a lack o f  ownership 
o f  quality on the line
Focus on empowerment o f  front liners; implementation 
(e.g., through flattening organisation structures) may 
have different implications in professional and mass 
services.
D evelopm ent o f  understanding o f  contingency between 
empowerment and service type.
Application o f  service scripting also likely to be 
contingent
Implementation o f  T Q  has led to the creation o f  quality 
departments; thus, a lack o f  process ownership in  
services is not due to staff perceiving quality as being the 
domain o f  the quality department
C ontinuous im provem ent
Concept o f  k a i^ e tr , scientific problem -solving approach 
to quality improvement; emphasis on importance o f  
investment in training and education
N o  significant developm ent o f  the concept; som e tools 
and techniques developed for application in high contact 
service environments
E lim in ation  o f  w aste
Emphasis on error prevention rather than detection
It is claimed that the concept o f  A Q Ls has generated a 
complacency with poor quality
The literature focuses on elimination o f  product defects 
Literature focuses on right first time
Error visibility facilitated by internal failsafing 
mechanisms
Service challenge always has been process control and 
error prevention
D ue to difficulty o f  measuring service quality, concepts 
o f  AQLs is less engrained in service management. 
Increased measurement o f  service levels, which  
adoption o f  T Q M  engenders, may now  nurture 
acceptance o f  A Q Ls
The literature focuses on customer defections as well as 
service defects
Literature recognises opportunities o f  service recovery 
(or ‘right second tim e’)
Error visibility and service recovery facilitated by 
customer complaints; applicability o f  service guarantees 
contingent upon service type
Cont.
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T h e m an ufacturing persp ective T h e  service p erspective
Q uality  m easu rem en t
Literature focuses heavily on application o f  statistical 
techniques
SPC prescribed universally
Statistical Process Control is considered to be proactive, 
preventive, and preferable to reactive inspection systems
In the literature, little attention is paid to the 
measurement o f  customer satisfaction
Literature advocates the use o f  soft and hard, internal 
and external measures; SPC has limited application 
(primarily in high volum e, back office operations) 
Understanding beginning to develop o f  the 
measurement systems appropriate in different service 
contexts
Service process inspections do not necessarily imply 
reactive approach to quality, but rather ensure in real 
time that quality does not deteriorate. In services, 
process inspection can be used to support and facilitate 
error prevention
Focus on developing appropriate measures o f  customer 
satisfaction
Source: Silvestro (1998, pp.322-323)
However, it can be argued that the control limits are operational data derived from the process itself, 
but that does not mean that they must be accepted, per se. For that reason, process capability can be 
applied. Process capability analysis is defined as being an “engineering study to estimate process 
capability” (Montgomery, 2001, p.351). This is to determine if the process variation is acceptable or 
not (Slack et al., 2006). Capability shows whether or not a process is able to adhere to its 
specifications, as being in an ‘in control’ state does not mean a process is capable of meeting its 
specifications (Amsden et al., 1991; Antony & Taner, 2003). Morgan and Dewhurst (2007, p.880) 
mention that “Improving process capability leads to improving average process performance.” Hence, 
applying process capability can be an approach towards a continuous evaluation of performance and 
can suggest how the operational control limits can be modified to better meet the process specification.
Furthermore, Silvestro (1998, p.316) observes that, as “SPC can only be applied in a limited way in 
service organisations (i.e. to those aspects of service which can meaningfully be quantified and 
statistically analysed), this might be a further reason why the concept of AQLs is less ingrained in the 
practices of service management. Arguably, the challenge for service managers always has been real 
time process control and error prevention.”
Elg et al. (2008) identify that SPC can help in making real-time decisions. It can be claimed that 
implementing Statistical Process Control can help to provide real time feedback into the operation, for, 
after stipulating the control limits and the process standards, it would be easy to identify when the 
process is going to be out of control.
As quality was nurtured first in manufacturing, it would be expected that it would reach maturity in 
manufacturing before service. Solis et al. (1998) conducted a study to evaluate the extent to which
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Taiwanese manufacturing and service companies adopted quality practices. They discovered that the 
manufacturing companies outperformed their service counterparts in six out of the nine examined 
quality management practices. Through analysing the areas where the service companies revealed 
weakness, they suggested several points to be followed by the service companies to improve their 
practices: (1) The collection and usage of quality data on all the business levels should be 
implemented. Quality data should be collected and communicated on a certain time basis. (2) 
Providing staff with training in statistics quality control can help with interpreting the quality data, 
and such training can be conducted within the organisation or by inducing staff to attend outside 
training.
This shows that normally, manufacturing operations would be more advanced in adopting and 
practicing quality tools and techniques than service organisations. Solis et al.’s suggestions can be 
linked to the observations of Kaynak (2003) regarding training employees in statistical techniques. 
Quality data reporting is also highlighted by Ahire and O’Shaughnessy (1998). The recommendations 
of this study highlight the importance of quality data usage and training in SPC, and can be justified 
by the results of Mandal and Shah (2002) who conducted a study on Australian manufacturing firms 
and concluded that quality education and training has the greatest influence over rework and scrap, as 
well as customer complaints management.
4.8 Quality measurement
One of the key elements of Total Quality Management is measurement and feedback (Dale, 2003). 
This also has been cited by Tsang and Antony (2001), who see that measurement plays a prominent 
role in the improvement of business. Specifically, it helps businesses to discover their opportunities 
for improvement; to evaluate their existing performance against internal standards, such as process 
control; and to assess their actual performance against external standards, such as benchmarking with 
other organisations.
Moullin (2004) identifies the criteria of the performance measurement system, and advises:
1. Use a balanced set of measures;
2. Make sure you measure what matters to service users and other stakeholders;
3. Involve staff in determining the measures;
4. Include both perception measures and performance indicators;
5. Use a combination of outcome and process measures;
6. Take account of the cost of measuring performance;
7. Have clear system for translating feedback from measures into a strategy for action; 
and
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8. Measurement systems need to be focused on continuous improvement, not a blame 
culture. (Moullin, 2004, p. 110)
A good measurement system, according to Berry et al. (1988), is meaningful, timely, simple, accurate, 
and fair. Bond (1999, p. 1321) regards that a performance measurement system should (1) “provide an 
early warning detection system indicating what has happened;” (2) “diagnose reasons for the current 
situation;” and (3) “indicate what remedial action should be undertaken.”
However, it should be noted that it is not sufficient to just collect data. The measured processes and 
the results gained should be disseminated within the organisation. Ahire et al. (2004, p.30) argue that 
“to maintain a true customer focus, an organization must ensure prompt feedback of customer survey 
results to appropriate functional areas for effective actions.” It can be argued that quality measurement 
is an essential means for collecting quality data. The importance of quality data to support process 
management has been evidenced by Kaynak (2003), and these data are also basic for effective quality 
improvements (Ahire & O’Shaughnessy, 1998).
4.8.1 Quality measurement for manufacturing and service
Silvestro (1998) developed a generic model of TQM that encompasses the manufacturing and service 
environments. The quality measurement for that model is made up of cost of quality, SPC, 
benchmarking, and measurement of customer satisfaction (see figure 4.4). Examining the model 
created by Silvestro reveals that quality measurement is fundamental to TQM in both manufacturing 
and service. Evidently, SPC, originating in manufacturing, is applicable to both.
Comparing Silvestro’s model to that of Dean and Bowen (1994) shows a difference in regard to the 
SPC position. While in Dean and Bowen’s model it is part of Continuous Improvement techniques, 
Silvestro’s model maintains that it is part of the quality measurement. This can be understood, 
considering that the technique is made up of tools—some of which are more concerned with 
measuring, while others help in solving problems and aim to effect Continuous Improvement. 
Moreover, Silvestro’s model includes some elements that have been suggested by Harvey (1998) to 
improve quality in service, such as blueprinting, service guarantees, quality function deployment, and 
SPC.
Using benchmarking and customer satisfaction surveys to measure quality, as suggested in Silvestro’s 
model, might not provide rapid feedback. This assertion can be supported by Roes and Dorr (1997, 
p. 163), who observe that “the classical techniques (e.g. large customer surveys, benchmarking) will 
usually have feedback loops with long lead times. Hence, they should be used in the context of 
renovation and reinvention, rather than to support continuous incremental improvement.”
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Figure 4.4 Generic model of Total Quality Management
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4.9 Quality measurement in manufacturing
4.9.1 Definition of the process
Barker (1990, p. 189) defines the process as “The transformation of a set of inputs, which can include 
actions, methods, and operations, into desired outputs, in the form of products, information, services 
or generally, results.” He adds that if the quality of a process is to be improved, an identification of 
the inputs and outputs must be accomplished. Process management can be enhanced using quality 
tools and techniques, but this requires management to devote some of time and resources to 
developing an understanding of the tool kit—an investment that will be justified later.
4.9.2 Tools and techniques
Henshall (1990, p.355) defines quality techniques as “logical, disciplined methodology used to 
improve product or process quality,” which employ statistical quality techniques that aid in improving 
process management. McQuarter et al. (1995, p.38) define them as “practical methods, skills, means 
or mechanisms that can be applied to particular tasks.” They identify their main function as a means
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to assist in making changes leading to an enhanced process. These two views of the tools and 
techniques stress the nature of its purpose as an instrument to achieve improvements.
There is, however, a distinction between what is considered to be a tool and what is regarded as a 
technique. A tool is a sole or a single means that serves a certain point. Pareto analysis, histograms, 
and flow charts are examples of quality tools. If tools are combined together, a technique is formed, 
which is more elaborate and serves a broader aim. Seen as a collection of tools, it demands in-depth 
understanding and training to gain the anticipated benefits. Quality Function Deployment (QFD), 
Statistical Process Control (SPC), benchmarking, Failure Mode, and Effect Analysis are all examples 
of quality techniques (Bamford & Greatbanks, 2005; McQuarter et al., 1995; Tari & Sabater, 2004). It 
is recommended to start with the basic tools and techniques, and then to move a step further to the 
more complex ones, as the understanding of the advanced techniques is dependent on having a firm 
grasp of the basic tools and techniques (Bunney & Dale, 1997).
4.9.2.1 Categories of tools and techniques
Tools and techniques fall in two main categories: the seven basic tools and the seven new tools. The 
seven basic tools may be called ‘the seven Ishikawa tools’ (Barker, 1990), or ‘the seven quality 
control tools (QC7)’ (Bamford & Greatbanks, 2005). They are regarded as simple and basic. This 
simplicity is the main reason behind their popularity, as they are easy to learn and use (Lam, 1996). 
Although simple, they solved 95% of the problems encountered in Japanese workshops (Ho & Cicmil,
1995). But the simplicity of those tools could be deceptive. Asher (1990) warned that even if they 
seem easy to understand, there is difficulty in getting the workforce to apply them.
In many writings and publications, the seven basic tools are listed in no particular order. Barker (1990) 
lists them in the sequence in which they are used to solve problems (by their primary task). Barker 
introduces them as: process sequence flow charts, tally charts, check sheet or other simple data 
collection method, histograms, Pareto chart, cause and effect diagram, scatter diagram, and control 
charts. According to Herbert et al. (2003), the seven new tools are: affinity diagram, interrelationship 
diagraph, tree diagram, matrix diagram, matrix data analysis, process decision programme chart 
(PDPC), and arrow diagram.
One technique alone should not be relied upon. Every technique may have its own shortfalls, and 
those are overcome by another technique. So, the adoption of a combination of techniques is highly 
recommended (Bunney & Dale, 1997; Henshall, 1990; Herbert et al., 2003). This is supported by Lam 
(1996), as he found that firms in Hong Kong that used the tools tended to use more than one quality 
tool, with 96 percent of the respondent firms using four or more quality improvement tools. However, 
it should be noted that one tool can serve many techniques, and one technique can perform many tasks
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(Hellsten & Klefsjo, 2000). Tari and Sabater (2004) tabulated the different tools and techniques, as 
shown in table 4.4.
Table 4.4 Quality tools and techniques
Cause and effect diagram 
Check sheet 
Control chart 
Graphs 
Histogram  
Pareto diagram 
Scatter diagram
IP *
* T h e  sev en  m a n a g em en t too ls O ther too ls T ech n iq u es
Affinity diagram Brainstorming Benchmarking
Arrow diagram Control plan Departmental purpose analysis
Matrix diagram Flow  chart D esign o f  experiments
i Matrix data analysis method : Force field analysis Failure m ode and effects
Process decision Questionnaire ; analysis :■;;-
Programme chart Sampling Fault tree analysis
Relations diagram ■ Poka yoke
Systematic diagram : Problem solving methodology | 
Quality costing 
Quality function deployment 
Quality improvement teams
Statistical process control j
Source: Tari and Sabater (2004, p.271)
Lam (1996) investigated the use of quality tools in Hong Kong, focusing on the usage patterns of the 
quality tools, areas of application, and the obstacles to applying them. The outcomes of the study 
revealed that the standard seven quality tools are in use more than any other tools, with the more 
simple ones being more widely adopted than the complex ones.
Moving to the service sector, Herbert et al. (2003) studied the use of the quality control tools and 
techniques in 37 firms (a combination of hospitals, banks, utilities, and courier services). The results 
show that the basic quality tools were the most applied, as compared to the newer ones, and nearly 
half the respondents used SPC, as they regarded it as a key method to achieving performance 
improvement. These findings contradict Tari and Sabater’s results (2004). They carried out their study 
on 106 firms in Spain that were ISO - 9000 certified, which supports the importance of the quality 
tools and techniques for total quality management. However, the basic tools were found to be the least 
frequently used ones by respondent firms as compared with other tools. Tari and Sabater (2004, p.278) 
explain that the application of quality tools and techniques is not mandatory in ISO 9000, but still they 
regard their use as “an important sign of TQM maturity.”
Brannstrom-Stenberg and Deleryd (1999) note that the application of Statistical Process Control and 
capability techniques does not constitute a part of the ISO 9000 system, but still this did not stop them 
from being adopted by many organisations and firms to help them achieve quality improvement.
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Some firms adopted these tools voluntarily, while others did as a response to demands made by their 
external customers.
4.9.2.2 The tools and techniques of Total Quality Management
Due to their importance in solving problems (and consequently achieving improvements), Barker 
(1990) sees that a mixture of the proper tools and techniques, attitude change, and the use of a 
management system is needed to build a total quality operation. Tari and Sabater’s (2004) study 
conducted on 106 Spanish ISO 9000 firms, examining the relation between TQM and the application 
of quality tools and techniques within those firms, evidenced the existence of such a relationship and 
described it as a positive one. Moreover, firms with high TQM levels were the ones with more 
reliance on those tools. Hellsten and Klefsjo (2000) identified the quality tools and techniques as 
forming two of the three ingredients that constitute Total Quality Management (the third being values). 
They propose a model to describe this. Figure 4.2 depicts the Total Quality Management model of 
Hellsten and Klefsjo.
Tools and techniques came in third place in the Total Quality Management model developed by Ho, 
in which ISO 9000 was placed in the first position, followed by people. Customers’ satisfaction 
ranked last. These have been identified as the critical factors required to achieve improvement in both 
the manufacturing and service sectors regardless of the area of application (Herbert et al., 2003).
Bayazit (2003), in his study of 100 Turkish industrial firms in regards to their status in applying Total 
Quality Management, found that the use of the quality tools (such as pareto charts and cause and 
effect diagrams) was cited by 59 firms as one of the factors contributing to the successful 
implementation of TQM. SPC was selected by 42 firms. This would show the significance given to 
the usage of quality tools and techniques. The success factors in the study were team work (selected 
by 62 firms), then close cooperation among functions (selected by 61 firms), followed by the usage of 
tools and techniques in third place.
4.9.2.3 Benefits
According to Lahndt (1999), using the TQM techniques helps to reduce the expenditures associated 
with non-conforming works (and the disputes that could arise because of that), which could cost a lot 
in terms of time and money. Bamford and Greatbanks (2005) summarised some of the benefits that 
are gained by using the tools and techniques: they display complicated data in an easy pattern, find the 
roots of the problem, prioritise the problems according to their severity, visualise the data distribution, 
highlight variations, and show whether or not the process is in control (Bamford & Greatbanks, 2005).
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4.9.2.4 Quality improvement using the techniques
There is a great emphasis on tools and techniques as a means to solve problems and move towards 
improvement. Asher (1990) stresses understanding the problems and evaluating their severity, so as to 
determine which to deal with first. Problem solving can be seen as a ‘way to analyse gaps’ between 
the current situation and the desired one. This starts with defining the problem, ‘quantification,’ and 
gathering all other relevant details. Once the problem is defined, tools and techniques are selected to 
bridge the gap. Besides managerial commitment and a management system, Barker (1990) discusses 
the know-how of delineating and measuring problems to be solved utilising the tools and techniques 
as a ‘recipe for success’ in achieving quality improvement. This desire to achieve quality 
improvement, and the advances in the area of computer hardware and software, has encouraged the 
use of the tools and techniques (Lam, 1996).
In the quality practices and principles developed by Dean and Bowen (1994), Statistical Process 
Control is used as quality technique to bring about Continuous Improvement (Cl). Elg et al. (2008) 
identified 17 research papers that focus on the technical and organisational aspects of Statistical 
Process Control adoption. However, this search was limited to just one database: Emerald.
4.10 Statistical Process Control (SPC)
Statistical Process Control (SPC) is a quality technique based on statistics. It was developed by 
Shewhart, Dodge, and Roming in the Bell Telephone Laboratories in the 1930s (Krumwiede & Sheu, 
1996). The British Standard Institute describes SPC as “the in-process application of statistical data 
analysis methods to identify out of tolerance conditions for a specific production process and to notify 
the operator of the current or impending problem” (BSI, 1994, cited in Herbert et al., 2003, p.64). The 
technique aims to eradicate the special causes of variation. It is used to observe, control, canvass, and 
improve process performance (Antony, 2000). The tool most associated with SPC is the control chart, 
but it is not the only one (Barker, 1990).The other tools that constitute SPC include check sheets, 
histograms, scatter diagrams, Pareto analysis, cause and effect diagrams, and graphs (Barker, 1990; 
McQuarter et al. 1995; Tari & Sabater, 2004). Figure 4.5 shows the SPC tools and the function of 
each, and figure 4.6 depicts each tool. These tools are called the ‘seven quality tools,’ although they 
are not the same in all the literature (Caulcutt, 1996)
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Figure 4.5 Statistical Process Control tools and their functions
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Figure 4.6 Statistical Process Control tools
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4.10.1 Control charts
Although SPC is composed o f  a group o f tools, the control chart is the tool most often associated with 
it. It may be called a process control chart, Statistical Process Control chart, or SPC chart (Caulcutt,
1996). Under SPC, there are two charts: the sample mean (X-bar) and the sample range (R) chart. The 
control limits in both charts are founded on tolerances, which are established in the product design 
stage, and if  the sample mean falls beyond the limits o f that means, the process is out o f  control 
(Benton, 1991). MacCarthy and Wasursi (2002) provide more examples o f control charts, which fall 
into two main categories:
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Multivariate: applied in case of observing two or more associated quality dimensions. Examples of 
this chart category are Chi- square (X2), Hotelling T2, multivariate Cusum, and multivariate EWMA 
control charts. Because it is hard to detect an out of control process using these types of charts, a 
univariate control chart should be used in conjunction with it.
Univariate: this chart helps with the identification of the special cause of the variation. Shewhart, 
Cusum, and EWMA are examples of this chart type.
Control charts are used to depict the variation in any process; if this variation lies within the pre­
defined control limit, that means it is a stable process (Caulcutt, 1996). Any variation is attributed to 
two causes: assignable or common cuases. Assignable (special) causes can be considered as intruders 
(not a part of the process), a feature that makes them identifiable. This type of cause must be 
recognised, as it is the reason behind the variation. Common (random) causes are regarded as insiders, 
as they are part of the process. Determination of which variations are assignable and which are 
random is based on the control charts (Mason & Antony, 2000). If variation is due to random causes, 
concerns would not be raised. On the other hand, if it was attributed to assignable causes, attention 
and investigation would be called for (Caulcutt, 1996).
Choosing the control chart type may be influenced by economic factors, such as costs associated with 
sampling, checking, analysing, and rectifying an out of control process. To determine the optimal 
sample size, control limits, and the interval of sampling used in creating the control chart (‘interval 
frequency’), ‘optimisation techniques’ can be used (MacCarthy & Wasursi, 2002).
4.10.2 Advantages
Deming cites several advantages attained by securing an in control process:
1. The process has an identity; its performance is predictable. It has a measurable 
communicable capability, production and dimensions and other quality- 
characteristics, including the number of defects, if any, remain nearly constant 
hour after hour, day after day;
2. Costs are predictable;
3. Regularity of output is an important by-product of statistical control;
4. Productivity is at a maximum (costs at a minimum);
5. Relationships with the vendor who delivers material that is in statistical control 
are greatly simplified. Costs diminish as quality improves; and
6. The effect of changes in the system (management’s responsibility) can be 
measured with greater speed and reliability. Without statistical control it is 
difficult to measure the effects of a change in the system. More accurately, only 
catastrophic effects are identifiable. (Deming, 1986, p.340)
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Benton (1991) also lists advantages associated with the implementation of SPC: conformance to 
design, increased quality, decreased quality checks, minimised returns from customers, minimised 
scrap and rework, quality evidence, and ability to cope with the market demands. Antony (2000) 
claims that managerial decisions based on SPC findings are realistic and grounded, as they are 
supported by facts and not surmises. Caulcutt (1996) adds to the list increased employee morale, 
which is also reported by Jones and Dent (1994) in their study attempting to apply SPC in a staff 
restaurant at Forte Corporate Headquarters. They note an increased employee interest and morale as a 
result of introducing SPC. The staff involvement gave them the feeling of responsibility and 
ownership, and they even formed quality circles. Table 4.5 is a summary of benefits associated with 
SPC application in some business sectors.
Table 4.5 Benefits gained from Statistical Process Control application
Area of application
Food Industry
Blenders and bottlers
Service processes
Benefits
reduction o f  waste; 
improved in-process control; 
improved packing efficiency; 
improved employee awareness; and 
improved customer qualityassurance.
improved process analysis and monitoring; 
increased understanding o f  processes; and 
^ ^ r o v oiinvolvement o fp eo^ejoger^ors^engineers,^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ .
reduced customer complaints; 
increased empowerment o f  front line personnel; 
improved communication; and 
reduced service delivery time.
Source: Based on Rungasamy et al. (2002)
4.10.3 Disadvantages
There are some disadvantages to SPC. It neglects the significance of the product design stage, 
emphasising purchasing and manufacturing, and allows for variations as long as they fall within the 
control limits (Benton, 1991). Xie et al. (2001) report that control charts act in a reactive manner. It 
shows that a process is out of control after its occurrence. In order to make it more preventive than 
detective, a combination of Statistical Process Control and Engineering Process Control (EPC) is 
suggested. However, Xie et al. (2001) argue that that is still debatable.
A connection has been identified between the extent of the advantages gained from SPC and its 
implementation. Brannstrom-Stenberg and Deleryd (1999), while studying Swedish companies, found 
that the organisations that voluntarily adopted SPC gained more advantages than those implementing 
it as a response to external pressures. The ‘forced’ group encountered many disadvantages, while the 
‘volunteer’ group reported no disadvantages, just difficulty in specifying the process parameters.
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4.10.4 Applicability to services
There is increasing attention on achieving and pursuing quality in the different areas of service. 
Seeking ISO 9000 certification and renowned quality awards (won by the service organisation) is 
evidence of this (Roes & Dorr, 1997).
Statistical Process Control is finding application beyond production and manufacturing (MacCarthy & 
Wasursi, 2002). This direction is supported by many factors, including growing attention given to 
services, the ‘quality revolution,’ the interest in benefiting from quality tools and techniques, and an 
increasing interest in performance measurement and control that can be backed up by data analysis 
(MacCarthy & Wasursi, 2002). SPC was nurtured within the grounds of manufacturing, and adapting 
it to be implemented in service (away from its original setting) is of concern. However, adopting the 
technique in service has much potential (Wood, 1994).
Although the British Standards Institution description emphasises the role of SPC in manufacturing, 
as Herbert et al. (2003) note, Wyckoff (2001) argues that SPC is applicable to service industries with 
standardised services lending themselves more easily to production approaches rather than customised 
services. Wyckoff views the embracing of Statistical Process Control to be a crucial step in adopting 
quality management. Moreover, advocates of the technique argue that “some characteristics of service 
provision (e.g., accuracy, speed, timeliness, care in handling, etc.) are fairly easy to quantify and 
measure” (Sulek, 2004, p.524). One of the advocates of the applicability of Statistical Process Control 
to service is Oakland (1989, p.226), who states that “Data is data, and whether the numbers represent 
defects or invoice errors, the information relates to machine settings, process variables, prices, 
quantities, discounts, customers, or supply points is irrelevant, the techniques can always be used.”
Henshall (1999) describes the use of SPC in non-manufacturing areas as being ‘somewhat difficult.’ 
While Caulcutt (1996) asserts that SPC is applicable for all types of operations, he also alerts that the 
individuality of each operation may call for some modification over SPC implementation. Mason and 
Antony (2000) argue that SPC is applicable to manufacturing as well as to service, although the 
service sector has not widely adopted it. This, they claim, is because of a lack of understanding of 
SPC and its potential. Jones and Dent (1994) report on the few attempts to implement SPC within the 
hospitality industry. They observe that the absence of performance standards leads to difficulty in 
adopting SPC in such settings, which is not the case in regards to manufacturing.
To support the implementation of SPC, Mason and Antony (2000) focus on four areas: management, 
engineering, statistics, and team work (see figure 4.7). Managerial commitment is crucial to 
implementing SPC (Elg et al., 2008; Mason & Antony, 2000), as management allocates the needed 
resources for such implementation, and, moreover, management prepares the atmosphere for adopting
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SPC (Mason & Antony, 2000). Antony and Taner (2003) recommend creating a ‘cross-functional 
team’ that has members including top management, steering groups, and a process action team. 
Statistical training and education is very important, and should be offered to personnel ranging from 
operators to managers. If this is properly offered, the probability of being unsuccessful in the other 
areas (engineering, statistics, and teamwork) diminishes (Mason & Antony, 2000).
Figure 4.7 Prerequisites for successful statistical Process Control implementation
Engineering
U nderstanding benefits 
W hat /h o w  to measure 
Gauge capability 
Change to  processes 
Reaction to process changes
M anagem ent
Company-wide com m itm ent 
Training & Education
Team  w ork
U nderstanding 
benefits and rewards 
Brainstorming 
Cooperation
Statistical
Histograms 
N orm al distributions 
Correct use o f  control charts 
Stability 
Capability
Source: Adapted from Mason and Antony (2000, p.238)
4.10.5 Obstacles
Although SPC is claimed to be applicable to services, there is a dearth of its successful 
implementation in services (Roes & Dorr, 1997). Many difficulties have been reported in 
implementing SPC in services, including the fact that “The basic assumptions required about the 
underlying processes may not be justifiable, the data characteristics may not comply with the 
requirements of control charts. Defining process scope and selecting appropriate performance 
measures may be problematic” (MacCarthy & Wasursi, 2002, p.296).
The real reasons for the failure to adopt the quality tools and SPC are lack of understanding of how to 
use them, inability to analyse the findings and act accordingly, and restricting training to quality 
assurance inspectors while ignoring the rest of the employees (Herbert et al., 2003). This is also 
confirmed by Mason and Antony (2000), as they note that the major reasons for flawed adoption of 
SPC can be rooted in the limited education in SPC specifically, and in quality techniques in general. 
In the case of small operations, it has been observed that they experience more difficulty in
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implementing SPC due to limited funds, as well as most of the workforce lacking a background in 
SPC (Krumwiede & Sheu, 1996). Furthermore, in some service areas (such as hospitality), an absence 
of performance standards would add to the difficulty of espousing SPC (Jones & Dent, 1994). A 
similar concern is echoed by Herbert et al. (2003), who observe that specifications are more precise 
and clear-cut in manufacturing than in service, where they are not well established. According to 
Herbert et al. (2003), this has been mitigated with the use of quality function deployment and 
SERVQUAL, as they are enabled to identify service specifications.
To overcome the concerns that may arise over the introduction of SPC in operations—especially 
small ones—it is recommended to start step by step, exploring it in one department and then 
expanding it after it gains success (Antony, 2000). Krumwiede and Sheu (1996) followed that 
approach in their research. They conducted a case study in a small company with around 70 
employees in the Mid-Western United States as it introduced SPC into the company. The researchers 
state that the introduction of SPC should begin as a pilot study. To ease the task of creating the control 
charts, many computer software packages are available, and staff can be provided with computer- 
based training. However, this should be done after they complete training in basic SPC principles 
(Antony, 2000).
Figure 4.8 shows a conceptual framework for the implementation of SPC, as proposed by Antony and 
Taner (2003). Antony and Taner (2003) advocate that this framework already encompasses the critical 
success factors needed for a successful SPC implementation. These are related to management, 
engineering, statistical analysis, and teamwork. Conducting process capability studies is essential in 
this framework, and a Continuous Improvement loop is developed.
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Figure 4.8 Conceptual framework for proposed Statistical Process Control implementation
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4.10.6 An overview of the non-standard SPC control chart applications
MacCarthy and Wasursi (2002, p.296) define non-standard application as “applications that cannot be 
considered as conventional application in manufacturing processes or production systems, although 
there may be similarities in some cases.” MacCarthy and Wasursi (2002) report studies (n = 46) 
researching such applications in the period between 1989 to 2000, and grouped such studies into four 
main classes based on the researched area:
1. Engineering, industrial, and environmental (43%);
2. Healthcare applications (31%);
3. General service sector applications (17%); and
4. Statistical application (9%).
Most of the studies fall in the first category of engineering, industrial, and environmental applications 
(43%), while general service accounts for 17 percent. The researchers comment on the 31 percent 
belonging to the health care sector as being ‘interesting.’
However, data used in the studies came from three sources; real processes 80%, surveys 9%, and from 
models and simulations 11%. MacCarthy and Wasursi (2002, p.302) note that although real process 
was the data source for 80% of the studies; 9% out of that percentage came from “actual 
implementations of an SPC charting scheme”. The majority of the studies fail to clarify if the SPC 
was or was not adopted in the study. The researchers note that does not necessarily reflect the volume 
of application as “some papers set out to explore specific technical issues such as data correlation in a 
specific application domain, reporting on implementation would not be always expected in such 
studies” (MacCarthy and Wasursi, 2002, p.302).
Examining the list of these studies, as shown in table 4. 6, reveals that ap plications of SPC in 
hospitality are not represented in these studies. There is no reference to the studies of Jones and Dent 
(1994) or Wyckoff (2001). The only relevant study mentioned here is the one of Sulek et al. (1995), 
“Monitoring effectiveness of quality improvement programme in a restaurant,” classified in the 
general service category. This study, according to Sulek et al. (1995), attempted to use an X-chart to 
assess a quality improvement intervention in a food retailing operation. This evaluation was 
conducted pre- and post- such intervention. The researchers conclude that the use of this tool proved 
useful as compared to another statistical technique (ANOVA).
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Table 4.6 Statistical Process Control studies grouped by area of application
Domain Specific application
Engineering, industrial, and 
environmental applications (43%)
Heath care (31%)
General Service sector (17%)
Statistics (forecasting) (9%)
Paul and Bam ett (1995): monitoring chemical measuring systems. 
Hansen et al. (1996): monitoring early detection o f  feed water heater 
leaks. Kegel (1996): monitoring the maintenance process in a flow  
calibration laboratory. Maul et al. (1996): monitoring a gas metal arc 
welding process. Jennings and Drake (19997): monitoring machine 
tool performance parameters. Zimmerman et al. (1996): monitoring 
the quality o f  water. Cook et al. (1997): monitoring welding processes. 
Hayes et al. (1997): monitoring hygiene performance measurement in 
food manufacture. Katter et al. (1998): setting up a predictive 
maintenance plan. Maurer et al. (1998): monitoring environmental 
variables. Ipek et al (1998): monitoring concentrations in mineral 
processing. Jun and Shu (1999): m onitoring automatic detection o f  
tool breakage in N C  milling processes. Nijhuis et al. (1999) monitoring 
a chromatographic process. Ben Daya and Rahim (2000): setting up a 
preventive maintenance plan. Cassady et al. (2000): setting up a 
preventive plan.
Hand et al. (1994): detecting variations in outcom e o f  pneumonia 
patients. Gentleman et al. (1994): m onitoring the performance o f  HIV  
testing. Chesher and Burnett (1996): monitoring the long-term  
performance o f  a clinical chemistry laboratory. Piccirillo (1996): 
comparing patient satisfaction with the visit to an academic 
otolaryngology office before and after quality improvement efforts. 
Wardell and Candia (1996): monitoring customer satisfaction in a
major hospital. Boggs et al. (1998): m onitoring peak expiratory flow  
rate in asthma patients. Clark et al. (1998): m onitoring trends in trauma 
mortality. Vitez and Macrio (1998): monitoring the effect o f  
performance improvement in an anaesthesia department. Konrad et al, 
(1998): monitoring the effects o f  introduction o f  a new  monitoring 
system for fluid absorption. K ahn et al. (1996): detecting problems in 
chronic diseases. Green (1999): monitoring the process o f  out patient 
service delivery.
Gardiner and Mitra (1994): selecting an appropriate staff schedule for j 
a front-counter at a bank. Sulek et al. (1995): monitoring effectiveness 
o f  a quality improvement program in a restaurant. Cartwright and I 
H ogg (1996): proposing SPC to m onitor performance measurement in 
non-manufacturing processes such as the invoicing process. Anderson 
and Dian (1996): monitoring crime rates over time. Jensen and 
Markland (1996): improving the quality o f  a computing service. Hong  
et al. (1999): monitoring software defect detection process.
Atienza et al. (1997): identifying and monitoring an appropriate 
forecasting model. Hill (1996): monitoring o f  forecasts. Koksalan et al. 
(1990): identifying an appropriate forecasting model.
Source: MacCarthy and Wasursi (2002, pp.299-300)
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The researchers provide an alternative classification according to source of data, control chart 
technique, and they study objective.
Table 4.7 provides a summary of the main features of each group application. Using the same 
classification, the current research would fall into the first category: monitoring non-manufacturing 
processes with Shewhart charts. The purpose is to monitor, control, and improve quality in 
foodservice chains, in order to identify and eliminate variation to achieve consistency that allows for 
improvement.
MacCarthy and Wasursi (2002) mention that for the studies that had process monitoring as their 
objective, more than half of them applied Shewhart control charts. The adoption of this type of control 
chart stems from the nature of the data being normally distributed. These attempts aimed to detect 
variation and eliminate it. Data were gathered from real processes, and lack of data or sampling 
frequency was not reported as hurdles to application. Areas that may represent problems are “the 
implementation steps—selecting the most appropriate measures, defining the process scope, defining 
the meaning of being in and out of control and practical issues of constructing the control charts” 
(MacCarthy & Wasursi, 2002, p.305). Table 4.7 provide a summary of the main features of each 
group application.
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Table 4.7 Main features of Statistical Process Control application
Group O b jectives D ata  I  C ontrol charts 
ch a ra cter istics/so u rces |  u sed
P r o b le m s /issu e s  |
G roup 1 
M onitoring  n on -  
* m anufacturing  
; p rocesses w ith  
Shew hart charts
: T o monitor, control, 
: and improve quality 
o f  processes
Ratio scale data I  The traditional 
Normally and 1  Shewhart mean  
independently distributed 1  and range charts 
Data gathered from the 1
Implementation |
| l :||t^ i^ ^ tep s  ■ ■ ; ; I - . : 1
G roup 2 
M onitoring  n on ­
m anufacturing  
p rocesses  w ith  
m ore advanced  
charts
: T o monitor, control, 
and im prove quality 
o f  processes
Ratio scale data 
Non-normally distributed 
with correlation 
Data gathered from the 
process
: More advanced Is Implementation j  
charts such as 1  steps 
: residuals-based i: D efinition o f  in 
Shewhart, 1  control and out o f  
Cusum, EW M A, 1  control 
and multivariate j |  Auto-correlation 
i l ® | :^ d ia its:' ^ | !  g S'
Group 3 
O ptim al p lans or 
sch ed u les
T o find a set o f  
\ activities or actions 
in the form o f  a plan 
i  or schedule that can 
provide desired 
outputs 
The desired outputs 
i  are w hen outputs are 
in a state o f  statistical 
control
Ratio scale data 
Normally and 
independently distributed 
Data gathered from  
process or simulation
The traditional 
Shewhart mean 
and range charts
I Optimality in |  
I decision making |  
[ Many possible 
|  alternatives must be
Conducting
simulations
M onitoring
custom er
satisfaction
T o evaluate 
;  customer satisfaction 
and expectations 
T o help detect the 
root cause o f  
extraordinary levels 
o f  satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction for 
s individual customers
Ordinal data 
Mostly skewed 
distributions 
Data gathered from  
questionnaires, surveys, or 
interview
M ore advanced 
charts such as T 2 
charts or X 2 
charts 
Techniques may 
have to be used  
r to rem ove the 
effects o f  
correlation, e.g. 
principal 
com ponents’
Conducting surveys 1  
Tim e between 1
Correlation between |  
questions 1 
Identification o f  the 1 
root problems 
D efining an in 
control process
Group 5 
F orecasting  
applications
i T o give an accurate 
:  forecast by detecting 
:  non-random points, 
com m on missing 
values, and lurking 
i  variables o f  models
Ratio scale data 
(residuals/forecast errors) 
Normally and 
: independently distributed 
Data gathered from  
process o f  fitting the 
forecasting m odel
The traditional 
Shewhart mean  
and range charts 
Cusum chart 
EW M A chart
;  Identification o f  the 
original problem I 
relating to out o f  1: 
control points 1
Source: MacCarthy and Wasursi (2002, p.311)
4.11 Quality tools and techniques in hospitality
There are many concerns that the application of manufacturing quality techniques could overlook the 
fundamental core of the service industry: personalization. However, using the recent manufacturing 
techniques can help to preserve the unique characteristics of service (choice, flexibility, and
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personalized service) (Wyckoff, 2001). Wyckoff reports on two service operations, Rusty Pelican 
Restaurant and Midway Airlines, that are adopting quality tools and techniques. Rusty Pelican was a 
successful multi-unit sea food restaurant. However, the management wanted to raise employees’ 
productivity while maintaining a high level of service. This was done through conferring with a 
consultant, who identified improving communication skills as the way to achieve higher productivity. 
The success of this approach was evidenced by the employees exceeding the set targets (targets that 
they themselves established), and by positive customer satisfaction feedback. As a result, the staff 
became more process and quality minded, and cooperated with the management to improve the 
business. Rusty Pelican Restaurant used flow charts to depict the service process. This was followed 
by setting the standards for every step. The staff measured their performance against the targets using 
control charts.
The second example reported by Wyckoff was Midway Airlines, a ‘no frills’ company that was trying 
to create a market for itself by offering a new service. Customers were surveyed to find out what they 
wanted from an airline service, and the information was used to design the new service, which 
included offering more work space for travellers, simple meals, and more space for carry-on luggage. 
The employees participated in the whole process, starting from the market research to the redesign of 
the interiors of the aircrafts. Customer feedback stressed the importance of timely departure. By 
investigating the causes of delay using the flow charts, and rectifying the associated problems, the 
industry standard of timely departure (within 15 minutes) was reduced to just 5 minutes. The same 
steps were applied to other service areas. Reported benefits of this quality programme include raised 
employee morale and reduced turnover levels and absenteeism.
Midway also used the control charts to measure its scheduling performance. They also applied the 
fishbone (cause and effect) analysis tool to analyse the causes of flight delays. One of the causes 
identified through the fishbone tool was late passengers. To determine if this was a true major cause, 
Pareto analysis was applied. This confirmed that late passengers were the most frequent factor causing 
the delays. As a result, management set standards in regards to departure time and dealing with the 
late arrivals.
4.11.1 Statistical Process Control in hospitality
Statistical Process Control has achieved success in the control of the manufacturing process. However, 
it has not found similar success in the service environment (Harvey, 1998). Observing that this 
technique has rarely been implemented in the hospitality industry, Jones and Dent (1994) attempted to 
use this quality technique at the staff restaurant at Forte Corporation. Their study was conducted in 
five phases, beginning with drawing a flow chart for the customer journey. The customers were 
surveyed to discover the ten ‘key attributes’ of a good cafeteria. The users identified food variety,
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temperature, and hygiene as the most important attributes. These were measured and the researcher 
constructed control charts. The charts revealed an in control process, the three examined attributes 
were within the acceptable limits.
Jones and Dent state that this study was ‘technically flawed,’ as employees should not have been 
involved in the collection of the data. Employee intervention in the study may account for some 
variability in the data, as the employees became aware of the perception of the cafeteria users and 
may have acted upon that. However, employee participation is much sough after and desired in many 
quality improvement studies, such as that of Wyckoff (2001).
The researchers acknowledged that they depended on the subjective perceptions of the customers, and 
that they could have implemented more objective measures (for instance, a thermometer to measure 
the food temperature and counting the number of available items to assess food variety). However, 
customer perceptions were deliberately sought, to “‘close the gap’ between customer expectations and 
perceptions and those of management and those of management and the standards it sets” (Jones & 
Dent, 1994, p.22).
One of the identified benefits of adopting SPC, as reported by the researchers, was an increased 
employee awareness of their role in improving the process. However, they note that, due to the nature 
of service where heterogeneity is the norm, detecting variation is much more difficult than in 
manufacturing, and would require a longer period. In addition, there are no widely recognised 
standards in the industry to benchmark performance against.
4.12 Conclusion
Quality has many definitions, each reinforcing a certain focus. Manufacturing stresses adherence to 
standards, whereas in service, quality is determined by the customer. Quality evolved over time, going 
through four main stages: inspection, control, assurance, and Total Quality Management. There are 
many differences in perceiving quality in manufacturing as compared to in service. Quality was 
nurtured in manufacturing, and for that reason it is expected that production industries would be more 
mature in terms of their approaches to quality. However, quality found its way into service as the best 
solution to gaining a competitive advantage and differentiation. Measurement is essential to quality 
management, as it has been mentioned that you can not manage something until it is measured.
While quality measurement is relatively easy in manufacturing, service (due to its unique 
characteristics) proved harder to measure. Manufacturing implemented Statistical Process Control, a 
quality technique, to measure processes and to ensure conformance to production standards. This 
technique attempts to eradicate variation in order to achieve consistency. Although the technique
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proved successful in manufacturing, it is not widely adopted in service industries. In hospitality, there 
is only one reported study that attempted to implement SPC in foodservice. It is worth investigating 
the applicability of this technique in foodservice chains. Process capability has not been studied 
before in hospitality, and that would be a new area for research and application. This application aims 
at implementing SPC as a means to achieve Continuous Improvement (Cl).
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Chapter 5 
Methodology and Research Design
5.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the research methodology in three main sections. The first section explains the 
objectives of the study. The second section discusses philosophy and research, demonstrating the 
relation between them, as understanding this connection assists in selecting the appropriate 
methodology and methods. It outlines the epistemology that underpins this research. The adopted 
theoretical perspective is then outlined, and the methodology is explained and justified. In particular, 
studies conducted in hospitality, adopting the suggested methodology ‘action research,’ are discussed. 
In the third section, the research design is described.
5.2 Objectives of the study
The objectives of the study, as identified in section 1.3, are:
1. To critically evaluate the quality measurement approaches used by foodservice chains.
2. To identify the advantages and disadvantages of each of these approaches.
3. To evaluate the potential of Statistical Process Control (SPC) as a quality technique in foodservice 
operations.
4. To apply this quality technique in foodservice.
5. To identify the benefits of adopting SPC.
6. To identify the factors that may facilitate or hinder the implementation of SPC.
5.3 Research philosophy
Understanding the association between philosophy and social science helps in selecting the research 
methodology and the employed methods. In addition to these implications, it broadens the 
understanding of research, rationalises its outcomes (Williams & May, 1996), and allows any critique 
addressed to the research to be made in view of its philosophical background (Hughes & Sharrock, 
1997).
5.3.1 Epistemology
Epistemology is the theory of knowledge inherent in the theoretical perspective, and, consequently in 
methodology (Crotty, 1998). Maynard (1994, p. 10) states that “ Epistemology is concerned with 
providing a philosophical grounding for deciding what kinds of knowledge are possible and how we 
can ensure that they are both adequate and legitimate.”
The chosen research methods will be determined by the selected methodology, which is influenced by 
the theoretical perspective, which follows the adopted epistemology (Gray, 2004). There is a whole
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array of epistemologies: objectivism, constructionism, and subjectivism (Crotty, 1998). Epistemology 
is coupled with ontology, which is concerned with “what kinds of things really exist in the world?” 
(Hughes & Sharrock, 1997, p.5).
In this study the adopted epistemology is constructionism, the theoretical perspective is critical 
inquiry, and action research is the methodology. This draws on the classification suggested by Crotty 
(1998). Figure 5.1 illustrates the adopted research philosophy.
Figure 5.1 The adopted research philosophy
Epistemology
C o n stru c tio n ism
Theoreticalperspective 
C ritical Inqu iry
Methodology 
A ction  R esearch
5.3.1.1 Constructionism
Crotty (1998, p. 42) regards constructionism as “the view that all knowledge, and therefore all 
meaningful reality as such, is contingent upon human practices, being constructed in and out of 
interaction between human beings and their world, and developed and transmitted within an 
essentially social context.”
Under constructionism, meanings are not found out, but rather are ‘constructed,’ and this results from 
an involvement between the world and human beings. This involvement and contact between the 
‘subject’ and ‘objects’ is brought about by ‘intentionality.’ Intentionality indicates the starting of an 
interaction between the subject’s consciousness and the object (Crotty, 1998). The interpretations 
derived from such contact could be described as helpful, or emancipating, but cannot be regarded as 
‘true’ or ‘valid.’ A researcher in such stance should be resourceful and possesses an ability to imagine, 
create, and innovate, and to apply this considering the objects he or she is engaged with. However, the 
resulting knowledge would be socially constructed, taking its meaning from our embedded social 
perspectives (Crotty, 1998).
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5.3.2 Theoretical perspective
A theoretical perspective is “the philosophical stance informing the methodology and thus providing a 
context for the process and grounding its logic and criteria” (Crotty, 1998, p.3).
5.3.2.1 Critical inquiry
Critique is not the adoption of power and violence. Rather, it is a struggle through ideas and thinking. 
Karl Marx was influential in founding critical inquiry (Crotty, 1998). Marx noted that it is not enough 
for philosophers to interpret the world; “the point is to change it” (Marx cited in Crotty, 1998, p.l 17).
Critical theoiy
Positivism stands on an objectivism epistemology (Crotty, 1998). In positivism, reality is ‘external’ 
(Flick, 2006), which is to say, “objects in the world have meanings prior to, and independently of, 
any consciousness of them” (Crotty, 1998, p.27). Such external reality is only reached by senses 
(Flick, 2006) through “observation, experiment and comparison” (Crotty, 1998, p.22). As positivism 
gained favour in  explaining natural world phenomena, it was also adopted in the social world. 
However, critical theorists realised that it is not a suitable approach to understand social sciences. 
Espousing an interpretive perspective was an advanced step towards understanding the social world, 
but it also has its limitations, as it endeavours to produce only interpretations. For critical theorists, 
interpretations cannot be accepted without questioning. An evaluative and critique approach was 
required to refine such interpretations (Carr & Kemmis, 1986). Hence, a critical theorist is seen as a 
“transformative intellectual” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p.l 12).
Critical theory calls for liberating oppressed ideas and thoughts, and giving them the chance to come 
out, converse, and to debate with others’ ideas. As expressed by Max Horkheimer, quoted in 
Outhwaite (1987, p.77), “the theory never aims simply at an increase of knowledge.... Its goal is 
man’s emancipation from slavery.” Slavery here is not pertaining to physical oppression, but rather to 
mental oppression. In critical theory, no knowledge is taken for granted, being questioned and 
criticised. Contributions from all the involved parties are encouraged, with all opinions treated equally, 
to build up ‘critical consciousness’ (Gill & Johnson, 2002, p. 187). Habermas regards theory as a 
“product of and serves the purpose of human action” and “is essentially a means to greater human 
freedom” (Habermas quoted in Crotty, 1998, p. 147). This reflection and critique are inseparable from 
action, as theorist Freire argues that thinking, when not associated with action, is just ‘verbalism.’ 
However, action that is not based on thinking is “pure activism” (Freire quoted in Crotty, 1998, p. 151). 
A critique of this theory cites the difficulty of bringing about action unless the circumstances are 
supportive, making it more of an ideal idea (Carr & Kemmis, 1986).
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5.3.3 Methodology
Crotty (1998, p.3) defines methodology as “the strategy, plan of action, process or design lying behind 
the choice and use of particular methods and linking the choice and use of methods to the desired 
outcomes.” Means of data gathering and analysis are determined by the selected methodology (Walsh, 
2003). Action research is a methodology that does not just study the world, but also attempts to 
change it (Gray, 2004).
5.3.3.1 Action research
Although two scholars—Buckingham and Collier—are credited for their pioneering work (Hart & 
Bond, 1995), the term ‘action research’ was first introduced by the social psychologist Kurt Lewin 
(Bumes, 2004; Dickinson et al., 2005; Hammersley, 2004; Hart & Bond, 1995; Perry & Gummesson, 
2004; Williamson & Prosser, 2002). Lewin referred to this research approach as “problem centred 
research,” emphasising its salient characteristic of solving problems (Gill & Johnson, 2002, p.72). 
Action research is “problem-sensing and problem-focusing,” and a problem indicates a need to effect 
change and bring about improvement (Hart & Bond, 1995, p.52). This requires the organised 
involvement of a researcher or a consultant in the environment where the problem exists (Gill & 
Johnson, 2002). The results would include not only the problem’s resolution, but also the building up 
of knowledge (Casey, 2007; Coughlan & Coghlan, 2002; Gummesson, 2003). Westbrook (1995, p.13) 
argues that “new theories, to influence practice, must be developed out of practice,” and action 
research fulfills that, as the built theory would be “grounded in action” (Susman & Evered, 1978). 
Action research can be seen as a marriage between theoria and praxis (Hammersley, 2004). It has 
been used in various environments, including organisations, community development, education (Hart 
& Bond, 1995), health, and urban and economic development (Gray, 2004). In certain applied 
disciplines, scholars call for action research as a needed research methodology e.g., operations 
management (Coughlan & Coghlan, 2002; Hill et al., 1999; Westbrook, 1995), information system 
(Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 1996), and logistics (Naslund, 2002).
5.3.3.1.1 Definition
There is a lack of consensus over the definition of action research (Altrichter et al., 2002; Dickens & 
Watkins, 1999; Ladkin, 2004). Hammersley (2004, p. 175) observes that many definitions of action 
research share “the subordination of inquiry to some other form of practice.” However, Hammersley 
states that this type of relationship between inquiry and practice is rejected, as action researchers seek 
equality between inquiry and practice.
McKeman (1996, p.5) defines action research as being “in a given problem area, where one wishes to 
improve practice or personal understanding, inquiry is carried out by practitioners, first to clearly 
define the problem, second, to specify a plan of action, including the testing of hypotheses by
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application of action to the problem. Evaluation is then undertaken to monitor and establish the 
effectiveness of the action taken. Finally, participants reflect upon, explain developments and 
communicate these results to the community of action researchers. Action research is the systematic 
self reflective scientific inquiry by practitioners to improve practice.”
Altrichter et al. (2002) suggest a ‘pragmatic’ definition (see table 5.1). Altrichter et al. argue that, 
while this definition helps to clarify the basics of action research, it does not confine it—rather, it 
permits advancement.
Table 5.1 Working definition of action research
I f  yours is a situation in which
•  people reflect on and im prove (or develop) their o w n  work and their o w n  situations
•  by tightly inter-linking their reflection and action; and
•  also making their experience public not only to other participants, but also to other persons interested in 
and concerned about the work and the situation, i.e. their (public) theories and practices o f  the work and 
the situation;
and if  yours is a situation in which there is increasingly
•  data-gathering by participants themselves (or with the help o f  others) in relation to their ow n questions;
•  participation (in problem -posing and in answering questions) in decision- making;
•  power-sharing and the relative suspension o f  hierarchical ways o f  working towards industrial democracy;
•  collaboration am ong members o f  the group as a “critical community”;
•  self-reflection, self-evaluation and self-management by autonom ous and responsible persons and groups;
•  learning progressively (and publicly) by doing and by making mistakes in a “self-reflective spiral” o f  
planning, acting, observing, reflecting, replanning, etc.;
•  reflection which supports the idea o f  the “(self-) reflective practitioner”; 
than yours is a situation in which a c tio n  research  is occurring
Source: Altrichter et al. (2002, p. 130)
While McKeman’s definition confines conducting action research to practitioners, Altrichter’s 
definition acknowledges the practitioners’ ownership of the investigated problem. However, it also 
accommodates outsiders (or ‘others’) in that process. Perry and Gummesson (2004) accentuate the 
role of action researchers and their ‘theory-based knowledge’ in working with practitioners and their 
‘experience-based knowledge.’ The researcher’s role is also stressed in the typology of action 
research, as provided by Zuber-Skerritt (1996) in section 5.2.3.1.2.
Both McKeman’s and Altricher’s definitions stress the need to disseminate the research outcomes to 
other groups. Somekh (1995) states that action search reporting should address academics and 
practitioners’ interests alike. This can be observed in Altrichter et al.’s definition, where the 
experience is made public to interested parties. The cyclical process of action research is evident in 
both the definitions.
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5.3.3.1.2 Characteristics and types
Blumberg et al. (2005) provides a comparison of action research against other research methods (see 
table 5.2). In comparing action research to other research methods, Blumberg et al. (2005) highlight 
that, while the other methods are concerned with pinpointing the common laws that describe a certain 
phenomena, this is not the case in action research. Of more importance to action research is “the 
interplay between action and research to achieve desired changes” (Blumberg et al., 2005, p.296). It 
can be deduced that these differences are due to the epistemological and theoretical perspectives that 
underpin each methodology.
Table 5.2 Action research attributes compared to other research methods’ attributes
A ction  research O ther research  m eth od s
Addresses real-life problems and is bounded by the 
context
Address real-life as w ell as scientific problems, and attempts 
to identify general principles and their contingencies
Collaborative venture o f  researchers, participants, and 
practitioners
Clear division o f  roles between researchers, participants, 
and practitioners
Continuous reflecting process o f  research and action Usually, clear division between the research process and 
implementation processes
Credibility — the validity o f  the action research is 
measured by whether the actions solve the problems 
and realise the desired change
Credibility — the validity o f  research is established by 
statistical core figures and successful replications
Source: Blumberg et al. (2005, p.297)
Hart and Bond (1995) note that many researchers have suggested different basic features of action 
research. They observed seven criteria of action research that make it different from other 
methodologies. They cite that action research (1) is educative; (2) deals with individuals as members 
of social groups; (3) is problem-focused, content-specific, and future-orientated; (4) involves a change 
intervention; (5) aims at improvement and involvement; (6) involves a cyclic process in which 
research, action, and evaluation are interlinked; and (7) is founded on a research relationship in which 
those involved are participants in the change process (Hart & Bond, 1995, pp.37-38).
The attributes of action research suggested by Blumberg et al. (2005) can be linked to those of Hart 
and Bond (1995), as both stress the participatory nature of action research, and its cyclical steps to 
solve problems and to bring about change.
Hart and Bond (1995) note the lack of consensus over the terminology and typology of action 
research, a problem, they argue, that is not restricted to action research, but extends to many forms of
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social sciences. Hart and Bond (1995) indicate that an action research project may not be confined as 
one type from start to end; it may ‘shift’ between the various types as the research proceeds. This 
shifting, which requires relatively lengthy periods of time to happen, may depend in part on the 
relationship between action and research—specifically, which is more dominant
Zuber-Skerritt (1996) distinguishes three types of action research, shown in table 5.3. These types are 
technical, practical, and emancipatory action research. The three categories possess general features 
(Neuman, 2006), but they differ in aims, the facilitator’s role, and the relationship between facilitator 
and participants. The researcher, under technical action research, is a facilitator and has a major role 
in the research endeavours to develop the efficacy of practices. Practical action research comprises the 
development of practice and, moreover, seeks to enhance the participants’ conception and competence. 
The researcher’s task is ‘Socratic,’ in that it depends on reasoning and asking questions to find 
appropriate answers, and on supporting and inciting participants to think and reason. Emancipatory 
action research aims at encompassing the goals of technical and practical action research as well, by 
bringing about change in the setting and surmounting any obstacles that may be preventing desired 
development. In emancipatory action research, accountability is equally shared among the participants 
and the researcher (Zuber-Skerritt, 1996).
In this study, the aimed for action research type is the second type, ‘practical’, which aims at 
developing participants’ understanding of their practice. My potential role is ‘Socratic,’ as it depends 
on reasoning and posing questions to elicit proper answers, and also backing up and inducing 
participants to think and reason. For example, participating in the way the data for SPC control charts 
are collected, which processes to consider, suggesting potential causes of problems, and reflecting on 
their work life.
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Table 5.3 Action research types
T yp e o f  action  
research
A im s Facilitator’s role R elationsh ip  b etw een  
facilitator  
and  participants
1. Technical E ffectiveness/ efficiency o f  
educational 
practice 
Professional 
developm ent
Outside ‘expert’ C o-option (o f practitioners 
w ho depend 
on facilitator)
2. Practical A s (1) above 
Practitioners’ understanding 
Transformation o f  their 
consciousness
Socratic role, encouraging 
participation and self­
reflection
Cooperation (process 
consultancy
3. Emancipatory As (2) above 
Participants’ emancipation 
from the dictates o f  tradition, self- 
deception, and coercion  
Their critique o f  bureaucratic 
systematisation 
Transformation o f  the organisation 
and o f  the educational system
Process moderator 
(responsibility shared 
equally by participants)
Collaboration
Source: Zuber-Skerritt (1996a, p.4)
5.3.3.1.3 Action research model
Hammersley (2004) notes Kurt Lewin’s characterisation of action research as being a ‘spiral process.’ 
Similarly, Altrichter et al. (2002) mention that action research can be seen as ‘spiral cycles,’ with each 
cycle made up of four stages: planning, acting, observing, and reflecting. Hart and Bond (1995) 
mention that these four steps are based on Lewin’s view of action research, and action research 
definitions reflect this cyclical theme. Figure 5.2 displays the action research model suggested by 
Zuber-Skerritt (2001). Altrichter et al. (2002, p. 130) note that the model embraces “research and 
development, intellectual inquiry and practical improvement, reflection and action.” Zuber-Skerritt 
(1996, p.96) explains the four steps in each cycle:
Plan: including problem definition, situation analysis, team vision, and strategic 
plan;
Action: i.e. the implementation of the strategic plan;
Observation: including monitoring and evaluation; and 
Reflection: on the results of the evaluation.
Zuber-Skerritt (1996) notes that reaching the fourth step in the cycle—reflection—initiates a new 
cycle, which in turn would instigate another cycle. Somekh (1995) warns against setting predefined
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limits over the duration and extent of each cycle. Dickens and Watkins (1999) observe that action 
plans need to maintain a high degree of adaptability and receptivity to the research setting.
Figure 5.2 Action research spiral cycles
R ev is i Ian
O b s e r v e
R e fle j ’lan
Act
Source: Zuber-Skerritt (2001, p. 15)
5.3.3.1.4 Validity
Cassell et al. (2006) express the need to develop criteria to evaluate qualitative studies. Nevertheless, 
this is not an easy task. Gill and Johnson (2002) warn against using the same evaluation criteria to 
assess the methodologies that represent different epistemologies. This is also asserted by Cassell et al.
(2006), who argued that it is incorrect to apply positivist evaluation criteria to qualitative research. 
Susman and Evered (1978, p.601) argue that “action research is not compatible with the criteria for 
scientific explanation as established by positivist science” and that “action research constitutes a kind 
of science with a different epistemology that produces a different kind of knowledge, a knowledge 
which is contingent on the particular situation, and which develops the capacity of members of the 
organization to solve their own problems.”
Somekh (1995, p.341) explains that action research validity “does not depend upon measuring the 
extent and frequency of phenomena over a period of time in order to justify precise...statements of 
cause and effect ” McTaggart (1997, p.37) mentions that validity is maintained by “participant 
confirmation, and testing the coherence of arguments being presented.” Action research’s validity is 
based on many factors. These include the use of different disciplines, interpretation of findings is 
shared with the participants to give ‘consensual validity,’ and the applicability of results in real life 
achieves ‘action validity’ (Heller, 2004). However, Waterman (1998) sees that the validity of action 
research is realized by striving to change and enhance individuals’ lives, and not solely by bringing 
about change.
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Gill and Johnson (2002, p.92) suggest that an “empathic understanding and taking the role of the 
other” could serve as a criteria for achievement inaction research. Denzin and Lincoln (1998) 
mention that, while ‘trustworthiness’ and ‘authenticity’ are suggested by constructivists as evaluation 
criteria for qualitative research, critical theorists propose “action, praxis and the historical situation of 
findings” (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998, p.277). Hope and Waterman (2003) cite collaboration, fairness, 
democracy, participation, or inclusivity. Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest credibility, transferability, 
dependability, and conformability to build ‘trustworthiness,’ and these are cited by stringer (2007) to 
establish rigor in action research studies.
Credibility is built by making the research process clear and transparent to the participants, in order to 
gain their confidence. ‘Transferability’ refers to action research being context bounded. However, 
clear and well defined processes and results may help people to compare it to their situations and, 
probably, they will find it applicable to other situations. ‘Dependability’ refers to how all research 
material should be kept to show logical approach to the study. ‘Confirmability’ speaks to how action 
researchers should keep an ‘audit trail,’ (i.e., database of the collected data). This proves the 
genuineness of the study (Stringer, 2007). It can be seen that a high importance is given to keeping 
and maintaining a database of all the collected data, as well as to researchers being transparent in 
showing processes and procedures involved in the research journey.
5.3.3.1.5 Generalisation
Generalisation due to action research is a concern, as most action research studies are built on case 
studies (Gill & Johnson, 2002). As action research deals with a certain situation, generalisation is hard 
to claim (Denscombe, 2003). However, even from one specific and unique case, wider implications 
can be extracted, which may be of interest to others (Coghlan & Brannick, 2001).
5.3.3.1.6 Time horizon
Action research studies tend to be longitudinal rather than cross-sectional, especially in instances 
where change would advance over longer periods of time (Gill & Johnson, 2002).
5.3.3.1.7 Methods
Case study is the prevailing research method used in action research (Gray, 2004). This is because 
action research is undertaken in “real time, seeking to identify the complexities of the situation that it 
desires to change” (Waser & Johns, 2003, p.374). However, action research may use both quantitative 
and qualitative methods (Coughlan & Coghlan, 2002), thus overcoming the shortcomings associated 
with one method, as well as providing data from different angles (Hart & Bond, 1995).
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In field studies, interviewing and participant observation are widely used methods (e.g. Allan, 2006; 
Bowen, 2001; Clear et al., 2000; Domenico & Lynch, 2007; Guzman, 2008; Markwell, 1997; 
Sandiford & Seymour, 2010).
Semi-structured interviews
Interviews give the chance for participants to talk at liberty, and they can share all that they keep 
inside as they see, think, and feel it. Usually, this results in rich, generous, and profound data (Groschl, 
2007; Powell & Watson, 2006). Furthermore, surprising issues may even emerge (Powell & Watson,
2006). Semi-structured interviews give people the opportunity to spell out their innermost opinions 
and beliefs (Seymour, 2000). However, it is a process that needs a lot of time (Alam, 2005; Powell & 
Watson, 2006). In interviews, the number of interviewees is not the main concern—it’s the depth of 
the interview that is more appreciated. Lucas and Keegan (2007, p.580) contend that a few 
respondents may provide “indicative results from a detailed insight.” Interviews are also prone to bias. 
This can be caused by individuals attempting to create a favourable image of themselves and a better 
reflection of their thoughts and actions (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007).
Observation
Participant observation provides the researcher with a chance to scrutinise people’s relations, 
experiences, and responses (Chang, 2008). It is widely associated and utilised in ethnographic studies 
(Delamont, 2004; Johnson et al., 2006; Punch, 1998; Watson, 2001). Markwell (1997, p.136) 
describes it as an “ethnographic technique for gathering field data in which the researcher actively 
participates with the people under study.”
Research diary
A diary is defined as a “self-report instruments used repeatedly to examine ongoing experiences, offer 
the opportunity to investigate social, psychological, and physiological processes, within everyday 
situations” (Bolger at al., 2003, p.580). However, the dimension of time is not clearly visible in this 
definition, and Breakwell and Wood’s (1995, p.293) definition reflects it more clearly, defining it as 
“a record of information in relation to the passage of time.” This definition supports the view of 
Bolger et al. (2003, p.593) for the potential of well-kept diaries to provide “accurate, real time- 
information.” Moreover, a research diary is a research tool that facilitates and induces reflexivity 
(Nadine & Cassell, 2006). Personal insights may be appreciated when it is used to highlight and 
reflect on the research process and concerns (Nadine & Cassell, 2006).
Diaries can be hard copy (paper) or computerised, with each type having its own advantages and 
shortcomings (Laurenceau & Bolger, 2005). Stone et al. (2003) observe that paper diaries, also 
referred to as P&P (paper and pencil) diaries, are not always kept updated (Bolger et al., 2003; Stone
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et al., 2003), and Patterson (2005) mentions that maintaining a consistent diary is an issue that 
participants need encouraging to do.
It should be noted that diaries can be kept by the research participants or the researcher. Maintaining a 
diary can be assisted by new technologies, and therefore audio and video diaries can be used 
(Alaszewski, 2006), although eventually these would be converted into texts. These are able to 
capture oral and gestured data (Gibson, 2005). Brown (2007) kept video diaries while studying how 
tourists plan and organise their trips. In Rich and Patashnick’s (2002) research, participants kept video 
dairies recording their experience of having protracted health conditions.
Diaries have been used in different research contexts ranging from health care to social and 
behavioural studies (Laurenceau & Bolger, 2005; Stone et al., 2003), to marketing and consumer 
research (Patterson, 2005), to psychology (Bolger et al., 2003). Research diaries have also been used 
in studying manufacturing sites, as Thompson (1983) used in his research about work life and 
relations in a meat production factory. In hospitality ethnographic research, Sandiford and Seymour
(2007) kept a field diary while investigating emotional labour of staff at English pubs. Lugosi (2006,
2007) maintained one while researching individuals’ self-perceptions in drinking places. Fine (1996) 
used field notes in researching restaurant chefs. Leidner (1993) provided insightful observations on 
his experience of working in a McDonald’s restaurant through his field notes.
Diaries make it possible to get close to study “‘hard-to-reach’ or ‘hard-to-observe’ phenomena” 
(Alaszewski, 2006, p.l 13). Nevertheless, one diary usage limitation is the devotion, enthusiasm 
(Bolger et al., 2003), and competence (Alaszewski, 2006) required by the study participants to 
maintain them—factors which is not needed in other research methodologies (Bolger et al., 2003). Yet, 
the most crucial factor is that a diary vocalises the voice of its writer and creator (Alaszewski, 2006).
5.3.3.1.8 Confidentiality
Concealment of information and participants’ identities is a major concern in action research studies 
(Gill & Johnson, 2002; Williamson & Prosser, 2002). Publishing the studies may be delayed to avoid 
disclosure of the involved personnel or organisation, as was the case of Whyte et al.’s research (1965).
5.3.4 Action research studies in hospitality
Research aims to “inform practice and policy” (Morrison, 2002, p. 162). Implicitly, this embraces 
overcoming the obstacles that may face the industry (e.g., hospitality), and presenting new approaches 
and techniques that may benefit practice. This fits quite well with the purpose of action research, as 
outlined by Zuber-Skerritt (1996, p.83): “to bring about practical improvement, innovation, change or 
development of social practice, and the practitioners’ better understanding of their practices.” Waser
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and Johns (2003) argue that, as customer satisfaction is contingent on organisational culture, action 
research would be a well-matched approach to service industries in general, and to hospitality 
specifically, assisting it to bring about the desirable change within that culture. They regard it as a 
“vehicle for organisational and professional development” (Waser & Johns, 2003, p.373). Lashley 
(1999, p. 174) also shares this positive perspective, as he believes that action research “can make a 
significant contribution to lifting both the professionalism of hospitality management and the 
effectiveness of hospitality management practice.”
Despite the potential offered by action research, there is lack of reported studies in the hospitality 
industry (Waser & Johns, 2003). The few published action research studies in hospitality can be 
classified under the following categorisations: organisational change, education, improving working 
conditions, and improving performance. Table 5.4 provides a summary of action research studies in 
hospitality.
5.3.4.1 Organisational change
One of the early attempts to apply action research in hospitality, attributed to Whyte et al., was 
conducted in the ‘Tremont Hotel’ (Waser & Johns, 2003)—an invented name (Whyte et al., 1965). 
Over 14 chapters, Whyte, Hamilton, and Wiley describe their experience during a study that took 
place between 1945 and 1946 (Whyte et al., 1965). The hotel’s general manager was impressed by a 
speech given by Whyte about human relations in the restaurant industry, and he approached Whyte 
seeking his help in identifying a personnel manager for his operation. Whyte, instead, suggested an 
action research project, as he wanted to apply “human relations research findings to the changing of 
organizational behaviour” (Whyte et al., 1965, p.l). Whyte et al. analysed the interdepartmental 
relations among hotel personnel and diagnosed some problems, including the management style. 
Their intervention helped to restructure the hotel both physically and morally. Changes were effected 
as to work environment, ‘symbols of success and failure,’ and interpersonal relations. Whyte et al. 
outlined their achievement in terms of six main accomplishments:
1. A new role for the personnel man;
2. Improvement in the quality of interpersonal relations;
3. Labor turnover and safety;
4. Management development;
5. Efficiency and productivity;
6. The transfer of initiative. (Whyte et al., 1965, pp. 171-174)
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However, they could not develop a “new pattern for managerial leadership” (Whyte et al., 1965, 
p. 175). Whyte et al. (1965, p.219) call for organisations to have an in-house research and consulting 
division assigned the job of “application of knowledge gained in research.”
This study is the earliest adoption of action research in hospitality, even though its publication came 
many years later. Waser and Johns (2003) claim that this study is the only documented study of action 
research in the hospitality industry.
Ingram and Desombre (1999) examined employees’ opinions about teamworking in six hotels. They 
conducted 19 semi-structured interviews and 26 ‘action research meetings’. The research was initiated 
by the researchers’ interest in the subject—not by the other participants. The study was “an 
exploratory study that maps the perceptions of workers in the hospitality industry towards 
teamworking” (Ingram & Desombre, 1999, p. 19). The hotels did not report having a problem that 
required the researcher’s intervention. According to Gill and Johnson (2002), problem identification 
by the practitioners is principal in action research. They contend that “action researchers intend not 
only to contribute to existing knowledge but also to help resolve some of the practical concerns of the 
people, or clients, who are trying to deal with a problematic situation” (Gill & Johnson, 2002, p.71).
In Ingram and Desombre’s study, no change was brought about, although this is one of the 
characteristics of action research, where “research is seen as an agent of change” (Gray, 2004, p.374). 
In addition, this research did not adopt the action research model of plan, act, observe, and reflect. 
Thus, it may not qualify as meeting the salient characteristics of action research.
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Table 5.4 Studies adopting action research in hospitality
A uthor &Year
p r o I Practitioner
Settin g M ethods T im e 1 
p  H orizon  ; J
O rganisational C ia n g e |
Whyte et al., 
1965
Changing organisational 
behaviour
Tremont Hotel 
( in v e n te d  n a m i) ,
Trem ont H otel 
( in v e n te d  n a m e ) ,
Case study, 
interviews, 
observations
1 9 ^ 4 6 1  
(Original 1 
form; 12 1 
month) 1
; Ingram &
• Desom bre, 1999
Exploring team working 
perceptions
Hotels 6 hotels Semi-structured 
interviews, ‘action 
research 
meetings’
N ot 1 
mentioned |
E d u cation
; Maxwell et al., D eveloping learning 
strategies for South East 
Asian Hospitality 
Management students
Researchers Undergraduate 
Hospitality 
Management, 
Glasgow  
Caledonian 
University, U K
Questionnaire, 
Participant 
observation, 
Focus group
Session
1997/98
McGugan, 2002 Introducing Asynchronous 
Computer Mediated 
Conferencing; Virtual 
learning
Researchers Undergraduate 
tourism course, 
Queen Margaret 
University, U K
Case study, 
Observation, 
Focus group, 
Content analysis
Session
2001 /02
|^ ^ r a y 72002^ Improving action learning 
in distance learning
Hotel 
Management 
School, 
Switzerland |
| | J  I p H p t l l l l l l
: Management 
School, 
ji Switzerland
Case Study |;:^2.yeaits^;:-
McGugan &
\ Peacock, 2005
Im proving student 
placement learning 
through introducing 
Virtual Learning 
Environm ent (VLE)
Researchers Undergraduate 
: Hospitality and 
Tourism  
placement 
learning, Queen, 
Margaret 
University 
College, U K
Case study, 
Questionnaire, 
s Interviews, Focus 
group
mentioned
Im proving  W orking C on d ition s
Improving the working 
conditions o f  room  
cleaners
Hotel 
Em ployees/R esta  
urants Employees 
(H ER E),San  
Francisco, USA
16 m onthsHotels; San 
Francisco, USA
Case Study, 
Survey, Focus 
group
& Krause, 
2002
O ne project 
4 months; 
others, 2 
months.
Improving cross-cultural 
communication
International 
Hotels
3 hotels (4 to 5 
star), London, 
U K
Case study, 
Action research
Waser & Johns, 
2003
meetings, 
Interviews, Field 
notes, Trainin
Enhancing working 
conditions by introducing 
‘work-life balance’ scheme
HCIMA, U K 8 hospitality 
operations, U K
Case study (8Doherty, 2004 Initially, 18 
months, the 
full duration 
is not clear.
Cont.
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Client /  
Practitioner
Purpose Setting Time
Horizon
Author &Year Methods
Improving Performance
1 Anckar &
1 Walden, 2001
Introducing web  
technology— online 
reservation and booking
Regional 
Developm ent 
Fund, EU
H otel/M otel, 
______Finland_____
i T ^ S m d y - " May 99- 
D ec.2000  
(17 months)
3 DiPietro, 2004 Im proving performance by 
delivering training for 
managers
Fast food chain, 24 Quick service 
restaurants, USA
Focus group, 
Training 
programme, 
Statistical 
Analysis 
(ANO VA)
The w hole 
study lasted 
6 months
Lynch et al., 
2004
D eveloping social firm 
hotels Governmental 
Organisation 
sector, Poland
I
Social firm hotels, 
Krakow and 
Lodz, Poland
Case study, 
Market research, 
Field visits
October 
1999 - Spring
ISSffilii
Croes & Tesone, 
2007
Initiating new  pay scheme 
based on productivity
Medium-sized 
luxury resort,
1 Florida, USA |
H ousekeeping
Department
Case study, time 
and m otion study
8 m onths
5.3.4.2 Education
Maxwell et al. (2000) experienced difficulties in teaching hospitality management to undergraduate 
South East Asian students, who had been used to different teaching styles. Thus, they sought to 
improve the efficacy of learning strategies of their students, in order to facilitate their adaptation to the 
new learning environment. Surveying the students at the start of the academic session revealed the 
gap in expectations between the students and lecturers. Focus groups with students and lecturers were 
then conducted, which identified the obstacles that hindered a smooth learning experience for those 
students. As a result, certain strategies have been developed. Maxwell et al. (2000, p.5) assert that “it 
is planned to implement these learning strategies at GCU [Glasgow Caledonian University] in the 
next and subsequent sessions.”
Introducing web technology as a medium for learning seems to offer many prospects for education in 
general, and in hospitality specifically. McGugan (2002) reports on the difficulties he faced as a tutor, 
including an increasing number of students, reduction of group collaboration, and unsuitability of 
preset teaching times for some students. Asynchronous Computer Mediated Conferencing (CMC) was 
thought by McGugan to provide an opportunity to overcome these issues. This introduction was 
guided by a model (Salmon’s model) developed by another researcher. This model was arrived at by 
an action research study. The research proved that CMC is helpful in facilitating the learning process. 
Furthermore, possible concerns over this technology adoption have been identified.
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This research was initiated by the interest of the researcher, who was at the same time the practitioner, 
as in Maxwell et al.’s (2000) study. This situation meets the definition of action research suggested by 
McKeman (1996, p.5), where “inquiry is carried out by practitioners.” Moreover, Coughlan and 
Coghlan (2002, p.227) observe a “growing experience of AR being done from within organisation as 
when practicing managers undertake AR projects in and on their own organisations.”
The Swiss Hotel Association, Hotel Management School Les Roches, utilised action research to 
design its Master of Business Administration (MBA) programme, stressing its MBA programme’s 
action learning theme: learning that combines knowledge with praxis (Bray, 2002). The research 
benefited from data from various sources including literature, surveys, interviews, and electronic 
correspondence of the students and instructors. A framework for distance and action learning 
programmes was developed. However, not all stakeholders’ voices are echoed in the paper.
McGugan and Peacock (2005) investigated improving student placement in hospitality and tourism 
education through espousing a Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) as a learning technology. The 
researchers used inputs from tutors and students to develop a module in VLE. Using a questionnaire, 
students’ experience with using this module have been assessed before, during, and after placement. 
Furthermore, those who did not use VLE were also evaluated. In addition to the survey, student 
utilisation of the module was been observed, and interviews with placement tutors were conducted. 
However, they recognise that the study did not include the participation of placement employers. This 
was the second study conducted by McGugan using action research. However, the research problem 
was articulated by the researcher’s interest, with McGugan working as a consultant. The intervention 
revealed many aspects of importance in terms of the use of VLE. However, the researchers conclude 
that “the full potential of these tools to support learning was not being fully realised.” (McGuan & 
Peacock, 2005, p. 13)
Gill and Johnson (2002) compare action research with consultancy and basic research. They suggest 
that in the entry stage of the consultancy, the client would indicate having a certain problem and 
determine their objectives. On the other hand, in basic research, the researcher suggests problems and 
outlines the aims. In McGugan and Peacock’s research, the problem was identified by the consultant, 
McGugan. Thus it falls, according to Gill and Johnson, into the category of basic research. However, 
other characteristics of action research exist, including collaboration with participants, and spiral 
circles of plan, act, observe, and reflect are used.
5.3.4.3 Improving working conditions
San Francisco Hotel Employees/Restaurants Employees Union (HERE) investigated the problems 
associated with room cleaners (who represent 27 percent of hotel labour) who complained of work 
injuries. Room cleaners had claimed that their assignments increased. In response, Lee and Krause
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(2002) implemented action research to examine if that claim was valid, and what consequences that 
would have over their health. The researchers upheld the workers’ claim and discovered that 
musculoskeletal syndrome was common among them. Moreover, the study identified other issues 
related to working conditions that may have adverse effects on staff health and safety. HERE 
discussed the findings with the hotel’s management and suggested cutting back the amount of work. 
The study of Lee and Krause (2002) is an example of a health care study with a place of hospitality as 
its venue. Dickinson et al. (2005) and Khanlou and Peter (2005) note that action research as a 
methodology is widely adopted in health care studies. Dickinson et al. (2005, p.270) attribute this to 
“the concern about the gap between theory, research, and practice.” This study brought about 
change—one of the salient characteristics of action research (Gray, 2004).
Waser and Johns (2003) studied cross-cultural communication using action research at three hotels 
affiliated with two international groups in London. As these hotels have cosmopolitan employees and 
markets, management wanted to improve staff conduct with foreign guests. As a result of this 
intervention the staff became more conscious of cross-cultural matters, and participants also 
communicated what they acquired to their colleagues. However, the study’s outcomes were realised 
more on an individual basis, rather than on an organisation-wide level. Waser and Johns (2003) 
acknowledged difficulties in the research that were mainly associated with the workloads and 
pressures placed upon participants, which sometimes hindered them from fully concentrating on the 
study. Waser and Johns (2003) note that the extent of achieving change by the participants was 
dependent upon their position within the organisation, their experience, and their confidence. Waser 
and Johns (2003, p.376) claim that Whyte and Hamilton’s study “appears to be only one documented 
instance of action research in hospitality industry.” However, this ignores other published studies, 
including the studies of Maxwell et al. (2000), Anckar and Walden (2001), Bray (2002), and 
McGugan (2002).
Diversity management (promoting the diversity of employees’ characteristics) would improve the 
working conditions for employees, specifically for women (Doherty, 2004). Based on diversity 
management, an action research study was conducted to implement a new scheme regarding ‘work- 
life balance’ (Doherty, 2004). Doherty reports eight case studies of good ‘work-life balance’ practices 
in different hospitality operations. However, she states that “the research on work-life balance 
conformed to most of the characteristics of action research” (Doherty, 2004, p.439). It is not clear 
how the researcher brought about the change in collaboration with the research subject, as the 
reported hospitality operations have by themselves implemented the scheme, and the paper merely 
reported the best practices among them: “Notable successes in the area of work-life balance were 
sought by asking for nominations in the trade journal, Hospitality, and via informants who were
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knowledgeable about human resource practices in the industry” (Doherty, 2004, p.440). Moreover, the 
action research cycles are not evident in the research.
5.3.4.4 Improving performance
Anckar and Walden (2001) report an action research study designed to help a small hotel in Finland to 
adopt web technology, aiming to increase the hotel’s competitive status. This was done through 
tailoring a front office software package, with emphasis on the online reservation and booking system, 
which was subsidised by the European Union. The hotel became the first independent hotel to employ 
a non-standardised online reservation system in Finland. The researchers provide details concerning 
the hurdles facing such small operations when implementing such technology. Anckar and Walden 
provide insights related to ‘information system development,’ but little is stated regarding the 
experience of the hotel operators. The researchers, Anckar and Walden, were working in Abo 
Akademi University, conducting this project for the European Union. Thus, the research problem and 
goals had been identified by the client on that level—the European Union. Thus, at the entry phase, 
the client identified the problem and determined the objectives. This is, according to Gill and Johnson 
(2002), a consultancy project.
Investing in personnel by providing training is crucial for the success of fast food chains in a highly 
competitive market. DiPietro (2004) conducted a study introducing a training programme for 24 
managers of a quick service restaurant chain in the United States. It aimed to improve their 
performance, and also to determine the best training method (classroom, interactive media, or on-the- 
job training). It also aimed to determine which method was the most cost effective. To fulfil the 
purpose of the study, DiPietro (2004) implemented action research to deliver the training contents to 
the managers utilising various training methods in a quasi experimental design by using three 
experimental groups and one control group. To decide if the introduction of training resulted in better 
customer satisfaction, three variables were measured, before and after training: mystery shopper 
scores, customer complaints and customer satisfaction surveys. DiPietro (2004) concluded that, 
statistically, the introduction of training did not improve the customer satisfaction rates, and that the 
three training methods were not different.
DiPietro (2004, p.92) stresses, however, the need to look at the results from the action research 
perspective, as “there were salient, positive organizational outcomes as a result of training used within 
the various groups of managers.” Nevertheless, she does not clearly state what and how the 
“organizational outcomes” have been improved. The study does not show any ‘voice’ of the research 
subjects (the restaurants managers), and their contribution to the study is not evidenced.
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A social firm is a place where people with disabilities can find employment and earn a living. 
According to Lynch et al. (2004), in 1995, 55 out of 362 social firms were operating in the hospitality 
business in Europe. Rehabilitation institutes in Poland were keen to find the employment possibilities 
that hospitality would offer to mentally disabled individuals. Lynch et al. (2004) attempted to improve 
two social firm hotels in Krakow and Lodz, based on a model of a social firm guesthouse in Scotland. 
This would make it easier for the disabled to find work, and those hotels would furnish them with 
hospitality job skills. The project had noticed the collaboration of different institutions, such as public, 
private, and voluntary organisations. The developed hotels were to commence business in spring 2003. 
Furthermore, Lynch et al. (2004) prescribed a ‘toolkit’ that would assist in developing social firms 
internationally. Thus, the project did reach its established goals. The researchers note the differences 
in the cultural and economic contexts between the two countries, and the consequences that they had 
over the project. However, it would be beneficial to have a follow up study to evaluate the operation 
of the developed properties.
The minimum wage regulation changed in the American state of Florida. Under the new legislation, 
minimum wages were increased automatically. This change had consequences on the hospitality 
industry in Florida, as 446,000 workers had their wages increased. This cost the hospitality industry in 
Florida about $557 million USD (Croes & Tesone, 2007). Croes and Tesone (2007, p.l 18) adopted 
action research in their study as a “pragmatic approach to solving operational problems in 
organizations.” The study was conduced in a medium-size resort in Florida, where the housekeeping 
department, in order to alleviate the new wage legalisations in Florida, attempted to increase its 
attendants’ outputs. To motivate its staff, it espoused a new pay scheme based on productivity. The 
researchers report the success of the new programme, noting that the initiative created positive change 
in the workers’ behaviour.
However, drawing on the results found by Lee and Krause (2002), this increase in workload may have 
undesirable consequences on workers’ well being. Lee and Krause’s (2002) study reported outcomes 
that resulted in reducing the number of rooms to be cleaned by an attendant to 14 rooms. It can be 
argued that Croes and Tesone’s study (2007), in which an attendant is stimulated to clean as many as 
20 rooms, overlooked an important dimension. Therefore, this may trigger a new cycle of action 
research to investigate and evaluate the effect of this increased workload over the room attendants’ 
health.
Based on reviewing action research studies conducted in hospitality, several points can be extracted: 
9° There is a lack of reported action research studies in hospitality.
9» Although the first study using action research was conducted in the 1940s, action research in 
hospitality was not used widely until the new millennium.
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Swamidass (1990, p.798), while observing a cavity between research and practice in operations 
management, comments that “Field-based empirical research can narrow this gap between 
practice and research because it takes the researcher to the field for dialogue and observation.” As 
‘plant-based research’ methodologies, action research and case studies aid in tightening such 
chasms (Hill et al., 1999).
There is a need to adopt action research more frequently as a methodology for research in 
operations management (Coughlan & Coghlan, 2002; Westbrook, 1995), including operations 
management in hospitality.
«£» Action research is implemented when attempting to solve a problem and bring about 
improvement.
Study duration tends to be long, with case study as the dominant method. The prolonged 
associated fieldwork, in part, may account for the dearth of action research studies (Lugosi, 2009). 
«£*> The researcher and the practitioner work together to solve a problem of concern. However, other 
participants may participate in the process. Figure 5.3 shows the action research journey.
Figure 5.3 The action research journey
Researcher/s Problem/s Practitioner/s
Participant/s
Methods, e.g.
Focus groups, Surveys, Interviews, Observations
CD
CD
Solution/Change/Knowledge
Source: Based on Zuber-Skerritt (2001, p.l 5)
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An array of methods is available (e.g., focus groups, interviews, field notes, surveys, and 
observations) to reach a solution and effect change, as well as to develop knowledge about the 
area of concern. This goes on in a cyclical manner, as reflected by the inclusion of Zuber- 
Skerritt’s (2001) model of action research.
Ladkin (2004) stresses ‘transparency’ in using these various methods in terms of being 
cooperative with participants in selecting the proper methods and being clear in justifying such 
decisions. The research aims to increase knowledge, and at the same time solve the problem and 
bring about change, which happens over a period of time. In some cases, the researcher is also the 
practitioner, as seen in the studies of Maxwell et al. (2000) and McGugan (2002).
The relationship between the researcher and practitioner develops as the study moves on in time. 
Whyte et al. (1965, p. 196) note: “Our intervention was also more active, especially in the early 
stages of the project... our aim was to de-emphasize this sort of initiative in the hope that the key 
individuals and groups would develop their own problem-solving ability, and, indeed, specific 
concrete advice was offered less and less as the project went on.”
9° Writing action research reports is different from other forms of academic writing. For instance, it 
is not uncommon to use personal language in reports. Somekh (1995) observes that, in writing 
action research studies, it is common to use the first person, and narrative styles are also in use 
(Winter, 1996). Using a different writing style is not worrisome, as the methodology itself (with 
its distinguishing character) requires being “collaborative, and action-oriented, rather than 
authoritative and observation-oriented” (Winter, 1996, p.26). Cassell et al. (2006, p.297) induce 
qualitative researchers to “learn appropriate skills of impression management with regard to how 
they present their qualitative research,” as this would add more credibility to work. Keeping an 
organised diary or journal of the research is essential, and this would contain all the thoughts, 
emotions, reflections, facts, and procedures of the research journey (Coghlan & Brannick, 2001).
5.3.5 Action research and Continuous Improvement
There is a great similarity between Continuous Improvement (Cl) and action research. Both adopt a 
cyclical process. Deming’s Continuous Improvement cycle of plan, do, check, and act (PDCA) is 
similar to the plan, act, observe, and reflect of action research. This similarity is shown in figure 5.4. 
This resemblance makes action research a suitable method to achieve Continuous Improvement, and 
makes sure that Continuous Improvement lends itself smoothly to action research projects. Blumberg 
et al. (2005) observe that action research is a continuous process. This can be seen in the description 
of action research given by Hart (1996, p.454) as “a change intervention geared to improvement and a 
process based on a continuous interaction between research, action, reflection and evaluation.”
By definition, the ongoing basis is at the core of Continuous Improvement. As Fryer et al. (2007, 
p.498) explain, Continuous Improvement is “where all members of the organisation work together on
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an ongoing basis improving processes and reducing errors to improve overall performance for the 
customer.” Although action research attempts to solve a certain problem, it does not stop at that 
problem. Rather, it it has a further objective “to improve practice through a rolling programme of 
research,” and thus its “cyclical process fits in nicely with the quest for perpetual development built 
into the idea of professionalism” (Denscombe, 2003, p.76).
Action research is based on the participation of those concerned with solving a problem and effecting 
change: “the participatory nature of action research is probably its most distinctive feature... 
practitioners must be participants, not just in the sense of taking part in the research but in the sense of 
being a partner in the research” (Denscombe, 2003, p.77). Continuous Improvement is not different in 
that. The involvement of the process owners is greatly sought out, as Bessant and Francis (1999, 
p.l 114) observe that Continuous Improvement aims “to enable and monitor the rate and direction of 
improvement, and its implementation is best carried out by those directly involved in the Cl process.” 
This involvement would implant the Continuous Improvement culture into the operation (Bessant & 
Francis, 1999).
Figure 5.4 Similarity between Continuous Improvement and the action research model.
ActRevisej Ian
Reflect
Observe
Reflec] Plan
Act
DoPlan
CheckAct
Source: Based on Deming (1986, p.88) Source: Zuber-Skerritt (2001, p. 15)
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5.4 Research design
The suggested research design for this study is demonstrated below, and a summary is presented in 
table 5.5. More detail on the main study is explained in appendix three-future work and appendix 
four- project proposal.
Table 5.5 Summaiy of the proposed research design
P u rp o se  o f  th e  study E xp loratory
M eth o d o lo g y A c tio n  research
C ase studyM eth o d
F o o d serv ice  chainS etting
L ongitud inalT im e  h o r izo n
Q ualitativeR esearch  strategy
5.4.1 Purpose of the study
The sophistication of the available knowledge around the research area would determine the type of 
the study, whether it be exploratory, descriptive, or hypotheses testing (Sekaran, 2003). When 
knowledge of a certain research topic is scarce and this topic is not fully understood, an exploratory 
study would be adopted. Better comprehending the situation and developing the knowledge would be 
the objective of such a study (Sekaran, 2003). Although Statistical Process Control is widely applied 
in manufacturing, there is little application of it in hospitality in general, and very little in foodservice 
operations in particular. An exploratory study would be appropriate for such a situation.
5.4.2 Study setting
This study is conducted in a ‘noncontrived’ setting (i.e., the normal work environment of a 
foodservice chain).
5.4.3 Time horizon
A ‘one shot’ or ‘cross-sectional’ study involves the collection of data at one point of time (Sekaran, 
2003). However, longitudinal research involves gathering data over a longer period of time and over 
stages (Neuman, 2006). This study would be longitudinal. The study involves collecting data over
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different stages, and action research studies would justify that because the proposed intervention 
normally requires time.
5.4.4 Research strategy
Bryman (2004, p. 19) states that a research strategy is a “general orientation to the conduct of social 
research.” The major distinction between research strategies is to be either quantitative or qualitative. 
Quantitative research may be referred to as ‘positivistic’ and ‘empiricist,’ while the descriptors 
‘interpreitvist,’ ‘constructivist,’ and ‘ethnographic’ imply qualitative research (Bryman, 1984). Both 
streams have their proponents and opponents, each of whom shows the advantages of his approach 
and the shortcomings of the other (Bukowski & Lisboa, 2005). Nevertheless, it should be noted that 
the difference between the two approaches is due to their views of the world and their philosophical 
positions (Lee et al., 1999).
However, while such differentiation is held to be crucial by some, it is not seen as valid by others 
(Bryman, 2004). And even a mixed research approach incorporating the two strategies is advocated, 
so as to benefit from the merits of each while overcoming the limitations of both (Johnson & 
Onwuegbuzie, 2004). The nature of the investigated problem, study purpose, and goals, as well as the 
existing and sought information, all shape the study to be either quantitative or qualitative (Blumberg 
et al., 2005). Choosing which strategy to adopt would depend on which one best responds to the 
research questions (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004).
5.4.4.1 Quantitative research
Quantitative research adopts a positivist stance (Bryman, 1984). Quantitative research stresses a 
“single objective reality” (Lee et al., 1999, p. 183), and so quantitative research attempts to 
“understand the world via scientific laws.” It seeks explanations, and aims to produce predictions and 
generate laws (Smith, 1983). Theory/hypothesis testing is fundamental in quantitative research 
(Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004; Sobh & Perry, 2006). Measurement lies at the heart of quantitative 
research, as “ if one cannot measure something quantitatively, then one does not understand it” 
(Bukowski & Lisboa, 2005, p.80). Hence, surveys are the most associated research instruments with 
quantitative research (Bryman, 1984).
Bukowski and Lisboa (2005, p.80) cite four criticisms of quantitative research: (1) not every 
phenomena is amenable to measurement; (2) it may fail to seize the different aspects of a phenomena, 
as stressing measurement would ‘underestimate the breadth of a phenomena’; (3) it may disregard the 
participants in the study who may provide valuable insights; and (4) quantitative research lacks depth 
and breadth and “its focus and apparent precision ignore texture, holism, and detail.”
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However, the quantitative approach overshadows hospitality management studies (Lugosi et al., 2009).
5.4.4.2 Qualitative research
Malhotra (2007, p. 143) defines qualitative research as an “unstructured, exploratory research 
methodology based on small samples that provides insights and understanding of the problem 
setting.” Qualitative research accepts that there could be multiple realities in the world (Lee et al., 
1999). Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004, p. 16) suggest multiple “perspectives or opinions or beliefs.” 
Qualitative studies are characterised by reality being made by human beings participating in the study, 
the researcher maintains a high degree of involvement with the research subjects (Creswell, 1998). 
The researcher is seen as the main research ‘instrument’ of data gathering and analysis (Johnson & 
Onwuegbuzie, 2004). The researcher’s tenets may influence the study, and the language used tends to 
be literary and subjective (Creswell, 1998). The objective of such studies is to seek comprehension 
(Walsh, 2003), concentrating on “how things happen rather than the fact that they happen” 
(Tetnowski & Damico, 2001, p.22), and this would lead to theory/hypothesis building (Johnson & 
Onwuegbuzie, 2004; Sobh & Perry, 2006). Therefore, Lee et al. (1999) observe that qualitative 
research is not concerned with measurement and generalisation.
Qualitative research may be used as a preliminary step before conducting quantitative research 
(Bryman, 1984; Bukowski & Lisboa, 2005). The ideas, knowledge, and theories that it generates are 
considered by Bryman (1984) to be ‘fodder’ for quantitative researchers. However, in itself, 
qualitative research may elucidate and defy the outcomes of quantitative studies (Bukowski & Lisboa, 
2005). Moreover, it highlights areas that merit further investigation (Bukowski & Lisboa, 2005). 
Qualitative research possesses such unique characteristics because “it allows for the emergence of the 
unexpected” (Ambert et al., 1995, p.883). Hence, exploratory studies depend more on qualitative 
techniques (Blumberg et al., 2005).
Flexibility is a salient attribute of qualitative research, where research design accommodates and 
adapts to research conditions (Bryman, 1984; Lee et al., 1999). Qualitative research may adopt 
various approaches, including case study, ethnography, grounded theory (Bukowski & Lisboa, 2005; 
Tetnowski & Damico, 2001), bibliographic study, epidemiological investigation, historical 
methodology, discourse analysis, conversation analysis, ethnomethodolgy, interactional analysis 
(Tetnowski & Damico, 2001), in-depth interviews, participant observation, and open-ended 
questionnaire (Ambert et al., 1995). However, the investigated phenomena and the research questions 
would determine which approach to employ (Tetnowski & Damico, 2001).
Qualitative research has some drawbacks. It is labour intensive (Tetnowski & Damico, 2001), and it 
can be time consuming (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004; Tetnowski & Damico, 2001). As qualitative
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research is context bounded, generalisation to the wider population is hard to claim (Johnson & 
Onwuegbuzie, 2004). The researcher should possess various skills and experiences. A researcher who 
lacks the required experience may add bias to the research (Tetnowski & Damico, 2001). Qualitative 
studies conducted in the hospitality domain are appreciated for providing profound insights and vivid 
reflections of and by subjects. Such attributes may compensate for other issues around sampling and 
reproduction.
In management research, it has been observed that only twelve qualitative papers were published in 
three management journals during the period of 1984 to 1994 (Cassell et al., 2006). A similar situation 
exists in hospitality journals, where qualitative research is not well represented (Sandiford & Seymour, 
2007). Taylor and Edgar (1999) found that only four percent of the papers published in Hospitality 
Research Journal during the period of 1992 to 1995 were qualitative. Taylor and Edgar (1999) state 
that the demand for concrete and immediate outcomes fuels the tendency toward conducting 
quantitative studies. However, they argue that research in hospitality necessitates more qualitative 
studies in order to become ‘mature.’ They advocate also that studies that adopt qualitative approaches, 
especially case studies, have enormous influence over management practices.
The current study takes a qualitative approach and contributes to the knowledge of quality 
management in the context of foodservice operations. It adds to the qualitative research needed in the 
hospitality industry (Taylor & Edgar, 1999).
5.5 Conclusion
The adopted epistemology underpinning this research is constructionism, critical inquiry is the 
theoretical perspective, and action research is the selected methodology.
An examination of previous studies that have attempted to implement and effect change and develop 
practice justifies adoption of action research as a methodology to implement and evaluate Statistical 
Process Control (SPC) in a foodservice chain. This study attempts to implement SPC in foodservice 
chains in order to achieve Continuous Improvement (Cl). There is similarity between the Cl cycle and 
the spiral cycles of action research, making action research an appropriate methodology to bring about 
Continuous Improvement. Adopting action research serves two main aims. The first is to help 
foodservice operations to better control and improve quality. The second is to contribute to the 
general knowledge of quality management, and specifically to the implementation of Statistical 
Process Control in a new arena of its application to foodservice operations.
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Pilot Study
6.1 Introduction
This chapter reports the pilot study conducted to test usage of Statistical Process Control (SPC) in an 
in-house operation in a university campus. This pilot study was undertaken in two stages. In the first 
stage, the researcher collected the operational data and created the needed control charts. The 
measured processes were extracted from the mystery shopper and the quality audit of the foodservice 
chain involved in the exploratory study. The collected data were used to create variable and attribute 
control charts. Then, Process Capability was calculated for the measured processes. The second stage 
involved the service team of the operation in data collection and analysis. This stage also attempted to 
improve some of the identified incapable processes.
6.2 Pilot study (Stage 1)
6.2.1 Puipose and objectives
This study attempts to apply Statistical Process Control (SPC) in a food service context. Levitt (1972) 
argues that it is possible to achieve better service quality and efficacy by adopting the ‘technocratic 
thinking’. This means that service can benefit from the same approaches and systems used in 
manufacturing and therefore, obtain the advantages manufacturing acquired, for example, savings in 
costs and improved process prediction. Krumwiede and Sheu (1996) suggest implementing Statistical 
Process Control through ‘pilot program’.
Pilot studies are used for exploration purposes. The main concern of this study is to have an 
understanding of the data collection process, what variables to include, what are the difficulties 
associated with measuring them, what to exclude and why, and to assess how practical it is to collect 
the data. As MacCarthy and Wasursi (2002, p.313) report that “Selecting appropriate pilot projects 
should be done carefully. If implemented successfully in one area it is easier to extend the use of SPC 
to other areas”. Such gradual application of SPC is also supported by Antony and Taner (2003). 
Hence, this will help in modifying and shaping the main study features and determining the feasibility 
of the research.
6.2.2 Study location
Cuppa is a cafe located in a university campus. It sells a range of hot beverages and cold drinks 
besides snacks and sandwiches. There is no food production as the sold foods are ready made. 
Customers place their orders at the counter, pay at the till and get their drinks. A side table is provided 
with condiments: sugar (brown, white, low calorie), cream, milk, napkins, stirrers, lids. This is to a
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large extent similar to Kronos, the target operation for the main study, and that justifies selecting 
Cuppa as a place for piloting SPC application. This is a standardized service and thus should lend 
itself easily for such application (Wyckoff, 2001).
It should be noted that staff and management names mentioned in the study are fictitious
6.2.3 Procedures
Before starting the pilot study, data to be collected were derived from ‘Kronos check’, used for 
Kronos quality audits, and the mystery shopper report. It should be noted that some variables are 
replicated in the two approaches. Table 6.1 shows an analysis of Kronos check, the mystery shopper 
and the equivalent suggested processes to be measured by Statistical Process Control. In the table, ‘X’, 
indicates the absence of an equivalent.
Statistical process control data were collected by the researcher in the first stage of the study. 
However, the second stage and the main study shift this task to the ‘process owner’- service team. A 
second step was to design data collection sheets. Meetings with the team members of Cuppa were 
conducted, through informal visits to talk with the personnel and to familiarise them with the study. 
This is important for several reasons: gaining their confidence or at least avoiding their resistance, and 
seeking their input as they are the ‘process owner’. This again helped in modifying the data collection 
sheets by incorporating their views.
Before conducting the study over a longer period, a one day trial was executed. This can be 
considered as a pilot of the pilot study. The purpose of this is to have a sense of the data collection 
process, and to get the researcher closer to the process, as a preparation for the extended period of 
data collection. The pilot study lasted five days in the month of May, 2007: 21st, 22nd, 23rd, 24th, 
and 29th. The data collection process was spread over the operating hours of the cafe. A summary of 
the daily schedule of time/process was developed, to help manage the data collection process, as 
shown in table 6.2.
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Table 6.1 Analysis of the mystery shopper, Kronos check and suggested SPC items
I M ystery sh opper
K ronos ch eck  
(Q uality  audit) SPC |j
E ntrance r: Was the outside o f  the shop clean 
and tidy?
: W ere the outside tables cleared and 
cleaned?
r The outside o f  the store and 
immediate environment is clean & 
litter free.
Cleanliness o f  
Cuppa (outside): 
Floor, Tables, 
Waste bin.
R elax in g  & D id no m ore than 2  tables need The inside o f  the store is clean and Cleanliness o f
Inviting cleaning? comfortable. Cuppa (inside);
Was the floor clean? Toilets are clean and working& free o f Floor, Service
E nvironm ent W ere the toilets clean? odours counter, side
a. Floor (pleasant odour, amenities are table, Waste bins,
b. Toilet seat clean available; soap, toilet paper,) j^3fcv;-;Tables.-'
Sink clean (flush, urinals, taps, plugs fully Cleanliness o f
d. Bins not overflowing working) Toilet; Floor, 1
Was the toilet paper available. Ceiling, floor, mirrors. Odour, Toilet 1 
amenities; Soap, 1 
and Toilet paper, 
hand dryer and 
i flush are working.
W ere you greeted? All customers are greeted: all team Barista gives
im p ression members smile and make appropriate 
eye contact.
greeting.
C ustom er W ere you served in 5 minutes o f All customers are served within 5 * Service time since
Service
sp eed
joining the queue?
H ow  long did you have to wait 
before you were served? 
H ow  many customer groups were 
in front o f  you?
minutes o f  joining queue. joining queue.
Cont.
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K ronos ch e c k  |
M ystery sh op p er [ (Q uality  audit) 1I S I I I s p c ';;:',
Payment
This was not
E ffic ien t 1 j i  Were you given change and /o r Team member place change in measured due to
P aym ent receipt immediately after paying for 
your drink?
customers’ hand. all transactions 
have been  
prepaid.
L asting D id  the condim ent unit have : Condiments Table free o f  dust, debris, Cleanliness o f  1
Im p ression everything you needed? 
a. Sugar 
b. Stirrers 
c. U nit neat and tidy
and slippage. side table and 1  
availability o f  
condiments: 
sugar, milk, small 
lids, big lids, 
napkins and
C offee
D id  the barista help you to order the 
right coffee?
The beverage temp is not measured 
but others elements are checked such
*Milk is heated with a thermometer to 
140f, rises no higher than 155f and 
never reheated 
*Kronos approved coffee grinder 
dispenses 7g coffee per serve 
*Kronos approved Espresso machine 
dispenses 30 m l o f  coffee in 20 sec 
dispense from double group arm
Measuring 1  
Beverage 1  
temperature.
Weighing 
: beverage portion 
: : sfze.::1 
Measuring Fridge
X (This is kept for health and safety 
audits)
temperature.
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Table 6.2 Daily schedule of Time/Process
Daily Schedule o f Time/Process
9:15 Service Tim e/Service
9:18 Latte Temperature
9:20 Latte Portion Size
9:41 Cleanliness of cafe inside
9:50 Cleanliness o f cafe outside
10:00 Service T im e/Service
10:03 Black Coffee Temperature
10:05 Black Coffee portion size
10:11 Cleanliness o f cafe inside
10:20 Cleanliness o f cafe outside
10:40 Fridge Temperature
10:41 Cleanliness of cafe inside
10:50 Cleanliness o f cafe outside
11:11 Cleanliness o f cafe inside
11:15 Service T im e/Service
11:18 Latte Temperature
11:20 Latte Portion size/C leanliness o f cafe outside
11:41 Cleanliness of cafe inside
11:50 Cleanliness of cafe outside
11:55 Cleanliness o f Toilets
12:00 Service T im e/Service
12:03 Black Coffee Temperature
12:05 Black Coffee portion size
12:10 Fridge Temperature
12:11 Cleanliness o f cafe inside
12:20 Cleanliness of cafe outside
12:25 Cleanliness of Toilets
12:41 Cleanliness of cafe inside
12:50 Cleanliness of cafe outside
12:55 Cleanliness of Toilets
13:11 Cleanliness o f cafe inside
13:15 Service Tim e/Service
13:18 Latte Temperature
13:20 Latte Portion Size/Cleanliness o f cafe outside
13:25 Cleanliness of Toilets
13:40 Fridge Temperature
13:41 Cleanliness o f cafe inside
13:50 Cleanliness o f cafe outside
13:55 Cleanliness o f Toilets
14:00 Service Tim e/Service
14:03 Black Coffee Temperature
14:05 Black Coffee portion size
14:11 Cleanliness of cafe inside
14:20 Cleanliness of cafe outside
14:25 Cleanliness of Toilets
14:40 Service Tim e /  Service
14:43 H ot Water Temperature
14:45 H ot Water Portion Size
14:55 Cleanliness o f Toilets
15:10 Fridge Temperature
15:25 Cleanliness o f Toilets
15::40 Service Tim e/Service
15:43 H ot Water Temperature
15:45 H ot Water Portion Size
15:55 Cleanliness of Toilets
16:25 Cleanliness of Toilets
16:40 Service Tim e/Service
16:43 H ot Water Temperature
16:45 H ot Water Portion Size
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6.2.3.1 Measuring devices
A probe thermometer (Food Care, HI93502), figure 6.1 and a digital scale (Salter), figure 6.2, were 
used. The thermometer was calibrated, immersed in boiling water and freezing unit. For measuring 
beverages’ temperature, the immersion time o f the thermometer was standardized for all beverages 
and at all times- 45 seconds. A stop watch (mobile) was also used to record the timing o f  service time.
Figure 6.1 Probe thermometer
Figure 6.2 Scale
6.2.3.2 Analysis of the measured processes
Two types o f data were collected: data that are measurable- continuous data, i.e. time and temperature, 
and attribute data, that is present or not present, i.e. cleanliness. The type o f the created control chart 
depends on the characteristics o f the collected data. For continuous data, a chart o f  mean and range 
were used while for attribute data, attribute chart was suitable. The following processes had 
continuous data:
1- Measuring service time since joining queue: This was recorded when ordering the beverages (in 
total 9 times daily), using stopwatch.
2- Measuring Beverage Temperature: Three different beverages: latte, regular black coffee, hot 
water (representing tea) were selected for this process. Each beverage was measured for temperature 
using the thermometer three times daily. However, the source o f  the beverage was stipulated, e.g., the 
same machine.
3- Measuring Portion size: This was done for the three beverages using a digital scale.
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4- Measuring: Display fridge Temperature: This was given by the Barista working at the time of 
measurement four times daily, the fridge had a temperature display.
The following processes had attribute data. The items that were defective (nonconformance) were 
given one (1), and that were free from defects (conforming) are given zero (0).
1- Service: This included two main elements: greetings given by the barista/s and the availability of 
condiments: sugar, milk, lids, napkins, and stirrers.
2- Cleanliness of cafe (inside): This included checking the floor, Service counter, side tables 
(condiments table), waste bins, and tables. Items such as floor and side tables were given either (0) or 
(1) according to their cleanliness and an item like tables was given a number corresponding to the 
number of unclean tables i.e. 4 is four unclean tables.
3- Cleanliness of cafe (outside): This included checking of floor, tables and waste bins, although this 
was not under the responsibility of Cuppa. Items such as floor was given either (0) or (1) according to 
its cleanliness and an item like tables was given a figure corresponding to the number of unclean 
tables i.e. (4) is four unclean tables.
4- Cleanliness of Toilet: This included checking the male toilets in one of the university buildings. 
Although Cuppa is not responsible for its cleanliness, this was included to try the methodology. 
Observed items included: floor, odour, availability of toilet amenities: soap and toilet paper, hand 
dryer, and flush are working.
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6.2.3.3 Data collection sheets
Data collection sheets were designed to facilitate the collection process. An example of these sheets 
(blank) is shown in table 6.3. Appendix 2-A contains the other forms developed for the data collection.
Table 6.3 Sheet of measuring service time since joining queue
Process: Measuring service time since joining queue
Measurement Device Unit of Measure Compiled by
Stop watch (Mobile) M inutes/Seconds Mohamed
Date /05/2007 Day
Time 9:15 10:00 11:15 12:00 13:15 14:00 14:40 15:40 16:40 Sum
Average
Range
Actual Time
Time
My number in 
queue
Barista 
‘Taking the 
order’
Barista 
‘Preparing the 
order’
Order taken Latte Coffee Latte Coffee Latte Coffee Hot
water
H ot
water
Hot
water
Level of Trade 
Low, Medium, 
High
Remarks
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6.2.4 Findings
This section shows the control charts constructed for the different processes, after data collection. The 
diary, data tables, and calculations are found in the pilot study appendix (2-B).
1. Process: Measuring service time since joining queue
Figure 6.3 Mean chart ( X ) o f  service time since joining queue
Service time
UCL 170.24
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
CL 110.26-
LCL 50.28
Sample
Figure 6.4 Range chart (R) o f  service time since joining queue
Service time
350
300
UCL 323.24
250
200
R 178150
100
50
LCL 32.75
Sample
Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 170.24, the control limit (CL) is 110.26 and the 
lower control limit (LCL) is 50.28. In the range chart: UCL is 323.24, CL is 178 and LCL is 32.75. 
The basic rule in interpreting the Mean ( X ) and Range (R) control charts is that, data points that fall 
within the control limits either the upper or lower ones, indicate ‘in control process’ and vice versa
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(Amsden et al., 1991). Examining the charts, figures: 6.3, 6.4, show that all the averages and ranges 
fall within the control limits, so that indicates an in control process.
2. Process: Measuring Beverage temperature
Figure 6.5 Mean chart ( X ) o f  beverage temperature (Latte)
Latte temperature
72
70
LCL 69.56
68
66 = 65.82
2- 64
62
LCL 62.08
60
58
1 2 3 4 5
Sample
Figure 6.6 Range chart (R) o f beverage temperature (Latte)
Latte temperature
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
UCL 9.42
R 3.66
LCLO
1 2 3 4 5
Sample
Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 69.56, the control limit (CL) is 65.82 and the 
lower control limit (LCL) is 62.08. In the range chart: UCL is 9.42, CL is 3.66 and LCL is 0. The two 
charts, figures 6.5 and 6.6, indicate an in control process.
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3.Process: Measuring portion size
Figure 6.7 Mean chart ( X ) o f  beverage portion size (latte)
Latte portion size
240
230
-UCL 227.60
220
210
X 212.06
200
LCL 197.06190
180
17 0
Sample
Figure 6.8 Range chart (R) o f beverage portion size (latte)
Latte portion size
60
UCL 39.124 0
30
20
LCLQ.
Sample
Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 227.60, the control limit (CL) is 212.06 and the 
lower control limit (LCL) is 197.06. In the range chart: UCL is 39.12, CL is 15.20 and LCL is 0. The 
Mean chart, figure 6.7, has no points out o f the control limits, however, the Range chart, figure 6.8, 
has one Range falling above the upper control limits. Amsden et al. (1991, p.l 16) suggest, that in case 
o f one or two range points being out o f the control limits, “to throw out those ranges, the samples 
from which they came, and the sample averages”. After discarding these data points, the control 
limits and the overall mean and average range should be recalculated. So:
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Figure 6.9 Mean chart ( X ) o f  beverage portion size (latte)
Latte portion size
230
225
220
215
210
205
200
195
190
185
180
uet—  
22 3 .9a
X 216.74
LCL
209.58
Sample
Figure 6.10 Range chart (R) o f beverage portion size (latte)
Latte portion size
20
UCL
18.0116  
14  - 
12
Sample
Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 223.90, the control limit (CL) is 216.74 and the 
lower control limit (LCL) is 209.58. In the range chart: UCL is 18.01, CL is 7 and LCL is 0. After 
discarding the sample and its average and range, the two charts, figures 6.9 and 6.10, show data points 
falling inside the control limits.
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4. Process: Measuring beverage temperature
Figure 6.11 Mean chart ( X ) o f  beverage temperature (black coffee)
Black coffee temperature
82 
80 
78 
£ 76
i 74
a> 72
I  70
I® 68 
66 
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UCL 79.69
X 74.2.1
LCL 68.77
31 2 4 5
Sample
Figure 6.12 Range chart (R) o f beverage temperature (black coffee)
Black coffee temperature
16
UCL 13.74
R 5.34I-
31 2 4 5
Sample
Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 79.69, the control limit (CL) is 74.23 and the 
lower control limit (LCL) is 68.77. In the range chart: UCL is 13.74, CL is 5.43 and LCL is 0. 
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 exhibit an in control process.
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5. Process: Measuring portion size
Figure 6.13 Mean chart ( X )  o f beverage portion size (black coffee)
Black coffee portion size
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Figure 6.14 Range chart (R) o f beverage portion size (black coffee)
Black coffee portion size
30
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&  20
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Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 238.34, the control limit (CL) is 227.71 and the 
lower control limit (LCL) is 217.08. In the range chart: UCL is 26.76, CL is 10.40 and LCL is 0. All 
the data points are falling within the limits, figures 6.13 and 6.14, so that exhibits an in control 
process.
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6. Process: Measuring beverage temperature
Figure 6.15 Mean chart ( X ) o f  beverage temperature (hot water)
Hot water temperature
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Figure 6.16 Range chart (R) o f beverage temperature (hot water)
Hot water temperature
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Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 86.26, the control limit (CL) is 83.65 and the 
lower control limit (LCL) is 81.04. In the range chart: UCL is 6.58, CL is 2.56 and LCL is 0. This is 
an in control process as shown in figures 6.15 and 6.16.
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7. Process: Measuring portion size
Figure 6.17 Mean chart ( X ) o f portion size (hot water)
Hot water portion size
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Figure 6.18 Range chart (R) o f portion size (hot water)
Hot water portion size
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Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 234.26, the control limit (CL) is 225.26 and the 
lower control limit (LCL) is 216.26. In the range chart: UCL is 22.65, CL is 8.80 and LCL is 0. As the 
for the mean, figure 6.17, and the range, figure 6.18, points are within the control limits, then this is in 
control.
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8. Process: Measuring fridge temperature
Figure 6.19 Mean chart ( X ) o f fridge temperature
Fridge temperature
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UCL 17.44
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Figure 6.20 Range chart (R) o f fridge temperature
Fridge temperature
16
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Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 17.44, the control limit (CL) is 11.98 and the 
lower control limit (LCL) is 6.52. In the range chart: UCL is 17.11, CL is 7.50 and LCL is 0. The data 
points, figures 6.19 and 6.20 show an in control process as no points are outside the limits.
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Attribute charts 
1. Process: Service
Figure 6.21 np chart o f  the service process
Servcie
UCL 1.66
CL 0.31
5 LCL 0
S am p le
Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the attribute chart is 1.66, the control limit (CL) is 0.31 and the 
lower control limit is (LCL) is 0. Three points fall outside the upper control limit, figure 6.21, which 
indicates out o f control process.
2. Process: Cleanliness of cafe (inside)
Figure 6.22 np chart for measuring cleanliness o f cafe (inside)
C le a n lin e s s  - in s id e
40
35
30
20
10
UCL 7.44
CL 3.06  
LCL 0—
S a m p le
Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the attribute chart is 7.44, the control limit (CL) is 3.06 and the 
lower control limit is (LCL) is 0. All points fall above the UCL, figure 6.22, which means an out o f  
control process.
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3. Process: Cafe cleanliness outside
Figure 6.23 np chart for measuring cleanliness o f cafe (outside)
Cleanliness - outside
25
UCL4.61
CL 1.64
Sard pie
Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the attribute chart is 4.61, the control limit (CL) is 1.64 and the 
lower control limit is (LCL) is 0. Figure 6.23 shows all points falling above the UCL which means an 
out o f control process.
4. Process: Toilet cleanliness
Figure 6.24 np chart for toilet cleanliness
Toilet cleanliness
14
o 12
f t  10
UCL 9.5
Sample
Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the attribute chart is 9.50, the control limit (CL) is 4.80 and the 
lower control limit is (LCL) is 0. As shown in figure 6.24, this is an out o f control process where three 
data points falling outside the upper control limit.
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6.2.5 Process capability
Process capability analysis is defined as an “engineering study to estimate process capability” 
(Montgomery, 2001, p.351), this is to determine if the process variation is acceptable or not (Slack et 
al., 2006). Capability shows if a process is able to adhere to its specifications, as being ‘in control’ 
state does not mean a process is capable of meeting its specifications (Amsden et al., 1991). However, 
process capability is only measured after making sure a process is in control (Oakland, 1999). 
Amsden et al. (1991) distinguish between two kinds of capability: short-term, known as operation 
capability and the process capability also called system or long-term capability. Nevertheless, 
Amsden et al. (1991, p.210) note that methods for assessing both types is “almost the same”. A 
process capability index is a “measure relating the actual performance of a process to its specified 
performance” (Oakland, 1999, p.261). Cpk is a capability index that is very popular, as it considers 
the variation and centring of a process (Schroeder, 2003). Montgomery (2001) note that although 
variables and attributes charts can be used in estimating a process capability, X  and R charts are 
more capable than attribute charts in achieving this.
6.2.5.1 Proposed specifications for Cuppa
Jones and Dent (1994) report the few attempts to implement SPC within the hospitality industry. They 
observe the absence of performance standards as a difficulty in adopting SPC in such setting. The 
same was experienced in this pilot study. Cuppa cafe had no standards. Thus, the next step was to 
suggest some standards for the measured processes. Some specifications are proposed for some 
operations as shown in table 6.4
Service time since joining the queue: 5 minutes is the standard of Kronos as the maximum. 
However, the complexity of the order, number in queue and the number of tills opened for serving 
the customer are all affecting this time. It is suggested to divide this into two phases, time since 
joining the queue till taking the order and the second is the time taken to prepare and serve the 
order. However, the data collected only considered the whole process since joining the queue till 
being served.
The temperature for the latte is proposed to be from 70°c to 65°c, this is mainly to preserve the 
milk flavour (www.le-tom.com/making-latte-coffee; www.ice-pearls.net/latte/extra.php).
Black coffee temperature was based on a general rule for hot beverages to be served from 155°F- 
175°F (68°c-79°c) (www.millcreekcoffee.com/holding.htm). The proposed specification lies in 
the middle of this range.
Hot water (representing tea) temperature is also based on the same rule for hot beverages.
«£*> Portion size of latte and black coffee and Hot water (representing tea) was specified at 8 oz 
(227gm). This was based on Cuppa standard cups. However, it is proposed to set the upper and 
lower specification at +/-10 gm.
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Fridge temperature: Knowles (2002) suggests displaying cold food below 8°c. The refrigerated 
display cases manufacturers’ specification is to hold food at 3°c-7°c 
(www.caterkwik.co.uk/shop/39/120/121/index.htm).
Table 6.4 Proposed specifications for Cuppa.
Item U p p er Specification  
Sp ecifica tion  (S)
E M M
S p ecifica tion  I
R em arks 1
65°c + / -  2°c
Latte tem perature
Latte portion  s ize
+ / -  lOgm8 oz =  227 gm
B lack  coffee  
tem perature + / -  2°c
B lack  coffee  
portion s ize + / -  lOgm8 o z  =227 g m
H o t w ater  
tem perature + / -  2°c
H o t w ater portion  
size + / -  lOgm8 oz  =  227 g m
F n d g e  
tem perature  
(D isp lay  unit)
+ / -  2°c
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6.2.5.1 Process Capability formula
According to Amsden et al. (1991, p.214) “if the upper limit for individuals (ULx)is equal to or less 
than the upper specification (USL), and the lower limit for individuals (LLx) is equal to or greater than 
the lower specification limit (LSL)”, that is an indication of a capable operation. That means that 
capable operation would have: ULX < USL and LLX > LSL.
Table 6.4 shows the symbols used in capability calculations.
Table 6.5 Symbols used in capability calculation
Sym bol b^t-b;.b::b^bi:b':-bb;b;b;b-:";-'bbbbh:'bbbb;b-bb:b;; vbb"-':\-b/b:r;b:bbb-:b^ ':-;ii:b;:b :;b::-:bra:-b;& - ;b: b : b^ b: -’b b;: /.b^bsb;: b;:;:; | |
s i i g i s n
Overall average or mean o f  the process or operation I
Average range o f  the operation I
;;SS ‘ Sigma’ the standard deviation o f  the process or operation. |i
W M M S i S m
A  factor used in combination with the average range (R  ) to determine the standard 
deviation (a) . 1 a equals R divided by d2 ; 3 o  equals 3 R divided by
'■ ULx
b
! ;
Upper limit for individuals; the estimated largest individuals value to be 
produced by the operation under study. This is not to be confused with the
upper control limit (UCL 3c ), which is the limit for averages. ULx equals X  plus (3 R divided by 1
I l i l S i S
Lower limit for individuals; the estimated smallest value to be produced by the operation under 
study. LLx equals X  minus (3 R divided by & i)
Upper specification limit
B M l s l  mim Lower specification limit
b b -bv- f : :  b ;: 6 .
Formula for process spread (operation capability). 6 R divided by d2 equals 6 a  (operation
capability).
;; r
1 LLx
=  3 -
Source: Amsden et al. (1991)
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6.2.5.3 Assessing the Process Capability
This is one example of measuring process capability, the rest are in appendix 2-B.
1-Assessing operation capability for latte temperature:
3c =65.82 
R = 3.66
3 _
— 22 = 1.772x3.66
di
= 6.49
=  3 -  ULX= X + — R 
d2
= 65.82 + 6.49 
= 72.31
LLX= X - — R
di
= 65.82-6.49 
= 59.33 
US = 69 
LS = 65 
US-LS = 4
6o = — R 
ch
= 6x3.66/1.693 
= 12.97
so the operation capability is 12.97
Analysis: UL^ 72.31 > US; 69 and LLx; 59.33 < LS;65. The specification spread is less than the 
operation spread; 4 < 12.97
Conclusion: This is incapable operation
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6.2.6 Summary of the first stage
The first stage included six main steps:
1- Examine mystery shopper and audit forms.
2- Define process.
3- Design data collection sheets.
4- Pilot of the pilot.
5- Pilot study over 3 days.
6- Construct control charts.
7- Propose specifications.
8- Conduct process capability assessment.
Figure 6.25 provides a summary of the steps involved in the first stage of the study. 
Figure 6.25 Summary of the pilot study - stage 1
E x a m in e  m y s te ry  s h o p p e r  a n d  a u d it  fo rm s
P ilo t o f  th e  p ilo t
P ilo t s tu d y  o ver 5 days
C o n s tru c t c o n tro l c h a rts
P ro p o se  sp e c if ic a tio n s
C o n d u c t p ro c e s s  c a p a b ility
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6.3 Pilot Study (Stage two)
Staff in Cuppa were approached again to focus on just one variable to discover how to make it more 
capable, adherent to the specification. A research diary describing this stage, including calculations, is 
found in appendix 2-B.
6.3.1 Summary of stage two
A meeting with the catering manager was held to provide a summary of the first stage and proposed 
work for the second stage. In addition, this meeting aimed at gaining management support, and that 
was achieved.
This stage focused on the display fridge temperature. This was chosen due to the observed variations 
over the first phase of the pilot study. The analysis of such data suggests that this is a consistent 
process however, the process capability calculation proved it to be incapable, not able to meet the 
standards. Investigation started to find out the reason of such fluctuation. One of the service team 
suggested that opening the fridge door, normally done when stocking and restocking the fridge with 
sandwiches and drinks, may be the reason. So that seemed to be a good starting point especially that 
came from a team member. The fridge temperature was recorded 4 times over 13/7, by one of the 
service team after explaining what we try to see, a comparison between the two temperatures, before 
and after opening the fridge. The figures which were collected did not reveal any significant 
difference, in fact it is a slight one. As the attending barista was the one who suggested that this factor, 
opening the fridge, may have an influence he was approached with the figures and explained that 
according to the data this seems to be of no influences. However, the barista overreacted upon this 
stating that, he does not care about the research and the fridge is just fine and works well, and that if 
the researcher has a problem with that he should contact the management. At that point confrontation 
and more argument seemed useless. I contacted my supervisors explaining what happened and that 
management should be contacted again. The catering manager was contacted and another meeting 
was arranged in Cuppa with the cafe manager. The aims of the research were explained and clarified, 
emphasizing that there was no judgement of the staff. The manager was understanding and promised 
support. The manager started to cite some factors that may influence the fridge temperature and 
started to put them down on paper. This was very important as now the manager, not the researcher is 
talking to the staff and giving directions. This gave this stage a more formal nature and ‘legitimises’ it.
Another round of investigation and data collection started. Another suspect was chased, environment 
temperature. Although the measurements of the environment temperature were nearly consistent, the 
fridge temperatures were fluctuating. This alluded that the environment temperature has no effect over 
the fridge temperature. A new data sheet was designed incorporating the different factors that may 
affect the fridge temperature, e.g. level of fill for sandwiches and drinks, level of business. A folder
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containing bank data sheets and a pen were given to staff. On the first day of data collection, the 
barista forgot to record any data. However, recordings were made the following day revealing low 
temperature (desirable). A barista suggested reasons for the low temperature. This reduction may be a 
result of the air conditioning system being adjusted. This represented progress in two ways, the 
temperature of the fridge and most importantly to prove that the recorded temperature before was not 
good and high as for a fridge. Most importantly, the barista started to link the variables, question, and 
suggest. I explained our findings to the manager and showed her the readings for the fridge from the 
first stage of the study, so she can compare them. I told her that we need to know what is happening in 
the air condition system from the engineering department to know what has changed as that, 
apparently, improved the performance of the fridge. Hence, information regarding the temperature 
and the air condition system in the previous period may help to better understand the situation. Figure 
6.26 depicts a cause and effect analysis of the investigated variables that may have affected the 
display fridge temperature. Cuppa temperature may be affected by ventilation and air condition, in 
addition temperature may be affected by the number of customers. Another reason was the fridge 
itself, it may be affected by opening the fridge or the level of sandwiches and drinks fill. Another 
cause would be a malfunction.
Figure 6.26 Cause and effect analysis (fish bone) of high temperature of the display fridge
Cuppa
Temperature
High temperature of the display fridge
Opening the fridge
Level of fill; sandwiches & drink*
Fridge
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Figure 6.27 shows the mean chart ( X ) o f  display fridge temperature and Figure 6.28 illustrates the 
range chart (R) o f display fridge temperature for the period 30/7-3/8.
Figure 6.27 Mean chart ( X  ) o f display fridge temperature
Fridge temperature 30/7 - 3/8
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
X 11.98
LCL 6.52
♦ 7:02----- *-Z.17&4S 5737
1 2 3 4 6 95 7 8
Sample
Note: Charts include fridge readings, the first 5 data points, o f the first stage. 
Figure 6.28 Range chart (R) o f display fridge temperature
Fridge temperature 30/7 - 3/8
16
14
UCL 17.11
I- R 7.5
2 3 4 6 9 LCL 01 5 87
Sample
Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 17.44, the control limit (CL) is 11.98 and the 
lower control limit is (LCL) is 6.52. In the range chart: UCL is 17.11, the control CL is 7.50 and LCL 
is 0. Data plotted on the control chart include fridge readings, the first 5 data points, o f  the first 
stage However, the new data points are all showing remarkable decrease in the average and even one 
point, the 9th is under the lower control limit. The range chart also showed decrease in the range, just 
on point o f the new 4 points is on the centre line.
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Figure 6.29 shows the mean chart { X )  o f display fridge temperature and Figure 6.30 illustrates the 
range chart (R) o f display fridge temperature for the period 30/7-10/8.
Figure 6.29 Mean chart ( X ) o f display fridge temperature over two weeks
F rid g e  te m p e ra tu re  30 /7  - 10/8
20 
18 
16 
fi 14 |  12 
8 10
:L 17.44
11.988.7
4.c;~* 7.02 *-7/17h
133 6 10 11 121 2 4 5 7 8 9
S a m p le
Figure 6.30 Range chart (R) o f display fridge temperature over two weeks
F rid g e  te m p e ra tu re  30 /7  -1 0 /8
18 1 
16 -
14 -
12  -
10  -
UCL 17.11
TUT
6.9
0 4------
10 12
S a m p le
Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 17.44, the control limit (CL) is 11.98 and the 
lower control limit is (LCL) is 6.52. In the range chart: UCL is 17.11, the control CL is 7.50 and LCL 
is 0. The mean chart shows one data point above the upper control limit. However, the reason is 
known, and it would not be o f concern as the stage now is more about improvement and 
experimenting with the suspected variables behind the incapable operation o f the fridge. Now the 
importance o f recording the data is clear, the more the data are recorded and organized the more it is 
easier to analyse and reflect upon.
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Figure 6.31 shows the mean chart ( X )  o f  display fridge temperature and Figure 6.32 illustrates the 
range chart (R) o f display fridge temperature for the period 30/7-17/8.
Figure 6.31 Mean chart ( X ) o f  display fridge temperature over three weeks
Fridge temperature 30/7 -17/8
20
16 57
UCL 17.44
Xl l ,10
8.7
375T
LCL6.52
S a m p le
Figure 6.32 Range chart (R) o f display fridge temperature over three weeks
Fridge temperature 30/7 -17/8
UCL17.11
R 7.5
2.5
o 4—
LCL 0S a m p le
Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 17.44, the control limit (CL) is 11.98 and the 
lower control limit is (LCL) is 6.52. In the range chart: UCL is 17.11, the control CL is 7.50 and LCL 
is 0. There is one data point that falls above the UCL in the mean chart.
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Figure 6.33 shows the mean chart ( X )  o f  display fridge temperature and Figure 6.34 illustrates the 
range chart (R) o f display fridge temperature for the period 30/7-24/8.
Figure 6.33 Mean chart ( X ) o f display fridge temperature over four weeks
Fridge temperature 30/7 - 24/8
UCL10.99
frS.0r7 1 - V  7-.3S &4S-&4S88.757.17
LCL 6.75
Sam ple
Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 10.99, the control limit (CL) is 8.87 and the lower 
control limit is (LCL) is 6.75. Figure 6.33 shows that there are 3 data points above the upper control 
limit and 4 data points under the lower control limit. However, the data points above the control limits 
are accounted by the fridge being working after the operating hours o f  Cuppa, as the norm is to switch 
it off. The data points under the control limits are desirable in this case.
Figure 6.34 Range chart (R) o f display fridge temperature over four weeks
F rid g e  te m p e ra tu re  30 /7  - 24 /8
12
T7T
UCL 6.64
4 .4
3.4
R 2.9
TT7
17  18  19  2 0
LCL 0
040 -I-----
S a m p le
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Analysis
In the range chart, UCL is 6.64, the control CL is 2.91 and LCL is 0. Figure 6.34 shows that there are 
two data points above the upper limit, meaning out o f control process. The next step is to create 
control charts after discarding the three days that had the fridge switched on after the operating hours 
o f Cuppa, (table 6.33). Oakland (1999, p .119) states that “when the special causes o f variation have 
been identified and eliminated either another set o f  samples from the process is taken and the control 
chart limits recalculated, or approximate control chart limits are recalculated by simply excluding the 
out o f control results for which special causes have been found and corrected”. Figure 6.35 shows the 
mean chart ( X )  o f display fridge temperature and Figure 6.36 illustrates the range chart (R) o f  
display fridge temperature for the period 30/7-24/8, after discarding measurements o f 3 days
Figure 6.35 Mean chart ( X ) o f display fridge after discarding measurements o f  three days
F rid g e  te m p e ra tu re  30 /7  - 24 /8
12
UCL 9.8
10
8.75 ^7
7.1
5.37 5.4 X 7.41
LCL 5.02
10 12 14 15 16 17
S a m p le
Figure 6.36 Range chart (R) o f  display fridge after discarding measurements o f three days
F rid g e  te m p e ra tu re  30 /7  - 24 /8
UCL7.48
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
S a m p le  LCLO
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Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 9.8, the control limit (CL) is 7.41 and the lower 
control limit (LCL) is 5.02. In the range chart: UCL is 7.48, the control CL is 3.28 and LCL is 0. 
Although figure 6.35 shows in control process. Figure 6.36 exhibits two data points above the upper 
range limit, this is out o f control process. However, as Amsden et al. (1991, p. 116) suggest that in 
case o f one or two range points being out o f  the control limits: “to throw out those ranges, the samples 
from which they came, and the sample averages”. After discarding these data points, the control limits 
and the overall mean and average range should be recalculated. Figure 6.37 shows the mean chart ( X ) 
o f display fridge temperature and Figure 6.38 illustrates the range chart (R) o f display fridge 
temperature for the period 30/7-24/8, after discarding 2 data points.
Figure 6.37 Mean chart ( X ) o f display fridge after discarding two data points
F rid g e  te m p e ra tu re  30 /7  - 24 /8
10
XZ.46-
5.37 5.4
10 12 14 15
S a m p le
Figure 6.38 Range chart (R) o f display fridge after discarding two data points
F rid g e  te m p e ra tu re  30 /7  - 24 /8
UCL 5.97
♦-■4.-4 ♦ 4.4
R 4 .4
2.3
10 12 14
LCL 0S a m p le
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Analysis
The upper control limit (UCL) in the mean chart is 9.31, the control limit (CL) is 7.46 and the lower 
control limit (LCL) is 5.61. In the range chart: UCL is 5.97, the control CL is 4.4 and LCL is 0. The 
mean chart, figure 6.37, exhibits two data point under the lower control limit, and the range chart in 
figure 6.38 shows one data point above the upper limit. That point belongs to the sample of 15 August, 
where the highest reading was 8.2°c and the lowest value was 2°c. In fact this value of 2°c was the 
lowest recorded temperature over the four weeks. However, there were no recorded comments about 
that. As this is out of control process, a process capability cannot be calculated. The assignable cause 
behind having the observed low temperature should be investigated. Ventilation was the main suspect 
now. This required a conversation with the engineering and maintenance department. However, I did 
not have access to the department and management did not pursue the issue, as I had suggested.
Another process was sought after, black coffee weight. I had a discussion with James- very 
participative this time- over coffee making. The manager suggested that this may be affected by 
coffee brand, type, how the machine is filled, how it works, capacity, how it is cleaned and how often. 
James did not see that any of the cited variables would affect the weight but he thought that the only 
reason may be ‘topping up the coffee with warm water’. This is a good example of using the 
knowledge of the ‘process owner’. A new data sheet was designed to record this. However, as the new 
semester commenced the business became ‘manic’ as described by a team member. The workload 
was too heavy for staff to be able to participate further in the study. Hence, the study was stopped.
6.4 Discussion
The discussion for this part would be concerned with two main subjects:
1- Statistical Process Control (SPC) implementation
2- Action research
6.4.1 Statistical Process Control (SPC) implementation
Conducting pilot studies is a very important stage towards the full implementation of SPC, as they 
would help to “acquire an appreciation of the power of SPC” (Antony and Taner, p.483). This study 
proved that SPC is applicable to tasks, processes in the cafe. However, it is important to define the 
process measured clearly, and to prepare the documents needed for recording the collected 
measurements. Determining the type of the developed control chart will depend on the nature of the 
measured data either, continuous or attribute. Creativity is required and thinking over how to ‘capture’ 
the data, and in that respect, the operatives, process owners’ input is valuable. Conducting this pilot 
study revealed that when an operation collects its performance data on a frequent basis it would be 
more likely to make sound decisions, after the correct analysis. When compared to data collected from
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the mystery shopper or even the quality audit, SPC would have more potential being based on a more 
frequent and systematic data collection and analysis.
Although the study encompassed constructing variable and attribute control charts, it was discovered 
that for the attribute data, for instance cleanliness of the cafe inside, it might not be necessary to 
collect much data to discover a problem related to cleanliness, whether that is related to assignable or 
random causes. This is explained by the nature of this factor. Customers would not tolerate unclean 
setting regardless of the reason. So the staff would not wait to collect 20 observations regarding the 
tables’ cleanliness, to act upon that. The same can be applied to other factors related to behaviour and 
personal encounter between customers and the service team. At the same time it is not reasonable to 
set standards for that, e.g. at any time, no more than 2 tables should be unclean. For that reason the 
study did not concentrate on those processes. For this reason mystery shopper, although criticized on 
basis of being infrequent, can provide an indication in some areas, e.g., cleanliness, and staff 
behaviour. This has been also cited in an interview with a Retail Development Manager in the 
investigated chain, as he mentioned: “...if you look at the areas within mystery guest visit that relate 
back to behaviour, that gives a better indication o f what is happening in the store, ...that snap shot 
gives much clearer picture o f the behaviour s.... that element is hugely important to me. ”
Implementing Statistical Process Control (SPC) is crucial to eliminate the assignable causes of 
variation and to have a process ‘in control’. Still, a process can be consistent at the same time as not 
meeting the established standards, process capability indicates this. It should be noted that there have 
been no previous attempts to use process capability in the hospitality industry, and this study would be 
the first to attempt this. Conducting process capability is of major importance in order to ensure a 
process is capable of meeting the established standards, after ensuring it is in control, and this would 
help in bringing about improvements. This lead to modifying the standards to reflect the achieved 
quality improvements, as in the study of Wyckoff (2001), where the customer feed back stressed the 
importance of ‘timely departure’ of an airline service. Investigating the causes of delay using the flow 
charts and rectifying the associated problems, the industry-15 minutes standard of timely departure 
was reduced to just 5 minutes. Thus, SPC does not just aim at ensuring a consistent process, but 
moreover, would be a means of achieving continuous improvement.
SPC has the potential to be a valid and reliable quality measurement technique in food service chains. 
This is supported by data being collected on a more frequent basis and analysed objectively, thus 
more sound decisions can be made. Applying the technique would reveal areas with variations due to 
assignable causes and therefore these can be chased to make the process consistent. An operation may, 
over time, decide its standards and once these are agreed upon and communicated, staff can compare 
their performance to these standards and identify any deviations assisted by SPC.
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A major benefit associated with SPC application is “increased understanding of processes” 
(Rungasamy, 2002, p.218). A significant point associated with implementing SPC is the development 
of detailed knowledge gained through in-depth observation and data collection techniques and 
reflecting upon the gathered data. When done, staff develop more understanding of what they are 
doing and the normal daily tasks are more and thoroughly appreciated, building a very important 
aspect- knowledge. For Beckett et al. (2000) knowledge management would help organisations to face 
the intensive competition. Knowledge can be appreciated as vital to being competitive, as Bessant et 
al. (2001) contend that knowledge developed by firms, not the physical resources they have, is the key 
to differentiation, the former can not be imitated.
6.4.2 Action research
Somekh (1995, p.340) stated that: “It [action research] reject[s] the concept of a two-stage process in 
which research is carried out first by researchers and then in a separate second stage the knowledge 
generated from the research is applied by practitioners. Instead, the two processes of research and 
action are integrated”. Adopting Somekh’s thinking means that the first stage of this pilot study can 
not be considered as action research. However, that stage was necessary to familiarise the researcher 
with the investigated operation and SPC as a quality technique. The first stage of the pilot study 
served as the first step in the action research cycle, planning.
This study can be classified as a practical action research as “...the researcher has a Socratic role, 
encouraging participation and reflection about processes so that others can learn about learning about 
doing, and not just learn about doing” (Perry & Gummesson, 2004, p.312). The spiral cycles that 
distinguish this methodology were evident in the study. For example, in designing the format for 
collecting the data, and experimenting with the fridge temperature to find the cause behind its 
variation. An audit trail comprising data collection sheets recording the status of the suspected 
variables, was maintained.
The main driving force for the success of such implementation is staff who possess a desire to learn 
and are ready to change their traditional ways of thinking and acting. Staff participation is highly 
required and they should be involved in all stages, as in the study of Wyckoff (2001) in improving the 
quality of an airline service where employees participated in the whole process starting from market 
research to redesigning of the aircrafts interiors. In this study such participation was sought. The input 
of the practitioners- staff, was encouraged and utilized. However, participation levels on an individual 
basis fluctuated. While some were interested and participated and started to develop curiosity about 
‘what is happening around us?’. This was not the case for all staff.
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Curiosity, on the part of the researcher was very beneficial. As the staff are there, in their workplace 
every day, conducting the same processes every day. Thus, they start to overlook some elements and 
they take it for granted as it happens all the time, the element of ‘what is that?’ does not exist. As 
Somekh (1995, p.341) explains “the problem of change in practice are inherent to all practitioners, 
because human action is rooted in routines developed through experience and fundamental beliefs of 
the individual”. Although Somekh (p.341) goes on and suggests that “an empathetic outsider is, 
therefore, an invaluable resource in action research, although almost certainly beset by the same 
difficulties in bringing about change in his or her own practice”. It can be claimed that having 
‘curiosity of children’ is another important quality that an action researcher should possess. For an 
outsider eye- the researcher, it is much easier to notice something that is interesting or, in many cases 
it could be even an ordinary issue but still unordinary for the researcher. Thus, the researcher would 
make the practitioners question what they take for granted and make them reflect more on their 
routine actions.
It is apparent that management commitment and cooperation is crucial for such study, which became 
clear in conducting the second stage and the initial resistance of some members of the team. However, 
after seeking management’s support that was overcome. This is consistent with survey results of 
Rungasany et al. (2002), as they found management commitment to be the most critical factor for the 
implementation of SPC in 33 small and medium manufacturing enterprises. Management commitment 
and its criticality for successful SPC implementation is cited as a critical success factor by Herbert et 
al. (2003) and is also supported by Antony and Taner (2003) where management would represent 
‘change agent’, and a lack of such commitment would lead to a futile attempt. It was interesting that 
the catering manager- Mr. Johnson in meeting of 9 July 2007- realized the benefit that SPC 
implementation can bring to foodservice chains. Nevertheless, in this study management was not 
totally committed. For example, management did not attempt to contact the engineering or 
maintenance people to clarify the issue of the air condition and ventilation, which were suspected to 
be the reason behind the high temperatures of the fridge.
It should be noted that there is a huge similarity between the continuous improvement cycle and the 
action research model and that would lead to improvement in quality benefiting the operation and the 
business and additionally, develop the professionalism of the staff in that operation. As Denscombe 
(2003, p.75) states that: “one of the most common kinds of change involved in action research is at 
the level of professional self-development”. It is in keeping with the notion of professional self­
development that a person should want to improve practices and that this should involve a continual 
quest for ways in which to change practice for the better.
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Action research cycle
The research can be depicted as a ‘spiral process’, shown in figure 6.40. These are: Plan: identify 
research problem and review relevant literature, exploratory study, production site visit, design pilot 
study. Do: start pilot study. Observe: evaluate intervention. Reflect: reflect on results. Plan: future 
research, i.e. main study
Figure 6.39 Action research cycle
Plan
M ain  study
Reflect 
Analysis o f d a ta
Observe 
E valuate  in tervention
5 Plan
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6.5 Obstacles
Although some resistance from the service team was experienced at the start, it was overcome with 
the help of management. However, not having a team leader, a senior position was a problem. 
Communication between the team members was lost, as many times information was not passed on to 
others. They acted individually not as a team, and may be having a leader would facilitate better 
communication. Relevant to this, it seems they do not keep a log book as a communication tool. 
Nevertheless, it was not clear if this lack of communication was their normal way of doing the 
business, or this was just associated with this study. Workload was another obstacle. The technique 
involves collecting data and recording them and this proved difficult in busy periods. Similarly, 
workload was identified by participants in another study as an impediment to change their practice 
(Casey, 2007).
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6.6 Reflections on the pilot study and implications for the main study
A major concern that emerged in the pilot study is staff resistance. Though it came from one member, 
it was significant. Probably it was strong as it appeared to be personal. I felt that person resisted for 
mere resistance, he did not like hinting that something may be wrong in his work place and refused to 
let me bring that to the surface. In fact I took it personally, possibly he did not want to cooperate as I 
am foreigner. However, he later was more approachable, possibly due to my supervisor’s intervention 
and his manager. In later stages other staff participation could not be secured, they could not collect 
the data due to wok pressure, which would seem to be a justified excuse. So, perhaps staff resistance 
would be an issue in future work.
However, I should note that my degree of intervention and engagement was not high. I was not one of 
the team, I was an intruder who puts burden on their shoulders for his benefit. Not having a working 
role, i.e. to be a team member, was not helpful. Hence, I need to maintain a higher degree of 
involvement and engagement in the main study. I need to have a working role and to be seen as a part 
of the team. Gaining participants’ trust and confidence may make them more open to questioning their 
taken for granted assumptions. They may accept that there could be another way to do their work 
better or at least to try to see if there is potential for that. Dickens and Watkins (1999, p. 132) note that 
“... [participants] know the subtle characteristics that might influence the implementation of any plan. 
Additionally, involvement encourages member’s psychological ownership of facts...”
Management commitment appears to be another important issue. For example, when resistance 
emerged and management was called in, resistance was overcome. Moreover, lack of commitment 
was evident in not pursing the suspected causes of the fridge temperature variation. Hence, 
management commitment is crucial for the conduct of the main study. However, some factors seem to 
be uncontrollable, e.g., demand.
6.7 Conclusion
Conducting a pilot study to implement Statistical Process Control in a food service operation in a 
university campus has helped to gain experience that can assist in facilitating the main study. Benefits 
from such SPC implementation in food service operations are many. Decisions can be made based on 
data that are systematically collected. This makes SPC a more valid and reliable quality measurement 
technique and moreover, it helps to pinpoint areas in need of improvement. Staff collecting data and 
analysing it, would gain more knowledge about their practices and the operation. This knowledge is a 
competitive advantage that can not be copied by competitors. Furthermore, this would help in their 
personal development and to empower them (although these assumptions are not evaluated in this 
pilot study and may be sought in the main study). A very crucial factor for successful implementation 
of SPC is management commitment. Staff participation and cooperation is another success factor.
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However, data collection may be hindered by increased work pressure. Securing management 
commitment and maintaining a high degree of involvement and engagement with participants in the 
main study is required if team members are to be involved.
Chapter 7
Into the Field 
Methodological Issues and Context
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Into the field 
Methodological issues and Context
7.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the methodological issues of the main study. The nature of the study is 
explained to give a holistic picture of the fieldwork. The chapter focuses on the methods used and 
data generated and analysis. A common feature in this chapter is a mix of theory and reality, to show 
how, for example, research methods have been described in theory and how it has been adapted and 
tailored to fit this research purpose. In many cases this is compared to other researchers’ work. The 
study context is outlined on several dimensions, time, location, organisation, setting and social. This is 
to explain the background that surrounded the research.
7.2 Study nature
The study is exploratory in nature. The investigated subject, i.e. SPC implementation in a foodservice 
setting, is novel. In addition, the adopted methodology, action research, has not been widely used in 
hospitality research. Hence, comprehensive data are needed to better look at the studied phenomena 
from as many angles as possible. This should provide a holistic picture of the whole experience, 
where minute details may help in explaining and depicting a complete understanding of the research 
outcomes.
The implementation of SPC and its practicality in the involved chain is concerned. Hence, data related 
to the implementation and context are important. As the whole experience is of interest, used methods 
try to capture as many details as possible. Interviewing staff helps to understand their perceptions of 
work life. This may help to understand whether they may/not be involved in the process and their 
motivations behind that. Observation is used to record what may not be easily expressed, whether for 
political reasons or because of it being ordinary for the staff. Moreover, it logs my own experience of 
being there. Documentary evidence represents part of the chain’s input into the research and 
additional data source.
7.3 Access
This phase of the study was conducted at the same chain that participated in the exploratory stage, 
Kronos (see section 3.2). Access was arranged by my supervisor. Being a large chain, with a 
standardised operation suggests it may benefit from research, where potential results may be of
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interest to their development and improvement plans. Moreover, there were no costs implications to 
Kronos, as the study was conducted at no charge.
The chain was contacted again after conducting the pilot study. As the Brand standards manager had 
been promoted, she referred me to the new one- Mr. Holmes. In a meeting we discussed the pilot 
study and the next steps, i.e. conducting the main study. My supervisor suggested that I work for the 
individual store identified and not be paid. In addition we offered that the study outcomes would be 
presented and discussed with Mr. Holmes and any relevant individuals in the company. Mr. Holmes 
was very receptive of the idea and he asked for a written proposal to be sent to him so he can discuss 
the idea with his superiors (Research Diary, 23/04/2008). A proposal outlining the plan of the research: 
duration, a draft schedule, potential benefit for both parties, and issues of confidentiality, was sent to 
Mr. Holmes.
Mr. Holmes sent an email that the proposal is accepted and a store has been determined. The first 
meeting took place in the proposed store and was attended by Professor Jones, Mr. Holmes, Dario 
(regional development manager), Charles (store manager) and me. Discussion covered many issues, 
e.g. induction and training. I asked Charles to provide me with a uniform and a name tag. I asked also 
to have the induction material: barista training and also the core skills training workbook. Charles also 
suggested attending the next staff meeting so he can introduce me to the team (Research Diaiy, 
09/07/2008). In this meeting Charles introduced me to the team and them to me. I explained the 
research to the staff and answered their questions (Research Diary, 13/07/2008). My first working day 
was decided and my induction started (Research Diary, 15/07/2008).
7.4 Methods and data generated
The generated data comprise field notes, a research diary, interview transcripts, and some documents 
from the chain. The field notes helped in keeping the diary. The diary, a manifestation of my 
observations, gives a picture of the whole fieldwork period which lasted from mid July to early 
November. The interviews reflect the views and opinions of the study participants. Lofland and 
Lofland’s (1995, p.19) emphasize that "... the mutuality of participant observation and intensive 
interviewing as the central techniques of naturalistic investigation”.
Fieldwork studies normally combine these two methods (e.g. Allan, 2006; Avenarius, 2007; Bowen, 
2001; Chang, 2008; Clear et al., 2000; Domenico & Lynch, 2007; Guzman, 2008; Markwell, 1997; 
Thompson, 2007; Sandiford & Seymour, 2010; Swain, 2006; Wolkomir & Powers, 2007). 
Documentary evidence was also examined, such as quality audits, mystery shopper reports, chain 
newsletter, benefits booklet and training manual. Thus, multiple methods and sources were utilized to 
achieve triangulation (Decrop, 1999; Patton, 2002; Sandiford & Seymour, 2007). Triangulation
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reduces the prejudice of oneself and procedures (Decrop, 1999), and the limitations of one method are 
complemented by another (Patton, 2002).
7.4.1 Semi-structured interviews
An interview guide (Arksey & Knight, 1999; Bryman, 2008; Patton, 2002) was prepared including 
topics on staff perception of the job in terms of remuneration, job satisfaction, motivation, and 
relations with peers and management. Most of the questions were open ended to gain more 
information and understanding of being a worker in Kronos. For example, ‘Do you like your job?’, 
followed by ‘Why?’, ‘How do you describe your relation with your team members?’, and ‘What 
makes you come to work?’. The interviews, six in total, were not conducted at the same time. These 
took place at different stages of the research, during the implementation process and after it. The 
intervals between interviews ranged between a week or a month. This allowed for more reflection 
over the gathered data and that was fed into the next round, i.e. next interview. The ideal was to 
interview the participants before and after the attempted implementation. However, this did not 
happen, each was interviewed just once. This was because the implementation was not completed, so 
there was no change in the situation that needs to be evaluated, and also because of staff turnover.
All interviews were conducted in a quiet part of the store, after staff finished their work. Before 
conducting each interview, the aim of it and the nature of the questions were explained. Anonymity 
was assured. Interviews were recorded using a digital tape recorder with the permission of 
respondents. Two interviews were transcribed by the researcher and the other four were transcribed by 
a professional transcribing service. To ensure the accuracy of the transcribing, I listened to the audio 
files while reading the transcript, a way recommended by Arksey and Knight (1999). Very few 
mistakes were found and corrected. Appendix 6 contains a sample of interview guide and transcript.
The interviewees’ selection criteria were based on long working period, position held and having 
potential to talk and provide more details. Hence, the selection was of a ‘judgement’ (Johnson, 1990) 
or a ‘purposive’ nature (Bryman, 2008; Johnson, 1990; Patton, 2002; Punch, 1998). Maggi was 
interviewed because she came from another chain and she had little time in the store before she moves 
to her new post and store. However, interviewing her was less beneficial than the other interviewees, 
mainly because at that point I did not comprehend, fully, the situation in the store. I was concerned 
more about interviewing her before she leaves. Giovanni was an assistant manager and of long service. 
Nicholas, and Jasper were selected because they had served for a long time and they seemed to be 
potential sources, i.e. they will talk freely and elaborately, especially Nicholas. Hence, Jasper and 
Nicholas represented ‘rich cases’ (Patton, 2002). Mei and Xin were relatively new, compared to 
Nicholas and Jasper, and their English language level, being non natives and still acquiring English, 
did not make it easy to build a conversation. There is literature evidence suggesting that English
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language of some non-natives living in the UK stands as a barrier to communication (Hussein- 
Gambles et al., 2006). Those workers of ethnic minorities may prefer to work in ethnic restaurants due 
to language and customs familiarity as suggested by Ram et al. (2001). Besides, being working 
closely with Mei and Xin showed me that they will not talk freely and spell out what is inside them. 
As they are Chinese, the concept of Toss of face’ may govern them, where “being overtly critical of 
another, at least publicly, is inappropriate in most contexts” (Huang et al., 2005, p. 1658). Moreover, 
their culture stresses obedience to seniors (Huang et al., 2005) and maintaining ‘harmony’ (Chang, 
2008). Hence, Mei and Xin were not interviewed.
Marlow was selected although he was very new in the store, but his enthusiasm about the project and 
his experience with it determined him as an interviewee. So, he was an ‘extreme case’ (Patton, 2002), 
showing such an interest about the project (Research Diary, 05/11, pp.43-44). The manager was also 
interviewed. Other staff were new and their working hours were limited, thus involvement was not 
sought. I did not use consent forms. Probably because I was becoming one of the team and peers, 
before they talk, do not ask for signed consent. However, these six interviews can be regarded as the 
‘formal ones’, as I had other, informal conversations with the team members and the managers on 
different occasions (Swain, 2006). These were cited and referred to in the daily.
7.4.2 Observation
In this study, I took the role of a ‘participant-as-observer’ (Bryman, 2008). I did not qualify as a 
‘complete participant’ as the participants knew my real identity and study purpose (Bowen, 2001; 
Bryman, 2008). Delamont (2004) sees that participation does not necessarily mean engaging in the 
physical work of the studied group, ‘interaction’ is more important. However, Delamont does not 
discuss the possible degrees of observation. Fine (1996) doing research on restaurants chefs, reported 
that he did not cook but he existed in the kitchen to observe and interview the chefs, he infrequently 
helped with minor tasks when it was deemed necessary. But for Swain (2004) participating in school 
classes and interacting with the pupils, aged ten and eleven years, in their activities did not render him 
participant observer status, he identified his approach as non-participant observation, apparently, 
linked to age.
There was no problem in choosing which role to play, in the store, as this may be of concern (Johnson 
et al., 2006). Working roles are limited, be it a team member, an assistant manager or a manager. I 
was a team member, and thus I was equal to other members and I was, as others, reporting to the store 
manager. The space, being relatively confined and observable, and the operation, few numbers of staff 
who can not leave their places, guaranteed mostly, that no one person or a happening would be missed 
from the scene. It is largely a limited context in terms of space and actors. This is unlike Brown’s 
(2007) ethnographic research on tourists, where Brown reports the difficultly of observing persons on
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the move and engaging in different happenings that take place in various locations. Like Brown, 
another researcher- Change (2008) observing Taiwanese tourists in a voyage to Italy to study their 
satisfaction, cites the troublesomeness of observing each traveller due to time and access confines.
Being active was a must and as Johnson et al. (2006) put it a ‘conscious choice’. I could not be what 
Bell (1999) and Watson (2001) call a ‘fly on the wall’. Becoming one of the team and working like 
them assisted me getting rid of the stranger or intruder position, making it easier to build a 
relationship (Johnson et al., 2006). Johnson et al. (2006, p. 114) advocate that “...often people 
involved in the study of work-oriented communities without a particular work status may be looked 
on with distrust or may not be understood”. Thus, my role helped to determine and shape my 
relationship with the participants, so they saw me as a workmate and interacted with me on this basis 
(Bell, 1999). Gaining access to the chain may have been eased in part, at least by me working there 
for free as a team member and as a researcher (Research Diary, 23/04, p.2). Besides, there is no place 
for watching others performing, whilst I remain idle. Being in the store and working helped me to 
understand how the store operates operationally and socially. Agafonoff (2006) describes his 
experience of living among military trainees at the Australian Defence Force Academy, where he 
himself was one of the cadets and how it helped him to understand how the institution works and how 
this system caused a problem that he was asked to investigate.
Being in an ‘active’ state continued for a period where this was needed, in a later stage of the research 
this was not required. Hence, another type of observation was undertaken. Swain (2006) in his 
research also notes the variation in his observation roles. As the research aimed to see the practicality 
of the team members taking the responsibility of collecting the data for the technique and analysing it, 
I had to withdraw and limit my working role, as giving more help was not a normal situation and any 
results may be biased by the fact that by taking part of the workload I gave them a chance to collect 
the data. So I became more of an ‘observer-as-participant’ (Bryman, 2008). This shift may have had 
consequences, for example, a team member referred to the data collection as “your work?’. This 
revealed that he regarded that as extra work that he did to my favour. It may also hint that he still sees 
me in the ‘active’ status (Research Diary, 21/10, pp.38-39). Another result of the change was that I 
was becoming unproductive and therefore my legitimacy was fading. So after I was welcomed and 
my presence, largely, appreciated. I was not of more help and I started to be demanding, putting extra 
burden on them. Leaving the scene was easy, considering the gradual declining involvement, besides 
it was customary to see people coming and going.
I had a uniform, a beginner induction, a name tag, and most importantly worked like them. By that I 
shared their space, time and responsibility and that helped to assimilate me into the group. Moreover, 
this helped to found my position and ‘identity’ in the system and to gain their confidence and
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provided an easy accessibility to the required data (Johnson et al., 2006). Interviewing helped to 
reveal what is kept inside them. It was important to complement what is seen and heard (Agafonoff,
2006). Thus, one method helped to get over the limits and subjectivity of another (Decrop, 1999).
Lugosi (2006) argues that the research objectives and nature and the study setting determine whether 
observation should be clandestine or open. In my research the undertaken observation was an overt 
one, as the research required the participation of the staff and sought to explore their perception of 
their work. All the participants knew my identity and my role and my reason for existing in the study 
venue. This was disclosed in the first staff meeting I attended and it was also the first time to come in 
contact with the team, where the only one who knew me in advance was the store manager (Research 
Diary, 13/07, pp.3-4). Concealed observation may alleviate the concern on altered conduct of 
participants (Calvey, 2000; Domenico & Lynch, 2007), but it did not suit the purpose of the study. 
Moreover, the study scope was neither a sensitive nor a personal one, unlike Lugosi’s research. Or 
conducted on the participants’ private spaces where ordinary behaviour was crucial as in the case of 
Domenico and Lynch (2007), or concerns over being denied an access (e.g. Calvey, 2000). The only 
stakeholder in this study, who did not know that I was a researcher, was the customers. Furthermore, 
the overtness of the research resulted in a more comfortable situation for me and a sense of legitimacy 
and confidence. This feeling was not experienced by Calvey (2000) in his study of bouncers in 
Manchester night clubs. In fact he was under pressure for his fieldwork not to be exposed. This may 
have resulted in a sort of distraction as he reports he was concerned about “impression management in 
the field” (Calvey, 2000, p.57), i.e. keeping his camouflage. Moreover, even after going out from the 
field, he delayed his research publication lest his identity be revealed.
7.4.3 Research diary
A research diary was kept from the initial meeting with the Kronos Brand Standards Manager until 
the end of the fieldwork. All the data collected: thoughts, reflections, emotions, facts, and comments 
were entered on the computer in a word document. This is unlike Allan (2006) who kept two diaries, 
one for her emotions and one for her reflections. The data entry was done mainly on a daily basis, 
recording day and date. Daily was in terms of the day conducting the research or in some cases 
entering my thoughts and reflection even if I did not visit the store where the research took place. Yet, 
the entries also involved a reflective process where other ideas, thoughts were ‘playing’ in my head 
and ‘crystallized’ after I entered them in the diary. In addition, I made field notes of the ‘jotted notes’ 
type (Bryman, 2008). I recorded very short remarks or even words that summarized a certain idea. I 
used a small notebook which I kept in my bag all the time. This helped to capture the points that 
emerged and I was afraid to lose or points that should be tackled and I wanted to remind myself of. 
This was elaborated on in the research diary.
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I was concerned to find a balance between being objective and writing scientifically and the 
subjectivity and artistic entailed in keeping a diary (Research Diary, 26/10, p.40). A challenge which 
is common in anthropological accounts (Geertz, 1988) and qualitative research in general (Alvesoon, 
2003; Sandelowksi & Barosso, 2002). But this contest does not stop at how to write and present such 
research. There are other concerns: “behaviours, meanings, etc can not really be mirrored in a text” 
(Alvesson, 2003, p. 173).
Generally, the research diary helped in keeping and describing the course of the research, or as I 
prefer to call it the ‘story ’ of the research. Although I asked the team to keep a diary (Research Diary, 
13/07, pp.3-4) and I brought some diaries (Research Diary, 30/07, pp. 13-14), I realized after a while 
they would not do this including the store manager (Research Diary, 09/10, pp.34-35) which was 
disappointing.
7.4.4 Data analysis
Data analysis of the generated data followed an inductive approach. Inductive data analysis starts with 
observation trying to develop a model, with the emphasis toward allowing the studied phenomena and 
issues to develop and float without harnessing them (Patton, 2002). This strategy, according to 
Thomas (2006), aims to reduce and abridge various textual data into a condensed structure, relates the 
study objects with the results, and uses the identified elements to build a model that is able to reflect 
the research experience. Alaszewski (2006) notes that in general ‘content analysis’ refers to the 
treatment of any textual data. But the first step is to develop familiarity with the data through reading 
them several times (Bailey, 2007). In this study, the different text data, whether that is the interview 
transcripts or the research diary, were read and examined to identify the main ideas, and structures 
within. This was guided by the research objectives, but it also allowed for unexpected topics to 
emerge (Thomas, 2006).
Although most of the data analysis was conducted at the end of the fieldwork, pre-analysis was 
undertaken while engaging in the fieldwork. While recording the field diaiy and while listening to the 
recorded interviews and discussing the research course with my supervisors, an initial analysis was 
undertaken. Reflections on possible answers to the raised questions were recorded in a separate 
computer file. Thus, the data generation process was mixed with analysis (Sandiford and Seymour, 
2007). Generally, the data analysis involved themes analysis (Patton, 2002), fitting the relevant 
patterns under these main themes, and then comparing and linking to literature (Allan, 2006; Hussain- 
Gambles et al., 2006). This was enveloped in a reflective process (Domenico & Lynch, 2007).
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Figure 7.1 summarises and shows the adopted data analysis framework. A major theme in that 
framework is the moving up and down between the telescopic perspective and the microscopic one, 
i.e. from holistic view to minute details. Another factor is the feedback I got during the different 
stages of the fieldwork. Different sources and approaches provided me with that, e.g. my supervisors, 
telling the story to colleagues in the hospitality subject group, presenting a paper at a conference, 
which happened at different stages, during and post my fieldwork. This provided me with another 
perspective that complemented my interpretations, where an outside eye could help lower the extent 
of going native (Le Gallais, 2008).
Figure 7.1 Data analysis framework
D ata analysis fram ework
Observations
R ecording
(Pre-analysis)
Draw the broad lines: a telescopic perspective
Drawthe broad lines and initial ideas
Analysis (Post fieldwork)
Fam iliarisation with data
Listening to recorded interviews 
Reading transcripts several times 
Reading my diary
Re-draw the broad lines: a telescopic perspective
Dive into data: a  m icroscopic perspective
Identifying themes 
Carving of data into appropriate categories 
Rearrange different categories 
Weaving themes under the broad lines
Float: look from the telescopic perspective
Reading the developing story, look for gaps, missing issues, add 
explanations, use literature to glue, read story again
M apping
Construct a model to reflect results
R ead and  tell the story 
Feedback 
Polish the story
Feedback
My supervisors 
Telling the story: 
Hospitality subject group 
Conference paper 
Colleagues
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Interviews were transcribed and then read several times. This led to identifying common patterns and 
themes which were labelled and written on the printed transcripts. Themes were identified with the 
help of the interview guide, however, other themes emerged. As the number of interviews did not 
necessitate using specialized software, the relevant participants’ statements were manually colour 
highlighted and labels were written next to them. These were grouped together under the 
corresponding category. Certain quotations were selected to illustrate ideas (Sandiford & Seymour,
2007) and show how this fits into a theme. Sandiford and Seymour (2007) observe that field notes 
excerpts are much less used than data generated through interviews. The latter is more used, 
presumably because it is less likely to be biased by the researcher (Sandiford & Seymour, 2007). The 
dairy vocalizes my voice and the interviews express the voices of the participants and it gives them 
the chance to speak up, although directed and constructed by me as the ‘author-writer’ (Baxter & 
Chua, 2008). In this research, there are different references to certain events and incidents from the 
diary. This is referred to by RD, standing for Research Diary, date is given and followed by page 
number(s) to ease cross referencing. Full research diary is given in appendix 7.
7.5 The research context
Patton (2002) observes that, in qualitative investigation, context is of paramount importance to 
comprehension. The context of this study is given in several dimensions: time (fieldwork period), 
location (the town), organisation (the Mother Company and chain), setting (the store) and social 
context (the research participants, me and my relation with them).
7.5.1 Time
This research, being in the field, took place in the period of mid July to mid November 2008. 
However, data collection extended to the end of January 2009. The majority of the period was in 
summer, resulting in more demand for cold drinks. Summer and sunny days are not the preferred 
season for the chain. They think winter and rainy days are their profit makers as they sell more coffee. 
Being in summer meant more free time for student staff. Part timers can work more hours and their 
work status may change to be full time.
This summer witnessed a global financial crisis. In the UK like other countries, the talk was about 
recession and the ‘credit crunch’, making the economic situation hazy. According to the office for 
National Statistics, the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) contracted by 1.5 per cent in the fourth quarter 
of 2008. This may have had its implications and foodservice chains may have had to reviews their 
expenditures. This may have put restrains on budgets allocated to training and this may also be used 
as an excuse to tighten the labour costs. However, while many workers were being made redundant in 
UK, fast food operations were increasing profits and they were expanding as the following extract 
explains:
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Demand for junk food is soaring as cash-strapped diners turn their 
backs on more expensive restaurants. The downmarket dining boom 
led to Domino’s full-year profits rising by almost a quarter and KFC 
announcing yesterday it would be hiring up to 9,000 new staff as it 
opens up to 300 new outlets...Domino's said it planned to open a 
further 50 stores this year, creating at least another 1,500 new jobs in 
the UK and Ireland'. (Metro, Monday, 16 February, 2009).
7.5.2 Location
A town in Surrey, South East of England. The town population, according to the 2002 census, is 
129,717 (National Statistics). This was selected by the chain management as representing a typical 
store of the chain, also taking into consideration being convenient to the researcher.
7.5.3 Organisational context 
The Mother Company
This is a major hospitality company that manages several hotel and foodservice brands. It operates 
primarily in the UK, nationally its outlets amount to 1500. In the study it is referred to as the ‘mother 
company’.
The chain
This is one of the biggest chains in UK. The chain speciality is coffee. It serves also sandwiches, 
cakes, biscuits but these are prepared off the stores. It is considered a fast growing brand. It operates 
more than 750 stores nationally and over 300 globally. The chain is referred to as ‘Kronos’. This 
name comes from Greek mythology and refers to a titan who ruled the world until his son Zeus 
dethroned him. I chose it to signify the size of the chain.
7.5.4 The setting - the store
This store is owned and managed by Kronos. It is situated in the center of the town, surrounded by 
other foodservice outlets. The stores of the main competitors are within a walking distance.
The store is made of ground floor, the main business area, and a first floor connected by stairs. The 
toilet facilities are on the first floor, signed from down stairs, except the disabled and the baby change 
available on the ground floor, on request. There is outside seating, several tables and chairs, which is 
very popular among smoking customers. There is a sound system with light music and customers can 
use their laptops, as there is a wireless local area network (Wi-Fi). There is a display fridge containing 
different soft drinks, sandwiches, and fruit salad. There are also crisps with various flavours. 
Customers pick their sandwich (es), give to the team member who gives them a number, sandwiches 
are warmed using the grill behind the counter. They are served to the customer’s table within 3-4 
minutes.
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The counter has two till machines, but generally just one is used. Customers can see the total price on 
the display and a printed receipt is given to them. There is as a small shelf case over both tills, with 
some packaged products such as mints, flapjack, etc. The counter also has a small display for cakes, 
and a cup where tips can be put. Saucers of different sizes are stacked also. When facing the counter, 
customers can read a menu board showing drink sizes and their prices. The menu also acts as a 
cupboard door where different syrups are stored and some folders of paperwork. The working surface 
carries two coffee machines, two grills for sandwiches and a sink. Under the counter there is a fridge 
to keep milk: whole, skimmed and soy milk. There is a newspaper rack near to the condiments table. 
The condiment table contains: white and brown sugar, and low calorie sweetener sachets, napkins, 
straws, salt and pepper sachets. It has a round hole where customers can deposit used disposables, and 
it has a door to get the rubbish bin out to be emptied. There is also a mirror on the wall and two high 
chairs for children are available. The wall near to the condiment table has two certificates of ‘Barista 
Maestro’, one carries the name of the manager and the other of the assistant manager. Information of 
how to contact the chain’s management in the event of complaints and suggestions are hung on a 
small poster.
In most cases, the first floor is quieter. Some customers tend to sit there to read, including one regular 
customer to whom a team member would carry her tray upstairs. Staff typically sat there to discuss 
work or to have their breaks. However, this quiet place, was sometimes, frequented by younger 
customers who were screaming, laughing loudly and throwing objects, paper, bottles, etc. On 
Saturdays or when it rains, one can not find an empty table on this floor as, the ground floor becomes 
full. There is a condiment table, as downstairs, and there are windows and a mirror on the wall.
The back of the house on the ground floor has a reach-in fridge, and a small fridge to keep sandwiches, 
a freezer, small ice maker mounted on the table, shelves and a dishwashing machine, a sink and two 
plastic rectangular rubbish bins. In summer, when the demand for iced drinks was very high, it was 
normal to buy packets of ice, to compensate for the low production of the ice maker. The wall carries 
boards which are used to put up materials such as a year planner, health and safety posters, staff rota, 
pay slips, mystery shopper reports, and quality audit copies. I also used it to put up the study materials, 
e.g. control charts.
The dry storage area is at the back of the store. It has a door that has a sign that it should be kept 
locked. It contains items like soft drinks, straws, teas, coffee bags, biscuits, and other dry storage 
items. Toilet tissues, napkins, and plastic cups of different sizes are not kept in this locked area. Staff 
change into their uniforms at the back where there are some lockers. Most, however, keep their 
uniforms and clothes on hangers outside. There were some chairs. On the stairs there were always 
newspapers as some staff may go for a rest there and read. I also used to sit on the stairs for my breaks
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and to write some of my field notes. The manager’s office is in the back area upstairs. It was a small 
room with a desk, and shelves on which files and papers are kept. There is not a computer, but there is 
a printer that belongs to the store manager.
7.5.5 Social context 
The research participants
The participants were many: the store team, the Brand Standards Manager, area manager. On the 
academic side, there were me and my supervisors. However, the main participants are the store team: 
manager and team members. The other research participants whose names will appear in the research 
are my supervisors, Dario, the area manager, and Mr. Holmes, the chain’s Brand Standard Manager.
Staff are very versatile, and functionally flexible. They are expected to do every task. All can prepare 
sandwiches, prepare drinks, stock the fridge, clean the store, and close it down. However, some are 
better than others in certain areas and so they decide their roles. At peak times the store manager will 
position them according to their capabilities, to best meet the customers’ demands quickly and easily. 
It is very normal to find the manager working on the floor. Although customers wait until their dinks 
are ready, place on trays and carry them, staff are encouraged to carry trays for older or disabled 
customers, who are grateful for this. Also, sandwiches are served to customer’s tables. Staff have one 
break of around 30 minutes, they can have a drink and a sandwich and sit in any place they like 
provided that they do not appear in their work shirt, e.g. they must wear a top over their uniform. The 
uniform pieces are trouser and shirt, with the chain name and logo printed on the shirt. Staff also have 
an apron. The assistant manager and the store manager have a shirt in different colour than the other 
team members. Everyone has a name tag. Staff always carry a swipe card to operate the till which is 
also used to clock in and out.
Bell (1999) contended that business workers are influenced by ‘cultural influences’ just the same as 
the researchers are. The profile of the staff I worked with in the store in the fieldwork period is given 
in table 7.1, compiled by the store manager upon my request. Missed information- not applicable or 
not available are referred to as N/A. The names given are invented. These were selected to be popular 
European names, i.e. not country and culture specific. Baxter and Chua (2008, p. 108), commenting on 
nameless mention of participants, saw that as “suggestive of the classificatory schemata of scientific 
activity”. Yet, I prefer to give names than using letters, e.g. X. This comes from my belief that every 
human being has the right to have a name. Hence, I prefer to use names mostly not the position for 
example. Moreover, this creates a lively picture and makes the research more vivid. For example, 
Siegel (2005) in her ethnographic research on teachers in America referred to them as ‘PL’, ‘MG’ and 
‘KS’. The dehumanization of research participants was also recognised by Pole (2007).
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Table 7.1 Staff profile
Staff profile
Pseudonym Position Nationality Age Education Start date Leaving Date 
& reason
Work
status
‘Full/
Part
time’
Wage
£/hour
Charles Store
Manager
English 27 College
+NVQ
12/12/07 N /A Full 21,000
per
annum
Marlow Assistant
Manager
English 21 College 04 /03 /08 N /A Full 7.05
Giovanni Assistant
Manager
Italian 28 College 22 /11 /06 26 /11 /08  
Move home+ 
more money
Full 6.80
Helen Barista English 20 University 17/09/05 N /A Part 5.73
Vanida Barista Thai 32 N /A 23/11/07 22 /08 /08 Full 5.65
Willem Barista Holland 27 N /A 17/10/08 22 /11 /08 Full 6.00
Amanda Barista British 21 University 21 /01 /08 N /A Part 5.73
Keith Barista British f i f S S S l University 04 /04 /08 N /A Part 5.73
Halina Barista Polish J S S S 1 S I K 08/08 /08 30 /08/08 FuH 5.52
George Barista British University 12/09/08 is |R S t || 6.00
Jarvis Barista British 32 University 10/08/08 Part 5.73
Mei Barista Chinese 26 College 19/11/07 N /A Full 6.05
Xin Barista
Maestro
Chinese 25 College 16/11/07 N /A Full 5.73
Georgina Barista British 17 College 25 /04 /08 12/09/08
College
pressure
Part 5.52
Maggi Assistant
Manager
British 23 GCSE 20/06 /08 September 
08-Transfer 
to other store
Full 7.45
Salvatore Barista Italian 22 High school 22 /08 /08 October 08- 
Retum to 
Italy
FuH 5.73
Jasper Barista British 21 College 02 /08/07 October 08- 
Transfer to 
other store
Full 6.05
Ania Barista Polish 24 College 20 /05 /08 August 08- 
Transfer to 
other store
Part 5.52
Nicholas Barista British 20 College 08 /06/07 October 08- 
Transfer to 
other store
Full 5.73
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A ‘Barista’ is a normal team member, while ‘Barista Maestro’ is a higher position, which requires 
passing a special test to be certified by the chain. This certificate is put on the store walls. To protect 
the participants’ identity, nationalities are either British or non-British. Age is calculated up to 2009. 
Apparently, most are young people belonging to ‘Generation Y’. Reason for leaving should be 
considered carefully as the real reason may not be necessarily the given one. Minimum wage is £5.73 
per hour after a national increase in 3 October 2008, the previous one was £5.53. Part time means 
working for less than 25 hours per week and full time is ‘25 plus’ hours per week.
It is not fair and sufficient to sketch the main study participants, i.e. the team members, and overlook 
myself. Doing that would be somewhat limiting, and would not help to draw a whole picture, where I 
also was a main participant on one hand and also the main designer, collector and interpreter of the 
research, data and outcomes. Of significance, I am the ‘author-writer’ (Greertz, 1988, p.20). Peberdy 
(1993), Kleinman and Copp (1993), and Bell (1999) note how qualitative researchers working in a 
field influence their studies with their own beliefs and tenets. Swain (2006, p.210) goes into the same 
route contending that “for any researcher, it is impossible to ever escape one’s histo-biographical 
background”.
My name is Mohamed, and even this may have its connotations for some people. I am Egyptian, 35 
years old, and single male. I am Muslim, and this had its consequence (RD, 22/07, pp.7-8). I came to 
the UK to study a PhD. This is sponsored by an academic institution in my home country where I 
work. Arabic is my mother tongue and English is my second language. I can understand some Italian, 
as I studied it for a while. Initially I picked it from my previous job. By chance, this familiarity helped 
me to get closer to one of the staff. I came to UK on October 2005, my first international destination.
My personal profile may have influenced the research and relationship with the participants, even 
beyond my and their understanding and realization. Swain (2006) working with school boys notes the 
effect that his ethnicity and social class may have on such a relation. Where he was a male studying 
school boys investigating their masculinity development. Thus, his masculinity may have had an 
effect on younger masculine participants. Moreover, he shows how his personal interest in football 
enabled him to build a dialogue with the school pupils, assisting him to elicit information. Bell (1999) 
notes that participants may judge a researcher through her/his personal qualities, e.g., gender, age, 
ethnic background. But after developing a profound relationship these external cues recoil giving 
space to the researcher’s persona and ethos to govern the relation. I believe I have Middle Eastern 
features, however, some customers guessed that I was Italian or Greek, despite having a name tag. 
Some workmates at first encounter thought I was Portuguese. My English accent, according to some, 
was not typically Middle Eastern, having French tendency. Moreover, being my second language, my 
English writing skills and ability would affect, inevitably, the presentation of the fieldwork and my
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whole Doctorate thesis. Bearing in mind that depicting what happened in the field, portraying and 
conveying it depends, largely, on how articulate I am (Baxter and Chua, 2008).
My first degree and Masters Degree are in hotel management. I had summer training in the kitchen, 
food service and front office of International five star hotels in Cairo. After graduation, I worked for 
three years as a front office clerk in a resort in Red Sea, Egypt. I took responsibility for check in and 
out procedures, i.e. being a receptionist and a cashier at the same time, and occasionally telephone 
operator. In some cases, when the bellman was busy I had to carry luggage and escort guests to their 
rooms. As many guests were Italian, I picked up some vocabulary and that helped me to communicate 
with and better serve them. Although this working experience was in a different country, culture and 
sector of business, there are many similarities regarding the operation and management of hospitality 
operations in both countries, i.e. the UK and Egypt. Both are linked to customer service. The new 
experience has been compared to my previous working experience induced by having similar 
incidents (RD, 01/10, p.29), in a way akin to what Swain (2006) reports in his research of recalling his 
past experience as a teacher. Thus, studying hospitality and working in a hospitality operation made 
the experience not uncommon for me. In fact I approached the fieldwork with a desire to enjoy this as 
a new experience and I asked the team members to try to enjoy it (RD, 17/07, p.6; 28/09, pp.27-28).
Johnson et al. (2006) cite that researchers’ skills and experiences may affect their played roles. There 
are several research outcomes that support this. Calvey (2000) took the role of a night club bouncer in 
Manchester, he had combat and self defence skills and a working experience as a bouncer. This 
helped him to conduct his study in terms of gaining access and undertaking his working role. 
Goodwin studied expertise in anesthesia, where securing access and forming a relationship was 
facilitated by the fact that she was a nurse. Moreover, that, according to Goodwin, affected the quality 
of data in a positive way (Goodwin et al., 2003). However, she was aware that her experience and 
familiarity may imperil her research curiosity. Avenarius (2007) studying Taiwanese immigrants in 
southern California, conducted her interviews in Chinese which she acquired in Beijing. Thus, the 
language and being familiar with the culture, a result of living in China, may have helped her research 
(Johnson et al., 2006). Another example is Robinson (2008, p.407) who conducted semi structured 
interviews with chefs. Having 18 years of working experience as a chef, was an “asset in eliciting 
responses from participants.” Similarly, benefiting from working experience, applies to Swain (2006), 
a former teacher researching maleness of school pupils and to Allan’s (2006) ethnographic research in 
a British fertility unit, she herself was an infertile woman, a nurse and had tutored some nurses who 
participated in her study. Such experiences may have granted Swain and Allan, relatively, an easy 
access to their study settings and may have influenced their research conduct and outcomes. In fact a 
personal experience could be the trigger to initiate research. Thompson (2007) who was imprisoned 
due to participation in protests, decided to study the jail solidarity of the members of Global Justice
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Movement, and Calvey (2000) was interested to study the life and work of bouncers after working as 
one.
My relation with the store team
My relation with the participants was a friendly one. I was accepted and welcomed. I felt at ease with 
some of the store team from the first moment, some who seemed hard to get along with turned out to 
be nice after a while, but there was a certain member who did not like me but I did not see him a lot. 
Pole (2007) observes that maintaining a good connection between the researcher and participants is 
important to ensure dense and trustworthy information. Moreover, this encourages the participants to 
share their ideas and perceptions, enabling the researcher to enter to the world of the participants 
(Renold, 2007).
This relation was, in part, influenced by the personalities of the participants but the setting also had its 
shadow. It is relaxed environment where friendliness and courtesy is expected when dealing with 
customers and workmates alike, regardless of the workload and its tension. It is noted that in 
hospitality businesses the divide between work and leisure is nebulous (Marshall, 1986). It did not 
present a problem, unlike Jipson and Litton (2000) studying ‘dangerous groups’ as in extremists 
where corporal and psychological risks were likely to happen, or the highly tense field of policing 
studied by Westmarland (2000) where, danger and risk are, by definition, the norm. This setting was 
not a ‘hostile environment’ (Fielding, 2004).
I treated Charles as my manager, and I attended to his direction and orders. Charles also showed 
respect to my beliefs. I did not like to serve ham sandwiches for religious reasons, and luckily the 
store did not serve alcoholics. In fact this was a good incentive for me to work with this operation. 
Charles did not understand in the first instance. He came and told me that he did not fully comprehend 
my situation, so I explained it to him (RD, 22/07, pp.7-8). To make it clearer to him, I brought him 
some papers from the internet about Muslims’ codes regarding food and drink consumption. Other 
staff also tolerated that and helped. When I brought the paper about eating habits for Muslims I 
wanted to make Charles understand why I do not want to serve ham sandwiches, but also it was about 
saying to him ‘if you do that, that is ok, I do not expect you to live by my rules’, I did not want to 
embarrass him in any way. The research period also coincided with ‘Ramadan’, a fasting month for 
Muslims, and some members knew about it while others did not. I always appreciated the chance to 
do my research and to be seen as one of team. I tried, most of the time, to consider the interests of the 
store and the members to be a priority, and I also hoped the research findings would be of benefit to 
the store and the whole chain.
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Being there as a team member and researcher at the same time resulted in a ‘dual personality’, where 
the divide between research and work was blurring (RD, 17/08, p. 18), and the other team members 
mixed my identity (RD, 07/08, p. 16). A similar feeling of a mixed identity is reported by Lugosi 
(2006) in his ethnographic research.
Lugosi (2009) notes that issues of ‘power’ and ‘politics’ are associated with ethnographic research. It 
is worth mentioning that my clothes had a role to play in this. Wearing the uniform meant I am a 
colleague, a ‘Kronos man’ and my normal clothes meant I was a researcher or for some that I am still 
a colleague but on a day off. However, talking about the power issue is not easy. While I was wearing 
the same shirt as the team members, and being subordinated in my working role to Charles the store 
manager and of course to the assistant manager, I had another ‘implicit’ power. I had the senior 
management support. I sat in the store with my supervisor, the ‘Brand Standard Manager’, and the 
‘Area Manager’ at the same table, talking, laughing (RD, 09/07, p.3). Other staff, my workmates to be, 
saw me in that situation, and I would say it made a significant impression. It conveyed a message to 
them. Even Charles commented that, he was overwhelmed by the senior managers visiting in one day 
when, by chance, another senior manager came to the store on that same day that we met with the 
brand standard manager, my supervisor and the area manager (RD, 24/07, p.8). Another example is 
that Maggi told me that Mike, another store manager, could provide me with information about 
Kronos. I think that Maggi may have told him about my research and about the senior managers I had 
met with (RD, 28/07, p.9). Probably Maggi, a manager to be, was trying to make a sort of ally, Mike 
being another store manager, so she may have thought of that as a favour to Mike. To which degree 
that power affected my relation with the staff and may have influenced the research conduct is not 
easy to assess. Adding to this, power also is given by my supervisor’s presence. A professor coming 
with his student should have improved the credentials of the student, me.
However, if they were alert to this, it may have withered with time. Even if that impression was strong, 
it should have faded by me doing the normal tasks a team member should do. In the morning laughing 
with their seniors, at the end of day cleaning toilets. In some cases I felt that I was given messages to 
pass to people above (RD, 21/07, p.7) in what I called the ‘politics’, but I am not sure if that was 
meant or that I jumped to conclusions and my assumptions were wrong. This is not something strange 
or uncommon. Action researchers are cautioned that some parties may have arriere-pensee, and as 
those know that the researcher has access to high-ranking managers they may try to exploit that for 
their interest (Mumford, 2001). The time factor has a role, as claimed by Groebner and Merz (1994) 
when they reflected on their results. They saw the ‘Hawthorne Effect’ as a potential reason for having 
positive attitudes with ‘just-in-time’ adoption. However, they acknowledge that such effects would 
have faded over the research period.
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However, this contact with the senior management meant for me responsibility more than power. But 
for me the power was inner. It came from the fact that I am not paid for conducting the research or 
for being in the store as a team member. This gave me the feeling that I was maintaining an upper 
hand. I was not working for Kronos and working with staff was seen as a helping hand. When I was 
needed I was glad to help (RD, 03/10, pp.30-31). Had I been paid, that would have meant a forcing 
hand over me and may have changed the perceptions of the team of my work. At least it would have 
changed my feelings and perceptions of the situation and of my own self. I also did not consume 
Kronos drinks or food. I brought my own sandwiches to eat in the break. While staff consume these, I 
felt from inside that I am not entitled, even if they offered it. But, deep inside, I was keeping my 
dignity, personality, and again, keeping my upper hand.
Towards the end of the research, I started to feel frustrated and let down as the implementation did not 
go as I wished (RD, 31/10, pp.41-42). But this frustration was mixed with an understanding of why it 
happened. I understood that there are many entangled variables that made it difficult for them. This 
was the practicality side that the research tried to find. So I was caught in the middle, I understood 
why it happened, but still I hoped to get over this. So my concentration was to capture this as much as 
possible and that helped me to get over my frustration to a degree.
7.6 Conclusion
The fieldwork stage employed several methods to generate data. Semi structured interviews were 
conducted following a purposeful sampling frame. Observation was overt. I took the role of 
participant-as-observer and later I became observer-as-participant. A research diary recording my 
observations and narrating impressions and incidents was kept. The environment was a relaxing one. 
Relationship with the participants was good. The following chapter tells the story.
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8.1 Introduction
This chapter tells the story of the fieldwork stage. It provides the results and discussion of the main 
study. The results are clustered around three main themes: statistical process control, human resources 
issues, and service characteristics. Statistical process control (SPC) is discussed showing how it can 
be used to measure and improve quality. A great part of this chapter focuses on the human resources 
(HR) practices as it emerged as a significant issue that encased the study. The third theme focuses on 
service characteristics and how these affect SPC implementation. A visit to a production plant that 
uses SPC is then highlighted. The last section reflects on the methodology- action research.
A holistic view
I have been trained as a team member and worked as one. After spending a while and observing work 
and operations, talking with the team members and manager, I started to pinpoint processes to be 
measured. Besides my job role as a team member, I started to collect data to create SPC control charts. 
At the same time I was keeping my diary and conducted interviews with the staff. The time came to 
transfer the data collection to staff, however, that proved to be a challenge. Staff could not cope with 
this task, i.e. data were not collected regularly or timely.
Data collected represent different perspectives: chain, management, staff and my own, to draw a 
holistic picture of SPC implementation and its practicality in this case.
8.2 Main themes
The results are grouped around three main themes: statistical process control, human resources issues, 
and service characteristics. These have been arrived at inductively, where mentally such themes were 
developed. Indeed, ‘imagination’ has its role where “interpretation requires hunches, insights, and 
intuition” (Bailey, 2007, p. 177). These themes seemed the main determinants of the success of this 
study in particular, and arguably, largely, of implementing SC in general. Statistical process control 
(SPC) is discussed showing how it can be utilized to measure and improve quality. An enormous part 
of this chapter concentrates on the human resources (HR) practices as it emerged as a significant issue 
that encased the study. The next part focuses on service characteristics and how these affect SPC 
implementation, with a look on statistical process control in a manufacturing context. The last section 
reflects on the methodology, action research. The findings are organised into different themes as
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follows: the accounts of the participants are given in each section, mixed with my observations, and 
the relevant literature is cited and discussed.
8.3 Statistical Process Control and Continuous Improvement
This section will explain how SPC is used to measure quality and then to improve it. The steps 
involved reflect the cycle of continuous improvement. There are three involved processes and each 
had its own cycle.
Study steps
The cycle of Continuous Improvement is formed of four steps: Plan, Do, Check, Act (Temponi, 2005), 
discussed in section 4.6.3.
Plan
The first stage involved becoming familiar with the store and the work, I was given induction just like 
any other team member (RD, 15/07, pp.4-5; 17/07, p.6), and had the chance to work behind the 
counter and in the back area, cleaned the store and closed it down. Furthermore, I studied the mystery 
shopper report and quality audit (RD, 25/07, pp.8-9; 29/07, pp.9-13) and had discussions over the 
store management with the store manager and talked to the store team members (RD, 30/07, pp.13- 
14). This stage helped in developing an understanding of the business and in identifying areas that 
need to be improved, but firstly to be measured. These are: service time, coffee check, and table 
clearance (two areas).
Do
This involved designing the data collection sheets and determining how and when the data would be 
collected (RD, 04/08, pp. 14-15). The sheets design and data collection were discussed with the 
manager to get his feedback and comments. This phase also included the collection of the data 
regarding the three processes by the researcher. These two steps: ‘Plan’ and ‘Do’, were common for 
the three processes. The next steps will be discussed for each process individually.
8.3.1 First process: Service time
Check
Service time was measured 5 times daily. Using a timer, time taken, in seconds, to serve customers 
was recorded. The data collected for the service time was used to create a variable control chart. 
Figure 8.1 shows the mean chart with the center line (CL) is 70.56, upper control limit (UCL) is 
108.81 and lower control limit (LCL) is 32.31. Figure 8.2 shows the range chart, with UCL is 108.81,
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LCL is 32.31 and CL is 66.3. Both charts revealed an ‘in control process’, no data points falling 
neither above the upper control limit nor below the lower control limit. However, it was apparent that 
the ranges were high, the difference between the highest and lowest reading in a sample. Following 
discussion with my supervisor, it became clear that the measurement did not take into account the 
‘variety’ o f customers’ orders. In other words, when I measured the service time, as stated by the 
chain standard (Drinks served within 1.5 mins o f  receiving change) I did not differentiate between, for 
example, a latte or a cappuccino or its size, e.g. small, large. This added to the difference o f timing 
within a sample and was reflected in the range chart. Although this seemed to be preventable in the 
first stance, it was imitating how the chain measures through the mystery shopper, its standards.
Figure 8.1 Mean chart ( X ) o f  service time since joining queue
Service Time
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Figure 8.2 Range chart (R) o f service time since joining queue
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Act
This standard was of a generic nature where ‘one standard fits all’. So the next step was to re- design 
the standard to create new ones for specific drinks. After a discussion with Charles to decide which 
drink to construct a standard for (RD, 02/09, p.22), a latte and a cappuccino of medium size were 
selected. This was the task of Charles, and for which he created a flow chart (RD, 04/09, pp.22-23), 
figure 8.3. The next step was to try to measure how long it takes to produce these drinks for different 
team members. Considering the individual differences in terms of speed and experience, three team 
members were selected to represent: beginner, medium skilled, highly skilled, and an average was 
calculated (RD, 07/10, pp.32-34). Table 8.1 gives timings taken by staff for making different drinks. It 
clearly shows the effect of experience on staff performance.
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Figure 8.3 Flow chart o f cappuccino and latte making
Cappuccino Latte
Drink ordered■ Drink ordered|
Select correct milk jug Select correct milk jug
* *
Fill one 3rd o f jug with milk 
1
Fill two 3rds o f  jug with milk
4
Froth milk to 140f
Steam milk to 140f
*
Select cup size
Select Glass size, and warm under hot water
* I
Collect Grind, tamp and extract into cup
Collect Grind, tamp and extract into espresso cup
4 1
Bang and swirl milk
Pour steamed milk into glass
I 1
Pour over espresso
Drop espresso into milk
* *
Serve on saucer, with tea spoon
Serve on saucer, with long soda spoon
Dust with chocolate if desired
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Table 8.1 Staff timings for making different drinks
Name 1 latte 1 cappuccino 2 latte 2 cappuccino
Salvatore
Beginner
168
190
I f lS g B iS f i i i g 196
350/3 =116.66 424/3 = 141.33 506/3 = 168.66 554/3 = 184.66
Medium skilled
107 144
11A0 152
K i l l 147
301/3 = 100.33 389/3 = 129.66 398/3 = 132.66 443/3 = 147.66
Giovanni
Highly skilled
130
133
278/3 = 92.66 348/3 = 116 366/3 = 122 428/3 = 142.66
Average for the 
3 members
350+301+278 = 
929/9
424+389+348 = 
1161/9
506+398+366 = 
1270/9
554+443+428 = 
1425/9
Average time 103.22 = 
~103sec 129sec
141.11 = 
~141sec
158.33 = 
~ 158sec
N.B calculations ate in seconds 
Plan
This stage involved attending staff meeting to induct staff about SPC and request cooperation.
Do
The next step was to measure the actual timing against the new standard, shifting responsibility for 
measurement from me to the team.
Check
This shift of responsibility did not happen, due to a busy store and understaffing (because of tight 
labour cost), engaging in other tasks (RD, 09/10, pp.34-35; 13/10, pp.35-36), motivating the staff to 
do it (RD, 20/10, p.38), as some saw it as an extra job (RD, 21/10, pp.38-39). Figure 8.4 shows the 
continuous improvement cycle for process of service time. The dates given are approximate.
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Figure 8.4 Continuous Improvement cycle for process of service time
2/11
3/11 - 13/11
Plan 
Staff meeting 
SPC induction
Do
Staff collecting data
Check 
Not practical
9/7- 30/7
Plan
Understand the business 
Visit competitor 
Study the mystery shopper report and quality audit 
Identify areas that need to be improved, but firstly to be 
measured.
Act
Charles creates flow charts 
Charles times staff preparing latte and cappuccino 
New standard for service time is created
28/8 - 7/10
Check 
Construct control charts 
Analyze charts 
Result: range is high
25/8 - 28/8
Do
Service Time 
Design data collection sheet 
Collection procedures 
Discuss with manager 
Start collection
4/8 -  6/8
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8.3.2 Second process: Dosage check 
Check
A coffee extraction shows the amount o f coffee extracted from a coffee machine and based on this the 
grind is adjusted. If a machine extracts more than 30 millilitres in 20 seconds, the grind is coarse and 
allows more water to filters, then the grind should be adjusted to produce finer grind. If less than 30 
millilitres o f  coffee is extracted in 20 seconds, the grind is fine so less water filters, then the grind 
should be adjusted to produce coarser coffee. As there were two coffee machines, two sheets were in 
use. Coffee extraction was recorded three times daily for both machines. The initial readings from the 
machines showed differences in coffee extraction. They kept readings in the store o f  just one machine, 
and did not expect to have variation in coffee extraction between machines. The control charts 
showed that the two machines were behaving in different ways, despite having the same coffee grind. 
I asked Charles and the team: ‘When you have two different readings, how do you adjust the coffee 
grind?’, but they did not have an answer. This was important, as adjusting the coffee grind is crucial 
to giving the exact extraction o f  coffee, 30 ml in 20 seconds as stated in the standard, which would 
affect the quality o f  the coffee. Readings, daily, for one coffee machine, Marisa, were recorded. 
Figure 8.5 is the mean chart o f Marisa: mean chart (UCL: 44.80, LCL: 20.16, CL: 32.48). There is 
one data point (46) that exceeds the upper control limit o f the mean chart, which belongs to Saturday 
16 august. Figure 8.6 is the range chart o f Marisa (UCL: 31.01, LCL: 0, CL: 12.05). The mean chart 
indicates ‘out o f control’ process due to having one point above the UCL. This one can be discarded 
and a new chart can be developed. Figure 8.7 shows the new mean chart (UCL: 44.35, LCL: 19.17, 
CL: 31.76). Figure 8.8 shows the new range chart (UCL: 31.68, LCL: 0, CL: 12.31). Figure 8.9 
shows the mean chart o f Louisa (UCL: 46.33, LCL: 17.29, CL: 31.81) and figure 8.10 shows the 
range chart (UCL: 36.55, LCL: 0, CL: 14.2).
Figure 8.5 Mean chart for Marisa
Dosage Check Marisa
45
Cl 3 5 ----------------------32.48 30 _ 3^0.33--- —
2 5 ----
20 —
 '  OQ 'V?—\ -3-1----
^  *9-33 N -27.66 _______
Icl 20.16
Days
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Figure 8.6 Range chart for Marisa
R ange chart
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Figure 8.7 New mean chart for Marisa
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Figure 8.8 New range chart for Marisa
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Figure 8.9 Mean chart for Louisa
D osage check Louisa
50 -j 
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40  -
cl 31.81 35 ' 
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Figure 8.10 Range chart for Louisa
Range chart
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Act
This required more investigation and involved:
-Visiting another store to see how they handle their dosage check, and measuring our grind in their 
machine- they have only one machine- and their grind in our machines (RD, 04/09, pp.22-23; 05/09, 
pp.23-24). Table 8.2 shows dosage check matrix and table 8.3 provides dosage check o f  Louisa, 
Waterston’s store does not have Louisa type.
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Table 8.2 Dosage check matrix
Dosage Check Matrix
Date & Time Machine Our Grind Their Grind
4/9-12:30 Our Marisa W M B m m r n m 50
4/9-14:45 Their Marisa 60 Wc'MW'M
5/9-11:45 Our Marisa m m m s 50
5/9-15:15 Their Marisa f i t  i p i / l 42
Table 8.3 Dosage check of Louisa
Date & Time Coffee Machine Our Grind Their Grind
4/9-12:30 Our Louisa 46
5/9-14:45 Our Louisa 40 v,-2 2 ^ % # 1 ^ 5 0 ® ^ 50
-Visiting another store, Basingstoke, that has the two models of machines just like our store (RD, 
29/09, pp.28-29). This showed that their machines are behaving like ours. They produce different 
readings from the same coffee grind, which was the opposite of the store manager’s belief. I asked the 
store manager there to keep a record of the machines readings and send it to us, which did not happen 
(RD, 02/10, pp.29-30). Table 8.4 shows the summary of readings.
Table 8.4 Summary of readings
Machine Our Grind Their Grind
Our store Louisa
Basingstoke Louisa 17 17
Our store Marisa 21
Basingstoke Marisa 25 23
The readings of our Louisa and their Louisa using our grind is close (14 and 17), and our Marisa and 
their Marisa using our grind are close (21 and 25). The readings of our Louisa and their Louisa using 
their grind is close (21-17) but the readings of our Marisa and their Marisa using their grind are 
different (32-23).
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The most important thing, for me, was showing the team in our store, and even in the other store, that 
there is not a limit to investigation, and that I am seeking all the possible, and even the not possible, 
reasons or doubts. However, the main suspect was the infrequent dosage check carried out. Although 
as standard they are required to do this thrice daily at least, I observed that some members did not do 
it and some did not know how to do the dosage check.
Plan
This stage involved attending a staff meeting to induct staff about SPC and request their cooperation. 
Do
The next step was to ask them to start checking regularly, and adjusting the coffee grind according to 
the readings of Marisa. This should have been an easier task, as they were already, or were supposed 
to, do dosage checks as part of their daily tasks,
Check
This shift of responsibility did not happen. Even when I put a control chart with control limits they did 
not use it. Oakland and Sohal (1987) observed the critically of having data for implementing 
production management techniques and shortage of these leads to disappointment and forsaken trials. 
Hence, if the team did not collect data then the implementation can not be executed. Figure 8.11 
shows the continuous improvement cycle for process of dosage check. The dates given are 
approximate.
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Figure 8.11 Continuous Improvement cycle for process of coffee check
2/11
<r
3/11 -13/11
D o
.S taff collecting  da ta
P lan  
Staff m ee ting  
SPC in d u c tio n
C heck  
N o t p rac tica l
9/7-30/7 
P lan
U n d ers tan d  th e  b usiness 
V isit com petito r 
Study the  m ystery  sh o p p er repo rt an d  quality  aud it 
Identify  areas th a t n eed  to  b e  im proved , b u t firstly to  be 
m easured .
A ct
C heck  the  o th e r sto re  in  tow n 
V isit ano ther store w ith  tw o m a c h in e ; 
m odels
2/9-2/10
C heck  
C onstruc t con tro l charts 
A nalyze charts
25/8 - 28/8
D o
D osage check  
D esig n  d a ta  co llection  sh ee t 
C ollection  p rocedures 
D iscuss w ith  m an ag e r 
S tart collection
4/8 - 6/8
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8.3.3 Third process: Table clearance 
Check
As I was collecting the data it became clear that cleanliness was a problem. Tables in the back of the 
ground floor were less likely to be noticed by staff when the store got busy. On the first floor the 
problem was bigger, which was evident on the control charts of the two areas. The first floor was 
physically and ‘cognitively’ detached from the store, as when the staff were downstairs they can not 
see what is happening upstairs unless they go there. Cognitively, the physical detachment lead to a 
sort of separation of that area from their responsibility, which was aggravated by the load of work 
where the immediate area of attention is the nearest one, i.e. ground floor. A possible solution to this 
situation was to get staff to visit the first floor more frequently.
Non cleared tables were counted and recorded fourteen times daily. This was done by first counting 
their number and then after three minutes counting them again, as the standard established that tables 
must be cleared and cleaned after three minutes from customer departure. Figure 8.12 shows attribute 
control chart (UCL: 11.29, LCL: 0.01, CL: 5.65) for table clearness - ground floor. Two data points 
are above the control limit: 15/8: 14 and 19/8: 13. After discarding one data point of 15/8; 14, new 
limits are calculated. Figure 8.13 shows the new chart (UCL: 10.7, LCL: 0, CL: 5.21). However, one 
data point is above the upper control limit, 19/8: 13. This shows it is ‘out of control’ process. Figure 
8.14 displays the attribute control chart for table clearness - first floor (UCL: 12.87, LCL: 3.03, CL: 
7.95). It shows ‘out of control’ process. Five data points are above the control limit: 14, 16, 13, 13 and 
13, and three points are below the lower control limit, 3,1 and 3.
One of the main benefits of SPC is the quantification of the measured process, and its visual 
representation highlights the problem and makes it more apparent for the concerned. Moreover, any 
improvement can be easily discerned. ‘Ticking’ a box can not provide the number of tables and may 
not help in highlighting a problem, if there is one. However, table clearance is dependent on many 
issues, mainly the number of customers, day of operation, number of staff, and most importantly staff 
attention. Based on my observations, some staff were not concerned by clearing the tables. So even 
when adequate number of staff is present that may not necessarily means meeting the chain standards. 
Hence, it is not easy to discern the assignable causes and the random ones in this process. Although 
the assignable causes should be investigated first before attempting to improve a process, this process 
seemed to be dependent on staff attention especially for the first floor.
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Figure 8.12 Attribute control chart for table clearness - ground floor
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Figure 8.13 New attribute control chart for table clearness - ground floor
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Figure 8.14 Attribute control chart for table clearness - first floor
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2/11
Plan
This included meeting the staff, delivering induction on SPC and seeking their cooperation.
Do
Staff started to collect data. The repeated visits were hoped to make them more aware of the problem 
and to bring that area back to their sight and cognition.
Check
The high frequency of required observations and the understaffing of the store did not facilitate this. 
Eventually, Charles suggested this was not workable (RD, 05/11, pp.43-44). Figure 8.15 shows the 
continuous improvement cycle of process of table Clarence. The dates given are approximate.
Figure 8.15 Continuous Improvement cycle of process of table clearance
3/11-13/11
C heck
N o t  practical, exclu d e u p o n  
C harles’s su g g es tio n
5/11
D o
Staff co lle c tin g  data
Plan  
Staff m eetin g  
SPC in d u ction
9/7 - 30/7
P lan
U n d erstan d  th e  b u sin ess  
V isit com p etitor  
Study the m ystery sh op p er report and  quality  audit 
Identify  areas that n eed  to  b e  im p roved , b u t firstly to b e  
m easured .
C h eck  
C onstruct con tro l charts 
A nalyze charts
25/8- 28/8
D o
T ab le  C learance (tw o areas) 
D e s ig n  data co llec tio n  sh eet  
C ollection  procedu res  
D isc u ss  w ith  m an ager  
Start co llec tio n
4/8 -  6/8
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8.3.4 Behind the numbers
8.3.4.1 Communication and Delegation
Charles said that he can see the potential benefit of SPC, as a manager but as a staff member benefits 
may not be clear:
... with the whole project, the whole idea behind it. I  believe it's very 
beneficial As a store manager, yes. As a team member, or from my 
perception as a team member, is that I  don't believe they fully
understood what you're doing or why you were doing it. The data
collection while you were doing it yourself staff seemed to be interested.
The graphs stuck on the wall they definitely took notice o f them, and ... 
somebody measuring their performance in a different way to what had 
been done before, I  think interested them. I  believe the staff found it 
quite difficult to analyse themselves. Even the data collection...
This points to inadequate communication of the project objectives. I may have contributed to this, but 
the communication in the store was also not sufficient (this will be highlighted more in the human
resources section). Charles mentions that the team members did not grasp the project importance or
even what it is exactly about.
However, Charles added that the difficulty of the data collection was because of time and labour. 
Distributing the responsibility, across the team for the data collection, according to Charles was not a 
good idea:
I  think it's time restraints, or the labour restraints on us were a little 
bit difficult. Also... the control o f the data collection didn't fall on one 
person. Trying to spread it across a team I  think is quite difficult, 
without one person going, 'Right, this is what needs to be done and this 
is how it's going to be done' because at the end o f the day this store 
should be able to run without me...So therefore the store should be 
able to run without me. But without me going, 'Right, so I'm going to 
put this person on this shift and I  want you there at this time and you're 
going to do that. I  want you ...', You see what I'm saying about that?
This shows the importance of the manager’s role in instilling and stressing on applying the agreed
approaches to work, whether that was relevant to quality measurement as proposed in this project or
in general, as to adhering to the company operational rules. I asked Charles to make all the staff
participate in that, as not to keep this responsibility with some people. This is because if the person
who is asked to do it is not there then the data collection will stop until s/he comes to work again. If
some people carry the responsibility then others will be isolated and might feel neglected. On the
other way the person who participates may feel overloaded with work, considering the staffing
condition of the store:
"... when I  suggested that we did that, you were saying you wanted me 
to step back and try and get the staff to pick up on that on their own, 
and without the Alpha male, almost, within the team, or within the 
pack, to say, 'This is how it's going to be done and this is when it's
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going to be done,' I  don't believe ... I  think that's one o f the other 
breakdowns o f it. Nobody took that delegation o f this as how it's going 
to be done and when ”
I asked Charles why, unlike the other store duties and tasks, delegation of the measurement was
difficult. As Charles reflected more he suggested that, SPC implementation, possibly was not a
priority for staff. Some staff fail to fulfill necessary duties, and moreover, they do not perform all
what is asked of them:
I  think it comes back to not understanding, not seeing the benefits 
possibly. Then ...on the flipside, they don't always do what I  ask them 
to do. And it comes back to I  come in on my day off, I'll look at the 
operations manual and go [and say], 'Well the temperature checks 
weren't done for yesterday.'[the answer would be] 'I was too busy.'
And that's ... it's that constant reminding and going over. This is from 
people that have been in the company two or three years longer than I  
have, and I'm telling them that they've forgotten to do the temperature 
checks again. 'Oh yeah, I ’m sorry about that.' And that's a legal 
necessity to do. In the hierarchy o f their importance o f work, no 
disrespect, yours probably fell lower than temperature checks. I f  they 
weren't doing the temperature checks, then yeah ... it was lower than 
that.
It may seem easy to use work as an excuse, in addition, it is more acceptable to serve customers first 
and then to do paper filling, counting, observing. However, this comment may indicate the fact that 
this project was not of interest to the staff. Peberdy (1993) in her research in a village in New Guinea 
wanted to study the villagers’ health and sickness convictions. After spending more than a year, which 
was sterile, she changed her study subject. In her reflection on her experience she observed that lack
of interest on the part of the villagers was a main reason. As she notes “if they are not interested you
won’t learn much” (Peberdy, 1993, p.54). But still there is a possibility of staff accepting it if it 
becomes part of the company training. As Charles cites: "... my personal belief is that the service time 
let's say on the medium latte and the production time is probably ... most important, in my view, and 
wouldn't be that difficult to implement if  it was part o f the training”.
Being part of the training means it is official and it is expected. Implementing the service time was 
thought by Charles to be easier if imbedded in the training:
I  believe that was probably the most important and wouldn't take that 
much more to implement if  it was built into the job role for the staff.
Getting it there is quite difficult. I  tried to ... yeah, to try and get it as 
part o f their job role, to time that and get it right, but then there's also 
being aware o f it, sparking a trigger or that light bulb in your head, 
going 'Ah, somebody's ordered a medium latte and nothing else so I  
need to do the time.
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One issue is the production that can not be forecasted, i.e. one can not know what the next order will
be, and demand is heterogeneous as orders vary in size and type. This adds to the difficulty of
measuring and sampling. This will be highlighted:
...going 'Ah, somebody's ordered a medium latte and nothing else so I  
need to do the time' without somebody going, 'Can I  get a medium latte 
with caramel syrup' and then it's, 'No, can't do that one'. Or 'Medium 
latte ' and you think 'ah' and then they go 'and a cappuccino' so you go,
'no, it's not that one'. So that trigger to go off in your head, 'just 
medium latte, right, we're going to do this one,' that's quite difficult to 
do when you're ... because obviously the thought process is ... offer 
medium or large I  know it should come fairly naturally but then there's 
also, as I  said earlier, making that connection with the person and 
having another trigger which isn't routine. I  know I  speak to every 
customer, I  wish them good afternoon or whatever, ask them if  they 
want a medium or large, i f  they want a cake or muffin with that, and 
because I  ask the same questions every time it becomes naturally and 
then all I  have to worry about is that little bit o f banter in the middle.
So then having to remember whether ... that was quite difficult, even 
for me. So I  would still believe it's most beneficial, b u t...
8.3.4.2 Potential benefit
However, as it becomes routine it may find success. Charles could see the potential and how data
could be used to improve staff performance and make it more consistent. For example, it can help to
identify those who need more training.
... Well I  believe it would ... give a more detailed data for myself o f 
who's ability ... not is better but is more consistent. And maybe raise 
some areas o f concern, if  we determined that a medium latte on 
average would take 55 seconds, and Toby would make a latte in 45 
seconds and George's average would be 45, that's great, and maybe 
he's a Barista Maestro, maybe he could train somebody else to speed 
and production and how he organises his coffee machine. And then 
maybe a little reward and recognition ... But then if the data then also 
tells me that Mei was running at a minute and ten seconds when our 
average is 55, then maybe there's something that I  need to focus on 
Mei where previously I  wouldn't know that.
Hence, Charles identified the prospect of SPC achieving continuous improvement. He even suggested
that it could be used on a higher level across the chain, to ‘standardize the workers’ (Leidner, 1993).
Charles added that:
“I f  I'd be wanting to implement it within the store, the staff knew about 
these and then i f  they could then collectively as a team work to a new 
target. So, ‘the average we're running at the moment guys is 55, which 
is great, company targets are 50, what we need to do is either hit that 
company target, or maybe even challenge them a little bit more and 
say 45, 48 seconds, collectively can we bring that down? ’...”
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This could provide an instant feedback, linking performance to targets such that staff will realize the
impact they can have on service quality. Under the current approaches, there is little understanding of
the link between staff performance and quality. As Charles reflected:
Because I  believe that the targets that we're set at the moment, or I'm 
set at the moment by the company, I  don't believe they all think they 
could implement. I  think they all play a part in impacting my results, 
some like team turnover, like for like sales. You know, I  don't believe, 
think that every one o f those cappuccinos that they sell is going to 
implement that like-for-like sales. Or my health and safety check, 
they've gone and change the muffins downstairs, have they re-dated it?
And that's an instant fail if  they haven't, so if  I've trained them right but 
they've impacted that line on my green card, do they realise they've 
impacted...
One of the reasons is that current quality measurements are infrequent, so the link between 
performance and targets is lost because of the time interval. Charles identifies the need to quicker 
feedback to motivate his staff, and that this can be used also for improving their competency. So he 
tries to:
explain this to them but because my health and safety check is done 
once a year, my Kronos check is done once every three months, my
mystery shop is once every three months, there's no constant scoring o f
them. So i f  it came down to a latte speed, i f  I  can give them all a week- 
by-week analysis, going: 'right, this week's fastest latte maker is Xin, 
well done, 35 seconds. Maybe if anyone wants to go and speak to him 
and see i f  they can get a little bit faster' put them in a sort o f league 
and go this is our targets. So collectively can we make it, and if you're 
not at that average speed, maybe how can you improve yourself? That 
type o f thing would be worthwhile to my store...
This also initiates a continuous improvement cycle. Where a standard is targeted, and staff is
measured against it, training and brainstorming is conducted and then a new measurement is done.
This may even makes quality not just adhering to specifications but about exceeding targets (Anand, 
1999).
I raised the concept of self measurement, and Marlow recalled his previous working experience with 
McDonald’s:
“McDonalds did that, they had a worksheet for the end o f the night. So 
everyday everything would be cleaned and there was a check-list and 
you check off what you’ve done to make sure it’s all done. So there’ll 
be wipe down the walls, have you cleaned this machine, have you done 
this, have you done this? Yes, yes, yes, yes... ”
Similar forms are used in Kronos in the form of checklists such as: Guest Walk Hot Spots (covering 
the entrance, employees, toilet, floor, etc.), daily schedule (daily cleaning, stock rotation) and weekly 
schedule which is covering heath and safety, deep cleaning, and probes record. These are all about
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ensuring tasks are performed, requiring ticking a box, and a signature. Hence, SPC provides a 
quantified measurement of processes. Moreover, the visual representation through graphs can get the 
staff attention and focus alert them to weak areas.
8.3.4.3 Practicality of implementing SPC
Marlow has his own intrinsic motivation, he wants to learn and develop himself. I was impressed by 
the enthusiasm he showed in a meeting with Charles and me. I was explaining what we want to do 
and all his gestures and facial expressions and comments were positive (RD, 05/11, pp.43-44). But in 
practice, it also proved to be difficult for him especially with a busy store (RD, 13/11, pp.45-46). 
When I asked Marlow about what to change if this research is repeated to improve its success, he 
suggested that somebody should be assigned the task:
... I  mean you want to do it so that just people in the company are 
doing it, there isn’t an external viewing and taking notes. But I  think to 
do that here you would need an external ... when you were collecting 
data you had a lot more because you found it very easy to get it down.
Alright partially because you had to do it and partially because you 
had the time free, whereas when you’re just doing it on your own it’s 
very hard to worry about that and all the other things you ’re doing as 
well.
Combining this and normal work duties, for a team member, is not easy. The solution he suggested is 
‘Tow need to have an external... like a quality manager, maybe. Obviously able to do everything else, 
but specifically to ensure those processes are [done] ... ”
Using an external is a way to avoid extra burden, an additional task and role. This is important 
considering the already tense and demanding business environment: “I  think just because it takes the 
weight off, you don ’t have to worry about it because someone else is doing it because you’ve got a lot 
of things to worry about anyway... ” However, having a person whose job main responsibility is 
quality control as well as her/his normal duties, is not ideal. The research aims to see the practicality 
of a typical team member implementing the technique, not an additional person.
8.3.4.4 Demanding SPC
Checklists used in Kronos such as Guest Walk Hot Spots, daily schedule and weekly schedule, do not
require much effort from staff. If there is a need for an action plan or follow up, then this is the result.
No more data processing or treatment is required or done. The following extract from the diary shows
my impression of that:
When they collect their different types of data, they may have 
developed sheets to do that and record it. Whether it is done accurately 
and consistently or not, the data will be there in the sheets without 
further treatment. The technique, SPC here, is like a coffee machine.
The data are like coffee beans, who can drink coffee beans? To make 
coffee you have to grind the beans and extract them in the coffee 
machine and so you drink the extracted juice. The same for the data,
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they are raw material that can to be consumed per se. The technique 
treats them, grinds, and extracts them to give meaningful indicators. It 
is like the statistical software for handling the quantitative surveys.
Surveys have numbers and a researcher who has a pile of filled forms 
can not benefit of them in such condition. Unless he treats it with
statistical programme he can not make meaningful interpretations of
them (RD, 06/09, p.24).
This sort of procedure is more about physical duties, e.g. cleaning, and does not need much mental
effort. Importantly, it does not conflict with customer service, e.g. store closing down. It can be
postponed as it needs no further treatment, and is easily seen as part of the job, e.g. stock rotation,
daily cleaning. Data collected for SPC are raw material that need to be processed and hence can not be
postponed, putting more burdens on staff. The technique is a demanding one. It involves collecting
data, whether that is counting objects, or using measuring devices, then recording the collected
observations. Sampling frequency may add to the problem. Marlow, reflecting on this, observes that
for the process of measuring the time it takes to serve a medium latte was difficult because customers
order many drinks and it was not easy to measure just one drink while the barista was making several
different drinks at the same time. He explained that:
... the latte thing, that was alright, because obviously all you're doing 
is passing the time and as you do it to get the latte on it's own.
Obviously we 're trying not to do that because we 're trying to sell more, 
but as it got busier it proved harder because more people were buying 
more drinks. But, yeah, that's possible to do regardless o f the store...
The grind and dose check, however, is part of the standards, and they are required to check it at least 
three times daily. Marlow found it difficult to consistently do it one hour after adjusting the grind. 
This may suggest that it is possible they do ‘back filling’, i.e., fill in the required timed sheets later. 
Marlow thought that"... I  think it was more the grind and dose, it's possible three times daily, but to 
do it once an hour after was a little harder to get it exact an hour after. I  think initially, yes, but 
practically it needs to be adapted, but only adapted... ”
Collecting the data is the first stage and then comes the processing which involves adding, calculating
averages and ranges and constructing the appropriate chart and then plotting the data points. Although,
special statistical process control software is available, these were not used in the research, as the
implementation process did not get to the stage to experiment using any of these. Software may ease
the processing of the collected data, however, it will not collect the data:
I  think the standard comes from checking, though, because I  worked 
so that I  would check for a while, make sure everyone attempts to do it, 
get to a point where I  could back off and not have to worry. I  would 
randomly check to make sure it was being done. I f  it wasn't then I'd  
check and make sure all the time. I f  it was being done when I  checked,
I ’d back off and let them carry on, but I  think it’s sort o f required that 
someone needs to check or verify that it's right. I  mean a certain
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person will do it, but I  think it’s a general whole that someone needs to 
check (Marlow).
This reflection about the role of ‘inspector’, self measuring, and the team members taking
responsibility made Marlow think about it again, and offer suggestions:
... I  think it’s possible ... But not easy to ... I t ’s like when you bring a 
new process in, to learn that process and get it into everyone’s heads 
takes time. I t ’s like i f  tomorrow they brought in a new machine for us 
all to use, to start with you’d  find it very hard to use the machine but 
after a while you would learn to use it and incorporate it into the way 
in which you work I  think it’s possible to have it so you can self assess, 
but not easily initially...
This hints to some elements associated with the implementation. For example, SPC needs time to
become a part of the daily tasks, as Marlow mentions:
I  think if there is to be the self checking...I think you need someone like 
yourself to come in and go ‘Have you done it, have you done it, can 
you do it now, do it now, do it now, get it done, get it done, ’just to 
motivate it. And eventually i f  you tell someone enough times to tuck in 
their shirt, they might untuck their shirt all o f five, six times, but 
eventually they ’11 get fed  up with you telling them to do it, so they ’11 
just do it.
Marlow’s logic can be understood, where persistence can lead to results. However, this logic 
presumes that the whole problem is with measurement. It does not take into account motivation, or 
other factors that inhibit adopting it, for example, the work load. Marlow observes that to ensure 
success, instruction, direction and following up are needed. The following up should come from the 
manager, however, Marlow did not say that openly: “I  think it would come with an authoritative level 
so someone o f authority within ... dependent upon. You know it could be any ... I  mean team leader is 
an authoritative level, but I  think it would be someone that has gained a good respect o f the staff and 
can delegate the responsibilities. ”
This emphasizes that the relationship between the senior, higher level position and the team member
will have implications on technique implementation. The tense relationship between the manager and
some of the staff, discussed in the human resources section, adds to the difficulty of implementation,
they would not accept his direction and follow his guidance. Even it is possible that, they would
regard this as a sort of strictness. The idea of ‘chasing’ people as mentioned by Marlow, led me to
think that I did not put pressure on the staff. Marlow goes on with his ‘pressure’ to depict how
pressure can result in getting a job done:
... I  think putting the pressure on it will relieve the pressure overall, if 
that makes sense... So if you put the pressure on people to get it done, it 
will relieve the pressure that they feel they have to get it done because 
it will become a smooth ... and they will just like ‘Oh, I ’ve got to do it,
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get it done, got to do it, get it done, got to do it, oh, it’s a pain in the 
arse, got to get it done, ’ and then eventually they 7/ become 
comfortable in doing it and it will just happen because it would be like 
‘Right, go into work today, this stuff, next thing, next thing, next thing, 
next thing. Go into work the next day, oh this, done this.
But this again does not acknowledge and treat the real causes that may prevent people from adopting 
the technique. There is a risk that would be oppression.
8.3.4.5 Requirements for SPC implementation
Charles acknowledges factors that he may ask for if he is to implement SPC as time and money. What 
Charles suggests is reasonable and finds resonance in the literature, where Krumwiede and Sheu 
(1996) in their SPC implementation project in a small company mention that an operative who was 
selected to go through SPC training was allocated ‘time with pay to review the tapes [SPC videos] at
home’ (p.48). But most important she was given freedom to experiment and try and find out by
herself. Oakland and Sohal (1987) also note assigning time to implement production management 
techniques and that managers should have time to do this as well as managing the daily operations. 
Wilkinson (1992) cites that senior manager need to anticipate and solve the tension between pursuing 
quality and operational duties.
The educational background of the team, however, may not help with implementation. Staff were all 
young and their educational background is modest, i.e. college and school students. Grigg and Walls 
(1999) in their research on SPC implementation in the food industry recognized human resources, in 
terms of skills and training, as an enabler. They identified the scholastic upbringing of the workers, 
being not engineering, to be a major obstacle towards their comprehension of the technique and 
consequently their involvement. Likewise, Lin (1991) suggests that developing SPC for food service 
control in hospitals may be hindered by insufficient statistical skills amongst managers. The section 
that discusses the plant visit will help in understanding the practicality of SPC implementation in the 
service and manufacturing contexts.
8.3.4.6 Factors of SPC that affected the implementation
These are the variables that are related to the technique that may help or hinder its implementation, 
shown in figure 8.16. However, these must be supported by sound human resources practices that 
keep the staff satisfaction and motivation high.
Chain endorsement: If the chain adopts SPC and it becomes part of the job description with 
official training, it may help implementation. Budget for training and labour is needed.
Demanding SPC: The technique is demanding in terms of time and mental effort, moreover it 
needs good quantitative skills. So, the mediating variables here are time and money, i.e. budget, 
and education background of staff and training in SPC.
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Management: Communication and delegation is a major managerial responsibility, to 
communicate objectives and to determine and delegate responsibilities.
Sampling costs: This study did not use sample products, e.g. drinks and sandwiches, but it is 
suggested that sampling costs may be a concern. Safety and sanitation is also concerned in 
sampling food and drinks.
Figure 8.16 Factors of SPC that may affect the implementation
Budget
Job description
Chain endorsement
Training
Demanding SPC
Statistical Proces s ControlCommunication
Management
Delegation
Cost
Sampling
Safety & sanitation
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8.4 Human resources
This section focuses on the human resources issues that may have affected the implementation of SPC. 
This section mixes the interviewees’ quotes with my observations and relevant literature. It should be 
noted here human resources emerged from the fieldwork, hence, it was not covered in the literature 
review chapters. The absence of human resources issues from previous literature may be due to the 
fact that most pervious research came from manufacturing, using different methodologies. A possible 
reason is the scarcity of real implementation studies (Elg et al., 2008; Maccarthy & Wasusri, 2002). 
These possible reasons are discussed in more detail in statistical process control and human resources 
section (8.6).
Data analysis started while being in the field. A certain image started to form. But its development 
did not materialise till the end of the fieldwork. Getting closer to the data helped its maturity. This 
closeness was achieved in the first place by me being there. This is an experience I lived. Closeness 
also was realized by reading them, e.g. interview transcript, several times. I benefited from my 
supervisors reading my initial ‘story’, as their comments posed questions and demanded more 
clarifications. Discussing my research with my colleagues and presenting a conference paper based on 
my initial findings, gave me valuable feedback. All of this pointed out areas of missed parts, and 
discrepancies and helped to attend to them. There was always a recursive relation between the 
developing story and its raw material.
The emergent themes are organised to depict the journey of a staff member, starting with having a 
look on the characteristics of the potential employee, young workers ‘Generation Y’ and their 
perception of working in hospitality as a career then taking ‘the first move - joining Kronos’. Once 
becoming a team member the work status - part time and full time is a determinant of the physical 
existence in the store. Themes are then cited to detail the possible reasons behind staff low 
involvement in the study: remuneration, interpersonal relations: staff-staff and staff-manager, 
communication, management, understaffing, self checking, maintaining the standards, and the conflict 
between quality measurement and service. These possibly would lead to stress and burnout and such 
environment would not conduce creativity, moreover, as the staff motivation is not stimulated, job 
satisfaction is affected. When low job satisfaction is experienced then some staff may engage in 
counterproductive work behaviour (CWB), and the intention to leave- turnover- augments which may 
be alleviated by the existence of reasons to stay.
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8.4.1 Young workers -  ‘Generation Y’
All the staff were young people. Their ages ranged from as young as 16 to 27 years. They belong to 
Generation Y. One exception is Jarvis and Vanida, both were 32 years, (table 7.1). I was the oldest 
one working in the store at the research time. This narrow age range was in a way good, because it 
was not a factor to separate them, they are a more homogenous team. They provided an aesthetic 
image to the store, portraying it as young, vibrant, and energetic.
Lucas and Keegan (2007) cite that two thirds of all young workers in the UK, 16-17 years old, work 
in retail and hospitality businesses. Recently, Lucas (2009) examining the profile of the hospitality 
industry found that: 25 % of personnel are 20 years and under. So, the industry provides work for 
many young people, whose work status is commonly, part time or temporary. They provide the 
industry, among other service businesses, with a ‘commodity’ (Lammont & Lucas, 1999). They 
satisfy employers’ need for flexible hands more than other workforce segments, e.g. mothers (Curtis 
& Lucas, 2001). Another asset they possess is their juvenescence, which is used to appeal to a similar 
age range of customers (Curtis & Lucas, 2001). In general, the main reason for young people to 
engage in work is to have more spare money (Stokes & Wyn, 2007). For many of them a potential 
vocation is not linked to their part time job (Stokes & Wyn, 2007). As they are cynical of the job 
market and what they do is not relevant to their upcoming career, “they may be less willing to make 
sacrifices for the sake of their jobs” (Loughlin & Barling, 2001, p.545).
As revealed in interviews, some staff had other plans for their careers away from foodservice and 
hospitality and this may cause them to not be devoted or committed to their jobs, not trying to be 
deeply immersed in their ‘transient’ jobs. In addition to that, this suggestion may contribute to 
explaining the low involvement shown by the staff in this study. As they are portrayed as having no 
patience (Burke & Ng, 2006; Martin, 2005), and want ‘immediate payoffs’ (Loughlin & Barling, 
2001).
Generation Y seems to have a different psychology and personality keys that need to be well 
understood to better manage them as workers (Burke & Ng, 2006), and to work with or under them as 
future managers. However, Wong et al.’s (2008) findings support the idea that behaviour in the work 
place is more affected by personality than work values. Wong et al. suggest that the age as a life stage 
indicator, not the birth date as a cohort indicator, is a better predictor of these variations, and that 
personal differences are more robust than generational ones. Thus, they warn against any prejudgment, 
especially in regard to the youngest group, Generation Y.
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Loughlin and Barling (2001) observe the possible effect of young workers’ working experience on the 
ensuing work attitudes and behaviours of this group. However, little is recognized about the work 
values of this generation as they are joining the job market recently. This is better studied through 
longitudinal research (Smola & Sutton, 2002). Wong et al. (2008) also suggest that longitudinal 
studies may be more suitable to study this area.
During the fieldwork, Georgina, a team member, had to quit because of her study demands. This is 
can be an example on the conflict arising from work and study demands. Jogaratnam and Buchanan 
(2004) studied stress of students at four universities in the United States. They aimed at discovering 
stress experienced by them due to work and to being university students. They found that younger 
students experience more stress than older ones, and full time student are more prone to this than part 
time students. Although this study considered the individual characteristics of the respondents it did 
not explore personality differences. Personality characteristics have an impact over experiencing 
burnout (Kim et al., 2007), which is a result of stress (Murray-Gibbons & Gibbons, 2007).
Implications
It can be inferred that a quality approach that requires devotion and engagement over cycles of work 
and investigation of trial and error would not be appealing to them, as it needs time and they are 
impatient and are not willing to offer sacrifices. SPC is a demanding technique and hence it may not 
appeal to generation Y
Summary of factors related to Generation Y
It is argued that ‘Generation Y’ may be affected more by personality than birth cohort (Wong et al., 
2008). Hence, their participation would be dependent on their personality traits related to work. 
Study-work conflict may cause stress for some of them. Figure 8.17 shows these factors.
Figure 8.17 Factors related to Generation
Study-work conflict
Generation Y StressPersonality  traits
8.4.2 Career
Staff in the store had different perceptions of their job. Some saw their job as something they do for a 
while and they will move on to pursue other professions in the future. Their current jobs are 
undertaken to achieve and reach other goals. Enz (2004, p. 318) observes that many employees regard
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the restaurant business as a “place to work on the way to a ‘real job.” Martin (2004) proposes that,
based on a case study in four small restaurants, employees’ relationship with their jobs is driven by an
‘individualistic ideology’, i.e., using it for their personal benefits. When I asked Jasper if he may
consider this job as a career, he assertively answered:
No, I ’m not going to do this. This isn’t a career for me. This is just a 
part-time job for me. Last year I  needed it while I  was at college 
studying, and this year I  need it to save up to go for travelling because 
it’s my gap year this year. I  [will] go to university next year. I t ’s just 
like a part-time job. I  don’t want to get into it for a career. I t ’s just 
something I  need to do.
Jasper at that time was a full time member, but he still sees it is as a part time. He may have referred 
to it as part time to denote detachment and separation. Significantly, it may mean part time in his life. 
For some, their future university study was not around catering, or hospitality. Nicholas was hoping to 
study law and Jasper had decided on sports journalism. Only the assistant managers, Giovanni and 
Marlow, and the store manager saw it as a career. Giovanni had spent approximately the last ten, 
twelve years working in hotels and restaurants in Europe. His brother is a chef, so it seems that there 
is a family passion about it. If he changes his job it will be to something also in hospitality, food 
service or food in general.
The other assistant manager, Marlow was keen to develop his skills, and learn as much as he can. He 
thinks, working in different companies with diverse teams and seeing various management styles, will 
eventually enrich his experience and ultimately, he will develop his own style. Marlow used to work 
in another foodservice operation as a shift manager, MacDonald’s, he moved when he felt his 
aspirations were hindered by limited chances of learning more: “I  felt I ’d learnt all I  could... I  found 
when I  peaked at McDonald’s I  was getting bored daily because I ’d come in, do the same thing, know 
how to do the same thing, deal with the same problems, know how to deal with the same issues, and I  
wasn ’t learning enough to keep me interested. ”
When Marlow decided to move from McDonald’s, one of his friends recommended Kronos and he 
started as a team leader in another store, however that was “...a lot lesser position and it is less money, 
but I  was happy to do that.” Marlow has an inner motivation as he wants to develop himself: “...rather 
than coming in as a manager straightaway, I  wanted to learn from scratch and start from the 
beginning and work my way up As there was no chance of being promoted in the other store, 
already having two assistant managers, he moved in to this store as assistant manager. However, that 
does not mean Kronos is his final destination. He does not know when he will settle down. He may 
also consider opening his own business. When I asked him about settling in Kronos he replied: “Not
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necessarily, I ’d like to see another company to see how they do it or another start so out of 
hospitality... maybe retail or maybe just something different. ”
Lammont and Lucas (1999) contend that impressions that students have of and experiences they go
through in their part time work will have consequences on their future career orientations. Loughlin
and Barling (2001) also share the same opinion on how young workers attitudes towards work are
developed by their early working experiences. Likewise, Rowley and Purcell (2001) noted that due to
their bad experience of working in the industry, hospitality workers may leave the industry and
change their careers. There is a possibility that employees who have a bad experience within their part
time jobs may not choose to have a career in hospitality. For example Nicholas, who would not think
of foodservice as career, reflecting that: “Looking at past experiences, other team members, no. ” He
also would not recommend it to others as a career. In addition, he is seeking a different challenge:
.. .you can only face so much in Kronos. After a while it’s now a matter 
o f do you still want to face the same challenges or do you want bigger 
challenges?...the challenges stay the same. I t ’s your attitude that 
changes. That’s what changes in Kronos...Do you still want the same 
challenges, or do you want totally different challenges now...?
Martin (2004) encourages management to understand the personal motivators of their personnel. 
Willie et al. (2008) suggest that an understanding of the ‘personal psyche’ and social skills of job 
applicants may help in reducing staff turnover and also help retaining them. However, in the 
hospitality industry, as noted by Lucas (2002), assessments of personality and attitude are seldom 
utilized.
Implications
Staff who would not regard their job as a potential career, may not be induced to invest time and 
effort in it. They may not be keen to learn and develop work skills. Hence, their participation in SPC 
implementation is not guaranteed.
Summary of factors related to career
There are some factors that are related to selecting hospitality as a career. Individualistic ideology: 
work in hospitality serves personal benefits, i.e. achieve temporary needs. Previous working 
experience in hospitality, which may influence the decision to pursue/not pursue a career in the 
industry. Intrinsic motivation: growth and career may affect the person’s desire to continue in the 
hospitality industry and to progress and build a career. Figure 8.18 shows these factors.
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Figure 8.18 Factors related to career
Individualistic ideology
Image of the hospitality industry
Career
[Previous work experience in hospitality
Growth and Career
Motivating factors (Intrinsic)
8.4.3 The first move -  joining Kronos
Marlow worked in Kronos after a friend, who worked in the chain, recommended it to him. This
shows that his friend may have been satisfied with his job. Nicholas and Jasper came through a
vacancy sign on the store’s door. Nicholas recalls how he found the job:
... it was a sunny day and I  needed a drink. And then Ijust walked into 
Kronos, I  was looking for a job, and then there was a sign saying, ‘We 
need jobs [staff’ and I  just walked in and said: ‘Any chance you guys 
have any jobs’ and then they said: ‘Yes, we desperately need staff.’
And then they said: ‘Quickly, quickly, fill in this application form. ’ It 
was a Saturday, so you know, everything was busy. I  just filled it in,
Kegan [the store manager at that time] took it and said: ‘Looks good, 
interview on Tuesday, 6.30. Be there.
Here, the desperate need for staff, implies there was a staff shortage, which suggests the occurrence of 
staff tu mover. Jasper a Iso was looking for a job and saw the vacancy sign, as he had a good 
impression about the place and expected to enjoy working there he approached it. He recalls: “...I’d 
been there a few times and I  liked the people at the time. Ijust thought it would be a nice place to try 
and get a job.”
However, being a customer is not like being a team member. Being served is not like serving, and 
staff who smile at you as a customer may change their approach when you become a counterpart. 
Jasper reflects on:
... When you come in as a customer, it’s sort o f like you feel like it’s 
nice, the customer attention and stuff, but once you work here you 
realise it’s predominantly about making money and profits. They’re 
mainly focusing on money making and stuff. I t ’s more strict [stricter] 
than I  thought it would be. It wasn ’t always like that, but it has become
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more so recently. I t ’s more o f a business. When you come in as a 
customer, you think everyone is friendly, but when you work here you 
realise it’s much about making money for the company.
The word ‘recently’ implies that something happened that affected the atmosphere, although not said 
explicitly, it is suggested that it is the manager, being newly appointed.
8.4.4 Work status -  part time and full time employees
In the store, working for less than 25 hours a week renders a person a part timer, while working for 25 
hours and above makes her/ him a full timer. But this division, in a way, is a hazy one. A part timer in 
March could be a full timer in April, it all depends on her/his schedule and the work needs. Some of 
the employees who work part time are students, so in their school/college holiday they have more free 
time. In term time they have to manage study and work, and one would expect a struggle between 
both demands. The research was conducted in the summer time, so this struggle was not apparent. A 
student like Jasper had more time because he was in a gap year. However, in September Georgina 
quitted because of college pressure. Another worker was a mother, non-British, and she left after two 
weeks of the research starting. She was working mainly in the morning, she used to open the store 
early in the morning and finish by one in the afternoon. She worked full time and strangely she may 
have asked to work part time but apparently she did not do that.
Individuals who choose to work part time may do so because it gives them the ability to work while 
managing and tending to other obligations, e.g., family, education (Euwlas & Hogerbrugge, 2006; 
Stamper & Van Dyne, 2003). Escalation of part time work is due to the expansion of service business 
and a growing need for a flexible workforce (Euwlas & Hogerbrugge, 2006; Kalleberg, 2000). 
Malhotra and Ritzman (1994) argue that service industries employed part timers to increase flexible 
scheduling, where part timers can have varying start times and shift lengths. As ‘Numerical 
flexibility’- “the ability to adjust the number of workers or the number of hours worked in response to 
changes in demand” (Guerrier & Lockwood, 1989b, p.9) - will aid in marrying up capacity with 
demand (Lockwood & Guerrier, 1989; Guerrier & Lockwood, 1989b) leading to a better utilization of 
resources (Malhotra & Ritzman, 1994). In 1996, the UK’s hotel and catering industry employed 
699,100 part timers representing 62.1 percent of total employees (Browell & Ivers, 1998). Lucas 
(2002) cites that part time employees comprise half the manpower in the hospitality industry in UK.
Working over a long period as part timer, does not necessarily mean gaining more experience. 
Nicholas, who used to work on Saturdays and Sundays for a long time, thinks that the management 
expectations of him are high considering the long time he has been working in the store, but he does 
not expect the same from himself, as he explains:
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...they don’t realise that even though I ’ve been working here for three 
years, I ’ve only been working part time, sometimes even one day a 
week, so things change when I ’m not here six days a week. By the time 
I  come back it’s more me catching up, do you know what I  mean? So 
when times have changed, I ’ve always had to catch up. Now I ’m 
working full time they expect so much, three years is a figure.
I also had expected Nicholas to know how to do the dosage check, a vital standard which is done three 
times daily, but he did not know how to (RD, 06/08, pp.15-16), and Ewelina, another part timer 
seemed not sure about doing this (RD, 08/08, p. 16). Nicholas also did not know how to refill the soap 
dispenser in the toilets, which seems an easy task (RD, 08/08, p. 16). Nicholas’s words, last quote, also 
imply a situation where there is a sort of separation or not belonging actually to the place, as a 
consequence of limited physical presence, i.e. few working hours. This echoes the ‘loose attachment’ 
of Montgomery (1988) associated with part time work. This makes it harder to be updated of what is 
going on. This situation of being there and not there is resonated by Marlow, as he thinks that part 
timers are difficult to induce and manage, as they are not working as many hours as full timers do: 
" You do have problems with full-timers as well, but it’s easier to work on because they ’re there all 
the time, whereas i f  someone will only work one day a week, it’s very hard to motivate them to do that 
bit more because 'Oh, I ’m only here for six hours, I ’m not bothered’... ”
It is argued that part time employees are innovative, and are more productive than their full time 
counterparts (Browell & Ivers, 1998). Nevertheless, part timers may not be privileged workers. Part 
time employees may have low wages, limited chances of career progression, less job security, and 
being ruled out of social security benefits (Dickens, 1992). However, Kalleberg (2000, p.345) claim 
that “Despite differences in wages and fringe benefits, part-timers are often as likely as full-timers to 
regard work as a ‘central life activity’ and are equally committed to their organisations”. Yet, their 
commitment is questionable (Guerrier & Lockwood, 1989b; Lockwood & Guerrier, 1989, Sandiford 
& Seymour, 2010). This can be seen here, for example if Nicholas had a higher level of commitment 
he may have tried to know how to do the dosage check over the last three years.
Cho and Johanson (2008) report that research on work status has given mixed and contradicting 
results. Considering the large contribution of part timers in the hospitality industry, issues over their 
commitment, performance, and loyalty are of concern in comparison to their full time colleagues 
(Inman & Enz, 1995; Stamper & Van Dyne, 2003). This collides with the claim of their equal 
commitment to their work as their part timers peers, mentioned elsewhere, of Kalleberg (2000). 
However, there is scant research in this area (Stamper and Van Dyne, 2003). Similarly, Lockwood 
and Guerrier (1989, p. 12) express concern over the reliance of services on temporary and part time 
staff as this may “bring with them the dangers of creating low-skill de-motivated workforce”.
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Moreover, the sought after numerical flexibility may compromise performance and commitment 
(Guerrier & Lockwood, 1989b; Lockwood & Guerrier, 1989).
When I wanted to measure time taken for preparing hot drinks by different staff members, with 
different skill levels, I had to focus on those who have more working hours, otherwise it would take a 
long time to do it, i.e. it would not be easy to measure staff with few working hours (RD, 17/09, p.25; 
09/10, pp.34-35). But it seems also that working part time may be used for justifying not knowing 
about tasks and information. It served as an excuse, if a staff member failed to do a task or have an 
answer to a question the answer is often: ‘I work part time’.
Marlow brings another dimension to the discussion, as he observes the difference between the 
motivation and persistence of ‘voluntary’ part timers, and ‘involuntary’ part timers. So, it is not just 
part versus full timers. For example, individuals who are limited to work twenty hours because they 
are students or are foreigners may have more motivation:"... I  found more so with part-timers that are 
only 20 [working] hours o f visa, they do still want to work as much as a full-timer. They want to learn, 
they want to progress, they want to go further up...” (Marlow).
While voluntary part timers may not show a comparable interest: “...whereas someone who’s only 
part-time just in general will not be so bothered. They won’t necessarily want to learn, they just want 
to come to work, do the job, go home and take the money. There ’s a lot more motivation needed to get 
them to work. ” (Marlow).
This suggests that motivation depends on the person more than her/his total working hours. However,
this issue does not influence just the operation, in terms of motivation, development and getting more
experience but also customer relations. Regular customers may find it easier and more comfortable to
form a relationship with regular staff, i.e. those who tend to be in the store for longer hours and
periods. Marlow notes that:
... it becomes a bigger issue when ... I  mean obviously customers, they 
come in and see the same people working and will feel more 
comfortable coming in and talking to the same people so your regulars 
will know who you are, they know you know how to make their drink.
You’ve got some sort o f background with them so they feel more 
comfortable. I f  you ’re seeing different people all the time, a customer 
that maybe is lactose intolerant will come in and say T want soya ’ and 
have to explain themselves again.
Implications
Part timers may not be committed to their job. They are difficult to motivate and manage, as they are 
not working many hours. It may be hard to get them involved in SPC implementation
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Summary of Work status related variables
Work status and its related commitment and attachment to job may relate to personality characteristic 
and the need to advance and fulfill potential. One of the personality traits, Conscientiousness, is 
regarded as mostly related to a job performance (Kim et al., 2007). Conscientiousness is “an 
individual’s dependability (careful, thorough, responsible, and organized) and volition (hardworking, 
achievement-oriented, and preserving)” (Kim et ah, 2007, p.425). One of the intrinsic motivation 
factors is advancement and self-fulfilment. This need may vary from an individual to another and may 
affect the performance of a person regardless of the working hours s/he works. However, work status 
is about the working hours as these would determine the physical presence in the work place. It 
should be noted that the working hours may be determined according to the demand forecast. Staff 
profile can determine their working hours, for example foreign students in term time can only work 
twenty hours per week. Figure 8.19 shows the factors related to work status
Figure 8.19 Factors related to work status
Conscientiousness
Personality traits
Staff profile
Work StatusWorking hoursD em and forecast
Advancement and self- 
fulfilment
Intrinsic motivation
8.4.5 Remuneration
Staff are paid hourly, but the store manager gets a monthly salary (Table 7.1). The majority are paid 
the minimum wage which is £5.73 per hour, after the last increase in 3 October, 2008. Both full time 
and part time staff receive the same wage.
Hospitality is an industry that offers low earnings (Enz, 2001; 2004). In the UK, hotel and restaurant 
staff receive the lowest wages amongst all other segments of this industry (Martin et al., 2006). In a 
recent study by Lucas and Keegan (2007) on wages and young workers in hospitality, they found that 
two cafes offered lower wages to avoid the problem of taxation and bookkeeping, with one operation
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even restricting work shifts to 4 per week. However, it is considered that good payment is one of the 
extrinsic motivators (Martin et al., 2006; Wong & Ladkin, 2008). Weaver (1998) proposed the 
‘Theory M’ advocating direct cash rewards, based on productivity, as the best motivator for hourly 
paid employees. Weaver’s theoretical claim finds support in another study that found that money was 
the principal catalyst for productivity increase (Tang & Gilbert, 1995).
Nicholas observes the low wages staff are paid and links this to turnover:
Kronos ’ wages are not good, definitely not good, and I ’ve found that 
the main reason why staff come and go definitely, every store, every 
branch I ’ve been in, the main reason why people leave is definitely 
wage... I ’ve seen more than fifteen staff come and leave and the main 
reason, main reason, has definitely been wage.
Moreover, a comparison is made to the work involved, and Nicholas also referred to the looming 
recession in the UK. In light of that, the contrast is sharp and bitter: “Wage compared to work is 
completely different. Wage is pathetic compared to how we work. Looking at the current rate, £5.53, 
in an economic environment like this, £5.53 is definitely, definitely nothing. ”
As the position and responsibility are increased, the wage also is increased but likewise the
discrepancy is aggravated: “...Worse if  you’re a team member. Team leader, £5.85 for extra
responsibilities! You’re still on £5. I t ’s pathetic.” The comparison is not limited to the amount of
work in Kronos. Jasper extends the comparison- ‘external equity’ (Bowen et al., 1999) - to other
operations’ operating hours, staffing, and volume of business:
For example, T ret’ down the road are open less hours than us, and 
the staff are more well paid, and they also have more staff on shifts 
than we do, and they’re less busy than us as well. T ret’ isn ’t as much 
about... I ’m not sure, but it’s not so much about making money.
They ’re open two hours a day less than us. They pay their staff £7 an 
hour, which is £1.50 roughly more than the average staff member here.
And one time when we were short staffed we had two people here in 
the morning. Four on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday we 
would be five, ‘Pret’ has about between six and seven staff a day. So, I  
think it looks better than us.
This had made Jasper thinks about working there.
Marlow is not impressed by his pay. He is paid hourly per week, but he does not like that arrangement, 
he thinks this position should be given a monthly salary or at least biweekly wage, as he thinks: 
“...with the job title it should come with a salary, whether it’s higher or lower, the pay rate o f the 
assistant manager isn’t great in comparison with other companies. But I  think it’s just but it’s not 
special”
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Marlow saw that it is normal in other places that assistant managers are paid monthly salaries but 
Kronos do not do that. He thought that is because the company do not want to pay out more money: 
“I f  I ’m ... like Charles is only supposed to be here 40 hours, he's paid 40 hours, but he'll usually 
work a lot more than that therefore benefiting the company. Whereas if  I  have to work more, it will 
cost them a lot more than they 're not wanting to spend”.
For Marlow having a salary could better link him to the company and gives him a feeling of security:
...there could be a salary offered here because it would tie you more to 
the company... I  think because I'm not on a salary I  don’t feel so 
secure in the job. I  feel like I  could leave at any time or I  could be 
made to leave at any time, whereas some salary does stop that. I f  it 
was like they 'd made that effort to keep me here, proper contract and 
everything ... b u t... [they did not].
Marlow mentioned Charles as he sees him working more than his contracted hours. Looking from a
higher position, the case is different. Charles, the store manager, was satisfied with his yearly salary,
£21,000, he even thought that “Iprobably get overpaid”, and that is something I could not help but to
comment on, while interviewing him, as ‘the first person to say that’. Nicholas’s pervasive ‘pathetic’
echoed in my head when Charles mentioned his satisfaction with his pay slip. But soon my
puzzlement evaporated, and surely if Marlow knew this his perception may change also. Charles’s
satisfaction is due to the fact that his salary is higher than the salary of some other managers. As I
thought that all store managers had the same salary, he explained further. As he came from another
foodservice operation, he is paid higher than ‘internal managers’, i.e. those coming to be managers
from within Kronos. He is an ‘external manager’ bringing with him his past experience. Hence, it is
apparent that Kronos follow a ‘pay secrecy’ policy (Bowen et al., 1999). So, no wonder Charles was
content as some managers who came up from the ranks earn, according to Charles: “£3000-4000 less
a year than... ” him. But there is a comparison between what he gets and what he gives, as mentioned
by Nicholas. This also shows that a wage or salary is not something in itself, it is always compared to
the involved effort:
“... Yes, I'm happy with the wage that I  get. I  probably wouldn't want 
to do the job for much less. Because as I  said, coming into the job I
was quite naive, it is quite stressful. But an enjoyable stress level. I'm
the sort o f person that thrives on constant ... not constant pressure...
So yeah, I  think I  get paid enough ” (Charles).
It seems that there are two variables that may, to a degree, determine a manager’s salary, store size in 
terms of sales figures, and past experience. Noticing the difference in the salaries, I asked Charles 
what would be his feeling if he was treated like the other internal managers having £3000-4000 less, 
would he be still happy and he replied that: “Probably not, because I  know that there are managers 
out there getting more ”. Knowing they are paid less than external managers may provoke the other
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managers and as it is a sensitive issue, managers would not talk or touch this matter, as Charles sees: 
“...that's why we don't generally talk about it and the ones that don't know probably best not knowing 
because it will upset them even more... ” This may give the wrong message to internal managers as if 
Kronos says: ‘Do not expect to have a high salary if you continue with us!’ In fact, they may think to 
leave if that will give them higher salaries in other chains that may have the same system.
As for managers, Kronos has more to offer, beside the salary. Managers receive a biannual bonus that 
goes into their pay slips, which is calculated according to store profit. The maximum is 5% of salary, 
and then there is an annual bonus in addition to that. The end of year bonus is based on the balanced 
score card of the store performance, as Charles explains it: “It's 2% for each line that's green, 4% for 
like for like sales i f  it's green, and then 10% on your PACE [profit] line i f  it's in black... looking at 
about 25% o f your salary if  everything hits on the mark”. But on average, according to Charles, the 
bonus would be 10-15% of his salary, which means around £2000-2500, which is taxable. Beside this 
cash bonus, there are other rewards to managers: “...There are incentives that are run, things like the 
trips to Italy, i f  your staff get the highest [drink] mix or food capture rates or things like that, assistant 
managers and managers are both incentivised on that, so they can be quite good... "
The incentive the manager may get is largely dependent on the staff performance, and this may make 
some members think why should I work harder while the manager harvests the rewards and I get the 
crumbs. Even Charles was not comfortable with this (RD, 13/10, pp.35-36). In Enz’s (2004, p.320) 
study on what concerned the restaurant operators in the US, one participant cited that “executives 
make millions while employees make minimum wage or less”. However, Charles observes that some 
of these incentives are achievable while others are not. Charles reflects that some incentives are 
designed in a way that may be unjust to some, but at the same time he recognized it as a trigger to 
staff to do more:
Some o f those ... are not a little far fetched, don't get me wrong b u t...
<pause> you do, I  do sit there sometimes and go, 'Some o f those are 
not achievable for my store' and it almost makes me think well, ... 
why ... what use ... well not what use, cause out there I  do it for my 
staff... but some o f them I  know are unachievable so do I  work as hard?
It doesn't mean I  don't try ... we do get the holiday incentives, and 
there are some out there that are achievable...
If Charles questioned some incentives and why the company uses them, another member in a lower
position was also having other concerns:
...Ifeel like more issues, the deeper issues that may be affecting why 
we’re not hitting the absolute best targets... could be because o f the 
suppressed little issues... I f  there are staff incentives, to boost rewards, 
are they really what the staff want, is it really what the staff feel is the 
best way to reward them, or is it just management just throwing 
reward incentives that aren ’t really benefiting the staff? (Nicholas).
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Working for Kronos comes with some benefits. When staff are on shift they can consume free hot 
drinks and in their lunch break they can pick a sandwich. Moreover, they get 50% discount on their 
purchases from the store. However, these would not complement or compensate a low wage, as 
Nicholas sees them as: a way o f trying to cover up for the actual wage, the actual goal, you know
what I  mean? So for me, as much as the benefits are incredible, it’s still a distraction away from the 
real problem, which I  feel is the wage compared to all the other factors.”
As an incentive, the manager gives rewards mostly in the form of vouchers entitling them to discounts
or offers (RD, 13/07, pp.3-4). But they do not have a cash money incentive. When I asked Charles
about this he explained this is because of the troublesome taxation required by law and that would
require managers to work over this. So, it is more convenient to give non-cash incentives to avoid this
trouble (RD, 13/10, pp.35-36). Charles notes the difficulties associated with giving cash and the fact
that this will detract from the value of the reward:
... I  need to sit down and work out the tax deductibles on that and then 
send it off to the Inland Revenue, and the guys get less, so if I  wanted 
to give them a £20 bonus, say, 'Well done, here's £20,' I  then need to 
work out their tax rate, which is different for different people, 'cause if  
they're a student or not they get different tax rates, i f  they're married 
they get a different tax rate, so I  need to sit down and figure it out, 
which I'd also need to go on a training course for. So we don't. It's a 
lot ofpaperwork and hassle that goes into it. I f  I  go down the road and 
buy them a £20 cinema voucher, that's a gift, doesn't have to be taxed.
This is not the case for store managers, whose numbers are much less than the team members so 
taxation issues might be easier. As the manager’s incentive, cash among others, is based on his staff 
performance, this makes it an ironic situation (RD, 13/10, pp.35-36). It is up to the store manager to 
determine how to reward his team and Charles notes that: “It's all very weird with Kronos ...there's no 
budget for rewarding [staff]”. So Charles uses his petty cash to help with that. He has £50 to spend 
weekly, he pays £25 for window cleaning, and £20 for newspapers and this leaves him with £5. In this 
case:
... I'll phone Dario [area manager] and [say] this week I'm going to 
spend £60 and put through some cinema vouchers. It's a balancing 
game, a juggling game, I'm going to spend this, but because I'm going 
to do this my staff will be happier, so therefore I  make more money. It's 
a little bit o f a gamble, a little bit o f a risk, but there is no budget for 
reward and recognition, but Dario is always onto it... But yes, I  
believe there should be more o f a budget when it comes to it...
Charles here establishes the link between rewarding and satisfaction and that leads to generating more 
revenue. Still it is not easy to play that. Moreover, stores of a smaller size may be troubled even with 
tiny amounts given to the staff, as there is no budget for that.
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Marlow is not even tempted by the meagre incentive he can have, and he thinks cash, although he sees
it as a short term goal, is a better incentive:
We don’t get any cash incentives. I  think there is the odd incentive like 
at the moment the assistant manager incentive is food capture based on 
appearance in the middle o f the year. I f  you pass that, £150 pounds 
worth o f ticketmaster vouchers, but I ’m not that bothered about it. Yes,
I  would like to do it and I  would like to show that I ’m able to do it and 
I ’d  like to improve, but the prize isn ’t such a great incentive to do it
Marlow sees that vouchers are already a determined way of spending and dictate how one should use
it, while cash is offering more freedom and flexibility. This is not what Charles believes in. Charles
tries to anticipate the needs of every one and determines the suitable reward for each as he thinks cash
is ‘impersonal’. Ironically, in his talk Charles cited Marlow, who holds another view:
I  still think it's better to give vouchers. I  try ... to specify my reward 
and recognition to the person. So when I  gave Marlow a bit o f a bonus 
at Christmas, he'd worked really hard... I  bought him his favourite 
beer, eight cans, said, 'Merry Christmas mate, and thanks for all your 
hard work'. Mei and Xin, bought them some cinema tickets, so they can 
go to the cinema together, 'cause neither o f them drink that much, and 
giving them beer wouldn't be for them. So I  think it's a lot more 
personal if  I  can specify the recognition for the person. Where cash, I  
think, is a little bit too easy. It's like, 'Here's 20 quid,' no thought 
process behind it. Here's 20 quid, thanks very much. Would the staff 
enjoy the money more? I  don't know. Luckily I  don't have to make that 
decision. <Laughs> But personally, no, I  don't think the cash. I  think 
cash is a little bit too impersonal.
Charles does not have to make the decision in regard to the incentives’ nature because Kronos already 
decided that. After completing three months of service in the business, staff are given a booklet that 
explains to them the benefits they have access to as Kronos’s employees and they are issued a
privilege card with an assigned number and it has an expiry date. Benefits also extend to friends
accompanying the card holders or family members. They are given discount when using the services 
of the other stores in the chain and when using the other brands of the mother company The package 
includes: 25% discount on all purchase in Kronos stores, except for the franchised ones, 25 % 
discount for the member and three guests when visiting other restaurants affiliated to the mother 
company, 25% off room rate when staying on the mother company budget hotels. The other benefits 
are divided into certain categories Money: includes service on pensions, charities, car breakdown 
cover, car purchase & hire, travel insurance, wedding insurance. Well being: telephone counselling 
and advice, private healthcare, dental plans, health cash plans, nursery care. Lifestyle: mobile phones, 
flowers & gifts, driving lessons, days out, holidays- UK & aboard, home learning. Charles uses the 
card as he frequents other businesses, in fact the week before his interview he used it while visiting 
another operation affiliated to the mother company: “There [are] quite few benefits to it. I'll use it as
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and when I  can ....It's about getting you to spend the money within the company and within the 
organisation really, but it's also a bonus for being part o f [the mother company]” (Charles).
If Charles attempts to make the most out of his card, benefiting the company and enjoying the
privilege he is entitled to. Marlow has never used any of the services and offers offered in the booklet,
as they did not hold particular interest for him this is because:
“... the things that are on there are not things that I  use or not branded, 
so if it is a mobile phone thing, because it’s not a branded mobile 
phone thing, I  don’t want to use it because it’s not my regular ... I  will 
often go for a brand just because o f the recognition o f a brand...and 
it’s partly why I  won 7 use the card... ”
Although ‘Vodafone’ is in the booklet, it may not be his favourite brand. This may provoke a question 
as to how the privilege package has been designed. Does it really reflect the needs and interests of the 
people working in the chain? Does it address the needs of the people, of different ages and 
backgrounds, who work for a while and will leave, or those who have years of service? Does the 
company survey its people to see what they want and analyze how they use this in order to improve 
the benefits scheme? The chain should treat employees the same it treats customers (RD, 14/10, 
pp.36-37).
On the first day I was introduced to the staff I was asked if I am paid for my research (RD, 13/07,
pp.3-4), when I talked with some of them, they could not accept that anyone works for free, although
I explained that it is research. Still they could not accept that. As Nicholas mentioned, talking about
tips: “the main reason why people get a job is for financial rewards... ” This may suggest that sacrifice
is not an appealing issue. Immediate benefits are more tempting. Tips are collected in a cup on the
counter, some customers put their change in that cup. It seems that there is a disagreement on the way
this is shared, as some may prefer having it as cash instead of going out:
.. .people want financial rewards, not being told: We ’re going to this 
restaurant to do this, this, this, this. What about i f  you don 7 like going 
to the restaurant? And I ’ve had certain team members tell me 
this. ...I’ve seen last ... Christmas celebration [2007], four members 
did not turn up? Why? Because they don’t like the restaurant and 
they’re never going to share the tips, their attitude changed, they left 
(Nicholas).
Nicholas mentioned that there had been a discussion about tips and some had a voice, some had not. 
This was to make sure every one shared the collected tip, however, according to him ‘...but who will 
listen to them?'. In a case study, Martin (2004), interviewing a student working part-time in a 
restaurant, found that generous tips was an irresistible reason to stay in work. Lynn (2002) advised 
managers of low-volume restaurants to boost their servers’ tip dividends to retain them. This is also
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supported by the research done by Wildes (2008) on restaurant servers in central Pennsylvania State, 
where she found that money was the main stimulus for the servers regardless of their age. In 12 hotels 
in the US and Canada, Simons and Enz (1995) found that wages was the first work factor to motivate 
the 278 employees participating in the study.
It may be worth linking the performance to rewards. This may trigger the team to achieve their store
targets, Nicholas when asked about changing something in the store replied:
I  would look at things like ... hitting targets, with staff benefits. Like 
for example I ’ve gone into other stores, I ’ve noticed what they do.
What they do is they have certain targets, if  people can hit 80% of 
drinks medium or large, you get a free sandwich at the end o f the week.
Here that sandwich could have gone for waste, but I ’ve noticed in 
other stores, everyone is hitting 80%. Here people are hitting 50%,
60%, 50%, 60%.
However, it can be argued that incentives will not, alone, ensure achieving the company targets. It 
should be noted that not all individuals respond to payment in the same way. Aziz et al. (2007) 
highlight that due to differences on the types of personalities, perceptions may differ and this by turn 
may affect the turnover rates. As Simons and Enz (1995, p.21) note “different payoffs are meaningful 
to different people”. Performance based payment may motivate some people but it may have an 
ephemeral effect and moreover, it may break the team work emphasizing individual interests 
(Wilkinson, 1992). Lawler (1994) notes that rewarding individuals, with performance based payments 
is not encouraged in total quality management, where group achievement is promoted.
Implications
It seems that staff are not happy with their remuneration. This may affect their job satisfaction and it 
may render them less motivated to be involved in SPC implementation.
Summary of factors related to remuneration
Figure 8.20 shows the factors related to remuneration. Remuneration is determined by the company 
policy. The taxation legislations affected the company policy, i.e., not giving cash incentive. However, 
the minimum wage is stipulated across the UK.
Figure 8.20 Factors related to remuneration
Taxation legislations
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8.4.6 Inteipersonal relations -  staff-staff and staff-manager
The relationships between the staff was good in most cases, but this did not prevent some clashes (RD, 
06/08, pp. 15-16). The differing nationalities seemed to be unimportant, but the staff-manager 
relationship was different. Charles had moved to a new chain, Kronos, and he was still finding his 
way. In managing the new job and store, he was still acting with the old job mindset- ‘hard and fast’ 
as he described it:
While you [when I  worked in the store] were here there were some 
good times and bad times. I  think I ’ve had a fairly open relationship 
with most o f my staff. I've definitely found my feet in the last six months, 
my first six months here were ....A  little bit wobbly. I  came in from 
restaurants, which were branded ... so is Kronos, but with branded 
restaurants like Pizza Hut and Pizza Express, it's very ... hard and 
fast ... medium pepperoni feast at Pizza Hut is 32 slices o f pepperoni.
I t ’s not 30, it's not 34, it's 32. So if a pizza comes through with 30 on 
i t ...
Before Kronos, Charles lead a team of forty five persons, and some of which he did not interview and 
even some he did not know their names after three or four weeks. Charles worked in restaurants 
making bigger money and with subordinates who attended, due to their positions, to his orders: 
“...you do have obviously somebody who's head o f kitchen, a head waiter that would do certain jobs 
for me. I  could literally walk across the kitchen and go, 'That's not right. Why not?' And there would 
be, as I  saw it, black and white, that's how it is... ”
Huxam (2003, p.242) notes that “individual practitioners often reappear in new settings, bringing with 
them their history from the previous ones”. Giving orders, delegation, obedience, right or wrong, 
black and white are what Charles brought from his previous role. After a while, Charles seemed to 
realize that it may not be suitable to a different setting. (The picture depicted here, will be highlighted 
soon in another member’s description of the management style). Charles adds on: “And I  came in with 
that attitude into Kronos, which probably wasn't right. With a smaller team it needs to be more 
individualised. When you're paying minimum wage I  feel that the team needs to work better as a team 
rather than the individual breakdowns ”.
To fully comprehend it is necessary to look back on where Charles acquired his experience and 
management style. Charles reflected on his previous work experience where the division between the 
dining area and kitchen was a division between two worlds. Each with its people and atmosphere. The 
kitchen where:
...it was mostly male but they were all quite cliquey with each other 
and there was almost a rugby sort o f feel to the kitchen. They worked 
hard, they played hard. They never went out the front, they didn't have
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to speak to customers, they just got on and did the job, a hot, sweaty 
kitchen, boys together.
Charles’ words: ‘boys’, ‘rugby’, ‘hard’, ‘hot’ ‘sweaty’ all convey the nature of the kitchen work and 
area and picture it as a ‘battle ground’, or at least a tough place for tough people. Crossing the line, at 
the dining area the situation was quite different: “My front o f house was all girlies and they were all 
quite soft, quite smiley, good looking girls, they had flair and they had personality and that was 
great... ”
But Kronos being different, with no hard line between front and back of house, requires a different 
style as Charles fathomed: “...Here everybody's got to be both o f those, hard and tough to work on the 
coffee machine but still turn around and have that smile on your face. I  came in with a hard and fast, 
this is the line ...” The adaptation period took its time, and it may have had its toll. But eventually 
Charles thought he developed his style to suit Kronos: was quite a tough nut to crack. So my
relationship with my staff at the beginning was quite wobbly.... But yeah, the first six months were 
quite tough. By the time you got here it was towards the end o f that first six months, things had 
definitely started to come good I  would say... ”
Charles, seemingly, realized that the connection between him and his staff was not that strong, so he 
was trying to understand their perceptions using a staff feedback form (RD, 13/07, pp.3-4). On the 
surface, the relationship between the manager and the team looked fine, however, it seems that some 
kept their feelings suppressed, in their insides there was turmoil. Nicholas vocalised his view of the 
management:
...I’m finding management has become more, what can Isay, a regime, 
it’s now a regime to pressurise workers into becoming strict models, 
strict ... structures, and I  find also authoritarian kind o f rule, like 
dictating kind o f rule, I  find it harder to work... current management, 
they hit things, they start punching things, they start going red, they 
start shouting at you, they start telling you, ‘We’ve seen you doing 
this!’Negatives, negatives, negatives...
Nicholas’s selected words ‘regime’, ‘authoritarian ‘dictating’ ‘hit’, ‘punching’, ‘shouting’ 
complements and echoes the depiction of Charles’s ‘hard and fast’ and his depiction of the kitchen 
life in his previous work. However, it should be noted that the view of Nicholas may be affected by 
his previous experience with Charles, when he had been suspended (RD, 24/07, p.8). However, Jasper 
also held a similar perception: “You get criticised for not doing this or not doing that. It makes you 
feel less, and it gets worse and worse. ” This tense relation affects the enjoyment of the work and 
makes the store just a place to work as Nicholas feels: “ ... by the end o f the day you tend to just do the
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job, you don ’t do it with your heart. You just come in and do the job and leave. Come in, do the job 
and leave.”
Nicholas felt that communication with the management was hard as it was one way, from top to 
bottom: “...It’s not about how you feel, it’s not about what’s your style, it’s not about what you think, 
it’s not about what kind o f ideas you have, it’s about what we’re giving you all the time... now it’s 
just, ‘Do this. Do this. Do this. Do this.” In the case of Giovanni, communication with Charles was 
affected for another reason. While Charles was training Maggi to be a store manager, Giovanni felt 
left aside, and he was frustrated. This was in addition to his disappointment to see Maggi coming from 
another business to become a manager and him having no chance for promotion. He decided to keep 
silent after that: “I f  I  talk, it’s like I ’m talking to the wall... I  used to talk, but I  had no answers. I  used 
to talk in the beginning, but I  didn’t have any answer. I  was feeling hurt, I  decided to be out o f these 
things. When she [Maggi] gone... today he is coming to me and [he says] you are doing w ell...”
But this reflection over the management style and relationships with the manager does not happen in a
vacuum. There is a comparison between the different management styles and while it is enjoyable to
work with some managers, this is not the case with others as seen by Nicholas:
Previous management style was [represented by] Renata...she was 
very hardworking, very hardworking in the fact that she regarded 
customers as important as the staff, so whatever or whenever anybody 
had a problem or whatever, she would sit down with you and interact 
with you -  how do you feel about the business, how do you feel ...[she 
would say] I ’m coming up to you, do you prefer, want me to talk to you 
when I ’m behind the till? ....That kind o f style. Regarding customers as 
important as staff, because staff, you can only get so much business by 
boosting your staff incentives just as much as you boost your 
customers ’. Now it’s just customer and management throwing things at 
staff. That’s how I  feel personally.
This relation would have adverse consequences for some. Nicholas thinks that his relationship with 
the manager would affect his chance of promotion: “Personally I  would have loved promotion, but 
looking at the current management and the way they manage, the morals and values I  believe in, I  
don ’t think there’s ... no chance ofpromotion, no chance at all! NO chance, I  repeat for the forth time, 
No chance! ”
Giovanni, the assistant manager, used to treat the staff in a friendly way but he was asked to change 
his style: “You are not friends..., you are not working together with them. You work for them and they 
are working for you. You don’t work anymore together. They workfor you and you workfor them. ”
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However, he does not like this approach as he believes in mutual relations: “All my experience 
working with staff in the hotels, every where I  used to work is, the staff is like a family. You take care 
of them, they ’re going to take care o f you. You give something to them they will give something to 
you... ’’ The preferred management style is depicted by Jasper as one that promotes a positive 
atmosphere: “I f  you do something good, say ‘Well done, ’ rather than always focus on the negative 
points o f view like i f  you make a mistake. That is what I  like to change. I ’d  like a better atmosphere 
within the group ”.
Likewise, Nicholas calls for an open interaction and giving instructions in a relaxed style:“Don’t use 
aggression, use communication with your people, tell them, ‘Sit down. Ilike the way you work, that’s 
a plus. You ’re a good staff, I  wish to have you here, but please avoid doing this, this is distracting my 
view o f you, so do not do this ”. It should be noted that Jasper also did not like the way the area 
manager interacts with the staff when he performs the quality audit, Jasper observes that: “...There’s 
no communication between area manager and in store. I t ’s just like the area manager makes the store 
feels like they ’re not good enough, when people in the store are working hard and making the shop 
successful... ”
Implications
The tense relation between staff and manager creates a negative atmosphere. This affect 
communication and it may render staff stressed. This may affect their adoption of SPC 
implementation.
Summaiy of interpersonal relations
Time is related to duration the person or team as a whole has been working together. Individual 
personality refers to specific character of every individual. Management style may set the pace for the 
interpersonal relations- manager’s relation with staff. Managers who have special training in 
managing interpersonal relations may have better capabilities in interacting with their teams. Figure 
8.21 shows the factors related to the interpersonal relations
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Figure 8.21 Factors related to the interpersonal relations.
T i m e
Interpersonal relationsPersonality
Management
8.4.7 Communication
The board on the wall in the back area carries many materials such as health and safety posters, staff 
rota, and pay slips as well as mystery shopper reports, quality audit results, and newsletters. These are 
important materials as they deals with quality issues and having them indicates concern over 
delivering quality service to the customers. However, the rota -staff schedule- remains the pivotal spot 
for the staff. I do not remember seeing any one reading any material, e.g. newsletter, except the rota 
(RD, 27/8, pp.20-21). They may have relied on Charles to keep them updated of what is important and 
what directly affects their responsibilities (RD, 13/10, pp.35-36). Staff always talk whether behind the
counter, or in the back area. This talk can be about any thing, a song, customers, or the manager,
mostly in his absence. There is a frequent staff meeting, approximately one every month on a Sunday. 
Some staff are working on Sundays so it is no problem for them, but those who are not on duty may 
not like the idea of coming on a non working day, although it is a paid time.
It is normal to find some people who can express themselves better than others and to find some who
are silent. That who talks may risk portraying hers/himself as a rebellious, while others, who may
share the same feelings, seem tolerant or peaceful persons because they do not vocalize their concerns.
Nicholas is someone who expresses his thoughts:
...that’s one o f my downfalls, being able to talk in a team, being able to 
communicate... being able to tell the management what I  feel is 
affecting the team or affecting me as a team member. That’s definitely 
what I  would say is one o f my downfalls. I f  I  was somebody who was 
unable to communicate and just ...adapted my values for anything 
that’s thrown at me, who knows where I  would be? I  would probably
be the most important person in this team. But because I  am an able
communicator and I  am definitely guaranteed to know that Nicholas, if
there is something going on, he will come out and he will say, 'Yeah,
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this is affecting us. ’ Not being a problem, but letting people know 
where the staff are, what’s their position on certain things...
This may come at a price as Nicholas thinks:
...if there is promotion, it’s going to be suppressed promotion. By 
suppressed promotion I  mean the people that do get promoted are the 
willing, not the most able communicators in the team. Why? Because I  
feel they will be promoted because they don’t always stand up for what 
they believe in. They will tell you what they believe in, as a colleague 
behind the bar, and whispering to you, not to the management ... 
because they know you will say something. But the management will 
find you as a problem, because you communicate and they can’t 
communicate...
This suggests that you have to ‘shut up’ to be eligible for a promotion, and again this carries a 
sceptical opinion of those promoted, where having ‘sealed lips’ is their merit. Specially, as Nicholas 
considers being an ‘able communicator’ an essential criterion for promotion. Communication was 
perceived to be poor, Nicholas mentioned that management had been approached several times to 
make relationships more relaxed: “...five times we’ve been promised there will be changes, and five 
times we haven’t noticed any change. The change has been short term, lasts for about two days, it’s 
gone. Back to the old regime, controlling, controlling, pinching, mechanizing ...people into place.”
Nicholas’ expressions are strong and could suggest prejudice against Charles. However, it gets 
meaning when one relates it to Charles’s own description of his style- ‘hard and fast’. Jasper, as he 
did not like the approach of the area manager when he visits the store, approached the store manager 
and expressed his feeling about this: “I  said we shouldn ’t be made to feel bad about ourselves and the 
work we ’re doing. I ’ve said all this before, but it hasn ’t changed’ ”
Poor communication, either with other colleagues or with management, is a reason for occupational 
stress (Murray-Gibbons & Gibbons, 2007). Martin (2005) notes that young workers belonging to 
Generation Y, do not like stressing negatives, and so he advises their managers to emphasize their 
positives. This is also relevant to creating a ‘positive working climate’ where mistakes are 
opportunities to learn, not an occasion to punish (Wilkinson, 1992). This is essential to instil 
continuous improvement where being frightened to be held responsible may inhibit the staff from 
taking the initiative to explore and discover (Wilkinson, 1992).
This missed communication and the possibility of being framed as a source of problems affects the 
work in another way. When the staff had suggestions, or ideas that could improve their work and 
customer service, they would retain it inside themselves as Nicholas confesses “98% o f the times I  
keep it to myself ’. An alternative, such as a suggestion box, than face to face communication may help,
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but even Nicholas doubts that: “...Ifeel even i f  there’s a suggestion box, people still feel unconfident 
to even put a suggestion because we know the attitude and the character o f the management, so 
whenever we do, whatever attempts you have, you feel as i f  it’s neglect. There will be no 
consideration, nothing.’'’
Jasper also thought of having a special book to ease the indirect communication, however, this was
rejected as the manager had another opinion:
I  suggested that as well, we should have a book. I f  the staff have a 
problem but they don’t want to have an argument, they write it down 
so Charles can read it. But he said no, because he wants the staff to 
communicate with him. Sometimes the staff may be tired, quiet, or 
scared, or anguish, there may be difficulty with the language, so it’s 
more difficult. I  always say it, with no problems, but lately I ’ve just 
given up.
Jasper understands that the company is big and he feels that his voice may be not heard or counted: 
“jo it’s going to be difficult for just me to say T think this is wrong. Can you change it...?’ They don ’t 
really have the time. They’ve got so much other stuff to think about, and I  understand that. ” He 
decided on a coping strategy: “...you’ve just got to put up with it. I t ’s just how it is, I  suppose.”
Stamper and Van Dyne (2003) advocate that managers should promote an atmosphere of dialogue and 
exchange of opinions and ideas. Because they are always in contact with customers, front-line 
employees’ insights are valuable as they can understand and anticipate what the customers want 
(Raub, 2008). Moreover, voice is very important in achieving continuous improvement (Raub, 2008), 
as, voice is one type of Organisational Citizenship Behaviour (OCB), and it “involves making 
suggestions for innovations or improvements in policies and procedures” (Stamper & Van Dyne, 2003, 
p.35).
Giovanni recalled an incident concerning a certain type of food product, which if handled according 
to the standards might become unsafe. However, he did not communicate that to management and 
after a while the company resolved that. When I asked him if he could have expressed this to them he 
said: “I  can call as customer complaining and then say ‘This way, this way, this way... ”. Moreover, 
he does not believe it is easy to make them listen to him: “I t ’s difficult. I t ’s just one o f the millions o f 
staff they’ve got. ’’
Lucas (2002) comparing the hospitality industry with all industries and services in Great Britain, cites 
that although in the hospitality industry briefing is a common practice, employees concerns are not 
accommodated. Moreover, Lucas (2002, p.209) mentions that “The HI [Hospitality Industry] is less 
likely to have problem solving groups for specific problems or to discuss aspects of performance or
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quality”. Then it is not strange that she mentions that HI personnel use ‘other channels’ to get their 
voice heard. Moreover, ‘poor communication’ was cited as a problem by hospitality staff, although it 
is argued that open communication is fundamental to create a quality promoting culture within 
organisations (Hill, 1991), and even this affects staff turnover.
This provides an indication of the situation in the store on a staff level, but a certain incident may give 
a hint about the condition of communication between the manager and the management. This time, it 
is about the operating of the store. The delivery: milk, cakes, sandwiches etc, normally arrives at the 
store at noon, but it was changed to around three morning. Charles was not notified and even he was 
not happy with how it went:
... I  wasn't particularly pleased with, because it meant somebody in 
my store who I  didn't know, didn't trust, had a key and access to my 
store, dropped off the delivery, which most o f the time would either be 
wrong, there'd be a burst milk bottle left all over the floor, at some 
stages they wouldn't deliver half my delivery because they couldn't f it  it 
in the fridge. There would be issues and I  was never consulted about 
that and wasn't even told, it just happened...
Charles as a store manager had not been not approached to see, if change was viable, before 
implementing it, or if he had objections. It would be expected to circulate that to all the staff, for 
example to be written on the board in the back area, which did not happen. Although Charles notified 
his assistant, Salvatore one of the members did not know and did not catch that up (RD, 17/09, p.25). 
Salvatore should have noticed that, but he did not, a possible reason is that he worked part time (RD, 
29/09, pp.28-29). The delivery time was changed, again, and Charles was not informed as the area 
manager expected the delivery company to do so: “And again now they've changed it to...5 o'clock in 
the evening delivery. And yeah, again I  haven't been told. Dario [area manager] was aware but didn't 
tell me because he thought I  would be told by ‘xxx’ the delivery company... ” The incident of changing 
the delivery times is an indication of the company not seeking to engage its managers in decision 
making. It gives an impression of confusion.
Another example of this missed link is when the chain had a promotional scheme where if a customer 
bought nine coffees then the tenth is free. Customers had a card to be signed every time they bought a 
coffee. However, this was stopped, restricted to just new stores or franchised ones. Maggi wondered 
why it was stopped, and Charles did not know either as that was not communicated to staff or to 
customers. Maggi thought the chain makes good money and that free coffee is nothing for the chain, 
but it is something of value to customers.
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Another incident shows how initiatives and ideas may wither if not cared for. In a company
conference someone suggested providing envelopes for the Christmas gift cards, but that did not
happen. Charles recalls that:
...somebody said, 'Well obviously we're doing the Kronos cards. ’ There 
was a group o f about twenty o f us, mainly our area, and somebody 
suggested, 'Why not format an envelope? It wouldn't take an awful lot 
but we feel it would add quite a lot o f value to the customers’ 
experience and the giving o f the gift.' And she [someone from the 
company] went, 'Oh yes, that would' and then moved on to the next 
item. So whether we were actually listened to, I  don't believe we were.
This may have enhanced the customer experience, but nobody followed it up. Most importantly, 
Charles believes that nobody listens, but this again means wasting a valuable source of feedback and 
recommendations. These are missed opportunities and it also creates an atmosphere of cynicism as he 
cites:"... I  personally don't believe we'd be listened to. We are there to run our stores and run them to 
a standard to the best o f our ability. When it comes into product development or yeah, product 
development, we're not asked... ”
Apparently, the organisational culture may affect communication. The setting for this study is a chain, 
and chains have a consistent, systematic way of work. In bureaucratic organisations, that tend to be 
centralized and formalized ‘unsolicited’ contributions are unlikely to emerge’ (Raub, 2008, p. 181). 
There is little space to employees to show initiative and have control, where guidelines are already set 
for them. In fact these organisations are “positively associated with perceived powerlessness” (Raub, 
2008, p. 181). Raub (2008) studying hotels in Switzerland found negative association between 
centralized organisations and employees’ behaviours of helping and voice. On the other hand, 
organisations that show commitment to employees and take care of them would get commitment and 
loyalty back from its employees (Smola & Sutton, 2002).
Implications
Poor communication may result in occupational stress which may affect job satisfaction. Poor 
communication may impede staff from taking the initiative to explore and discover. This may stifle 
SPC implementation, where learning may be achieved through trial and error.
Summary of factors related to communication
Communication is affected and shaped by different factors as depicted in figure 8.22. Management 
style may encourage communication or inhibit it. Organisation culture in bureaucratic organisations 
tends to be centralized and formalized. Interpersonal relations help to create atmospheres of trust and 
support and that may facilitate communication. Channels of communication are needed to express 
opinion and suggestions
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Figure 8.22 Factors related to communication
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8.4.8 Management
Rowley and Purcell (2001, p. 168) observe that “Management styles may be important in motivating 
workers to stay or to leave”. There are different management styles. The autocratic approach inhibits 
communication, does not engage staff in the formulating decisions. Employees’ voices are ignored 
and speaking up put them at risk (Faulkner & Patiar, 1997). The conduct of management is very 
important as it can strengthen employees’ performance or hamper it (Ross, 2004). Loughlin and 
Barling (2001, p.549) cite that for young workers in the foodservice industry “it is not the actual kind 
of work being done or the pay that alienates young workers but the behaviour of management towards 
them”. Supervisors’ relation with their hourly staff can influence their retention. Seniors are 
encouraged to build good relation with their staff and importantly understand their individual 
personalities and behave accordingly (Milman, 2003). This all shows how Charles’ approach to 
managing the store and his team is crucial. However, it may not be easy to classify his approach. It 
was a mix depending on circumstances and personalities.
Charles spent much time on the floor, detracting from his managerial time and capacity, to assist with 
daily operation. This may help the business as he can control the brand standards and make sure all 
the team adhere to these. However, that may deprive business from his managerial capacities 
(Guerrier & Lockwood, 1989b). That also may instil a notion that managers are only useful when they 
engage in service. Guerrier and Lockwood (1989b) found that in the housekeeping department, 
supervisors cleaned the guest rooms in order to keep labour cost to a minimum and to stick to the 
budget. This also reflects the difficulty of demand prediction. The authors regard this as ‘functionally
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flexible downward’. The day to day operations can be arduous and consume the management time, 
hindering training and improvement (Poulston, 2008). However, having a ‘hands-on’ approach can 
help to transfer the manager’s skills to his staff and make managers more aligned to their staff (Lee- 
Ross, 1993).
When a queue started to form, staff would call Charles in. There is a risk that he is seen as another 
team member not the store manager. Charles wears a uniform, but when he is in a normal shirt doing 
his paperwork, one of the staff mentioned that he felt Charles, was not performing his duty. Charles 
mentioned that the staff depend on him to inform them of what is relevant to their duties and work 
(RD, 13/10, pp.35-36). However, for the research I depended on him a lot. I expected his support by 
conveying to the staff, as he is their superior, the importance of the research. I felt I was let down by 
him several times, but there was always a good reason (RD, 02/11/08, p.42; 25/01/09, p.48). For 
instance, I gave Charles some materials relevant to the research to read, for example an article on SPC 
(RD, 17/07, p.6), but he did not read. Several times he gave me the impression of support, but I felt 
he was losing his enthusiasm, may be due to work pressure. I felt he was looking at me, not working 
with me.
Charles was brought to, not brought up within Kronos. He moved to Kronos on December 2007, and
spent his training period in other stores before coming to this store. Charles attended a training course
as a manager and it revolved around certain topics, he describes that:
...The main one is the labour aspect, so how we control our labour 
costs cause obviously that's one o f the biggest spends that we have.
How that was managed, how the systems work with the right people, 
right time budgets and how they look, what they look like. The food  
ordering systems and stock control systems that we have. And the 
general day-to-day, who to call for what situations, maintenance issues, 
point o f contact if  your coffee machine breaks down or how this works.
But with the Barista it's pretty much how you make a cup o f a coffee, 
this is the standards, so it's just that next step up...
As Charles had worked in another foodservice operation that was once affiliated to the mother 
company, it was easy to him to catch up and shorten his training period. But the training he received 
was more focused on operational aspects, and it did not touch on any soft issues such as managing 
staff, conflicts etc: ”... it is pretty much hard issues. This is you labour, this is how it works, this is 
your system and this is how it works, this is your stock book... But then with the experience that I've 
already got, I  don't believe that they thought it was an issue... ”
Charles thought that his pervious working experience may help with that, but as touched on in staff 
manager relations section, prior experience is not always helpful in new places and adaptation may be
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needed. However, Charles is not sure if this sort of training is necessary or not. Charles, arguably, 
would have benefited from a training course that focuses on handling people and associated personal 
skills. He came with what he termed a ‘hard and fast’ attitude acquired from his earlier job, and such 
training may have improved his ‘wobbly ’ relations with his personnel: “And I  came in with that 
attitude into Kronos, which probably wasn't right. With a smaller team it needs to be more 
individualised...1 was quite a tough nut to crack. So my relationship with my staff at the beginning 
was quite wobbly... ”
The operational issues are always given more attention. For example, the company changed a supplier 
and it needed to update its managers on filling paperwork and so on: “...we've had a whole load of 
paperwork come through and tell us this is how we're going to change it, so when it comes to ... the 
actual changing o f systems, then yes, they're constantly training us and updating us... ” (Charles).
Royle (2002) studying a fast food operation stresses that staff management is not the first priority, 
profits and restaurant operation, are. A manager in Kronos has to take care of her/himself, the 
company expects that. This also shows little investment in managers in terms of training and 
development. As those store managers are the future area managers then, area managers will be 
lacking some skills and the cycle continues. Faulkner and Patiar (1997) studying stressors of front line 
employees in hotels found that, one of the stressor was ‘being undervalued at work’. Murray-Gibbons 
and Gibbons (2007) urge managers to find even a little time to provide support to their subordinates. 
That may be by helping them with their task or by taking and praising their performance as this may 
impact their loyalty and motivation positively.
Persistence is important. Among the daily operational tasks, attempting to hit the store financial target 
and all the other issues, initiatives can easily fall behind and die. So initiatives should not be fads. 
Nicholas notices this: “ ...77/ give you an example: Employee o f the Month. That’s a good incentive. 
Rob started it about two months ago. Two months later, nobody’s being rewarded anymore. The issue 
has just gone ... we’ve had two staff meetings after the first one where we had the employee o f the 
month. Now? Doesn ’t exist.” This also applies to the study where Robert may have been enthusiastic 
at the start but gradually his enthusiasm faded.
Implications
Interpersonal relation with staff was not very good and this may have affected accepting his 
instructions in regard to SPC implementation and it may have created a negative atmosphere. 
Moreover, management may be more occupied with financial targets. Hence, the project may have 
received to a lower priority.
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Summary of factors related to management
Factors that are associated with management, figure 8.23, pervious working experience as this may 
affect the management style and approach, manager salary may affect the labour budget, and 
interpersonal relationships training may help managers in developing better relationships with staff.
Figure 8.23 Factors related to management
Manager’s salary
Previous work experience
Manager’s personality M anagement
Management style
Interpersonal relations management 
training
8.4.9 Understaffing
When I asked Charles about what he sees as a challenge in managing the store, he identified it to be
labour cost. He mentioned that the area manager is stressing and tracking that (RD, 11/11, p.45):
...controlling my labour budget and my labour targets. Yeah, that's 
probably my biggest challenge. We do get a lot o f ... not a lot o f 
pressure, but Dario [area manager] is on top o f it quite a lot...if you 
turn round and say to him, 'The forecast o f £1,500 for the week’ and 
you spend £1,590' they'll ask you where that £90 comes from...
Lucas (2002) noted that in the hospitality industry, the ratio of wage cost to sales is low. The store 
labour cost for Kronos for the research period is shown in table 8.5. This was compiled by Charles 
upon my request. The labour cost is normally around twenty percent. However, it should not be read 
alone, it is always in relation to the sales figures.
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Table 8.5 Labour cost and sales
Week £ Sales 
(Net)
£ Labour Percentage Week £Sales
(Net)
£ Labour Percentage
20
11/7-17/7
8615 1915 22.2% 30 8600 1971 22.9%
21 7858];;v'yv::. 1906 24.2% 2129 24.2%
22 8220 mioisjf 25.2% 5 .||S ;3 2 |4 fl:f i|18623|fis:| 1980 22.9%
23 m m m m 28.2% 25.8%
24 mmm 25.6% 34 it 21.4%
25 8289 2287 27.5% 35 10150 Zf$63m:g 16.1%
26 8415 2020 24.0% 36 9565 1917 20.0%
27 9056 1565 17.2% 37 8875 1772 19.9%
28 8599 1736 20.1% 38
14/11-20/11
9675 2044 21.1%
29 8374 1885 22.5%
According to Charles, food cost and labour cost are the biggest costs in Kronos, and labour cost
readily lends itself to control:
... Food is food, as you know, it costs you £1 for a sandwich, you sell it 
at £4.00, 25% food costs. That's as black and white as it pretty much 
can get. With labour it's a little bit o f a juggling act 'cause obviously 
I've got thirteen members o f staff and Jamie goes home half an hour 
early, Ling comes in an hour early, so it's not as black and white as 
that. It's the most adjustable cost, I  can send somebody home, I  can 
bring somebody in early, but it's the managing it...
As restaurant operators struggle to satisfy customers and maintain service with competitive prices, 
employees seem to be the weakest link so labour cost is to be reduced. Cutting back the labour cost 
may have adverse impact on personnel management (Enz, 2004; Poulston, 2008), and eventually staff 
may leave as soon as a better vacancy appears (Enz, 2004). Enz (2004) blames the industry seeing it 
responsible for creating its negative image, as it treats its staff as a ‘cost’ not an investment. 
Lockwood and Guerrier (1989) observed that some hospitality operations attempt to manage business 
and yet ‘run a tight ship’, i.e. incurring the lowest possible labour costs. Similarly, Leidner (1993) 
who worked in a Macdonald’s store in the US observes how minimizing the labour cost was of 
paramount importance to management.
Royle (2002) reports that restaurant managers involved in his study worked twelve hours, this was 
normal and expected. Charles, the store manager was working as a normal team member for most of 
the time, making drinks, serving customers, tending on the till. One day he worked from opening until 
closing, 6:30 to 20:00, as he was concerned about controlling the labour cost (RD, 11/11, p.45). In
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busy times, staff would expect him to be taking a share of the load, if he was missed then complaints
may arise (RD, 15/09, pp.24-25). On the surface it seemed unfair, until the interview unveiled hidden
matters. Charles, as an external manager, takes £21,000 yearly and that is around £3000 - 4000 more
than some of his counterparts, i.e. internal managers. This means his labour budget is a big one, his
salary contributes to this:
One o f my first challenges, because I  would say I'm the higher end o f 
the market when it comes to Kronos managers, if  I  look at my salary 
for the week, I'm allowed to spend, my budget gives me say £1,600 of 
labour to spend per week, £480 o f that is me. Which is, o f my budget,
25% o f my budget is me. And then I've got to fit  everybody else round 
me, so that's 75%. So do I  work more hours than I'm contracted to, just 
because I  get paid more? You see? So it's finding that balance.
So working on the floor may not be a big issue for Charles and he is not obliged to do it. Charles likes 
working on the floor but also it may be justified. But if Charles was paid like other internal managers 
it may allow employment of another member of staff: “[it] would make your life a little bit easier, 
because you'd have that rather than it being £480 a week on my wages I'd have £390, which could 
give me an extra £90 which is an extra person per day. So because o f my experience, I  should be able 
to run the best people”. This may imply that internal managers, receiving lower salaries than 
Charles’s, should be more relaxed about their labour cost control.
But when Charles spends much time on the floor that may detract from his managerial duties, doing 
the needed paper work. Charles explains that there is a time allocated for this: “... I  should have eight 
hours [out o f 39.5 hours] a week to spend on writing a rota, getting the paperwork right, clearing up 
any maintenance issues, doing a Kronos check... ”. If it is busy then this can be postponed and, 
sometimes, this is taken home to work on. However, Charles is a ‘people person’ as he describes 
himself. Charles likes to be on the floor interacting with customers more than sitting in his office 
filling paper. Also spending more time on the floor means staff see him as being more productive and 
active than if he sat in his small office filling papers. They may not understand nor appreciate what he 
really is doing. Charles himself, before, did not appreciate what managers do:
... At the moment I'm taking four to five hours on a Friday and I'll 
come into work but I'll be in a shirt, not a Kronos one but mine, and I'll 
try and get some paperwork sorted out, and I  do sit there and think,
'Do my staff just think I'm having a lazy day?'...I'll be there with 
calculating hours and labour costs. And that's probably one o f my most 
stressful days o f the week <Laughs> 'cause I'll have Dario on the 
phone going, 'OK, you overspent' or 'what's your forecast for next 
week?'...So I'm there trying to sort out a rota for the following 
week...Do my staff think I'm having it easy because I'm just sitting 
there doing not a lot? Do they appreciate the effort that goes in? I  
didn't when I  was their level... Well by the time I  made my way up to 
store manager, the difference o f knowledge and understanding is 
vast...
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In approaching the chain to seek access to and their participation in the research, my supervisor 
stressed that we are offering ‘free hands’ i.e. me working and not getting paid, and that was thought to 
be a stimulus to the company to approve, in addition to the chance to have feedback, i.e. special report 
and presentation of the study findings (RD, 23/04, p.2).
Understaffing happened on several occasions and staffing the store was a challenge according to 
Charles (RD, 15/08, p.17; 03/10, pp.30-31). The tight budget may be a reason for understaffing, but in 
some cases it was an emergent issue, i.e. sick staff or those who can not work or even did not show up 
(RD, 06/08, pp.15-16; 15/08, p.17; 03/10, pp.30-31). So, sometimes when it was difficult to staff the 
store, I was asked if I could come in. I was happy that I could be of benefit for them as I was grateful 
to the chain for giving me an access to their store to conduct my research (RD, 03/10, pp.30-31). In a 
certain incident it was a bank holiday and the store was not adequately staffed and I felt strange about 
that as they should have anticipated it will be a busy day and consequently staff the store adequately 
(RD, 25/08, p. 19). However, what I see as understaffing may be the optimum from the management 
perspective.
Labour seems to be an easily controllable cost, less numbers of staff can generate a reasonable amount
of sales, and consequently the productivity per member will be high. However, this is misleading, as
the staff eventually will not cope with the increased work. For example, Charles generated £10,000
which is higher than the usual with 16% labour cost, which is below the norm. He was happy with
that, but he did not reflect if this exhausted his staff physically or emotionally (RD, 31/10, pp.41-42),
and he did not think that may affect negatively on the service quality. It is common to see just two
staff running the store. The day normally starts by one person opening the store from 6:30 am and
working alone till around 9 am, where another member joins. At Around 11 am another one would
join, and four members may be working at lunch time. At two or three o’clock one or two may leave,
leaving the store to be operated by two people. Being alone is distressing. There are so many things to
do: serving customers, maintain chinaware and silverware, table clearing and answering phone. Jasper
used to work from 6:30 to 9 am alone and he depicts his experience of that:
I  don ’t like to work by myself, really. I t ’s hard to meet the standards.
I f  you have a queue at the till and you ’re rushing to do three coffees, 
and then back to the till, and then you have to put the tables to put 
outside, the delivery to put away, milk to fill up, cakes to fill up, cream 
to make, you know, loads of little things. I t ’s like you never have time. I  
think it would be much easier to have two people. I t’s unnecessary 
hard work for one person. It could be made so much easier ... Think 
about wanting your staff to be happy. I f  you look at stores like 
Starbucks, they have more staff.
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Minimizing the labour cost may have adverse consequences on staff. Being understaffed and working
alone was detested by younger workers in England (Curtis & Lucas, 2001). Poulston (2008) studying
problems of hospitality organisations in New Zealand found that understaffing was the highest shared
stressful concern for hospitality employees. However, it seems that a snug labour cost is the norm in
foodservice chains. Maggi who had worked in another chain observed that at any time just two
persons work and that meant it is hard to make everything perfect. Jasper who wants a better staff
scheduling, understands that it is a challenge for the management, but still he does not comprehend it
when he compares his employer to other operations:
I  understand it’s difficult to do the labour, and staff, and to fit  in with 
everyone’s hours. Because I  know that they’re really tight on the 
labour. They’re not allowed to go over labour...I understand why I  
have to work by myself, but if  you look at Starbucks and other coffee 
shops, they are different. We make more money than other coffee shops, 
as well. It doesn ’t add up, it doesn’t make sense.
The research was not immune from that. The tightening of the labour cost affected the study. As 
Charles saw that the data collection would be easier if he had more staff. He also mentioned he had 
the same problem when he worked in another foodservice operation once affiliated to the mother 
company (RD, 09/10, pp.34-35). This shows how a tight labour cost may have a negative effect on the 
implementation of statistical process control.
Implications
Understaffing meant increased conflict between serving customers and participating in the project, e.g. 
collecting data. It added to staff stress. These may have their involvement in SPC implementation.
Summary of the factors related to understaffing
Labour cost and turnover are factors related to understaffing. In this store, the manager’s salary 
affected the available budget for staffing the store. Figure 8.24 shows these factors.
Figure 8.24 Factors associated with understaffing
Manager's salary
Turnover L abor cost
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8.4.10 The conflict between quality measurement and service
Meeting the standards of the chain is important. Every customer who visits any branch expects the
same quality of drinks, food, and service. However, it is not always easy to meet the standards, mainly
because of the peak times and the pressure to serve in the fastest time possible (RD, 28/09, pp.27-28).
Jasper explains this:
... some o f the standards are a bit o f a pain, especially i f  you’re busy, 
for example, the one where you have to unwrap the sandwich, etc. I t ’s 
difficult because you are sometimes dictated by circumstances. On a 
Saturday afternoon if  your queue is going out o f the door, it’s difficult 
to always put a knife, fork, and napkin in the right position, etc, or the 
chocolate in a pattern, i f  you have a million things to do. Sometimes 
it’s not always... The standards are usually met perfectly, but 
sometimes you must allow a bit o f leeway dependant on the 
circumstances because sometimes we’re very busy and it’s hard to 
think all through the day. I f  you ’re making five hundred coffees a day, 
and two or three are not up to standard, that’s just human nature.
This difficulty is increased when a team member works alone as Jasper explains:
I  don’t like to work by myself, really. I t ’s hard to meet the standards.
I f  you have a queue at the till and you ’re rushing to do three coffees, 
and then back to the till, and then you have to put the tables to put 
outside, the delivery to put away, milk to fill up, cakes to fill up, cream 
to make, you know, loads o f little things. I t ’s like you never have time. I  
think it would be much easier to have two people...
The concept of self-checking is, mostly, identified with operations that adopt an empowerment 
approach (Powell & Watson, 2006). In their research on room attendants in hotels in Cardiff, Powell 
and Watson, (2006) found that to work fast and adhere to the quality standards is stressful. They also 
observed that in hotels that had an empowerment policy, eight out of ten attendants experienced ‘very 
pressurized work demands’. While, 6 out of 10 in hotels having no empowerment strategy, cited the 
same issue. Powell and Watson (2006) report that hotels that appointed self-checking chambermaids 
incurred more labour costs through employing staff with the adequate experience and providing 
proper training, but they also observed improved customer satisfaction. They also discovered that 60 
% of 64 of chambermaids found it hard to work quickly and adhere to the quality standards. A similar 
observation was noted by Faulkner and Patiar (1997) where some housekeeping staff perceived 
implementing novel quality control approaches that required them to do some simple paper work as, 
‘additional unwarranted burden’. As some staff in that division lack this ability, they regard it as 
ominous.
Although the idea of self-measuring and control seems attractive, Wilkinson (1992, p.326) observe 
that “what is seen by TQM writers as an unambiguously positive impact on employees may be seen 
by others as increasing pressure on employees by getting them to take on more responsibility”. This is
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elaborated more by Wilkinson et al. (1997) where quality measurement systems can be used to the 
interest of management and, where identified, under performance can be used for punitive purposes. 
In this case the measurement can be just a manifestation of the management scrutiny and hegemony 
(Wilkinson et al., 1997). Hence, self-measurement may seem an attractive concept from a 
management perspective but it may be not practical and worrying to operatives. Moreover, there is a 
possibility of ‘psychological resistance’ as staff may not like being assessed by peers (Anand, 1999). 
This also may apply to this study where staff may be stressed by the new role expected from them, 
and as this may place responsibility to them they may not be willing to take that, especially with a 
tight labour cost. Wilkinson et al. (1997) in their study on manufacturing companies applying quality 
management found that attending to demands of work was the excuse given by some workers, in a 
certain company, for not engaging in quality related efforts., e.g. training. Although, the management 
doubted this rationale it proved to be an acceptable reason, although it seems no real investigation was 
undertaken to explore further.
Another factor that augments that conflict is service characteristics. This is discussed in detail in a 
special section (8.8.2).
Implications
Conflict between service and quality may render staff stressed. This also moves the study and the 
implementation from their priorities to a lower rank. Even it can be used as a justified excuse to 
justify not collecting the data, for example
Summary of the conflict between quality and service
Understaffing increases the workload on staff and serving customer would be the first priority, quality 
measurement can be postponed or sacrificed. Service characteristics increase the conflict between 
service and quality measurement. Figure 8.25 shows these factors.
Figure 8.25 Factors related to the conflict between quality measurement and service
U nderstaffing
Workload
Inseparability
Conflict between quality measurement and service
H eterogeneity o f  dem and
Service characteristics
U ncertainty o f  dem and J
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8.4.11 Stress and job burnout
Work in the store was stressful in most of the time. Staff need to serve customers as soon as possible 
and do many tasks in the same time. Stress did not make the work enjoyable for them. The hospitality 
industry, compared to other professions, notices a growing trend of occupational stress (Murray- 
Gibbons & Gibbons, 2007). Stress can be caused by low wages, extended hours of work, work tension 
and conduct of superiors (Murray-Gibbons & Gibbons, 2007). The nature of the industry (Faulkner & 
Patiar, 1997) and the service role (Yagil, 2008) provoke this. Moreover, the intensive customer 
interaction (Faulkner & Patiar, 1997; Kim et al., 2007), and quick attending to customers’ demands 
with courtesy, under whatever conditions (Faulkner & Patiar, 1997), accentuating the tradition that 
‘the customer is always right’ (Yagil, 2008), adds to this. Dealing with these situations and behaving 
tactfully, genuinely or apparently, may have negative bearings on employees (Kim, 2008; Seymour, 
2000). A feeling of contradiction may arise between what they endure and what they show-‘emotional 
labour’- and that would add to their distress and may lead to lowered job satisfaction (Johanson & 
Woods, 2008; Lashley, 2002). Johanson and Woods (2008) found that hotel human resources 
managers who adopted designed programmes to manage emotional labour experienced decreased staff 
turnover.
The workload was the major and most explicit and manifested form of stress for staff. The first main
reason is related to the tight labour cost. The success of the manager in running a store is, partly,
assessed by keeping labour cost to the target. Management may be pleased with hitting its forecasted
sales with the lowest possible labour cost, thinking that staff cope, but they may be wrong (RD, 31/10,
pp.41-42). It is common to see just one or two staff members running the store. Being alone is
stressful. One has to serve customers, load the dishwasher and unload it, and clear and clean the tables.
Jasper used to work from 6:30 to 9:30 am alone and he describes how it goes:
I  don ’t like to work by myself, really. It's hard to meet the standards.
I f  you have a queue at the till and you ’re rushing to do three coffees, 
and then back to the till, and then you have to put the tables to put 
outside, the delivery to put away, milk to fill up, cakes to fill up, cream 
to make, you know, loads o f little things. I t ’s like you never have time. I  
think it would be much easier to have two people. I t ’s unnecessary 
hard work for one person...
On several occasions when I went to the store, this was met with relief from the staff (RD, 04/09, 
pp.22-23), as that meant more hands to help. I was also stressed by the work load. I wanted to pursue 
my research, but sometimes as the store got busy, I had to help and with time I forgot what I wanted 
to do and later I felt bad about that (RD, 03/09, p.22). Moreover, this echoed my personal experience 
of working alone in my previous hotel job (RD, 01/10, p.29). Enormous workload and staff shortage 
were identified by forty kitchen chefs in Northern Ireland as their major stressors (Murray-Gibbons & 
Gibbons, 2007). Moreover, 57.5 % of the participants indicated likelihood to leave their workplaces
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because of stress. Rowley and Purcell (2001) opine that staff shortage put more workload and 
pressurizes the remaining staff, escalating their stress. Enz (2004) suggests that malpractice in 
employee relations is a possible reason for staff turnover which, in turn leads to long hours of work 
for the remaining staff. Hence, she encourages restaurant operators to better schedule their staff, to 
avoid staff burnout due to long hours and excessive load of work.
The other reason con tributing to this stress is staff tur nover wh ich puts more workload on the 
remainder of the staff. Even having new members means supporting them until they adapt and start 
taking full responsibility. The situation is difficult if there are just two persons on the counter and one 
of them is a novice, as that places the majority of the work load on the older hand. Jasper again 
observes that: “ ...if you’re putting a person in at nine o ’clock, and they’re not fully trained, or not 
trained on coffee, then you ’re working from six until eleven doing the coffee and the till by yourself 
I t ’s too much work for one person. ”
The adaptation and settling of the new members may take some time, between a month to three
months according to Marlow. The pressure and tension levels associated with such incidents is not
related to or dependent on experience as, even experienced staff also suffer from the workload and
demanding customers. Giovanni, an assistant manager, went through a similar situation and it was
even worse with him:
It was me and the new guy Salvatore. I  used to run the shop from 
6.30am until 9.30am by myself -  washing, food, frescato, and 
everything. Then I  sent him to the bank at 9.30am and he came back 
10.00am. After 10.00am the shop was very busy. The situation was 
quite difficult because there was lots o f work to do, we ran out o f cups, 
ran out o f plates, saucers, and I  didn’t know how long I  can handle 
this situation. That was quite scary for me...
In this incident the manager was conducting a staff appraisal with a member who should start work 
after 30 minutes in the first floor -  they can not see what is going in the ground floor- and Giovanni 
sent one of the staff -  who was not on duty -  to ask the manager and that team member to come down 
and help. After a while, with the load getting bigger, Giovanni went up and asked the manager to 
come down, he said to them that: “I  will serve coffee in the ju g ”. As they went down, the manager, 
realizing how bad the situation was, apologized for not getting down quickly. For Giovanni the 
feeling of helplessness will be remembered: “That is the bad thing, I  think [it had] never happened in 
the shop.... I f  you’re by yourself, like this situation, if  there was no one here, I  can’t handle that 
situation. It is quite strange, because I t ’s easy to make coffee. I t ’s easy to serve customers, but it’s not 
easy to look for the shop after this situation ”. Under all circumstances, staff are expected to show 
respect to customers and deal with courtesy, however, this was not easy in this case and the 
experienced stress of the situation was intensified as customers addressed rude comments to Giovanni.
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The demanding customer interaction characterizing the hospitality industry is partly related to the 
stress experienced by its personnel (Kim et al., 2007).
However, understaffmg and customers can be stressful. Staff relationships with management can be 
another stressor. This type of stress is mostly a tacit one. For some the relationship with the manager 
was tense and this made the work displeasing. Nicholas talks about this: “Aggression is one o f the 
main downfalls in this place. Aggression. The way management rant to you, if  there is something 
going on, aggression. Aggression is a critical factor.... Here, you're being watched 24/7. I t ’s like big 
brother. And when you make a mistake, aggression is put into it. ”
Stress, even, relates to minor issues, Nicholas, for example, noted how lucky the smokers are, as it is 
accepted that they can ask for 5 minutes to smoke, outside of break times. The non smokers do not 
enjoy that privilege, and this is perceived by him as unfair. Giovanni was stressed because he can not 
see any potential to be promoted. He had spent almost three years in the store and, as he can not see a 
future, he was frustrated (RD, 21/07, p.7). Another possible stressor is the nature of the work where 
boredom is felt by some, and this for Jasper affects his perception of the job: “/  liked it at the start, but 
after being here for a long time it becomes a bit too similar. Everything is the same every day. I  liked 
it in the beginning when it was new, but not so much now”.
To alleviate stress, management should think of introducing stress management schemes to their staff 
(Faulkner & Patiar, 1997; Ross, 1995). Staff are entitled to the service of ‘The Employee Assistance 
Programmes’, which is advertised in the benefits booklet. It is free of charge, and offers a confidential 
and independent telephone counselling and advice service ‘Person to Person’. This relates to work, 
legal, family/marital, financial, emotional, and addiction issues. However, I think the staff are not 
aware of the service (RD, 14/10, pp.36-37; 16/10, p.37) and I do not think they would use it (RD, 
21/10, pp.38-39).
Stress is an antecedent of burnout (Murray-Gibbons & Gibbons, 2007). Maslach and Jackson (cited in 
Maslach & Schaufeli, 1993, p. 14) define burnout as a “syndrome of emotional exhaustion, 
depersonalization and reduced personal accomplishment that can occur among individuals who do 
‘people-work’ of some kind”. Winnbust (1993) mentions that burnout is associated with work but he 
does not agree with the Maslach and Jackson’s definition in limiting it to just people who do people 
work. Burnout has adverse consequences on businesses. It may lead to staff turnover (Ledgerwood et 
al., 1988; Rowley & Purcell, 2001), absenteeism, and diminished productivity (Ledgerwood et al., 
1988). Additionally, it may also affect an individual’s life outside work (Ledgerwood et al., 1988). 
The role of management is important, as the level and nature of management support is associated
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with burnout. Acknowledging and praising the performance of employees is thought to lessen their 
burnout (Ledgerwood et al., 1998). It is worth noting that personality characteristics have an impact 
over experiencing burnout (Kim et al., 2007).
Implications
Workload, understaffing, poor communication and interpersonal relations, lack of promotion 
opportunities, remuneration all act as stressors. Staff enduring stress and burnout are difficult to 
engage in SPC implementation.
Summary of factors related to job burnout
Two main factors work as antecedents for burnout. Firstly, personality traits: Extraversion, 
agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness to experience (Kim et al., 2007). 
Secondly, Job stressors which can be related to demands or resources (Kim et al., 2007). Demands are 
defined as “physical, psychological, social, or organisational aspects of the job that require sustained 
physical and/or psychological (cognitive and emotional) effort or skills and are therefore associated 
with certain physiological and/or psychological costs” (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007, p.312). Resources 
are “physical, social or organisational aspects of the job” (Demerouti et al. cited in Kim et al., 2007, 
p.423). Resources are used to, attain work objectives, meet the job demands, and trigger personal 
progress (Kim et al, 2007). Figure 8.26 depicts these factors.
Figure 8.26 Factors related to job burnout
Promotion chances
\  Job  resourcesInterpersonal relations Social support
Remuneration
Stress
Understaffing Workload
Role ambiguity \  Job  dem ands /
Understaffing Customer contact
Job  B urnout
Agreeableness
Extraversion
\ \ ^  Personality traitConscientiousness
Neuroticism
Openness to experience
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8.4.12 Creativity
I asked Marlow I asked about his hobbies. He is interested in drawing and photography: “There’s 
photos, stuff like that, surrealist stuff. So stuff that you’ll look at and you’ll go... and all that sort of 
stuff ... I  like [photo] composition and I  like the nice sort o f stuff.” I believe people who have a 
creative side are more likely to engage in continuous improvement activities. They have vigilant eyes 
and a desire to know and discover and know more. These people need to be cared for as they 
represent ‘intellectual capital’ for business (Namasivayam & Denizci, 2006).
There are eight prerequisites for a creative environment: freedom, challenge, resources, supervisors, 
co-workers, recognition, unity and co-operation, and creative support. These are the work 
Environment Inventory (WEI) of Amabile and Gryskiewiz (Wong & Ladkin, 2008). However, 
examining the situation in the store may show that many of these variables are lacking. If staff are not 
willing to share their ideas with management and prefer to keep it themselves, if the manager is 
immersed in the daily operation and works most of the time on the floor, if the manager do not receive 
more training in communication and personal skills, if staff feel they are criticized most of the time. 
Hence, this environment may not be conducive for creativity. In their case study of hotel employees in 
Hong Kong, Wong and Ladkin (2008) offered hotel management with recommendation to encourage 
employees’ creativity. Among these are courage and communication. Courage involves: “risk taking, 
allow mistakes, trial and error” and communication include “intra-and intercommunications allowing 
exchange of ideas and recognize publicly” (p.435). These recommendations may help the store and 
the chain to build a creative environment.
Stenberg (1999) found an association between high level creativity and the individual’s personal 
involvement, and searched for IM (intrinsic motivators) and skills in hiring personnel. This may 
support a suggested link between implementing continuous improvement programmes and personnel 
who have creative abilities. Hence, probably hospitality operations may want to find those people. 
Wong and Ladkin (2008, p.427) mentions that it is necessary to “keep the creative capital - creative 
thinkers whose ideas can turn into valuable products and services, and finally benefit and defend the 
country’s economy”. In the pilot study, I identified an element and termed it ‘curiosity of children’. A 
questioning mind that does not take every thing for granted. In the main study, this was also 
experienced, but also creativity or that spirit that tackles and follows up, it is a gift not every one 
would possess. Those who have it should be identified and cared for. This raises a question about how 
many ideas and suggestions in the chain have been generated by its people. This gives an indication of 
the minds that work, the ability to express ideas and the chain benefiting from its people. One of the 
personality traits ‘openness to experiences’ which is related to “intelligence, breadth of interests and 
creativity” (Kim et al., 2007, p.425) can be used to find persons with such trait. The chain may use in
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its selection and recruitment. However, arguably counterproductive work behaviour may have an 
effect on creativity, this is discussed in detail in counterproductive work behaviour section.
Implications
Staff who lack creativity may not be triggered to participate in SPC implementation. Where problem 
identification and solving require cycles of trial and error and a spirit of exploration and discovery. 
Such staff would not tolerate this.
Summary of factors related to creativity
Creativity may be associated with communication and interpersonal relations as these are needed to 
give staff the chance to express their opinion and suggestions freely and within approved channels of 
communication. Personality traits- ‘openness to experiences’ may help to find people in the selection 
and recruitment process. However, the ‘intellectual capital’ (Namasivayam & Denizci, 2006) is 
threatened by turnover. Counterproductive work behaviour may inhibit creativity. Figure 8.27 depicts 
these factors.
Figure 8.27 Factors related to creativity
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8.4.13 Motivation
Marlow was one of the few staff, during the interview, that I felt he was motivated to work. He did 
not enjoy school, and so he did not perform very well, as effort was not strongly linked to a goal, 
according to him. Now, however he enjoys his work and wants to learn more. He hopes his input is
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translated into promotion, experience and money. This desire to learn motivates him to work and 
master his profession: “I  think it’s more if I  want to learn it I  will perform well, but i f  I  don’t have any 
interest in it, I  don’t seem to perform as well. I  don’t put the effort in so much”. Marlow even notes 
that among the factors that affect the settling of a new team member is this member’s motivation.
Motivation is one determinant of employee performance (Wiley, 1997). Simons and Enz (1995, p.27) 
cite that “the manager can set the stage for motivation to happen, but cannot force motivation to 
occur.” The level of effort and the direction of that effort are set by workers, based on their 
perceptions of the most rational way to satisfy their personal desires”. This point to the inner 
motivation which a worker possesses and the external motivation that can be shaped and provided for 
by the employer or the manager. However, both apparently are equal in importance. It is claimed that 
staff who show high levels of motivation are able to provide better customer service (Wong & Ladkin, 
2008). Guerrier and Lockwood (1989a) observe that employees in managerial and senior positions in 
hospitality represent the core manpower on their operations. They are highly skilled and normally 
show high levels of commitment. This group is mostly motivated by opportunities for advancing their 
careers. This may be at risk if promotions are not available. Wong et al.’s survey on manager and 
professionals in Australia found that progression was a highly appreciated motivational element for 
participants of Generation Y. Simons and Enz (1995) argue that tensed working atmosphere and 
intimidating staff render staff de-motivated.
Herzberg’s theory of motivation stipulates that two factors affect employees’ motivation- hygienic 
factors and motivators. However, absence of the hygienic factors (extrinsic) may result in 
dissatisfaction, but satisfaction is related to motivating factors (Bassett-Jones & Lloyd, 2005).
Implications
Motivation may be a determinant of staff participation in SPC implementation. There are several 
factors that may render staff de-motivated, e.g. remuneration, management, interpersonal relations. 
Staff who lack motivation are difficult to engage in SPC implementation
Summary of factors related to motivation
Hygienic factors are remuneration and interpersonal relation and management. Motivating factors 
motivators are growth and career, recognition and advancement and self-fulfilment. These are shown 
in figure 8.28.
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Figure 8.28 Factors related to motivation
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8.4.14 Job Satisfaction
There are many factors that may result in staff having low levels of job satisfaction including the 
workload, payment, relationship with management, management style. Relationship with management 
and management style may have affected the staff self-esteem. These factors may have lowered the 
staff commitment to their work and their involvement with the study and moreover as depicted in the 
figure it may affect their retention.
Job satisfaction is a “pleasurable or positive emotional state resulting from one’s job or job 
experiences” (Locke cited in Hancer & George, 2003, p.85). Customers’ satisfaction is related to 
employees’ satisfaction (Bowen et al., 1999; Karatepe & Uludag, 2007; Schneider, 1994; Spinelli & 
Canavos, 2000). Based on this, customer satisfaction can be seen as an indicator of the Human 
Resources Management (HRM) efficiency or otherwise (Bowen, 1999; Schneider, 1994). Bowen et al. 
(1999) advocate that employees’ attitudes will be reflected on customer attitudes in what is termed as 
‘spillover effect’.
Martin et al. (2006) distinguished between two sets of motivators, as identified by another scholar- 
Herzberg. ‘Hygiene’ elements which are manifested by the working environment and remuneration 
and the ‘motivators’, which are more abstract aspects- self -esteem and self-development. These 
together are responsible for job satisfaction and consequently, to a high degree, staff employment and 
retention (Martin et al., 2006). However, it is recognised that the intrinsic issues have more influence 
on the managerial positions, and the extrinsic ones, hygiene elements, affect the non-managerial staff 
(Martin et al., 2006).
Milman (2003) found that employee satisfaction is associated with employee retention and 
recommending their place of work to their acquaintances. This is supported by the results of Karatepe
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and Uludag (2007) researching front line employees in Cyprus hotels, as they concluded that 
employees who experienced low job satisfaction are more likely to think about quitting their jobs.
Charles had tried to use a staff feed back form to determine the perceptions of the staff toward their 
work (RD, 13/07, pp.3-4), he and Maggi, the assistant manager, helped with their distribution and 
collection. However, Charles felt that two members had affected its usefulness: ‘7  was watching them 
filling out the feedback forms and Jasper and Nicholas were talking to the rest o f the staff as they 
were filling them out... they were all sat downstairs and they were still talking amongst themselves
After that Charles discussed the outcomes with the team and he found contradicting views:
And one o f the things that came up was ... ‘do Ifeel this store is clean 
and tidy? ’ [a question in the feedback form]... And I  remember Mei 
and Nicholas especially saying no, this place is dirty and all the rest o f 
it. In the meeting it all came back that nobody felt happy that the store 
was clean and tidy. And then one o f the other questions was ‘do I  feel I  
clean too much’ or ‘am I  productive in my work’, and everybody put 
down that they cleaned too much. And I  sat down with all o f them and 
said, 'This is the report I've got. Can anybody shed some light on this.
You clean too much but you're not happy with the cleanliness o f the 
store... but discussing afterwards as a group and then one-on-ones 
pretty much boiled down to thoughts o f Jasper and Nicholas.
I asked Charles if the chain conducted a staff job satisfaction survey, but as he had spent only one 
year with Kronos, he was not aware of that. At least within his one year he did not hear about that: “... 
apart from my personal one-to-one performance reviews with the staff and my staff feedback sheets, 
there's been nothing. No one's asked the staff how they feel... But with a fairly small team, I  think I've 
got a fairly close relationship with most o f them, and i f  there was an issue hopefully I'd pick up on 
it...”
Employee job satisfaction was used as a pointer of organisational performance in a recent study
(Onyango & Okech, 2008). Despite being easy for a manager to establish if her/his staff are happy,
the chain should have an official survey that covers all its stores and employees. Following enquires, I
was contacted by the human resources department, it established that the last survey, Engagement
Survey’, was conducted two years ago, May 2007. In that survey, ‘payment to be as good or better
than similar companies’ received the lowest score. However, Human Resources cautioned me to the
fact that many work factors have changed, and this may render the results of that survey unreliable as
they do not represent the current business. The message was that:
I  think the thing to bear in mind with this information is the as a 
business we have grown considerably since this was completed and we 
have put in many process and strategies to support the business that
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were not in place then. I  would question whether it is viable data to use 
if  you are looking at the business as it is today.
Implications
Employees’ job satisfaction appears to be weak. This may affect their organizational commitment. 
Directly, it affected their participation in the study. Moreover, it may increase their intention to leave. 
This would reflect negatively on SPC implementation
Summaiy of factors related to job satisfaction
There are many factors that many be associated with job satisfaction, figure 8.29. Motivation with its 
two main factors: hygienic (remuneration, interpersonal relations, management style) and motivating 
(growth and career, recognition and advancement and self-fulfilment). Stress is made up of stressors 
related to job demands and sources and perceived injustice.
Figure 8.29 Factors related to job satisfaction
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8.4.15 Counterproductive work behaviour (CWB)
I did not notice counterproductive work behaviour of staff. However, that does not mean it does not 
exist. Penney et al. (cited in Namasivayam & Lin, 2005, p.26) define counterproductive work 
behaviour as a “variety of acts ranging from low intensity behavior such as taking excessive breaks, 
spreading false rumours and withholding effort, to more serious behaviors such as sabotage, verbal 
abuse, and physical assault.” Royle (2002) cites some examples of such acts in a fast food operation, 
e.g., a worker, deliberately, did not wash his hands after using the toilet, some putting their sweat and 
‘nasal fluid’ on food, and others not following the standard work procedures. It is a deliberate act 
(Fox et al., 2001; Harris & Ogbonna, 2002). Counterproductive work behaviour (CWB) may be
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addressed to the organisation or other co-workers (Mount et al., 2005) and customers also are a 
possible target (Harris & Ogbonna, 2006). It has major consequences on the service business as it is 
instant (Harris & Ogbonna, 2006), and it has negative consequences on customers’ evaluation of the 
service and their satisfaction (Harris & Ogbonna, 2006; Namasivayam & Lin, 2005).
CWB is identified as four major branches: production, property, political and personal aggression. Of 
interest is the production stream, as this is related to behaviours that impair the work standards in 
terms of quantity and quality (Namasivayam & Lin, 2005). Counterproductive behaviour is predicted 
by, among others, job satisfaction and organisational citizenship (Namasivayam & Lin, 2005).
Harris and Ogbonna (2002) argue that the hospitality industry is ‘predisposed’ to such behaviour. 
There are many conducive factors to make these happen such as intensive customer interaction 
(Harris & Ogbonna, 2002; Shamir, 1981), depending on many part timers, low wages, and high 
employees turnover (Harris & Ogbonna, 2002), poor working conditions, handling of stocks of food 
and beverage specially alcoholics and financial transactions (Shamir, 1981). These contribute to the 
‘opportunity structure’ of hotel jobs increasing the likelihood of deviant acts.
It may be difficult to spot deviant behaviours, which are inherently can not be observed easily. 
Charles was troubled by the behaviour of two members. He was directing them, but they preferred to 
do the job their way. Charles thought it was not deliberate behaviour: “...I think they were both bored 
within their job roles. And I  don't feel they were doing it to annoy me or piss me off. They just did it 
because they were bored and they wanted a bit o f excitement in their lives, or in their working lives 
anyway”.
Charles also recalled how some did not agree with him on certain things and instead of the anticipated
support he was let down. So his plans were not achievable:
...Idon't know what they were doing, but I  believe they weren't helping 
my cause, if  you know what I'm trying to say. So I  would try and 
implement something, they didn't like it, they weren't going to go along 
with it. And this was a person at a higher level. So where I'd need their 
support to implement something, if  they didn't like it they just would 
go... or they would do it when I  was around and just not do it when I  
wasn't. It's slightly frustrating... we've done it for a trial period and the 
trial period didn't work specifically because they didn't let the trial 
period run out and then work it out.
Charles was frustrated, but he thought it was, merely, a resistance to change: ‘7 don't think it was 
intentional to devalue the company or the brand or the store itself, maybe because they were set in 
their ways or ... just yeah, probably because they were set in their ways and didn't like the change 
that I  brought to the store ”.
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However, another type of counterproductive behaviour is clearer. Charles had identified the 
occurrence of theft, which is a materialized kind of deviant behaviour and probably aimed at the 
workplace: “ ‘I've had a little bit o f theft herefrom staff, and I  know that for a fact and I've caught that. 
On two different occasions... ”. It is suggested that some working conditions e.g., low wages, meagre 
tips, few numbers of customers, may conduce restaurant employees to steal (Hawkins, 1990).
Harris and Ogbonna (2006) regard service sabotage as a reaction of infuriated service employees, by 
doing so they try to damage the organisation that inflicted them. Bowen et al. (1999) observe that 
fairness may induce staff to work for the best interests of their employers, which implies that lack of 
fairness may trigger some staff to go against this. Perceived fairness or justice of an organisation is a 
principal precursor of counterproductive behaviour. Inequality acts as a stressor, and emotions of 
disappointment trigger employees to engage in such deviant acts (Flaherty & Moss, 2007; Robinson, 
2008).
There is an intangible facet of counterproductive behaviour which can not be discerned, when staff do 
not offer their suggestions to management depriving their work place from possible improvement. 
When I interviewed some members and asked them if they would suggest ideas to improve the 
business they answered negatively. Nicholas, in most cases, would keep it to himself, even if he 
realizes that his idea or suggestion would make a difference. He justifies this as: “...Ifeel like this is 
because some o f the arguments I've had have become so petty, when you find yourself arguing with 
management about bins, about putting cardboard boxes in bins instead o f putting them outside, it 
becomes the most piteous things you argue about...”
Giovanni did not voice his concerns over the food safety (discussed in the communication section). 
Furthermore, he did not think it is easy to make management listens to him as he is just one employee 
among many. It seems that acting as a customer, as he believed, is the only way to make the company 
listens to him, and takes the matter seriously. I myself had an incident that can be seen as 
counterproductive. I found two boxes of expired muffins and cakes and I reported that (RD, 01/10, 
p.29). But after sometime I found one and I did not care to report it (RD, 17/10, p.38). I do not know 
if other staff found that or not. I think it was a sort of frustration due to their failure to collect the data 
and engaging in the research.
According to Namasivayam and Lin (2005) withholding efforts is also extended to emotions. But it 
can be argued also that it extends to an intellectual element, where employees can withhold their 
suggestions and opinions that might improve the work. As a sort of punishment they can deprive the 
operation from the fruit of their minds. Hence, creativity may be constrained. Considering the 
perceptual nature of this factor, it may be difficult to capture and to assess. This may require further
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investigation. In addition, this is relatively a novel sphere for research in the hospitality industry that 
merits studying in different types of operations to develop a theory about it in the hospitality industry.
Harris and Ogbonna (2006) identified an association between service sabotage and organisational 
performance. The researchers proved that when employees feel they can obtain other jobs easily that 
may induce them to misbehave. They did not use the work status - part timers versus full timers, as a 
factor to consider, to reveal which group are more likely to misbehave. However, they proved that 
those workers who want to remain in their work places are less likely to act against their organisations.
Wallace and De Chematony (2008) argue that employees who plan to continue in their operations 
have less intention to incapacitate their organisations. If we consider that part timers may like to have 
‘loose attachment’ to their work places as contended by Montgomery (1988), then, it may be inferred 
that part timers are more likely to carry out service sabotage. Guerrier and Lockwood (1989b, p.417) 
suggest attempting to “bring them [part timers] in closer contact with the organisation”. They suggest 
that part timers should be treated equally to their full time fellows in terms of training, rewards and 
benefits. Such practices may lessen their possible engagement in deviant acts.
Implications
Staff who engage in counterproductive behaviour may withhold their effort and hence their input is 
doubted. Hence, they may not be easily involved in SPC implementation.
Summary of factors related to Counterproductive behaviour
Figure 8.30 shows factors associated with counterproductive behaviours. Personality traits contain 
five elements: extraversion, conscientiousness, emotional stability, agreeableness, and openness to 
experience (Mount et al., 2006). Job stressors include: job demands, such as role ambiguity, and work 
load. Job stressors related to job resources include social support which is sustained by interpersonal 
relations and chances of promotion and remuneration. Perceived injustice is another stress factor. Job 
satisfaction is another factor associated with counterproductive behaviour. Market refers to the 
availability of vacancies as this may encourage staff to engage in such acts. Staff who have an 
intention to stay may not engage in counterproductive work behaviour
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Figure 8.30 Factors related to counterproductive work behaviour
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8.4.16 Turnover
Turnover is an issue in this specific store. I worked with nineteen members, including the manager. 
Six left the store and the chain and three moved to other stores in the chain. Employee turnover is a 
persistent problem that faces the hospitality industry (DiPietro et al., 2007; Ghiselli et al., 2001; 
Gustafson, 2002; Hinkin & Tracey, 2000; Karatepe & Uludag 2007; Tracey & Hinkin, 2008). 
Turnover is customary (Enz, 2001; Hinkin & Tracey, 2000; Rowley & Purcell, 2001), seen as 
‘necessary evil’ (Hinkin & Tracey, 2000), ‘chronic’ (Rowley & Purcell, 2001) and the industry is 
trapped in a ‘revolving-door cycle’ (Woods & Macaulay, 1989). Nevertheless, a ‘planned turnover’ 
might be regarded ‘healthy’, invigorating the industry with new spirit (Rowley & Purcell, 2001).
The mother company management stresses the relationship between staff turnover and satisfaction
and motivation, in addition to the financial consequences of turnover:
‘Team turnover- this measures how many people leave the business 
and indicates our success in keeping our people motivated and happy.
This measurement is important to [the mother company] because we 
believe that, as well as reducing recruitment and training cost, happy 
and motivated people will provide a better service to our customers ’
(Chief Executive, company’s 2007 annual report [Datamonitor]).
The mother company uses a balanced score card for its divisions and individual sites’ performance 
assessment, and team turnover is imbedded in the people measures therein. The turnover target ratio is 
62 % for the store, which is seen by Charles as quite high. The store ran, when I interviewed Charles 
on January 2009, at: “It's a rolling 12 months, so from this time last year here... so within the last 12 
months I've turned over 42% o f the staff\ This leads to questioning the turnover ratio, which seems to
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be an accumulative one, where for example part timers are not differentiated from full timers. It may 
be worth breaking down this ratio to have a better understanding of the store turnover, and to better 
establish the real reasons behind that.
The first team member to leave was Vanida. She was a mother and used to work in the morning and 
leave by lunch time. Vanida left to have more free time to take care of her family. I started to hear 
about others intending to leave, but the fastest ones to leave were Halina and Willem. Halina stayed 
for almost three weeks- came 8 august and left on 30 august-. Willem stayed for less than a month- 
came 17 October and left 22 November. In my diary I recorded a conversation with Charles on 
Willem decision to leave, where it seems that Willem’s expectations of the job were not met (RD, 
03/11, pp.42-43). In Willem’s case it was not a successful recruitment as it may have failed to match 
his personal traits with the job requirement. Or this can be seen as a lack of fit between him and the 
job. Due to the turnover, I was not sure who to interview and when, as I might lose them soon (RD, 
18/08, p. 18). After a while, my supervisor advised me to interview some team members and not to 
worry about having them at the end of the research. It became customary to have a new face (RD, 
08/08, p.16; 16/08, p.18; 29/08, p.21), and to see Charles interviewing somebody (03/11, pp.42-43).
Staff turnover relates to many variables such as job satisfaction, work environment, staff demographic, 
job performance (Milman, 2003), remuneration, organisational commitment, social support (Deery & 
Shaw, 1999), stress (Jogaratnam & Buchanan, 2004), and burnout (Ledgerwood et al., 1988; Rowley 
& Purcell, 2001). Many of these would contribute to a ‘turnover culture’ (Deery & Shaw, 1999). 
Charles talked about turnover as a fact that must be accepted. He summarised the possible reason 
behind that:
...we're also in the catering trade which is not unusual to turnover 
people, not when a) we pay minimum wage b) we take on foreign staff 
and we also take on students. That's no disrespect to any o f them, but 
they are generally people that turn over quite quickly. It's minimum 
wage, if  somebody can get a better job, less hours and they're paid 
more, they’re going to go. Again foreign students, i f  their 
circumstances change, they finish their course, they can go back home, 
so yeah, they're probably the three main factors in my team turnover.
Shamir (1981) suggests that the work force of hotels may be a highly nomadic one, where immigrant 
workers and women with families may not stay for long periods in work. Wildes (2008) cites that the 
restaurant industry staff’s profile is of young people who study or have another job and consider it as 
a transitory job. In her survey she found that 47% of 241 food servers indicated that they will quit the 
foodservice business within two years and 20% will do so in one year. With an expected labour 
shortage and a change in employees’ demographics this will continue to be a problem for the industry 
(Hinkin & Tracey, 2000; Woods & Macaulay, 1989).
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Besides that Charles added the ‘person-job fit’, where a person will not be able to continue because
her/his traits are mot matching job requirements:
Some people it just hasn't been the job for them. I  do think it takes a 
certain type o f person to work in the catering industry. You need to be 
quite a people person, understand that we are a brand and that 
consistency is key, so I've had a couple o f people leave just 'cause it's 
not been the job for them. I f  I  had to say it was one thing, yeah, it 
would probably be wages and more consistent hours. But then I  also 
think that's down to the person coming into the job, when they sit down 
in an interview or even on a \JE ’ [on the job experience], you've got 
like this is what it's going to be, you'll have inconsistent hours ...
‘On the job experience’ is the first shift of four hours given to familiarize the person with the job, 
Charles tries to give a realistic picture of the work, trying to not promise or convey what can not be 
achieved or is impossible to accommodate. As misfit happens or expectations are not met, that leaves 
Charles wondering: “...you've got to reflect on whether they actually believed what I  said when I  said 
it needs to be flexible and this is going to be your hourly rate ”.
However, turnover is not all evil. Some turnover is wished for and required when people’s behaviour 
is affecting the store. As Charles explain: “ ... I  think losing a couple o f people that I  did helped... 
losing both Nicholas and Jasper I  feel was a definite benefit o f bringing this team together. I  don't 
think they helped the store”. Reflecting on these reasons given by Charles show that it is all beyond 
the manager’s control i.e. related to work and labour market not his management. However, while 
some reasons for turnover are out of management control, management can manipulate the majority 
(Rowley & Purcell, 2001; Tracey & Hinkin, 2008). Hence, they are held responsible for this 
conundrum (Rowley & Purcell, 2001).
Charles who Joined Kronos a few months ago left his old employer for family and personal reasons.
Charles’ reason did not relate to the work itself. Lack of promotion chances may be another reason for
turnover, Giovanni, for example, was frustrated because he felt he can not get a promotion and that
may have induced him to look for another job (RD, 21/07, p.7). But Nicholas had another opinion of
why people leave where turnover is linked to low wages - discussed in the remuneration section -
which was also a factor identified by Charles. However, money is not the sole reason as Nicholas
elaborates: “wage sometimes is the main factor that can make me leave this place. However, at the
same time, it’s not the only factor. Management sometimes...” Management style has a role to play in
this problem, which may balance the low wage factor. As Nicholas cites:
“I  thought especially previous managers they’ve given us small 
rewards. Not big! You know when I  say rewards I  don ’t mean big 
rewards like cash or whatever. They’ve given us so many small 
rewards that I ’ve felt like it’s compelled me that I  love this job, I  love 
the social incentives in this job like treating staff ...”
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Turnover may be associated with a change in management as Woods and Macaulay (1989, p.82) cite 
“in some companies that had recently experienced a change of leadership, for instance, turnover was 
attributable more to a change in culture than to any industry-wide cause”.
Nicholas left the store, as he predicted and moved to another store in another town (RD, 16/10, p.37).
This was voluntary and seemed a smart decision to take, i.e. before he was forced to leave (RD, 21/10,
pp.38-39). This was met with relief by Charles (as quoted above). Charles comments on his
relationship with Nicholas as:
... clash on personalities. I  am unsure why... I  tried quite hard with 
Nicholas to get an understanding from him what he wanted, from what 
I  could see from Nicholas he wanted to just come in, do his job, go 
home. He didn't care about his job. And I  have a real issue with that. I  
believe you want to come to work for here, I  want a little bit o f care. I f  
you're not the best person in the world, if  you care about your job then 
I  can train you to do your job, I  can train anybody to make a cup of 
coffee. I  can't train or teach somebody to care about their job. And 
that's probably the issue I  had with Nicholas.
Here we have a difference of opinion. In many parts of their interviews Charles and Nicholas are 
echoing the words of each other. Here Charles mentions that Nicholas: “wanted to just come in, do his 
job, go home ”, and Nicholas, due to the intense relation with Charles, did not enjoy his work so: “ ... 
by the end o f the day you tend to just do the job, you don’t do it with your heart. You just come in and 
do the job and leave. Come in, do the job and leave.” It is very difficult to know which is preceding to 
the other. Charles a manager who sees that Nicholas was not committed to his job, while Nicholas 
sees that aggression and negativity inhibited and frustrated him. Charles feels that Nicholas lacks 
motivation, whilst Nicholas sees that the tensed relation with his manager is the reason.
When I asked Charles if he held exit interviews, he answered that he had done some, but he replied
that it is not the company’s standard. He did it as he wanted to know the reasons for leaving and also
he found the feedback useful to make the work for the remaining staff more favourable. Charles wants
to believe that he had:
...a chat with the person on their way out, going, especially if  it's 
somebody like Jasper, when he left me, he was obviously not happy in 
his job, so I  sat down with him and said, 'OK, you’re going. I  
understand and respect that, but is there something we can do, or I  can 
do as a manager, that could change your perception or not perception 
but ... trying to think o f the people that you’re leaving behind, can I  
make their job any more pleasurable or better for the way you're 
feeling and understanding?' Nothing formal, but I  like to know why 
people are going, definitely, because that's that personal development 
again. Is it me? <Laughs> Have I  done something, or could I  do 
something better?
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Tracey and Hinkin (2008) in their turnover research in hotels found that properties that experienced 
low turnover costs employed certain strategies such as exit interviews, peer training and supervisor 
interview. Hence, Kronos may benefit from having exit interviews as part of its human resources 
system.
Turnover meant there is always somebody to induct, someone new behind the counter who tries to
find his way. When, some of the ‘old faces’ left, I felt I lost something, the store is not the same. I
think it would be harder for staff who were united by working together and facing the different
challenges together. Jasper mentions:
...It happened before, in December or November the old team, the old 
manager left, then Giovanni left and came back, so there was four, five, 
six people, all good friends who I  liked that all left at the same time.
That was really difficult. It has happened before and it wasn’t easy. I  
still had Nicholas. The reason I  didn’t leave is because I  like Renata,
Alan, and Nicholas. I  didn’t want to leave them at Christmas, which is 
the busiest time. I f  people left now, I  would find it difficult to enjoy 
work.
The team spirit that takes time to develop is threatened by turnover, and when friends leave this may 
affect other friends’ spirits (RD, 16/10, p.37). Moreover, seeing people coming and going may 
suggest there is something wrong with the place, especially if the leavers are many and seem 
comfortable with their decisions. Even those who are not complaining or may be satisfied with their 
jobs, may start to have doubts, questioning themselves, ‘why are all those leaving and I am staying? 
Am I wrong and I can not see what they see?’ If the satisfied ones start to doubt, then the unsatisfied 
are more likely to act, i.e. to leave. Nicholas tells how he feels seeing other staff coming and going: 
“Definitely it affects reactions as soon as they leave. Certain staff, I  see them now and they tell me 
how even though they may miss certain elements o f Kronos, they’re glad they moved on...”
Rowley and Purcell (2001) found that staff may start to leave when a ‘key figure’ may leave. Others 
may be triggered to do so when they see a colleague is quitting, specially, under poor working 
conditions. Quitting staff may have an adverse effect over their counterparts and shake team spirit 
(Rowley & Purcell, 2001). Moreover, leavers may spread bad word of mouth regarding their previous 
employers, which may hinder the business’s future recruiting efforts (Rowley & Purcell, 2001).
It is not just emotions that are shaken. When an employee quits his job, the company losses the money 
and time invested in his recruitment and training. Moreover, the new replacement will cost the 
business time and money again, and productivity would decline as s/he is still learning (Hinkin & 
Tracey, 2000; Tracey & Hinkin, 2008). Marlow described the time and effort associated with 
recruiting, and training to replace someone who quits the job:
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... i f  someone came in tomorrow and said 7 want to quit, ’ by the end o f 
the week they’ve got to get someone in and hire them and train them up, 
it takes a lot longer. You’ve virtually got to find someone who wants to 
work there, they’ve got to impress you on the interview, they’ve got to 
come to ‘JE ’ [on the job experience]. You could do this in two days if 
you’re lucky enough to get that application and then you’ve got to 
train them to make the coffee, do all the processes and to gain the 
amount o f experience that person’s got would take a lot longer than 
that.
Turnover meant that staff had to cover for the shortage of hands, until a replacement was appointed. 
The problem can arise at any time, as the part timers can leave with a notice period as short as just one 
week, which does not leave a long window to recruit. This was stressful, and Charles started to work 
more on the floor. As new faces came it was also stressful, because they cannot be depended on. They 
are still trying to adapt to the place and find their way. This also put a burden on the older ones, taking 
care of the customer and looking after the new ones. Just like a toddler who starts to walk and wants 
someone to take his hand and support her/him. Understaffing would put the new ones at stress also. 
S/he should learn as fast as possible to take up the responsibility. There is no time to digest what he 
has been given and s/he is sent to the ‘front’ at once. If s/he can not adapt to that then the inevitable 
decision for some will be to leave, so the cycle goes on. Turnover is not an issue for management only, 
it is also of concern to staff (Lucas, 2002). Other staff will need to compensate for the unfamiliarity of 
the new face with the work procedures, helping her/him to cope with the work demands. This means 
they will exert more effort, increasing their work load and stress (Hinkin & Tracey, 2000; Tracey & 
Hinkin, 2008). This may last a considerable time until the new face masters the job and shows a rising 
Teaming curve’ (Hinkin & Tracey, 2000).
Turnover affects another important stakeholder, customers. Regular customers appreciate being
acknowledged by employees and in some cases they may change their loyalty to another property
because of a certain staff member (Rowley & Purcell, 2001). As regular customers prefer seeing
familiar faces, the stability of the team helps to develop such link, and turnover weakens this. It
should be noted that although Charles accepted turnover as natural, there is still a need to retain some
key members as Nicholas says:
The past managers knew, they knew the most crucial thing to a 
business, upping business, was keeping crucial staff... people did leave, 
but keeping crucial staff by using certain incentives to keep them and 
make sure they’re up to date by telling them, ‘Yes, this month our 
target is this. I  need you to be with me on this. We ’re going to be doing 
this together.
Maggi who was going to manage another Kronos store soon, was also concerned about that as she 
observed: “People come and go and it is hard to keep the good ones...to maintain a good team”. 
Rowley and Purcell (2001, p. 174) researching the labour issues in hospitality properties in UK found
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that “staff stability enabled them [employers] to raise quality standards through continuous 
improvement practices, achieve more customer care...” This implies that staff turnover may not be 
conducive to instil continuous improvement.
Training and turnover
Another dimension is the relation between turnover and training. When a new member joins s/he is 
given induction and is given the chain manual and brand standard, and the store manager goes through 
these with the new member. A training manual is used and there is an organised training plan to 
follow. There are parts that take the form of questions and need to be answered and that would be 
signed by both the store manager and the new employee to indicate that it has been covered. Although 
most of the training is given by the store manager, specially, in the first days, but there is also a lot to 
learn from other colleagues.
If the team is relatively new so there is little experience and marginal knowledge, there is no strong 
reference point. A toddler can not take the hand of another toddler. So, those who work with 
experienced members, where experienced members can be seen as ‘stores of expertise’, have better 
chances to learn. Marlow thought that it would take a beginner around one to two months to settle in
and after three months a beginner can stand on her/his feet, i.e. takes responsibility. This involves the
induction and training and adapting to the new work environment, (e.g. me as a beginner, RD, 15/07, 
pp.4-5; 17/07, p.6; 21/07, p.7). This also can be observed when considering customer serving time. 
The time taken to prepare different drinks by different staff may vary to a large degree according to 
the experience and skills level. For example Salvatore, a beginner, incurred the longest time to 
prepare the drinks compared to others who have more experience and skills (RD, 07/10, pp.32-34). 
However, it may take as long as six months to master the job. After all, according to Marlow, it 
depends on the person’s character, amount and quality of given training and work status, and to a 
degree, who gives the training where Marlow, when trained by experienced staff, thought he benefited 
a lot:
... i f  a very experienced person that’s been here a long time is training 
a new starter, that new starter will get a more broader level o f training 
than they would if  they were being trained [by]someone that hadn’t 
been here very long and didn’t know very much So I  picked up a lot of 
the stuff very quickly, partially because I  wanted to learn and partially 
because I  was being trained by very experienced people. I  think if  I  
hadn ’t had that then Iwouldn ’t have learnt so much.
This again implies that turnover threatens to sacrifice the amassed knowledge and expertise of staff. 
Sometimes staff stay for a very short period of time and those who train them may feel it is a waste of 
time, effort and cost. Rowley and Purcell (2001, p. 172) cite that “high labour turnover threatens the
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accumulation of knowledge”. This can be understood as the employee is a key investment for 
business and when leaving all the knowledge and investment are gone. Indeed, employees represent 
‘human capital’ (Abeysekera, 2006; Byrne, 2001; Perez & De Pablos, 2003) which is part of the 
‘intellectual capital’ of any business (Namasivayam & Denizci, 2006).
Giovanni does not like to train new staff and after a while they quit: “...I don’t like teaching people, 
then after two weeks they leave..”. But Marlow has another perspective and looks to that differently 
where he accepts the fact that people will come and go and he is ready to train the new ones, as this is 
his job: “I  think that’s something you just have to take on, it’s part o f what the job is. I t ’s an hourly 
paid job, people are going to leave and not enjoy themselves necessarily and it will affect you, but I  
think you just have to overlook it and train accordingly. ”
Marlow does not regret much the wasted effort and time in training the leaving ones. The only time 
when he feels different about it, is when he meets someone who he values: “It only makes a difference, 
really, if  it was someone that I  valued... there is only the one or two that really stand out and you 
want to make a real effort with because o f the feed-back they give you...”. Marlow finds a positive 
side in delivering the training repeatedly as this adds to his experience and makes him more confident 
of his capabilities.
Experiencing turnover may not encourage businesses to provide training. For example, Lucas and 
Keegan (2007, p.582) in their study on young workers found out that in a food service operation that 
delivered training to its staff, the majority of workers “did not stay long enough to complete them”. 
Enz (2004) notes that not investing in people through providing training and limited benefits that staff 
have access to, may lead to excessive turnover. A lack of training may also result in lower job 
satisfaction and possibly lead to turnover (Gustafson, 2002).
Implications
Turnover contributes to understaffing, and hence increases staff stress. Turnover means a loss of 
resources used for training and a loss of intellectual capital. These are unfavourable factors that affect 
SPC implementation.
Summary of factors related to turnover
Figure 8.31 shows factors related to turnover. Staff profile and demographics: foreigners and students 
are more mobile workers. Selection and recruitment help in recognizing people who identify with job 
and fit within the place. Career: persons who want to build a career may have less intention to leave. 
Market refers to availability of other job. Stressors encourage staff to leave and experiencing low
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satisfaction may trigger this also. Friendship and customer interaction have been cited by staff as 
reasons to stay in Kronos- this is discussed in detail in the following section.
Figure 8.31 Factors associated with turnover
Staff profile
Reasons to stay
Stress
Turnover
Selection and. recruitment
Career
Job Satisfaction
8.4.17 Reasons to stay
It seems that researchers who have undertaken close observation by working and living among staff in 
hospitality operations were bewildered by a simple question, yet not with a straightforward answer. 
What makes staff, under poor working conditions, stay in their jobs and work hard. Leidner (1993) 
who worked in a franchise Macdonald’s store in USA observed that “Considering workers’ low 
wages and limited stake in the success of the enterprise, why did they work so hard?” (p.77). Marshall 
(1986) who worked in bar and restaurant operation in Scotland asked the same question after 
observing the unpleasant working conditions of the staff there. Leidner (1993), in a chain restaurant, 
attributed the staff hard work to gaining respect from counterparts, close supervision over staff, 
meeting intense customer demands, and the use of different rewarding schemes. Marshall (1986) 
found that where the working conditions were not good and the operation was independent, not a 
chain, the staff did not complain, in fact they were ‘profoundly quiescent’ (p.39). Marshall suggests, 
in part, this is due to interacting with customers where the divide between work and leisure became 
hazy. I also asked myself, if the situation was that bad why do they stay?. I saw that most of the 
conditions were not pleasing and staff did not look happy with the work, so I asked some what keeps 
them working. Their answers related to friendship and customer interaction. If management is able to
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discern the reasons that make staff stay it can stress on these and this may decrease their intention to 
leave, and lower turnover may positively affect staff involvement with quality programmes.
Friendship
Friendship was a reason for staying, for example, Nicholas enjoyed the relations he developed in the 
store as:
... The way friendships develop ... it’s not only the work, friendships 
develop behind the bar. I  swear to you. You meet people who you never 
thought ... would face the same challenges with you, you become 
friends, not just at work, but outside o f work, and that’s one o f the 
main reasons. I ’ve met one o f the most caring, loving people behind 
the bar. I t ’s social, social, you know? ”
Social bonds may be good for the business. For instance, Jasper did not like to leave his colleagues 
alone over the hectic time of Christmas: “...The reason I  didn’t leave is because I  like Renata, Alan, 
and Nicholas. I  didn’t want to leave them at Christmas, which is the busiest time. I f  people left now, I  
would find it difficult to enjoy w o r k Jasper also covered Salvatore when he was not feeling well (RD, 
07/10, pp.32-34). This was another sign of the camaraderie between the peers, which can help make 
the work enjoyable. When counterparts, who are friends also, leave, it may make it hard for others to 
continue. For example, Jasper felt sad when Nicholas left the store (RD, 16/10, p.37).
It should be kept in mind that solidarity also may have a negative effect, for example, Charles 
recognised that Nicholas and Jasper had a negative effect on the staff as he watched that: “They also 
bounced off each other, because they were so close outside o f work and inside o f work, so the 
negativity flowed downhill. Yeah, the negativity went down and I  think it affected a lot o f the staff. And 
Ilost those two and it seemed to change a lot. <Chuckles>... ”
Many staff could come under the ‘instrumental’ orientated staff category. They are people who 
consider work as a ‘mean to an end’, as they fulfill their emergent need they move on (Martin, 2004, 
p. 184). Lammont and Lucas (1999) found that some young people working in a service role did so to 
manage to travel or to buy a certain article. In addition, having better job offers or having an increased 
workload can cause them to quit their jobs (Martin, 2004). But some staff may change their priorities. 
One possible explanation can be found in the theory of work orientation. Where ‘solidaristically’ 
orientated employees “experienced work not simply as a means to an end but also as a group activity, 
where economic returns from work were likely to be sacrificed when maximising behaviour would 
offend group norms and threaten group solidarity” (Martin, 2004, p. 183). This change in actions and 
behaviours can be understood considering that the orientation itself is not stagnant. It can vary and 
evolve according to the surroundings and situations (Martin, 2004).
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The ‘social side’ of employment may be a significant factor for those employees to keep their jobs 
(Martin, 2004). Lucas (2002) found that social interaction, especially relations with co-workers, was 
the greatest source of satisfaction to hospitality personnel. In another study by Curtis and Lucas 
(2001), work partners were the second source of work satisfaction of young workers. Lammont and 
Lucas (1999) also contend that this social bond is highly valued by young workers to a degree that it 
may make up for the inferior remuneration. This factor is also relevant to young workers belonging to 
‘Generation Y’, as they like ‘collective action and highly socialized’ (Wong et al., 2008, p.880). 
Wong et al.’s study found that Generation Y is more ‘affiliative’ (likes to work with others and finds 
pleasure in that), than subjects belonging to other generations. Social ties may help in employee 
retention. However, such ties are difficult to maintain in operations experiencing high ratios of 
turnover (Lam & Zhang, 2003). Rowley and Purcell (2001) observe that social relations are boosted 
through group training and teamwork.
Customer interaction
The second possible reason to stay in work, and generally in foodservice, is customer interaction. 
Most of the interviewed staff shared a liking for interacting with customers. Charles sees himself as: 
“I'm a people person. It's one o f the reasons why I'm in catering’ and Nicholas can not live without it 
“Customer interaction, you can’t live without it. The more you find yourself with customer interaction, 
the more you love it, because you have that connection with people. You know just... you want that 
connection from people.
Giovanni describes what he likes about his work to be “Working with the team, make smiley 
customers, and make greatest customers ”. Those people have what is observed by Ledgerwood et al. 
(1998), as one of the qualities of those involved in acts for the benefit of others, ‘a client-centered 
orientation’. In a study on restaurants operated by ethnic minorities in Birmingham, one of the 
interviewed kitchen workers cited that sociable customers are the main reason for him to stay in work 
(Ram et al., 2001). Ram et al. (2001) see this as an indicator of the importance of ‘sociability’ in the 
work context, whether that derives from interacting with customers or workmates. Curtis and Lucas 
(2001) in their study on young workers showed that ‘working with the public’ received the greatest 
percentage as source of work satisfaction. However, it came also third on the list of the dislikes about 
work, which means it can cause either satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
Implications
Emphasizing the social bond would increase team’s stability and may reduce staffs intention to leave. 
This would have a positive effect on SPC implementation, e.g. providing training is justified.
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Employees who have a client-centered orientation should be regarded as an asset to preserve. They 
may be more acceptable of tools that lead to better customer service, e.g. SPC
Summary of factors related to staying in the store
Friendship developed between staff in the store and customer interactions are the identified reasons to 
stay in the store, as seen in figure 8.32.
Figure 8.32 Factors associated with staying in the store
Staying in the store C ustom er in teractionFriendship
8.4.18 Building a framework
There are different variables related to human resources that affected the implementation of statistical 
process control in this research. The identified variables are used to develop a model, figure 8.33, that 
explains the interweaving forces that hindered the implementation. I argue here that they, among other 
factors, create a work environment that is not conducive to SPC implementation. Specifically, they 
may lessen staff involvement. It should be noted here that these variables were inductively generated 
from the data. Figure 8.34 is an expanded model of the variables after reviewing the relevant literature.
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Figure 8.33 Framework o f human resources variables related to staff involvement in Statistical 
Process Control implementation
Generation Y
Career
Work Status
Rem uneration
Interpersonal relations
M a n a g e m e n t ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - Staff involvement in SPC im plem entation
Understaffing
Job burnout
Creativity
M otivation
Job Satisfaction
Counterproductive W ork Behavioui
Turnover
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Figure 8.34 An expanded framework o f  human resources variables related to staff involvement in 
Statistical Process Control implementation
Staff profile
Motivating factors (Intrinsic)
Work Status
in the UK
i^nterpersonal relations.
Staff involvement in SPC i
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8.5 Human resources practices in the hospitality industry
8.5.1 Hospitality industry
The Hospitality industry is described as the industry of ‘here and now’ (Rowley & Purcell, 2001). In 
the UK, it employs 1.9m persons, 59 percent females, 41 percent males (Warhurst & Nickson, 2007). 
It is typified with the service characteristics and employees are “part of the product” (Warhurst & 
Nickson, 2007, p.105). Moreover, intensive customer contact, high staff turnover, low paid jobs, and a 
workforce mostly comprising part timers are common (Harris & Ogbonna, 2002). Working hours are 
long and days off are not guaranteed (Guerrier & Lockwood, 1989a). Jobs in hospitality are regarded 
as low-skilled ones, not requiring thorough training (Lucas & Keegan, 2007).
8.5.2 Human resources
Enz (2001, p.44) cites that “effective use of human capital, in the end is, a competitive advantage”. 
Human resources issues is the greatest challenge for 448 surveyed restaurant operators in the United 
States (Enz, 2004). In Enz’s study human resources included: employee skills, benefits, recruiting, 
motivation, retention, training, compensation, loyalty and satisfaction, immigration, interest in the 
industry, and inter-personal conflicts. There is a relation between business performance (Cho et al.; 
Koys, 2003), profitability (Hinkin & Tracey, 2000), customer satisfaction (Enz, 2004) and HR 
practices. Lucas (2002) found that a majority of managers in the hospitality industry consider their 
employee relations favourable. However, she (p.210) cites that “In spite of management’s optimism 
about the state of workplace relationships, the use of a cost-controlling approach and the 
marginalisation of employees in workplace life suggest that the impact on employees should be a 
negative one”.
In 1995, King called the industry to stretch its hospitality to its employees, fulfilling their wants and 
investing more in them. But it seems the industry did not respond to that call. For example, Royle and 
Towers (2002a, p.2) accused the fast food chains of “play[ing] an important role in developing the 
growth of part-time, insecure, and low paid employment”. Internationally, the employment conditions 
in fast-food chains are modest from US (Leidner, 2002), Canada (Reiter, 2002), Britain (Royle, 2002), 
to New Zealand (Hayes & Fryer, 2002). Moreover, the prospect of such situation is not promising as 
predicted by Roye and Towers (2002b). Lucas (2002) contends that human resources methods in 
hospitality industry are ‘poor’ especially in areas of payment and employment conditions. The 
“industry could do better” to move from the ‘hard’ HR approach- being cost-focused, to the ‘sofit’- 
people-focused style (Lucas & Deery, 2004, p.460), as, it is more accepted that employees should be 
regarded as a ‘competitive advantage’ (Warech & Tracey, 2004). Enz (2001) observed that hospitality 
management are dealing passively with the human resources issues and not trying to come up with 
novel methods to handle. Academics mostly adopt quantitative strategies to research human resources
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in hospitality (Lucas & Deery, 2004), Lucas and Derry (2004), however, suggest that human resource 
research in hospitality should adopt a qualitative technique and examine other segments of hospitality 
e.g. other than hotels.
Human resources management is undervalued and its importance is disputed (Cho et al., 2006; 
Warech & Tracey, 2004). One way to make human resources more appreciable is to discuss it in 
terms of money (Warech & Tracey, 2004). A study that attempted to help with such quantification is 
the Human Capital Index study. It aimed to distinguish between practices that add value from those 
that detract (Warech & Tracey, 2004). Onyango and Okech (2008, p.414) note the scarcity of research 
on “the links between HR systems, competitive strategies, and organisational performance in [the] 
hospitality industry ”. It can also be argued that there is scant research on the links between human 
resources and continuous improvement in the hospitality industry.
8.6 Statistical Process Control and human resources
The operational benefits of implementing statistical process control in manufacturing and production 
(e.g. Grigg & Walls, 1999; Grigg & Walls, 2007; Mason & Antony, 2000; Rungasamy et al., 2002; 
Rungtusanatham, 1999) and in service (e.g. Hanslik et al., 2001; Herbert et al., 2003; Roes & Dorr, 
1997) is largely established and documented. Research done on SPC has revolved around technical 
issues such as statistics (e.g. Gelinas, 1994; Lam et al., 2005; Sower et al., 1994; Wood, 1995) or 
developing conceptual frameworks (e.g. Antony & Taner, 2003). MacCarthy and Wasursi (2002, 
p.305) in their review of studies on SPC application on non-manufacturing processes mentioned that 
areas that may represent problems are “the implementation steps—selecting the most appropriate 
measures, defining the process scope, defining the meaning of being in and out of control and 
practical issues of constructing the control charts”. However, while the technical aspects were 
celebrated, the “socio-technical phenomenon” of SPC was disregarded (Rungtusanatham, 1999, 
p.244). This meant that the human dimensions (Mumford, 2001) associated with SPC were 
overlooked.
Human resources or people management was not among the refined core 14 factors for SPC 
implementation, as solicited from academic, practitioners and consultants/experts (Rungtusanatham et 
al., 1997). Theoretically, Rungtusanatham (1999), attempting to fill that gap, studied the outcomes of 
implementing SPC in manufacturing- workers motivation and job satisfaction. However, this was not 
an empirical research and moreover, it addressed the non-quality advantages of SPC, in 
manufacturing, but failed to cover its comprehensive antecedent, i.e. human resources.
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Grigg and Walls (1999) in their research on SPC implementation in food industry recognized human 
resources, in terms of skills and training, as an enabler. Where they identified the scholastic 
upbringing of workers, being not engineering, to be a major obstacle towards their comprehension of 
the technique and consequently their involvement. Likewise, Lin (1991) suggests that developing SPC 
for foods service control at hospitals may be hindered by insufficient statistical skills of managers. 
The same can be argued here, Kronos staff in this study, are all young in age and their educational 
background is modest, i.e. college and school students.
In Lin’s (1991) conceptual paper on developing SPC system for hospital food service operations, 
human resources is explicitly mentioned in terms of motivation to engage in quality control. Lin 
explained concern for staff motivation as “...it is not easy to maintain a high level of interest in 
quality improvement” (p.43). However, this justification may be understood but it does not answer the 
question of why the desired staff involvement is not always secured. Ahire et al. (1996, p.47) provide 
another argument: “SPC and benchmarking require effective usage by motivated and quality trained 
employees”. This implies that SPC may not be utilized successfully if staff lack motivation and 
training. But what motivates staff is not discussed.
Notably, in empirical studies that implemented SPC in manufacturing, human resources issues were 
not part of the projects. Krumwiede and Sheu (1996, p.48) applying SPC in a small firm in USA, 
reported that when providing training “operators were defensive”, however, this was overcome by 
better communication and as the project progressed staff involvement was secured. Krumwiede and 
Sheu described the project as ‘morale builder’. But there is no further mention or reflection of human 
resources issues that hindered or may have inhibited the project. In foodservice, Jones and Dent 
(1994), in an attempt to use SPC to manage quality, mentioned the positive effects of this on staff 
morale. A quality circle was initiated and improvements to practice were put into effect. But there is 
no reference to hurdles to the study as imposed by staff.
All that research adopted the same view as to human resources. People are mentioned in terms of 
skills and training or rewards to motivate them. But there is no further mention or reflection on human 
resources issues, as identified in this research .e.g. working relation, remuneration, turnover, work 
status, stress, staffing. Arguably, research in quality, to a degree, overlooked its ‘soft side’- the human 
element as contended by Wilkinson (1992) and Wilkinson et al. (1997). Hill (1991, p.556) advocated 
that “while solutions to the technical issues of designing appropriate systems and procedures are fully 
specified, there are lacunae in the treatment of the social factors”. Hence, comes the importance of 
this research as, it elucidates the interweaving human issues, among other non-human factors, that 
surrounded the implementation of statistical process control in a service context.
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Having a closer and specific look into statistical process control implementation studies show that 
they fail to provide information of the implementation process itself and its dynamics. Few insights 
are given concerning the role of humans and their impact on this process. In implementation studies, 
little is revealed around the process, the working conditions, environment, and employee relations and 
how the process went. The role of the researcher and her/his social interaction with the participants 
are rarely explained or reflected on, and most important how the workforce reacted to the newly 
introduced technique.
There is a possibility of several scenarios. Either because of having a successful implementation, 
these issues did not come to the surface as success compensated for other hurdles. Or they happened, 
but the researchers did not reflect over them, being more oriented to technical issues, or maybe 
workers and staff were seen as subjects not participants. Another possibility is that the research 
methodology and employed methods were not suited to give these sought reflections. For example, 
my degree of engagement with participants in the pilot study was not quite high, hence, my data did 
not have the depth or richness of the main study findings. Thomas (2006, p.238) notices that “in 
deductive analyses, such as those used in experimental and hypothesis testing research, key themes 
are often obscured, reframed, or left invisible because of the preconceptions in the data collection and 
data analysis procedures imposed by investigators”. Pasmore and Friedlander (1982) argue that as 
people participation is an essence of action research, then as a research methodology it is more 
suitable to research workforce matters than conventional methods, as conventional methods treat 
personnel as subjects. Elg et al. (2008) found that among seventeen studies implementing SPC only 
eight were qualitative. So it can be argued that following designed and constructed objectives and 
agenda may have restrained looking into what floated on the surface.
However, before proceeding one should distinguish between research that claims to implement SPC 
and research that claims to use SPC. Implementation, usually, is more about approaching a company, 
a firm, a manufacturing plant or a service operation and involves working with staff, workers, 
operatives over prolonged period of time to collect real, fresh data and try to make them, personnel, 
adopt it (whether that fails or succeeds). While using SPC may involve data collected by the 
researcher or workers and such data may be stale, sleeping in tables’ cells in a folder in a company’s 
archive or a computer database and waken to be processed. An example of that is the work of Morgan 
and Dewhurst (2007) using SPC to measure a national supermarket chain’s suppliers’ performance, 
where data were provided by the supermarket chain. Similarly, Srikaeo and Hourigan (2002) used 
‘historic’ data to improve the justification of critical control points in shell egg washing. For that 
MacCarthy and Wasusri (2002, p.203) differentiate between three types of data: “data generated from
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real process ... from surveys and data generated by models and simulations”. So implementing 
encompasses using while using is not, necessarily, implementing.
This differentiation is important. MacCarthy and Wasusri (2002) in their review of forty six SPC 
studies in non-standard applications, away from the traditional production and manufacturing systems, 
found out of eighty percent of studies utilizing real process data, just nine percent reported 
implementation projects. Hence, using real process data does not equal implementation. Recently, Elg 
et al. (2008) found just seventeen genuine SPC implementation studies out of three hundreds, ninety 
two in the research database of Emerald. This may explain, partly, why human resources issues are 
rarely noted as hindering in such usage. Or even service characteristics or the technique itself would 
not inhibit those researchers engaged in such studies. Since these studies are not confronted by the 
real world dynamics, as data were ready-made. This echoes the differentiation between front of and 
back of the house operations (Gomes et al., 2007; Witt & Clark, 1990). If back of the house processes 
are easier to measure using SPC (Roes & Dorr, 1997), then SPC, apparently, is easier to apply when 
processing secondary data.
Another explanation of why the HR issues in this study were not reported in other studies is that the 
majority of them were conducted in manufacturing contexts. The human issues were not as apparent 
as it is anticipated to be in service settings. For example, Simons and Enz (1995) reflecting on the 
studies done on manufacturing workers motivational reasons as compared to those working in 
hospitality, related the discrepancy to the context implying that it may determine and shape 
employees’ attitudes. Hence, what may be dominant and crucial in one context may not have a similar 
significance or relevance in another setting.
However, it seems that while the human factor was overlooked to a large degree in SPC studies it was 
not in another quality technique. Power and Sohal (1997, p.651) cite that “ ...central to any significant 
improvement that may be anticipated as a result of JIT implementation, is a clear understanding of the 
importance of the human variable, how it can best be managed and its inherent potential to determine 
success”.
8.7 Continuous Improvement (Cl) and human resources
The main argument in this section revolves around where people management fits into statistical 
process control and Continuous Improvement Cl, and how, in this specific setting, after identifying 
the picture of the employee relations, a SPC and Cl programme that requires staff engagement may 
not be successful. As noted in chapter four, Total Quality Management (TQM) and Cl are interrelated 
(Jha et al., 1996), where it is agreed that Cl is part of TQM (Dean & Bowen, 1994; Murray &
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Chapman, 2003; Wilkinson et al., 1997). So this discussion treats them interchangeably, especially in 
regard to their relation to human resources.
Kaye and Anderson (1999) in their study of continuous improvement conducting interviews with 
senior managers in 18 organisations found that among the areas that some organisations fall behind in 
is employee empowerment. They (p.500) identified the best practices concerning employees as: (1) 
“Employee involvement” (2) “Employee empowerment” (3) “Team work and establishing 
improvement team” (4) “Training and development”. It can be seen that these are all about employees 
giving something, physical or/and mental, and none is about employees been given something. Even 
training is given so that staff can give better performance. Employee involvement is based on 
elicitation and contribution of the staff of their ideas and suggestions (Kaye & Anderson, 1999). 
Lawler (1994) sees that staff involvement is achieved when staff identify quality challenges in their 
daily operations and then try to suggest solutions to bring about improvement to their practice. 
However, in this current study, the staff would not share their ideas and suggestion with the 
management. The identified variables suggest that staff, to a large degree, do not deliberately 
disengage themselves, it is beyond their control and realization.
Savolainen (1999, p. 1220) in a case study on Cl in Finish companies concluded that “the progress in 
Cl implementation is embedded in managerial influence in the first place, although non-managerial 
influence has an important role”. Still, the ‘non-managerial influence’ is not elucidated. Wilkinson et 
al. (1997) observe that employees’ participation and empowerment was not among Deming’s 
blueprint of quality management. Moreover, successful experiences in managing quality programmes 
always highlight the increased staff moral and spirits. For example, Orly (1988) described the 
experience of Accor hotel in Paris in initiating quality circles, but did not reflect on the human 
resources situation in that operation. Orly reports the success of such circles, but HR issues are 
ignored. The situation may have changed if the initiative failed.
Managing employee relations can determine the success or failure of quality programmes (Wilkinson 
et al., 1997). This study shares the view point of Wilkinson (1992, p.326) that any quality 
management programme needs a “considerable re-evaluation of existing personnel policy”. Moreover, 
while the discussion on employees’ involvement and empowerment is important, it may be more 
important to understand the variables that can secure and achieve this. Without this, the situation will 
be treating symptoms, not root causes. Sound human relations and people management would provide 
a robust infrastructure that can be built on. For example, Dean and Bowen’s (1994) model of TQM, 
discussed in chapter four, is based on three main elements namely, customer focus, continuous 
improvement, and teamwork. It mentions team building and training but does not have specific
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reference to human resources management. Similarly, Hellsten and Klefsjo’s (2000) suggested a 
TQM model, discussed in chapter four, which has three components: values, techniques, and tools. 
Values was depicted as: ‘Let every body be committed’, but they do not suggest how to secure such 
commitment. Silvestro’s (1998) model of TQM (see chapter four: 4.8.1) cites involvement in quality 
improvement under empowerment, training and education under continuous improvement and 
mentions internal customers under customer orientation, but makes no explicit mention of human 
resources practice. Significantly there is a mention of customer satisfaction measurement under 
quality measurement but no citation of staff satisfaction measurement. Likewise, Mason and Antony, 
(2000) suggesting the prerequisites for successful SPC implementation, call for teamwork and 
cooperation but do not openly ask for sound human resources management. Thus, quality models and 
programmes should clearly state and stress human resources, not just the involvement, which is a 
result. Hill (1991, pp.556-557) claims that “ ...quality management theorists lack a proper 
understanding of how companies operate, the difficulties faced in introducing planned change...”. 
This research, by going into a service operation, working and observing its operation over an extended 
period of time, provides an experience of introducing a quality technique and shows how a real 
operation works. It also uniquely describes the human resources- related obstacles that faced this 
implementation.
8.7.1 Integrating SPC implementation, as a continuous improvement method, within the GAP 
model
Gap three of the gap model, section 2.5.2.1, is formed when service quality specifications are already 
established but conforming to them is not maintained, mainly because of variability in employees’ 
performance. Conceptually, Zeithaml et al. (1988) identified solutions, section 2.5.2.3, to help tighten 
that gap and eventually minimizing the overall gap (gap5), as in the formula: GAP5 =F (GAP1, 
GAP2, GAP3, GAP4). Harvey (1998) suggested employing SPC to improve conformance quality. By 
identifying the factors that may facilitate or hinder SPC implementation, this study would add to the 
gap model as shown in figure 8.35.
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Figure 8.35 Integrating Statistical Process Control implementation within the GAP model
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It should be noted that the variables identified in this study are not new in themselves, for example, 
turnover is a commonly identified variable in job satisfaction studies (e.g, Deery & Jao, 2002; 
Karatepe & Uludag, 2007; Milman, 2003) and, generally, in human resources issues in the hospitality 
industry. However, these common variables take a new meaning as they are associated and embedded 
within a new context, i.e., SPC implementation. In the proposed model I have identified similar 
variables, but while Zeithaml et al. (1988) identified ‘employee-job fit’ as a possible solution to gap 
three, I identified selection and recruitment, which includes employee-job fit, as related to job 
satisfaction, and ultimately employee turnover which in turn would affect SPC implementation and 
that would affect gap three. So in both models there are some common variables but their 
relationships with other is different.
8.8 Service operations
This section highlights service characteristics and how these distinguish services from goods and also 
make it more difficult to implement SPC in a service context.
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8.8.1 Service types
There have been several attempts to classify the different services (Verma, 2000). Silvestro et al. 
(1992) suggested three types of service: ‘Professional’, ‘Mass’, and ‘Service shop’ (figure 8.36). In 
Silvestro et al.’s (1992) research paper, a hotel operation falls in the ‘service shop’ category. However, 
hotels and fast food operations are classified as ‘service factory’ in another paper (Verma, 2000). 
Verma (2000) observes the difficulty of classifying different services into categories and defined 
‘service factory’ as “services with both low customer contact/customization and a low degree of 
labour intensity” (Verma, 2000, p. 12). The service category would have implications. For example, 
the extent of customer contact will determine the used ‘control measures’ (Silvestro et al., 1992).
In a survey on service operations belonging to different service categories, involving 66 fast food 
operation managers, Verma (2000) found that despite their diversity, they shared an equal concern 
over 6 issues, namely: quality, managing flat hierarchy, work methods, employee welfare, control of 
far-flung geographical locations, and managing growth. Verma (p.21) discusses: “It is not clear why 
employee related management challenges (hiring, training, scheduling, and loyalty) should be more 
important for low contact/customization services. Intuitively, these challenges should be important for 
both service shops and professional services...”. This suggests that Verma thought that such human 
resources issues would not be very relevant to service factory. It can be argued that the answer to his 
question is that these factors affect, directly and indirectly, quality which is of a prime concern for 
those services.
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Figure 8.36 Service classification
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8.8.2 Service characteristics
Service is characterized by intangibility, heterogeneity, inseparability, and perishability (Correa et al., 
2007; Parasuraman et al., 1985; Vargo & Lusch, 2004), known as THIP’ (Lovelock & Gummesson, 
2004). But with a move towards integrating service and products (Correa et al., 2007), it is argued that 
these are not capturing all differences between service and products (Correa et al., 2007; Vargo & 
Lusch, 2004). As Vargo and Lusch (2004, p.326) contend “...the goods versus services distinctions, 
when viewed from a consumer-centric, marketing perspective rather than a manufacturing perspective, 
do not hold up”.
These traditional features, ‘IHIP’, have consequences on service management. For example, creating 
service quality standards is difficult due to intangibility (Correa et al., 2007). The coexistence of 
production and consumption is a challenge confronting food service operations (Lin, 1991). Lin (1991)
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argued that quality measurement is impeded by service characteristics. Likewise, Silvestro et al. (1992, 
p.66) claim that heterogeneity and intangibility make the “measurement of service output less 
straightforward than that of manufactured products”. However, what is meant by ‘straightforward’ is 
not clearly explained. The approach to quality control is affected by the ‘degree of simultaneousness’ 
(Correa et al., 2007) which can be linked to inseparability. It is easier to control products when there 
is a prolonged interval between production and consumption. A short gap will make it harder to 
control. In the former case, the emphasis would be on product control, in the latter the process is of 
concern (Correa et al., 2007). This can be understood in light of Beaven and Scotti’s (1990, p.5) 
analogy of service process to “theatre production, with the consumer on stage as a member of the 
cast”, what Lovelock and Gummesson (2004) describe as ‘coproducer’. By comparison, goods are 
firstly produced, bought and then consumed in a ‘sequential’ manner (Vargo & Lusch, 2004).
Service is subject to measurement, however, this can be anywhere on a spectrum from easy to hard 
(Correa et al., 2007). Silvestro et al. (1992) claim that service measurement is hindered by 
heterogeneity and intangibility. Jones and Dent (1994), trying to apply SPC in a staff cafeteria, found 
that the service ‘inherent variability’ makes measurement more difficult, as out of control processes 
may not be readily recognized and extensive time is required to do so. Witt and Clark (1990) after 
surveying hotel, travel agent and tour operator, use of production management techniques, which 
were found to be minimal, suggested that service characteristics may hinder their implementation.
8.8.2.1 Inseparability
In this study inseparability was highlighted as adding to the difficulty of implementing SPC, 
especially with a tight labour cost. It is not easy to meet the standards, mainly because of the rush 
times and the pressure to serve in the fastest time possible to remove queues (RD, 28/9, pp.27-28). For 
example, Jasper described how work can be stressful when there is a queue, especially if working 
alone:
I t ’s hard to meet the standards. I f  you have a queue at the till and 
you ’re rushing to do three coffees, and then back to the till, and then 
you have to put the tables to put outside, the delivery to put away, milk 
to fill up, cakes to fill up, cream to make, you know, loads o f little 
things. I t ’s like you never have time. I  think it would be much easier to 
have two people. I t ’s unnecessary hard workfor one person...
Having an adequate number of staff may help to overcome the inseparability problem. Jasper explains 
this:
... some o f the standards are a bit o f a pain, especially i f  you’re busy, 
for example, the one where you have to unwrap the sandwich, etc. I t ’s 
difficult because you are sometimes dictated by circumstances. On a 
Saturday afternoon if  your queue is going out o f the door, i t’s difficult
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to always put a knife, fork, and napkin in the right position, etc, or the 
chocolate in a pattern, i f  you have a million things to do....
So, sometimes it is hard to meet the standards according to Jasper, it is unreasonable then to expect 
staff to measure standards and expect staff striving to serve guests to undertake quality measurement 
tasks, e.g. data collection. This is augmented due to the conflict between quality and production. For 
example, Powell and Watson, (2006) found that working fast and adhering to quality standards is 
stressful. Working fast is required to meet the customer demands and that makes the customers’ 
presence, or in fact the urgency of customers’ needs stressful to staff. (This is discussed also in the 
conflict between quality and service in the human resources issues, 8.4.10). So, if we agree with 
Silvestro et al. (1992) that the extent of customer contact will determine the used ‘control measures’, 
and that the approach to quality control is affected by the ‘degree of simultaneousness’ (Correa et al., 
2007), which can be linked to inseparability, then inseparability can also necessitate certain control 
measures.
The presence of customers in the studied store is normal. That is the nature of the business. However, 
this also posed challenges to the store. For example, understaffing meant that one or two employees 
were dealing with a queue of customers. Each customer had different requirements. So the employee 
may find that s/he is preparing a large hot chocolate to drink in, and a second after s/he is heating 
mozzarella panini to go, while the panini is heated, s/he is preparing medium americano to go. 
Accommodating all these requests, up to the chain’s standards, and at the same time cleaning and 
clearing the tables and many other tasks is not easy when short staffed. The priority is to tend to the 
customers, and under such circumstances, quality measurement, as required by the technique, and 
keeping records of the observations and samples and following a sampling schedule will be sacrificed. 
For example, a team member can not stop a customer approaching the counter, raise her/his hand and 
say: “please, come back after thirty seconds as I have to count the tables”. S/he will serve the 
customers and may forget about the tables counting or simply ignore it. Leidner (1993, p.78) working 
in a Macdonald’s store, observed how the presence of customers made the staff work hard. His 
depiction is useful to show the atmosphere created by customers’ presence: “the sea of expectant faces 
provided a great deal of pressure to keep moving...the surest way to keep people happy was to keep 
the lines moving quickly...this pressure could have effect even if customers did not complain”. So 
the mere existence of customers can be enough to build a tense atmosphere. Where the hospitality 
industry is seen as the industry of ‘here and now’ (Rowley & Purcell, 2001), i.e. customers are present 
and should be served in quickest time.
Service includes all the activities undertaken to serve the customer, whether s/he is actually present or 
absent (Silvestro et al., 1992). Hence, it is seen as “customer-processing operations” (Silvestro et al.,
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1992, p.66). From a manufacturing perspective customers are a source of disturbance and they affect 
productivity (Beaven & Scotti, 1990). Lovelock and Gummesson (2004) cite types of ‘separable 
services’, where customers are not straightforwardly involved and there is a time gap between 
production and consumption, such as laundry service, mail, and cargo. Gomes et al. (2007) 
differentiate between those processes and duties that customers are involved in ‘front stage’, and 
‘back stage’ where there is no direct contact with customers. Similarly, Witt and Clark (1990), who 
also believe that customers are a cause of disruption, divide processes into ‘front office’ and ‘back 
room’, and suggest that back room activities are more amenable to operations management techniques. 
Roes and Dorr (1997) agree, as it is akin to a production process.
8.8.2.2 Heterogeneity of demand
Operations and marketing have different priorities as “Operations prefers stable production of a
narrower product line to encourage operational efficiency, while marketing frequently focuses on
satisfying customers quickly, at any cost” (Correa et al., 2007, p.446). This can also have implications.
A ‘narrower’ product line means less uncertainty and less heterogeneity, and consequently an easier
sampling. This is not the case in service as Wallace and De Chematory (2008) contend that delivering
uniform ‘brand promise’ is hindered by service heterogeneity. For example Charles noted that orders
varied and that made it difficult to sample:
...going 'Ah, somebody's ordered a medium latte and nothing else so I  
need to do the time' without somebody going, 'Can I  get a medium latte 
with caramel syrup' and then it's, 'No, can't do that one'. Or 'Medium 
latte ' and you think 'ah' and then they go 'and a cappuccino' so you go,
'no, it's not that one'. So that trigger to go off in your head, 'just 
medium latte, right, we're going to do this one,' that's quite difficult to 
do ...
8.8.2.3 Uncertainty of demand
Raub (2008, p. 179) also observed the uncertainty of service and commented that “fluctuations in 
demand are considerable and customer needs may be both highly diverse and subject to rapid change”. 
In cases where demand is high at a certain point of time it may be more difficult to cater for, than if it 
was distributed over time (Guerrier & Lockwood, 1989b). It can be seen that ‘non-stockability’ of 
service adds to this difficulty. Service can not be inventoried for late consumption or to meet high 
demands (Correa et al., 2007). Attending to customers’ demands quickly, at any cost, may imply that 
quality control and measurement comes after (Correa et al., 2007). Dealing with customers is not easy 
for beginners, and I experienced that myself, thus new staff can not handle two things at the same 
time, for example, heating milk while slicing a cake. Even if there is not a big queue, the presence of 
customers raises the level of adrenaline. So new staff are less likely to collect the data. Experienced 
team members, can be flexible in customer dealing and handling several orders at the same time. Yet,
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in the rush period, new and experienced staff are alike. So the environment is ‘tense’ with the feeling 
o f ‘anticipation’.
Sampling is an issue, as related to demand heterogeneity and uncertainty, in a service context while it 
is not a problem in manufacturing. In manufacturing the quantities produced are, usually, huge, and 
this makes SPC easier to implement (Grigg & Walls, 1999). A “low complexity process/product” 
eases this also (Grigg & Walls, 1999, p.773). Rai (2008) in his implementation of SPC in an Indian 
tea packing company, reports that a machine produces sixty tea packets for every minute. So sampling 
is not an issue. Moreover, some products may be expensive to sample, for instance, Grigg (1998) 
cites meat and chicken as examples in the food production industry. This suggests that particular 
product types, being cheap or reuseable, make it easier to justify the associated sampling costs of SPC 
(Grigg, 1998). For example, in Rai’s (2008) research, packets of tea can be weighed and reused. Lin 
(1991) mentions the struggle between quality and cost in hospital management seeing that costs 
associated with SPC should be considered carefully. It is not the case in service, where the yield is 
much less (Silvestro et al., 1992). Anand (1999, p.838) cites that “these systems [Statistical Quality 
Control] are cumbersome in the mixed production systems where a number of different products are 
simultaneously moving along the same line in small batch quantity.” This may suggest that in service, 
product control may not be as easy as in manufacturing where hundreds and thousands of the same 
products are produced. By comparison, in Kronos, demand is lower but much more varied and 
securing enough product samples to measure may not be practical. This means that it is easier to apply 
SPC to products in high volume production services. In Kronos, for example sandwiches and drinks 
are costly to sample and can not be sold after measuring, as safety is a major concern (Grigg, 1998).
Roes and Dorr (1997, p. 151) claim that intangibility “usually...is considered the complicating factor 
for implementing, SPC since measurement of quality is more involved and less objective”. However, 
it should be mentioned that intangibility did not emerge as an obstacle here, as the measured processes 
were of a tangible nature. It may, however, emerge when measuring other types of processes.
So the main conclusion here is that SPC implementation is harder in a service context than in 
manufacturing due to: heterogeneity of demand in terms of size and variety as these may affect 
sampling. Uncertainty of demand affects sampling planning and store staffing. Inseparability adds 
pressure due to customer demand, specially coupled with understaffmg. Conflict between quality 
measurement and service is ignited by understaffmg. Yield volume can affect sampling and associated 
costs. Figure 8.37 depicts the variables associated with service characteristics that affected the 
implementation.
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Figure 8.37 Factors related to service operations
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Based on this discussion, figure 8.38 shows that implementing SPC may be more challenging in 
‘Professional services’ while it may be less challenging in ‘Mass services’. Apparently, as customer 
contact time and customization increase, it would be more challenging to apply the technique, while 
in more standardized services with less customer contact, the technique’s applicability increases. 
Furthermore, as the number of customers, yield, increases the applicability would be less challenging.
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Figure 8.38 Statistical Process Control implementation in different service classes
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8.9 Obstacles to Statistical Process Control implem entation
Figure 8.39 summarizes the identified three main factors that hindered the implementation of SPC. 
These are bounded by the study context as shown.
Figure 8.39 Obstacles to Statistical Process Control implementation
Human Resources Statistical Process Control
Service Operations
SPG Implementation
J uly- N  ovember 2008  
This store o f  this chain 
Research participants 
_  Researcher ■
To support the implementation of SPC, Mason and Antony (2000) classified the prerequisites into 
four areas: management, engineering, statistics, and team work (figure 4.7). As the current study 
identified variables that may facilitate or hinder SPC implementation, Mason and Antony’s work can 
be adapted to incorporate the newly identified variables. Figure 8.40 is adapted from Mason and 
Antony’s prerequisites for successful SPC implementation. In Mason and Antony’s work two main 
factors are concerned with engineering and statistics, probably as the context of Mason and Antony 
tended to be manufacturing. Team work is the only factor that touched on staff, however, the authors 
did not treat human resources issues collectively. In fact they addressed issues that can be divided into 
other sub groups. For example, Mason and Antony put ‘understanding benefits and rewards’ with 
brainstorming in one basket. Brainstorming is considered by Oakland (1999) as a tool of SPC. So 
although staff may engage in brainstorming it remains a tool not a human resources issue. So I moved 
‘Brainstorming’ to the statistical prerequisites, italicised in figure 8.40.1 replaced ‘Engineering’ with
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‘Operations’ and moved ‘understanding benefit’ to ‘Management’. I also added a new factor ‘Demand 
forecast’ to ‘Operations’, as identified by the study, demand forecast is important to manage staffing. 
I added the human resources identified in the current study, as a bundle of issues, e.g. employee 
satisfaction, turnover, remuneration, interpersonal relations, communication, to suit the service 
context (the new prerequisites are italicised). I retained Mason and Antony’s team work but relocated 
that to be within the human resources package.
Figure 8.40 New proposed prerequisites for successful Statistical Process Control implementation in 
service operations.
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8.10 Production plant visit
Swamidass (1990, p.798) noting a divergence between research and practice in operations 
management, suggested that this can be overcome through “Field-based empirical research ... because 
it takes the researcher to the field for dialogue and observation”. Namely, action research and case 
study- ‘plant-based research’- methodologies would aid in tightening such gulf (Hill et al., 1999). The 
contrast between contexts, e.g. manufacturing and service, may provide some insights regarding SPC 
implementation. Hence, a plant visit was arranged to a plant at Wales on thirty first of March 2009.
The plant belongs to a major corporation that operates in twenty seven countries with four thousands 
and two hundreds staff and forty sites. The plant, established in 1992, produces a chemical substance- 
of about seventeen different grades- that has multi applications: aerospace and defence, automotive, 
construction, electronics, energy, glasses and ceramics, plastic products, and rubber products.
Upon arriving at the site, I met the quality engineer and laboratory manager who looks after ISO 9001, 
quality systems, SPC and the laboratory. We met in a closed room. On the white board there was a 
fishbone diagram, with many white and yellow ‘post it’ papers. This was a living example of utilizing 
one of the tools of SPC, fishbone. We talked about SPC as applied in the plant. According to the 
quality engineer ‘Emma’, since 2002: (‘the business decided to have global transparency and have 
one system across all business segments, having one approach to monitoring and measuring product 
conformity and process controV\
The plant is ISO 9001 and 14001 certified. It works with some electronic manufacturers who need a 
very high adherence to their specifications and the plant uses SPC to be able to meet those. The 
electronics industry uses chemicals in a mix as a polisher for microchips. SPC, according to Emma, 
gave the plant the ability to “defend multi-pound contracts”. So the pressure to adopt SPC for them is, 
largely, external.
The first step begins by identifying the key variables that a customer wants. For example, with the 
electronic manufacturers, they have agreed with them to monitor up to 100 different process variables 
such as pressures, temperatures, flows of hydrogen, manufacturing process, to final product and 
packaging. Within the system, a ‘customer focus’ engineer handles clients’ issues such as 
requirements, complaints, and feedback.
I had a tour in the plant with Emma. I had a goggle and a hard hat. I have been to the quality 
laboratory where the products are tested. It has working counters with many testing devices and 
plastic containers containing the chemical product. Several laboratory technicians were there. They
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were filling transparent containers and tubes with solvents and insert it in devices, after setting timers. 
There were many folders, apparently, to record the measurements and keep the specifications. Then I 
have been to the control room which is connected to the lab. This is a dark room, after coming from a 
bright room I was blinded by its darkness. It is a spacious room with a long counter and 11 monitors. 
There were four men, ‘process technicians’, sitting mesmerized in front of the screens. They sat in 
such darkness to better see the screens, as it was filled with coloured lines and dots. The SPC online 
system is custom made for the plant needs. Before this it was a manual system. So all the critical 
variables, e.g. temperature, pressure, PH level, were fed to the online SPC system and simultaneously 
control charts are developed, shown on the screen, and monitored. The men were in wait for the alarm. 
When a red flash comes from the screen, a sound buzzes. They have to acknowledge the alarm. Then 
that was the time to move and see what has happened. This is ‘real time’ control. They have to follow 
a flow chart that takes them through how to fix the problem. If they fail they have to send an alert to 
an engineer. Here comes the importance of SPC as real time control technique, a real time control 
focuses on processing rather than on finished product, i.e., the chemical is produced and went to silo. 
In Emma’s words: “waiting for the lab data is too late cause it is already in the bags”. If it goes to the 
bags that means breaking bags, reworking products resulting in wasted products and increased costs.
Example of process control
Actual feedstock rate to the burners (three burners, two production units) is measured every sixty 
seconds with a subgroup size of sixty. So, every hour one data point is plotted. The chart used is X 
standard.
At this moment I wanted to know how the data come to the control room, and fed into the system. I 
was taken to another man in another office who explained that the production machines were having 
cables and sensors that transmit all these data to another unit, which looked like a closet with so many 
cables and then these data, taking the form of signals are fed into the system. So I asked to see the 
production area, and there were no operatives at all, just burners. Figure 8.41 depicts the automated 
transmission of data from the processing site to the control room through Delta V Digital Process 
Control system. However, in the warehouse, where the product is packed, operators do the packing 
and they take samples and keep it for the quality technicians. The control room was monitoring the 
production process while the laboratory was working on controlling the finished products.
Example of product control
PH is measured every four hours and plotted on an XmR chart. Only one sample is taken and the 
single test result is plotted.
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Figure 8.41 Automated data transmission from production site to the control room
M a  V Digital Process Control SysteiProcessing Site Control Room
8.10.1 Production characteristics
These are the characteristics that may facilitate SPC implementation in a manufacturing environment. 
Detachment
From a manufacturing perspective customers are a source of disturbance and they affect productivity 
(Beaven and Scotti, 1990). The plant was in the industrial zone, bordered with fence and inside it 
several units with closed doors, scattered islands. Inside the warehouse, he, a worker, was there. He 
and the machine and no one else. With his goggles, and ears cover he was already in another world. 
He was a tall young man and he was on an elevated ground he looked at me and Emma and I 
remembered ‘Frankenstein’! May be because I felt he is isolated, could not see his eyes and face and 
this may have portrayed him in that way. However, such isolation is desirable, making it easier to 
work and to sample. But even the role of the operator is stopped at this as he does not need to do data 
processing nor analysis. The quality department is taking care of the rest. So it should be much easier 
to implement SPC where a special unit is assigned this task. Hence, this may help in the hospitality 
generally and in the investigated chain and store, if the burden of data collection is taken away, by 
means of automation, from the staff, then a large part of resistance and difficulty may be taken away.
Volume, homogeneity, and certainty of demand
The yield in manufacturing is, usually, huge making utilizing SPC easier in manufacturing (Grigg & 
Walls, 1999), this is already discussed in the uncertainty of demand in service operations. Fo r 
example, in the plant the production line will not change to produce another chemical product 
suddenly. Guerrier and Lockwood (1989b) cite that demand forecast in manufacturing is easier than in 
the hotel industry. Production has a ‘longer time scale’ and this means staff can be scheduled easily. 
This is not experienced in hospitality where the time scale is shorter, and demand is mixed and 
uncertain.
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8.10.2 Human resources issues
I wanted to know more about the human resources situation in the plant. So, I met the human 
resources manager. We had a talk over the human resources management in the plant.
Turnover
According to the manager, turnover is minimal. She mentioned that it is 3 % and this is even a high 
ratio for them. This three percent is even lower than some other manufacturing sites. For example, the 
turnover percentage in manufacturing plants in US is around 9 percent, and at some Silicone valley 
electronic enterprises the ratio is 27%, while it is 40 % for hospital nurses (Woods & Macaulay, 1989). 
Lucas (2002) found that while staff turnover in hospitality industry reached 42 percent, it is less than 
half that percentage in all industries and services. While in most businesses a typical worker spends
4.2 years in one place before s/he moves, in some hospitality operations it takes just four months to 
replace a whole team (Woods & Macaulay, 1989). In food service a worker’s life span is about 1.4 
years (Aziz et al., 2007). A service period of 18-24 months is a wish for some operators (Rowley & 
Purcell, 2001).
Remuneration
Simons and Enz (1995) mention that manufacturing sites offer their staff good payment. In this plant, 
the least salary is around £15, 000 per annum for a warehouse worker doing packing work. A graduate 
engineer would take around £25,000. A score card is used and cash incentives are assigned for 
achieving each item on the card. The same incentives are given to every one in the plant. Annual 
payout would reach around £1200 if all objectives are met. Recently, the human resources manager 
introduced another incentive scheme to recognize outstanding efforts to be rewarded by giving 
vouchers.
Work status
Ninety one persons work in the plant. Only in administration, there are part timers. Montgomery 
(1988) notes that not all industries, for example, capital-intensive industries such as manufacturing 
and construction, are open to part timers (Montgomery, 1988). This may be due to having “tight work 
schedules to use their capital optimally and therefore have little room for part-time employment” 
(Deardroff & Stafford cited in Euwlas & Hogerbrugge, 2006, p.539).
Job satisfaction
The plant conducts engagement survey, the last was done 18 months ago and it identified three issues, 
remuneration, personal development and career opportunities.
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Education
Emma talked about the educational background of staff:
We would typically look at HNC [Higher National Certificate] min 
[minimum] preferably degree in scientific background plus experience.
We encourage further education via the CQI [Chartered Quality 
institute] but not essential. For process operators, they undergo 
training in excess o f 12 months but they usually enter with basic 
GCSE’s [General Certificate o f Secondary Education] and they would 
progress to NVQ [National Vocational Qualification] level 3 in 
Process Operations.
Lin (1991) suggests that developing SPC for food service control in hospitals may be hindered by 
insufficient statistical skills amongst managers. This may not be an issue in this plant, as the staff in 
the quality department are qualified in theses areas.
Building a framework of factors that may be conducive to implement SPC in the plant
Figure 8.42 shows the identified factors that may affect the implementation of SPC in the plant. The 
main identified factors are:
Demand is homogeneous and predicted: virtually no disruption, no surprises.
Detachment: customers are not present.
<£* Established standards, customers may define these.
Automated data collection: no or minimal human intervention.
Quality department: a separate unit.
Yield volume: huge yield makes sampling easier and possibly more cost effective.
Market pressure and dictated client provisions.
Human resources: very low turnover, no part timers, adequate education background and good 
cash incentives.
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Figure 8.42 Factors affecting Statistical Process Control implementation in the plant
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8.11 Reflections on philosophy and methodology
Action research studies produce knowledge concerning a specific topic, i.e. research problem, but at 
the same time it brings about reflections on action research itself (Boog, 2003). This section provides 
some reflections on the philosophical stance of the research, specifically, constructionism and critical 
theory. It also reflects on action research as used in the study, the cycles used, how it was applied and 
action research validity and quality.
8.11.1 Constructionism
Reality in this research is based on the interaction with the real world. Constructionism is based on 
getting close to the studied phenomena, where man (researcher) engages with the world and its 
inhabitants, e.g. participants. This closeness gives the two entities the chance to maintain a dialogue. 
This conversation and interaction opens the minds of both. However, this is, or is supposed to be, 
more enlightening to the researcher as s/he intends to develop a better understanding of the studied 
phenomena.
In my research, I went to the store, which is part of the real world, with a theory (SPC) and engaged in 
a dialogue with the participants (directly the store team). I maintained a close relationship with them, 
interviewed them and observed them over an extended period of time. The data I collected: my 
observations (diary), their perceptions (interviews), and the chain (documentary evidence) were the 
main data that constructed the reality that this research aimed at understanding. Writing my findings 
and discussing it reflect a body constructed of these three blocks.
This does not happen in a vacuum. Knowledge emanating from constructionism is socially 
constructed (Crotty, 1998). The context is the background in which, or the stage onto which such 
interaction and dialogue take place. I deliberated detailing the context on its different levels: time, 
location, organization, social relationship: participants’ profiles and also my own profile. 
Significantly I did not suffice by just depicting these, I reflected on these in a way to outline how it 
may have affected such interaction and consequently, the knowledge generated.
8.11.2 Critical theory
Critical theory is based on the debate and struggle between ideas. This is not a violent movement, and 
rather it is a clam and peaceful rebellion.
The store had its quality measurement approach as designated by the chain. This represents one side, 
or an idea (dogma). In the course of my study, I brought a new idea, i.e. SPC, and challenged the 
traditional one. So the debate was between the old and the newly introduced way of doing business,
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i.e. measuring service quality. This was a professional struggle, in which the old way was critically 
evaluated.
Critique also extended to other areas. I would say that this research gave the staff and the manager the 
chance to talk about their perceptions, relationships, challenges, ambitions as well as their frustrations. 
The chain measures its staffs engagement quantitatively. This transformed the staffs perceptions into 
scores and charts. But qualitatively, this study gave staff the chance to vent. This may give the staff 
and the manager the chance to reflect on their work lives and to criticise their working conditions.
It can be argued that they may have been talking with many people about that. But in my case, talking 
to someone who is a researcher, coming from an academic institution, inferred that there is someone 
who cares and who is occupied and has interest in their conditions.
Moreover, as they knew that I will report back the results to the chain, they may have hoped that I 
would be a channel to express their concerns and criticism. Feeding back the results may open 
managers’ eyes on the store situation, and challenge their current ways, specifically towards human 
resources practices. Hence, this may emancipate the senior management from the taken for granted 
ideas, e.g. our measurement systems are enough, there is no way to do it better, our staff are happy 
and content. This critique may lead to enhanced work life for the staff.
8.11.3 The cycle of action research
Action research is characterized by its cyclical process (Altrichter et al., 2002; Hammersley, 2004). 
These are discussed and depicted in section: 5.3.3.1.3. However, Creswell et al. (2007) and McKay 
and Marshall (2001) claim that there are no solid rules as to how to conduct action research. This 
research took one tier cycle, which is widely embraced in action research studies (Knock, 2004), 
comprising minor cycles. A solitary cycle may not be seen as action research (French, 2009). 
However, the multiplicity of these cycles is dependent on difficulties facing the project (Knock, 2004). 
Figure 8.43 shows the action research cycle. It should be noted that this cycle addresses the practical 
and theoretical purposes of the research.
Plan: This stage includes all the activities in preparation for the implementation. Hence, it serves as a 
basis and a guide for the action stage (French, 2009). It should be noted that this is a mixture of 
mental and physical efforts and hence, it has in itself different phases of AR cycles. This comprises: 
Plan: Literature review: a review of quality and service quality measurement literature. Act: 
Exploratory study examining the quality measurement tools used in a foodservice chain and its 
associated advantages and disadvantages. This was achieved by interviewing the chain’s brand
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standards manager, two area managers, and two store managers. Reflect: literature review: a review of 
statistical process control. Plan: Production site visit, plan for pilot study. Act: Pilot study: using SPC 
in a foodservice outlet in a university campus. Plan: Negotiating access and collaboration protocol: 
This involved contacting the brand standards manager for scheduling a time and date to meet, then 
meeting and discussing the research, preparing a research proposal and sending it to the Brand 
Standards Manager and after approval, determining the participant store.
Act: This is the actual implementation of SPC. This also includes its minor cycles. Plan: I was been 
inducted and trained as a barista. Observed the working life and systems, and reviewed quality related 
documents: mystery shopper, and quality audits. Identifying potential processes for measurement and 
improvement and discussing that with the manager. Act: Collecting data and constructing control 
charts. Reflect: on results of data analysis, visit other stores, and provide feedback to Kronos. Plan: 
staff collecting data.
Observe: This is the withdrawal point, shifting the responsibility to the store team for collecting data. 
Conducting interviews to understand their perceptions of work and of the implementation.
Reflect: This is the analysis of the collected data and synthesizing them together. Building a model of 
the factors that affected the implementation based on that analysis. Visiting a production plant to 
understand more about the nature of business where SPC has proved successful and to understand the 
differences between the two contexts and how that may affect SPC in service business.
This also includes reporting the research finding to Kronos.
Plan: I am not directly engaged in that cycle as this could be the future research for any researcher, 
including me. This may be introducing SPC in a different chain or may be in a different sector of 
hospitality, may be a context with different characteristics to my research context, for example flight 
catering, to be closer to a manufacturing environment. It can be an operation that has good human 
resources practices. Hence, knowledge gained from this research can provide a base to another action 
research study (Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 1996).
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Figure 8.43 Action research cycle
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However, the research cycle, depicted in figure 8.44, consists of: Plan: Identify research problem and 
review relevant literature, exploratory study, review of literature, pilot study. Do: conduct main study. 
Observe: Collect data and analysis. Reflect: Reflection and determine implications to theory and 
practice. Plan: Future research
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Figure 8.44 Research cycle of action research
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8.11.4 Action research and participatory action research
There is no agreement on action research definition and features (Dickens & Watkins, 1999). 
Creswell et al. (2007, p.256) define Participatory Action Research (PAR) as a “qualitative research 
inquiry in which the researcher and the participants collaborate at all levels in the research process 
(participation) to help find a suitable solution for a social problem that significantly affects an 
underserved community (action).” They cite that PAR is named action research as well. However, 
Coghlan (2003, p.453) sees that action research is inherently participative. The view that equalizes 
action research and participatory action research (Creswell et al., 2007) is not held by McTaggart
(1997). The engagement of the participants or participation is the dividing point, where the difference 
is a significant one (McTaggart, 1997). Creswell et al. (2007) and Park (1999) contend that besides its 
highly participative level, PAR is about enhancing the life of individuals. PAR is a ‘social process’ 
(Creswell et al., 2007). It is not a means to reach organisational well being therefore, organisations are 
not normally the field of PAR studies (Park, 1999). However, action research done in Xerox to keep it 
in business is considered PAR by Whyte et al. (1991). It can be inferred from that, for some scholars, 
there is no clear cut between PAR and AR or serving a community or an organisation interests.
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Dickens and Watkins (1999, p. 134) contend that PAR “presupposes a commitment that all 
participants actually do research for themselves.” ‘For themselves’ is a bit obscure, it adds confusion 
as it gets close to the insider action research arena. If a consultant or an external researcher intervenes, 
for example Peter Lazesa in Xerox (Whyte et al., 1991), would that be doing research for themselves? 
Hence, this research may not be considered PAR according to Creswell et al. (2007) and Park (1999) 
as it aimed to serve Kronos as an organisation, even if it reviewed the social context and working life 
of the team, this served as a tool to better understand the organisation and serve it. Secondly, the 
participation extent and nature was not as high, as aimed for. At least in each stage of the cycle, 
participation was not evident.
8.11.5 Outsider and insider action research
Hammersley (2004) mentions that a salient characteristic of action research is “there should be an 
intimate relationship between research and some form of practical or political activity.” Dickens and 
Watkins (1999) and McKay and Marshall (2001) see this relationship as the essence of action research. 
Hence, in most cases, that confirms the separate entities that work together, research and practice. But 
that does not explicitly name researchers, arguably research may not be restricted just to academic 
researchers, though they may be more qualified to do that.
However, Hammersley (2004, p. 165) discussing the variants of action research, states that one form 
is “carried out solely by practitioners.” While Cassell and Johnson (2006) argue that external 
researchers ‘must be’ engaged. This means that there may be no place for the form where practitioners 
work alone on a problem, as contended by Hammersley. Arguably, this is not action research. Unless 
the practitioner is a researcher or vice versa (e.g. Bray, 2002; McGugan & Peacock, 2005), where the 
insider is the outsider (e.g. Humphrey, 2007; Moore, 2007; Ravitch & Writh, 2007). But according to 
Elliot (1991) and Carr and Kemmis (1986) this- practitioners work alone on a problem- is authentic 
action research. Coghlan (2007) enters this debate by introducing the ‘insider action research’: “when 
complete members of an organisation seek to inquire into the working of their organisational system 
in order to change something in it” (p.336). Brannick and Coghlan (2007), Coghlan (2003; 2007) and 
Raelin and Coghlan (2006) stress the full affiliation of those individuals to their institutions. Within 
the insider action research stream fall individuals who study, e.g. master’s, doctorate, and at the same 
time they conduct research on their firms (Coghlan, 2007; Raelin & Coghlan, 2006).
Similarly, Dickens and Watkins (1999, p. 132) stated that action research is undertaken by 
practitioners and ‘possibly theorists’. Hence, according to them, researchers’ involvement is, 
relatively, marginal but they went back and stated that “often, the outside facilitator needed to 
unfreeze the group dynamics...” But that outside facilitator- they used facilitator not a researcher- e.g.
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a researcher or a theorist as they mention, may be needed to provide the theory element. Indeed, in 
some cases people lack education to be able to work alone (Maclure & Bassey, 1991). That means the 
practitioners, working on their own, would lack a conceptual framework. As action research conjoins 
theory and practice (Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 1996; MacKay & Marshall, 2001; Raelin & 
Coghlan, 2006), then that goes against it. Hence, both Hammersley and Dickens and Watkins may 
convey inconsistent views regarding the role of the researcher. In fact Dickens and Watkins 
acknowledge the mixed views and understandings of action research, and they may have added to that.
Applying that to my research, if the store team in Kronos are working to improve their practice, 
without my intervention as a researcher. Then they are conducting action research according to 
Dickens and Watkins (1999) and undertaking insider action research on the word of Coghlan (2007). 
If Coghlan (2003) identifies the ‘scientific approach’ adopted in action research as the fundamental 
tenet of it. Then, this raises question marks about the existence of such approach to practitioners, e.g. 
the store team. In their discussion over consultants and managers conducing action research, Eden and 
Huxam (1996, p.76) cite that “it would be unreasonable to expect them to be motivated by the criteria 
which must be applied to judging high-quality research outcomes.” Research according to Park (1999) 
is a ‘systematic activity’ that aims to generate knowledge. Stringer (1999, p.6) cites that scientific 
research soundness is attributed to “its insistence on precise and rigorous formulation of description, 
observation, and explanation.” So, to which extent the activities of the store team working alone can 
be systematic or can qualify to be considered a scientific research, is not easy to determine. Rigor 
(Melrose, 2001) may be missed. For example, would the store team follow the model of action 
research suggested by Zuber-Skerritt (1996). According to Moller (1998) that does not render the 
team, without me as a researcher, doing action research. Kronos did not know about statistical process 
control and possibly would not think about implementing it simply because for them it does not exist. 
If I, as a researcher, had not brought this to their attention, they may not have discovered it. Hence, 
they lacked the theory side. This shows the importance of the researcher’s input as a provider of 
theory and academic concepts, ideas, suggestions (McKay & Marshall, 2001; Moller, 1998) and to 
disseminate the experience, i.e. to publish it.
According to Eden and Huxham (1996) few managers would contemplate their experience and 
circulate that through publication. Even if they write it, that would not find its way to academic 
journals (Mumford, 2001). Producing knowledge is an aim of action research (Brannick & Coghlan, 
2007; Coghlan, 2003; Dickens & Watkins, 1999; McKay & Marshall, 2001) and that is done by 
circulating the findings to others, including researchers, to allow building and/or examining a theory 
(Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 1996). I would doubt if the store team would think of publishing their 
trials and findings. This Tack of documentation’ impedes reflecting on the results and evaluating them
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(Moller, 1998). Melrose (2001) claimed that circulation of research may be essential for research to be 
deemed action research. If a group would not publicize its work, it may be rendered as doing action 
learning. Here it may be worth noting that there is no attempt to identify ‘research’ done, specifically 
action research, and published by practitioners.
Moller (1998) provides the idea of action research as ‘professional work’, which does not seek 
knowledge propagation by means of publication. Hence, he identifies it as ‘critical inquiry’ to 
distinguish it from action research as a research methodology. Also within this approach, Kronos store 
team working to solve a problem, might be called ‘experiential learning’ (McKay & Marshall, 2001). 
Experiential learning denotes ‘learning by doing’ (Chuaprapaisilp, 1997). To qualify to be conducting 
insider action research, I would need to be a full member in Kronos doing research on my own work 
place or one of the team being a researcher. The same can be said of me. If I was just doing my 
research with my supervisors in our offices that does not mean it is action research even if we publish 
as a result of that. Moreover, it can be argued that people in their daily life are engaged in different 
cycles of observing, understanding and making sense out of that and then acting accordingly, similar 
to the experiential learning cycle of Kolb as mentioned by Chuaprapaisilp (1997). It is not claimed 
that such ordinary people are doing action research.
8.11.6 Type
There are three types of action research, discussed in chapter 5, technical, practical and emancipatory 
action research (Zuber-Skerritt, 1996). Though initially the aimed at type was practical, the current 
research can be classified under the technical stream (French, 2009; Zuber-Skerritt, 1996). It aimed at 
assessing the practicality of an intervention (French, 2009), i.e. evaluating SPC as a quality 
measurement and improvement technique. I remained an ‘outside expert’ (French, 2009), the team 
members depended on me for data collection and analysis and directing the process, when the time 
came to transfer this to them they failed to adopt it. Hence, co-option rather than cooperation 
characterised my relation with the participants.
Hart and Bond (1995) identified 7 factors of action research, cited in chapter five, and these vary, 
along the four suggested types: experimental, organisational, professionalizing, and empowering. Hart 
and Bond (1995) and Hart (1996) observed that an action research project may witness a ‘shift’ 
between the various types as the research proceeds. This shifting, which requires a relatively extended 
period to occur, may depend, in part, on the relationship between action and research which is more 
overriding (Hart & Bond, 1995). Adopting Hart and Bond’s (1995) action research typology this 
research belongs to the organisational stream, where action research is employed to solve an
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organisational problem. Truancy, declined productivity, and opposition to change are all examples of 
organisational problems (Hart & Bond, 1995).
8.11.7 Ethical concerns
At the negotiating access stage, a research protocol was prepared and agreed upon (Mumford, 2001), 
a certain clause discussed the confidentiality of the study. Along the research journey, meetings with 
Kronos people were held to communicate what was going and how it was done. This also helped to 
get their feedback. Furthermore, the final conclusion was, as promised, reported to Kronos. I 
attempted to be tactful to the values and culture of the store team (Stringer, 1994). I did my best to not 
expose the team or the store to any harm. My motto was “primum non nocere’ which translates as first, 
do no harm” (Bailey, 2007, p.22). The research was overt (Bailey, 2007) and all the participants knew 
exactly who I was and what I was doing. So, deceit was not involved. However, the only group who 
did not know my real role were the customers. As Lugosi (2006) cites the problematic issues 
associated with covert observation and the possible stress participants may have after finding their 
unacknowledged and not permitted part in the study. Thus, it can be claimed that no stress should be 
experienced by the study participants due to covert observation, i.e. due to associated deception. 
Moreover, it was made clear that I was documenting every thing for research purposes. I did not get 
my interviewees to sign an informed consent form. Taking part in the interviews was discretionary 
obligatory. It is argued that research conducted in ‘public places’- though its definition is not 
straightforward- may not necessitate informed consent (Bailey, 2007). However, I explained the 
process for them, how I will treat the data and that explained that data would be anonymous e.g., 
names were changed.
8.11.8 Similarities with other methodologies
This research adopted action research as its methodology. However, after conducting the research, it 
appeared to have a large similarity with other methodologies, namely case study and ethnography. 
The closeness of one methodology to another is noted by Punch (1998). Discussing ethnography, 
Punch (p. 162) mentions “Its design may overlap, in whole or in part, with other designs. Thus, for 
example, it may use elements of the case study or grounded theory approaches which are consistent 
with its orientation”. Intersection between case study and ethnography is also observed by Llewelyn 
(2003). Case study has its links with anthropology and sociology as noted by Hamel et al. (1993). 
Naslund (2002), aware of the existing difference, described action research as ‘ethnographic case 
studies’ and Alvesson (2003) saw ethnography as ‘case oriented’. Hence, the three methodologies are 
close.
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Pattton (2002) observes that fieldwork entails an intimate contact with research participants in their 
own milieus. It can be argued that action research, case study and ethnography methodologies share a 
common characteristic, they involve fieldwork. Moreover, another facet of similarity comes from the 
fact that all these methodologies are flexible and opportunistic. Both case study and ethnography 
employ a wide array of research methods (Hamel, et al., 1993; Punch, 1998). Action research is not 
different in that perspective (Coughlan & Coghlan, 2002; French, 2009; Ravitch & Writh, 2007). All 
exploit whatever methods are available and useful to reach their objectives. Similar in their 
approaches, for example, doing interviews, participant observation, keeping a diary, and examining 
documentary evidence, their outcomes, largely, would be similar.
Case study is an established research method used in action research (Gray, 2004). This is because 
action research is undertaken in “real time seeking to identify the complexities of the situation that it 
desires to change” (Waser & Johns, 2003, p.374). It should be noted that there is a debate as to how to 
regard case study, is it a method or an approach (Hamel et al., 1993; Creswell et al., 2007). Eisenhardt 
(1989) and Punch (1998) sees it as a ‘strategy’ and Bryman classifies it a ‘research design’ (Bryman, 
2008). Gray (2004) describes it as a method and also a methodology. It is an approach that exploits 
different methods, e.g. interviews, participant observation (Eisenhardt, 1989; Hamel, et al. 1993). 
Then it is easier to comprehend this research situation, reaching a consolidating status. Simply, action 
research as a methodology uses case study as a method among several methods at its disposal. 
However, if case study is a methodology as advocated by many academics then it is not easy to 
understand how a research combines several methodologies together. But there may be some answers 
to solve this riddle.
The first proposition stems from their differences. The major distinction between AR and case study 
research is the attempt to change. Case study stops at understanding a situation and identifying and 
describing its variables and analyzing them to understand how a phenomenon works (McCutcheon & 
Meredith, 1993). Hence, it is of an illustrative rather than therapeutic nature (Perry, 1998). Action 
research does the same but goes a step further, to change a situation (McCutcheon & Meredith, 1993). 
This is also a departure from ethnography, although in both the researcher comes in direct contact and 
maintains a close relation with the study participants. But in ethnography the researcher’s concern is 
to avoid modifying or causing any change to happen to the environment s/he is immersed in (Hamel et 
al., 1993). The researcher’ goal is to “tell it like it is” (Hart, 1996, p.455). So, the intervention of the 
researcher is known to have its implications but she/he is cautioned of that. But the concern is to try to 
preserve the context intact as much as possible. Unlike in action research, the researcher knows the 
implied effect of her/his intervention, reflecting over it, but change of current state is sought after and
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it is the reason for that intervention. Arguably, a case study methodology is part of action research, 
until the researcher starts to interfere in a way to effect change.
The second suggestion is to see action research as case-based research. So, it is not a case study but 
its focus and conduct is based on a case. This can be helped by borrowing the idea of Punch (1998) of 
differentiating between a methodology as a ‘process’ and as a ‘product’. A ‘process’ denotes ‘a 
particular approach to research and has a particular distinctive way of going about it’, while a 
‘product’ designates “a certain type of research report...will be produced” (Punch, 1998, p. 162). 
Drawing on this, case study and ethnography were, mainly, a product of this study more than a 
process. Therefore, the reporting of this study, possibly, can be seen as a case study and as an 
ethnographic account. Figure 8.45 shows the three methodologies and its suggested consolidation in 
this study, in a way similar to the Russian doll ‘babushka’ (Hamel et al., 1993).
Figure 8.45 Consolidating methodologies
( ^ ^ th n o g r a p h y ^ ^
C ase S tudy
Action Research
E th n o g ra p h y
(^"~Case S m dy^^)
8.11.9 Industry, academia, and action research
This research, arguably, provides an example of the mutual benefit of the cooperation between 
academia and industry. The industry represented by Kronos opened its door to the researcher 
embodying academia. The findings may be of interest and practical contribution to the chain. In return 
theory may benefit from the study, i.e. identified variables may contribute to theory. If each decided 
to stay still in its cocoon, then they would not gain any benefit.
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It is more recognized and portrayed in literature that practitioner would be able to feel the need to 
improve (French, 2009). This can be argued as it is not necessarily true. Practitioners may not be 
aware they have a problem, or that their practice, potentially, can be developed. Arguably the 
researcher can play this role by suggesting and introducing new ideas, concepts to an industry or a 
community of practice.
8.11.10 Action research and consultancy
Action research and consultancy may be confused (Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 1996; Mumford, 
2001). This research was not conducted for a fee. Hence, it is not an ‘academic consultancy’ nor 
‘contract research’ (Ormerod, 1996). This fact and its implications is reflected on in more details in 
discussing the social context of the study in chapter seven. Another major differentiation is its 
unequivocal address of research concerns (McKay & Marshall, 2001) in an attempt to add to 
knowledge in the area (Mumford, 2001).
8.11.11 Action research and theory
In many cases, academics and practitioners walk in different roads that do not intersect (Hill et al., 
1999). It is claimed that much of theory in operations management, to a degree, is isolated from the 
real world and operations management researchers are writing ‘ivory-tower prescriptions’ (Meredith, 
1992, p.4). Hence, Sousa and Voss (2002, p. 107) acknowledged “the pressing need to structure the 
current chaotic wealth of implementation advice and produce more solid and useful advice to 
managers”.
Theory-building, being sparse, is much needed in operations management to defend that claim 
(Meredith, 1992). A widely used methodology in theory building research is case studies (Eisenhardt 
& Graebner, 2007). Action research is an offshoot stem of ‘empirical case study’ (Wacker, 1998, 
p.375), which is suitable for generation of theories (Eden & Huxham, 1996). Theories produced 
through cases studies are innovative (Eisenhardt, 1989) with even unforeseen concepts (Eisenhardt, 
1989; Wacker, 1998). This theory is grounded in its proof, i.e. empirical data (Eisenhardt, 1989; 
Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). Hence, the results of this study are proof-grounded.
Whetten (1989) cites that a theory has four main facets: What, How, Why. The fourth component is 
an amalgam of ‘Who, Where, When’, forming the background (Whetten, 1989) or the ‘domain’ 
according to Wacker (1998). Wacker (1989) relates ‘Who’ to variables definition, while ‘What’ and 
‘How’ are of illustrative nature, the function of ‘Why’ is clarification (Whetten, 1989). Act ion 
research would produce ‘emergent theory’ (Eden & Huxham, 1996). In line with that, this research 
claims it expands the extant knowledge of statistical process control. A large part of the findings can
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be seen as emergent theory, e.g. the impact of human resources on SPC implementation. A great part 
of the research findings focused on the factors that may/may not aid in implementing SPC. Hence, it 
adds to the ‘what’ dimension of the theory which is concerned of its variables (Whetten, 1989). The 
delineation of the variables is based on the empirical data collected and their analysis. This also 
considered the relevant literature. The study context in terms of people, place, and time is defined. 
Hence, its domain is specified.
8.11.12 The finer details
There are some fine details that might have an effect over the course of the study. These are personal: 
linguistic, communication, context, research design, and resources related. However, some enabling 
factors have helped the conduct of the research. This part reflects on these.
Peshkin (1988) argues that all research carries a subjective element, whether it is quantitative or 
qualitative. However, it seems that qualitative studies are more prone to this. Qualitative studies are 
characterized by reality being made by human beings participating in a study, and the researcher 
maintaining a high degree of involvement with the research participants (Creswell, 1998). The 
researcher is seen as the main tool for data gathering and analysis (Bailey, 2007; Johnson & 
Onwuegbuzie, 2004). In addition, the researcher’s tenets bear on the study, and language used tends to 
be literary and subjective (Creswell, 1998). Peshkin (1988) advises researchers to recognize the 
subjectivity associated with their studies. If that did not happen a study would be ‘blatantly 
autobiographical’ (Peshkin, 1988). Hence, a main factor in this study is ‘myself as the researcher, 
being the main research ‘instrument’ (Patton, 2002). Thus, in line with Bell (1999) and Watson (2001), 
I was not a ‘fly on the wall’.
No human being is perfect. Hence, every instrument, human, is prone to mistakes, subjectivity and 
bias. These fine details are related to my personality and communication and linguistic skills.
8.11.12.1 Personality
Swain (2006, p.210) contend that “for any researcher, it is impossible to ever escape one’s histo- 
biographical background’. Bailey (2007), Peberdy (1993), Kleinman and Copp (1993) and Moller
(1998) agree with Swain’s claim, believing that the researcher’s personality and experiences affect the 
research. Bell (1999) also notes the effect of ‘the individual’s ‘personal front’ such as gender, age, 
ethnic background and that this can affect the participants’ perception of the researcher for a period of 
time until a deeper contact is established.
My personal profile, appearance, and English accent may have had its influence. Even my name, 
Mohamed, may have had its connotations. Swain (2006) for example notes the effect of his ethnicity
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and social class on his relation with his study main participants- school children. Moreover, he was a 
male studying school boys, investigating their masculinity formation. If Swain’s gender may have 
eased his research, Pole’s (2007) was in a way hindered by the fact that he was a grown man studying 
fashion and clothing of young children, specifically girls, a delicate topic by nature. Pole (2007, p.75) 
observes that his female counterparts did not face the same difficulty in collecting information that 
was related to body parts or referred to them where, according to him “female bodies are not seen to 
present the same kind of threat to the bodies of young children as those of men”. Hence, he thought 
females are in a better position to research such sensitive issues. Peberdy (1993) gives support to 
Pole’s contention, where she claims that she was entrusted with data on fertility by villagers in New 
Guinea, which no masculine researcher would have accessed. This may be sustained by Renold’s 
(2007) research where she studied heterosexuality of boys and girls in primary schools. Unlike Pole, 
she did not report any concerns, discomfort or inability to collect data due to her gender. This has also 
its toll on the participants, for example, ‘Haley’ the young girl interviewed by Pole (2007) was 
uncomfortable talking about her clothes to a man. Had the researcher been a woman, this may not 
have happened. For instance, Renold’s (2007) participants were more at ease talking to a woman 
about a more sensitive issue.
In this study, would I have gained more participation or built better relations if I was British? For 
example, I noticed that Charles was more comfortable talking and working with Maggi and Marlow, 
which I think is natural as the three are British. What if I was a young female whether British or not? I 
imagine a smile from a female researcher may make the young men collect the needed data happily. 
Bell (1999, p.28) mentions that “being female may, in some situations enable greater access, ... 
[where] certain sorts of data are more readily obtained by personable young women”. What if the staff 
personal profiles were much different, older staff not younger people than me? More female ones, or 
may be even having some Middle Eastern muslims like myself.
Pole (2007) observes that maintaining a good connection between the researcher and participants is 
important to ensure collection of dense and trustworthy information. I am not of someone who likes 
going out in the evenings, so when I was invited to go out I apologized to the team (RD, 09/11, pp.44- 
45). Had I go, this may have provided a chance to get closer to them and share their unity. Another 
researcher with an outgoing personality may have benefited from this. For example, Swain (2006) 
shows how his personal interest in football enabled him to build a dialogue with the school pupils 
enabling him to elicit information. Maintaining effective interaction is a crucial feature to ensure 
fruitful ethnography (Swain 2006).
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8.11.12.2 Communication
Boog (2003) highlights the importance of communication skills. Knock (2004) observes that some 
unfavourable reactions of participants may be associated with researcher’s conduct, not to the 
suggested project. Swain (2006, p.206) cites that a field researcher should have “skills and attributes 
in the areas of.... listening, empathy, reacting, reflexivity and not least of all, energy and stamina”.
In the field work, while conducting the action research, my communication abilities, my analytical 
skills, a language that is not my mother tongue, my body language, should have affected my 
communication. These ‘interactional cues’ may have framed the participants’ perception of me 
(Swain, 2006). Swain (2006, p.207) elaborates that “Reciprocal areas of interests and conversation, 
appearance, (exemplified by age, gender, ethnicity and clothing), accent, tone, posture and other non­
verbal signals are all variables that need to be taken into consideration”. Swain (2006) mentions how 
in his research ‘negotiation skills’ was important, where he found himself always negotiating with the 
participants. This echoes some incidents in my research. I am to a degree not of that type- negotiator. I 
ask and if answered that is good if not, I would not like chasing people.
8.11.12.3 Linguistic skills
Delamont (2004) observed that ‘writing well’ is crucial in qualitative studies. Similarly, Baxter and 
Chua (2008, p. 103) stress the criticality of writing to field studies where “field work is an essentially 
textual enterprise” Swain (2006, p.206) cites that a field researcher should have “skills and attributes 
in the areas of planning, organisation, observation, writing (including quick note taking)...”.
Writing in English, my second language, may render me unable to communicate and express myself 
well, in a research style where written language is such an influencing factor. In fact I recall some 
PhD students would avoid qualitative research because of their inability to write well or not liking to 
get engaged in long writings. Personally, I noticed that some vocabulary is handier for me, while 
others are not. This may be due to my English education in my early years. Although I still acquire 
new words, I regularly use my old friends, i.e., familiar vocabulary. For example, I would not use, or 
it would not jump to my mind, the word ‘reckon’ but ‘think’ or ‘consider’ would. Moreover, words 
that I can not pronounce well will also be avoided in writing, although I am not speaking, for instance, 
‘vulnerable’ I would use ‘weak’ or ‘helpless’ instead. Moreover, qualitative analysis requires what 
Patton (2002) calls ‘creative synthesis’, which Patton identifies as a ‘challenge’ in qualitative analysis. 
Therefore, had I more creative abilities I should have better presented my case. The incidents that 
stopped me, the quotes I have selected from the interview transcripts, the articles I searched and 
printed from the huge database, although they work for the direction and benefit of research (as I see 
it) still it is coloured (do not like to use contaminated, disease connotation) by my reasoning, view,
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and decisions. Creswell (1998) observes that in qualitative research, the researcher’s tenets bears on 
the study. As Sandiford and Seymour (2007, p.728) contend “it [data analysis] requires careful 
familiarization and selection of data which inevitably rests on the subjective judgement of the 
researcher”.
It is established that a person’s native language does have an effect over her/his acquisition of a 
second language in terms of pronunciation- ‘cross-language phonetic interference’ (Flege et al., 2006) 
and accent (Piske et al., 2001). It also influences handwriting style, where the case of Arabic using 
different characters than Latin is potent (Ball, 1986). In Arabic the sound given by the letter ‘P’ does 
not exist. Hence, I can not say ‘Paul’ right it sounds ‘baul’, as observed by my main supervisor, even 
after years of speaking English, and ‘power’ is ‘bower’. So this, for example, may have affected my 
communication in English and how I presented my self to the research participants. In a way I felt 
uncomfortable talking with native English speakers, because I knew they will observe my downsides 
in English and that took from my self confidence. A native English speaking researcher may have not 
experienced these issues, but a researcher whose English is worse than mine may have struggled more 
than me.
So the language, in many cases, was a barrier to better interaction. But the bright side of it is that I 
could understand how the workers who are not English speakers feel. I have witnessed how they 
could not express themselves and their view due to language reasons. In a clash between two team 
members, one member after trying to explain herself and what she wanted to say just kept silent. She 
told me she will never be able to explain what she wanted, she can not find the exact words and the 
involved peer was better at articulating the case, as he is a native speaker. Possibly, this may have got 
me closer to non natives. However, if Arabic does not have the sound ‘P’, English does not have 
another letter that gives certain sound and the nearest sound to that is ‘H’. So, the ‘H’ in my name 
‘Mohamed’ is not the real sound and that makes me, when native speakers of the team members utter 
my name, feel sometimes they are calling someone else, not me. Then it can be inferred that a lack or 
inadequacy of possessing these linguistics skills whether that be pronunciation or writing, might have 
an effect, directly or indirectly, on the research course. Patton (2002) agrees with this inference, 
seeing this as factor that can support and/or abate qualitative studies. Thus ‘self-awareness’ is crucial 
(Patton, 2002).
8.11.12.4 Context 
Time
Research was conducted in summer, days were longer and it was bright. If it was conducted in winter, 
it may have its implications. Winter with its short and gloomy days would possibly have affected me
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negatively. Moreover, the chain considers rainy days and winter as their profit makers, as demand for 
coffee increases. As the demand may increase that may have resulted in much more workload on staff 
and their participation level would have become very low.
Location
The store was convenient to me. Had I had to commute for a long time it may have affected me over 
the four months. Even after the end of the fieldwork I have been to the store several times to talk with 
Charles and staff. This may not have happened if it was far away.
Organisation
What would have happened if the labour cost was generous, in general, or at least during the research 
period. If an incentive was offered to those who engage in the research, would that have helped? 
Though this may be for the research period and it may be going out of the normal.
Social context
The research may be curbed by me as a researcher. But it is also constrained by the participants. The 
research participants contributed to the research as much as I did. Whether or not they were aware of, 
the participants of the study contributed, partially, to constructing the ‘reality’ sought by this research, 
where it is dependent on me, a researcher and them- participants (Creswell, 1998). Thus, they are 
themselves a limitation of the study as much as me. As Bell (1999, p.21) cites “managers and 
employees in organisations tend not to be insulated from the cultural influences which also inform the 
experiences of those who research them”. In this research my power of position, a team member, was 
equal to others. What if I was given more power, for example to reward those who participate and 
report those who do not show engagement? How would have that alerted, affected, changed the 
research conduct? Would I still be seen as a friendly person? For sure the study participants as 
humans, also, have affected the research course. Had the staff showed enthusiasm and interest, like 
Marlow, the research course may have changed to a degree. It is hard to find out. It will remain 
speculations within the ‘what i f  scenario. Especially as I can not fully imagine the participants’ 
reactions, which may be also very individualized, to these speculated scenarios.
8.11.12.5 Enabling factors
If we accept that some skills, personal traits, experiences may detract from the research conduct, then 
by flipping it around some qualities and experiences would help the researcher to undertake a study, 
grant her/him access to a certain setting or even give a vantage point. Hence, as there are assets and 
pluses there will be liabilities and minuses. This is what is called by Peshkin (1988) ‘enabling and 
disabling’ factors. But it seems that the good is more highlighted than the less good. This subjectivity
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is according to Peshkin (1988) ‘virtuous’ in a sense that it is what makes a research distinctive, i.e. it 
carries the peculiar scent of its owner.
I kept a personal diary in Arabic at the age of eighteen, however, I did not regularly write in it. After I 
came to the UK, I kept another one to record my experience of being here. Although it proved hard to 
maintain, due to my study. Such previous experience may have assisted me in keeping the research 
diary. I think that a researcher, who did not have such experience, may find it difficult to keep a diary. 
Hence, this is an example of how a personal experience worked for the benefit of the research.
As detailed elsewhere, I hade summer training in different departments of hotels, so customer service 
was not new for me. This may have helped me to work in the store with the team. The research may 
have benefited from my curiosity, persistence and a spirit of discovery. In addition to that, I was 
determined to enjoy this work and study. I kept reminding myself that I should keep nice memories of 
it. I realized that in the past I did not enjoy many things in my work due to pressure and did not want 
to allow pressure to ruin my new experience. I felt proud even when I swept and mopped the floor of 
the store. I was convinced at that time that I should get the best from such experience and I am 
convinced I did so. It was a new experience for me in research and in life. I felt I am going on an 
adventure, travelling to another city carrying ground coffee in small paper cups and doing my 
experiments. I felt happy to walk in the town streets carrying the ground coffee over several trips. 
Moreover, though it proved not easy and demanding, I enjoyed writing my story.
8.11.13 Validity of action research
Criteria for evaluating quantitative studies are not suitable for qualitative research (Stringer, 1994), 
and within qualitative research, there are different criteria (Patton, 2002). Susman and Evered (1978) 
argue that the rules pertinent to positivism are not valid to judge the quality of action research studies. 
Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest: credibility, transferability, dependability and conformability to 
build ‘trustworthiness’ of qualitative research, and Stringer (2007) cites these to establish rigor in 
action research studies.
8.11.13.1 Credibility: is built by making the research process clear and transparent to the participants 
to gain their confidence (Stringer, 2007). It is enhanced by ‘triangulation’ (Alam, 2005; Bryman, 2008; 
Lincoln & Guba, 1985), ‘respondent validation’ (Bryman, 2008), and extended immersion (Lincoln & 
Guba, 1985). Triangulation can be maintained in different ways. The use of various methods for data 
collection gives resilient validation of constructs (Eisenhardt, 1989). Semi-structured interviews and 
participant observation were employed in this study. Multiple data sources: interviewed participants, 
my diary, and store and chain documents were used also. Multiple sites we used: service and
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manufacturing. Respondent validation was achieved by reporting the findings of the study to Kronos, 
preparing a special report for them. This was also in compliance with the original research proposal. 
Extended immersion the research took place over several months. Most importantly, is that I was 
accepted as a team member not as ‘stranger’ and this lengthy connection helped to build ‘trust’ 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
8.11.13.2 Transferability: Transferability as noted by Bryman (2008) corresponds to external validity 
and is concerned with generalization. Action research is context bounded. However, clear and well 
defined process and results may help people to compare such research to their situations and probably 
some may find it applicable to their situations (stringer, 2007).
Case study is ‘microscopic’ (Hamel et al., 1993) and as action research deals with a specific situation, 
generalization is hard to claim (Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 1996; Denscombe, 2003; French, 2009; 
Gill & Johnson, 2002; Melrose, 2001). Thus, generalization would be theoretical instead of statistical 
(Hart & Bond, 1995), deriving its power from ‘the force of example’ (Flyvbjerg, 2006). Although 
implications derived from multiple case studies are more compelling and have wider claims to 
generalization than single cases (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007) “single cases can enable the creation 
of more complicated theories than multiple cases” as its minute and various facets can be covered 
more easily than that of multiple cases (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007, p.30). In operation 
management certain single case studies had a major impact on the field (Hill et al., 1999).
However, generalization is not sought from all research (Punch, 1998). Flyvbjerg (2006) argues that 
generalization should not necessarily be the aim for scientific research. Flyvbjerg (2006, p.227) cites 
that “A purely descriptive, phenomenological case study without any attempt to generalize can 
certainly be of value in this process [knowledge accumulation] and has often helped cut a path toward 
scientific innovation”. The value may come from a documented research that “can be used by fellow 
inquirers with similar concerns to ‘see as i f  and illuminate their own situations” (Bradbury & Reason, 
2001, p. 451). Similarly, Arksey and Knight (1999) recognize the inferences and suggestions derived 
from a particular case to a wider public. In essence, this research does not seek generalization. It is 
exploratory in nature and in developing theory, according to Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007), 
generalization is not aimed for.
In this study, transferability has two levels. This study was carried out in a store of this specific chain. 
Hence, it would have a practical transferability benefiting from the fact that this store shares so many 
elements with the other 700 stores of the chain in the UK. For example, remuneration system, 
turnover rates, labour costs, recruitment and selection procedures, training procedures and content.
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Most importantly, all these stores espouse same the quality control system and they may have some 
common elements with the international stores working under the chain’s name. So, transferability in 
this case is supported by the chain itself. The second level of transferability is helped by the fact that 
this chain may resemble other chains whether in the UK or in other countries and by that the results 
could be of benefit for those chains. A striking similarity is the modest human resources position of 
the investigated store, where fast-food chains (Royle & Towers, 2002a, b) and hospitality industry 
does not have good reputation in this regard (Harris & Ogbonna, 2002; Lucas, 2002).
8.11.13.3 Dependability: all research material should be kept to show a logical approach to the study 
(Stringer, 2007). First of all the literature delineates the theoretical underpinning of the study. All the 
relevant materials to the study have been kept: the interview transcripts, field notes, diary. An 
example of the interview transcripts is attached to the appendix and the diary is an integral part of the 
study. Correspondence with Kronos through emails is preserved- for confidentiality these can not be 
disclosed.
8.11.13.4 Confirmability: data and explanations should be based on evidence rather than the 
researcher’s personal creation (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Action researchers should keep an ‘audit trail’, 
i.e. database of the collected data as this proves the genuineness of the study (Stringer, 2007). It can 
be seen that a high importance is given to keeping and maintaining a database of all the collected data 
and being transparent in showing processes and procedures involved in the research journey. This 
matches up with objectivity which is according to Bryman (2008) is unattainable in social research.
The audit trail of this research includes: “Raw data” (Lincoln and Guba, 1985): interview transcripts, 
field notes, and diary. “Data reduction and analysis products” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985): printed 
interviews transcripts used to identify themes. “Data reconstruction and synthesis products” (Lincoln 
& Guba, 1985): the concluding account with relevant literature and findings and its analysis. 
“Instrument development information” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985): data collection sheets.
As detailed in the social context and in the fine details sections, I am, to a large degree, aware of the 
possible effects of my presence and interaction in the research. My biases and incompetence are 
shown as these may affect my credibility as a researcher (Patton, 2002) and the confirmability of the 
study (Bryman, 2008). However, there are many specific positions adopted by scholars towards the 
validity of action research. Although he acknowledges that action research is an influential 
methodology in certain areas, Bryman (2008, p.380) claims that such anarchy may be caused as action 
research “by and large has not been a popular form of social research”. For example, Wolcott (cited in
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Bradbury & Reason, 2001) rejected the validation of action research, to the extent that the principle of 
validity has no status in action research.
Although it is argued that effecting change is an important aspect in proving the rigor of action 
research (Melrose, 2001). As Melrose (2001, p. 176) claims that “appropriate changes in appropriate 
directions are the proof of any theory generated by AR”. However, this claim suggests a direct 
relation between theory and change and it ignores the possible ‘uncontrollability’ (Knock, 2004).
8.11.13.5 Effecting change
Power and Sohal (1997) cited that the principal trigger to change, mostly, is reacting to a disaster as 
businesses act reactively not proactively. Pasmore and Friedlander (1982) were asked to intervene in 
an electronic manufacturing plant after a persistent problem, staff injuries, imperilled the plant. They 
contended that ‘threats’ posed to organisational endurance compel managers to find solutions. 
Similarly, Guerrier and Lockwood (1989a) observe that recession was the stimulus behind 
manufacturing accepting to change the old employment strategies and follow new ones- flexible 
working. Indeed, to exist in the market is a powerful catalyst.
Knock (2004) in his discussion of risks associated with action research cites ‘uncontrollability’, where 
the researcher seeks to change a status quo, but change may be unpredicted due to not entirely 
controlling the setting. Adopting the same principle it can be argued that change may not materialise 
due to forces beyond the researcher’s control. Park (1999) also recognized that effecting change in 
organisations is difficult with “...constraints imposed by literal and figurative bottom-line 
considerations that cannot be challenged without violating the organisational purpose itself’ (p. 151). 
Likewise, Sousa and Voss (2002, p. 105) contend that “innate organisational characteristics” may 
hinder adopting quality management. For instance, Kronos would not increase its labour cost, even if 
they realized its adverse effect on its staff. For Kronos that would be cutting from their profit, such 
sacrifice would be an enormous one.
A main reason for failing to secure staff participation in this research may be the human resources 
issues as discussed elsewhere. Pasmore (2001, p.39) discussing the field theory of Lewin and socio- 
technical principles, contends that manipulating the characteristics of work may yield changes in 
personnel behaviour where “It would not be necessaiy to change the deep-seated personalities of 
workers in order to produce new behaviours; the potential for a wide range of behaviours, triggered by 
different environmental stimuli, already existed in the individual”. A social system would support any 
technology and without such boost it may collapse (Pasmore, 2001). In operations management, Liu 
et al. (2006) using questionnaires distributed in 189 plants across six countries, found that
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sociotechnical systems is important for adopting mass customization. Organisations are seen as a 
socio-technical structure (Bygstad et al., 2008) and their success may depend on the dovetailing of the 
two streams (Liu et al., 2006) where: “The technical system is concerned with the processes, tasks, 
and technology needed to transform inputs such as raw materials to outputs such as products. The 
social system is concerned with the relationships among people and the attributes of these people such 
as attitudes, skills, and values. The outputs of a work system are a result of the joint interaction 
between these two systems” (Bostrom & Heinen, 1977, p. 14).
However, Waterman (1998) sees that striving to change and enhancing individuals’ lives, not bringing 
about change, construct the validity of action research.
8.12 Conclusion
This chapter narrated the research story, findings and discussion. The story was built around three 
main themes, statistical process control, human resources and service characteristics.
The results showed the applicability of SPC to a foodservice operation. The technique offers some 
advantages over the other tools, frequency is a major one. Being conducted by staff rather than 
externals, quantification and visual representation are all advantages of using the technique. 
Furthermore, data collection is the first step to find solution and effect improvement.
However, the practicality of such implementation was compromised due to several reasons. The 
technique is a demanding one in terms of needed time and effort and apparently staff are not ready to 
put more effort into implementation. Human resources emerged as a crucial factor to the 
implementation. This was not covered in the literature as outlined in previous chapters. Several 
variables pertinent to human resources were identified in the research, e.g. remuneration, stress, 
turnover, job satisfaction, management style, and these may have affected the staff involvement in the 
project. A model is developed that showed the interweaving variables and how it possibly was a major 
hinder to staff involvement in the study. The third element is the context, service operations, which 
played a role in this with customer presence increasing the pressure on staff and making quality 
measurement comes second on their priorities. The new variables were incorporated to the previously 
suggested prerequisites for SPC implementation.
To better understand these, a visit was made to a production plant which helped to find out some 
contrasts that showed why the implementation in a manufacturing environment is easier than in 
service. This is due to the separation of production from consumption, hence customers are not a 
nuisance any more. Moreover, the automated data collection meant no burden and consequently
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associated resistance from operatives to the technique, in addition to that a quality department is 
assigned maintaining and managing quality issues and the technique collectively.
The last section reflected on the methodology focusing on participatory action research and action 
research, and insider action research. This research can be classified as technical action research and it 
was outsider action research. Action research was the methodology, however, elements of case study 
and ethnography are evident. There are finer details that surrounded and may have affected the 
research conduct. These are related to my personality, communication and linguistics skills. Finally 
the quality criteria of this action research study (credibility, transferability, dependability and 
confirmability) were discussed.
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Chapter 9 
Conclusions and implications
9.1 Introduction
This chapter draws conclusions from the research, discussed in light of the research purpose and 
questions. Theoretical and practical contributions are highlighted, and also, the limitations of the 
study and the possible routes for further research.
9.2 Conclusion
9.2.1 Existing tools
The study revealed the perceptions, advantages and disadvantages of the quality measurement tools 
used in the investigated chain: mystery shopper, quality audit and customer satisfaction survey. The 
mystery shopper was valued as a better gauge of staff conduct. However, it was the least liked and 
least respected by managers. Its infrequency means that it is highly unreliable, and decisions based on 
its results may not be sensible. Moreover, potential differences of interpretation by the mystery 
shoppers also raises questions about its validity, which may suggest that mystery shopper programme 
could be replaced by an alternative tool that is more valid and reliable.
The audit was perceived favourably. But it can not be conducted covertly and it has a psychological 
consequence, where it is a source of stress for staff. Customer satisfaction surveys helped the chain to 
identify customer requirements, so that the standards could be tailored to mirror these. Nevertheless, 
data obtained from these surveys are not extensively analyzed and circulated, and surveys need to be 
more highlighted through the chain. Furthermore, all currently used measures are external, conducted 
by other parties whether managers, mystery shoppers or surveyed customers. The employees played a 
passive role in controlling and measuring quality, in fact they are measured.
The results showed that current measures are not perceived to provide valid and reliable data that 
allow management to make sound decisions. There is a need to implement another measurement tool 
that provides valid and reliable measurement, which aids management and operatives to accurately 
detect quality-associated problems and implement improvement.
The study showed that Statistical Process Control is applicable to services and gave an idea of how 
SPC can benefit the chain and possibly other foodservice operations. For example, both the store 
manager and the assistant manager realized it can be used to identify staff who can not meet the 
service time standards and this may be an indication that training should be provided to them. The 
manager also suggested this to be used across the chain not just on a store level.
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Arguably, the quantification associated with SPC is of importance and the visual representation 
through using the control charts is a tool to get the attention of employees to the problem investigated. 
The frequency is a significant benefit, especially when compared to the other less frequent quality 
measures ruling out the chance factor and its associated denial of accountability, i.e. staff excuse their 
low performance due to luck. However, data collection is a crucial step. When staff are involved in 
data collection that should open their eyes and challenge their taken for granted assumptions and 
trigger their investigative abilities. However, the concerned implementation was incomplete and it 
was not possible to pursue the current study for a longer period.
9.2.2 Obstacles to SPC implementation
Three main obstacles to SPC implementation were identified: st atistical process control, human 
resources, and service characteristics, and their incidentals.
9° The technique is demanding in terms of effort and time needed. If foodservice chains, having tight 
labour cost, use automated data collection they may avoid adding extra effort on their staff at least 
in the data collection stage. Moreover, basic statistics understanding is required.
Human resources emerged as a significant factor that may have affected the staff involvement and 
the success of the project. Hence, comes the importance of this research as, it illuminates the 
interweaving human issues, among other non-human factors, that encased the implementation of 
statistical process control in a service context. This finding was not found in previous research, 
possibly because these studies came mainly from manufacturing environments.
The third obstacle was service characteristics, especially, inseparability. This can not be changed 
as this is the nature of service. However, having adequate staff numbers may help in reducing 
stress associated with customer service.
A framework is developed that combines these elements. Although these are specific to this study and 
this chain, they may have wider implications to similar operations. The prerequisites of SPC 
implementation suggested by Mason and Antony (2000) are adapted to incorporate the newly 
identified variables, particularly human resources issues.
9.2.3 Facilitators of SPC implementation
SPC should be introduced in foodservice chains as a pilot project. If the implementation succeeds then 
it can be expanded, benefiting from the accumulated experience in the first step. The cycle of action 
research and continuous improvement would help in such implementation. Additionally, such 
implementation should not disregard the whole socio-technical system thinking. If ignored the 
possibility of failure may increase, especially in service contexts where humans represent key 
contributors.
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However, SPC implementation vacillates from being more challenging to less challenging depending 
on the type of service. As discussed, implementing SPC may be more challenging in ‘professional 
services’ while it may be less challenging in ‘mass services’. Apparently, as customer contact time 
and customization increase, it would be more challenging to apply the technique, while in more 
standardized services with less customer contact, the technique applicability increases. Furthermore, 
as the number of customers increases the applicability would be less challenging. Based on this, 
within foodservice chains there would be chains that would have more challenging implementation 
than other chains and vice versa. Chains that have more standardized products and services, and serve 
greater numbers of customers may find it less challenging to apply SPC.
It seems that there are key factors that may pave the road for successful SPC implementation in regard 
to human resources issues. This may start by recruiting and selecting the right personnel benefiting 
from personality and attitude assessments. For example, ‘openness to experiences’ can be used to find 
creative, and intelligent persons and ‘conscientiousness’, related to job performance, can help in 
identifying hard workers. The second factor would be to increase the job satisfaction of staff and this 
may be achieved by:
^  Increasing hourly wages;
Tailoring a good incentive package, after surveying staff, that better reflects the staff needs;
*&° Increasing labour spend, as this may lessen experienced stress due to workload; and 
9» Providing store managers with training in managing interpersonal relations.
Fulfilling the staff needs would alleviate their stress and would stimulate them to be more involved in 
SPC implementation. Increased job satisfaction may spill over positively on their commitment. Job 
satisfaction would have an effect on their loyalty. This may lower turnover ratios and increase their 
intention to stay, which in turn would justify investing in them. For example, providing training 
would eventually be reflected on customer service. If turnover is inescapable then an exit interview 
may help to discern reasons behind resignation. If these were studied and analyzed it may be possible 
to prevent their occurrence in the future as much as possible. Moreover, apparently the suggested 
recommendations, above, would enhance and improve staff participation in any quality programme 
and in work, in general. This echoes the service profit chain of Heskett et al. (1997), where employees 
performance is a major determinant of organisations’ profitability.
It is clear that service characteristics have a major role in implementing SPC, but it can be lessened 
by having adequate staffing, or by automating the data collection. Better forecast of demand, though 
this may prove problematic, may help to adequately staff the store.
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The interwoven and overlapping identified human resources issues in this study make it problematic 
to disentangle them, but it carries good news for the management and practitioners in general. 
Improvement in one area may have a comparable enhancement in another area, much like the 
‘domino effect’.
9.3 Research contribution
This study delved into a relatively new area, and by adopting a qualitative approach it can claim that it 
contributes to literature (Chang, 2008), in this area. Eisenhardt (1989, p.548) advocates that “strong 
theory-building research should result in new insights... [It] presents new, perhaps framebreaking, 
insights This study adds a fresh insight to an existing theory.
There is a scarcity of papers published on SPC implementation, particularly outside manufacturing. 
MacCarthy and Wasusri (2002) in their review of forty six SPC studies in non-standard applications, 
away from the traditional production and manufacturing systems, found that out of eighty percent of 
studies utilizing real process data, just nine percent reported implementation projects. Recently, Elg et 
al. (2008) found just seventeen genuine SPC implementation studies out of three hundred, ninety two 
in the Emerald database. This study fills a fissure in literature of actual implementation, using an 
action research approach, in a service context and specifically in a foodservice operation. To the best 
of the researcher’s knowledge, this is the first study to implement SPC in a foodservice chain.
Taylor and Edgar (1999) found only 4% of the papers published in the Hospitality Research Journal in 
the period of 1992 -  1995 were qualitative. Taylor and Edgar (1999) stated that the demand for 
concrete and immediate outcomes fuels the tendency toward conducting quantitative studies. 
However, they argue that research in hospitality necessitates more qualitative studies to become 
‘mature’. They advocate also that studies that adopt qualitative approaches, especially case study, 
have enormous influence over management practice. This study is a qualitative one, based on a case 
study.
There is a lack of reported action research studies in hospitality. Coughlan and Coghlan, (2002), Hill 
et al., (1999) and Westbrook (1995) call for adopting action research more, as a methodology for 
research in operations management. As empirical studies in operations management are much needed 
in order to narrow the divergence between theory and practice (McCutcheon & Meredith, 1993). Field 
based research, e.g., action research, is the way to do this (McCutcheon & Meredith, 1993; 
Swamidass, 1990). The power of such research comes from its emphasis on ‘actual conditions’ 
(McCutcheon & Meredith, 1993). So, this study may have helped to bring theory and practice closer. 
Moreover, methodologically this study adds to the hospitality literature.
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9.4 Implication for theory 
Theory building
Action research results benefit knowledge and practice (Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 1996). Brannick 
and Coghlan (2007, p.65) cite that action research “has provided rich accounts of and reflections on 
interventions in organisations that have contributed to developing theoretical understanding of 
organisations and how they change”. This study gives an example of implementing SPC in a service 
environment. It narrates a story of intervention in the organisation world. It adds to the apposite 
knowledge of quality management scholars on how companies operate and obstacles faced when 
initiating change (Hill, 1991). Thus, this research, by going into the grounds of a service operation, 
working and observing its work over an extended period of time provides an experience of 
introducing a quality technique and shows how a real operation works. It also uniquely describes the 
human resources related obstacles that faced this implementation.
Building theory progresses in a certain sequence, but it begins with description. Description aims to 
identify the elements that constitute a theory (Snow & Thomas, 1994). This study helped to add to 
the existing theory by identifying more variables that may affect SPC implementation. The emergent 
findings add to the “socio-technical phenomenon” of SPC which has been disregarded 
(Rungtusanatham, 1999, p.244). The theoretical underpinning of this study is based on the literature 
of quality, especially service quality measurement.
9.5 Implication for practice 
Practical contribution
Industry people are interested in knowledge that serves practice (Raelin & Coghlan, 2006). This 
research provided Kronos with an opportunity to examine its quality measurement approach and 
understand its working system and its environment (Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 1996). Interviews 
conducted in the exploratory study showed that some Kronos staff had little confidence in the 
employed quality measurement tools. This should trigger Kronos to attempt to overcome such 
shortcomings. The empirical findings of this study show that implementing SPC, and possibly other 
quality programmes that require employees’ involvement, may not be possible unless sound human 
resources practices are employed. Hence, Kronos may need to evaluate its human resources practices 
before initiating any employee-lead quality programme. Training programmes, addressed to store 
managers, relating to the social aspects of employee management may be needed. Reviewing the 
incentives scheme may be valuable, especially surveying the staff in regard to preferred incentives. 
The results could also be of benefit to foodservice chains that have a similar situation to Kronos.
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9.6 Limitations
All research, and this research is not an exception, has limitations.
9.6.1 Personal
This was highlighted elsewhere, section 8.11.10, identifying the possible issues associated with the 
human nature of the researcher and participants. These are: personality, linguistic, and communication 
related. For example, my personal profile, appearance, and English accent may have had its influence. 
Writing in English, my second language, may render me unable to communicate and express myself 
well, in a research style where written language is such an influencing factor. The research may be 
curbed by me as a researcher but it is also constrained by the participants. The research participants 
contributed to the research as much as I did.
9.6.2 Research design
The main limitation related to the research design is its generalizability. It is based on a case study 
hence it is difficult to generalise beyond its border (Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 1996; Denscombe, 
2003; French, 2009; Gill & Johnson, 2002; Melrose, 2001). This is discussed in more detail in section 
8 . 11. 11.2 .
Although triangulation was aimed for, it is still necessary to acknowledge the possible limitation for 
the employed methods. The weaknesses of interviews (Abeysekera, 2006; Gray, 2004; Yin, 2003) and 
observation (Domenico & Lynch, 2007; Guzman, 2008; Yin, 2003) are already established. For 
example, in this study, not all the team members were interviewed. However, justification for this is 
highlighted in chapter seven. Observation was overt, which may have influenced behaviours, but the 
study objective made covert observation impossible. An important challenge is the extent to which the 
written text is able to capture, represent, convey, and carry meanings, feelings, and thoughts 
(Alvesson, 2003). Indeed, text and language were a prison to my thoughts and feelings.
9.6.3 Duration of fieldwork and resources
The research duration was limited by the scholarship and the sponsor’s conditions. Although four 
months seems short, there is another SPC implementation in a small company conducted by 
Krumwiede and Sheu (1996) over four months. However, I believe that even going for more time 
may have not yielded the desired outcomes and the analysis showed the circumstances and the 
argument about the applicability of SPC to that specific context. Moreover, the richness of the 
generated data may be more valuable than an extended superficial study.
However, time is a limitation in another way as Kleinman and Copp (1993) put it “fieldwork should 
take time. How else can we produce well-written analyses that reflect the complexity of social life?”.
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This also applies to this research as it proved to be time consuming. So even though this work is 
finished, I will continue to reflect on it. Similarly I would expect those who may read it to have 
different interpretations and reflections of it. Whether that opposes my view, supports it, or adds to it, 
there will be always something new brought by someone. I see that as a merit of qualitative research. 
As for the resources, I aimed to take a course in SPC, but that proved to be expensive and available 
courses targeted companies and groups not individuals. Roes and Dorr (1997) mention that in 
implementing SPC in manufacturing a statistician is engaged. But that did not happen in this case, one 
of the reasons is the costs associated. Another reason is the pilot nature of the research. As my 
background is not statistics, so a lack of statistics background may have affected the research. But it 
also may have served the research in another way. Had I been immersed in statistics, possibly I may 
have overlooked the emerging human variables that enveloped the implementation process.
9.7 Further research
The outcomes of this research are specific to this store and this chain. Further research may seek to 
implement SPC in another foodservice chain. Changing the organisation context may come up with 
different results that can be compared or examined with the findings of this study to better develop the 
theoretical underpinning of quality measurement and improvement and especially SPC. Another 
research route is to implement SPC in another sector of hospitality, for example, a department in a 
hotel. Probably multiple case studies in a comparative design (Bryman, 2008) may help to shed more 
light by adding new variables arising from the context or the product. All would contribute to better 
theoretical and practical understanding about implementing SPC in a hospitality context. These 
variables may be used to refine the socio-technical theory of SPC and consequently that of service 
operations management. However, there are other areas that emerged that may be worth more 
investigation, as these seem to be not much studied in hospitality:
Counterproductive work behaviour and quality management 
Creativity and quality management 
Another point in regard to research on emotional labour is that this may have overlooked the 
customers’ perspective. The emphasis was more on employees and management, while customers 
were not addressed. For instance, how customers differentiate between faked and genuine courtesy 
and their feeling towards faked courtesy, if they are able to detect it, would be an area for study.
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Appendix 1-A: Sample of interview guide
Store Manager Interview
H A description of duties and responsibilities.
H How do you enforce quality in the store? How do you make sure the standards are met?
H How do you regard the three approaches of the quality programme?
Mystery shopper,
Customer satisfaction surveys 
and audit visits
(Your involvement in each) performance review, tell me more about it, frequency and coverage 
H How do you regard them; evaluate their effectiveness, any comments, any shortcoming, strong
points in them; Advantages and disadvantages (pros and cons).
B How effective are they, in terms of frequency and reliability?
B Do you find the mystery shopper a useful tool to focus the team?
B Are the staff informed of the results, how, e.g. in meetings, and are they rewarded accordingly?
B Do you talk to customers and get any feed back?
H How ‘Nexus’ works?
B Do you keep any records, documents, log books?
B What kind of training staff and you have?
B Do you visit competitors?
B Do the store managers visit other stores?
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Appendix 1-B: Sample of interview transcript
Interview Fact Sheet
Interviewee’s name Mr. Delan Fraser
Company Kronos
Position Reading Area Manager
Place Kronos store in Reading
Day and Date Friday, 01 December 2006
Time 9:50 -11:00am
Assisting devices/tools Digital recorder
Interviewer Mohamed
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Q. My first question will be about your duties and responsibilities as an area manager?
Ok my role is to develop the retail business as the name suggests and that is the duties to perform that 
role are around maximizing sales, growing sales in our business, finding opportunities to increase 
those so in a way of analyzing our current data, seeing whether there are opportunities and then 
coaching, challenging supporting our store managers and system managers to improve the output 
from the stores, so big part of it is challenging and supporting our current team managers. The other 
way we can improve our retail business is by growing new stores, so over the last two years a big 
element of the job role has been to open new sites with being part of that property chain my duties 
within that is to recruit and get develop the right team so when we open a new site or like this one we 
developed it refurbished recently is how we launch that and move forward so opening new site in new 
town or new site in town we already trading in, it hits its targets from the veiy start, so the people 
side of it is usually important how we get the business developed so growing the sales organically in 
the business that we already got so the sites here we get more, how to make it more effective and 
more profitable as well by utilizing the information that is available to me but then also growing the 
business externally with new stores as we grow faster, faster about developing the people in the chain 
so that we have got well trained, experienced, customers managers into new sites and we need to 
bring from outside back filling going into new roles where they can add value perhaps new thinking in 
the existing stores as well. So my role is fundamentally to support and challenge our people to deliver 
growth in sales and growth in profits through service.
2:49
Q. As an area manager how many stores do you manage?
Twenty seven.
3:00
Q. Twenty seven, all in geographic distribution?
Yes, roughly, we term the home county so that sort of hungered degree segment around the outside of 
the M25, from Reading all around .. .that area.
Q. As an area manager; how do you regard quality? How do you define or see, make sure we 
are making quality part of our daily job?
I do that through being there in the business and different area mangers do differently. I spend; I 
believe I spend more time around about in the stores experiencing customer experience, seeing what 
the customer see, tasting coffee, being in the store when the customer is there and that helps me 
understand are we achieving quality, is cleanliness in the right place, is the brand standards in regard 
to appearance in the right place, place accurate, and is the coffee being produced by our team in the 
right way, so first is how I engage (gauge) quality, have we achieved by experiencing what the 
customer experiences, and also analyzing the data that come through the mystery guest and from 
Kronos check so I will audit the stores twice -three times a year but that is only one snap shot my 
general store visits give me a much more better picture of what a customer truly experience, the other 
analytical data I use with regards to customer satisfaction is the volume growth because if the business 
is not growing either through sales or through returning customers you got something wrong 
somewhere, you got something wrong with quality, if the store has historically been going and starts 
declining that helps me to understand there is a problem, then plan a different course of action, so 
volume growth is a very clear indicator of service quality as well not just mystery guest, not just 
Kronos check , so sales growth and beverage volume , Beverage Volume is how we measure the 
number of customers visiting the store; one beverage = one customer.
5:53
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Q. What is the exact name of the position, area manager or Retail Development Manager?
Retail Development Manager (RDM), in other businesses our role would be an area manager, slight 
difference but I believe the difference in our business is that the RDM's have broader scope of control, 
we are managing twenty seven stores with twenty to twenty seven stores with fully enabled store 
managers who control their business, they make the decisions, they are local experts, my role is to 
coach, develop and challenge them to make decisions , how much labour they have , how much 
sandwiches they buy, how many staff they have on duty, they are the ones to control that element.
6:50
Q. As for the mystery shopper programme, could you tell more about it, how it is conducted, 
how do you regard it, do you think it is effective?
Mystery shopper is an industry wide solution to customer feed back, it is like taking a photograph of 
your garden one after of one day in the year and saying that is how my garden always looks like but it 
does not always look like that sometimes there is leaves, sometimes the grass is longer, sometimes it 
is raining, sometimes it is sunny, so mystery customer analysis gives you mostly a picture in time 
however if you look at the areas within mystery guest visit that relate back to behaviour that is gives 
a better indication of what is happening in that store so good or bad behaviour with regards to our 
people gives us much clearer way to manage the information that comes from that report cups on the 
tables or there is tissue on underneath the side, if they ran out of sandwiches best be picture in time 
but might not always be like that but the behaviour, the people in the store, that snap shot gives much 
clearer picture of the behaviours, so did the barista smile, did they talk effectively about the products, 
that element is hugely important to me, many of the other parts I have a better picture of that business 
because I am in that business ten, fifteen, twenty times per annum, mystery customer comes to my 
store four, that customer I do not know how many , but a mystery customer comes to my store four 
times a year, so I know better than they do what the true picture of our business but behaviour the 
customer see what I do not see as often , because obviously my teams behaviour changes when I 
come in so that really useful part of the mystery guest report for me, the rest good or bad does not 
mean so much, because I have a better understanding of my business than mystery guest does so I see 
it more often in the real so I know my garden generally looks tidy but some days it rains and leaves 
come in so it doesn’t look so good but generally looks good if I had a visitor who came to my garden 
on the bad day of the year or good day they will take a different impression , generally my garden is 
neat, tidy and clean , the grass is usually cut but some bad days of the year when windy , raining 
and the grass long it does not look so good, the same for my store but understating there is a gap 
always look like that, what is always the behaviour behind that, the leadership behaviour or the 
manager behaviour or the customer service behaviour from the members is of great understanding 
thanks to the mystery guest programme. Does it have shortfalls, yes, my personal believe is that we 
ask those customer to analyze too many areas of their visit and they spend the whole visit trying to 
work through a form and they will miss thing, out of 27 stores four times per annum at least I will 
have at least five to ten challenges every quarter, so might be twenty to thirty challenges per annum 
on accuracy for example recent report on this store says we did not have a news paper rack but it is 
right there beside the it is always been there but our mystery guest did not see it, because they 
probably came, sat down and went through the report... newspaper rack, no newspaper rack 
What is that important to the visit, how did they feel about it, statistical analysis versus customer 
experience, how did they feel about the store? in the end of the day they forget about it they said they 
recommend it to a friend, that the data were incorrect, were inaccurate, so the behaviour element what 
they experience from the team members is great information for me but some of it is greatly 
inaccurate therefore looses credibility as a measurement tool due to that level of inaccuracy also the 
comments made by mystery guest can often lead us to believe that the mystery guest customer would 
not normally have visited that site for instance a railway station location unless you are a commuter 
normally uses that sort of environment you would not choose to take coffee break in a railway station 
so if you are to ask a seventy five year lady who comes shopping three times a week into Oracle to go
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up in station to sit to take coffee , would they enjoy that experience probably not, if you ask twenty 
one year commuter to go would be looking for different things and some of the information they give 
comments makes me firmly believe that some of the mystery customers are not necessarily our 
normal customers, they would not normally choose to go in that environment because they have been 
recruited by REACT to do this job, they sent to that environment so when you ask them about their 
opinion I would normally use the store, of course you would not, I would not recommend the store to 
my friends, no because it is not the same like it is a different offering, it is a different environment, 
different type of customers the mystery guest person not the right customer so that again inaccuracy 
in data and then that losses credibility for the report itself so it has many positives also has many 
negatives the best way to get customer satisfaction feedback is to ask these people here, the fact that 
they pay money for it mystery customer gets a cash allowance to go into the store, was it value for 
money, different perception, it is not your money, so was it value for money? it is believe rather than 
actual emotional reaction give you better feedback so in many respects yes mystery guest is good, in 
many respects is not and I think in the modem business sense more and more companies are seeing 
mystery guest as inaccurate or not as valuable as data forms of customer satisfaction feedback but 
possibly but I don’t know, it is beneficial but it is perhaps not very value. I get better feed back from 
actually speaking to customers in my stores, I get better feedback by being there so for me to spend 
whatever we spend must be hundreds of pound per store but I do not think that I do not think that 
represent good value.
15:33
Q. Do you think the background and the training of the mystery shopper would effect his 
opinion and the way he
Yea, definitely, I think some of them the selection of the mystery guest customer is not as effective as 
it should be and I am entirely convinced that the training they receive is... why should they receive 
training in first place you just need to take a customer from the stores and ask him what he felt so to 
train somebody to know what to look for, are we really looking at the true customer experience, are 
we actually measuring the things we want to measure rather than the things they want to measure, So 
what is important to us may be not important to them , the real customers so we training the mystery 
guest operator to answer questions not necessarily and answer questions on values we want to know 
rather than what is important to real customers and will it ever be consistent? quality is concerned 
because quality is a variable notion as you said so what is... so a sixty five mystery customer who 
spent long time working hard for living certain maturity will have different set of values to a twenty 
five years student working part time as a mystery customer as well so subjectivity of it will be lost as 
well because the operator is going to be different in each occasion so we again adding in another 
variable so the mix will be the impact on the assessment might be small , quite small still 
nevertheless adding another variable the status or the lack of experience of the mystery customer. We 
do not know who they are we certain they hit our demographic? and if they do that is great because 
our demographic is huge; look to our customers we got around today they are young moms, 
professional people, shoppers, mature people, some younger people, so mystery shopper could be 
reflected within that but what that person is looking for might be different. This store has very wide 
spectrum in the rail way station it is a much narrower customer spectrum so that needs to be true of 
our mystery guest user.
18:38
Q. What the frequency for that?
Four times a year, It is a good measure, customer satisfaction should we analyze our customer 
satisfaction more often, yes we should, should we use mystery guest more often, no I do not think so 
especially not when it costs money to do, we should analyze our mystery guest on ongoing basis 
month to month,
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If we want clearly be in touch with our customers, how do I do that through weekly sales growth, is 
the business is going up or down, are we providing the service we should be to our customers, on a 
week to week basis I’m monitoring customer satisfaction through sales growth, if we start throwing 
cups around and smash thing all over our customer and leaving the floor dirty very quickly customers 
would stop coming here, very quickly possibly more quickly than if a mystery guest came in period 
one then returned in period five still the report that still four and half month between visits but I 
would be able to see within two weeks if the business going down something is wrong ,what is going 
on, there are other ways to look at customer satisfaction, why people come back.
20:23
Q. About the audit visit, how do you conduct the audit visit?
I don not normally, I do not think I have a pattern, Sometimes I would perform quality audit at the end 
of the business review so sometimes in some of my stores I will do half review spend two or three 
hours looking at financing and people and then spending hours going through Kronos check and 
quality audit, sometime I will come to the store unannounced and perform a quality audit, sometimes I 
may come to the store unannounced do something else but it may come up in conversation we have 
this problem or this I say ok let us do Kronos check see where we are today so I do not have a formal 
pattern year I use it as a tool to report certain points of view to get a snap shot sometimes there may 
be an element of preparation sometimes it is completely unannounced like when our service quality 
team do it but there is also in line with I may do three official audit through the year but also I have 
been into that store twenty times so I know the audit is reflecting the overall so they are an official 
score in our measurement system they are also a training tool for some of our team members area 
managers and they help them understand all the areas of quality, understand the brand standards by 
measuring them yes or no and more often I think using in business as an assist to help assist 
developing our people helping them clearly understand definition of what quality measures are, as a 
tool in business I use it in many ways sometimes coaching issues to say why we scored badly here 
let us revisit, lets us do it again so if a store had a visit from on of this quality team a month ago I 
would come in a month later come to see how in action plan and then we audit, the measurement of 
that success in achieving action plan and again it is part of the review process as we will look at 
shareholders perspective, team members perspective and customers perspective so I use it in many 
different ways.
23:25
Q. On a normal audit visit, what do you normally do? How do you go thorough the audit, do 
you go behind the counter and have a look or just sit down?
Before I start I will take the customer experience so come in join the queue and have a look on the 
place, coffee, sit down experience the coffee and that will give me the starting point, the starting point 
for first couple of sections on there and then but even if that review comes later even I come in as 
customer, have coffee and sit and chat about something else I can still use my experience about audit 
so without having to sit and tick box in front of me I would be able to know whether they sell coffee, 
was I offered sizes, was the change put in my hand, was I given the receipt without asking, business 
whether staff wear uniform with badges on, was the fridges
I can do that experience start with and then I and the manager can go thorough eleven measurements, 
go behind the bar, check, get on of the team members to do the coffee check I will other areas of the 
business walk together down the store and look at areas are the seats clean, have we got in the back, 
what about the** yesterday so that but generally I can do the walk around with the manager and we 
can do that walk together and agree yes or no till they hit the criteria so it does not always have to be 
hand in hand, it does not always have to be in I used to work for two years now so I know pretty 
much every question without having to refer back to it can have an experience then might make them 
up but then mystery customer should be should be able to take the experience walk away then write 
report on it I do know mystery customer coming to our store with a big check list and sit and writing
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ticking the boxes in the store sometimes we cannot rely on that the script they use is quite obvious as 
well things ask things customers do not normally ask the way they ask.
26:08
Q. I had a look over the mystery shopper and Kronos check mystery shopper they ask him if the 
chair was ok for example and the furniture mystery shopper when he came just the chair he was 
sitting on he can not judge other chairs was mystery freedom to...
But that is where mystery guest and Kronos check need to be different because Kronos check the 
brand standard the whole of the store really whereas mystery customer needs to be very unique 
experience so did you sit on dirty table? did you have to clear your own table? Were the table cleared 
within three minutes? It does measure some of the standards what they can see going but also what is 
unique to their experience, it does have value in that respect but money when the cross is over 
27:06
Q. Kronos check would focus more on the brand standards and how to apply and to measure it, 
hoe you stick to it.
Yea so even things may not first appear within our control we can still be measured on for instance; in 
this unit customer toilet are over there and they belong to waterstones (the book store Kronos coffee 
store is in) but our customers use them so we have a responsibility to ensure they are kept up to 
standards so at first sight it may look unfair to gauge the customer experience we gauge some body 
else’s management the waterstones manager ensure they are cleaned regularly and stocked regularly 
yes the waterstones manager responsibility but ultimately we also accountable for that as well the 
experience of our customer who uses them and dirty them, we need to check often as they do to 
ensure our customers receive the right experience so let’s cross over that so something may not seem 
obviously our responsibility needs to become our responsibility.
28:32
Q. The mystery shopper is anonymous, not known he just come and examine when you talk 
about the area manager we are talking about some body is known for every body here, how you 
make sure they are not just I’m not going to say pretending but be different because you know 
you are the manager and going to produce a report and going to evaluate them and they can 
act in different ways than the way they act in normal days.
Well, that because I’m in the business so I know I do not always come announced. I am here to see 
you today but I got five stores in Reading so I would go and visit them all today, they do not know 
I’m coming to see you but the other in Reading do not know I’m coming so I turn up in that bar and I 
join in the queue and for several seconds and minutes they do not see me so I do know the natural 
behaviour of people but also within my management style I’m less important in this store than our 
customers I also encourage our team not to think of me as the boss they think of me as their 
colleague who have different responsibilities and to over the last eighteen month so I know what is 
natural behaviour and I know when I see there will be a variance yes and if I’m in store once I’m 
known to be here I can sometimes cannot see the difference and that is why behaviour in mystery 
guest is important to me but because I’m in the business unannounced a lot I feel better connected to 
my business I know what is the normal standard rather than the brand standard rather than... my 
normal standard is harder than the brand standard so I know that because I’m in the store lot I’m in 
the store like a customer come to meet and do store visits I might have in my store visits to the 
colleague they do not know I’m coming so it is bad I might be embarrassed today but tomorrow it’s 
fixed and it will stay fixed the next time I will come and do store visit embarrassed and people do not 
have to prepare for me to come because they are not preparing for customers to come and I know that 
might sound unusual but that is why I have been able to high level of standards and a business that is 
growing at seven and half percent volume, ten percent sales this year taken from the worst win card
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in company to the third best win card in the company in eighteen month because I am out there and I 
know what is happening in the business and I know the average quality is high rather than I tell them 
I’m coming and I know on that day the average quality is high but tomorrow the feed back I get 
from other people is lower so that is how I manage going out into the stores and being a customers 
regularly spending time in the week end doing store visit or day off going out with my family stores 
experiencing customer so I can feed back to the manager so that is how I have been able to achieve 
sixteen points increase in year bottom to seventeen to eighteen month by having managing the 
average standard of.
33:40
Q. In Kronos check there is much focus on the coffee because it is the main element in Kronos,
Yes absolutely.
Q. How you measure standards of coffee and ensure having the right coffee?
In every visit I am giving feed back how should be, having worked for Kronos for nine years so I 
know that as a cappuccino that was a good one and the espresso used to make this cappuccino was a 
good one even though there is not much of it I know the basic ingredient is good but if the espresso 
was wrong I can taste it and I can go straight back and say hang on alarm goes on ring we have a 
problem with the espresso let’s have a look what we doing wrong is the cappuccino is the milk being 
frothed wrong? In this occasion no it is great cappuccino third coffee, third milk, third foam not half 
foam and it is so again my service quality element is by having a coffee as a customer and even if I do 
not want coffee I still buy espresso to taste at least so it is a health risk but I manage it by not drinking 
all the coffee but by having** in the store 
34: 30
Q. Do you watch the processing?
Most of the time I would be able to see if the coffee is running so fast or too slow, too yellow or too 
dark, if they are not the processing milk properly, if I hear the scream of the milk is wrong, if I hear 
too fizzy, I can hear... so I use my own experience operationally and technically to see but also my 
own sense to know and again that is another indication of why my business has grown seven and half 
percent in beverage volume this year and ten percent increase in cash sales by serving better coffee 
and having better people looking after our customers but I would not be able to do that if I did not 
really understand my coffee, I did not understand my own business and that is the benefit I got of 
those years of experience some of my other colleagues coming from outside without the coffee 
experience will have to rely on Kronos check, will have to rely on mystery guest more and so they 
are useful measurements how to use the tools it can help you change the way we do business any 
point of having information is to help make better decisions; decisions to change this or that new 
direction or in that direction why Kronos check and mystery guest have pieces are very useful tools 
perhaps 
36:28
Q. What is the frequency of the audit visit for every store; four times per year?
Mystery guest is four times per year Kronos check is officially is four on this year the process this 
year is three times for me, one time for service quality, and one time for the store manager supervised 
by me to go on their on score card; win card however the one that goes on the win card but every store 
manager should do one every month and in sometimes we use this opportunity of training tool to 
assistant managers or team members to do certain parts of it almost every week coffee check 
customer experience so it can be used weekly, so it can be used... its standard for use is monthly. The 
measurement, the official measurement goes on the score card is four times per annum that is this year,
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last year it was two service quality, two RDM, be four RDM, two service quality, next year it will 
different again change two service quality I do not know but it will change again number of stores and 
our relationship with franchise changes.
37:53
Q. As an area manager, do you visit other competitor?
Yes
Q. Is it part of your job or you do it by yourself for yourself?
It is... I suppose it is not, I have to be aware of the competitive environment where I our work in so 
yes I have to visit, and I’m not sure if I can remember seeing it on my job description I have to be on 
touch with my business trading environment so what is happening around the comer what is 
happening in the future I need to be aware so I can make decisions based on that; if they are building a 
new shopping centre over there in six month time my business might start to go down so I need to be 
prepared react to that, if I got a new competitor coming in what is doing to me? What I will do or 
just keeping so that coffee republic what is happening to that and it is going down so we should be 
getting more from it quality there is poor but next door to them is pret manager the quality is very 
high next to them two Kronos coffee so I need to keep in touch yes; that is why the visits are very 
important what is new in their business could be new for us too; coming up getting down what is 
coming soon, have new stores opening bigger picture shopping centres, new developments, road 
works be in touch with the overall trading environment so for me meet the store manager of the 
Waterstones, what is happening to that store going up or going down? In some other sties they are in 
shopping centre, I will have a meeting with the centre manager to see what is happening overall to the 
centre, what is happening the next season, what new stores coming in, what in fact they will have they 
gonna open Star Bucks in July, oh my God so I need to be in touch with the environment around me. 
39:55
Q. Do you visit other branches of Kronos coffee that is not under your authority?
Occasionally yea, yea because I live in my area it is not that often I go out of my area I live inside my 
area so yea I do go up to my colleagues in Milton Kings and occasionally into London and again if I 
see something I feed back to my colleague good or bad because I have been in Kronos long time I’ve 
worked in many different areas so I still know London managers in other areas so London managers; 
East..., the midlands so I’m quite ** I know a lot of people and go and talk to any way .
40:45
Q. Customer survey and customer satisfaction surveys, how it is conducted through Kronos, 
how do you get access to information, how do you analyze them and see them?
Customer surveys, customer satisfaction surveys we have ALLEGRA but always sent back to us 
ALLEGRA that is another industry wide report this information always come back to us from 
marketing department normally presented to regional meetings to area managers so it is always just 
the head lines on those things we get as far as concern that is the way we get, how they gather them 
all I know that they do interviews I think with customers in certain cities around the UK, what do they 
ask them I do not know.
41:49
Q. So you get the feed back?
Yes we get the general company feed back through into our regional meeting as far decisions about 
what is important for our customers as a brand.
42:10
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Q. How do you think the staff here come in contact with regard the quality approaches of 
Kronos; the mystery shopper, the audit, how do you think the staff regards that, are they 
willing to or understanding these approaches and...?
I think they do understand the approach, they understand why they have mystery guest and I know 
they take it very personally because we know who the person who served the mystery guest was most 
of the time.
Because of he gets his name
Normally that person is identified and if they not this new set of report stopped identifying them I 
think rectify that we know it was eleven, twenty five on Saturday eleven of November so we can 
identify who that person was and all take it very personally, it is good thing because there is measure 
of that photograph that specific measurement of service so if it was good that is great we can celebrate 
that make a reward, make acknowledgment, if it is poor it gives us an opportunity to coach and 
improve that performance so that way they know a picture of what happened so obviously they will 
try you know they feel upset but that is how the manager handle that way, what to do 
43:43
Q. What about the rewarding system, the incentives, how do you mange it?
There is no formal incentive system nowadays there used to be but that was withdrawn early this year, 
we used to make certain awards for those stores achieve hundred percents, we used to make an award 
for those stores with over ninety five percent, acknowledging great performance so formally that has 
been withdrawn but informally had the manager achieve that within an area how I acknowledge that 
still needs to be done we need to recognize good performances on often whether that means a bottle 
of champagne, a of, box of chocolate, it is different for different people, some might see a bottle of 
champagne sit on a cupboard and not being used but to open the store with a box of chocolate from 
and the team to say thank you for the great result means the world some people the bottle of 
champagne the store manager for making them go from there to there is great recognition for them so 
I need to be in touch with my manager again to know what it is for some people the gift means 
nothing for some they want to know if they go to an area meeting and I would say I would like to 
recognize that store manager for great performance on mystery guest recently all colleagues and here 
get the credit so again my understanding of my team is very important and I have to get the most 
motivation from that response, some people want to hear it in a meeting others would be embarrassed 
to hear in our meeting other people love to hear from me ( the interviewee received a phone call)
Q. Can I ask about the time interval between the mystery shopper come to here and how long 
does it take to produce the report and the staff
I can see recently it has been quite quick almost within week but with the change over to the new 
audit initially started been almost month delay, four weeks delay and it is currently now about ten 
days to two weeks delay I get I had my last batch of reports probably from the eleventh of November, 
I got some of those last week so twenty second, twenty third twenty fourth of November, for the 
moment it is about two week delay earlier last month almost four weeks delay I was worried we have 
not have any visits if there is nothing in period seven and in period eight reports period eight visits 
did not start coming through till nearly the end of period nine we just finished period nine yesterday 
now is period ten which is new quarter so at the moment I am now in the next quarter so due a new set 
of visits out of twenty seven stores only fourteen have reports so the other thirteen must had visits 
still the reports I do not know the moment it is lag in now.
50:34
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Q. And for the audit visit you will audit, just make the report and give to back to the 
management?
Kronos check audit, the quality audit are instant so If there a service quality audit in my store they call 
me that night, they usually phone me from the way back home; I was in the store; this what we saw, 
this the score, this how it went, this is what we know, this what we agreed, so I get instant feed back 
on that on those ones so Kronos check are very straightforward.
51:08
Q. There is something about the Nexus, what is the Nexus and how it works?
Nexus is an official, formal customer feed back line so that one {pointing to the poster hanged on the 
wall) your comments in every store you should see that poster that says we welcome your comments 
please contact either by email, by writing, or telephone the Nexus so the customer has a problem or 
bad experience they can call and often we get call saying I had great experience I want to let you 
know or I might have a suggestion to the company say I always I use a lot your Kronos store and I 
feel that you could this better or that better so sometimes it is about the brand, sometimes it is about 
the store, sometimes it is positively as well and then the guys who answer the phone then will deal 
with it in some other time simple complaints or comments will be dealt with by the team Nexus and 
they will copy me on no action required, been an apology: we are really sorry to what happened to 
you , it may send a voucher to that customer to compensate him for that gesture of good will 
compensating for that bad experience if it is quite serious issue it needs to be carried forward**
So you just have those complaints would you like to handle it, how would you like to handle it. 
Sometime I get involved and I take it in and talk to the customer directly, other times I would be 
involved but I get the response back to the Nexus team who respond back they because they have the 
relationship with the customers sometimes the customer do not want to talk to us, it is quite serious 
complaint and rather speak to somebody in the middle, so that way I can use them as intermediate as 
well and then once a month I get report my area says Mr. Black, called about Waterstones in Reading 
coffee was not hot enough or Mr. Bouts called about Reading said he had great service from Marian 
and she always happy, smiley person , I get a report with a summary of what the issues were of 
twenty seven over the last six month I have got may be three comments per month they come through 
Nexus and the ratio is probably seventy five percent negative to twenty five positive three or four 
comments per month out of twenty seven stores that are performing on average two thousand 
transactions a week more than that two to three thousand transaction per week so the ratio is very 
very small but that changed over the year, eighteen month ago when I picked up the area it was more 
than that it was ten to twelve comments per week and on big issue but we managed to raise the quality 
and reduce the number of unhappy customers.
54:39
Q. Speaking about the complaints, what was the main concern, what are the problems is it 
about behaviour or about... ?
Fifty, Fifty, quality of product so cold coffee; you never get cold coffee, but not hot enough; coffee 
that is not hot enough or might large half filled with foam, they took certain product him away and 
got with the wrong product sometimes food product they are not happy with the food product 
sandwiches they received or something like that, the toast was burned, so probably fifty percent ion 
quality of product and fifty percent on service that complaints could not handle very well, the staff 
were very friendly, or they were interested, so fifty, fifty. The ratio is probably the same when I have 
a comment or complain it is still probably half times about a product half times about attitude but the 
number of the complaints is quite reduced so I feel I have a much more customer progress team but 
sometimes it goes wrong, it does not go wrong as much as used to you do you find old expression; 
you can not please all the people all the time, goes.
56:29
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Q. Do you have in Kronos other measures, other audits from other parties, you know, external 
audits or something?
Yes in some of the environment that we trade in they do some of the shopping centres like this one 
will also perform their own mystery customer so I’m not certain Oracle do but some centres in Luton 
they perform mystery customer on all the outlets in their centre so they can choose the best service so 
in some environments they do that on shopping centres I think also railways networks and airports 
they do as well 
57:21
Q.You get copy or access to this formation?
Yes they do share it I, yes in those environments once they are performed people in the air port do that, 
they do mystery guest on regular basis and in the end they giver every body the ranking they would be 
no much detail would like how we score and where we the **last time and then sometimes better 
execute interviews choose to spend half a day outside store ask hundred customers what do they think 
of their experience so different places measure in different ways to some of it is a simple place in 
Birmingham we used, “REACT” the company that do the mystery shopper for us in our store, but a 
centre also used “REACT” to do the mystery customer but the mystery customer experience for the 
centre was much simpler; did you feel good, did you have good value for money, I can not remember 
exactly what it was but it was much simpler, because the measurements had to be the same whether 
you went to a florist shop or a super market or a Kronos store, guest feed back when you operating in 
a concession like this, you generally get direct feed back from the host so if a customer here is not 
happy and go to Waterstones and say I am not happy that usually get fed back straight to us, to 
Nexus, straight to manager or straight to me WHS another one where we trading and WHS have their 
own version of Nexus their own service quality team so our customer may complain to them about
Kronos store so will come back to me and go back to the customer what other measurements.
59:25
Q. Do you have something about sanitation and safety?
The environmental health office in every... internally ourselves as well in health safety, food safety 
compliance so that measurement is done once a year we are a simple business we do not manufacture 
food we sell food we buy in so we have a health and safety and food safety audit once per annum 
which is easy to pass but also easy to fail because big part of it is administration; did we sign to say 
we checked this, did we sign to say we checked that every week or something every day, and 
sometimes somebody get busy and forget to sign potentially we can fail the audit to check that day so 
it is important and again it just becomes part of the behaviour of the store so to be successful in that 
you need to make it part of the behaviour that is another change we’ve been able to achieve this year 
so the health and safety the food safety element audit is another clearer measurement we have and that 
is again I will check that on a regular routine basis. Speak about Kronos check it is the same book we 
use in checking the quality of the coffee we have to recode that in the same book monitor fridge 
temperatures and food safety and checking that Kronos check also seeing the other things as well one 
is indicator of the other if I can be bothered to score heartbeats sheets check the coffee they will be 
bothered to do the fridge temperatures and externally every food premises is registered with a local 
counsellor and they will send a representative around legally once every two years as a minimum 
and for our business we probably do not see them any more than that because they know we run an 
effective business with great controls and low risk and whereas the counsellor send their guys out to 
restaurants and burger bars, kebab places that may not have the same facilities, the same critical 
awareness of food safety so the local environment health officer we see every two years he comes in 
does the check paper work and go. Occasionally there may be a problem and will be brought to our 
attention something might to sort out but that is why we also have our internal people as well because 
they measure the same things. 01:02:30
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Q. How do you see the quality picture of Kronos and the measures working together, how do 
you see them working together or...?
They are vital, they are actually vital to Kronos as we are a national brand and the quality measures 
that we have are essential to achieve that without them we would not be able to offer the brand 
consistency so our customers come here in Reading will go to other towns in my area other towns in 
my colleague area and I need to trust they will get the same experience somewhere else cause I do not 
want them to come back to me and say we went to Woodley, sham, slough (towns!) and it was rubbish 
they were not nice, the coffee was good, the team members friendly , so I have to trust them my 
colleagues will deliver the same standard I do otherwise we have not got a brand and that make it 
harder to us to grow into new areas because our customers a hand and grab a coffee and know what 
they will get back is great Kronos coffee or go into a shop and get right experience because they 
would pay two, twenty (£2.20) an expensive cup of coffee not worrying about it because they know 
they are getting value; expensive coffee but good value coffee so for us to grow we need to be able to 
make our customers trust they will get what they want when they want to we can not do that without 
the consistency of the brand and we cannot get that consistency without measurements the 
**standards are managing to that minimum standards, if you can raise the bar that is great if you can 
lift that standard that is better, the measurements are essential and how we use the tools that is another 
matter, and have got the right tools and forward that is another question but as we grow and as 
evolve so the tools and that is the important thing is as we become a bigger business we keep growing 
into bigger business when I started it was sixty eight stores now we got six hundred forty five 
internationally so ten times in nine years so the measurements grow, change and evolve and over the 
next two-three years will become twice the size again, hundred percent in less than three years so the 
measurement system will have to change our technology is moved forward and there is an opportunity 
there to use from technology in our business now it was not there before. Our Kronos card a new card 
we have it over there we it is a payment card but also registers who our customers are we know who 
they are, once they interact with us register their details online so we can talk to them now.
It is a new system
Yea new system (the area manager getting one Kronos card from his wallet showing it to me) the 
card is a simple card and that is loaded up with cash you can load it in a store or you can load it online 
and every time I use this card it makes the method of payment faster, faster than taking cash, counting 
cash bringing it back, putting it back and also if I choose to I can register my details online get a 
benefit and a lot of bonus available and what that means now I, in the information system we should 
be able to say that customer used the store in Reading and we know when he did i t , what he bought 
and who he is so we can email him a question to say; How was your experience today when you were 
in Reading Waterstons?, because the tool system tells us he was here so we should be able to ask him 
a question directly about his experience so potentially we should be able to use that technology to 
have a better dialogue with our customers.
That is a very new one because no one mentioned, that is the very first time to me to hear about 
it
It is four weeks old; it has been launched four weeks and within a month we have been doing it now it 
is already in all retail stores will be in our franchise business early next year and we already got 
eleven thousand (11,000) cards being used so it has been big success very quickly and it also can be 
used as a gift card as well so you can buy a card put a five pound in it and give it as a present to 
someone who you know is passionate about the Kronos who enjoys coffee so you can use it like a 
gift like many other retails do the same thing now you load the card as a gift card voucher 
01:07:40
Q. If you have the power to add something to the quality measures or Kronos approach of 
quality, what would you add or develop?
General quality of our* range and the general quality of the presentation of our food range that is as 
far as developing quality output I think we could be better in cold sandwiches and the presentations on 
the bar and I know these thing happening in the business to do that over time I would... what I just
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said about the about Kronos card I think as customer satisfaction feed back we need to ask these 
customers not some phantom mystery guest the best way we can change what we give these people 
that is what develop and enhance their experience is to ask them what they want not some phantom 
mystery guest. So to me customer surveys calls or customer surveys feed back need to come from 
these customers so whether that means we send some body in for half an hour to ask ten customers 
what they think about their experience today much better feedback for me than one subjective review 
form a recruited fictional person whose job is do a report.
01:09:25
Q. Do you think with time the mystery shopper will be something from the past?
Yea I think in future mystery shopper will be gone we will find a better way to get customer 
satisfaction feed back whether it buy doing it in store, or whether it be through online with cards I do 
not know I think mystery shopper will disappear first of all it will disappear from customer business 
and in time I think it will disappear from retail as a measurement long time so I think most forward 
thinking businesses are trying to find better ways to interact with their customers to get real quality 
feed back from their customers the most forward thinking business but it will take long time to 
mystery customer as a concept to go out from UK business in general terms.
01:10:30
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Table 1 Beverage temperature sheet
Process: Measuring Beverage Temperature
1. Latte
Measurement Device Unit of Measure Compiled by
Thermometer Centigrade Mohamed
Date /0 5 /2007 Day
Time 9:18 11:18 13:18 Sum
Average
Range
Actual Time
Temperature
Barista
“Preparing the 
order”
Equipment
Level of Trade 
Low, Medium, 
High
Remarks Immersion time o f thermometer is 45 seconds
L eft hand machine is used, when one is facing the counter.
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Table 2 Beverage portion size sheet
Process: Measuring Portion size
1. Latte
Measurement Device Unit of Measure Compiled by
Scale Grams Mohamed
Date: /05/2007 Day
Time 9:20 11:20 13:20 Sum
Average
Range
Actual time
Portion size
Barista
“Preparing the 
order”
Equipment
Level of Trade 
Low, Medium, 
High
Remarks
Table 3 Main fridge temperature sheet
Process: Measuring Main Fridge Temperature
Measurement Device Unit of Measure Compiled by
Fridge Thermometer Centigrade Barista/ Mohamed
Date /05/2007 Day
Time 10:40 12:10 13:40 15:10 Sum
Average
Range
Actual time
Temperature
Barista giving the 
reading
Level of Trade 
Low, Medium, 
High
Remarks
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Table 4 Service sheet
Process: Service
Compiled by Mohamed
Date /5/2007 Day
Time 9:15 10:00 11:15 12:00 13:15 14:00 14:40 15:40 16:40
Actual time
Level of Trade 
Low, Medium, High
Weather
Sunny, Rainy, Cloudy, 
Windy
Barista gives 
greeting
“Takes the order”
Barista
Barista gives 
greeting
**serves the order”
CO■M
Barista
o.<u<4-1V
Sugar
<4-1o CO■Mcaoa
•3Go
Milk
Small Lids
o<4-10
Big Lids
c*a• PMX!
Napkins
• P4
i.
Stirrers
Sub Total
Number of defects
Total number of defective 
units
Remarks
An item that is not defective is given (0), a defective one is given (1), e.g., greeting.
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Table 5 Cleanliness of cafe (inside) sheet
Process: Cleanliness o f cafe (inside)
Compiled by Mohamed
Date /05/2007 Day
Time 9:41 10:11 10:41 11:11 11:41 12:11 12:41 13:11 13:41 14:11
Actual time
Level of Trade 
Low, Medium, High
Weather
Sunny, Rainy, Cloudy, 
Windy
Barista
Ki
nd
 
of 
de
fe
ct
s
Clean Floor
Clean service 
counter
Clean Side table
Waste bin (Glass)
Waste bin
Clean tables
Number of defects
Total number of 
defective units
Remarks
An item that is not defective is given (0), a defective one is given (1), e.g., floor. However, items 
that are countable are counted; tables
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Table 6 Cleanliness of cafe (outside) sheet
Process: Cleanliness o f cafe (outside)
Compiled by Mohamed
Date /05/2007 Day
Time 9:50 10:20 10:50 11:20 11:50 12:20 12:50 13:20 13:50 14:20
Actual time
Level of Trade 
Low, Medium, High
Weather
Sunny, Rainy, Cloudy, 
Windy
Barista
*o “
Clean Floor
c «  •3 <u
Clean tables
Waste bin
Number of defects
Total number of 
defective units)
Remarks
An item that is not defective is given (0), a defective one is given (1), e.g., floor. However, items 
that are countable are counted; tables
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Table 7 Cleanliness of toilets sheet
Process: Cleanliness o f Toilets
Toilet Location No. of Cubicles Compiled by
Ground floor 3 Mohamed
Date /05/2007 Day
Time 11:55 12:25 12:55 13:25 13:55 14:25 14:55 15:25 15:55 16:25
Actual time
Weather
Sunny, Rainy, Cloudy, 
Windy_____________
Clean Floor
Odour
Soap
Toilet
paper
Sub
Total
Hand dryer is 
working
Flush is working
Number of defects
Total number of 
defective units
Remarks That includes checking all the cubicles; for example 3 cubicles where 2 are missing toilets 
paper, that counts as 2 defects.
An item that is not defective is given (0); a defective one is given ( I f  e.g., floor. However, items 
that are countable are counted; tables
1
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Pilot study Diary 
M onday, 21 M ay 2007
The ipilot o f the pilo f benefited me a lot, in terms of getting familiar with the operation. There are 
many points to chase over time, not easy to do. One has to follow the schedule and keep an eye over 
the times, as intervals are very narrow. The cafe is not that spacious, moving around especially in high 
trade times is not easy.
Tuesday, 22 M ay 2007
I started late because I had to change the thermometer battery. The trade level is low in general today. 
There seems to be regular customers, groups of people coming at the same time over the last 2 days.
W ednesday, 23 M ay 2007
I feel like an intruder, I observe and likely, I myself is observed by the staff and the customers. One 
customer asked me if I was an inspector when he saw the thermometer immersed in a cup. 
Sometimes I do not want to disturb the staff asking for the fridge temperature. Any way that is my 
feeling, I do not know about their perceptions. A sunny day, the sitting area outside the cafe, is having 
many people today. The tables are left with empty food packages and glasses, and as usual cigarette 
ends on the floor. As time goes, the waste bin is overflowing with refuse. I think it would be nice if 
the cafe staff could change the bin bag in such sunny days. This will encourage people to dispose their 
refuse instead of leaving it on tables and then air throws it.
Thursday, 24 M ay 2007
There is no ice, I do not know from where they get it but customers who asked for iced drinks, had 
been told it did not arrive yet. The glass bin is full of glasses. Is there any possible way to make 
benefit of this? Arrange it in an attractive way to *make art out o f it’\
Tuesday, 29 M ay 2007
This is very strange the waste bin bag in the area outside has been taken and not replaced!
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SPC calculation for control limits (Variable control charts)
Table 1 provides the constants used in calculating the formulas o f variable control charts. 
Table 1 Constants used in calculating the formulas of variable control charts
1.880 0.000 3.267 1.128
2 5740.0001.023 1.693
729 0.000 2.282 2.059
.577 2.1150.000 2.326
0.000 2.004.483 2.534
.419 .076 1.924 2 704
1.864.373 .136 2.847
.184 1.816.337 2.970
223 1.777308 3.078
Notation:
UCL Upper Control limit
LCL Lower Control Limit
n Sample size
3c Average o f measurements
x  Average of Averages
R Range
R Average o f Ranges
Source: Montgomery (2001)
Variables Data formulas ( X  and R Control Charts)
UCL= x +A2R 
LCL= 3r +A2R 
R Control Chart 
UCL= R D4 
LCL = R D3
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Findings
1. Process: Measuring service time since joining queue
Table 2 Service time since joining queue
Beverage Equipment Measurement device U nit o f  Measure
Latte, Black Coffee, H ot  
Water
Left - Boiler Stop watch Seconds
Date 2 1 /5 2 2 /5 2 3 /5 2 4 /5 2 9 /5
1 102 120 73 92 173
2 234 89 108 51 68
3 240 64 84 182 60
4 310 120 120 270 182
5 227 58 160 326 80
6 98 113 105 70 93
7 45 83 36 58 47
8 70 109 61 69 52
9 80 59 49 22 50
Sum 1 4 0 6 8 1 5 7 9 6 1 1 4 0 8 0 5
Average, X 1 5 6 .2 2 9 0 .5 5 8 8 .4 4 1 2 6 .6 6 8 9 .4 4
Range, R 2 6 5 6 2 1 2 4 3 0 4 1 3 5
The overall average; x  = (156.22+90.55+88.44+126.66+89.44) / 5 
= 551.31/5
T = 110.26
The average Range; R = (265+62+124+304+135)/5 
= 89015 
R =178
Calculating the Control limits 
Variables Data ( X  and R  Control Charts)
UCL= x +A2R
LCL= x +A2R 
So:
UCL= 110.26+ (0.337x 178)
= 110.26 + 59.98 
UCL= 170.24
LCL= 110.26-(0.337x 178)
= 110.26-59.98  
LCL= 50.28
(A2 is constant derived from the table according to the sample size, in this case n =  9)
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R Control Chart
UCL= R D4 
LCL = R D 3 
UCL= 178x1.816  
UCL = 323.24 
LCL = 178x0.184  
LCL = 32.75
2. Process: Measuring Beverage temperature
Table 3 Beverage temperature (latte)
Beverage Equipment Measurement device U nit o f  Measure
Latte Left Thermometer Centigrade
Date 2 1 /5 2 2 /5 2 3 /5 2 4 /5 2 9 /5
1 67.60 67.10 62.80 60.60 65.60
2 66.70 65.70 65.80 67.30 65.40
3 64.80 66.10 66.30 66.40 69.30
Sum 1 9 9 .1 1 9 8 .9 0 1 9 4 .9 0 1 9 4 .3 0 2 0 0 .3
Average, X 6 6 .3 6 6 6 .3 0 6 4 .9 6 6 4 .7 6 6 6 .7 6
Range, R 2 .8 0 1 .4 0 3 .5 0 6 .7 0 3 .9 0
x  =65.82
R = 3.66 
UCL= 69.56 
LCL= 62.08 
R Control Chart 
UCL = 9.42 
LCL = 0
3. Process Measuring portion size 
Table 4 Portion size (latte)
Beverage Equipment Measurement device U nit o f  Measure
Latte Left Scale Grams
Date 2 1 /5 2 2 /5 2 3 /5 2 4 /5 2 9 /5
1 164 215 224 224 217
2 212 215 216 218 218
3 204 211 217 215 211
Sum 5 8 0 6 4 1 6 5 7 6 5 7 6 4 6
Average, X 1 9 3 .3 3 2 1 3 .6 6 2 1 9 2 1 9 2 1 5 .3 3
Range, R 4 8 4 8 9 7
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x  = 212.06
R =15.20  
UCL= 227.60 
LCL= 197.06 
R Control Chart 
UCL = 39.12 
LCL = 0
Table 5 Portion size (latte) - Recalculation
D ate 2 1 /5 2 2 /5 2 3 /5 2 4 /5 2 9 /5
1 [164] 215 224 224 217
2 [212] 215 216 218 218
3 [2041 211 217 215 211
Sum [ 5 8 0 ] 6 4 1 6 5 7 6 5 7 6 4 6
Average, X [ 1 9 3 .3 3 ] 2 1 3 .6 6 2 1 9 2 1 9 2 1 5 .3 3
Range, R [ 4 8 ] 4 8 9 1
The first sample will not be included in the calculation: 
x  = 216.74
R = 7  
UCL= 223.90 
LCL= 209.58 
R Control Chart 
UCL = 18.01 
LCL = 0
4. Process: Measuring Beverage temperature
Table 6 Beverage temperature (black coffee)
Beverage Equipment Measurement device U nit o f  Measure
Black Coffee Left Thermometer Centigrade
Date 2 1 /5 2 2 /5 2 3 /5 2 4 /5 2 9 /5
1 76.80 71.10 70.30 72.90 73.10
2 75.50 74.20 80.10 78.40 72.10
3 76.00 70.60 69.40 74.40 78.60
Sum 2 2 8 .3 0 2 1 5 .9 0 2 1 9 .8 0 2 2 5 .7 0 2 2 3 .8 0
Average, X 7 6 .1 0 7 1 .9 6 7 3 .2 6 7 5 .2 3 7 4 .6 0
Range, R 1 .3 0 3 .6 0 9 .8 0 5 .5 0 6 .5 0
x = 74.23 
R =5.34  
UCL= 79.69
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LCL= 68.77 
R Control Chart 
UCL = 13.74 
LCL = 0
5. Process Measuring portion size 
Table 7 Portion size (black coffee)
Beverage Equipment Measurement device Unit o f  Measure
Black Coffee Left Scale Grams
D ate 2 1 /5 2 2 / S 2 3 /5 2 4 /5 2 9 /5
1 237 227 238 226 228
2 228 222 225 219 214
3 230 229 237 227 229
Sum 6 9 5 6 7 8 7 0 0 6 7 2 6 7 1
Average 2 3 1 .6 6 2 2 6 2 3 3 .3 3 2 2 4 2 2 3 .6 6
Range 9 7 1 3 8 1 5
3c = 227.71
R =10.40  
UCL= 238.34 
LCL= 217.08 
R Control Chart
UCL = 26.76 
LCL = 0
6. Process: Measuring Beverage temperature
Table 8 Beverage temperature (hot water)
Beverage Equipment Measurement device U nit o f  Measure
H ot Water 
(representing tea)
Boiler Thermometer Centigrade
Date 2 1 /5 2 2 / S 2 3 /5 2 4 /5 2 9 /5
1 83.70 84.10 85.50 87.60 82.80
2 83.30 84.80 83.40 83.40 83.20
3 81.70 81.10 83.40 83.00 83.20
Sum 2 4 8 .7 0 2 5 0 2 5 3 .2 0 2 5 4 2 4 9 .2 0
Average, X 8 2 .9 0 8 3 .3 3 8 4 .3 0 8 4 .6 6 8 3 .0 6
Range, R 2 3 .7 0 2 .1 0 4 .6 0 0 .4 0
x  =83.65
R =2.56  
UCL= 86.26
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LCL= 81.04 
R Control Chart 
UCL = 6.58
LCL = 0
7. Process: Measuring portion size 
Table 9 Portion size (hot water)
Beverage Equipment Measurement device Unit o f  Measure
H ot Water 
(representing tea)
Left Scale Grams
Date 2 1 /5 2 2 / S 2 3 /5 2 4 /5 2 9 /5
1 214 229 223 222 224
2 218 220 238 236 224
3 223 216 231 232 224
Sum 6 6 0 6 6 5 6 9 2 6 9 0 672
Average, X 2 2 0 2 2 1 .6 6 2 3 0 .6 6 2 3 0 224
Range, R 9 1 3 8 1 4 0
x = 225.26
R =8.80  
UCL= 234.26 
LCL= 216.26 
R Control Chart 
UCL = 22.65 
LCL = 0
8. Process Measuring fridge temperature
Table 10 Fridge temperature
Measurement device Unit o f  Measure
Fridge thermostat Centigrade
Date 2 1 /5 2 2 /S 2 3 /5 2 4 /5 2 9 /5
1 7.40 10.40 14.10 7.80 12.10
2 15.30 9.90 8.20 14.70 17.80
3 12.50 15.30 9.80 12.00 06.40
4 9.50 12.50 10.20 10.30 09.40
Sum 4 4 .7 0 4 8 .1 0 4 2 .3 0 4 4 .8 0 4 5 .7 0
Average, X 1 1 .1 7 1 2 .0 2 1 4 .1 0 1 1 .2 0 1 1 .4 2
Range, R 7 .9 0 5 .4 0 5 .9 0 6 .9 0 1 1 .4 0
x = 11.98 
R =7.50
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UCL= 17.44 
LCL= 6.52 
R Control Chart 
UCL =17.11
LCL = 0
- SPC calculations of control limits (Attribute data)
Attribute Data (p, np, c, and u control chart), Table 11 provides the attribute control chart formulas.
Table 11 Attribute control chart formulas
P  (fraction) np ( num ber o f  
n on con form in g)
c (co u n t o f  
n on con form an ces)
u (cou n t o f  
n o n co n fo rm a n ces/u n it)
p p l“  
■ U C L
P |§§j§l§i^
p + J p ( 1 ~ p )
V rt
rip+3-sJripQ.-p) p
f & O l m M K M m M
LCL n p -3 ^ J n p ( l-p )
1 ’ - 4
N o te s I f  n varies, use fl or 1 n must be a constant 
individual n 1
n must be a constant I f  n varies, use Yl or 
individual n
Source: Montgomery (2001)
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Findings -  Attribute data
1. Process: Service
Table 12 Service
Date 2 1 /5 2 2 /5 2 3 / 5 2 4 /5 2 9 /5
1 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0
3 2 0 0 0 1
4 2 0 0 1 0
5 0 0 2 0 0
6 1 2 0 0 0
7 1 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 1 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0
N o. defective 
n p
7 2 3 1 1
N o. inspected 9 9 9 9 9
Calculating the control limits
C L = rip
UCL = rip +3 -yJripQ. -  p )
LCL = r ip -3 ^ jr ip (\-p )
rip equals the number o f defective units in all samples divided by the number o f samples taken 
(Amsden etal., 1991, p. 160). 
np = (7+2+3+1+1) / 45 
= 14/45 
rip = 0.31 
.'. CL = 0.31
UCL = np +3 ^n p (\ -  p )
= 0.31+3 -yjripx (1 -r ip In )
= 0.31+3 70.31^(1-0.31/9)
= 0.31+3 ^0.31* (1-0.34)
= 0.31+3 ^/0.31x0.66
= 0.31 +3 V0.2046 
= 0.31+3*0.45 
= 0.31 + 1.35 
UCL = 1.66
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LCL = np -  3-yJnpQ. -  p )
= 0.31-1.35 
LCL = -1.04
In this case, negative number, the lower control limit would be zero (Amsden et al., 1991) 
.'. LCL = 0
2. Process: Cleanliness of cafe (inside)
Table 13 Cleanliness of cafe (inside)
D ate 2 1 /5 2 2 /5 2 3 /5 2 4 /5 2 9 /5
1 2 4 4 2 4
2 3 3 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 4
4 3 3 3 3 3
5 2 6 5 2 2
6 4 5 4 2 2
7 3 4 5 1 3
8 2 4 3 2 3
9 4 2 3 2 1
10 2 2 3 3 2
N o. defective
np
2 8 36 37 2 4 2 8
N o. inspected 10 10 10 10 10
np =3.06
.'. CL = 3.06 
UCL = 7.44 
LCL = -1.32
Thus LCL can be considered 0
3. Process: Cafe cleanliness outside
Table 14 Cleanliness of cafe (outside)
D ate 2 1 /5 2 2 /5 2 3 /5 2 4 /5 2 9 /5
1 1 0 2 1 3
2 1 1 2 2 3
3 1 1 2 1 4
4 1 1 2 2 4
5 1 1 3 2 1
6 1 1 2 1 0
7 1 1 1 1 0
8 1 1 4 1 0
9 1 1 2 1 0
10 1 2 5 1 0
Number 
defective n p
10 10 25 13 15
N o. inspected 6 6 6 6 6
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np = 1.46 
CL =1.46 
UCL = 4.61 
LCL = -1.69 
LCL = 0
4. Process: Toilet cleanliness
Table 15 Toilet cleanliness
Date 2 1 /5 2 2 /5 2 3 /5 2 4 /5 2 9 /5
1 0 1 2 0
2 0 1 0
3 0 1 1 0
4 0 1 1 0
5 0 1 1 0
6 0 1 1 0
7 0 1 1 0
8 0 1 2 0
9 0 1 2 0
10 1 1 1 0
Number 
defective n p
1 1 0 1 3 0
N o. inspected 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
np = 4.8 
.*. CL = 4.8 
UCL = 9.5 
LCL = 0.06
-Assessing the Process Capability
-Assessing operation capability for latte portion size 
x  =216.74
R =7
ULX =229.14 
LLX = 204.34 
US = 237 
LS = 217 
US-LS= 20 
6o = 24.80
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Analysis: ULx; 229.14 < US; 237 and LLx; 204.34 < LS; 217
Although the upper individual limit is less than the upper specification, the lower individual limit is 
less than the lower specification limit. The operation spread is greater then the specification spread; 
24.80 > 20.
Conclusion: This is incapable operation
-Assessing operation capability for B lack Coffee tem perature: 
x  = 74.23
R =5.34 
ULx =79.57 
LLX = 64.77 
US = 75 
LS = 71 
US -  LS = 4 
6o = 18.92
Analysis: ULX; 79.57 > US; 75 and LLX; 64.77 < LS; 71 
The operation spread; 18.92 > specification spread 
Conclusion: This is incapable operation
-Assessing operation capability for Black Coffee portion size 
*= 227 .71
R = 10.40 
ULx =238.11 
LLx = 217.31 
US = 237 
LS = 217 
US - LS = 20 
6a = 36.86
Analysis: ULX; 238.11 > US; 237 and LLX; 217.31 > LS; 217. The operation spread; 36.86 >
Specification spread; 20
Conclusion: This is incapable operation
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5-Assessing operation capability for hot water (representing tea) temperature 
x =83.65
R =2.56 
ULX = 88.19 
LLX = 79.11 
US = 75 
LS = 71 
US -  LS = 4 
6 o = 9.07
Analysis: ULX; 88.19 > US; 75 and LLx;79.11 > LS; 71. The operation spread; 9.07 > specification 
spread; 4. It should be noted here that the lower individual limit is greater than the upper specification 
limit.
Conclusion: This is incapable operation
6-Assessing operation capability for hot water (representing tea) portion size 
J  =225.26
R =8.80 
ULX= 240.85 
LLX= 209.97 
US = 237 
LS = 217 
US -  LS = 20 
6o = 31.18
Analysis: ULX; 240.85 > US; 237 and LLx; 209.97 < LS; 217. The operation spread; 31.18 > 
specification spread; 2 0 .
Conclusion: This is incapable operation
7-Assessing operation capability for fridge temperature 
x  = 11.98
R =7.50
ULx =22.91 
LLX= 1.05 
US = 7 
LS = 3
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US - LS = 4 
6o = 21.85
Analysis: ULx; 22.91 > US; 7 andLLx; 1.05 < LS; 3. The operation spread; 21.85 > specification 
spread;4
Conclusion: This is incapable operation.
Overall conclusion: All the operations are assessed to be incapable of meeting the specification.
6.2.9.4 Assessing the Process Capability
The equation to calculate the capability index is :
„  T - l s l  u s l - 1CPK = ------------- o r---------------
3cr 3cr
Where Cpk equals the smaller of the outcomes and “any number less than 1.0 is an indication o f a 
noncapable process or operation” (Amsden et al., 1991, p.230).
1-Assessing Process Capability for latte tem perature:
CPK= 65.82-65/6.49 
= 0.13 or
= 69-65.82/6.49 
= 0.49
2-Assessing Process Capability for latte portion size:
CPK= 216.74 -217/12.40 
= -0 .02  or
= 237-216.74/12.40 
= 1.63
3-Assessing Process Capability for Black Coffee tem perature:
Cpx= 0.34 or = 0.08
4-Assessing Process C apability for Black Coffee portion size:
Cp£— 0.58 or 0.50
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5-Assessing operation capability for hot water (representing tea) temperature:
CPK = 2.79 or -1.90
6 -Assessing operation capability for hot water (representing tea) portion size:
CPK= 0.53 or 0.77
7-Assessing operation capability for fridge temperature:
CpK-  0.82 o r-0.45
Conclusion
The lower value is accepted as the capability index, all the results were below 1.0 indicating incapable 
process.
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Research D iary (second stage)
9 Ju ly  2007
Meeting with Mr. Johnson the catering manager has taken place in Cuppa at 10:30 am, the supervisors, 
Prof. Jones and Dr. Eves and the researcher. It was explained to the catering manager what had 
happened in the first phase of the research and the outcomes of that stage and what is proposed for the 
second stage. He seemed to be interested in the study realizing that it would be of big importance, 
especially for chains, as he said that if he has 100 Cuppa that would be very important for him to have 
consistency of service and measurement. Reaching that, he was asked to communicate that to his 
subordinates. Support was gained from him and was expected to be communicated to the staff. This is 
very important as management support and backing is required at this stage which shifts part of the 
study to the service team in Cuppa, they are becoming, as shown in figure (6.26), in the center of the 
research not outsiders and silent subjects.
Figure 1 The researcher and the service team stance in stage 2 as compared to stage 1 
First stage Second stage
I  Serv ice te a m  1
Serv ice te a m
T h e  re s e a rc h e r
T h e  re s e a rc h e r
13 July  2007
The element that this stage starts with is; the fridge temperature. This was selected due to the 
observed variations over the first phase of the pilot study, as shown in table 6 . The analysis of such 
data suggests that this is a consistent process however, the process capability calculation proved it to 
be incapable, not able to meet the standards. A sheet was designed to investigate the first factor that 
might have an influence upon the display fridge temperature. Opening the fridge doors, normally done 
when stocking and restocking the fridge with sandwiches and drinks, was thought to affect the fridge 
temperature, as suggested by one of the service team. So that seemed to be a good starting point 
especially that was based on the barista’s thinking. Readings of the fridge temperature was recorded 4 
times over 13/7/2007, by one of the service team after explaining what we try to see; a comparison 
between the two temperatures, before and after opening the fridge.
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Table 16 Comparison between fridge temperature before and after opening.
Reading before opening the fridge (c) 1j Reading after opening the fridge (c) | | Difference j Barista [
12.2 1 1 05 CL |
CL |
1 9.0 1| 0.1 ~CL ll
; CL [j
The barista in the afternoon was not willing to engage in discussion about the research. The figures, 
table 6.20, which were collected did not reveal any significant difference, in fact it is a slight one. As 
the attending barista was the one who suggested that this factor, opening the fridge, may have an 
influence he was approached with the figures and explained that according to the data this seems to be 
of no influences. However, he overreacted upon this stating that; he does not care of the research and 
the fridge is just fine and works well, and that if the researcher has a problem with that he should 
contact the management. At that point confrontation and more argument seemed useless. I contacted 
my supervisors explaining what happened and that management should be contacted again. The 
catering manager was contacted and another meeting was arranged in Cuppa with Mrs. Emma, Cuppa 
cafe manager.
23 July 2007
Meeting in Cuppa, the researcher, Dr. Eves and Emma the cafe manager. The aims of the research 
were explained and clarified, emphasizing that there was no judgement of the staff. The study 
considers the service team as responsible for the collection of the data and examining it and 
empowering them to act upon and try to investigate and find solutions, and to which degree is that 
easy or difficult for them. This is the purpose of the study and it is not a test of knowledge. The 
manager started to cite some factors that may influence the fridge temperature and started to put them 
down on paper; level of business, fridge fill level of sandwiches and drinks, she even started to count 
the sandwiches and drinks, in front of the present staff. This is very important as now the manager, 
not the researcher is talking to the staff and giving “directions”. This gives this stage a more formal 
nature and ‘legitimises’ it. A new sheet was designed incorporating the factors the manager had 
pointed out and it was agreed to start the second stage from Monday 30, 2007. Another variable that 
may have an influence over the fridge temperature was the environment temperature. So a 
thermometer for room temperature was put in Cuppa, the manager herself put it on a shelf, and 
temperature of the cafe was compiled by the staff, compared to the fridge over 4 times on 27 July 
2007 (Table 6.21). The measurements of the environment temperature are nearly consistent as shown 
in table 6.21. However, the fridge temperatures are fluctuating, suggesting that, environment
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temperature has no effect over the fridge temperature. However, this factor was included in the data 
collection sheet to be used over the first week of the study. However, it should be noted that; at 11 and 
12 am, temperatures were 9.8°c, 8 .6°c respectively, and the reasons behind such low and desirable 
temperature were explored with the staff to examine what could be the factors behind that or vice 
versa, i.e. factors that may be present at the time of recording higher temperatures. It should be noted 
that although the actual opening time of Cuppa is 9 am, the fridge is switched on at 7: 30 am.
Table 17 Temperature of the environment compared to the fridge temperature
Time 10 am 11 am
Fridge temperature 11!WlSMBIlii § S S $ M c 9 M I H w l w s
Environment
temperature
WBBSSBSi l l i l l i
The proposed form was given to the staff to record the measurements, as a piloting the form. This 
showed errors in recordings, owing to a miscommunication between staff. The revised form, table 
6.22, included a cell for Cuppa temperature. A folder with a pen and printed data forms were given to 
Cuppa staff. This would make it a sort of ‘working paper’ and shifting this responsibility to them.
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Table 18 Display fridge temperature
Display fridge temperature
Day Date
Time 9 am 11 am lpm 3 pm
Actual time
N o. of staff
Thermometer
temperature;
( C e n t ig r a d e )
Cuppa temp.
Level of fill 
S a n d w i c h e s
Full
Empty
Level of fill 
D r i n k s
Full
Empty
Level of 
business
High
Medium
Low
Level of 
business
High
Medium
L ow
Remarks: i.e. 
fridge has just 
been stocked
Comments
Full fridge contains:
15 wraps 22 sandwiches 18 baguettes Drinks 150
Level o f  business: High; over 24 Medium- 24-15 customers L ow  less than 15
Upper limit: 14 Limit: 11 Lower Limit: 8
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First week: 30 July -  3 August
30 July 2007
I went to the cafe and found Clair, asked her about the form but she apologized she did not complete 
as she forgot. I replied that is ok but she should do it for tomorrow.
31 July 2007
On the first day of data collection, the barista forgot to record data. However, recordings were made 
the following day revealing low (desirable) temperature. The barista suggested reasons for the low 
temperature, this reduction may be a result of the air conditioning system being adjusted. This 
represented progress in 2  ways, the temperature of the fridge and most importantly to prove that the 
recorded temperature before were not good and high as for a fridge. Most importantly, the barista 
started to link the variables and question and suggest.
1 August 2007
1 went to the cafe to check about the situation, 9 am reading was not recorded, However, the 11 am 
reading is low (7.4c). I discussed that with Clair and explained that this is an improvement and we 
should keep recording the data so we have more readings that give us better picture of the situation. I 
told her that I will try to see Emma, the Cafe manager to inform her of the recent situation and to see 
what will happen over the next week. I met Emma and Clair at the back door of the school of 
management at 12 noon. I explained to Emma our findings and showed her the readings of the fridge 
of the first stage of the study so she can compare them. This week the fridge was switched off in the 
week end, so she suggested that it may be kept switched on over the week end. I told her that we need 
to know what is happening in the air condition system from the engineering department as the 
situation now entails us to think of it, to know what has changed as that, apparently, improved the 
performance of the fridge. We may need, some information regarding the temperature and the air 
condition system in the previous period as that was not recorded over the first stage of the study.
2 August 2007
Today, the first reading was 12c; this is relatively higher compared with the measurements taken over 
the last days. I asked the barista what happened at this point, James and Clair, James replied that he 
did clean the fridge, so I asked them to write that in the comments. At the end of the day I discussed 
that with Clair, explaining that writing the remarks would help us in understanding what was taking 
place when unexpected high or low temperature is recorded, as depending on memory would let us 
down. Clair pointed that the last reading (4.3c) was very low. I explained that as long as it is within 
specifications we should not worry and when it starts to move up or down then we should investigate
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that. I explained to her how we arrived to the suggested specification based on the readings from the 
first stage. However, these specification now seems to be ‘generous’ and may need to be modified.
3 August 2007
I asked Clair to contact Emma to ask for turning the fridge on as agreed on 1 August, Clair mentioned 
that she ‘Emma’ is on holiday, so she phoned her through her mobile, but Emma did not agree to 
switch the fridge on. I printed new forms for the second week of the study and passed it to Cuppa staff. 
Table 6.23 records all the observed variables in the first week of the study and table 6.24 displays the
fridge temperature. Figure 6.27 shows the Mean chart ( X )  of display fridge temperature. Figure 6.28 
exhibits the Range chart (R).
Table 19 Display fridge temperature collected in the first week of the study (30/7 - 3/8)
Time 30/7 8881/881 2 /8 3 /8
9AM
Actual time 1311188# 88881—88881: 9:03 9:05
N o. of staff 13:11818;; ................................ - 381881883; 1
Thermometer 
temperature; ( C e n t ig r a d e )
4 .8
Cuppa temp. 1813833 21
Level o f fill S a n d w i c h e s 8881888 181:818:;^ ^ S i S i s Full Full
Level of fill D r i n k s 8 :8l8|8l8:'8: :|88"8":88 Full Full
Level of business 8:^3388;;: S |ii8 8 8 Low Low
Remarks Cleaning
fridge
11
AM
Actual time 8,, .■--18 11.10 12:00 12:00
N o. of staff :88l:8i8:8l8;!:i:88:888::;'8;:88gi8::l^":;- 'm m m w m ^ m m 2
Thermometer 
temperature; ( C e n t ig r a d e )
:\/-8^;8 I I S l i I M i S i l M i i l S M 6 .5
Cuppa temp. 888838:8:88 8881:20118 B i & s & m m 21
Level of fill S a n d w i c h e s 8i8~!iS8| 88888%i8 Full
Level of fill D r i n k s 8l88'l!88:8:8 i l i l i m s m m s m Full
Level of business 88;'8-||;:88 ||Ldw88 Low Low
Remarks Just filled fridge with sandwiches
1PM
Actual time 88 8--8881 12.55 1.30 1:10
N o. of staff i | | :-8 i8:? m ; v m W ^ - : W 2 x m M . 1
Thermometer 
temperature; ( C e n t ig r a d e )
I18838I8 m m M 4 .9
Cuppa temp. l a - i i i - i 20 20 21
Level o f fill S a n d w i c h e s 8l81"!88':i 3/4 3/4
Level of fill D r i n k s Full Full Full Full
Level of business 181811! Medium High High Low
Remarks
3 PM
Actual time 2.50 13I882:50i3SW 3:05
N o. of staff l | |8 8 : l8 i ....................................... 1 1
Thermometer 
temperature; ( C e n t ig r a d e )
'8188"88* 1 c 5 .? B m m m m k 5 .3
Cuppa temp. :88l-8:88 :88" 8 'l 208:8:88888: 20 21
Level of fill S a n d w i c h e s ' l l l l l l l 8|18'::8|8188;18. 3/4 I I I !  1 1 ® ! ® ! 3/4
Level of fill D r i n k s 88l--;!8:8 :;;^ 81-l8:■ 8 8:; 8 ' ■; ;8 8 ■.: :8 :8:8. ■ W W I , Full
Level of business 1181-8818 1: L O W  llv.'l L ow L ow Low
Remarks
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Table 20 Fridge temperature over the first week
Date 3 0 /7 3 1 /7 1 /8 2 /8 3 /8
1 — - ( 8 .4 ) - ( 8 .4 ) 12 4.8
2 — 6.4 7.4 6.7 6.5
3 — 7.0 6.4 5.7 4.9
4 — 4.0 5.9 4.3 5.3
Sum — 2 5 .8 2 8 .1 2 8 .7 2 1 .5
Average, X - 6 .4 5 7 .0 2 7 .1 7 5 .3 7
Range, R — 4 .4 2 .5 7 .7 1 .7
To get over the problem of missing measurements; as for the 9 am readings of 31/7 and 1/8, an 
average of the subsequent days is used; 12+4.8 = 16.8/2 = 8.4 The 12 degree of 2/8 is suspected to be 
due to the cleaning of the fridge, as recorded that day.
Second week: 6 August - 10 August 
6  August 2007
I printed the summary table of the first week results beside the control charts and went to Cuppa and 
showed it to Clair and Catherine (Sandy). I explained that to them and showed the control chart 
exhibits lower averages and ranges than that belonging to the previous stage. I also, in response to 
Clair concern of the low degree of the fridge (4°c), printed information of an open display fridge from 
the internet, which shows another display fridge different than the one in Cuppa, is having 
specification that start from 3c. The results were given to them to be kept in the folder so they can 
have a look over it and also for management use. This is important as to give them a sense of what 
they are doing, and to get them involved. It is sharing knowledge and “fruit harvest”, at the end they 
are compiling the data and have the right to access it. This also would give them a feeling of 
‘ownership o f their data\ and that would warrant their future cooperation (Altrichter et al., 2002).
Wednesday, 8  August, 2007
Temperature is rising reaching the same degrees observed in the first stage of the study. Examining 
the figures and the data show that temperature of the environment of Cuppa is almost consistent 
ranging from 20 to 21°c and the business is low. When I asked Catherine if something has changed or 
if she observed something unusual, she answered no. However, she thought over and later added that 
the fridge was cleaned at 8 am (9 am reading was 18°c). At 3:30 pm, I was collecting the sheet and 
discussed this new situation with her, I noticed noise coming from behind the counter. I asked her of 
the source of that noise, the fridge motor; was her answer. That seemed interesting for me because I 
do not remember if I noticed that noise before, so I asked her to record that if that happens again. I 
explained to her that this part of the study is more like detective work, and we need to chase every 
thing that we suspect to be a reason for making the fridge having such high temperature.
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Friday, 10 August 2007
The temperature went down again, as the fridge was turned off after the operation hours of Cuppa. 
Clair and Catherine were there and we discussed that. I asked Catherine about “’the frozen motor’, as 
she mentioned this once before. She explained that happens when frost forms over the motor. Clair 
explained that the fridge was left on Monday and Tuesday, Wednesday and that may have resulted in 
the higher temperatures. As that was the case, they turned it off on Thursday so the temperature went 
low again. I did not notice that point, the fridge was on after the operating hours. The normal way is to 
switch it off, as it has just drinks, and sandwiches are removed from it. We agreed that we have 2 
main suspects now; the ventilation and air circulation and keeping the fridge on after the operating 
hours. Table 6.25 records all the observed variables in the first week of the study and table 6.26 
displays the fridge temperature. Figure 6.29 shows the Mean chart { X ) of display fridge temperature. 
Figure 6.30 exhibits the Range chart (R).
Table 21 Display fridge temperature collected in the second week of the study (6/8  -10/8)
T im e 6 /8 7 /8 8 /8 9 /8 1 0 /8
A ctual tim e 9:10 9:50 9:05 10:00 9:00
9 A M N o . o f  sta ff 2 1 1 2 1
T h erm om eter  
tem perature; (£ )
1 0 .7 1 4 .7 1 8 .0 1 7 .4 1 3 .1
C uppa tem p. 22 21 20 21 20
L evel o f  fill 
S a n d w i c h e s
Empty Full Full Full Full
L evel o f  fill D r i n k s Full Full Full Full
L evel o f  b u sin ess Low Low Low L ow Low
R em arks Cleaned 
fridge at 8
Fridge turned 
o ff  overnight
A ctual tim e 11:05 m M & i m s m m 11:30
w x m . N o . o f  staff w m m A M m m m m m n m m m .
AM T h erm om eter  
tem perature; ( C )
w m m m m 1 7 .8 6 .2
C uppa tem p. 22 20 21 20
L evel o f  fill 
S a n d w i c h e s
Full Full Full Full Full
L evel o f  fill D r i n k s Full 3/4 3/4 3/4 Full
L evel o f  b u sin ess Medium Low L ow Medium Low
R em arks Just been  
topped up
Fridge just 
been stocked
A ctu a lt im e 1:05 12:55 1:00 1:05 1:25
1 P M N o . o f  staff 2 2 1 2 2
T herm om eter  
tem perature; (C)
8 .3 1 6 .4 1 8 :0 1 7 .7 6 .0
C uppa tem p. 22 21 20 21 20
L evel o f  fill 
S a n d w i c h e s
Full 3/4 3/4 Full 3/4
L evel o f  fill D r i n k s Full 3/4 3/4 3/4 Full
L evel o f  b u sin ess L ow Medium Low Medium Low
Cont.
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R em arks Just been  
topped up
Fridge just 
topped up
Just topped up 
sandwiches
Just topped up 
fridge
A ctual tim e / ' ^ 3 : Q P ^ i t w m s m 5 :m m 3:10
3 PM N o . o f  sta ff m m w m m l l l i l l s 1
T h erm om eter  
tem perature; (C)
3 .0
C uppa tem p. 21 w r n i m m m i 20
L evel o f  fill 
S a n d w i c h e s
: A 0 A M : A M V* Full
L evel o f  fill D r i n k s m s i m m m m % ..m m m Full
L evel o f  b u sin ess Low Low Low Low
R em arks Just filled 
up
Comments: 6 August; fridge has been turned off at weekend, temperature at 7: 45 am was 15.3.
Comments: 8 August; Noise coming from the fridge motor.
Comment: 10 August; Fridge temperature at 7:45 am is 6.4
This week it was left switched on after closing Cuppa; Tuesday and Wednesday on, turned off on 
Thursday.
Table 22 Fridge temperature over the second week
Date 6 /8 7 /8 8 /8 9 /8 1 0 /8
1 10.7 14.7 18.0 17.4 13.1
2 8.7 16.4 17.8 17.8 6.2
3 8.3 16.4 18.0 17.7 6.0
4 7.3 15.8 17.9 -  (17.4) 3.0
Sum 3 5 6 3 .3 7 1 .7 7 0 .3 2 8 .3
Average, X 8 .7 1 5 .8 1 7 .9 1 7 .5 7 .0
Range, R 3 .4 1 .7 0 .2 0 .4 1 0 .1
N.B The fourth reading of 8/8 is missed, so the same first reading is used.
Third week; 13 August -1 7  August 
Monday, 13 August
I printed the data collected over the second week and went to Cuppa, James was there I showed him 
last week results. I explained what we have been experimenting that week, and that we suspect the 
ventilation to be the reason behind the high temperature of the fridge. He mentioned that, in 
September, when the new semester starts; meaning higher volume of business, the temperature inside 
Cuppa will rise. I told him that in the first phase of the study Cuppa’s temperature was not recorded so 
he responded that he has a thermometer in his mobile and he noticed that it goes up to 29c ( in the 
mean time, it ranges from 20-22c). I replied that if we are sure that is the cause, ventilation, then we 
may want to find ways to get over this. Table 6.27 records all the observed variables in the first week
of the study and table 6.31 displays the fridge temperature. Figure 6.27 shows the Mean chart ( X ) of 
the display fridge temperature. Figure 6.32 exhibits the Range chart (R)
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Table 23 Display fridge temperature collected in the third week of the study (13/8 -17/8)
T im e 1 3 /8 1 4 /8 1 5 /8 1 6 /8 1 7 /8
9 AM
A ctu al tim e 8:00 9:10 9:00 9:00 9:00
N o . o f  sta ff 1 1 1 1 1
T h erm om eter  tem perature; ( C e n t ig r a d e ) 9.8 8.4 m ,8 .2 ,rn 8.1 9.1
C uppa tem p. 22 22 mmm 22 2 2
L evel o f  fill S a n d w i c h e s Empty Full Full 7 4 Empty
L evel o f  fill D r i n k s Full Full Full Full 3/ 4
L evel o f  b u sin ess Low Low Low Low Low
R em arks
11A M
A ctu al tim e 11:30 11:00 11:00 11:00 11:50
N o . o f  sta ff 2 l l i l l  /1 1 1 1 1
T h erm om eter  tem perature; ( C e n t ig r a d e ) : i i  8.3:m 8.2 m ;8 .o m 8.0 8.2
C uppa tem p. 18122®:®: 22 ! I l : 2 2 f | | 21 21
L evel o f  fill S a n d w i c h e s Empty Full Full Full Full
L evel o f  fill D r i n k s Full Full Full Full 3/4
L evel o f  b u sin ess Medium L ow L ow Low Low
R em arks
1 P M
A ctu al tim e 2:00 13:00 ll l i ; : 1 5 l i f 11111/177 13:15
i s ; 2 g : 1
T herm om eter  tem perature; (C) w m 8.2m 8.4 §11 m m . i l l l i i l l  7: 8.3
C uppa tem p . g m m m . M & M m i i S 2 2 i I | 'S im W S & A . 2 2
L evel o f  fill S a n d w i c h e s Full Full - i F i m - i y2
L evel o f  fill D r i n k s Full Full g g l g g Q Full
L evel o f  b u sin ess Medium L ow Medium - Low
R em arks
T im e 1 3 /8 1 4 /8 1 5 /8 1 6 /8 1 7 /8
3 PM
A ctual tim e 3:50 3:05 3:05 3:50 3:00
N o . o f  sta ff 1 1 1 1 1
T herm om eter  tem perature; ( C ) 6.0 3 .4 2.0 5 .8 8.1
C uppa tem p. 22 20 21 2 0 21
L evel o f  fill S a n d w i c h e s Empty Full 7 4 Empty Empty
L evel o f  fill D r i n k s Full 3/4 Full 3 /4 Full
L evel o f  b u sin ess Low L ow Low Medium Low
R em arks
Comments: Claudia did not fill 1 pm reading on 16/8 as she was on her own all day (researcher’s comment). 
Table 24 Fridge temperature over the third week
Date 1 3 /8 1 4 /8 1 5 /8 1 6 /8 1 7 /8
1 9.8 8.4 8.2 8.1 9.1
2 8.3 8.2 8.0 8.0 8.2
3 8.2 8.4 3.4 - ( 8 .1 ) 8.3
4 6 3.4 2.0 5.8 8.1
Sum 3 2 .3 2 8 .4 2 1 .6 3 0 3 3 .7
Average, X 8 .0 7 .1 5 .4 7 .5 8 .4
Range, R 3 .8 5 6 .2 2 .3 1
N .B  The third reading o f  1 6 /8  is missed, so the same first reading is used.
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The fourth week: 20 August - 24 August 
Monday, 20 August 2007
I showed the manager the results of the third week and explained that the ventilation is the main 
suspect now. I added that the study would investigate another process; weight of drinks. In the first 
stage I took weights of 3 drinks, Latte, Black coffee, Hot water (representing tea). So we may focus 
on just one drink, she suggested the black coffee, as latte is made with milk and that would add 
variation, and hot water is poured manually, while black coffee is more straightforward. I agreed and 
asked what could be the variables that we might put in the data collection sheet. After some 
discussion, Coffee brand, type, how you fill the machine, how it works, capacity, cleaning; how, and 
frequency?, were suggested James, (very participative this time) came and we had a discussion over 
coffee making. James did not see that any of the stated variables would affect the weight but he 
thought that the only reason may be “topping up the coffee with warm water, which seems a common 
practice. This is a good example of using the knowledge the ‘process owner’ has, James the barista.
Wednesday, 22 August, 2007
I printed the suggested format for the black coffee weight measuring, and asked the manager for 
comments.
Thursday, 23 August, 2007
A new member of staff was present, who had not been made aware of the study; hence she did not 
record the temperature.
Friday, 24 August, 2007
I printed the suggested format for the measurement of the black coffee, table 6.31, saw James and 
talked about the possibility of stopping the work over the fridge, after discussing that with my 
supervisor. I gave him the new formats, he was very participative and cooperative, representing a very 
positive change in attitude.
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Table 25 Data collection sheet for measuring weight of black coffee
Day Date: August 2007
Time 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00
Weight
Topped up
with water
Yes □ □ □ □
N o
□ □ □
Barista
Making coffee
Table 26 Display fridge temperature collected in the fourth week of the study (20/8 - 24/8)
Time 20/8 21/8 22/8 23/8 24/8
9AM
Actual time 9:10 9:00 9:00 9:00 9:00
N o. of staff 1 1 1 1 1
Thermometer temperature; ( C ) 8 .1 8 .1 8 .2 8 .3 9 .0
Cuppa temp. 20 20 21 19 19
Level of fill S a n d w i c h e s Full Full Full y4 Full
Level of fill D r i n k s Full Full Full Full Full
Level of business Low Low L ow Low Low
Remarks
HAM
Actual time 11:15 11:10 11:00 11:00 11:00
N o. o f  staff y y i  'M m M M m m m
Thermometer temperature; (£) % : 8 m . 8 .2 m s m . 8 .1 8 .2
Cuppa temp. 2 1  m 1121111 20 20
Level of fill S a n d w i c h e s |F u l l ; | Full Full
Level o f fill D r i n k s Full Full FuH Full Full
Level of business Low L ow L ow Low Low
Remarks
Time 20/8 21/8 22 /8 23/8 24/8
1PM
Actual time — 1.20 13:00 — 1:05
N o. of staff ~ 1 1 - 1
Thermometer temperature; ( C ) — 8 .1 8 .2 — 9 .4
Cuppa temp. — 19 19 ~ 20
Level of fill S a n d w i c h e s -- y2 Full -- y2
Level of fill D r i n k s — 3/4 Full — Full
Level of business -- L ow L ow - Low
Remarks
3 PM
Actual time 15:00 3:00 2:50 3:45 3:00
N o. of staff 1 1 1 1 1
Thermometer temperature; (C) 7 .4 7 .9 9 .3 7 .9 8 .2
Cuppa temp. 19 19 19 20 21
Level o f fill S a n d w i c h e s 3/4 */4 V* y2 y2
Level of fill D r i n k s Full Full Full Full Full
Level of business Low L ow L ow L ow Low
Remarks
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Comments: Reading at 1 pm on 23 August was not recorded, and that of 3 pm was recorded by me 
asking a new barista, apparently she was not told about the study.
Table 27 Fridge temperature over the fourth week
Date 2 0 /8 2 1 /8 2 2 /8 2 3 /8 2 4 /8
1 8.1 8.1 8.2 8.3 9.0
2 8.2 8.2 8.1 8.1 8.2
3 -(8 .1 ) 8.1 8.2 -  (8.3) 9.4
4 7.4 7.9 9.3 7.9 8.2
Sum 3 1 .8 3 2 .3 3 3 .8 3 2 .6 3 4 .8
Average, X 7 .9 8 .0 8 .4 8 .1 8 .7
Range, R 0 .3 0 .3 1 .2 0 .4 1 .2
Table 28 Fridge temperature over the four weeks of the study (30 July-24 August 2007)
D ate 30 31 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 10 13 14 15 16 17 20 2 1 2 2 23 24
1 — — — 12 4. 10 14 18 17 13 9. 8. 8. 8. 9. 8. 8. 8. 8. 9.
(8.4) (8. (8. 8 .7 .7 .0 .4 .1 8 4 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 0
4) 4)
2 6.4 6. 7. 6. 6. 8. 16 17 17 6. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.
4 4 7 5 7 .4 .8 .8 2 3 2 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 2
3 7.0 7. 6. 5. 4. 8. 16 18 17 6. 8. 8. 3. — 8. — 8. 8. — 9.
0 4 7 9 3 .4 .0 .7 0 2 4 4 (8. 3 (8- 1 2 (8- 4
1) 1) 3)
4 4.0 4. 5. 4. 5. 7. 15 17 — 3. 6 3. 2. 5. 8. 7. 7. 9. 7. 8.
0 9 3 3 3 .8 .9 (1
7
0 4 0 8 1 4 9 3 9 2
4)
Sum 2 5 .8 2 5 2 8 2 8 2 1 . 3 5 6 3 7 1 . 7 0 2 8 3 2 2 8 2 1 . 3 0 3 3 3 1 . 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 4
.8 .1 . 7 5 .3 7 .3 .3 .3 .4 6 . 7 8 .3 . 8 . 6 . 8
Average 6 .4 5 6 . 7 . 7 .1 5 . 8 . 1 5 . 1 7 . 1 7 . 7 . 8 . 7 .1 5 . 7 . 8 . 7 . 8 . 8 . 8 .1 8 .
4 5 0 2 7 3 7 7 8 9 5 0 0 4 5 4 9 0 4 7
Range 4 .4 4 . 2 . 7 . 1 .7 3 . 1 .7 0. 0. 1 0 . 3 . 5 6 . 2 . 1 0. 0. 1 .2 0. 1 .2
4 5 7 4 2 4 1 8 2 3 3 3 4
N.B. Readings on 30 July are missed and so the readings for the 31 July are used.
I
Data on 30, 31 July and 1 August on the fist cells were missed so an average of the following days has 
been used.
Readings between brackets are missed and the data used for them is the same first reading recorded in 
the day.
J  = (6.45+ 6.45+ 7.02+7.17+ 5.37+ 8.75+ 15.82+ 17.92+ 17.57+ 7.07+ 8.07+ 7.10+ 5.40+ 7.50+ 
8.42+ 7.95+ 8.07+ 8.45+ 8.15+ 8.70)/ 20 
= 177.4/20 
x  =8.87
R = (4.4+ 4.4+2.5+ 7.7+ 1.7+ 3.4+ 1.7+ 0 .2+ 0.4+ 10 .1+ 3.8+ 5+ 6 .2+ 2.3 + 1+ 0.3 +0.3 + 1.2+ 0.4+ 
1.2 ) / 2 0
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= 58.2/20 
R = 2.91
Calculating the Control limits 
Variables Data ( X  and R Control Charts)
UCL= ^+ A 2R
LCL= x +A2R 
UCL= 8.87+ (0.729x2.91)
= 8.87 + 2.12 
UCL= 10.99
LCL= 8.87- (0.729x2.91)
= 8.87-2.12 
LCL= 6.75
is constant derived from the table according to  the sample size, in  this case n =  4)
R Control Chart
UCL = R D4 
LCL = R D3 
UCL = 2.91x2.282 
UCL = 6.64 
LCL= 2.91x0.000 
LCL = 0
(D4 is constant derived from the table according to  the sample size, in this case n =  4) 
U 3 is zero for sample size <6  (A m sden et al., 1991).
Table 29 Fridge temperature after discarding measurements of three days
Date 30 31 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 10 13 14 15 16 17 20 21 22 23 24
1 12 4. 10 13 9. 8. 8. 8. 9. 8. 8. 8. 8. 9.
(8. (8. (8. 8 .7 .1 8 4 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 0
4) 4) 4)
2 6. 6. 7. 6. 6. 8. 6. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.
4 4 4 7 5 7 2 3 2 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 2
3 7. 7. 6. 5. 4. 8. — — — 6. 8. 8. 3. — 8. — 8. 8. — 9.
0 0 4 7 9 3 0 2 4 4 (8. 3 (8. 1 2 (8. 4
1) 1) 3)
4 4. 4. 5. 4. 5. 7. 3. 6 3. 2. 5. 8. 7. 7. 9. 7. 8.
0 0 9 3 3 3 0 4 0 8 1 4 9 3 9 2
Sum 25 25 28 .20 2 /. J 5 28 32 28 21. 30 33 J /. 0 2 33 0 2 34
.8 .8 .1 .7 5 .3 .3 .4 6 . 7 £ .J .8 .0 .8
Average 6 . 6 . 7 . 7./ 5. & - - — 7 . 8. 7 .1 5. 7 . 8. 7. & 8. 0.7 8.
45 45 0 2 7 37 7 0 0 4 5 4 £ 0 4 7
Range 4 . 4 . 2 . 7. 1 .7 J. — - ~ 1 0 . 3 . 5 6 . 2 . 1 0. 0. 1.2 0. 1.2
4 4 5 7 4 1 8 2 3 3 3 4
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^ =  (6.45+ 6.45+ 7.02+7.17+ 5.37+ 8.75+ 7.07+ 8.07+ 7.10+ 5.40+ 7.50+ 8.42+ 7.95+ 8.07+ 8.45+ 
8.15+8.70)/17 
= 126.09 / 17 
x  = 7.41
R = (4 .4+ 4.4+2.5+ 7.7+ 1.7+ 3.4+ 10.1+ 3.8+ 5+ 6.2+ 2.3 + 1+ 0.3 +0.3 + 1.2+ 0.4+ 1.2) / 17 
= 55.9/17 
R = 3.28
Calculating the Control limits 
Variables Data ( X  and R Control Charts)
UCL= Z+A2R
LCL= x +A2R 
UCL= 7.41 +(0.729x3.28)
= 7.41+2.39 
UCL= 9.8
LCL= 7.41-(0.729x3.28)
= 7.41-2.39 
LCL= 5.02
(A2 is constant derived from the table according to the sample size, in this case n =  4)
R Control Chart
UCL = R D4
L C L = £ D 3 
UCL = 3.28x2.282 
UCL = 7.48 
LCL= 3.28x0.000 
LCL = 0
(D4 is constant derived from the table according to the sample size, in this case n  =  4)
D 3 is zero for sample size 5s 6  (A m sden et al., 1991).
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Table 30 Fridge temperature after discarding two data points
Date 30 31 1 3 6 13 14 15 16 17 20 21 22 23 24
1 — — — 4.8 10 9. 8. 8. 8. 9. 8. 8. 8. 8. 9.
(8.4) (8.4) (8.4) .7 8 4 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 0
2 6.4 6.4 7.4 6.5 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.
7 3 2 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 2
3 7.0 7.0 6.4 4.9 8. 8. 8. 3. — 8. — 8. 8. — 9.
3 2 4 4 (8 3 (8 1 2 (8 4
.1 .1 .3
) ) )
4 4.0 4.0 5.9 5.3 7. 6 3. 2. 5. 8. 7. 7. 9. 7. 8.
3 4 0 8 1 4 9 3 9 2
Sum 25.8 25.8 28.1 21.5 35 32 28 21 30 33 31 32 33 32 34
.3 .4 .6 .7 .8 .3 .8 .6 .8
Averag 6.45 6.45 7.02 5.37 8. 8. 7. 5. 7. 8. 7. 8. 8. 8. 8.
e 7 0 1 4 5 4 9 0 4 1 7
Range 4.4 4.4 2.5 1.7 3. 3. 5 6. 2. 1 0. 0. 1. 0. 1.
4 8 2 3 3 3 2 4 2
x  = (6.45+ 6.45+ 7.02++ 5.37+ 8.75+ 8.07+ 7.10+ 5.40+ 7.50+ 8.42+ 7.95+ 8.07+ 8.45+ 8.15+ 8.70) 
/15 
= 111.92/15 
I  = 7.46
R = (4 .4+ 4.4+2.5+ 1.7+ 3.4+ 3.8+ 5+ 6.2+ 2.3 + 1+ 0.3 +0.3 + 1.2+ 0.4+ 1.2) / 15 
= 38.1/15 
R = 2.54
Calculating the Control limits; Variables Data ( X  and R Control Charts)
UCL= x +A2R
LCL= J  +A2R 
UCL= 7.46+ (0.729x2.54)
= 7.46+1.85 
UCL= 9.31
LCL= 7.46-(0.729x2.54)
= 7.46-1.85 
LCL= 5.61
(/^2 is constant derived from the table according to  the sample size, in this case n =  4)
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R Control Chart
UCL = R D 4 
LCL = R D3 
UCL = 2.54x2.282 
UCL = 5.97 
LCL= 2.54x0.000 
LCL = 0
The Fifth week 28 August - 30 August (27 August: bank holiday)
Tuesday, 28 August
The barista had forgotten to collect data for coffee weight, however, she noted the need to focus on 
one of the two machines. The form was amended accordingly (table 6.35).
Table 31 Revised data collection sheet for measuring weight of black coffee
Time 
Actual time 
Weight 
(grams)
9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00
Topped up
with water
Yes
□ □ iisse □ □
N o
IIS 113mm □ ! MSSiM □ □
Coffee
Machine (A)
Barista
Making Coffee
Remarks
Coffee machines; A  on the barista right ( P e r c y ) . B on the barista left { F r a n k ) .
Friday, 31 August
There was a variation in the black coffee measurement, which after a discussion with Clair; was 
suggested to be related to the type of coffee; strong, medium and decaf. This was integrated in the 
format, only medium, as this was the most demanded type and therefore easier to secure the sample, 
selected for measurement. This is very interesting as James thought that the variation is just due to the 
coffee being topped up with water or not and now we are faced by what might be another reason, the 
type of the coffee. Thus, a different explanation for weight variation emerged following discussion
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with another barista. Table 6.36 contains the observed variables in the first week (28/8- 31/8) and 
table 6.37 shows the black coffee weights.
Table 32 Black coffee weight measurement in the first week (28/8- 31/8)
Time 28/8 29/8 30/8 31/8
9AM
Actual time 8:55 8:40 8:50
Weight 218 229 213 231
Topped up with water N o N o N o
Coffee machine A A A
Barista making coffee
Remarks
9:30 AM
Actual time ~ 9:25 9:30
Weight (gm) — 230 211 218
T opped up with water — N o N o N o
Coffee machine — A A
Barista making coffee — W eigh coffee with Milano stronger 
strength
Remarks
10:00 AM
Actual time 10:05 10:25
W eight (gm) m m 2 l 3 § M 233
Topped up with water N o r ^ N o ' m N o
C offee machine 0 0 0 ^ : 0  i
Barista making coffee
Remarks
10:30 PM
Actual time 10:45 10:55
Weight (gm) — 228 215 218
T opped up with water — N o N o N o
C offee machine — A A
Barista making coffee -
Remarks Milano
11:00 PM
Actual time — 11:30 11:30
W eight (gm) — 231 214 214
Topped up with water — N o N o N o
C offee machine — A A
Barista making coffee -
Remarks Milano
Comment: 27 /8  was bank holiday
Table 33 Weight of black coffee over the first week
Date 2 7 /8 2 8 /8 2 9 /8 3 0 /8 3 1 /8
1 218 229 213 231
2 - 230 211 218
3 - 237 213 233
4 - 228 215 218
5 - 231 214 214
Sum 1 1 5 5 1 0 6 6 1 1 1 4
Average, X 2 3 1 2 1 3 .2 2 2 2 .8
Range, R 9 4 1 9
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The sixth week: 3 September-7 September 
Monday, 3 September 2007
No data were collected as the cafe was busy. This is due to, as explained by the barista, the start of the 
new semester. I told her that is ok, if that was the case she should write that in her remarks. However, 
I told her it is good if they try to record that data.
Tuesday, 4 September 2007
Again, no data were collected for the second day. New barista was there, and she is not aware of the 
data collection procedures. The interesting thing now as I have observed through the study, the team 
is not acting as a “team” they do not pass information to each other. However, I am not sure does that 
only apply to this study or does it apply to all their work.
Monday, 10 September 2007
I think it is not possible to go further in the study, every time I go there now, to Cuppa I find new 
faces and responses from the old faces that they do not have time to do it the business is as described 
by one is “manic”. I do not want to be a pressure for them so I do not go often these days. Another 
reason is that this is would be the natural situation, staff implementing Statistical Process Control 
(SPC) in their daily work.
Friday, 28 September 2007
I went to Cuppa to retrieve the scale, met James there and got the scale back and returned it to Lake 
Side restaurant.
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Appendix 3: Future work
Future work
This section reports the plans for the main study. This would be based on the objectives and purpose 
of the research in light of the literature reviewed and the outcomes of the pilot study.
The main objective of the study is to implement Statistical Process Control (SPC) as a quality 
measurement technique in food service chains in order to achieve Continuous Improvement (Cl). 
Reviewing the literature over the main quality measurement approaches used in hospitality properties 
in general, and food service operations in particular, revealed some shortcomings associated with the 
mystery shopping programme and quality audit and customer satisfaction surveys. These 
methodologies were investigated in a major UK-based foodservice chain and many concerns, found in 
literature were sustained.
The pilot study proved the possibility of implementing SPC in food service operations. Certain critical 
success factors have been acknowledged, e.g. management commitment, having a working role, 
maintaining closer relationship with participants.
The Main Study
This section explains some key points associated with the proposed main study.
Setting
Kronos, the chain investigated in the exploratory study, will take part in the main study.
Protocol
A project proposal was written and given to Kronos (appendix 4). This is a type of contract between 
the practitioner; food service operation and the researcher, which helps to clarify many issues related 
to expectations, goals, responsibilities and rights of each party. It also covered access to information 
and publications.
Duration
The study would be longitudinal involving data collection at several points in time, over three months. 
However, this may be extended, subject to the progress of the project towards achieving its goals.
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Methods
The study attempts to implement SPC in a major foodservice chain to achieve Continuous 
Improvement. Moreover, this involves an evaluation of such implementation, identifying its critical 
success factors and possible barriers to such implementation.
Although the pilot study investigated some processes, identified from the quality measurement 
approaches used by the investigated chain, and measured them. This reflected the researcher’s 
position and was carried out for experimental purposes. Bearing in mind that the goals of the 
concerned chain should be considered, the measured operations for the main study will be agreed 
upon by the process owners to reflect the priority they place on the certain quality characteristics, thus 
justifying their inclusion. This would ensure a more effective participation on the part of the 
practitioners and increase their sense of ‘problem ownership’.
Action Research (AR), being a cyclical process, would adapt to the experienced situations, i.e. cycles 
of planning, acting, and refection will be instigated as needed. Dickens and Watkins (1999) observed 
that action plans need to maintain a high degree of adaptability and flexibility to the research setting.
As part of the proposed main study, the staff will be trained in basic statistics to help them understand 
the control charts; a main tool of SPC. During the study, a diary would be kept by the researcher, and 
it is also suggested that process owners keep their own diaries, to record their experience.
Action research is a resourceful methodology in terms of the available methods to use. Several 
methods will be used each serving a certain purpose throughout the various cycles of AR. Zuber- 
Skerritt (1996, p.96) explained the four steps in each cycle:
1- Plan: including problem definition, situation analysis, team vision, and strategic plan.
Interviews', will be used to identify the perceptions of the management and staff towards their role as 
quality controllers and to identify their perceptions towards the proposed implementation of SPC. 
Interviews will cover also staff attitudes and behaviours towards many issues such as job satisfaction, 
empowerment.
Content analysis: will be used for examining operational statistics, marketing reports, and any other 
relevant material.
Research diary will be kept by the research as well as the staff.
Training: this will be offered to the staff to prepare them to collect data and analysing them using 
SPC.
Observations', will be used to determine the quality characteristics to be measured.
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2- Action: i.e. the implementation of the strategic plan
In this stage the actual implementation of SPC will be carried out by the staff.
3- Observation: including monitoring and evaluation
This will include observing the implementation and evaluating it.
4- Reflection: on the results of the evaluation.
Interviews: This will involve interviewing the staff to find out their perceptions of Implementing SPC. 
Content analysis’, this includes examining the relevant operational documents and business reports, 
customer satisfaction surveys, diaries kept by the staff will be examined also.
All research material, e.g. dairies, data collection sheets, interviews recordings and transcripts, will be 
organised to form an audit trail. This would help to build the trustworthiness of the study.
3
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Appendix 4: Project proposal
Project Proposal
Continuous Improvement in Foodservice Operations 
Implementing Statistical Process Control
This research seeks to implement a continuous improvement programme within an operation and measure 
its impact on quality performance, as well as employee attitudes and behaviors.
•  Steering Group
Research team The researcher and his two supervisors.
Kronos Head of Operational Skill and Brand Standards
Area Manager 
Unit Manager
•  Location o f the study
Kronos will propose a store that is willing to participate in the study. The selected store should be a 
typical Kronos operation working under stable conditions. Being accessible to the researcher should be 
taken into consideration i.e. convenient location near [town] or on main rail line through [town]. For the 
evaluation of the effects of the intervention, access to another store, comparable to the one where the 
implementation will take place, may be required. This evaluation may include visits to the store, 
interviewing its service team and checking its operational data.
•  Duration
The projected duration is planned to be three months (July to September 2008). This may vary depending 
on the progress of the project towards achieving its goals. The researcher’s time spent in house with 
Kronos will vary according to the particular stage of research. At the start of the project, more reliance on 
the researcher is to be expected and this reliance would decline in stages. The research aims to see how 
responsibility can be shifted to the staff in a typical business operation.
•  Draft schedule
May Preliminary meeting of steering group
Early July Researcher’s induction.
Measure employees’ attitudes.
Mid July Begin Action Research phase 1: data collection and drawing up control charts
End July Steering Group meeting
Early August Staff training in SPC technique and tools.
Late August Action Research phase 2: Problem prioritization and analysis.
End A ugust Steering Group meeting.
September Action Research phase 3: Widen scope of analysis 
End Sept. Handover to store team.
Measure employees’ attitudes.
Steering Group meeting.
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• Kronos Contribution
This project is based on collaboration between the research group and Kronos. Access to a typical Kronos 
store is provided by Kronos. The researcher will work closely with the service team in a Kronos store to 
implement statistical process control to achieve continuous improvement. Moreover, providing access to 
information and documents as the need arises is anticipated. Notably, Management commitment and 
support are crucial.
•  Benefits for Kronos
The study will offer the following benefits to the company:
• An opportunity to gain insight into how quality is managed and measured.
• Identify how statistical process control can be used in quality measurement and improvement. 
Reports will be delivered and presentations made to managers which summarize the findings of key 
stages in the study as well as providing a set of recommendations.
•  Research group Contribution
The researcher will work closely with the service team in a Kronos store. The continuous improvement 
programme would be implemented by the researcher supported by his supervisors. The whole process 
will be documented and access to this is available to Kronos.
•  Benefits for the research team
This research constitutes a PhD thesis. Publications in the form of academic, practitioners’ journal 
articles, research and study material is expected. This will consider the confidentiality of Kronos.
• Confidentiality
Confidentiality, privacy and anonymity will be ensured in the collection, storage and analysis of research 
material. The company’s name will not be associated in any way with the information collected or with 
the research findings when published, without the express agreement of Kronos.
Any comments or suggestions are welcomed and appreciated.
Should you require further information, please do not hesitate to contact us:
Research Team:
PhD Researcher:
Mohamed Afifi m.afifV@surrev.ac.uk 
Supervisors:
Prof. Peter Jones p.iones@surrev.ac.uk
Dr. Anita Eves a.eves@surrev.ac.uk
University of Surrey
Faculty of Management and Law
Guildford, Surrey
GU2 7XH
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Appendix 5-A: Data collection sheets
List of Tables
Table 1: Dosage check sheet -  Marisa...............................................................  2
Table 2: Dosage check sheet -  Louisa...............................................................  2
Table 3: Tables’ clearance sheet......................................................................... 3
Table 4 Service time sheet................................................................................. 4
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Table 1 Dosage check sheet - Marisa
Marisa
Day
Date //0 8 //0 8 //0 8
Shots’
weight
ml | 11
Time j |
Initial .............. T"'...............i1 ________ [______ j
Total
Average
Range
Table 2 Dosage check sheet - Louisa
Louisa
Day
Date / / »8 //0 8 //0 8
Shots’
weight
.................................".... ...........................................
ml |  ] I [
;i j
Time j | i Ii........... i I
Initial i 1
t r iI I
Total
Average
Range
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Table 3 Tables’ clearance sheet
Tables’ clearance
Week
Area: Ground floor /  First floor
Day
Date
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Time 9:3
0
10:
00
10:
30
11:
00
11:
30
12:
00
12:
30
13:
00
13:
30
14:
00
14:
30
15:
00
15:
30
16:
00
16:
03
No. o f barista
No. o f non 
clear tables
No. o f non 
clear tables 
after 3 
minutes
Initial
Weather
Level o f trade
Level o f sales
Level o f trade:
Total number o f tables:
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Table 4 Service time sheet
Measuring device:
Unit: Minutes/seconds
Day
Date /  /2008
order
Time
Barista
(preparing the order)
Serving time
No. o f barista
Remarks
Attach receipts keeping their order!
4
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Appendix 5-B: Main study data tables and calculations
List of Tables
Table 1: Service time.......................................................................................... 6
Table 2: Dosage check -  Marisa........................................................................  8
Table 3: Dosage check -  Louisa......................................................................... 10
Table 4: Dosage check matrix............................................................................ 11
Table 5: Tables’ clearance -  ground floor..........................................................  12
Table 6: Tables’ clearance -  first floor...............................................................  14
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First process: Service time
Table 1 Service time
Service time
Day/Date f2l l  111! sisiiiii 4 5 Sum Average Range
Wed/6 i® i in 1351111! 70 63 460 92 82
Thu/7 § m g m 30 45 280 56 60
Fri/8 im w egm mggMg.mmi 145 48 447 l??iSSS
Sat/9 WMismmmmmMI1S8IMMmgii i 5 i i i i s i ’Uosi^ si 26
Sun/10 WMMmWM.m&m:mmIMUMmi^JlllS '(mgigffi■mMigm.11211i;: l l
Mon/11 mm§mSoilllllSMIllll| 5 ^ | | | | | | | 1511111WM&IBm §53gg  g 25
Tue/12 i9PIiiliMmm WgglSmW " m S S 93
Wed/13 1 WmMI150 n n M  ilillmmmISH f406f|||gf |$U 2pg§ m m m
Thu/14 m W §S§. IMSSS3 |7 4 f l i l : |9|.;:;illlmmi i ^ s t s 57
Fri/15 u s w m w m . mmm.MWMl ^ p i l l l 69.8 69
Sat/16 MmW. i 7 f  11:11 mmgn | 5 0 i j | i | mmm fi2 4 il|||: ' Il9.igii 37
Sun/17 97 . ::9S:vmv^lSii M lilli |69 |8B ® 51
Mon/18 ■80711|£ f6 5 g lg g 120 100 MM:3 55
Tue/19 ■120^.s|| mmmiwmg 80 1 6 5 1 S I f 3 : ; | | | i | 90
Wed/20 mm WVMm: mm* :.:2891|81' 1 7 ]8 0 S i 72
Thu/21 MggSl W psM mmm.M+llllM  if-',;:;241i||l’:I91II11 28
Fri/22 30 60 M m g |54|11S119.I11I1I 90
Sat/23 liojiiiMSSSSt I^gsgilMimm §§11 Sill 13^4111170
Sun/24 WMlMm ':imjg:X§4WMSMMsWiilKSi |83JJH|
Mon/25 1W1-II 63 isoiii. 82 76 64.20 32
Total 14H.20 1326
* Time is expressed in seconds
Calculating the Control limits 
Variable data ( X  and R Control Charts)
UCL= 5+A2R
LCL= J  +A2R 
So:
UCL= 70.56+ (0.577x66.3)
= 70.56 + 38.25
6
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UCL= 108.81
LCL= 70.56 - (0.577x 66.3)
= 70.56-38.25 
LCL= 32.31
(A2 is constant derived from table ( )  according to the sample size, in this case n =  5)
R Control Chart
UCL= R D4 
LCL = R D 3 
UCL = 66.3x2.115 
UCL = 140.22 
LCL = 66.3x0.000 
LCL = 0
7
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Second process: Dosage check
Table 2 Dosage check - Marisa
Dosage check -  Marisa
Day/Date 1 2 3 Sum Average Range
Wed/6 30 33 28 91 30.33 5
Thu/7 20 20 24 64 21.33 4
Fri/8 20 30 25 75 25 10
Sat/9 30 24 30 84 28 6
Sun/10 27 30 45 102 34 18
Mon/11 18 30 22 70 23.33 12
Tue/12 34 37 50 121 40.33 16
Wed/13 55 28 122 40.66 27
Thu/14 30 :|22| g g g f i 72 24 10
Fri/15 28 1 » I I 1 $ § P 88 29.33 12
Sat/16 W ' l f S i g I ^ S I B S S 14 QMjlmM 7
Sun/17 ■35::;S IS IS ® ;;2 owmM mimgmm tu g g g l l l i i
Mon/18 J32 ||® g l g g i l S I
Tue/19 29 mmmm 42 mmmm 1201 i l l i l l
Wed/20 50 50 27 127 23
Thu/21 34 30 52 116 38.66 22
Fri/22 35 31 37 103 34.33 6
Sat/23 36 40 40 116 38.66 4
Sun/24 40 28 27 95 31.66 13
Mon/25 33 30 30 93 31 3
Total 649.61 241
* Coffee extraction is expressed in millilitre.
Overall average = 32.48 
Overall range =12.05
Calculating the Control limits 
Variable data (X and R Control Charts)
UCL= x +A2R
LCL= J  +A2R 
So:
UCL= 32.48+ (1.023x 12.05)
8
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= 32.48 + 12.32 
UCL= 44.80
LCL= 32.48-(1.023x 12.05)
= 32.48 -  12.32 
LCL= 20.16
(42 is constant derived from table ( ) according to  the sample size, in this case n =  3)
R Control Chart
UCL= R D4 
LCL — R D3 
UCL = 12.05x2.574 
UCL = 31.01 
LCL= 12.05x0.000 
LCL = 0
Calculating the control limits after discarding one data point
UCL= 5 +A2R
LCL= x +A2R 
So:
UCL= 31.76+ (1.023x 12.31)
= 31.76+12.59 
UCL= 44.35
LCL= 31.76-(1.023x12.31)
= 31.76-12.59 
LCL= 19.17
(A2 is constant derived from table ( )  according to  the sample size, in  this case n =  3)
R Control Chart
UCL= R D4 
LCL = R D3 
UCL =12.31x2.574 
UCL = 31.68 
LCL = 12.31x0.000 
LCL = 0
9
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Table 3 Dosage check - Louisa
Dosage check -  Louisa
Day/Date 1 2 3 Sum Average Range
Wed/6 30 40 31 101 33.66 10
Thu/7 33 33 29 95 31.66 4
Fri/8 31 50 30 111 37 20
Sat/9 43 30 28 101 33.66 15
Sun/10 25 30 43 98 32.66 18
Mon/11 38 20 !3SMBMS 78 26 18
Tue/12 28 mcmmrn ill;M zm m c 23.16 WiMMMM-
Wed/13 45 IIMMmSi!mm mm 31.66 20
Thu/14 30 mSMlMMIII © i l l l l IMsjmffgm
32 WMM93I 4
msm/mM f:l§g25|ggf 1 H S 7 S B S iimmgM m m m m ''MSMMmc 12
Sun/17 immmm M U M isim miMmg 16
Mon/18 m m i .is iMM^ MiMW&WSSff MMmmai 'MW5MMC 30
Tue/19 ■ •m.i l l l CM WSMi IIII lillll mcMsMiC
Wed/20 H4-KIS■mmmx. m m m i iimimmilM.
Thu/21 20 C-'yi&W mmm immmm
Fri/22 33 WiMMM 24 102 34 21
Sat/23 28 34 30.5 92.5 30.83 6
Sun/24 35 37 24 96 32 13
Mon/25 45 30 34 109 36.33 15
Total 636.25 284
* Coffee extraction is expressed in millilitre.
Calculating the Control limits 
Variables Data ( X  and R Control Charts)
UCL= J  +A2R
LCL= x +A2R 
So:
UCL= 31.81+ (1.023x 14.2)
= 31.81 + 14.52 
UCL= 46.33
LCL= 31.81 -(1.023 x 14.2)
= 31.81-14.52 
LCL= 17.29
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\A2 is constant derived from table ( )  according to the sample size, in this case n =  3)
R Control Chart
UCL= R D4 
LCL = j?D 3 
UCL =14.2x2.574 
UCL = 36.55 
LCL = 14.2x0.000 
LCL = 0
Table 4 Dosage check matrix
Date & Time Machine Our Grind Their Grind
4/9-12:30 Our Marisa ma® figMSSi 50
4/9-14:45 Their Marisa W SM M M 50
5/9-11:45 Our Marisa 'imwSMMiMSS:miM VM iii 50
5/9-15:15 Their Marisa 40 WSMWM. 42
Date & Time Coffee Machine Our Grind Their Grind
4/9-12:30 Our Louisa P S S i S i l 46
5/9-14:45 Our Louisa §m i§0ffg i W IS ^ S M 50
Machine Our Grind Their Grind
Our store Louisa
Basingstoke Louisa
Our store Marisa 21 32
Basingstoke Marisa 23
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Third process: Tables’ clearance
Table 5 Tables’ clearance -  ground floor
Tables’ clearance - ground floor 
15 tables
Date Non cleared tables Non cleared after 3 minutes
6/8
7/8
8/8 2
9/8 2
10/8
11/8 5
12/8 4
13/8 9
14/8 7
15/8 14
16/8
17/8 5
18/8 i i i i i i i i a ^
19/8 1 1 ^
20/8 3
21/8
22/8 111:1
23/8 7
24/8 7 2
25/8 14 9
Total 269 113
Calculating the control limits
CL= np
UCL = rip +3 ^n p (  1 -  p )
LCL = rip-3y]rip(l-p)
rip equals the number o f defective units in all samples divided by the number o f samples taken
(Amsden et al., 1991, p. 160).
np=  113/20
rip =5.65
.. CL = 5.65
UCL = rip +3 *Jrip(\ -  p )
= 5.65+3 ^r ipx( l -r ip /r i )
= 5.65 + 3 yj5.65x (1-5.65/15)
= 5.65 + 3 ^5.65 x  (1-0.37)
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= 5.65 + 3 ^5.65*0.63
= 5.65 + 3 7 ^ 5 5  
= 5.65 + 3 *1.88 
= 5.65 + 5.64 
UCL = 11.29
LCL = n p - 3 ^ n p ( \ - p )
= 5.65-5.64 
LCL = 0.01
Recalculating the limits after discarding one data point of 15/8; 14. 
113 -14 = 99
UCL = np +3 si rip (I -  p )
= 5.21+3 -yjripx (1 -r ip In )
= 5.21+3 75..21*(1-5.21/15)
= 5.21 + 3 75.21*(1-0 .35 )
= 5.21+3 75.21*0.65
= 5.21 + 3 7 3 3 8  
= 5.21+3*1.83 
= 5.21 + 5.49 
UCL = 10.7
LCL = rip -  37wj?0 -  p)
= 5.21-5.49 
LCL = -0.28 
Then the LCL is zero
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Table 6 Tables’ clearance -  first floor
Tables’ clearance - first floor 
12 tables
Date None cleared tables Non cleared after 3 minutes
6/8
7/8
8/8
9/8 16
10/8
11/8
12/8
13/8 12
14/8
15/8 11
16/8
17/8
18/8
19/8
20/8 13
21/8 4
22/8
23/8
24/8 4
25/8 16
TOTAL 220 159
Calculating the control limits
CL= rip
UCL = np +3 sJnpQ. -  p )
LCL = n p - 3 f r i p ( \ - p )
rip equals the number o f defective units in all samples divided by the number o f samples taken
(Amsden et al., 1991, p. 160).
rip =159/20
rip = 7.95
.*. CL = 7.95
UCL = rip +3 y/ripQ. -  p )
= 7.95 + 3 ^Jripx(l-rip/ri)
= 7.95 + 3 ^7.95* (1-7 .95/12)
= 7.95 + 3 -/7.95X (1-0.66)
= 7.95 + 3 ^7.95x0.34
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= 7.95 + 372/70 
= 7.95 + 3 *1.64 
= 7.95 + 4.92 
UCL =12.87
LCL = n p - 3 ^ n p ( \ - p )
= 7.95 - 4.92 
LCL = 3.03
15
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Appendix 6-A: Interview guide - Main study
Charles’ interview -  Store manager
What is your experience in food service?
In what capacity?
Your experience as a manager
Have you been trained to be a manager in a Kronos store?
What kind of training a manager takes? What areas; human relations, operations? 
As a manager do you have training from time to time?
The job
What do you think of the job:
As for money- manager invective 
As for future
Do you think the money is good for the staff? Incentive is good for the staff?
Why not cash incentive?
What is the biggest challenge for you in this store?
Tell me about when you asked for envelop for the Christmas card gift?
When do you see yourself more productive on the floor or in the office?
When your staff see you more productive?
The chain
Turnover, any breakdown, what is OJE?
Have you been informed when the delivery time was changed?
Have you informed the team, every one? Have you delegated this to any one and made sure it is done? 
Labour cost, you work with your hand? Is that to cover shortages or to keep labour cost down? 
Turnover: Does it affect the store/ In what way, training 
Why do you think Halina, Salvatore, Willem, left?
How many ideas have you got from the staff within the last months, how many is achieved?
Have you noticed any deviant behaviour; against the store: examples excessive barks, absenteeism, 
theft, attacking customers, bullying colleagues.
You designed staff feed back from in the start of the research, did you use it? What happened in it? 
The project
How do you see the statistical process control?
You told me once about the problem is how to do in busy periods and in slack ones how to motivate 
them to do it.
Was difficult or easy?
Why do you think it is difficult?
Do you see potential for it? In what terms?
Did you keep a diary? Why not? Did you read the material I gave to you?
Demographics 
Age- Education
1
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Appendix 6-B: sample of interview transcript -  Main study
Nicholas’ interview-Team member
MA: = Interviewer, Mohamed Afifi
N : = Nicholas, interviewee
MA: First of all, for how long have you been working for Kronos?
N: I’ve been working for Kronos for ... two-and-a-half years. If I reach this Christmas
that’s going to be my third Christmas.
MA: And before Cost did you ever work in any food service operation?
N: Food service operation, no.
MA: OK, so Kronos was your first...
N: My first food operation, store yeah.
MA: OK. And how did you apply to Kronos?
N: I applied for Kronos by ... I came in, there was a manager called Ambo, he gave me an
application form, and then he said, ‘We desperately need staff, so if you could fill in the 
application form ... ’
MA: What made you, in the first place, step into Kronos?
N: Because it was a sunny day and I needed a drink. And then I just walked into Kronos, I
was looking for a job, and then there was a sign saying, ‘We need jobs’ and I just
walked in and said, ‘Any chance you guys have any jobs’ and then they said, ‘Yes, we 
desperately need staff.’ And then they said, ‘Quickly, quickly, fill in this application
form.’ It was a Saturday, so you know, everything was busy. I just filled it in, [Kegan]
took it and said, ‘Looks good. Interview on Tuesday, 6.30. Be there.’
MA: Was that here in this store?
N: Yes.
MA: So after almost three years of working for Kronos, how do you feel about the
experience of working for Kronos?
N: It’s been very, very, very helpful, definitely very educating. I’ve learnt a lot about
people, dealing with customers, talking to customers, just generally how to deal with 
team members, I’ve learnt that not every job you get is going to be perfect, but as long 
as you know how to do your job ... you treat other people like you want to be treated 
behind the bar or whatever it is, you will get somewhere. Just do your job properly, 
treat other people like you want to be treated, you’re definitely always, always going to 
meet challenges, like people who you might feel are different characters so you clash, 
but you can deal with it as long as you do your job, treat other people like you want to 
be treated, everything will go well.
MA: Have you ever thought about working for another chain?
2
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N: Chain as in different branch or different...
MA: I mean outside Kronos.
N: Yeah, I have. I applied to about three jobs b u t...
MA: By other chains I mean Nero for example.
N: No. I saw at Kronos the job wasn’t ... it was challenging, but not hard, so that kept me
going. The fact that the job is challenging, you know, it was hard but challenging, so 
you know when you get a challenge every time, you feel like you have to be on top of
the challenge so it keeps on retaining you, and Starbucks and all the other branches are
not that challenging - 1 don’t think they are.
MA: How could you tell?
N: Because when I went into Starbucks the way they perceive their ... products and
customers, is different. In Kronos we have an open, you know, customers can see us 
making drinks, you can see what’s being done behind the till, they offer you everything 
nicely, WiFi everything; when I was in Starbucks, everything is done behind closed 
doors. Hot chocolates are just served to you, you don’t even know where they came 
from, who put their hands in your cup.
MA: So you like Kronos now because it is customer interaction?
N: Yes, definitely. More open, customer interaction, I like the brand. Italian brand,
everyone loves Italian coffee. The Italians have that natural... it’s just there, the brand, 
Italian, everything, I loved it.
MA: And after working for almost three years, do you still find it challenging?
N: <Pause> I find ... I wouldn’t say I get bored, but I’m finding that the challenges I’m
facing now are not about the job anymore, it’s about ... as I say, do people really 
appreciate me as much as they used to appreciate me? Because nothing’s changed. I’m 
still doing the same jobs, the same way I’ve been doing it, under different managers,
different staff. I’ve seen more than fifteen different staff come and leave, and I’m still
here. But the fact I find it more challenging now is, the people that are here now, are 
they appreciating me more than the other people, and I’m finding that they don’t. 
People used to appreciate me. Now it’s ... with people not the job.
MA: OK. So now what you are facing is the challenges of working, being part of a team,
while people change, and different management styles come to you?
N: Yes
MA: More than the job itself.
N: Yes, yes. different management. I’m finding management has become more, what can I
say, a regime, it’s now a regime to pressurise workers into becoming strict models, 
strict... structures, and I find also authoritarian kind of rule, like dictating kind of rule, 
I find it harder to work than ... letting your staff know what you want but letting them 
do it on their own, instead of trying to ... mechanize everyone into place
MA: OK. So what do you think the thing that keeps you working for Kronos?
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N: Definitely some of the people I work with, definitely. Generally here it’s not the worst
place. Kronos, if I had to work in a Kronos I would, but I ’m finding tha t... as times are 
changing, I’m now questioning myself, am I still facing that challenge that was the 
same when I started, or is it now a matter of I should move on? That’s one of the main 
challenges I’m facing.
MA: you work as a part time?
N: Yeah. And the other fact is, I forgot, one more, was that when I started I was working
weekends only, so I just worked Saturday and Sunday, Saturday and Sunday, Saturday
and Sunday, but the past, since January, since I finished college, I’m working full time
now, so people might think I’ve been here three years but I’ve only been here three 
years working part-time, Saturday Sunday, Saturday Sunday.
MA: So now you’ve finished your college and you’re doing your gap year?
N: Yes.
MA: And then you’ll go to university?
N: Yes.
MA: What will be your major in university?
N: I’m going to be studying Law.
MA: Did you ever think about studying something about hospitality and food service
operations? Something specialised?
N: Probably something linked to hospitality, which will probably be business. I did think
about studying business, but I have downfalls in business, like I’m not that good with 
figures. I’m good but not amazing with figures, I’m more of a letters kind of person, I 
like writing stuff.
MA: I’m asking because have you ever considered such a job as a career not just for part
time, and making some money?
N: Looking at past experiences, other team members, no.
MA: You wouldn’t consider that as a career?
N: I wouldn’t consider it as a career.
M Why?
N: I would actually not recommend it as a career.
MA: Why?
N: Because ... the challenges you face in Kronos cannot... you can only face so much in
Kronos. After a while it’s now a matter of do you still want to face the same challenges 
or do you want bigger challenges? Kronos, the challenges stay the same. It’s your 
attitude that changes. That’s what changes in Kronos. The challenges are always the 
same. That is to say the difference is what’s your attitude to the challenges? Do you still 
want the same challenges, or do you want totally different challenges now.. .change?
4
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MA:
N:
MA:
N:
MA:
N:
MA:
N:
MA:
N:
MA:
N:
MA:
N:
MA:
N:
So you want something bigger than Kronos?
Yeah. I wouldn’t say bigger, but something complex, different.
So what comes to your mind right now, as a career that offers such a challenge? Any 
example. Like maybe you try it even for a while ...
Working in an office. Now I’ve done a practical job in Kronos, I want to know how it 
feels to work in an office. I have applied for three jobs, one of them is being a financial 
assistant helping out with figures, talking to customers on the phone. The other one was 
working in a bank as a bank cash teller.
So you still go to another place but you still want the customer interaction?
Yes
So you like it much -  you can’t live without it? <Laughs>
Customer interaction, you can’t live without it. The more you find yourself with 
customer interaction, the more you love it, because you have that connection with 
people. You know just , you want that connection from people.
What about the connection with your team members, colleagues? How do you regard it, 
how do you perceive them?
Team members and colleagues generally, retail, communication is one of the downfalls 
in retail, and I’m finding in Kronos communication is really good with certain team 
members because of their characters. I can relate to them. However, with the 
management I feel it’s become more of a regime. It’s not about how you feel, it’s not 
about what’s your style, it’s not about what you think, it’s not about what kind of ideas 
you have, it’s about what we’re giving you all the time.
I feel interaction is good, 50/50 interaction is good. I say can we do this? They say, 
‘Yes, we will think about it.’ And then they say, ‘We’ve got our answer. We’ll do my 
style.’ But now it’s just, ‘Do this. Do this. Do this. Do this.’
When you say now, what do you mean by now?
As in the current management.
So when you say ‘now’ you have been comparing in your mind with previous 
experience of management and ...
And staff, yeah.
OK. Because I don’t know the previous one, what would you describe as previous 
management style?
Previous management style was [Renata], she’s now working next door, she was very 
hardworking, very hardworking in the fact that she regarded customers as important as 
the staff, so whatever or whenever anybody had a problem or whatever, she would sit 
down with you and interact with you -  how do you feel about the business; how do you 
feel ... I’m coming up to you, do you prefer want me to talk to you when I’m behind 
the till? Do you prefer me to just print receipts? That kind of style. Regarding 
customers as important as staff, because staff, you can only get so much business by
5
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MA:
N:
MA:
N:
MA:
N:
MA:
N:
MA:
N:
MA:
N:
<Laughter>
MA:
N:
MA:
boosting your staff incentives just as much as you boost your customers’. Now it’s just 
customer and management throwing things at staff. That’s how I feel personally, yeah.
[Renata] was a manager here for how long?
[Renata] was manager here for about five months.
And now she is a manager at Watersones?
Yes.
OK. Let’s talk about financial terms. How do you think about your wage or salary at 
Kronos?
Can I be bluntly honest?
Yes, say what you think.
Kronos wages are not good, definitely not good, and I’ve found that the main reason 
why staff come and go definitely, every store, every branch I’ve been in, the main 
reason why people leave is definitely wage. Wage compared to work is completely 
different. Wage is pathetic compared to how we work. Looking at the current rate, 
£5.53, in an economic environment like this, £5.53 is definitely, definitely nothing. 
Worse if you’re a team member. Team leader, £5.85 for extra responsibilities. You’re 
still on £5. It’s pathetic. I’ve seen more than fifteen staff come and leave and the main 
reason, main reason, has definitely been wage. Yeah.
OK, and are you getting other benefits from Kronos besides your salary?
External benefits, like 50% discount in your store and free hot drinks. However ... the 
benefits are only for me, they’re ... a way of trying to cover up for the actual wage, the 
actual goal, you know what I mean? So for me, as much as the benefits are incredible, 
it’s still a distraction away from the real problem, which I feel is the wage compared to 
all the other factors.
And what do you think about chances for promotion?
Personally I would have loved promotion, but looking at the current management and 
the way they manage, the morals and values I believe in, I don’t think there’s ... no 
chance of promotion, no chance at all! NO chance, I repeat for the forth time, no chance!
Is that just for you, or for anyone?
This one is based on me. I find that one more thing I would definitely say is that my 
promotion chances are definitely naught is because the expectation as well, one of the 
things they keep on mentioning to me is that I’ve been working here for three years but 
they don’t realise that even though I’ve been working here for three years, I’ve only 
been working part time, sometimes even one day a week, so things change when I’m 
not here six days a week. By the time I come back it’s more me catching up, do you 
know what I mean? So when times have changed, I’ve always had to catch up. Now 
I’m working full time they expect so much! Three years is a figure.
Yes, but actually it was not three years.
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Yeah.
OK. So if you become a manager, what would you change in Kronos?
I’m a really theoretical person, certain styles ... I feel the current management has big, 
big plusses and big, big minuses. It’s about finding that balance for me. First things first, 
I would boost staff moral, definitely one of the factors I’d need to look at. I would look 
at things like ... hitting targets, with staff benefits. Like for example I’ve gone into 
other stores, I’ve noticed what they do. What they do is they have certain targets, if 
people can hit 80% of drinks medium or large, you get a free sandwich at the end of the 
week. Here that sandwich could have gone for waste, but I’ve noticed in other stores, 
everyone is hitting 80%. Here people are hitting 50%, 60%, 50%, 60%. And a second 
one is ... staff communication. Aggression is one of the main downfalls in this place. 
Aggression. The way management rant to you, if there is something going on, 
aggression. Aggression is a critical factor. Don’t use aggression, use communication 
with your people, tell them, ‘Sit down. I like the way you work, that’s a plus. You’re a 
good staff, I wish to have you here, but please avoid doing this. This is distracting my 
view of you, so do not do this.’ Here, current management, they hit things, they start 
punching things, they start going red, they start shouting at you, they start telling you, 
‘We’ve seen you doing this!’ Negatives, negatives, negatives, and by the end of the day 
you tend to just do the job; you don’t do it with your heart. You just come in and do the 
job and leave. Come in, do the job and leave.
Talking about communication between staff and management, to my knowledge you 
have staff meetings here on Sundays or whatever when you sit down with your 
management, everyone from the team, and you talk.
Yes.
Have you ever tried to bring to the attention of management your concerns about the 
communication, about the way they treat you as staff, individually or as a group? Have 
you ever thought about that?
Five times we’ve had discussions with the management. Five times.
We? Who are we?
We as in ... that’s a good question. What I think actually, why I would say there’s bad 
communication is that not everyone is speaking. There is channels of speaking. People 
tend to go up to the more confident people and say, ‘Yeah, can you tell them this?’ And 
when it keeps on coming from the same people, people start viewing you as a problem, 
because you’re their conflict.
You’re the one who comes to the surface.
You’re the one that’s more confident, you stick up for people, and that’s one of the 
reasons why people, I find, ... people tend to find me here, now that I’ve been here for 
a long time, as a problem, more than a benefit. Because I speak. And if you ask any 
management or whatever, they will tell you, ‘Nicholas speaks.’ They will tell you that.
So five times you’ve tried to approach management.
Five times, and management five times we’ve been promised there will be changes, and 
five times we haven’t noticed any change. The change has been short term, lasts for
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about two days, it’s gone. Back to the old regime, controlling, controlling, pinching, 
mechanicing, panel beating people into place.
One other thing I needed to mention as well was that one of the downfalls I see is 
management in this place, communication, another one is atmosphere. Atmosphere for 
me is important, when you come into work I want people to feel free to work, work 
with their hearts, not just with their brains. It’s a different thing working with your brain 
and working with your brain and heart. You tend to see small differences that you make 
a difference. Here the atmosphere is bad. All that happens is that you tend to be 
encouraged to use your brain a lot, and then when it comes to things that make the 
atmosphere, like your heart, putting your heart into your work, never, it never happens 
around here: never!
Because you are working, to my knowledge, in another store which is also affiliated to 
Kronos, Cranleigh, so we have been working with two different stores, we have been 
trying to focus on perception more on this store -  your work sitting here right now, how 
would you regard your experience in Cranleigh? That is still Kronos operation?
Yes, definitely differences. In Cranleigh the big plus is definitely atmosphere. 
Everyone’s relaxed. There is no dictatorship. You work if you, they tell you what they 
want you to say: ‘medium or large. Please, make sure you say “medium or large? Cakes 
and muffins?”’ And then they put you to the front and let you feel free to sell things. 
Here, you’re being watched 24/7. It’s like Big Brother. And when you make a mistake, 
aggression is put into it. And then when there’s aggression there’s no communication. 
When there’s no communication, it becomes bad atmosphere. Definitely atmosphere 
there’s a difference, the second one would be staff incentives. There you work for goals, 
you work for goals and rewards.
In Cranleigh?
Yes. In Cranleigh ... what role did I say? Each staff gets the chance to ask for five 
minutes on a shift just to relax for a bit and come back in fresh, here it’s only smoking 
people that get breaks. The people that don’t smoke and don’t get five minute breaks, 
they’re not appreciated. They work the whole shift, eight hours straight. The only break 
they have is thirty minutes. Whereas other smoking people, which includes all the 
management, and I quote, all the management, they don’t see that the other people 
don’t get those five minute breaks.
You’ll have to start smoking! <Laughs> Maybe you’ll have to think about that!
I have mentioned that as a joke!
This is something interesting because I’m sure in other work places it will be the same, 
nobody thinks about the ones that are non-smokers.
Yes. And one thing I noticed as well, when people in other stores tend to notice that this 
person’s tired, they tend to give you the incentive to say, ‘Do you want a small break?’ 
You go. Here, you work on till, you work on floor, you do this, and if you don’t smoke, 
tough luck, you go through the whole day, and coffees and bar.
But financially it is the same, because it is the same chain? It’s the same wage.
Yes, financially it’s the same wage. Because it is the same chain I’m in, it’s the same 
wage.
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MA: Same wage, same job, just the atmosphere is different?
N: Atmosphere’s different.
MA: So you feel more relaxed working for Cranleigh than working here?
N: Erm <pause> to a large extent yes. Yeah.
MA: OK. It’s interesting because now we have been talking about communication between
the management and staff, remuneration (salaries and wages), and not a very 
encouraging and promoting atmosphere, but you’re still working for Kronos.
N: Yes. One of the main reasons I’m still in Kronos is I’m working behind the bar, I’ve
found that at the end of the day you all face the same challenges; it’s your attitude that 
changes. And my attitude towards certain team members has become incredible. The 
way friendships develop ... it’s not only the work, friendships develop behind the bar. I 
swear to you. You meet people who you never thought ... would face the same 
challenges with you, you become friends, not just at work, but outside of work; and 
that’s one of the main reasons. I’ve met one of the most caring, loving people behind 
the bar. It’s social, social, you know? And even though, like I said, the job is 
challenging, I found that it’s just my attitude that’s changes, so I still feel like the job is 
still there; it’s my attitude that keeps on changing. So I’m still in the job.
Wage: wage sometimes is the main factor that can make me leave this place. However, 
at the same time, it’s not the only factor. Management sometimes, I thought specially 
previous managers, they’ve given us small rewards. Not big! You know, when I say 
rewards I don’t mean big rewards like cash or whatever. They’ve given us so many 
small rewards that I’ve felt like it’s compelled me that I love this job, I love the social 
incentives in this job like treating staff... until now. That’s when I’m having to think 
twice.
MA: OK. And thinking about, if you’ve got an idea about improving your work or your
performance, would you go to the management...
N: May I correct you and say ideas of improving my work.
MA: Yes, do you have any comments about, remarks about any other things that you see it as
a kind of shortfall or shortcoming, would you go to the management and tell them?
N: Do you want the truthful answer or a lie?
MA: Yes, the answer you would answer for yourself.
N: NO.
MA: Why?
N: Because ... <pause> I feel like I’m one of the ... because I’ve been working here for so
long, people know my feelings. You cannot hide body language, you cannot hide your 
feelings, people know Nicholas, they know my feelings, they know how I work, they 
know my downfalls my upfalls, so when I do speak, that is ... that becomes more 
something used against me than for me. People see experience, some people find 
experience intimidating, so when I do speak that becomes my downfall, people use that 
against me. I feel like the management can use, and do use, that against me.
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MA: But in the case of you approaching the management with an idea for the business, about
how you improve your practice, would you go and tell someone about it and feel free to 
discuss it with them, without being afraid of being underestimated or whatever?
N: Truthfully, no.
MA: So if you got a really good idea about your work, would you keep it to yourself, just
ignore it, or what do you do?
N: 98% of the times I keep it to myself.
MA: Even if you feel that it can be something that really ...
N: Yes
MA: ... can add to Kronos, not just to yourself.
N: Yes, yes. <Pause> Why I feel like this is because some of the arguments I’ve had have
become so petty, when you find yourself arguing with management about bins, about 
putting cardboard boxes in bins instead of putting them outside, it becomes the most 
piteous things you argue about. You argue about... you get suspended over things like 
tips, giving tips at change, when it’s been a practice that’s been going on under three 
previous management I’ve had, and then, as I say, when it does happen ... as a practice
it becomes the norm under three previous managers, I’m not ... told to, I’m not
communicated with, all there is is just ... you know ... action, action ... no warnings, 
no communication, just action. You’re suspended. Nothing else.
MA: What do you mean about tips being given as change?
N: Basically, if you closed the till and the customer tells you, ‘20p short, you haven’t given
me this’ or a customer comes in and they want to buy a medium drink but they’re 5p 
short, there’s about five lps in there so you just add five lps and put them in the till and 
the customers, with their determination, they can have their drink.
MA: So this was an issue with the management?
N: Yeah. You argue about the pettiest, I mean the smallest things, instead of
communicating about it. In communication they will tell you aggressive approach is the 
way to approach things, but I believe that aggression only deters people from 
communication. They don’t realise this. They think they’re communicating, but what 
they’re doing is having an aggressive dictatorial approach to things; they’re not 
communicating.
Sorry, I’m losing you in the questions, I keep on talking and talking.
MA: No, no, that’s what I want, exactly. You should talk more than me, of course.
Coming on to Kronos standards and quality and measurement. What does quality mean 
for you?
N: For me? Good question. That’s one of my downfalls in this place. One of the values I
believe in is quality is ... making something acceptable not only to the customer but to 
the person behind the bar. When I say quality as well, for me quality is a definition of 
having speed and quality, and I underline the word and quality, speed and quality. 
Whereas I find specially with the current regime, it’s more of, to a large extent, speed,
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and then 25% quality. I’ve worked in many other different stores, and I’ve found that 
you can have the biggest speed in the world but if the quality is not acceptable to the 
drink maker and the customer, then we’re losing the whole ... what my definition of 
quality is.
OK. So how it is in Kronos is making sure that quality is given to the customers?
Definitely, by using incentives such as mystery guest. Mystery guest helps with the 
quality because all the time you feel your drinks have to be up to standard, you never 
know who’s checking. The other thing I would probably say is ... definitely equal 
chances, giving all staff members a chance to go on coffees definitely improves the 
quality. Because not only do you get certain team members that are good at it, you get 
the whole team having exposure to boost their quality or get lessons to up their quality. 
And another way I would say Kronos is learning to improve quality is that ... every 
month publication of ... mails and newsletters, even though staff are not being given 
these newsletters all the time, quality is being improved by producing these newsletters 
that state that ... food wrappers have to be opened, food wrappers have to be certain 
temperatures, paninis have to be three-and-a-half minutes ...
These are standards, OK?
Yes.
So by having the standards, you would improve quality, by improving standards?
Yes.
So how do you make sure that everybody, or yourself, is adhering to the standard?
Usually by <pause> I tend to ... <pause> ask. I do ask. I won’t say I ask all the time, 
but regularly I will have a question about if there’s a new standard, how it needs to be 
done. From management, I ask from management, or somebody who I know is up to 
standard.
So by asking the others about implementing standards. OK. And what do you think of 
the quality audit, done by the area manager
Quality audit... I think it’s, generally, impressive. Here quality audit is done by as I say 
the management, they’re good with figures, they know how to boost sales, which is 
good. Quality audit is perfect here, or I would say impressive. Impressive.
When the area manager comes, do you feel pressure when he starts to have a look 
around from behind the counter?
I feel generally there will always be pressure, because nothing, as I say, nowhere is 
there ever going to be 100% quality or standard all the time. However, I feel very good 
when it comes because I know generally we’re not bad quality or standards; we’re 
doing about 90% of what needs to be done. 90-95% we’re doing it. Of course maybe 
there will be 5%, like sometimes when you did the washing and you forgot to clear 
trays and stuff, but 90-95% we are hitting quality and standards.
Do you have, for example after audits have been done and a report has been produced, 
do you have a discussion with the management about where we did bad, where we did 
good?
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N: No, we don’t have that.
MA: So how do you know that we did good, or didn’t?
N: We know generally by ... talking to the assistant manager and asking him, because I
find the assistant manager, he is more hands on, whereas the manager, even though he’s 
hands on, the other figures are hanging around his head, so I usually ask from the 
assistant manager, ‘Are we doing good? Are we doing good compared to the other 
stores? What do you feel we are in sales: are we doing amazing, are we doing excellent, 
are we doing below average or are we doing pathetic?’ So I tend to ask the assistant 
manager.
MA: And what is your perception of the mystery shopper? Do you think it is a good system?
N: Definitely a good system, for hospitality standards do need to be kept up, so mystery
guest is a big ... it is a big action, that definitely needs to be taken all the time, and it is 
definitely a good thing, definitely no t...
MA: Did you ever think that it may have shortcomings?
N: Yes. Finer details, like I’ve noticed with the mystery customer, some of the finer details
can be as minute as saying, ‘You need to make positive contact with the customer in the 
line’ and I feel like 98% of the time, in the day, I can make positive contact; however, 
2% due to factors such as you may be tired or you may have been on till a long time, 
you can just about... uncontrollable factors, you can just about you know do things fast 
or forget to do a small thing like eye contact and then that becomes your downfall if it’s 
a mystery customer.
MA: It’s not a fair chance?
N: Yeah, it’s not a fair chance. 98% of it you’re guaranteed I will try my best, but when
there’s a rush in, this becomes more of a speed thing to catch up with the customers and 
all these things.
MA: If Kronos is thinking about introducing an approach to quality measurement, ones
where you and your team are measuring your performance, not just when others are 
coming to the store to measure you; what do you think of that concept of self­
measurement ... I mean measured by yourself and measured by other colleagues?
N: Definitely confidential self-management can be used, definitely. Like giving all the
staff forms to fill in about... or a suggestion box or something like that, to say certain 
things. However, with suggestion boxes I feel even if there’s a suggestion box, people 
still feel unconfident to even put a suggestion because we know the attitude and the 
character of the management, so whenever we do, whatever attempts you have, you feel 
as if it’s neglection. There will be no consideration, nothing.
MA: OK. If you have the chance for example to measure your adherence to the standards
and measure your colleagues, do you accept that and do you think your colleagues 
would accept it?
N: Would that be anonymous or ...
MA: It would be anonymous but it would be a kind of objective one, not subjective one,
because it would depend on collecting that operational data.
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N: Yes, I feel what you’re saying is one of the things that needs to be done to improve
communication. Things such as I’ve seen this thing where to improve communication 
within the team people put a paper behind someone’s back, just before a staff meeting, 
to boost staff moral and staff communication. Everyone gets a paper sticking on their 
back and everyone grabs a pen and they ask you, ‘Write whatever you want to write 
about the person you see with the paper on their back’ and we’ve all got papers so I will 
come up to you, Mohamed, and say, ‘Hard working, needs to be consistent on this.’ I’ll 
just tell you what I think is your downfall and your upfall, and then you won’t know 
who wrote it because you can’t see what’s on your back, people just come and write 
things, different pens, different markers, different everything. And not only does that 
person know how you feel nicely, because they can’t see it, it’s one of the things that 
can break barriers between people, not just management having to bash in the holes to 
gives staff what they feel needs to be done, without staff having to get the chance to ... 
also come back to the managers and report that. It’s just managers giving out, just a 
one-way issue.
And one more thing, notice this, if there is promotion, it’s going to be suppressed 
promotion. By suppressed promotion I mean the people that do get promoted are the 
willing, not the most able communicators in the team. Why? Because I feel they will be 
promoted because they don’t always stand up for what they believe in. They will tell 
you what they believe in, as a colleague behind the bar, and whispering to you; but to 
the management ... Because they know you will say something. But the management 
will find you as a problem, because you communicate and they can’t communicate. 
So ... you know ...
I guess working in the current regime, that’s the whole difference, that’s one of my 
downfalls, being able to talk in a team, being able to communicate as in being able to 
tell the management what I feel is affecting the team or affecting me as a team member. 
That’s definitely what I would say is one of my downfalls. If I was somebody who was 
unable to communicate and just ...adapted my values for anything that’s thrown at me, 
who knows where I would be? I would probably be the most important person in this 
team. But because I am an able communicator and I am definitely guaranteed to know 
that Nicholas, if there is something going on, he will come out and he will say, ‘Yeah, 
this is affecting us.’ Not being a problem, but letting people know where the staff are, 
what’s their position on certain things. And you’re guaranteed as well, 70% of the time 
I will say it’s impressive, I will say it’s a good ... if it’s good I will tell you it’s good. 
But if it’s bad 30% of that time, that’s when people ... keep an eye on you and say, 
‘Yeah, he’s the problem.’ Yeah.
MA: Something just came to my mind. It has to do with communication but maybe in
another direction. Do you know when the delivery comes these days?
N: Yes, it comes every day, in the evening, at about 2am, 3 am, early, early morning.
MA: How did you know that?
N: I learnt about that by asking the assistant manager after I noticed that by midday all
sandwiches would be finished and I would report that things are finished and he’d say,
‘Yeah, we know’, and I said, ‘How do you know? What’s up with the delivery?’ And 
he said, ‘Ah, because we’re getting the delivery early, early in the morning, 6.30, 7am 
when we open, we are already selling things, so by 3pm things are finished.’
MA: Did you ask him when that staff, that changeover happened
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I know, as I say, I didn’t have to ask because I noticed that two days before, that’s when 
it started happening. And then by the third day I had questions.
So the period between the change of the system and ... you start to know about it by 
asking? It’s about how many days?
Mhm. Three days.
Three days. But nobody say came just direct to the staff and said ... no? OK.
There were reactions, like you would notice that by about 8.30 things, orders of 
sandwiches are already filled in, the milk is already being placed everywhere. So I 
thought maybe the times of delivery had slightly moved, but I hadn’t realised that also 
the delivery people are doing everything as well. They’re stacking everything, they’re 
putting milks in milks, food in food.
So again if you have to improve something about the store, it would be?
If I had to improve, definitely staff incentives. I feel like staff now are having to work 
under ... you know, a sort of not rewarding atmosphere. You just work for your money, 
for every hour and leave. And don’t get me wrong, I’ve had more than 15 staff come 
and leave and of the ones that have come and leave, the most have come and left under 
the current regime. And I know why. Because they can’t retain their staff. One of their 
biggest plusses is th a t... they inherited a team that was created by past managers. The 
past managers knew, they knew the most crucial thing to a business, to upping business, 
was keeping crucial staff. Don’t get me wrong, people did leave, but keeping crucial 
staff by using certain incentives to keep them and make sure they’re up to date by 
telling them, ‘Yes, this month our target is this. I need you to be with me on this. We’re 
going to be doing this together. And if we achieve this target, you’re going to get this.’ 
So we worked at goals and we all worked hard and happy, but now it’s just, ‘Do this, do 
this, do this.’ A problem? ‘Why are you doing this? Why? You should know this! 
You’re not doing this.’ For £5.53, you work an eight hour shift, you leave. If there is 
anything ... you know.
Do you think it affects you when you see other staff coming and going, coming and 
going?
Definitely it affects reactions as soon as they leave. Certain staff, I see them now and 
they tell me how even though they may miss certain elements of Kronos, they’re glad 
they moved on. Because challenges in Kronos don’t change, it’s your attitude that 
changes. And you only realise that if you’ve worked a long time, or you’ve left. If it’s 
the first time you’ve worked, you feel like the challenge is still there, you’re having to 
catch up. But after a while, it’s your attitude that changes, or if your attitude doesn’t 
change it’s from experience, it’s when you leave that you know ... that view comes into 
your head.
Do you talk to your other colleagues about such problems?
Certain colleagues, yes. Actually, why am I saying certain colleagues? All colleagues 
yes. We talk behind the bar when management is not there, basically. We talk about the 
problems we’re facing, what perceptions we’re having, or if there is a problem where is 
the problem coming from? Is it our problem, or is it problem with the management? 
You know.
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Do you have anything else to add, or did you expect me to ask you about something and 
I didn’t?
I just want to say th a t... I find that working in this store, business is good. Customers 
are coming. We’re generally doing good, sales-wise, but I feel ... if certain balances of 
management can change, specially, specially the segment of having to treat your staff 
and make them feel like they can sell more, they can feel free to go outside and sell 
Frescatos so more customers come in and buy Frascatos, certain incentives like that, 
that makes staff feel they’re working with passion, not just with their heads. That would 
help, that would definitely help. I’ve seen them in other stores where if you attain, what 
can I say? ... If certain customers are working really hard, they get a star on the board, 
and if you get five stars in a week, you get a certain reward. Making the atmosphere, 
communication and deterrence of aggression, just generally these three things can go 
such a long way in this place, if these three things were improved you’d even find 
factors such as sales even start going higher, because ‘I will go out and say to people, 
“Come to Kronos! There’s no point in going to Starbucks. Come to Kronos. It’s my 
place! Come in, buy drinks.’” Recommendation.
It’s my place, such a work.
You know, small things like that. If they do change you will notice, and I swear to you, 
I’ve seen this before, you will notice a change in not just sales, atmosphere. When the 
atmosphere is good, communication gets good. I will go ... you will find that if I am 
told something, I don’t have to feel like I have to be rebellious or this. I will definitely 
do it, because I feel like my heart is in it. And another thing is positive appreciation. 
Positivity. Nobody likes to work with negativity. Seven negatives account for one plus, 
so if there is one plus and seven negatives you will find an overwhelming negative. 
Positivity. ‘Mohamed, you’re working hard on the floor, we appreciate everything 
you’re doing, so we will put you behind the bar a couple of times, but we feel as if 
you’re doing well on the floor. We’re not saying you deserve to be on the floor, but 
keep on working, you’re working hard, we’re noticing this.’ ‘Mei, you’re on coffees, 
you’re doing amazing. Just keep on going. You’re doing amazing. We appreciate 
everything you’re doing. Just keep on working hard. You’re doing well. And don’t 
forget as well, while you’re on coffees, if you see Mohamed struggling on the floor, 
help him out a bit.’ ‘Yes, there is a problem Nicholas. I feel like we need to do some 
team cleaning and I want you to clean these things a bit more. I’m not trying to come 
across as mean, but can you just clean the cups a bit, do this, this, this.’ Not just 
<growls> ‘Mohamed, you’ve done this, you’ve done this, we need to sit down.’ No, no, 
no! ‘Yes, we’re having a problem. You’ve not cleaned the knives here. How many 
times have I told you? Put knives there, yeah! Put knives there!’ I didn’t hear you say 
put muffins, you didn’t say anything about muffins, so I say, ‘What did we say about 
muffins?’ ‘You’re not listening! We’re warning you about this! We don’t have to repeat 
ourselves ten times!’ Negativity all the time. Come on!
They’re the factors I see, small factors but speaking from other staff and other team 
members I’ve noticed, we’re all facing the same challenges, we’re all saying, coming 
out with the same things differently according to different backgrounds, but we’re all 
saying the same things, same elements: different expressions, same elements.
OK. Good. If I remember anything else I will sure come back to you and discuss it with 
you. Thank you.
OK.
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MA:
N:
MA:
N:
You think that figures and sales would cover other important issues?
Yes, I was going to say, I think now, as a store we’re doing good sales, we’re selling 
more products, definitely less wastage of products, we’re hitting targets more often than 
we’ve ever done; however, figures don’t always account for everything. I feel like more 
issues, the deeper issues that may be affecting why we’re not hitting the absolute best 
targets, best standards we could be hitting, could be because of the suppressed little 
issues, which could be small factors like how many staff are coming in and leaving, 
how many experienced staff are we losing, that have been here for a long time? If there 
are staff incentives, to boost rewards, are they really what the staff want, is it really 
what the staff feel is the best way to reward them, or is it just management just 
throwing reward incentives that aren’t really benefiting the customers [staff]? I’ll give 
you an example: Employee of the Month. That’s a good incentive. Rob started it about 
two months ago. Two months later, nobody’s being rewarded anymore. The issue has 
just gone ... we’ve had two staff meetings after the first one where we had the 
employee of the month. Now? Doesn’t exist.
Small things like if there are tips that are given out, are all the staff benefiting from all 
those tips? Don’t get me wrong, these are small issues but we talk about them every 
time behind the bar. I swear to god, every team member has a view. Am I lying? No! 
Every team member has a view. And you find most views will be the same because we 
face the same challenges. Are the tips being shared? Or if they are being shared, is 
every team member benefiting? I’ve seen ... is it OK if I can name names? I’ve seen 
four staff members who worked here before ... worked so hard for this place, not 
benefiting at all when they decide to leave, from tips. Like Oma, the team leader, she 
opened every damn morning, something I can never see myself, she worked so hard, 
but she never gained a penny from tips. Why? Because the staff have a regime of 
wanting to control tips by saying, ‘We’ll all go out for a dinner.’ Why not share the 
cash with your staff like every other chain store is doing? All the other chain stores like 
Cranleigh, you get your financial reward. People want financial rewards, not being told: 
‘we’re going to this restaurant to do this, this, this, this.’ What about if you don’t like 
going to the restaurant? And I’ve had certain team members tell me this. And they will 
tell me because I feel like I fight people’s wars, I’m like my dad. My dad, that’s what I 
want to ... he’s really loved in my family because he fought people’s wars, and I find 
th a t... I have to stand up for my team members just like ... And that’s one small issue 
I’ve noticed, tips. Is the whole team benefiting? Are we knowing how many tips we’re 
collecting, or is it issues being suppressed in figures that are going up? Food for thought.
One other thing: small issues, if they are issues, about generally let’s say uniforms or 
anything ... I’ve noticed when there are issues like cleaning, it more we need to deal 
with you because you’re being a problem, not that we need to improve your hygiene -  
you’re a problem. And you will notice, I have evidence, go in the back room and you’ll 
find aprons, uniforms there. This problem has been here for ages. But the reason why it 
will never be taken care of is because their approach to these problems, management 
don’t find ways of improving -  they find ways of damaging or demeaning you, and at 
the end, don’t get me wrong, this problem will never actually be solved because there is 
no ... it’s not about improving, it’s about demeaning.
So what is the problem about uniforms?
Hygiene, just basically some staff, I would say about 95%, are coming in wearing the 
same t-shirt for about four shifts because they’re just here for a job, their heart isn’t 
there anymore. So it’s not about improving ... suppressing issues, it’s not about 
improving it, it’s about suppressing it so we can up the sales, suppress, up the sales! 
Staff aren’t being taken care of behind the backs, small issues like that.
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I know I’ve gone deeper, but that’s one of the things ...
MA: No, that’s fine, I’ll think about it.
What would you suggest for the problem of uniforms?
N: Definitely in every, every, I’ve been to seven stores working here, and six out of seven
of them, they give financial ... people work for financial rewards, their main incentive 
of working ...
MA: So they get something like for laundry or what?
N: Basically at the end of every week, laundry is taken. If there are uniforms, it’s brought
back and people are told to improve, n o t... put you and tell you, ‘You are a problem.’ 
It’s not ‘you need to improve.’ ‘You are a problem, and you’re not doing this.’ Not, 
‘You need to improve this. Come on. You need to improve this. We’re noticing there is 
no improvement.’ Tips, the main reason why people get a job is for financial rewards, 
not to be taken out to some restaurant, where I’ve seen last ... celebration, Christmas 
celebration, four members did not turn up? Why? Because they don’t like the restaurant 
and they’re never going to share the tips, their attitude changed, they left.
MA: OK. Did you ever, again, try to survey the team and say lets decide how we would like
to spend our tip?
N: Erm ... yes. All of them, have mentioned sharing of tips financially... I’d say sixty
percent of them haven’t mentioned it because they generally don’t say anything, but 
forty percent have said either they do like their tips as financial or ... you know ... if 
there is tips, let’s make sure everyone gains from the tips. But who will listen to them?
<Interruption>
As soon as certain staff members speak, automatically all focus has to be on keeping an 
eye on him.
MA: OK. That was interesting insights about your work and what is really happening inside.
I’ll stop it. OK.
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Research Diary
23/04/2008 - Wednesday
Place: Sorrento cafe; School of Management 
Time: 11 am -12:30
Who: Me, Professor. Jones and Mr. Holmes of Kronos.
I met Prof. Jones in the morning and we went down to the ground floor at the School of Management, 
Mr. Holmes has arrived and we shook hands and headed to Sorrento. We sat and the talk started. Prof. 
Jones talked about my research to get a PhD degree. The talk moved to quality management and 
continuous improvement. We discussed the pilot study and action research as a methodology that 
integrates theories and practical experience. (I have sent Mr. Holmes an article about Statistical 
Process Control two weeks before the meeting.) My supervisor waved the chance of having me 
working for the chain in that store and not getting paid and also after the conduct of the study, the 
study outcomes will be presented and discussed with Mr. Holmes and any relevant individuals in the 
company. Mr Holmes welcomed that and he mentioned about benefiting from academics from a 
reputable academic institution working with the chain. However, this also may have been eased by the 
fact that the first phase of the research was conducted in the same chain. Mr. Holmes was very 
receptive of the idea and he asked for a written proposal to be sent to him so he can discuss the idea 
with his superiors.
20/05/2008 Tuesday
I prepared a proposal (appendix 4) and Prof. Jones modified it, and I sent it on first of May to Mr. 
Holmes. Mr. Holmes replied that it is approved and now they are considering a store.
23/05/2008-Friday
Mr. Holmes sent an email that a store has been determined and now we have to agree on a time and 
date. The initial meeting for the steering committee was suggested to be on June 2008. As I was going 
on a holiday to Egypt, I asked if this date can be changed, this has been accommodated and 9 July was 
proposed for the first meeting.
07/07/2008 - Monday
Today, 27 June Mr. Holmes sent an email to me that the proposed store was changed to another one, 
this is due to the store manager of the store is on leave and the store will be managed by two baristas. 
Thus, another store with a manager on duty was suggested. While I was in Egypt, I went with a cousin
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of mine to sit in a store of the chain, Recently, they have some franchised store in Egypt. It was full 
with customers, mostly young people.
09/07/2008 - Wednesday
Place: Kronos store 
Time: 9:30-11 am
Who: Professor Jones, Mr. Holmes, Dario (Regional Development Manager; Area Manager), Charles 
(Store Manager) and me.
I with Prof. Jones departed the school at 9:10 am, it was raining. We arrived at 9:30. We sat to a table, 
Prof. Jones took coffee. Dario arrived and Prof. Jones introduced himself and me. As Mr. Holmes was 
late, there was traffic congestion on the main roads that day as told by Dario, (we also experienced 
bus delay on our way from the university to the store). Prof. Jones started to give a background of the 
research and after a while Mr. Holmes came, Charles the store manager joined us. Some points have 
been discussed; the steering committee meetings should be scheduled and emphasized. Induction and 
training for me to be provided just like any new team member. Legal liability; Prof. Jones said that he 
will review the university rules in regard to this and Mr. Holmes said that he will check the company 
policy in that regard also. I said that I am will keep a diary and I may ask the participants to do the 
same. In addition to that, identities are to be hidden and fictitious names would be used in any 
documents. Even if the project, for any reason, did not attain its proposed goals or did not achieve the 
desired improvement, completion to the proposed duration, minimally 3 months, is agreed upon. This 
was stressed by Prof. Jones. However, for the research and the company interests, such conditions and 
reasons, obstacles, are to be identified and documented. Prof. Jones departed and I stayed with 
Charles to discuss the next step. It was agreed for me to attend the next staff meeting on Sunday; 
13/7/2008 at 7pm. I asked if I can have a uniform and a name tag and Charles agreed. I asked also to 
have the induction material, so Charles provided me with the Barista Training and also the Core Skills 
Training Workbook - Team member.
13/07/2008 - Sunday
I went to the store at 19:00, wearing casual clothes; Jeans and T-shirt and carrying nothing; no paper 
or so. The staff were sitting in a line, 10 persons including Charles, and Charles was standing. He 
welcomed me and said that I came at the right time. He finished his talk and introduced me to the staff 
as, a PhD student at University of Surrey and that I asked Kronos if they can help with my research. 
So, I will spend around 3 months working closely with the staff in the store. One has asked (Georgina) 
if I get paid, he answered ‘No’, and I said my payment is my PhD. Another one asked what a PhD is? 
Charles explained that it is a research degree after the Master and I said it is Doctorate of philosophy.
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Another one asked what will be the output of such research, one of the team member answered, a 
thesis. The one who answered this has a sister doing a PhD in physics in my university, so she knows 
about it. Another one commented that it would be something like 10, 000 words, I said it will be more 
than that. I told them that all what will happen during the coming period will be documented and most 
of it will go into my PhD. I hinted that I am keeping a diary and that they may keep one that they can 
share with me if they like so. Charles recognized two of the team members for their outstanding work, 
he handed one a bottle of wine and the other, not sure what, but may be a gift voucher or so. Charles 
introduced me to 2 barista Maestro: Maggi (came from Cafe Nero and she is waiting a vacancy as a 
store manager in Kronos) and Giovanni, he said they will be my contact points in case he is not 
around. The staff left and Charles showed me around the upstairs, I did not know that they have 
another seating area upstairs. He showed me the storage area, fridges, lockers and the toilets. Charles 
prepared a staff feed back forms as a second approach to get closer to his staff and know what is 
going in their minds. He switched off the lights and we went out. We had a talk in the way, he said 
that as they are now in summer, the part timers may demand to work more hours as they have more 
free time, and now seeing me coming to work with them, they may ask why brining new hands while 
he can use the existing ones! That is may be why the payment issue was raised. Charles came from 
another business 6 months ago, he worked in kitchens and restaurants.
15/07/2008 - Tuesday
It is my first day of induction. I went to the store at 10:30 am. Charles was near the counter, he also 
just arrived. I greeted him and we went to the second floor back area, to his office. He gave me a 
Kronos shirt and an apron. I went to the bathroom where I changed my clothes. We went down and he 
made a card for me, which is used to clock in and out using the till machine, and the till machine 
produces a printed record of that. The card also is used for posting guest orders and payment on the 
till. We sat down at the back seating of the store and Charles had an induction folder. We went 
through the folder; coffee facts, Kronos story, Kronos blend. Making coffee from scratch; grinding the 
beans and then extracting it, this is a craft which distinguishes Kronos from other operations such as 
Starbucks according to Charles. I told him that it is like driving a manual car and an automatic one, he 
replied that is a good analogy. We went to the counter to see the coffee machines. Charles showed me 
how to make espresso; the basic coffee, that with the addition of other ingredients we get different 
products. For example, adding milk will give latte, adding milk and froth gives cappuccino. I was also 
shown how to make the dosage check to make sure that the grinder produces the right coffee grind; 
not fine nor coarse. I did the check myself. Charles showed me how to take customer orders and 
record that on the till machine, it is not easy at the moment to remember every item’s place on the 
menu appearing on the screen. The other difficult thing is to remember how many espresso shots goes 
in every drink size; for example Medio Americano have 3 shots, while Medio latte has 2 shots. I am
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sure it is a matter of time and it will be easier over time. As a new team member I was given the 
barista manual and the core skills. This comes in the form of a book; hard copy. I think if Kronos can 
provide a CD or DVD; soft copy of these training materials it would be an interesting training tool. 
Especially with interactive items; showing how to prepare the drinks and presentation style of the 
different drinks and foods, a video on the coffee industry and facts, Kronos Roastery. Now I 
remember a computer game; monkeys running a pizza store, Demo for customer service and coffee 
preparation. Simulation can be very innovative. According to ‘what’s in store’ of 11th April 2008; 
Kronos spent £150,000 on training manuals alone.
16/07/2008 - Wednesday
I arrived at the store at 7 am, Charles was there, greeted him and went to change my clothes. He 
calibrated the thermometers (7 ones), immersing them in hot and cold water. We did the dosage check. 
We stocked the display fridge with sandwiches and the cold drinks. We went to the other store in 
Waterstone’s- a concession one. This store was the suggested one in the first place. Now after visiting 
it, I think the one I am in, is better. As this one is very small: the working area, the back area is so so 
compact. In fact it did not look good. Back to our store; I did go outside with Maggi with a small box 
holding frescato; citrus and raspberry and cranberry. We gave them away for people in the street; to 
induce them to come and buy them. Actually two old ladies came to buy the one they had outside. I 
did machine washing. Charles did go with me through some paper work; safety log. I helped with 
stocking the fridge after they received the delivery. The obvious thing that I can see right now is that 
the second floor is isolated, that is how I see it. The toilets are upstairs and the toilets in the ground 
floor are closed, it is for the disabled and for baby change. Guests who sit upstairs enjoy the quietness 
of the space; families with kids normally stay down as there is no lift so pushchairs can not be lifted 
up. However, my observation is that many tables are not cleared and cleaned after customers’ 
departure, due to being far from sight. The stairs need painting as I see it. Did they ever think to install 
a camera? So they can see customers leaving and so they clear tables and clean them. However, is that 
legal? I asked Charles if Kronos make use of the burnt coffee; wastage after making the coffee. He 
said, up to his knowledge, they do not use it for any thing. I asked him if it can be used as compost for 
planting, he said some of his acquaintances add a certain percent to their compost to prevent slugs. 
This may be an interesting issue; Kronos can find ways to recycle and use this and even can make 
money out of it. I have to investigate that further. I am thinking to record the weight of the discarded 
coffee over a week to estimate how much of it is discarded from the store. I may take my scale and 
ask the team to record the weight in a special sheet for that purpose. The second coffee machine was 
turned off by Charles as he found water leakage and it was not functioning properly, he called the 
maintenance company and as he said they should come within 4 hours. They did, and the man 
repaired it. Charles asked me of my opinion of the operation and if I came up with any remarks. I told
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him that the thing I noticed is that the second machine is not used frequently as the first one, being old 
may be one reason. Charles told me it is 7 years old. The layout may need to be redesigned. The 
Location of this machine can be moved to give more working space to the barista using the first one. 
The other thing is the closed till, the second machine can be used with this till. Interestingly, Charles 
told me he was thinking in the same thing and he did write something in that issue to the management. 
As I attended the opening up of the store, I asked Charles to attend the closing down so I asked to 
work Thursday’s afternoon.
17/07/2008 - Thursday
I went to the store at 14:00. It was more of a cleaning day. I did a lot of dishwashing and clearing 
tables. Charles asked me to help with the deliveries, I did some stocking of the display fridge, 
sandwiches and drinks, and putting milk in the reach-in fridge. He was also taking physical inventory 
and he was not happy with this task. He commented if I, me, can find an easier way to do it. The 
counter was a bit busy; the number of team members was 3. Charles, Jasper and Nicholas so I did not 
want to make it crowded. Starting from 5, the closing down started. We, me and Nicholas, took the 
broom, mob and water bucket trolley and went upstairs. There were some customers but we started 
hovering of an area where no customers were sitting, then mobbing the floor. Then we moved to the 
toilets, finishing that we went back downstairs. I served some customers and then the closing down 
downstairs started at 19:00. Kronos extended its operating hours to finish at 19:00 instead of 18:00. 
Nicholas did the sweeping and I did the mobbing. I gave Charles a copy of an article about Statistical 
Process Control (SPC); the same one sent before to Mr. Holmes. This is a start to give Charles a 
background of the study and an initial idea about what the technique about is. The cigarette butts 
outside the store was a concern in the mystery shopper results -  Charles’s comment-1 think this can 
be reduced be putting sand buckets outside. I had a closer look over the pastry and cake display; I was 
trying to get more familiar with the names of the cakes and pastries. I noticed that the store does not 
use or have a menu placed on the tables. I think it would be good to have one. This may encourage 
customers to order more pastries, cakes, sandwiches if they missed looking at them, generating more 
sales to the store. As for the inventory, I am thinking to develop an inventory card that can be stuck to 
the boxes of the products. For example, on wafer boxes, every time a member takes out 5 pieces, s/he 
deducts that number from the total. I think this would make the process easier. At least at any time by 
having a look over the boxes, the number is readily available. It is busy most of the time, but I am 
happy as I am learning something new. I am trying to enjoy the experience. It reminds of my days 
behind the counter in Hurghada. I now days will go fast and I will find myself out of the store, I may 
feel anxious because of the research but I want to enjoy it at the same time. I am always telling that to 
myself.
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20/07/2008 - Sunday
I went to Cafe Nero in the High Street with Khaled my friend. I wanted to see Starbucks, however as 
Khaled had a card of Nero that gives him a free drink for every 9 paid ones. We ordered cafe latte and 
we sat inside. It is a small store. Wooden chairs and some leather ones. They grind their coffee just 
like Kronos does. The first impression of that store compared to Kronos, that it is very small. Kronos 
is more spacious and more comfortable. I think Maggi had worked in Nero, so I may have a talk with 
her about her perspectives of the two operations.
I plan to visit starbucks soon.
21/07/2008 - Monday
I went to the store at 10 am, changed my clothes, Nicholas and Jasper was there, Vanida is sick she 
called Mei to come to give a hand. I call that day ‘the day o f work politics’. Nicholas talked about 
Giovanni being moody and coming late and not setting an example for the others. Giovanni talked 
about his expectations and hopes, being frustrated with the responsibilities he undertakes and in return 
unattained advancements. He said all what had changed is the colour of his shirt, (management shirt is 
red while normal staff is back). Is that a message from them to pass it to the management for example, 
or was just a chit chat? Giovanni talks sometimes with me in Italian, sometimes I can understand his 
talk but, my level is not that good so he repeats that in English. I did better cappuccinos today, 
Giovanni showed me how to steam the milk. It seems that although there is a brand standard, still 
every one has his way of doing it. May it is not a deviation from the standard, but just simplifying it. 
However, the best practices should be shared or be approved as not to add confusion. And for that a 
multimedia training tool: CD or DVD having videos showing how to make each coffee type, how to 
serve customers and how to go about the daily working tasks, this may help in making the standards 
more consistent with less interpretation. I am trying to remember the food and drinks as displayed on 
the till machine. I had a paper and jotted the main sections. I need to memorize where to find each 
item as to reduce the time navigating the till and so to reduce time taken to serve. I think some forks 
and spoons are lost in the rubbish. They can use a magnet to make sure no spoons, forks is thrown in 
the rubbish. I think a lot of sugar is wasted. Today, one customer who took a piece of cake take away 
asked for a takeaway cutlery; fork but Kronos does not provide this.
22/07/2008-Tuesday
I met my supervisor in the afternoon to discuss what we may talk about in the next meeting of the 
steering committee. I went to the store at 14:30. Served some customers and Charles asked me some 
questions from the barista manual some answers were ok, but others were not. I did the closing down 
of the upstairs; sweeping and mobbing. Then went down, I had a talk with Charles again on drinks 
making he explained most of the drinks (not frescatos). I helped with the closing down, sweeping the
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floor and Mei did the mobbing. A customer who used the disabled toilet complained of the horrible 
smell, due to babies’ diapers according to her. I told Charles that I do not want to serve the ham 
sandwiches or those containing bacon, as it is forbidden in my religion. He came after me in the back 
are and asked about that and why so I explained it to him more. He said that s ok and I can ask other 
staff to do it instead of me.
23/07/2008 -  Wednesday
I went to the store at 14:30. They had the Barista Competition. People from other stores came and 
Dario also was here. Some of the competing baristas are quite young, may be 14 years of age.
Having a look over the display fridge; they do not offer ‘Halal’ sandwiches range, they may benefit 
from that. Especially in areas that are heavily populated by Muslims in the UK, this may be a good 
chance to provide for that market.
24/07/2008-Thursday
That day Mr. Ingram, not sure of position title exactly, came. I was behind the counter serving a 
customer and he was waiting to be served I called Nicholas and looked at the guy, I did not know him 
before, so that Nicholas serve him. Afterwards Mr. Ingram’s comment was, as Charles said, T see 
three black shirts [me, Nicholas Jasper] and no body said something to me’. Charles suspended 
Nicholas. I don’t know why exactly is that because Mr. Ingram’s’s incident or the fact that Nicholas 
got 20 p from the tips cup to put it in the till machine to compensate payment shortage of one of the 
girls that knew him (I knew that from the conversation between Charles and Nicholas in the back area, 
but I did not stay longer and went out). Today we had the second steering committee meeting; Prof. 
Jones, Dario, Mr. Holmes, Charles and Me. The meeting took place at 15:30. It was about the next 
step. I explained that will be identifying processes to measure them. These can be performing good or 
bad. So this can be extracted from the reports generated from the traditional approaches used by the 
chain; mystery shopper, Kronos check (Audit) and the satisfaction surveys. I call that phase the "home 
work’. This will be done over almost 3-4 weeks. Mr. Holmes asked me how the last 2 weeks were. I 
answered that it is a good experience; I am learning every day something new. I told him that I am 
keeping a diary of all that and I have some recommendations and suggestions which are a sort of *by­
product'’ of the research.
25/07/2008-Friday
I went at 18:00 just to pick blank sheets of the reports produced internally. Charles gave me Kronos 
Check -Stock Count Sheet - Waste Sheet - Order Tracker - Daily schedule of Kronos stores (which 
includes; Reheated Products, Temperature Action Log, Daily Cleaning, Stock Rotation & Day- 
Dotting, Daily Deliveries- Daily Health & Safety - Daily Food Storage Temperatures- Hot holding) -
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Weekly schedule for Kronos stores (Weekly Temperature Probe Record- Weekly Deep Clean- 
Weekly Health & Safety) - Heart Beat Sheet ( Dosage check). I also gave Charles some papers talking 
about food and drinks consumption for Muslims. I wanted him to have a fuller understating, he may 
have Muslim workers in the future or that may make him understand the different needs of different 
customers.
28/07/2008-M onday
I worked from 14 to 18. Maggi and Jasper and Xin were there. Nothing unusual, just that at 17:00 the 
ice packets ran out. The ice machine is not fixed yet. So, the frescato production has been stopped. 
Some customers came and asked for frescato and we apologized that we do not have any more ice, so 
some left the store. Maggi told me that Hughes can provide me with information if I like. Hughes is 
another store manager and he comes to our store. I did not have direct contact with him before. I think 
Maggi told him about me meeting some senior manager in the chain.
29/07/2008-Tuesday
I went to the store at 19:00, this was the closing time, Charles was there, Maggi, Mei and Xin. I just 
went to get the Mystery Shopper reports and the Kronos check. Charles gave me 2 copies of each. He 
said Dario will come in the next days and he will ask him for 2 more reports of each. The reports I 
have got are: Mystery shoppers dates back to 
Tuesday, 15/4/2008 at 16:20 with overall score 72.3%
Sunday, 13/07/2008 at 15:46 with overall score 87.5%
The Mystery Shopper report is divided into 5 main areas, presented in the order appearing on the 
report:
First Impression: This accounts for 20 % of the overall score
Customer Obsession: This accounts for 25 % of the overall score
Coffee Obsession: This accounts for 30 % of the overall score
Food Obsession: This accounts for 15 % of the overall score
Relaxing & Inviting Environment: This accounts for 10 % of the overall score
So putting them in the order of the weighting:
Coffee Obsession: 30 % of the overall score
Customer Obsession: 25 % of the overall score
First Impression: 20 % of the overall score
Food Obsession: 15 % of the overall score
Relaxing & Inviting Environment: 10 % of the overall score
The score for the two reports is shown in table 1
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Table 1 Mystery shopper reports score
Areas assessed 15/04/2008 13/07/2008
First impression 60.0% 100.0%
Customer obsession 73.3% 53.8%
Coffee Obsession 80.0% 100.0%
Food Obsession 66.7% 100.0%
Relaxing & Inviting 
Environment
80.0% 90.0%
Overall score 72.3% 87.5%
The report of 15/04/2008 had areas of concern in:
1- First impressions
Outside of shop was clean and tidy 
Outside tables were clear and clean on arrival 
3+ Paninis types available, including low fat option 
Sandwiches and paninis neatly arranged
2- Customer Obsession
A barista made positive contact while in queue 
Greeted within 2 minutes of joining queue 
Barista explained where drinks would be served 
Barista offered a parting pleasantry
3- Coffee Obsession
Even coffee colour, with drop mark
4- Food Obsession
Knife placed on the side of the plate
5- Relaxing & Inviting Environment 
Chosen table clear, or cleared within 3 minutes 
No sign of crumbs down backs of seats
My remarks 
Customer Obsession
H Barista offered a parting pleasantry?
In the assessor comments part: the comment was that “There you go” the barista said .
I think Kronos should have its approved or agreed salutations, as team members may come from 
different cultures and languages and it might be of help to offer them with various ‘service script’ 
Coffee Obsession section
El Drinks served at appropriate temperature?
How does the mystery shopper assess that?
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H Latte froth level correct?
Do all mystery shoppers have the adequate experience to judge that?
Relaxing & Inviting Environment
B Chosen table clear, or cleared within 3 minutes 
As I observed and recorded before I think there is an issue in the clearing of tables.
H No signs of crumbs down backs of seats 
From my observations most of the seats have crumbs, and I would think all seats will have that. Staff 
would not take the trouble to clean that area.
Mystery shopper report of 13/07/2008 areas of concern
1- Customer Obsession
When taking order, Barista smiled, with eye contact 
Barista able to answer customer’s question 
Barista confirmed, and gave, correct change 
Barista explained where drink would be served 
When serving, Barista confirmed the type of drink 
Barista offered a parting pleasantry
2- Relaxing and Inviting Environment 
Table top clean and dry
My remarks
B Customer Obsession
It seems that the barista in this case failed to provide or adhere to many standards of customer contact, 
although the other section had very high scores. This area; customer obsession performed badly!
After seeing the barista name, this make me think is that has to do with him not being British, his 
mother tongue is not English and may be he is not feeling comfortable in using English.
B Relaxing and Inviting Environment 
Table top clean and diy. Again this is about cleanliness
However, it is again a very small sample if we can say, and not much can be derived from the reports. 
This is the main concern of the mystery shopper being infrequent and not providing a true 
representation of the performance as it was described once before, in the exploratory interviews, as a 
‘snap shot\
Kronos check
It is divided into 6 main areas:
B Coffee excellence 
B Cleanliness 
B Environment
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H Food & Drink 
H Team members & Service 
H PR & Marketing 
Kronos check of February 2008, overall score 87.7%
Areas of concern:
13 Coffee excellence:
- Milk is heated with a calibrated thermometer to brand standards temperature and is never re-heated.
- Coffee machine and grinder are cleaned to brand standard at all times
M Cleanliness:
- Outside of shop, seating areas and pavement are clean & litter free
- Outside tables cleared and cleaned . Chairs neatly arranged around or under tables
- All interior seats are clean, stain free and in good condition
- No broken or damaged lights inside or out, are they clean
- Interior walls, partitions, ceilings and mirrors are clean & unmarked
H Environment
- Smoking area (external) has clean ashtrays on each table 
Kronos check of April 2008, overall score is 89.5%
The design and layout of the report of April 2008 varies from the last one. A new section is added 
‘Maintenance’, however it is not marked at all!
Areas of concern
H Coffee excellence:
- All drink and iced drink recipes are followed as laid out in the site guide or operations manual
- Drinks are served in the correct branded crockery, glass or takeaway cup which is clean, not chipped 
or damaged
- Coffee machine and grinder are cleaned to brand standard at all times
H Cleanliness:
- Doormat inside front door is clean and free of chewing gum and the floor is dirt free
- All interior seats are clean, stain free and in good condition
H Food & Drink
- Only Kronos approved front of house equipment is used and is clean and working
H PR & Marketing
- All posters and point of sale are up to date, clean & undamaged and approved by Kronos marketing 
My remarks
- Item 2.4 is repeated over the 2 audit reports; - Coffee machine and grinder are cleaned to brand 
standard at all times
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- Over the 2 reports the team members and service have all positive marks, the mystery shopper for 
instance of July 2008 scored badly in that aspect.
This is again as the area manager is known to the staff and the mystery shopper by nature is covert. 
Identified process that can be measured using Statistical Process Control (SPC):
1- Dosage check
2- Table clearing
30/07/2008 - Thursday
I went to the store at 19:15. Charles was there and Nicholas (apparently, came back from suspension) 
and Georgina (she was in 3 weeks vacation). They were closing down; cleaning. I gave the reports; 
mystery shopper and the Kronos check to Charles. He said that he asked Dario for the other reports 
and he will provide them within days. Charles said he got an audit by Dario and he scored 90%. I had 
a talk with Charles. I discussed with him my remarks about the mystery shopper and the audit. For 
example, in the report of April 2008, in the coffee obsession section, when the shopper is asked: 
‘Drinks served at appropriate temperature?’ The shopper does not use objective measure, i.e., a 
thermometer. But s/he judges it as to what is acceptable for her/him. However, as Charles said from 
his experience older customers like their drinks very hot. Which hints at the fact of the subjectivity of 
this approach. As for latte froth level, Charles said it should be 1cm and again that assessment 
depends on the mystery shopper’s experience. Charles even was concerned that as the shoppers do 
shop other operations and businesses they may confuse or mix the standards assessed. Charles 
commented that for this report there is an issue with items 3-3; latte froth level, and 3-4; even coffee 
colour. While the shopper answered positively for the question of latte froth level correct, the shopper 
answered negatively for the ‘even coffee colour, with drop mark’ according to Charles, if the froth 
level is correct then even coffee colour with drop mark would be achieved. When I told Charles about 
my remarks on the second report, which had a low score in the customer obsession section and that 
Giovanni, the serving barista, may have failed to provide the required standards due to the language 
barrier, English being not his mother tongue. He said it may be that but as he, Giovanni, has been 
working for 3 years in Kronos, he, Charles, would expect much better performance of him than that.
I just noticed that in the assessor comments section where the mystery shoppers record their 
comments, the comments starts with ‘We’, which means that shopper might not be alone? If he is 
accompanied by someone, ‘Does that has any kind of effect over the assessment of the shopper?’ does 
that add any bias or more subjectivity to the report? Now comes another question who is the other 
person; another shopper or just a companion. When I mentioned that to my professor, he suggested 
that ‘We’ may refer to the company or the agency. As for the Kronos audit, I asked Charles about 
item 1.2; Kronos approved coffee grinder dispenses 7g of coffee per shot. He explained that this is 
done by dispensing 5 shots (5x7g = 35g) on a napkin and they are weighted to give 36 g (35g coffee +
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lg napkin weight). I have not seen this done before. I told him about the new section of the 
maintenance, but he said it is not marked and it seems that even in the recent report it is not examined.
I told him that I noticed duplication and repetition in with some items. I explained to Charles the 
concept of variation and what is called random and assignable variation. I showed him the 2 sheets I 
developed for the 2 processes to be measured and asked him for his comments and opinion. The table 
clearing one, he said we can add another variable of sales volume or trading level and even number of 
cups served and that can be given in monetary values. Another variable that can be added is the 
weather. I explained also to Charles what is action research, as I wanted to explain to him that his 
participation and opinion is crucial to the success of the project. I told him about measuring the items 
in the customer obsession section in the mystery shopper, for me I find it not easy for many reason. 
Mainly how to capture such very subjective data without affecting or modifying the staff behaviour. 
For example if I want to measure staff giving greetings to customers, would I be standing next to the 
staff observing and recording if they give such greeting to customers or do not?. Charles suggested 
asking the customers, which seems a good idea, however, that is again would change the staff 
behaviour, seeing me asking the customers would surely alter their conduct. I think customer contact 
is a delicate issue if I can describe like that! However, it may worth trying. I told Charles about the 
other processes that I find it interesting to measure by Statistical Process Control (SPC) such as 
wastage, drinks and foods that is not fully consumed by customers. The last one I find it interesting as 
while working in the back area on the dishwasher I found that some drinks and pastries are not 
consumed. What could be the reason behind that? I gave Charles 4 diaries and asked him if he can 
keep a diary of the project where he can write his comments, suggestions, remarks and whatever else 
he may like. I explained to him that he may share the parts he would like to with me. The other diaries 
I asked him to keep till I give to the team members.
04/08/2008 - Monday
I have been to the university, developed a new sheet for customer service time and then went to 
Kronos at 12:30.1 talked with Charles about the new sheet, which measures customer service time. 
Kronos has a standard, I got it from their mystery shopper report item 2-15; ‘Drinks served within 1.5 
mins [minutes] of receiving change’. Apparently this excludes foods; a sandwich as the standard is to 
serve them to customers’ tables after warming them. They also have item 2-15 which is; ‘Service 
completed within 5 minutes of joining queue’. This can be measured also, but it has another variable 
which is position of the customer in the queue! However, Kronos’ standards do not mention this 
variable which means whatever the customers’ position; 2nd, 5th, in a queue s/he should be served in 5 
minutes. As for measuring the Clearing of tables outside the store, I think that as the rain comes down 
and customers would not sit outside. So it may impractical to measure that. Nicholas felt sick so he 
left at 5 and Charles asked me if I can stay till closing, I did. A man came to deep clean the leather
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sofas and the ventilation filters, and chairs. He had a brush and a solution that he applied on the chairs 
and brushed them.
06/08/2008 - Wednesday
This is the first day o f data collection, I went to the store at 9:30, Vanida was there. I saw Maggi and 
after a while she told me Charles is not coming, he is on holiday and will come next week. This 
seemed a surprise for me, because he did not say that the day before, Monday. It was a staff shortage 
and Maggi was trying to find someone to fill the gap. Giovanni was supposed to come at 11 am, but 
he came around 2 pm. Nicholas had a small fight with Mei. Maggi interfered upon Nicholas request. 
Giovanni is looking for a new job offer in a restaurant. Mei asked me if  I think Nicholas is a good 
man. I answered that I can not judge as I am in the store for only 4 weeks! I asked Charles to stipulate 
the dosage check times, but this is not achieved and today I explained to Maggi and Giovanni what I 
am trying to get from the measurement o f the dosage. I told Giovanni about stipulating the dosage 
check timing. He said tomorrow we will see to this. Interestingly, Nicholas does not know how to do 
the dosage check; this is strange considering he has been working in Kronos for a long time! Figure 1 
shows the coffee beaker and the timer is shown in figure 2. Both are used for the dosage check. From 
what I see, I feel that the store is upon a volcano and it will erupt soon! As for the cleanliness, as I see 
and observed before, table clearance is a problem especially in upstairs. I thought to suggest to 
Charles to have a TV screen on Friday so people can watch the opening o f the Olympic Games, but 
Charles is not there.
Figure 1 Coffee beakers
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Figure 2 Timer
07/08/2008 - Thursday
Maggi said to Nicholas [He [Mohamed] is not one o f us’; it seems that Nicholas was telling her 
something and mentioned me so that was her reply! I had a discussion with Xin on how to measure 
the service time, he thought that would be affected by customer payment with credit cards. I told him 
that is a good point but I pointed out that the standard that the mystery shopper measures, is 90 
seconds (1.5 minutes) from receiving change. However, since joining the queue it is 5 minutes. This 
was a good sign in terms o f  having him thinking about it.
08/08/2008 - Friday
Maggi spent a long time over the phone trying to sort out the staffing for tomorrow, it seems that there 
is a staff shortage for tomorrow! A new girl joined the team, I do not know her name, and Vanida left 
the store. Nicholas did some measurement for the clearing o f tables while I was praying, he came out 
with a result that when the staff are many, their roles are not clear, so the adequate number may be 
more productive. I think one o f the important things in the technique, it is the data collection and 
capturing, it leads to more understanding and analysis o f  the process. The liquid soap in the male’s 
toilet is finished, I told Nicholas he said he does not know how to do it. This is strange, he cleans the 
toilet but he does not know how refill the soap. Ewelina, did the dosage check, she also seems 
hesitating as she is not sure how to do that. I am now wondering o f  the training they receive. Charles 
showed me the dosage check process on my second day.
09/08/2008 - Saturday
Very busy day, It rained and all the customers sitting outside went into the store. This means more 
customers would go upstairs. And consequently that means more tables being used and needs more 
clearing. Mei and Xin came to help that day although they were off, in their holiday.
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10/08/2008-Sunday
I thought it would be busy like yesterday. But as the shops in the high street open late and we open at 
9 am, the trade was not as heavy as Saturday.
11/08/2008-Monday
I had a discussion with Giovanni around the dosage check and which coffee machine is performing 
well. He gave me the impression that the check is not that important for producing good coffee. I was 
trying to explain to him that as long as the standard requires the extraction in 20 seconds to give 30 ml, 
then that is important for producing quality coffee.
12/08/2008 - Tuesday
Charles asked to have a look over the data. I showed him the data collection sheets. He had a look 
over the cleanliness and we discussed if the adequate staff number is working then the probability to 
have many non-clear tables is less. If low number of staff is working then a higher possibility to have 
many non-clear tables exist. However, I told him it would not be always the case, he agreed and said 
that depends on the manager and the manager’s pace. However, he asked me if the staff is curious and 
asked me what am I doing. I said yes and they started to ask some questions, and this as he said is a 
bit unexpected for him!
13/08/2008 - Wednesday
As I was trying to get coffee extraction from the two machines, I asked Giovanni if the 2 machines 
gives 2 extremes readings for example, Louisa gives 25 and Marisa gives 50, if so would he adjust the 
grinder to give a finer or coarser grind? And if one is giving 30 and the other gives another reading, 
would he adjust the grinder or leave it he said he would leave it! Ewelina who was there at that 
moment said that she wanted to ask the same question, as a customer was approaching Giovanni 
nodded to her to serve the customer and he did not comment.
14/08/2008 - Thursday
I am noticing that some customer after picking their trays and sitting to a table they put their drinks on 
the tables and place the tray on the floor next to them or they put them on the condiments unit.
15/08/2008-Friday
Nicholas did not come and Charles was alone, many non clear tables. I totally forgot about the service 
time as I was busy working. I finished at 18:30! Charles talked about the problem of staffing as a as a 
challenge in the store.
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16/08/2008 - Saturday
Last Saturday was very busy, and the rain caused customer to flee into the store. This Saturday was 
not a rainy one, and I can say it was not busy like last week. However, still the first floor is not 
attended by the staff, it is like a ‘blind spot’; physically and mentally. I mean they can not see it and in 
their minds it does not exist. A new face arrived, Jarvis.
17/08/2008 - Sunday
A quiet day, nothing special. However, when the shops close people start to come in their way back. 
Thus the peak period is not just the lunch time 11:30 to 14 but also the time between 3:30 and 5! I feel 
that I am having a 'dual personality’. When I work in Kronos I am totally a Kronos team member, 
although I collect my data but I feel also responsible for doing the other duties like other team 
members. When I go to school now, I feel stranger and I look over the closed offices with names on 
doors. And I would like to open their doors and ask them to go out to see the real life that these 
professors are writing about without, mostly, interacting with it. And this mix should have happened 
to the team members also considering Maggi and Nicholas talk on Thursday 7/8/2008.
18/08/2008 - Monday
Interestingly, the morning customers are mothers with their babies. I think a focus group with this 
category of customers can be of benefit as they are regular customers. They stop in their shopping 
trips to eat and drink and feed their babies and change their diapers. I want to interview some of the 
team members about their perceptions of quality and its measurement, but It is not easy to decide 
whom exactly to interview. That is because some of them will leave the store and it would be of no 
point to interview them now and later it would be impossible. And now also new faces are coming 
and as they have no experience of working in Kronos, interviewing them is not relevant.
19/08/2008 - Tuesday
Customers take more sugar than they need as I observed and as, trays are collected to be washed, this 
sugar goes to the bins. I think it is good to have a basket for sugar near the washing machine to save it 
instead of going to the rubbish bin. When measuring customer service time, Maggi commented that it 
is like a game. Me, holding the timer and timing the service and printing the receipt. I am now 
thinking of the ‘Hawthorne’ effect, and I would like to read more about it and look for articles talking 
about it, Does it have any advantages?. It is always mentioned in a negative way.
20/08/2008 -  Wednesday
I printed the control chart in the university and went to Kronos. I talked to Charles and showed him 
the charts and he moved some paper and gave me space on the wall board to put the charts. I talked
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with him about the charts and how to read it and what it tells. I explained the accuracy and precision 
concepts. Jasper saw it and he looked at it and said ‘cool’ and went outside the back area and came 
again and looked and said ‘wow’. But he did not ask what it says or any other comments. I think for 
Jasper, who likes drawing and I see his funny drawings on the muffin cartoons on the wall, this is a 
sort of drawing with the coloured lines. Jasper also does not like to do the dose check, one day 
Charles asked him to do it and he just did not do it and acted as of he was not asked to do so. I am not 
sure he ignored or did not listen to what Charles said. Ania was in the back area and Charles asked her 
if she saw it and then I jumped in and explained to it more about what we are trying to do, when I 
explained the 3 sigma and 2 sigma lines indicating that a deviation is about to happen, she actually 
said it right and named it ‘warning’. I took like 10 minutes of her time and I said to Charles sorry for 
that, he commented that no problem and he wished that pays off, seeing that as an investment in her.
24/08/2008 - Sunday
A very quite day like Sundays. I noticed that Georgina, does not give receipts to customers, and in 
fact some other members ask the customers if they like to have a receipt. So I told Georgina that 
customers should be given receipts without asking them. She is not convinced of that and she gives 
them receipts if they are to be given change. Maggi was standing with us and apparently she did not 
object what Georgina said. Georgina started to joke around that and I did not like to insist on my 
opinion which is based on the Kronos standard: “Every customer must be given a receipt”. This is a 
clear example of knowledge lack of the standards especially Maggi who is to have a store manager 
position very soon in Camberley and did not rectify the situation! I asked Maggi to interview her and 
she agreed and we agreed on Monday to do that.
25/08/2008 - Monday
Today is a Bank Holiday. Not many staff working and the business level is high in fact very high and 
apparently the store did not anticipate such business volume. So staffing level was kept normal. And 
in fact this is very strange they should have expected that. I talked with Maggi and she said yea it is 
unexpected to be like that. I told her that is strange in regard to the customers. Sunday was a quite day 
and the trade level was very low and now just one day after, the business trade is very high and people 
are going out. So why people did not go out on Sunday and went out on Monday! I planned to 
interview Maggi that day but it seemed impossible so, we decided to do that on Tuesday.
26/08/2008 - Tuesday
I went to the store at 14:00 and saw Maggi and told her that we go upstairs to talk. The interview 
lasted about 40 minutes and was recorded.
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27/08/2008 - Wednesday
I printed the control charts o f  the 3 processes and went to Kronos and hanged them on the wall. 
Charles was not there. Giovanni was there and when we talked about the charts especially the tables 
clearing chart, he laughed and said that happens when I am (Giovanni) not here. The focal point in the 
back area is the wall, mainly because o f  the rota as every one goes to the back area will have a look 
over the rota. It is normal to find someone sipping a drink and gazing at the rota. And even after 
awhile the same person comes back again and have another look. I can think o f  what is happening in 
their minds, who they will be working with, planning their other engagements, e.g. family, study, 
socializing. O f course, the wall has many other material, staff stats; sales mix, the board where they 
write any messages to the team, cards for staff leaving and the other members writing good bye 
messages and so on. Mystery shopper reports, pay slips, are also on the wall. Recently, my charts 
went into the wall, but it would not overturn or compete with the staff rota or the pay slip! Figure 3 
show the control charts on the wall. I put a single sheet to encourage them to ask me about whatever 
they think o f the charts, as seen in figure 4.
Figure 3 Control charts in the store’s back area
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Figure 4 ‘Ask Me’ sheet
■
Why we do it?
H o w  w c ;  4 c >  i t ? ’
28/08/2008 - Thursday
I saw my supervisor in the morning to discuss the findings before meeting Kronos people. He told me 
that Mr. Holmes will not be able to attend the meeting as Charles called to inform us o f  that. We went 
to the store together and met Dario and Charles we stayed in the first floor and I recorded the meeting 
after asking their consent. The meeting took about 40 minutes.
29/08/2008 - Friday
I went to see Charles at 14:15 and saw him, he forgot completely that he agreed to meet at 14 that day. 
It seemed very busy and I saw a new face, girl. I told him that is ok and we agreed to meet on Tuesday 
at 12. I wanted to discuss how the next stage will proceed. I understand Charles’s concern over the 
measurement o f  table clearing by the team members, when they start to measure it and if  that would 
conflict with their duty. Assigning the duty to just one member will leave others isolated from that 
and feel they are being measured and again as the one who will be assigned that task will not come all 
the days then the measurement will be delayed and dependent on the that member schedule which is 
not the required concept or idea. I explained to Charles that it is not a ‘race’ and the important thing is 
to use the technique to get the team’s attention to this issue; table clearing. Charles’s point o f  view is 
that his staff may, being young and new, do not look at this the way we think and take it sensitively so 
he suggested that the next staff meeting I would attend and talk with them and I agreed as this seemed 
a good time to talk to them.
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02/09/2008 - Tuesday
I went to the store at 12:00 as Charles suggested. I summarized the research idea and what I have 
been doing in the store since I came till the last meeting of 28/8. As for the service time, we needed to 
do a time and motion study to estimate the time needed to make hot drinks. I suggested two drinks; 
latte and cappuccino as I observed that these are the most popular ones. We agreed that Charles is to 
develop a flow chart of the latte and cappuccino making. Charles justified this high demand as he 
noticed these can not be made at home and requires skills so customers would like to drink them in 
Kronos. The dosage check would require some detective work, I suggested to measure that in a new 
way. We measure our grind in our machines, especially with Marisa. Then our grind in Waterstons’ 
Marisa (the other Kronos store in the high street where they have a coffee machine like ours). Then 
we measure their grind; waterstones in their machine then in our machine. This is to see how the same 
machines would produce coffee. This is to make sure that the machine produces consistent measures 
of coffee. It would be expected that our grind in our machine and in their machine should give the 
same reading, but we do not know if that is really will happen or not and it seemed interesting to see 
this. I asked Charles about the maintenance of the coffee machines and he said that a company cafe 
direct handles that. I asked him how frequent is that, he answered every 6 months so I asked him 
when the last one was and the next one. He said he will examine the documents of that and will 
answer me.
03/09/2008 -  Wednesday
I went to the store at 11 am, in my way to change I saw 3 dirty tables upstairs. Surprisingly Charles 
told me the till machines, which were to be replaced by new ones, were not installed as the people 
responsible for that installation did not come at their time. I worked till 17:00! And I did not have the 
chance to do what I intended to do. The reasons are many, it was busy and Charles forgot to create the 
flow charts I asked him for on Tuesday, he said Dario was on phone last night with him for a long 
time. And the installation of the new tills took place later around 15:00.
04/09/2008 - Thursday
I went to the store at 10:15 and I started with clearing some tables. Nicholas and Charles were behind 
the counter and as I delivered some clean tableware to them. Nicholas said something that I did not 
get. Charles asked me If I got that, as I replied no he said that Nicholas said that I always come in 
time i.e. right time to help them, as it was getting busy. We did coffee check of our machines and 
recorded that. Then Charles and I went to Waterstons with our grind in our group handle. Charles told 
the team there that we do some research. Charles started to extract however, the timer did not go on 
and that grind was wasted. So we had to go again to fetch another extract and our timer. We did 
extract their grind in their coffee machine, and our grind in their machine. After I got the reading I
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told Charles that I am not sure now why I did all that measurement; I meant how to understand and 
analyze what I got! At 14:45 I did another trip to Waterstons to repeat the process again. Interestingly, 
upon visiting Waterstons, my eyes picked the non cleared tables, and a customer was clearing his 
table and put the dirty cups on the side table. I asked Charles again about the flow chart for the drinks 
he said that he will email it to me. He said that he is developing flow charts for all the drinks that 
Kronos serves as he thought that will be a good tool for training the staff especially to get over the 
language barrier. Around 23:00 Charles sent me by email the flow chart for latte and cappuccino.
05/09/2008 - Friday
The main thing that day was to check the grind and coffee machines in the two stores. I went to the 
Waterstons twice and besides doing that, I always have a look around, and not surprisingly some 
tables are not cleared. The back area is just a very small place. Seeing them busy, I started to clear 
some tables and unload the dish washing machine and made frescato for them. The interesting thing is 
that, I am feeling I am not stranger to them or the store, I am wearing the same black shirt and 
working with familiar products and familiar with every thing they have. It is like entering a home of a 
very close friend. At the first time, Charles was there before me, and we talked about the Dosage 
Grind check and it seems that no one at that shift was capable of doing that ‘vital’ check, which is 
very surprising, being a very important check to ensure quality coffee being produced and that means 
they do not fill their heartbeat sheets consistently. Giovanni told me about the Kronos group on face 
book, and I did not know that. I think I may need to check the other stores that may have both types 
of machines: Marisa and Louisa, and how do they conduct the dosage check and if there is any 
variance in the performance of both machines. The readings shown in the matrix, table 2, would show 
that the waterstones’ readings are very high and that is almost consistent. Table 3 shows Louisa’s 
readings.
Table 2 The dosage check matrix
Date & Time Our Grind Their Grind
4/9-12:30 Our Marisa 34 37 49 50
4/9-14:45 Their Marisa 60 33 50 50
5/9-11:45 Our Marisa 40 41 50 50
5/9- 15:15 Their Marisa 40 34 50 42
NB Louisa (Waterstons store has not Louisa type)
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Table 3 Louisa’s readings
Date & Time Our Grind Their Grind
4/9-12:30 Our Louisa 35 30 53 46
5/9-14:45 Our Louisa 40 22 50 50
06/09/2008 - Saturday
When they collect their different types of data. They may have developed sheets to do that and record 
it. Whether it is done accurately and consistently or not. The data will be there in the sheets without 
further treatment. The technique, SPC here, is like a coffee machine. The data are like coffee beans, 
who can drink coffee beans? To make coffee you have to grind the beans and extract them in the 
coffee machine and so you drink the extracted juice. The same for the data, they are raw material that 
can to be consumed per se. The technique treats them, grind, and extract them to give meaningful 
indicators. It is like the statistical software for handling the quantitative surveys. Surveys have 
numbers and a researcher who has a pile of filled forms can not benefit of them in such condition. 
Unless he treats it with statistical programme he can not make meaningful interpretations of them.
08/09/2008-M onday
I am heading to Harrogate to attend the conference of the British Academy of Management (BAM). I 
sent Charles an email asking him to see if there are any other stores that have the two different types 
of machines; Louisa and Marisa like us. The reason for that is to see if they record the dosage check 
for the two types. I asked him also to record the time that 3 different team members, with different 
skill levels, take to prepare latte and cappuccino. This email was sent to Charles and I copied my 
supervisor also. I met my supervisor in the afternoon and updated him about the research.
09/09/2008 - Tuesday
I met Professor Chris Voss in BAM, and we discussed my research. He suggested that I should 
contact Professor Gary Thompson in Cornell University in the United States, as he is specialised in 
service operation management. He also suggested that I consider the practicalities and realties of such 
implementation, e.g. staff turnover.
15/09/2008 - Monday
I went to the store at 16:00. Giovanni, Keith and Jasper are there. It was quite, no busy trade. I asked 
Keith if the toilet mirror in the male room is fixed, he said he does not know and I also asked 
Giovanni he said no. I did not check that myself. If it was not fixed, that would be very surprising to 
me. It is almost 2 weeks since its brakeage. Today I searched the internet to find sugar and ants related
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images, I copied them and will print it in the Uni and then put it in the back area. I had a look in 
‘Charles Dyas’ and Lakeland for a container that can be sued for sugar keeping. I am also thinking to 
use ones of the detergent containers, after cleaning it for this purpose. Giovanni complained of 
Charles not being there when they get busy, according to him last Saturday, he left them at 15:00 
while it was busy.
17/09/2008 -  Wednesday
I went to the store at 11:50 am, the store is quiet. Charles, Keith, Jasper, and Salvatore are working. 
Jasper again used my name tag but he gave it to me and had a trainee one! I showed the printed paper 
of the sugar to Charles and he liked it. He said he can laminate it and then we hang it. I said I saw 
hooks in Argos and he said if I can buy one and then they will pay me back. I went to Argos at the end 
of the day but it was out of stock so I reserved it and next Tuesday I can get it. I asked Charles if he 
saw my email that I sent before going to the conference, he said no as he does not check his email 
frequently. I explained what was in my email as for the dosage check and the service time. I asked 
him again if we can do the motion study for 3 team members with 3 different skills levels. He 
suggested Salvatore, Helen and Jasper. I said ok, then after a few minutes I had a look over the 
schedule paper on the wall. I discovered that Helen is working one day per week, and if that was the 
case then it would not be of benefit to measure her as we need to repeat that over several days and she 
would not be there. As I discussed that with Charles, he said that even Jasper will not be here next 
week, so we need to find other team members, may be Xin or Mei. Charles had his notebook and 
started to jot some lines and names, a sort of table, and that was a good thing, starting to use a paper 
and pen and think of how to capture the data. For me it is a good sign, even if it is just a small thing 
like drawing some lines! Helen is a new face for me, according to Charles she has been working for a 
very long time with Kronos, however that was the first day to me to see her, she is a student at Surrey 
University. Noticing that the delivery did not come, I asked Salvatore about that he said he does not 
know. So I asked Charles, he said that they now come in the early morning, around 3 - 4 am and they 
have access to the store and they stop the alarm and deliver the orders. For that he put labels on the 
fridge like; ‘Milk Fridge’ and had it laminated and stuck to the fridge. I asked Charles if he new that 
change ahead, he said no. As he called them, delivery people, to ask why they were late at one day so 
they replied they do it in the early morning. Seeing the fridge missing many items, Charles said they 
still cope with the new system as they had to plan carefully for the orders. For me it is a lack of 
communication in the system of Kronos. Charles was not notified of such an important change. This 
is truly strange and by turn Salvatore did not know, Charles did not pass this to his team. I wonder 
now how many of the other team members know about such change! I noticed a paper down the till 
announcing the coming visit of the mystery shopper and explaining what he will ask for!
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18/09/2008 - Thursday
I have been to the store at 12:00. Charles just came a few minutes and showed me the laminated paper, 
figure 5. I told him that the hook was out o f stock and I reserved it for next Tuesday. He told me he 
found one in Woolworth and he said in his break he will fetch it. I felt good about that. I asked him 
how Salvatore performed. He seemed to not understand what I meant, I explained about the service 
time measurement. He said he did not expect it to be taking such long time o f Salvatore to prepare the 
drinks.
Figure 5 ‘Do not waste me’ sheet
Please
do
not
waste
mei
TTfian/iycii
I asked him to measure Xin today. Charles had his notebook and I saw him explaining to Xin what he 
is trying to do. Charles told me that Xin is more quick than Salvatore, this is o f  course is expected, as 
Salvatore is just a beginner. For me, it is a good sign that Charles is carrying his papers and recording
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the data. Even I told him today that we did not specify the drink size to be made, he said he did not 
overlook this and for that he had the ‘M’ letter written against the drink to indicate it is medium sized. 
I asked Giovanni about the new system of delivery. He did not like it he said it caused a lot of wastage 
and many items are missed. A new face appeared today, a new girl, I do not know her name; she came 
as a customer, drank her order and suddenly came in the black shirt! I went to Woolworth around 
16:15, and got the hook, Charles forgot to do so in his break. I found another thing, similar to a small 
washing bag that can be used as a basket. I went back to the store and gave them to Charles who hung 
them and he gave me the money back after giving him the receipt. I told Charles that I will send Dario 
an email asking about the other stores that have 2 different types of coffee machines like us. Giovanni 
was playing the mystery shopper role and asked Nicholas what is a gingerbread latte. So, that 
confirms they are expecting the mystery shopper to ask for that as stated in the paper down the till and 
the shopper will ask for berry and apple crumble slice!
23/09/2008 - Tuesday
I am not feeling well. I think I caught cold. However, I went to the store, worked for 3 hours and 
could not continue so, I left.
26/09/2008 - Friday
I saw my supervisors as we were scheduled to meet to complete my annual progress review. We 
talked about the research and I told him that I feel that people there, in the store, are not having 
enough curiosity or that spirit for discovery or exploration. For me I think that is the essence of 
continuous improvement. I gave an example of trying to identify the stores which have both types of 
coffee machines. Dario did not answer me back as I expected him to find such information very easily. 
And Charles did not also try to get that information. Prof. Jones told me not to get desperate and just 
to keep going collecting my data and keeping my diary and recording the whole experience. As all 
such incidents will form the picture we are trying to see. He also stressed on interviewing the team 
members to explore their perceptions of their work and Kronos.
28/09/2008 - Sunday
The Staff meeting was scheduled at 18:00.1 was not working that day but went at the stated time as 
Charles has put a paper in the back area requiring all to attend wearing full uniform. The attendees 
were; Charles, Giovanni, Jasper, Nicholas, Mei, Mohamed, George, Helen, Salvatore. George is a 
new face first time to see him. Charles had this plastic bag of green things inside, and he stood with 
his back to the counter facing us, we were sitting on chairs in a line. He thanked the team for being 
there specially those who were not working that day there. He discussed the fire procedures, and 
Giovanni suggested a tour to see the fire exit in the first floor. So, we went upstairs and we were
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showed that. Back again to our places, Charles asked about the customer complaint procedures and 
explained that in details and he mentioned the customer care line and how customer can approach the 
management. He also discussed the Rain Forest Alliance, that 30 % of the coffee in Kronos comes 
from rain forest certified coffee farms. This alliance is concerned about the ecosystem and 
sustainability and giving the farmers fair prices to their coffee beans. Charles gave eveiy one a frog, 
the logo of the alliance. I like that green frog. Charles talked about the new products that will go into 
the store and also about products that will be de-listed; out of the store. He also talked about the 
changing standards of heating the panini from 3 minutes to 3m30s and flat bread 2m30s. And that all 
sandwiches must be taken out of their warps and placed on a plate with a knife and napkin. Most of 
the team objected that saying it would slow down the service, in fact they were strongly against that 
but Charles told them even if it is annoying it must be done as it is the standard. However, and 
interestingly, Charles said that the standard already exists but they did not execute it, so it is not 
something new! In fact when I looked again in the Core skills training workbook it is mentioned 
clearly in the Food standards module page 8D. The same can be said for the heating times for the 
panini it is stated as 3m30s in the same module page 7D. This is an example of standards not being 
well communicated. Charles asked what the 3rd of October signifies? And he mentioned that it is the 
wage increase day, so the minimum wage will be £5.73 instead of £5.50. He also mentioned the 
performance review and he scheduled the team to go through that. For those who worked over 3 
months. Giovanni expressed his concerns about the staff consumption of extra items; marshmallows 
and chocolate flakes. Charles asked me if I would like to speak. I talked to them for 10 minutes about 
the project, about their participation, and I asked them to try to enjoy it as a new experience that they 
may learn something new from. I myself is trying to enjoy it. I thanked them for listening to me and 
also for their cooperation and accepting me as one of their team. The meeting ended around 19:45.
29/09/2008-M onday
Went to the store at 11:40, Salvatore, Charles, and Jasper are working. I asked Jasper what time he 
finishes, and if we can talk for around 30 minutes, he answered that he will finish at 15:00.1 asked 
Charles if he talked lately to Dario and if I can get his number- Dario’s number- so I can phone him to 
see if he can identify another store having 2 machines. After a while Charles-1 saw him talking over 
phone- said that he phoned another store manager and he found that the Kronos store in Basingstoke 
is having both types like us. I thought Basingstoke is about 15 minutes by train but he said it is around 
45 minutes. I interviewed Jasper upstairs for around 30 minutes, Ling saw us and said: ‘interview’ 
and laughed and I told her that her turn will come soon. Before I leave I asked Charles to contact the 
store manager there, he said her name is Sara, to let her know about what we are trying to investigate, 
and he agreed. I think if I did not ask Charles about that he would not have acted while this should be 
an easy thing for him to do just a phone call like what he did now! Salvatore was stocking the chips
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and could not find the green ones. We talked about the delivery and Salvatore did not know about the 
change of the delivery time. This is surprising to me as he still does not know. Salvatore may be, 
being a new member, lacks some information but he should have noticed that the delivery does not 
come at midday as it used to be. He should have questioned that, but it seems he did not! (see: 
17/9/2008). Still, may be because he works part time, he may did not catch up with what is happening.
01/10/2008 - Wednesday
I went to the store at 12:00. Giovanni saw me in the back area and we talked about the work. He 
complained that in the morning, he and Salvatore were alone and it was very busy. Even they did not 
have any clear chinaware to serve the customer and many tables were dirty. They even served drinks 
using food plates instead of saucers! When I saw Charles I told him that the time is running and we 
should plan for the coming phase, he suggested meeting on Friday to discuss that and I agreed. I 
interviewed Giovanni, we went upstairs and from the fire exit we sat to a table in the open air as he 
wanted to smoke, we finished at 15:40.1 found that a whole box of muffin and another box of pecan 
slices had expired one day before and no body found it! I think the stickers on the boxes are small and 
as, it is written in black ink and white background, it is not easily seen. I think it would be better to 
have it bigger and in a different colour that really catches the eyes. Helen brought stickers and started 
to dot every box with date and day. Giovanni’s talk about struggling to serve customers as it happened 
today reminded me of my days at the hotel in Hurghada. Where I used to work alone in the afternoon 
shift, the busiest shift. I checked in and out guests, answered the phone and talked to guest and 
answered their questions. I sometimes when the bellman, one at the shift, was performing a task had 
to accompany guests to the safe deposit room. I even carried guest luggage. I had to put down and not 
complain. Moreover, I tried to serve customers and be polite and keep my smile while I was 
struggling. It was very stressful but I knew there was not a solution to that and also I did not like to 
appear incompetent.
02/10/2008 - Thursday
I went to the store at 12:15.1 brought my scale with me and told Charles that I got it for weighting the 
coffee waste. I did a coffee check and recorded that and took the grind in small espresso takeaway 
cups; 4 ones. That was done using a free tamp, not using the machine for that. I got that and got the 
train to Basingstoke, I departed at 13:17 and arrived at 14:00. I went to the Festival Place; the 
shopping mall where Kronos is. I had a tour in the mall for 5 minutes and headed to the store. I asked 
for Sara and she was behind the counter. She recognized me, I put my stuff on a sofa and she came 
and I explained to her what I am trying to do. I asked her about the dosage check and how they do it. 
She said that they depend on just one machine; Marisa. When I explained to her the idea of comparing 
the two machines, she said she would expect the two machines to give the same reading! I went
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behind the counter and started the check, and recorded all the readings I got. I asked her to do it by 
herself and I recoded the readings she had. I would say she was surprised to see the difference 
between the two machines. This is interesting as I can not believe she did not- once- try to compare 
the two machines! I asked Sara to record the readings for 3 times daily for two days and she said she 
will give that to Charles when she sees him next Friday, I told her that we may get on the phone. I 
went back to Guilford and did the coffee check using their grind in our machines, I had 5 samples of 
their grind. Giovanni told me that one customer who comes regularly to Kronos asked for Americano 
and she specified that she wants it from Marisa not from Louisa. The readings of our Louisa and their 
Louisa, table 4, using our grind is close (14 and 17). And our Marisa and their Marisa using our grind 
are close (21 and 25). The readings of our Louisa and their Louisa using their grind is close (21-17) 
but the readings of our Marisa and their Marisa using their grind is far (32-23). I think what we need 
to do is to concentrate on our Marisa and make the check more consistent and see what will happen.
Table 4 Readings summary
Machine Our Grind Their Grind
Our store Louisa 14 21
Basingstoke Louisa 17 17
Our store Marisa 21 32
Basingstoke Marisa 25 23
03/10/2008 - Friday
I prepared a sheet with a table to record coffee waste weight, shown in table 5 .1 went to the store at 
15:00. As Charles suggested discussing the coming phase of the research, I asked about him and was 
told he is conducting an interview upstairs. I hanged the sheet on the wall. I had a talk with Giovanni 
about this and about the possible uses of the coffee waste. He mentioned using it in land fertilizing. 
And I told him this is one use, and likely there are other ones and that needs a sort of scientific 
research and a cost/benefit analysis. He said that he will start weighting the waste from today. I saw 
Charles upstairs sitting with a lady, saw her before and forgot her name. He came down and asked me 
what I did in Basingstoke I told him I will tell you later, I meant when we sit to talk as was planned. 
However, he departed with that lady and it seems that he totally forgot our meeting. I wrote a paper 
for him explaining that I waited for him and did not like to disturb him. I left the paper to Giovanni to 
leave it for Charles. Giovanni asked me if I can come tomorrow, Saturday, to cover the lunch breaks, 
as they have staff shortage. He said ‘we pay you’ I replied no I will take no money but I will come. In 
fact I am happy to give help and I feel grateful to the chain to grant me access to the store and to the 
staff as they accepted me among them and they are nice to me. So the least thing to return their favour
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by another favour. When I went back to the University, I started to search the internet to find relevant 
material to recycling coffee waste.
Table 5 coffee waste sheet
C o f f e e  W a s t e
C o f f e e  W a s t e  +777777 =
(Day Wight
Biology, Zoology, Algebra, Chemistry, Astrology, Geometry, Geography, Cuisine, Physics???
04/10/2008 - Saturday
I worked from 12:00 to 18:00.1 did a lot of dishwashing and table clearing. I think in such a busy day, 
this task is crucial, table turnover should be high to generate high sales. Customers who queue for a 
long time, on a Saturday for example, and then find no table because tables are dirty may have not 
favourable feelings. In fact the scene of dirty tables is not a pleasant one. Charles thanked me for 
coming today and said that we will talk on Monday. Was such a busy day, sales is about £3000 or 
more. They said that was only done in Christmas time. Ling seemed happy with that she says we will 
be number one. May be she means number one over other Kronos stores in the area. I did not ask 
Charles if he got the paper I left to him yesterday, and did not ask Giovanni if Charles got it or not. I 
and Xin weighed the coffee waste and it is 20 kg! I am very happy to see the sugar basket, figure 6, 
getting full and used. I am thinking to weigh it in a week or so to see how much is saved in a week.
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As I was leaving, I saluted Xin and Giovanni and Giovanni from behind the counter shook my hand 
firmly.
Figure 6 Sugar basket
06/10/2008 - M onday
I went to the store at 14, Charles was not there, and when I asked they said he did not come. I saw the 
Rota and he wasn’t working that day. Now It is strange as he said see you on Monday. I stayed for a 
while, Giovanni wanted to swap 2 vanilla syrup cartoons with citrus from Waterstones and I 
volunteered to do that. I asked Nicholas if he has time for an interview after he finishes at 17:00. He 
said yes so I left. At 17:00 I returned to the store and interviewed Nicholas. In fact I am moving all the 
time with the digital tape recorder in my bag!
07/10/2008 - T uesday
I had a talk with Charles over the project and that it is time now for the responsibility of data 
collection to be shifted to the team. There is no reason to postpone that as time is running. I gave him 
the sheets in a folder and he brought coloured sheets to use it as dividers between each section. I 
explained that the first day/days will be a sort of pilot, testing the experience and that we will talk
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about it so we can see what happened in reality. As for the Dosage check, we agreed to measure the 
two machine: Marisa and Louisa. However, the grind would be adjusted according to Marisa. This 
was agreed because Louisa showed less variation than the one shown by Marisa. The Dosage check 
will be consistent and Charles said that can be done at 10 am, 12, and 14 and so the coffee check will 
be one hour after. So, at 11, 13 and 15. As for the service time we discussed the data that Charles 
collected, table 6. Charles sent the timings to me by email, and I worked over it. The skills and 
experience level are clearly affecting the timing of each member. With Salvatore, the newest, 
incurring the longest time in all. We agreed that just one drink, medium latte is to be measured. We 
are not concerned here about the barista making the drink, but more with delivering the standard that 
we tried to create. As for the cleanliness, I suggested to start with one area either the ground or first 
floor. But Charles said we may like to keep with the previous stage and we measure both areas from 
the start. I agreed. I was just trying to make it simpler for the first days.
Table 6 Staff timings for preparing latte and cappuccino
N am e 1 latte 1 cappuccino 2 latte 2 cappuccino
Salvatore
Beginner
125 143 158 168
116 150 175 190
109 131 173 196
3 50 /3  =116.66 424/3  =  141.33 506/3  =  168.66 554 /3  = 184.66
Xin
Medium skilled
144
l i s i i i i 152
100 147
301/3  =  100.33 389 /3  =  129.66 398 /3  =  132.66 443 /3  =  147.66
Giovanni
Highly skilled
119 130
93 120 133
90 113 122 165
278/3  =  92.66 348/3  =  116 3 66 /3  =  122 428/3  =  142.66
A verage for the 3 
m em bers
350+301+278 =  
929 /9
424+389+348 =  
1161/9
506+398+366 =  
1270/9
554+443+428 =  
1425/9
Average tim e 103.22 =  ~103sec
129sec
141.11 =
»141sec
158.33 =  
~  158sec
I told him I would not come on Wednesday and will come on Thursday. I gave Charles the sheets I 
got of the different uses of the coffee ground. Salvatore was not feeling well, his stomach was upset. 
He asked me if I was working that day, I said no. After a while he asked Charles to leave early but 
Charles told him no as he can not get the next person earlier to replace him. After a while Jasper told 
Charles he can do on his own and that Salvatore can leave, Charles agreed. As I saw the Kronos
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Check on the board, I noticed it is not the handwriting of Dario. I asked Charles and he said yes the 
one who did the last one is another store manager on behalf of Dario, Berry from Basingstoke. This 
was done on 25/9/2008. Now I recall when Charles, in the staff meeting on 28/9, reviewed with us the 
customer compliant procedures, in the audit the team failed to show knowledge of that. I asked 
Charles how he feels about that, being audited by another store manager, he said although he respects 
and had a good relation with Berry, but he is not comfortable with him as a store manager auditing 
him. I told Charles about the interviews I did in the first stage of the study and that I found that, 
informally, some managers shop other stores and then they discuss that with their counterparts. 
However, he said the issue now is more formal as this audit will go into his score and will affect the 
bonus he would get. I asked Charles if Berry, is being trained to be an area manager, but he was not 
sure of that. As for the comments of Berry written on the Kronos Action P la n Bigger attention 
needed on standards + cleanliness. Eye for detail in all areas- the only way to achieve is as a TEAM’. 
That day Charles cleared a table and put the sugar in the sugar basket hanging from the wall. He said 
that the basket idea really worked well. He seemed to be happy with it. After a while he told me he is 
thinking to weight the amount of sugar saved in a period to estimate the money saved. He said to me 
that: ‘you made me think that way’.
09/10/2008 -  Thursday
I went to the store at 14:30. Charles was working and I stayed in the back area, helped with some 
washing. I asked him about the experience. He brought the folder and showed me the data he 
collected. Some were missing and for the service time he did not record any data. He said it was ok, 
but after the store got busy and in the rush, the period from 11 to 2, it was impossible to do so. For the 
dosage check, he recorded it twice for both machines the third was left to George who did not do it. 
He started to apologize for that missing data. He said that if he has more staff it would be easier, as he 
can see the benefit of this process. And he started to mention his experience with pizza hut, having 
few staff and again it is the same case here in Kronos. I asked him again to keep a diary, even just 
some notes of his thoughts. As I noticed that he is trying to do the three areas of measurements by 
himself, I told him it is a delegation for responsibility and that every one of the team should 
participate in it. It is not about him, it is about the team. As the next staff meeting is 10 days away, it 
would be impossible to wait for that meeting to talk to the staff. So he suggested briefing the members 
as they come in their shifts. Charles was concerned about the measurement of the serving time of the 
latte, how to do it? We agreed that the one on the till takes the order and then starts the timer and then 
give it to the barista who stops it after making it. However for me, there are different possibilities for 
this type of process, I mean as for measuring different baristas to compare their performance or even 
keeping a special chart for a certain barista to see how he progresses over time. However, focusing on 
one barista is not easy, because that will require a longer period of time considering the majority are
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part timers and not working all the week days. I asked him to ask Sara, Basingstoke store manager, if 
she kept the measurements of her coffee machines, as they were to meet on Friday. I inserted more 
sheets on the folder.
13/10/2008-M onday
I went to the store at 14:20. Mei and Xin and Giovanni and Charles are there. I waited for Charles as 
he was busy doing some paper work as I see him carrying a folder and a pen. Then I sat to a table with 
a notebook, a copy of the recent Kronos Check, and what’s in store issues. I asked him about the 
conference he had been to in Birmingham. The one held on April was attended by Whitbread Chief 
Executive and 900 members of the Kronos team attended (source: What’s in store 11th April 2008) 
He said it was a waste of time as there was nothing veiy interesting. I asked him if he saw Sara, 
Basingstoke store manager, he said yes and she will email the data she collected. I asked him if she 
mentioned any thing about that he said no. For me this is weird I would expect her to ask Charles to 
say: ‘what was that man really after?’ Or ‘what does he do in your store Charles?’ Or even Charles 
asks her; ‘Sara, How was your measurement of the coffee?’ Or sort of that. Is it a lack of curiosity or 
lack of concern or what exactly? I asked him about the incentives that the team members receive. As I 
noticed that most of money bonuses go to the managers. He explained the incentive that the team 
members receive and gave me a small booklet 'Your Benefits’ April 2008- March 2009; Whitbread 
Privilege Card (Swipe Card with a card number). I am interested to know that as, when I interviewed 
some of the team members and as I asked them about the financial issues. They seemed frustrated. 
Our discussion revealed that; the hourly wage is around £5.75 (after 3rd of October increase). There is 
no cash incentive to the team members because of the taxation process, according to Charles. As the 
money staff would receive as an incentive, is taxable the manager should be aware of how to calculate 
that, which requires thorough knowledge of the taxation process. However, staff receive 50% discount 
on the beverage and food in the outlets where they work and 25% discount in other Whitbread 
operations. I asked Charles about his perception of the incentive scheme in general and, being directed 
more to managers. He said that incentives lose its meaning when they are many. He answered he does 
not feel comfortable with giving managers more incentives while the team is not benefiting from it. It 
is like telling the team to work harder as he, the manager, wants to have the incentive. I laughed at 
that and told him I imagine him watching the team working and asking them to work hard, in his mind 
he is dreaming of shopping in New York. I share the same perspective with Charles, this seems not 
just. There are many incentives to the managers, money and rewards. The manager’s performance is 
based on his team. So after all their efforts, the manager harvests the prize. This seems unfair. I think 
that Kronos should survey its people about their perceptions of the incentive scheme. Most 
importantly is to explain to them why they can not have it in the form of cash money. We talked about 
the ‘what’s in store’) the newsletter. And if there is one directed to staff. He said it is directed to the
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staff. I asked him if he thinks the staff really reads it. As we had one in our hands, he looked at it and 
pointed to the names mentioned in it, staff being promoted and said if their names are not mentioned 
in it they probably would not be interested. Moreover, staff would depend on him for telling them any 
relevant information. He mentioned Mei and Xin as an example for having a communication barrier, 
not having a good level of English, so they would not read the newsletter. I asked him if Jasper and 
Nicholas, being native English speakers would read it?. He answered that is possible. I asked him if it 
happened for once that one of the staff came and asked about something cited in the newsletter?. He 
answered ‘No’. I told him that from my observations; I have never seen one of the team reading a 
newsletter. The board where the newsletter issues are kept is in the back area and I did a lot of 
dishwashing in the back area, and I spent long time there. As I observed the rota; staff schedule is the 
focal point of attention for the staff, and nothing else. Charles said that the pay slips are put with the 
Kronos Check as to convey to the team that their performance is related to their work. I doubt if they 
se it as that! I asked Charles about the data collection he said he did not do it today, Monday, as he is 
briefing Giovanni. I told Charles that although I am not coming daily now as before I am still here to 
help with any issue. As I did not totally withdraw, I asked Charles if I can get the material he was 
given in the conference. He also gave me the newsletter for the store managers; Massimo and the 
Christmas merchandise material. I asked Charles if he has reviewed the customer complaints 
procedure in the last staff meeting because of that being marked down in the Kronos Check recently 
for that, he answered ‘Yes’.
14/10/2008 - Tuesday
I did not go to Kronos today. I preferred to do some more reading. I read the material I got from 
Charles yesterday. I read that ‘ Whitbread has been short listed in the Best employer- Hospitality and 
Leisure category o f the springboard Awards for Excellence 2007’ (Source: What’s in store- 25th 
January 2008). I went through ‘Your Benefits’ booklet. It seems that the benefit package offers a 
diverse package that covers many areas, from money, well being, to life style. However, I am 
concerned that many of them are directed towards long term members. It may worth investigating 
how the part timers or the temporary staff look at such benefits. And it also may worth surveying the 
employees of their perceptions of the benefits and knowing who actually makes use of them. If 
Kronos surveys its customers then the employees also should be surveyed. The goal is to tailor a 
package that truly reflects the interests and needs of the staff. The package has some interesting 
benefits: Focus: The Employee Assistance Programmes offers a confidential and independent 
telephone counselling and advise service ‘Person to Person’. This can be work, legal issues, 
family/marital, Financial, Emotional, and Addiction. However, I think the staff are not aware of such 
service. This is available 24/7 free of charge. For the Mother company members and their household. 
In the interviews, they suffered from several issues related to communication. This ranged from not
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expressing their ideas, feelings and even frustrations. No one of them mentioned this service. They 
complained that no one listened to them and even their voices are not of value, as they think. I am 
now thinking how many ones really went through the booklet? Do people always want easy things; 
someone to tell them what they want to know instead of troubling themselves by 10 minutes of 
reading. I am thinking now to go back to the factory in slough which I visited more than a year ago. I 
want to go into the shop floor to see how the statistical process control is applied on ground. The first 
visit I did not go down as the man, quality responsible, who entertained me said it was not possible to 
do so. We just had a talk in his office about it. Right now, I think it would be valuable to see how that 
works on the floor, to highlight the comparison between the application of SPC in two different 
settings, a manufacturing and a service one.
16/10/2008 - Thursday
I went to the store at 14:00, it is very quiet, just a few customers. Jasper told me that Nicholas has left.
I asked him how he feels about that. Jasper was not happy with that as Nicholas is his friend. However, 
Nicholas will be based in Cranleigh store and still will give hand here if he is needed. For me that 
what Nicholas predicted when I interviewed him. He was talking that his days in this store are 
numbered. I asked Jasper about the privilege card and if he has read the booklet. No, he did not read it, 
he answered. I showed him the part of the counselling and he did not know about that even. As I 
thought they do not read. May be if they have read that they would have thought to talk and use that 
counselling service to release their emotions and may be that would have helped them getting over 
their frustrations as in the case of Nicholas. Charles was talking with Jasper upstairs for a while, was 
that about work, or about what exactly?. I do not know. Amanda asked about the coffee grounds and 
my interest in them, she said they might be used in gardening. I told her that I did an internet search 
and I came up with other different possible ways of using them. I took the filled coffee sheet, table 7, 
and put a new one. Charles did not mention a single word about the data collection!
Table 7 Filled coffee waste sheet
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17/10/2008- F r id a y
I went to see Charles as he works from 12 to 19. However, when I went at 17:15. He was not there. 
Giovanni and Xin were just there. I asked about Charles and Xin told me he left. I was surprised but 
Xin said he did just paper work that day. So I left. I am thinking to tell Charles, as to reduce the 
burden of measuring the different processes, to concentrate over just two processes. May be that 
would be easier for them. I found a box of muffins that will expire tomorrow, they should sell it today. 
It seems they did not see it. But I did not say anything about it.
20/10/2008 - M onday
I went to the store at 14:00. Mei, Xin, and Charles are there. I asked him about my remarks on the 
managers’ newsletter. In our talk about Kronos doing research and surveying its people and customers. 
Charles seemed not sure if Kronos really do that or even do it in a proper way. He said that while 
people in this town are well off, people in Manchester may not be the same. He wondered if these 
differences are accounted for and considered in the surveys and research conducted by Kronos. He 
mentioned an incident when Christmas was approaching, and Kronos have gift cards to sell to 
customers, and store managers have asked to have envelops to put that gift cards in it. However, this 
was ignored and Kronos did not discuss nor accommodate such suggestion. This incident is an 
example of Kronos not listening to the voice of their people. When I asked him about the data 
collection, he said that the challenge in busy day is to do that, while in normal days the challenge is to 
motivate the staff to do it. He said that he sees the long term benefit of it but it is difficult to do. 
Charles said that Giovanni- the assistant manager- does not share the same perspective. Giovanni 
wants to clean the tables and sees not point of waiting for the three minutes to count that. I suggested 
reducing the number of the processes that we are measuring. As now it is clear that the work load with 
such staff hours will hinder collecting the data continuously. Reducing the tackled processes may help 
with the collection, however, the needed motivation is harder to secure! How to convince the staff 
that is important. Or would it work by explaining that, this measurement just for a short while and for 
the research purpose.
21/10/2008 - Tuesday
I went to the store at 17:00. Giovanni was there, Nicholas and a new face. As Nicholas, behind the 
counter, saw me smiling to him and he said ‘Hi Mohamed’, and shook my hand. I went to the back 
area. I started to take some photographs of the sheets on the board, coffee waste sheet, and the sugar 
basket. I then took photographs of the coffee beakers and the timer. I told Nicholas that I knew about 
his move to Cranleigh from Jasper. I asked him was that his decision. He said ‘Yes’. However, after a 
while he said that It was a decision that he has to do before he would be asked to do. So that was a 
smart decision, by his hand not the others. I asked him if he can come to give hand here if asked for
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that. He said he would not expect to be asked for that. I asked him if he read the benefits booklet, he 
said yes he read it when he started. I asked him if he tried to use the counselling service. He said ‘No’, 
and he said that it is not a big issue that he had. However, I think if he read that booklet when he 
started almost 3 years ago. Then that service may be a new one as it is written on the booklet 2008- 
2009. So, there is a possibility that he does not know about such service. However, according to his 
talk he would not even use such service. Giovanni said he did not do ‘yow  work’. He meant the data 
collection. That word ‘your work’ reveals that he regards that as an extra job for him, as a favour he 
does for me. Any way, he apologized that he did not does imy work’ as he was busy training the new 
face. I had a look over the folder and it has so many missed data over the last days. I also noticed that 
the measured service time of the latte, was done for massimo, and primo, although we agreed just to 
do it for a medium one! Nicholas was looking on the rota. I asked him about that, as he will not work 
here anymore, he said he wants to make sure if Charles is coming tomorrow. He said that Giovanni 
does not care about the deep cleaning of the coffee machine while Charles is fussy about that.
24/10/2008 - F riday
I went to the store at 15:00. Willem, Mei, Giovanni and Xin are there. Giovanni said that Willem will 
leave soon. This was a surprise for me as he just came last week or so! I asked Giovanni why that is. 
He said it is because he, Willem, wants to travel. I noticed that the sugar basket is not on the wall. I 
found it on the top of the tissue dispenser. The hook is missed. Giovanni said it fell down. I went to 
Woolworth and bought another hook. I put it on the wall and Mei said it is better to leave it one night 
before putting the sugar basket on. I told her ok and asked he to do that tomorrow. Mei asked me for 
the receipt I told her it is no problem. I put a new control chart sheet and explained it to Mei. It is a 
sheet with the average and range control charts for Marisa. The control limits are derived from the 
chart drawn before and data should be plotted into it. I wanted to use this to explain to them how a 
control chart is used to help ‘real-time’ decision. Charles was there, and Giovanni started to talk abut 
the rota and him working in most week ends and Charles is doing very less week ends. Giovanni was 
really upset about that and he said he thinks to leave. In fact Giovanni mentioned leaving Kronos 
several times to the extent that I would say he will not leave even he says so!
25/10/2008 - Saturday
The research is getting interesting for me. To see how the human issues and the store management 
issues collaborating to inhibit the implementation and adopting of the technique. I did not think it will 
be like that. I hope I can make the best use of the data I collected to construct a story out of it. I am 
having a folder on my computer named Main Study. I have every thing related to this research phase 
on it. The folder contains about 30 word documents, beside Excel sheets, and interviews audio files.
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26/10/2008 - Sunday
Keeping a diary is not an easy issue. I want to capture every thing in my entries. Recalling what 
happened in a day, what was said to me, and what is happening around is not that easy. Sometimes I 
feel it is mentally and emotionally stressful. I used to keep a personal diary, in Arabic, about 10 years 
ago. And sometimes I wrote a page and the successive page is dated 6 months after that page. Since I 
came to UK, I tried to keep a sort of a diary, in Arabic, but not on a daily basis but more on incident 
basis. I thought to have a sort of a book out of that! However, that proved very challenging as 
sometimes I feel not like to write and in many cases I feel I can not capture my self and express it in 
words. In part this may have to do with the fact that English is not my mother tongue. Where by a 
language becomes a prison for words? As I reflect again about my research and the qualitative 
approach I adopt. I think it would not be an easy for some one, a researcher, who does not like writing 
or did not try to keep a diary to record his thoughts, emotions, fears, hopes and frustrations. 
Researchers who did not try this before will find keeping a diary, or let us say, keeping a 
comprehensive diaiy or to put it scientifically a ‘reflexive diary’ would not be easy for them. If they 
did not reflect on themselves before it may be hard to reflect on the research itself. If fact I found this 
quote in a paper and it just says what I want to say ‘ Whilst the use o f a diary may aid reflexive 
processes, adopting a research diary does not turn a non-reflexive researcher into a reflexive one ’ 
(Nadin and Cassell, 2006, p.215). However, I am afraid that such subjective and personal reflections 
may diminish the scientific value of this research. However, I bear in my mind the different 
epistemology and ontology that I embrace. Because of that, I am reading about research diaries and 
about reflexivity. Keeping a diary also reminds me of something else. When I was around 13 years, 
my aunt was studying sociology and psychology at university. And I sued to browse her books. I 
remember now how such books that talked about the lives of Eskimo and African tribes were 
fascinating for me. These ‘anthropology’ books were just stories for me and I enjoyed them lot. It 
provided me a chance to see the world of people who lived far away from me and they do not know 
me and I do not know them in person. But reading about them got them closer to me. I did not 
imagine that one day I will do a sort of similar thing, still in the UK not in a jungle or a desert.
27/10/2008-M onday
I went to the store at 14:20. It was busy. I saw Charles and at once noticed the new face. He looked 
British. I saw Mei in the back area sipping water and leaning on the wall. I saluted her and she said 
she was tired because she worked over the last days, every day. I asked her about the new face. She 
said his name is Marlow and he is an assistant manager. I was surprised, no problem with a new face. 
But an assistant manager, Giovanni jumped to my mind at once. Marlow and Charles came to the 
back area and Charles introduced him to me. But Charles said nothing about me. Marlow after a while 
asked me if I am working. As I was in my normal clothes and I was taking the tray from him and
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loading the washing machine. So I am sure he got confused about who is me! I said yes I am working 
and not working at the same time. I told him I am doing research. He laughed and said ‘fair enough’. I 
had a talk with Willem. I asked him about his name and about his origin and we had a friendly talk. 
Then as I was emptying the sugar basket, we talked about cost saving through saving the sugar and 
recycling the ground coffee. I explained to him about my research and the control charts and what we 
are trying to do. His comment was ‘interesting’. Nicholas came I saw him from the back area. He 
came with Charles into the back area. Charles was looking into the pay slips and it seems that he was 
looking for Nicholas pay slip. However, they did not talk. Their appearance reminded me or gave me 
an impression of a divorced woman talking to her ex husband who doe not even like to look into her 
eyes! As the store was getting busy, I was waiting for a chance to talk with Charles. I asked him if he 
had heard from Sara. He said no, he contacted the other store and he said she will be working 
tomorrow. I explained to him the sheet that I put on the board. For Marisa, with two average and 
range charts with control limits and no data on them. I told him about the idea of getting a ‘real-time’ 
feed back. He said he will attempt to do it. I told Charles that I was preparing a sort of presentation to 
the team about quality measurement and SPC technique. Charles told me about the next Sunday 
meeting. He said I can do that on Sunday and I agreed. I sent am email to my supervisor and the brand 
standards manager and the area manager to ask about the date of the excepted next meeting date. It 
was scheduled on 5 November. But that was not confirmed yet.
28/10/2008 - Tuesday
I was sent an email from the brand standards manager. His schedule is busy and he can not do it for 5 
November.
31/10/2008 - F riday
I went to the store at 16:30. Giovanni was there and Xin. The store was a bit busy with people still 
sitting outside, although it was cold and getting darker. Xin told me Charles was upstairs and he is 
about to leave. I had a look over the blank control chart on the board. It is still blank. I am 
disappointed and frustrated. I went upstairs knocked the door and after the second knock, Charles 
answered. He was sitting to the desk with so many papers. We had a general talk at first, we talked 
about Milton Keynes. As I went there last Tuesday to legalize some papers. He said that he was busy 
that week so much. The sales reached £10,000; the normal is around £8000, with a labour cost 
percentage 16%, the common is 23%. I asked him if the staff coped with that, he said YES. For this 
point, I would say I DO NOT THINK SO. Did you ask them if such work load is tolerable for them?. 
I do not think and again if they say yes we are happy with that work load, would that be there real 
answer or just giving him what he wants to hear! Charles said it is the half term holiday for schools 
and the store has so many customers with children. I told him then the sales of the babycino soared.
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He said that the hot chocolate was the real surge, consuming around 20 cans of powder. He added that 
he was so busy all the week and now he has a lot of paper work to do. This is for me implied that ‘I 
HAVE NO TIME FOR YOU’. So, there was no point to ask about the control chart. I asked him 
about the staff meeting on Sunday, he said that it will be at 18:00 and it will be around Christmas and 
I am more than welcome to attend.
02/11/2008 - Sunday
I went to the store at 18:00. Giovanni, Patricia, she is from the other store, and Jarvis were smoking 
outside and the others were inside. I went inside and could not see Charles. To my surprise Tina from 
the Waterstons store and her team was here also. Tina reported that Charles is apologizing for not 
attending this staff meeting, as his friend had a car accident. This really was a shock for me. Not the 
accident but Charles’s absence. Then she said that she will deliver the service excellence presentation. 
She said she had not much time to prepare for that as Charles asked her for that in the last minute. 
However, I liked the role playing she did for service. She was delivering the presentation to the teams 
of the two stores till she was told that Charles will do it for his team next week. So she told them that 
they are free to stay or leave and she will close the store. Most of them left. So my plan of giving the 
induction was gone. This gets me back to the planned first day of data collection, Charles also was not 
there. It seems that every time I depend on him I can not find him! I stayed, Mei and Xin also stayed.
03/11/2008-M onday
I have been to the store at 13:300. It was busy, Marlow and Mei working and Charles was in the back 
area on the dishwasher. I told him to go and I will handle that. After a while Amanda came. I 
continued working till around 15.00. Giovanni came wearing his casual clothes and I asked him do 
you work today, he said no. He is just passing by. Giovanni told me he is leaving and gave Charles a 
notice. Giovanni is having an offer from another operation and he asked Dario for a pay rise and 
Dario refused. Charles changed his clothes and was interviewing a girl sitting on a table in the store. 
When he finished I asked him is that a new one. He said yes. He said that Giovanni is leaving; I 
pretended that is new news for me. He added that he, Giovanni, gave him a month notice before he 
leaves. Charles said that Giovanni asked Dario for pay rise, not a reasonable one, and Dario refused. 
Charles said that Willem also left. I asked him why. He said that Willem saw that is not the kind of 
work for him. I asked Charles how is that and if he had worked, Willem, in foodservice before. He 
said Willem was working in a bar and he wanted to change his life and late working hours and wanted 
to know more about coffee, but now he left. Charles said that he asked Willem if this has to do with 
the work hours, other team members or pay, but these were not the reasons. Charles went upstairs and 
I went after him. Marlow was mobbing upstairs. I told Charles that I want to talk with him for a few 
minutes before he leaves. I said that I am not sure how to proceed in that. And that I could not deliver
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the presentation yesterday, having Tina giving the ‘Service Excellence’ presentation. He said that 
Tina should not have given that as it is a store by store case. This is strange because Tina repeated 
several times that she had not time to prepare well for that presentation as that was on a short notice 
from Charles. One of the issues is the staff turnover and I told him of my supervisor’s opinion that 
having new faces can be used for the benefit of the research. Telling them ‘this is the way we do it. 
Charles agreed with that. I told him again that we can focus on fewer processes than ending up having 
nothing in our hands. Charles said that we can discuss that on Wednesday after he finishes his work; 
at 15.00.1 agreed.
04/11/2008 - Tuesday
I am reading an article about reflexivity. For me the verb ‘reflect’ is more mentally associated with 
showing something, or sending something back. Associated with light, mirrors, and metals or so. It 
always does not come to me as ‘thinking seriously’. Now it emerges as an essential concept to my 
research.
05/11/2008 - W ednesday
I went to the store at 15:15. Helen, Marlow, Charles were there. Charles was still is his uniform. Is he 
still helping? Helen was happy to see me and asked me if I was working. I answered her, no. She said 
that she would have been alone if not Marlow and Charles was here. George is sick so he did not 
come. I helped for a while in the back area, and Helen did not want me to work as she said this is not 
fair. Charles told me that he asked Marlow to attend our talk as he thought that is important. I said ok, 
that is a good idea in fact. Charles said that he briefed Marlow about my research and what I have 
been doing in the store. I again explained to Marlow a bit about the research. And that it is like 
Kronos introducing a new sandwich and wants to test that. I explained that the research is interested to 
know about the implementation process. How it works if it works and why, and why it may not be 
easy to make it work out. It is more of exploring the whole process. We focused more on Charles’s 
experience over the past weeks in collecting the data. And Charles said that it was not easy. In part he 
refereed to Giovanni as not helping with that in fact he implied he was a hindrance. Giovanni was to 
leave soon, and he initially showed little interest in that, and now he is leaving. That may suggest he 
does not care at all to help with that. And he hoped Marlow would show more diligence. Charles 
identified that it is not easy to measure the 3 processes and when I said we can focus on two. He said 
he would like to focus on the dosage check, which is part of their daily work, and the service time. 
Discarding the cleanliness one. The cleanliness was problematic, as it includes counting the dirty 
tables and after three minutes counting them again then recording that. The frequency of it was also 
an issue; 14 times daily. I said ok, I prefer to have a more systematic and consistent measurement of 2 
processes than spreading the effort and ending up with nothing. I told Charles about the induction, I
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had a copy with me for him. I told him that I have a copy for every one. We agreed to give the 
induction next Sunday. My supervisor was asking me if I found a champion yet?. He meant the one or 
ones who feel enthusiastic and interested on the research or the new system. I told him till now I did 
not find a single one. However, Would Marlow be that champion? He seemed to be very interested. 
He wanted to read the induction copy and asked Charles to pass it to him; I told him I will bring you a 
copy. For me this is a good indicator, he is interested in reading something. Now I do not 
underestimate that at all. In addition to that he even suggested that the service time of each barista can 
be used as a basis for evaluating and assessing her/his performance. He also identified that staff will 
show different responses to this as they have different motivations. I smiled and answered him that is 
exactly what we are looking for to know. With his comments; ‘cool’, ‘interesting’ and his shown 
excitement he gave me the feeling that was the one whom we have been looking for! But the question 
that arises here and now ‘Does it take just one ’?
06/11/2008-T h u rsd ay
I went to the store at 16:15. Marlow was there and I wanted to see what happened, did he try to 
collect data? As he saw me he apologized that he could not start that as Dario was there and spent the 
day with Charles. So, it was not possible to Marlow to do it. I told him that is ok, I understand. I gave 
him a copy of the induction and he said he will read it. We talked a bit about the research and his 
comments were positive about the whole idea.
07/11/2008-F rid a y
I went to the store at 16.30. Giovanni saw me and said that neither Marlow nor Charles were there. He 
said that Charles should have gone at 17:00, but he left earlier. Giovanni talked about his new work 
place and that they make a very good coffee there as they import it from Italy. He also talked about 
the work schedule as he is upset with it. He closes the store many times and he works in week ends 
and he thinks that it is not fair to him. He can not go out, while others, in that case he meant Charles, 
can go out. As I am thinking of that it comes to my mind that companies and businesses always have a 
sort of a system to deal with the new staff, giving induction and orientation. But how many of them 
have a system to deal with a one who is about to quit and leave? Do these companies train managers 
to deal with staff leaving in the same way to deal with new comers?
09/11/2008 - Sunday
I went to the store at 18:00. It was raining. Went inside and some team members were there, some in 
uniform and some not. They waited for Amanda and Marlow to come. Charles apologized for not 
coming last week. He asked the staff about the new products and reviewed with them the mystery 
shopper again, this time he will ask for hot chocolate and will ask about new cakes! Then he started
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delivering the ‘Service Excellence’. And he did a sort of role play as for how to handle customers’ 
orders and accommodating long queues. As he finished he told them that I am having something to 
talk to them about. I distributed copies of the induction to every member. Then I delivered the 
induction, standing and they were sitting in front of me. From the faces, Jarvis was the most 
disturbing for me. He does not like me at all. He made me uncomfortable as he kept browsing the 
pages and looking to me and he looked as if he wants to throw it and run away. Any way I know he 
told Charles he will leave by seven. Amanda was a bit interested. I finished and thanked them and 
apologized for keeping them longer. As for Amanda, after I finished she talked to me and mentioned 
that the induction is relevant to her study, she is a student in University of Surrey, and she may benefit 
from that induction. I told her I can help by providing her of additional material if she wants. The 
team, except Jarvis, headed for Laser Quest. They asked me if I like to join, I apologized for them.
11/11/2008 - Tuesday
I went to the store around 16.00. Charles was there and I asked him about the folder where the data 
sheets are kept, he searched under the counter then went upstairs, of course to his office, then went 
back and got it from under the counter. This gave me an indication of what to expect, if he can not or 
not sure where to find it, can I expect more? I got the sheets that had any data out of the folder. He 
told me he is frustrated about the data collection. He said to me if I think the staff understand what I 
want and what is my research. I told him if they do not say we do not understand that, I can not read 
their minds. Then he said I agree with you. I asked him to observe them as they collect the data and if 
they do not do it, then he asks them why and try to get their reaction. Charles was working that day 
from opening till closing, which is from around 6:30 am to 20:00! Charles is much concerned about 
the labour cost, and he said that Dario is stressing also about controlling the labour cost.
12/11/2008 - Wednesday
I printed more blank sheets and went to the store at 14:30. Charles, Helen, George, and Marlow were 
there. Marlow left after a short time. I did not ask Charles what he did. I really hate to be a source of 
annoyance t them. I gave Charles the sheets and told him that I will come to work tomorrow, go on 
the floor. Let us see what happens tomorrow.
13/11/2008-Thursday
I went to the store at 11:40. Saw a new face today, Lee, his first day is today. Charles was busy. He 
had a financial audit and according to him the lady who was doing it got him worried. She was sitting 
facing the counter and Charles with her with all these files and folders. Giovanni gave me the timer 
and did measure one medium latte. I asked him have you been asked to do it. He said, days ago, 
Charles asked him to do so, but not today. He said he did it because he knew that I came for that. I 
was the one who got the cash and he did the latte. Marlow did a dosage check, I am sure that was
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because I was behind the counter. However, he recorded Louisa, and did not do it for Marisa. I waited 
for a while and told him that we are also measuring Marisa. I reminded him of recording the latte. He 
said it is easier when the store is not busy. I reminded him of his enthusiasm when we talked earlier 
about it. I said we are interested in that, to see the practicality of it. From my observation, there were 
times when the store was not that busy and the measurements can be done. But I think the 
management, Charles in that case is not focusing and highlighting that to make sure it is done. I’m 
frustrated with them. They are not my staff, and they do not work for me. I know they are busy and 
have other things to care about. It is a stuck situation.
18/11/2008 - Tuesday
Talking with my supervisor about the research and how I feel about it. I feel it is jammed; there is no 
progress over the last weeks. I am becoming ‘heavy’ for them there. I feel I am not welcomed any 
more, may be they do not say it but they have it inside them. As Christmas is coming it would be hard 
for them to concentrate on the data collection and it will be a waste of time, further more, I need to 
move on as time is running out of my scholarship. We decided that this is the end of it; I need to 
interview Marlow and Charles and get some data from them.
19/11/2008-Wednesday
I went to see Charles. I worked for a while in the back area and then searched for him. George said he 
may go smoking, but only Marlow was smoking. He left. I told George and Helen about the ‘Town 
day’ and that is a chance to boost the store’s sales, I asked them to pass this to Charles. I retrieved the 
scale I brought to weigh the ground coffee and the second sheet of coffee waste. The total quantity is 
224.80 kg over 20 days and that gives 11.24 kg per day.
20/11/2008 - Thursday
I went to the store at 15:00. Worked in the back area, I saw a new face, but I did not talk with her. 
Charles told me that he will talk to me after a while. I told him that the research came to an end and I 
thanked him. I gave him a paper with the data I need; staff profile, labour productivity and cost. I told 
him that I will need to interview him and Marlow. I am sure Charles is relived by putting an end to it. 
I am not happy about some issues about the research. It is not the way I expected it to be. But it is like 
fighting a war with one man, me!
21/11/2008-Friday
I emailed the brand standards manager to let him know that I ended the research, I thanked him for his 
cooperation and I copied this email to my supervisors and the area manager and the store manager.
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27/11/2008 - Thursday
I went to the store at 15.00. Helen and Charles behind the counter and Marlow appeared after. Saw 
Marlow and asked him if he has free time for an interview next week. He agreed and decided on 
Monday at 15.00. Charles told me that he told some other store managers about the sugar basket. I 
sent the brand standards manager today an email in response to his last one, I promised to give a 
presentation about the research findings and results. I also asked to be referred to someone in human 
resources as I want to get data on job satisfaction surveys and labour turnover. I also emailed the 
quality responsible in the factory where they SPC, I asked him to arrange a visit to the factory. I have 
been there last year, but did not go onto the shop floor, we juts had a talk in his office. For me it is like 
bringing an animal, a deer for example from the savannahs in Africa or a polar bear from the North 
Pole and put it in London zoo. If we do not know the original environment of that animal, how he 
lives, where he sleeps, what he eats, how he plays, how many meters he travels in a day etc... Then if 
that is unknown or ignored then the zoo will lose the life of that animal, or at least he will get a 
depression as they could not imitate his native living. I think I need to do a comparison between 
Statistical Process Control in two different contexts. I think this will benefit and enrich the research.
01/12/2008 - Monday
I went to the store at 15.00.1 headed to the back area, helped with the dishwashing. Saw Xin who said 
that Mei could not come today as she is having a problem with her back, she is not feeling good. He 
started to talk about staff shortage. He said that Charles does not like to hire Chinese, while he, Xin 
think they are hard workers and may solve the problem of staffing the store. Giovanni mentioned that 
he will leave next week. I went upstairs with Marlow to talk I finished around 16:45. I asked Marlow 
to remind Charles of the data I asked him about and to remind him that I need to interview him.
12/01/2009-Monday
I have been to the store at 4 pm, it is raining so no customers are outside, just empty chairs and a 
Kronos tray leaning on the wall. A new face appears behind the counter and Charles. Charles changed 
his hair style! Surprised to see me... ‘Mohamed’ and a warm welcome, I felt it a sincere one. I asked 
about the store and him. ‘Ok... fine’, sales up to 14,000 in a week, which is very high. As he had to 
serve a waiting customer, I went inside, to the back area. I found a new fridge, and the table was 
moved, the charts are not on the board. The sugar basket is in not there also! The new face came and 
he said his name is Jamie, ‘hi, how are you?’ I asked him and he said: ‘tired’. ‘I have been working 
since...’ I replied yea, I can imagine’. I took the rubbish bags and put new ones, I noticed a sugar 
sachet in the rubbish. I started to load the machine and unload it. Charles sent Jamie to ask me to not 
to work. I said it is ok, I can not help it. Charles came after a while and apologized for not preparing
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the data I asked him before, I said that is ok, and I gave him the new form, shown down, I developed 
it to make it easier for him to fill. I wondered about the sugar basket and he said it fell and that 
Marlow will fix it. I asked him also to see his schedule so I can interview him, he said he will do the 
rota for next week and will find a time for that and let me know. He asked me about the presentation 
to the company, as he is waiting to see that. I told him that of course he is invited to attend that. I said 
bye to Jamie and to Charles and left.
25/01/2009- Sunday
Charles sent me a text saying he had to see the dentist and will not be able to see me on Monday, 26/1, 
as we planned. He wrote that may take place on Thursday.
29/01/2009 Thursday
I have been to the store at 14:25. Charles was not there. I went to the back area. The sugar basket is 
not there, I asked Jamie about he told me he does not know. In fact he said ‘every ones talks about it 
but I did not see it since I came’, he started, according to him before the Christmas, so it is more than 
a month and the sugar basket is not there. May be I fell bad because it is my idea, but it also indicates 
that if Charles, he talked about the money saved, Marlow or any of the other staff really cared they 
should have put it if it fell down, or acted in any way to save the wasted sugar. Charles came after a 
while he came, we went upstairs to the interview. I Finished at 16:15.
17/02/2009
I went to Coiydon today to do my biometric test for my visa renewal. But I also bought a container to 
give it to the store to put sugar in. It is a cereal dispenser that can cany 4.8 litres. I also saw a sign in 
the street, ‘Pret ‘offers a cup of coffee for 99 penny!
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Abstract
This paper reports an implementation of statistical process control in a food service chain. Over four 
months the researcher worked in a foodservice chain in England. After evaluating the store’s 
situation, three processes were identified for measurement and improvement. The researcher collected 
data and constructed control charts. However, shifting measurement to staff proved problematic. 
Through interviewing the store members and reflecting over the working life and systems, the 
researcher discusses the obstacles that were faced, specifically human resources issues.
Key words: Statistical process control, Human resources, Implementation
INTRODUCTION
Interviews in a foodservice chain with the Brand Standards Manager, area managers, and store 
managers showed that they had little confidence in the quality measurement tools they were using; 
mystery shopper, quality audit and customer satisfaction survey (Afify et al., 2007). To overcome the 
associated shortcomings with these, another approach to quality measurement and improvement was 
suggested - statistical process control (SPC). This study aimed to evaluate how SPC could be used to 
measure and improve service quality. This paper discusses the factors that may or may not facilitate 
the implementation of SPC in a food service chain.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review initially examined the technical literature on SPC (briefly discussed here). 
Subsequently human aspects of implementation emerged as a key issue, which resulted in a second 
literature review (see Discussion section for this).
SPC is a statistical quality technique developed by Shewhart, Dodge, and Roming in the Bell 
Telephone Laboratories in the 1930s (Krumwiede and Sheu, 1996). The British Standards Institute 
defines SPC as; "the in-process application o f statistical data analysis methods to identify out of 
tolerance conditions for a specific production process and to notify the operator o f the current or 
impending problem’ (BSI, 1994 in Herbert et al., 2003, p.64).
SPC aims to eradicate the special causes of variation. It is used to observe, control, canvas and 
improve a process performance (Antony, 2000). The tool most associated with SPC is the control 
chart but, it is not the only one (Barker, 1990). The other tools constituting SPC include: check sheets, 
histograms, scatter diagrams, Pareto analysis, cause and effect diagrams, and graphs (McQuarter et al. 
1995; Tari and Sabater, 2004). While Caulcutt (1996) asserts that SPC is applicable for all types of 
operations, Henshall (1999) described the use of SPC in non manufacturing areas as ‘somewhat 
difficult’. A lack of understanding of SPC and its potential in service operations is a reason why it has
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not been widely adopted in such operations (Mason and Antony, 2000). Although it may help 
hospitality operations to provide consistent service (Jones and Dent, 1994), Jones and Dent (1994) 
report few attempts to apply SPC within the hospitality industry. They observe the absence of 
performance standards as a difficulty in adopting SPC in such settings, which is not the case in 
manufacturing environments.
METHODOLOGY
Action research is ‘problem-sensing and problem-focusing’, where a problem indicates a need to 
effect change and bring about improvement (Hart and Bond, 1995, p.52), and this requires an 
organized involvement of a researcher or a consultant in the environment where the problem exists 
(Gill and Johnson, 2002). The results would include not only problem resolution but also building up 
of knowledge (Coughlan and Coghlan, 2002). Despite the potential offered by Action Research, there 
is lack of reported studies in the hospitality industry (Waser and Johns, 2003).
Action research employs a wide array of research methods (Coughlan and Coghlan, 2002). 
Methods used in this research were semi-structured interviews and participant observation. Field work 
studies normally combine these two methods (e.g. Allan, 2006; Avenarius, 2007; Bowen, 2001). After 
approaching a foodservice chain and gaining their approval, I worked in one of the stores for four 
months. During that period I interviewed a number of staff. Working and living with them enabled me 
to develop a better understanding of their work life and social interaction.
Semi-structured interviews
I conducted six interviews with store members. Interviewees were selected by ‘purposive’ sampling 
(Bryman, 2008; Johnson, 1990) where certain staff were ‘rich cases’ (Patton, 2002). Interviews were 
conducted at different times during and after the implementation. An interview guide was developed 
and interviews were recorded and transcribed. Names mentioned are invented ones.
Observation
I took the role of a ‘participant-as-observer’ (Bryman, 2008). I was trained as a team member and 
reported to the store manager. Being in an active state was needed for a period, as dictated by the 
research objectives, in a later stage of the research this was not required. Hence, another type of 
observation was undertaken; ‘observer-as-participant’ (Bryman, 2008).
Data generated and analysis
Data generated comprised field notes, a research diary and interview transcripts and various 
documents from the chain. The field notes helped in keeping the diary. The diary gives a picture of 
the whole research period. My thoughts, observation, feelings, and reflections are given within. The 
interviews reflect the views and opinions of the study participants. Documentary evidence has been 
examined such as quality audits, mystery shopper, chain newsletter, benefits booklet and training 
manual. Thus, multiple methods and sources were utilized to achieve triangulation (Patton, 2002).
Data analysis followed an inductive approach. Inductive data analysis starts with observation 
trying to develop a model, with the emphasis on allowing the studied phenomena and issues to 
develop and float without harnessing them (Patton, 2002). This strategy, according to Thomas (2006), 
aims to reduce and abridge various textual data into a condensed structure, relates the study objects 
with the results, and uses the identified elements to build a model that is able to reflect the research 
experience.
Study context
This chain, referred to as ‘Kronos’, is affiliated to a major hospitality company that manages several 
hotel and foodservice brands. It is one of the biggest chains in the UK. It is a fast growing brand 
operating several hundreds stores nationally and globally.
The fieldwork took place between July-November 2008. The store team were young people with an 
average age of 24 years. Many were of different nationalities.
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FINDINGS
I was trained as a team member and worked with the staff. Through observation and discussion with 
the manager and examining store’s quality reports, three processes were identified as having a 
potential for measurement and improvement, namely coffee check, cleanliness and service time. I 
designed data collection sheets and started to collect data and eventually constructed control charts for 
these. In line with the research aims, the responsibility of data collection was shifted to the store team, 
which proved problematic. They could not take the responsibility and failed to collect the required 
data. The following are the main themes extracted from interviewing staff and observing the work life 
in this store.
Work status: Working less than 25 hours per week renders a member a part timer. But working over a 
long period as part timer, does not necessarily mean gaining more experience. Nicholas, who had 
worked on Saturdays and Sundays for a long period, thought that the management expectations of him 
were high considering the long time he had been working in the store as he explains ‘...I ’ve been 
working here for three years, I ’ve only been working part time, sometimes even one day a week, so 
things change when I ’m not here six days a week By the time I  come back it’s more me catching 
up.... ’. And this echoes the ‘loose attachment’ of Montgomery (1988) associated with part time work. 
This makes it harder to be updated of what is going on. This situation of being there and not there is 
resonated by Marlow, assistant manager, as he thinks that part timers are difficult to induce and 
manage as, they are not working as many hours as full timers do; ‘You do have problems with full 
timers as well, but it’s easier to work on because they’re there all the time, whereas if someone will 
only work one day a week, it’s very hard to motivate them to do that bit more... ’. Marlow brought 
another dimension to the discussion. He observed the difference between the motivation and 
persistence of ‘voluntary’ and ‘involuntary’ part timers. For example, individuals who are restricted to 
work 20 hours because they are students or are foreigners; ‘...they want to learn, they want to 
progress, they want to go further up...’, while voluntary part timers may not show a comparable 
interest and motivation. This suggests that motivation depends on the person more than her/his total 
working hours.
Remuneration: Staff are paid hourly, the only one who gets a salary is the manager. The majority of 
staff are paid the minimum wage which is £5.73 per hour, after the last increase in 3 October, 2008. 
Nicholas observed the low wages staff are paid and linked this to turnover. ‘Kronos ’ wages are not 
good, definitely not good, and I ’ve found that the main reason why staff come and go definitely, every 
store, every branch I ’ve been in, the main reason why people leave is definitely wage... ’. Moreover, a 
comparison is made to the work involved, and Nicholas also referred to the looming recession in the 
UK. In light of that the contrast is sharp and bitter;4... Wage is pathetic compared to how we work. 
Looking at the current rate, £5.53, in an economic environment like this, £5.53 is definitely, definitely 
nothing’. As the position and responsibility are increased, the wage also is increased but likewise the 
discrepancy is aggravated ‘...Worse i f  you’re a team member. Team leader, £5.85 for extra 
responsibilities ! You’re still on £5. I t ’s pathetic. ’ The chain provides staff benefits. When staff are on 
shift they can consume free hot drinks and in their lunch break they can pick a sandwich. Moreover, 
they get 50% discount on their purchases from the store besides a package of other benefits. However, 
these would not complement or compensate a low wage, as Nicholas sees them as ‘ ... a way o f trying 
to cover up for the actual wage, the actual goal... So for me, as much as the benefits are incredible, 
it’s still a distraction away from the real problem...’.
Labor cost: When I asked Charles, store manager, about what he considers as a challenge in 
managing the store, he identified it to be labor cost. And the area manager is stressing and following 
that. ‘...controlling my labor budgets and my labor targets... that's probably my biggest challenge... 
Martinfarea manager] is on top o f it quite a lot... ’. According to Charles, food cost and labor cost are 
the biggest costs, and labor cost readily lends itself to control'... Food is food, as you know, it costs 
you £1 for a sandwich, you sell it at £4.00, 25% food cost. With labor it's a little bit o f a juggling 
act...It's the most adjustable cost, I  can send somebody home, I  can bring somebody in early... ’. A  
tight labor cost meant that most of the time just two members were operating the store, and this 
workload caused stress.
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Work relations'. The relations between the staff was good in most cases, but this did not prevent some 
clashes. The nationalities were different but that seemed to be unimportant. But the relationship 
between some staff and the manager was tense. Charles moved to the chain just six months before the 
research. He was still finding his way and in managing the new job and the store was still acting with 
the old job mindset; ‘hard and fast’ as he described his approach;. ‘... A little hit wobbly. I  came in 
from restaurants, which were branded ...so  is Kronos, but with branded restaurants like Pizza Hut 
and Pizza Express, it's very ... hard and fa s t ... medium pepperoni feast at Pizza Hut is 32 slices o f 
pepperoni; it's not 30, it's not 34, it's 32.. ’. On the surface, the relation between the manager and the 
team appeared acceptable. However, it seems that some kept their feelings suppressed. Nicholas 
vocalised his view of the management. ‘... I ’m finding management has become more, what can Isay, 
a regime, it’s now a regime to pressurise workers into becoming strict model... and I  find also 
authoritarian kind o f rule, like dictating kind o f rule, I  find it harder to work... ’. Another voice is 
sought, but Jasper also holds a similar perception; ‘You get criticised for not doing this or not doing 
that. It makes you feel less, and it gets worse and worse. ’ This tense relation affects the enjoyment of 
the work and makes the store just a place to work. ‘... by the end o f the day you tend to just do the job; 
you don’t do it with your heart. You just come in and do the job and leave. Come in, do the job and 
leave.’ (Nicholas).
Stress and burnout: The workload was the major stress for the staff. But also it is the most explicit 
and manifested form of stress. The first main reason is the tight labor cost, although this is subjective. 
If the management decided labor costs would be around a certain percentage then for management 
this is the target. The success of the manager in running a store is, partly, assessed by keeping labor 
cost to the target. Management may be pleased with hitting its forecasted sales with the lowest 
possible labor cost, thinking that staff cope, but they may be wrong. Being alone is stressful. Jasper 
describes this; 'I  don’t like to work by myself, really....If you have a queue at the till and you’re 
rushing to do three coffees, and then back to the till, and then you have to put the tables to put 
outside, the delivery to put away, milk to fill up, cakes to fill up, cream to make, you know, loads o f 
little things. I t ’s like you never have time. I  think it would be much easier to have two people. I t ’s 
unnecessary hard work for one person....'. However, it was not just the workload, understaffing, 
customers and staff relationships with management can also be stressful. This type of stress is mostly 
a tacit one and it made the work not enjoyable. Giovanni, assistant manager, was stressed for another 
reason. He had spent almost two years in the store and he can not see any potential to be promoted, 
that rendered him frustrated.
Job Satisfaction: I did not conduct a job satisfaction survey as the number of the participants would 
not yield statistical results. Interviews would give richer details about staff perceptions of the job and 
their levels of satisfaction. As shown and discussed in other parts, there are many factors that may 
result in low levels of job satisfaction. The workload, payment, relationships with management, 
intensive customer contact coupled with shortage of staff, were all participant-contributors to 
experiencing low job satisfaction, affecting their involvement, and possibly leading to turnover.
Turnover: Turnover is an issue in this specific store. I worked with nineteen members of staff during 
the fieldwork period, and six left the store and the chain, and three moved to other stores in the chain. 
Charles talked about turnover as a fact that must be accepted. He summarised the possible reason 
behind that, '...we're also in the catering trade which is not unusual to turnover people, not when a) 
we pay minimum wage b) we take on foreign staff and we also take on students. That's no disrespect 
to any o f them, but they are generally people that turn over quite quickly. It's minimum wage, i f  
somebody can get a better job, less hours and they're paid more, they're going to go. Again foreign 
students, if  their circumstances change, they finish their course, they can go back home, so yeah, 
they're probably the three main factors in my team turnover ’. Reflecting on these reasons, as given by 
Charles, shows that they are all beyond his control. But Nicholas had another opinion of why people 
leave. He linked turnover to low wages, akin to Charles, but he added, 'wage sometimes is the main 
factor that can make me leave this place. However, at the same time, it’s not the only factor.
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Management sometimes... ’. Turnover meant there is always somebody to induct, someone new 
behind the counter who tries to find his way. Moreover, the team spirit that takes time to develop is 
threatened by turnover. And when friends leave this may affect other friends’ spirits. Customers also 
are affected by turnover. As regular customers prefer seeing familiar faces, the stability of the team 
helps to develop such a link, whilst turnover weakens it.
DISCUSSION
The study identified three main obstacles to implementing SPC in this store; human resources, service 
characteristics and SPC. The presence of customers creates pressure for staff to serve fast and as 
dictated by a tight labor cost, there is no time to collect quality related data. SPC is a demanding 
technique in terms of amount of data required and associated time and devotion. However, this paper 
reports the identified human resources issues. These variables; remuneration, understaffing, workload, 
tense atmosphere act as stressors. They result in lower job satisfaction levels and motivation, 
consequently employees’ participation and involvement is difficult to obtain.
Building a framework: The identified variables relating to human resources are depicted in Figure 
(1). Each factor may have a different effect over the implementation; direct or indirect. For example, 
turnover leads to understaffing and that increases the workload on staff and renders them stressed 
which negatively affects their involvement. This indirectly affected the implementation. However, it 
is argued that experienced staff, being trained and knowledgeable, are considered a waste of resources 
that directly influences the implementation of SPC. Understaffing related to turnover and tight labor 
cost, working relations, and remuneration may result in building stress which may lower staff job 
satisfaction and motivation and possibly leads to less engagement. Moreover, lower job satisfaction 
may trigger some to withhold their efforts and show counterproductive behaviour. However, 
personality of staff and their perception of the fairness of their work may play a role in that.
Remuneration
Career
Staff involvement 
in SPC 
implementation
Stress/Burnout
Work Status
Working Relations
Job Motivation
Job Satisfaction
Turnover Understaffing
Communication
Perceived fairness
Personality Characteristics
Counterproductive
behaviour
Figure (1) Human resources variables ’ effect on Statistical Process Control implementation
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Statistical process control and human resources
The operational benefits of implementing statistical process control in manufacturing and production 
(e.g. Grigg and Walls, 2007; Mason and Antony, 2000; Rungasamy et al., 2002; Rungtusanatham, 
1999) and in service (e.g. Herbert et al., 2003; Roes and Dorr, 1997) is largely established and 
documented. Research done on SPC revolved around technical issues such as statistics (e.g. Gelinas, 
1994; Lam et al., 2005; Sower et al., 1994; Wood, 1995) or developing conceptual frameworks (e.g. 
Antony and Taner, 2003). However, while the technical aspects were celebrated, the ‘socio-technical 
phenomenon ’ of SPC was disregarded (Rungtusanatham, 1999, p.244).
Human resource or people management were not among the refined core 14 factors for SPC 
implementation, as solicited from academic, practitioners and consultants experts (Rungtusanatham et 
al., 1997). Theoretically, Rungtusanatham (1999), attempting to fill that gap, studied the outcomes of 
implementing SPC in manufacturing; workers motivation and job satisfaction. However, this was not 
an empirical research and moreover, it addressed the non-quality advantages of SPC, in 
manufacturing, but failed to cover its human resources prerequisites.
Notably, in empirical studies that implemented SPC in manufacturing, human resources issues have 
not been raised as being significant in the success of implementation. Krumwiede and Sheu (1996, 
p.48) applying SPC in a small firm in USA, report that when providing training ‘operators were 
defensive however, this was overcome by better communication and as the project progressed staff 
involvement was secured. Krumwiede and Sheu described the project as ‘morale builder’. But there is 
no further mention or reflection of human resources issues that hindered or may have inhibited the 
project. Most research has adopted the same view of human resources. People are mentioned in terms 
of skills and training or rewards to motivate them. But there is no further mention or reflection on 
human resources issues, as identified in this research .e.g. working relations, remuneration, turnover, 
work status, stress, staffing. Arguably, research in quality, to a degree, overlooked its ‘soft side’; the 
human element as contended by Wilkinson (1992) and Wilkinson et al. (1997). Hill (1991, p.556) 
advocated that "while solutions to the technical issues o f designing appropriate systems and 
procedures are fully specified, there are lacunae in the treatment o f the social factors \  Hence, the 
importance of this research is that it elucidates the interweaving human issues, among other non­
human factors, that surrounded the implementation of SPC in a service context.
Human resources practices in the hospitality industry
There is a relation between business performance (Cho et al., 2006; Koys, 2003), profitability (Hinkin 
and Tracey, 2000), customer satisfaction (Enz, 2004) and HR practices. In 1995, King called the 
industry to stretch its hospitality to its employees, fulfilling their needs and investing more in them. 
Apparently, the industry did not respond to that call. Enz (2001) observed that hospitality 
management are dealing passively with the human resources issues and not trying to come up with 
novel methods to handle them. Lucas (2002) contended that human resources methods in the 
hospitality industry were ‘poor’ especially in areas of payment and employment conditions. The 
‘industry could do better ’ to move from the ‘hard’ HR approach; being cost-focused, to the ‘soft’; 
people-focused style (Lucas and Deery, 2004, p.460), where it is accepted that employees should be 
regarded as a ‘competitive advantage’ (Warech and Tracey, 2004).
CONCLUSION
This study demonstrated that technically it was possible to implement SPC. The researcher was able 
to take measurements, construct control charts and begin to analyse the results. However, the 
challenge that arose was in implementation and handing over responsibility for this to the employees 
within the operating unit. To implement quality programmes employees are a comer stone. It is time 
to explicitly put human resources in quality management models.
CONTRIBUTION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This research was exploratory in nature and it delved into a quite novel area. It reports an actual 
implementation of SPC, which is sparse (Elg et al., 2008). It claims to be the first study of its type in 
the hospitality industry. It managed to reveal some variables that may affect the implementation of 
SPC, specifically, in a food service chain. While derived from a certain food service chain, the 
framework may have wider generic applicability and relevancy. The literature (e.g. Harris and
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Ogbonna, 2002; Lucas, 2002; Lucas and Deery, 2004) suggests that the situation in this particular 
store and chain, in regard to human resources, is not different from many other foodservice and 
hospitality operations. The study adopted an action research methodology which is much needed in 
researching operations management (Coughlan and Coghlan, 2002; Westbrook, 1995), and its 
qualitative approach is sought after in hospitality (Taylor and Edgar, 1999). Further research may seek 
to repeat the implementation of SPC in another chain, or in another sector of hospitality. This may 
illicit similar or different variables, which may be used to refine the socio-technical theory of SPC and 
consequently that of service operation management.
The practical contribution of this research is that foodservice chains, and arguably hospitality 
operations, should examine their human resources practices before initiating quality programmes. 
Poor practices render staff unmotivated and consequently their involvement may not be guaranteed. 
Operations that overlook this may render its quality programmes to failure.
LIMITATIONS
Generalization from action research is a concern, as most action research studies are built on case 
study (Gill and Johnson, 2002). The results may be very specific, applying to this particular store. 
However, even from that specific and unique case, wider implications can be extracted, which may be 
of interest to others (Coghlan and Brannick, 2001), deriving its power from ‘the force of example’ 
(Flyvbjerg, 2006). Another limitation of this research is the researcher himself, being the main 
research instrument (Patton, 2002). Hence, the research was affected by my values and personal traits.
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ABSTRACT
Many chain operators in the UK hospitality industry rely on three approaches to the measurement of 
product and service quality; mystery shopper programmes, audits, and customer satisfaction surveys. But there 
has been no research into the extent to which these tools are effective in measuring quality, nor whether they 
meet the needs of managers within such chains. This study examines how a UK based restaurant chain uses 
these tools and the managers’ perceptions towards them. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 
managers from different levels within the organisational hierarchy. Senior management considered the mystery 
shopper programme to be an indication of behavioural performance, satisfaction surveys helped in tailoring the 
brand standards and audits were meant to ensure conformance to the standards. However, whilst senior 
management believed the combination of these measures was sufficient, informally both area managers and unit 
managers carried out their own additional measurements of quality.
Key Words: Quality; Mystery shopper; Quality audit; Customer satisfaction survey 
INTRODUCTION
Service quality became a focus of attention in marketing in the 1980s, caused by acknowledging the 
gains that can be harvested by delivering quality service - increased profits, market share, and cost savings 
(Zeithaml et al., 1988). There are five broad approaches to defining quality; transcendent, product based, 
process based, customer based, and value based However, the prevailing definition in the service domain is 
customer driven; “consistently meeting or exceeding customer’s expectations” (Ghobadian et al., 1994:49). 
Service does not lend itself readily for measurement because it i s 11 abstract’, “transient” and “psychological 
(Gupta et al., 2005). The prominent characteristics of service -  intangibility, heterogeneity, and inseparability - 
add to the difficulty of service measurement (Harvey 1998; Zeithaml et al., 1988), and this led Parasuraman et 
al. (1988:13) to regard service quality as an “elusive construct” that may be difficult to measure. Service quality 
measures may fall into two categories; hard and soft; hard are “those which are quantifiable or objective” and 
soft are “those which are qualitative, judgemental, subjective and based on perceptual data” (Silvestro et al., 
1990:55). The collection of information on service quality can be derived from internal and/or external data 
sources. Internal data are collected within the business by the staff through management inspection and service 
sampling, while external data seeks the feedback of the customers through a mystery shopper programme or 
customer surveys. However, Silvestro et al. (1990) recommend measuring service quality using a combination 
of different data sources.
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Despite the wealth of literature and research in this field, and the development of instruments such as 
Servqual, very little attention has been given to the actual tools used and measurements made by industry itself. 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the specific approach to quality measurement adopted by one chain and 
to evaluate the extent to which the tools used meet criteria of validity and reliability, as well as the needs of 
managers themselves. In other words -  are they fit for purpose?
LITERATURE REVIEW
Research and practice suggest that there are three commonly adopted approaches to quality 
measurement in the hospitality industry, and in foodservice chains in particular -  mystery shopping, quality 
audit, and customer satisfaction surveys. These may be used separately or in combination with each other, as 
each has varying degrees of validity and reliability as a research tool.
Mystery shopper
Mystery shopping originated in the 1940s and had become a “sophisticated technique” by the 1980s 
(Calvert, 2005). It may be called “secret, phantom, or anonymous consumer shopper” (Finn and Kayande, 
1999:196). Although mystery shopper programmes are widely used, there is little literature about this approach 
(Wilson, 1998a). The financial sector was the first to adopt mystery shopping, followed by fast food chains and 
hotels (Erstad, 1998). The adoption of franchising in foodservice chains is one major reason for the growing 
dependence on the mystery shopper as a tool to ensure franchisee compliance to the franchisor’s standards 
(Beck and Miao, 2003). Such programmes aim to evaluate the performance of the retail and service units within 
firms (Finn and Kayandd, 1999) and to ensure consistent process and procedures (Wilson, 2001). The value of 
the mystery shopping business in the UK was estimated at £20-£30 million in 1996, with many sectors 
benefiting from it -  for example; financial services, governmental departments, leisure and travel, and transport 
(Wilson, 1998b). The disguised shopper evaluates the physical facilities and the environment (tangibles) and 
also, most importantly, the shopping interaction (intangibles). S/he completes an evaluation form allowing the 
identification of the shortfalls and strengths in the performance of the shopped outlet (Baggs and Kleiner, 1996; 
Fin and Kayande, 1999). Many groups are meant to benefit from the generated reports, including employees, 
managers, top management, customers and suppliers (Erstad, 1998).
However, the approach is not without controversy. Covert observation as applied in the mystery 
shopper program may worry some individuals and ethical concerns are debated in these cases (Slack and 
Rowley, 2001). Wilson (2001) described the use of mystery shoppers as “using deception”. He mentions that 
observing people without notifying them is considered a privacy violation, so the service staff should be 
informed of the mystery program. According to Shing and Spence (2002:343) mystery shopping is a means of 
competitor intelligence gathering, although it is practiced “on the edge of the public domain” as information is 
accessible for the public, It can feature some ethical violations; dishonesty, misrepresentation, and unapproved 
observation. To guard against this, the World Association of Opinion and Marketing Research (ESOMAR) 
provides guidelines and instructions on the usage of the mystery shopping and monitoring service personnel 
(Wilson, 2001).
Beck and Miao (2003) investigated how mystery shopper programmes are conducted in the USA, and 
hotel senior management perceptions of the effectiveness of the scheme in assessing service quality. They 
found that chain hotels use the mystery shopper more than other properties, and the majority would continue 
using the scheme. The outcomes of the study showed that managers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the 
program put the “soft” attributes on the top, e.g. courtesy, followed by “asset control”, e.g. cash handling 
procedures, and “hard” attributes came the third, e.g. quality of food and beverage. However, chain properties 
respondents indicated more appreciation of the program to assess the asset attributes. They also found that 
senior managers welcomed the program more than their staff. Beck and Miao (2003) suggested that managers 
would use this program as a “diagnostic tool” to assess the service encounter of the clients with contact 
personnel, more than as a “motivational tool”.
Harvey (1998:594) reported on a variant of the mystery shopper program, where “actual customers are 
trained to make detailed notes of their shopping encounter”. An example of such practice is found in the study 
conducted by Beck et al. (2004). As mystery shopper companies have restricted access to military bases for 
security reasons, the foodservice operation run by the U.S Air Force relied on observations made by 
management as well as comment cards to evaluate the quality of its service. According to Beck et al. (2004:42) 
these “have limited application due to measurement biases”. Beck et al.’s study aimed at developing and 
assessing the mystery shopper scheme at one of the U.S Air Force bases, with an emphasis on three particular
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areas; “recruitment; training, and recognition This approach to conducting the mystery shopper program 
helped to pinpoint some practical issues that should be considered more thoroughly; role playing could be useful 
as a training means, shoppers should be encouraged to use the rating scale effectively not just the high end, the 
lodging service needed more details and clarification, the demographic characteristics of the shoppers should be 
monitored and a quota should be maintained for that, shoppers should also be prepared to deal with 
unanticipated situations that might require flexibility to deal with.
Quality Audit
An organizational quality audit is defined as “an examination of an organization ’s arrangements to 
control and ensure the quality of its products or services” (0vretveit 1993:75). Quality audits are conducted to 
help organizations compete in markets and as an evidence that they are pursuing quality (0vretveit, 1993). 
Evaluating the effectiveness of the quality assurance endeavours and ensuring the compliance with quality 
standards such as IS09000 have given quality audits its salient task (Karapetrovic and Willbom, 2000). The 
audit criteria involve procedures, guidelines and standards that are used as a benchmark (Karapetrovic and 
Willbom, 2000), which reflect the crucial elements for delivering quality service (0vretveit, 1993), and to which 
the audit evidence; data and material collected, are compared objectively and independently (Karapetrovic and 
Willbom, 2000). According to Fuentes (1999) audits are known as “performance protocols”. They try to 
measure numerically the performance of the professional during a specific process. She regards this as 
implementing “acceptable levels of quality,\  rather than improving the processes quality. This contradicts 
Karapetrovic and Willbom (2000:679) who argue that “one of the primary purposes of audits is continuous 
improvement”.
Customer satisfaction surveys
Management is responsible for delivering services or producing goods that result in customer 
satisfaction and for measuring that satisfaction (Lin and Jones, 1997). Measuring customer satisfaction can be 
done through direct methods such as customer satisfaction surveys or indirect methods like examining the 
customers’ re-purchase profile (Adebanjo, 2001). Market research techniques that can be used include: 
o customer satisfaction surveys (FeCikova, 2004),
o mail surveys, telephone surveys, call back and survey through personal contact (Babbar, 1992),
o focus group (FeCikova, 2004; Babbar, 1992),
o standardized packages for monitoring customer satisfaction (FeCikova, 2004),
o evaluation and suggestion slips, and Delphi or nominal group method (Babbar, 1992).
The automobile industry was the first to implement the customer survey (Lin and Jones, 1997). Surveys are the 
most used tool to measure the customer satisfaction because they are direct, easy to administer and analyse, and 
have clear objectives. They provide the business with the customer’s perceptions of his/her experience with the 
business and at the same time make the customer feel that the business is concerned to provide satisfaction 
(Peterson and Wilson, 1992). Surveys also can be used to; assess staff performance, establish training schemes, 
benchmark competitors and included in advertising (Peterson and Wilson, 1992). Indirect measures may 
supplement the surveys including; sales, profits, and complaints (Peterson and Wilson, 1992). Lin and Jones 
(1997) stated that there are four methodological issues related to customer surveys; “sampling structure, 
enhancing quality of survey data and tool, non response, and reporting and interpretation". However, 
depending on “unsolicited comments” is unreliable as, in most cases, two extremes of customers would provide 
that feedback; those who are extremely satisfied or those totally unhappy (Wyckoff, 2001).
METHODOLOGY
This exploratory study aimed to develop an understanding of the current practices of one specific 
foodservice chain; referred to as “AAA”. A number of similar chains were approached, with operations based 
around the provision of a range of hot beverage products (especially coffee), sandwiches and other snack food 
products. Such chains were known to have adopted a range of complimentary approaches to quality 
management. Moreover, a pilot study had been conducted in this style of operation on the researchers’ campus. 
AAA was selected due to the commitment of its Chief Executive to assisting with the study. Such commitment 
was essential, as it is planned not only to conduct the initial exploratory study reported here, but to follow this 
up with an action research programme designed to introduce continuous improvement into the operations.
For the exploratory study, a qualitative approach was adopted. Interviews are appreciated for the 
“richness of responses” they provide (Arksey and Knight, 1999). Face to face semi-structured interviews were 
conducted with the Brand Standards Manager (BSM), two Retail Development Managers (RDM) (area 
manager), and two Unit Managers (UM), with general questions used as a “framework, (Arksey and Knight, 
1999) -  reflecting the relatively flat hierarchy of this particular chain. Before conducting the interviews, a visit 
to one of the stores was made, in order to be familiar with the operation and its product, atmosphere and
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surroundings. An interview guide was developed on the present quality program in the chain, and the 
approaches used within that, how it was conducted, perceptions towards it, advantages and disadvantage of each 
approach. The general questions served as a ground to build on and as the flow of the conversations (rapport) 
progressed, the given responses opened the door to other questions. The Brand Standards Manager was 
interviewed outside the organisation. Subsequent to this interview the BSM provided a number of documents 
relating to the quality management approach of the chain -  including a mystery shopper report, audit form, and 
brand standards manual.
The other four interviews were all conducted in two of the chain’s stores, in London and Reading, thus 
involving the operation in two different areas. In addition, one of the stores was “a stand alone” (London), while 
the other was a “concession” store in a shopping centre. The duration of each interview was about 60 minutes 
and interviews were conducted in period of July 2006 to December 2006. All interviews were recorded using a 
digital tape recorder, after gaining approval of the interviewees, the interviews were downloaded as audio files, 
transcribed and analysed. The transcript contained the words of the interviewer and the interviewees. The 
interview guide helped to classify the data into categories. However, more categories and themes emerged from 
the collected data, and these were cross referenced to the company documentation provided by the BSM. The 
analysis focused on understanding the quality approaches conducted within the chain, and the perceptions of the 
managers (on the different managerial levels) towards them.
FINDINGS
The focus in this paper is on the three most commonly adopted quality measurement tools discussed above.
The Mystery shopper
The mystery shopper programme in the chain is conducted by a third party, quarterly. The RDM1 
identifies the job of the mystery shoppers as:
. ..they check all the various stages of a guest’s visit... so the whole journey from the guest entering to 
ordering and leaving again gets measured.
The mystery shopper must fill much information contributing to the validity of the report:
... The only way you have validity with mystery shop is to make sure you provide a lot of detail behind 
the answers, so we just do not provide a Yes /No... (RDM1).
Validity is also built by recording the personnel name, recording date and time of the visit and providing the 
purchase receipt. If it happens and the report does not bear that sense of validity and has something suspicious 
the action of the BSM would be to "... ask them to swap auditors so not all of them audit the same batch all the 
time... ”. There is room for mistakes and that would be used in evaluating the Mystery shopper agency 
performance:
... I would measure my third party in terms of errors... [and as mistakes probably happen, a sort of 
triangulation is needed]... which is why we use it in conjunction with a top line usage and attitude 
study (BSM).
The mystery guest report has questions assessing the personnel behaviour, in addition to questions 
about tasks done behind the counter such as processing coffee, and this may raise questions as to which degree 
s/he is able to evaluate such tasks:
...the mystery shopper can see how we produce the coffee... as you see the coffee machine is on the 
counter, as a guest leaning on the till you can see how the girls and the boys make the product so they 
can assess to a certain extent... I think they can, probably can pick up to 50 percent of the process, 
which is a lot for a guest because in some business you don’t see a thing... (RDM1).
In some stores the layout can help the shoppers to observe what is behind the counter, but the layout in some 
stores is not that open and the shoppers may have to note that as Not Applicable or may guess. This guessing 
would lead to mistakes and then makes the results unreliable increasing the doubts of the approach. The mystery 
shopper report is usually sent a week after the visit. But this is not always the case, and delays may be 
experienced:
... for the moment it is about two weeks delay, earlier last month almost four weeks delay, I was 
worried we have not have any visits... (UM1).
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The data derived from the mystery shopper are used also to draw an overall picture of the stores to 
identify problem areas in the business:
...I ask from a central basis for some trend analysis and I analyze things like; what is our performance 
between 7 o ’clock in the morning and 12 o ’clock? What is our performance versus 2 to 5? Do we 
have any issue with our lunch time business? So not only do I look at top line results and I will look at 
area performance... I also look at; do we have any trends or issue that happening across the 
business... (BSM).
Quality audit
The audit is the chain’s approach to self assessment. The BSM explains the concept of the audit:
...It is a set of coffee excellence, cleanliness, environment, food and drink, team members and service 
and some bits and pieces of PR and marketing... this is what I call our in house operation check about 
core standards....
The elements that constitute that check were derived from customer research done by the marketing 
team Some areas in the audit report would be more weighted than others as those would represent “core 
standard”. As the brand standards are reflecting the customers’ demands that entails that management must 
update the standards to match those requirements to ensure relevance. To ensure the stores are working up to the 
standard the chain have a team of auditors who audit the stores, audits are also conducted by Retail 
Development Managers and Unit managers. Audits are done quarterly by different positions but using the same 
criteria. To understand the standards, training is provided:
...all our training materials are lined to the 65 standards...so any thing anybody is trained in at the 
heart of that, those 65 standards sit...(BSM).
The chain provides also training in conducting audits and a special guide, as the BSM explains:
...we have what they call it the bible, we have a little booklet with the AAA check which explains in 
detail how to conduct it...we need to align the way we look at each question to prevent subjectivity....
The RDM2 describes his approach to the audit:
before I start I will take the customer experience... join the queue and have a look on the place, coffee, 
sit down, experience the coffee and that will give me the starting point for first couple of sections...even 
if that review comes later, even I come in as customer, have coffee and sit and chat about something 
else I can still use my experience about audit so without having to sit and tick box in front of me....
The RDM2 also depends heavily on his experience in evaluating the quality of the coffee, even he judges that 
from the coffee machine sound. However, not all managers would possess such experience:
...Some of my colleagues coming from outside without the coffee experience will have to rely on AAA 
check, will have to rely on mystery guest more... (RDM2).
Depending on experience (mentioned by the RDM2) is a double edged weapon. It may be a favourable 
attribute, on the other hand it may encourage deviation from the planned conduct of the audit.
There is some replications in some areas covered by the audit and the mystery shopper report. However, 
the audit is more concerned of operational details while the shopper’s subjectivity is sought. The results of the 
audit are explained and justified to clarify the obtained score. Auditors write down their comments and explain 
the reason for low scores. If a serious issue is found, an action plan is suggested to rectify the problem. 
Communicating over the audit with the area manager is of importance:
...at the end of each AAA check...there is an action plan so the auditor will always check to make sure 
we did an action plan and to see these actions are being carried out, they will also look for major 
discrepancies... (UM1).
The auditor will ensure that the brand standards are applied in all performed tasks. He also serves as an outside 
eye that can notice things the Unit manager and the team member would not notice as they are in the store every 
day.
At Head Office level the results are used somewhat differently:
.. .we generate reports, we benchmark, we create performance lead tables, we create lots of 
reports... this helps to...say how we performing...what we need to improve customer 
experience... (BSM).
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Customer Satisfaction surveys
Customer feedback is pursued in two ways - guest link and customer surveys. The difference is 
explained by RDM1:
... guest link is purely an in-store tool... [whereas] the customer questionnaire is conducted by an 
external company who will interview people, guest link is separate, and guest link is purely a store tool 
[it is]...an official, formal customer feed back line so that one (pointing to the poster hung on the wall), 
in every store you should see that poster that says we welcome your comments please contact either by 
email, by writing, or telephone the Guest Link so the customer has a problem or bad experience they 
can call....
Not only problems and complaints are received, recognition and suggestions are experienced also. The 
guest link phone number is not a free number “... I think it’s a normal phone” (RDM1). Using free calls is 
widely practiced to encourage customers to provide their feed back, and may be the chain would increase the 
customer feed back by providing this. Although a poster about guest link is in every store; that does not mean 
customers are aware of it:
. . .I had an issue last week where the customer was generally happy with service, he was only 
concerned why AAA is not using chip and pin and you know I did explain to him the situation this and 
that but he said well you know, happy with that but can I have your head office number and stuff... he 
obviously didn't know where it w...(UM2).
Although monthly reports of complaints and compliments are disseminated. The BSM is concerned 
about using the data derived from the Guest Link:
... also some people write directly into the brand, they do not have the guest link number... so mainly 
you got two sets of things going on and we do not tie them together which we should and we do not 
track and trend analyze enough centrally either...but I do not say; right Mr. XXXyou have 15 
complaints in your area this month what is going on? we do not do that and I think that is a huge 
opportunity ....
As identified by the Brand Standards Manager the chain has more to do with the data they collect. Adamson 
(1994) warns that much customer satisfaction data generated through various approaches may lead to “confusion 
and inaction” and getting over this situation requires careful coordination of these data.
The other method of obtaining customer feed back is through surveying people; if they visited a 
coffee store recently and if they visited the chain stores "... The top line usage and attitude...that happens three 
times a year, we are also using this year a company called ‘yougov’... ”(BSM). Using a specialized company 
ensures wide geographical coverage of the customers and greater customer representation. The nature of this 
survey is:
...usage and attitude tends to be much shorter...it tends to be just around; have you been in AAA, what 
did you think of the drinks, what did you think of your coffee, environment; did you have a good 
experience.BSM).
An advantage associated with this approach is seeking feed back about the competitors, as the 
customers are also asked about their experiences in the competitors’ chains.
Customer satisfaction surveys tend to measure the outcomes of the service encounter (Wilson, 2001). 
However, such tools depend on the ability of the customer to recall an experience that happened in the past 
(Finn, 2001). Another report is also used to examine the customers’ perception of the chain:
... The other report we use a lot will be ‘ALLEGRA ’...a big one we use in the coffee industry, it is 
published once a year... it is a very in depth analysis of the three main players basically ‘BBB ’, ‘CCC’ 
and ‘AAA ’ and it goes into every thing; quality of drinks, pricing andxyz (BSM).
Balanced scorecard
These quality measures are brought together by the chain’s use of the balanced scorecard to evaluate 
management performance. The scorecard is not in itself a measurement tool but a means by which a range of 
different measures can be compared and, if necessary, weighted to reflect their perceived relative importance. 
The BSM reports on the Balance Score card:
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... the three measures we are talking about today all sit on ... a central wining card, which is a 
balanced scorecard process and system...Everything gets arranged centrally, so on monthly basis we 
get all these reports sent to us from the various departments in the business advising us where we are 
in the process and how we are performing as an area... that is broken down per store. That’s all the 
various departments feeding in the win card, and the win card get sent to the RDM and he or she can 
see how the area is performing and how the individual stores are performing.
RDM1 identifies the Win Card as providing a general look over the business and a basis for taking actions:
... we use the win card as a tool to analyse the performance. It’s very factual so you can see exactly 
what is the sales, What’s your profit, what's your mystery shop score, what’s your health and safety 
score, based on those facts we sit down and have a discussion why things are good, why things are bad, 
and where we need to improve ourselves.
The three tools seem to work independently. However, the score card is the place where the data come 
together. This is very important as each tool has its own objectives, advantages, and disadvantages. Depending 
on one tool could be misleading and would neglect other important areas. Adopting the balanced scorecard 
shifts the traditional focus on financial measures to encompass other perspectives such as the customer. Kaplan 
and Norton (1996:75) suggest that the balanced scorecard helps an organization to link " long-term strategy 
with its short-term actions”
DISCUSSION
Mystery shopper
Items measured by the mystery shopper programme about food and beverage processing may overlap 
with another quality measure - the audit. However, the audit questions tend to be more detailed. The BSM 
perceived the programme as a way of focusing teams and as indispensable to the store managers. The UM1 
realizes the potential of the mystery shopper as "... one of the few ways which we have of measuring customer 
satisfaction... ”. UM2 describes her team members’ feeling toward the mystery shoppers as being mixed:
... it’s mixed because ... for example we received a report everything was perfect the only thing he 
actually catches up on it was like the situation;, it was like 4 o ’clock and it was Saturday so it’s like in 
the middle of hell for example and he wrote that the team was working as hard as possible but they 
were not happy...silly things like this... and they really feel disappointed because they know they are 
doing their best... they feel scared of it ...they are kind of like waiting for the report, ...shaky hands 
and things so.
UM2 would be happy if the mystery program was discontinued ‘7  don’t think they will, but I would be 
happy.... ”.
The data suggest that the BSM thinks that the perceptions of the other managers are positive towards 
the mystery shopper, while the managers are not that favourable. This is similar to the results of Beck and Miao 
(2003) as they found that senior managers are more favourable to the programme than their staff. This may 
suggest that management have failed to convey the objectives of the scheme but at the same time, it echoes one 
of the problems associated with the mystery shopper approach; there is only one chance to pass or to fail.
The major advantage associated with the mystery shopper is providing a better indication of the staff 
behaviour. The RDM2, stresses the behaviour element of the mystery report as he sees that:
... if you look at the areas within mystery guest visit that relate back to behaviour, that gives a better 
indication of what is happening in the store, ...that snap shot gives much clearer picture of the 
behaviour s....that element is hugely important to me.
Such interest in the behaviour of the team members is justified as the RDM who performs another 
quality measurement, the audit, is known to the team members so their behaviour may change in his presence. 
Wilson (2001) claims that “only” the mystery shopper is able to evaluate the service performance directly 
against the service standards especially the factors related to staff behaviour. Beck and Miao’s (2003) study 
findings supported this also as their study showed that managers’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the 
program put the “soft” attributes on the top, e.g. courtesy. Another advantage of the mystery shopper is that it is 
conducted randomly.
While the chain provides incentives for the managers as percentages of their salary, the situation for the 
team members is different. However, on an informal basis the teams are rewarded. RDM2 recognized that “... 
informally ...we need to recognize good performance . ..”. This may be in the form of "... a bottle of champagne, 
a box of chocolate, it is different for different people... ”. On the other hand, the RDM1 did not encourage
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linking performance with rewards. He argued that only excellent performance deserves to be acknowledged, 
and it is wrong to always offer incentives to people for performing their duties:
I think because of the incentive is less than what they used to have, some of the people will not view as 
much pressure than used to have in the past, it varies per store some stores are very receptive to it, 
very interested to see what the results of the stores are, and the scores are...(RDMl).
This means that the program is seen as a pressure to achieve incentives, not as a motivational tool to gain it. This 
is contrary to Erstad (1998) who stressed the importance of incentives in supporting outstanding performance as 
“rewarded behaviour gets repeated’.
The disadvantages associated with the mystery shopper are many. Frequency is a major one. The UM2 
regards the mystery shopper as not fair:
...because you are serving like let’s say 100 customers a day and then comes this one and then 
something is going to get messed up and that’s it, so I don’t think it ’sfair, you have to be very lucky to 
get it right..., and because it is done quarterly; “...so obviously you can be very lucky or very 
unlucky... ”.
The RDM2 suggests that the programme:
... is like taking a photograph of your garden one afternoon of one day in the year and saying that is 
how my garden always looks like but it does not always look like that, sometimes there is leaves, 
sometimes the grass is longer, sometimes it is raining, sometimes it is sunny, so mystery customer 
analysis gives you mostly a picture in time.
The BSM also regards the scheme as unfair as it gives a picture of the store one moment in time.
In response to this concern, an interesting initiative was adopted, as revealed by the RDM1:
...we do our own mystery shops... so store managers and area managers help each other doing mystery 
shop reports... but that is not an official measuring”. They also try to be objective; “We do the same, 
we use the same style as the reports, a slimmed down version and we just go around the business and 
do the same.
Such initiatives may be seen as a self improving approach, but the RDM1 denies this and sees it as “No, it’s 
filling the gap”. But even such practice contradicts the idea of the mystery shopper; the anonymity of the guest, 
as the RDM could be identified by the team members of the other stores. This possibility is acknowledged by 
the RDM but this would not stop attempting to have more measures in use.
Accuracy is another issue with the scheme:
... out of 27 stores, four times per annum at least I will have at least five to ten challenges every 
quarter, so might be twenty to thirty challenges per annum on accuracy... more and more companies 
are seeing mystery guest as inaccurate or not as valuable as data forms of customer satisfaction 
feedback... it is beneficial but not very value... whatever we spend must be hundreds of pounds per store 
but I do not think that represents good value ... (RDM2).
Identifying mistakes in the mystery shopper report means it ..loses credibility as a measurement tool due to 
that level of inaccuracy... ” (RDM2). Reliability is identified by Wilson (1998b) as a crucial feature in mystery 
shopping programs, as the outcomes would provide management with insights of what requires their attention. 
Selection of the shoppers and the amount and quality of training given to them has an effect over its reliability.
The background of the shoppers themselves may also add to the debate on the mystery shopper
scheme:
...the comments made by mystery guest can often lead us to believe that the mystery guest would not 
normally have visited that site... some of the information they give, comments, make me firmly believe 
that some of the mystery customers are not necessarily our normal customers... (RDM2).
That element of variation between the mystery shopper background and the environment s/he is asked to 
evaluate may result in negative perceptions towards the shopped business, and that by turn may lead to '.“...again 
inaccuracy in data and then that losses credibility of the report" (RDM2). Concerns about the demographics 
and backgrounds are identified in the literature. Morrison et al. (1997:355) cite that “individual differences 
between assessors are bound to be reflected in the assessment’. Wilson (1998a) recognizes that the personal 
attributes of the mystery shopper may have influence over the service interaction evaluation. However, this 
should not represent a problem as the rule is to treat all customers the same regardless of their backgrounds. 
Although Wilson’s opinion is justified, the issue is when these personal attributes affect the judgement of 
service where such judgements are used to identify problems and act on them.
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The future for the mystery shopper according to the RDM2 is not promising “...I think in future mystery 
shopper will be gone, we will find a better way to get customer satisfaction feed back... I think mystery shopper 
will disappear... ”. This is similar to the findings of Wilson (1998b), who argues that advances in methods of 
approaching customers and getting their feedback will limit the expansion of the mystery shopper business.
The audit
According to the BSM the difficult issue with the audit is “...making sure you get consistency of 
measurement..". This meant to be overcome by the “bible” - the guiding booklet. This view demonstrates that 
the audit is made around the principle of consistency, and in that case quality would be seen as conformance to 
brand standards. Such adherence to standards is crucial to the chain as it expands and needs to control its service 
quality. Another identified concern over the audit is stress experienced during the audits "... obviously it is a bit 
stressful to every one... it can give you a picture of how the store is doing. ..It is just a bit ofstress ”UM2. Some 
staff members may get confused while the audit is taking place to the extent that"... they can’t even say where is 
the fire exit... However, the UM2 perceives the audit to be effective. All the interviewed managers have a
positive perception towards the audit, despite raising some concerns.
Customer satisfaction surveys
The RDM1 regards the customer satisfaction surveys as:
...completely done by an external company... it is just giving us the feedback on how we stand in the 
market place compared with other competition which is great to know and great to understand what 
customers think of us and how they perceive us....
However, it seems that the RDM2 and UM are not fully aware of the report, especially ALLEGRA:
... customer satisfaction surveys we have ALLEGRA... that is another industry wide report this 
information always come back to us from marketing department normally presented in regional 
meetings to area managers so it is always just the head lines on those things... how they gather them 
all I know that they do interviews I think with customers in certain cities around the UK, what do they 
ask them I do not know (RDM2).
The UM1 response was similar:
... I have heard about something which is called the “ALLEGRA ” report...I’m not entirely sure about 
how it works... who the body are exactly and what they do? I am not entirely sure... with regard to 
AAA they do market research I do not know what form that takes...we sometimes get some feed back 
about market research, customer preferences ...that would be dealt with marketing and quality team in 
the head office.
These responses from the Retail Development Manager and the Unit Manager show that they are to a 
degree isolated from this tool. This may be due to that fact that the handling of this tool is not in their area of 
responsibility. However, a feeling of “ownership” is lacking. The chain could play a role in giving a sense of 
responsibility for this by more systematic circulation of the reports, providing and showing them how the data 
are collected and analyzed. This involvement would create a sense of ownership and responsibility on the 
different levels and they would develop an understating of the whole cycle; how their performance affects 
customer satisfaction.
Data generated from the customer surveys are circulated in regional meetings on a monthly or 
bimonthly basis. Katcher (2003) mentions that customers, as well as employees, should be informed of the 
survey outcomes and the consequences of these results. However, in AAA, customers were not notified of this. 
If an issue is identified by the RDM that is taken to the UM:
... If a complaint happened he is going to come around, he is going to talk to me he is going to give me 
a call or he is going to talk tome... because such things obviously go directly to him and I have no 
idea about it until he lets me know (UM2).
However, it should be noted that not all customers who experience unsatisfactory service would complain, and 
the number of complaints could just be the tip of the iceberg. Customer satisfaction can be assessed depending 
on other indicators. The RDM2 depends on the sales figures to evaluate customer satisfaction"... I do that 
through weekly sales growth, is the business is going up or down... I ’m monitoring customer satisfaction 
through sales growth..."
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CONCLUSION:
The quality measurement tools used in the chain are received favourably by the different managerial 
levels in the chain. Some areas may overlap between the mystery shopper and the audit, but the mystery 
shopper remains more focused on behaviour while the audit is more about ‘behind the scenes'. There are 
shortcomings in the mystery shopping, realized by all the managers, and the Retail Development Managers and 
the Unit Managers acted to get over this. However, the mystery shopper is appreciated as a better indication of 
personnel behaviour. The audit seems to have almost no real problems. However, the brand standards should be 
reviewed and modified to reflect the customers’ requirements. Customer satisfaction surveys help the chain to 
identify the customer requirements so the standards can be tailored to mirror those. However, data extracted 
from those surveys are not extensively analyzed, and it needs to be more highlighted through the chain. The 
three tools contribute to the balanced score card, assisting the chain to evaluate its performance and implement 
its strategy.
Of the three tools used, the mystery shopper programme appears to be the least liked and least 
respected by manager. From a research perspective, its infrequency means that it is highly unreliable and 
potential differences of interpretation by shoppers also raise questions about its validity. This raises the issue as 
to whether or not the mystery shopper programme could be replaced by an alternative tool that is more valid and 
reliable. Following the pilot study reported here, it is planned to engage in an action research project 
investigating the implementation of statistical process control (SPC) in this setting. SPC has been highly 
successful in manufacturing and the project plans to investigate its relevance and application to foodservice 
chains.
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